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ABSTRACT 

This Final Envnwunental Impact Statement describes 10 alternatives for managing the 
631,000 acres of land admimstered by the Smslaw National Forest Each alternatwe responds 
differently to the issues and concerns identified 

_ Alteraatwe NC (No Change) contnmes management under the 1979 Timber Resource 
Plan, amended in 1984 to comply wth legislation that established Wddernesses on 
the Forest, but without adJustment for raquiraments of the National Forest 
Management Act (NFMA) of 1976. 

- Alternative A (Current Dlrectlon or ‘No Action’) continues management of the Forest 
accoting to current plans and policies, wth levels of outputs and actwities updated 
to reflect current knowledge and compliance with Management Requirements of 
NFMA. 

- Alternative B emphasizes production of wood fiber 

- AlternativeB-Departure @PA) responds to the 198OResources Planmng Act program. 
This alternative meets the RPA timber goal for the 1st decade by departmg from a 
nondechmng flow harvest schedule 



Alternative C emphasizes recreational opportumties and prcduction of wood and big 
game habitat. 

Alternative D emphasizes production of commodity resources, such as timber, 
commercial fmh, and developed recreation. 

Alternative E is the Preferred Alteruatwe (PA), whmh emphasizes fish habitat 
protectmu, recreational opportunities, and pmduction of wood This alternative was 
mtxhiied from the draft EIS, Alternative E, to reapnd to public comment on the 
Proposed Forest Plan. 

Alternative F provides a range of mcmatruml opportumties while pmtectmg scenery 
and fmh and nongame wildlife habitats. 

Alternative G emphasizes protection of amenity values such as water quality, game 
fish and wildlife habitats, dispersed recreation, and scenery 

Alternative H emphasizes preservation of natural systems, fish and nongame habitats, 
old-growth stands, and watersheds 

Short and long-term estimates of Forest resource outputs and envnonmental conssquences 
am analyzed for each alternative, but the alternative adopted as the basis for the Forest 
Plan would apply for 15 years or less Forest plans am amendable under NFMA through 
the Natmnal Environmental Pohcy Act (NEPA) process if future mqmrements or changes 
are deemed necessary. 
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CHAPTER I 

PURPOSE AND NEED 

INTRODUCTION 

Preparation of a Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) ia required by the Forest 
and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act @PA) of 1974, as amended by the National Forest 
Management Act (NFMA) of 1976 The purpose of the Forest Plan is to dxect and guide aII resource 
management actwities on the Siuslaw Natmnal Forest for the next 10 to 15 years, unless conditions 
or demands change sigmticautly. Implementation of the Forest Plan will aseure multiple use, sustamed 
yield and protectmn of Forest resources 

The preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required by NFMA and the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 In accordance with NEPA, an EIS is required because the 
implementatmn of a Forest Plan is a “major federal actmn sigmticantly affecting the quahty of the 
human environment.” Its purpose is to disclose to decision makers and the pubhc alternatwe ways to 
manage the land and resources of the Smslaw Natlonal Forest, and to aid the densmn maker in selecting 
a course of action 

This Final Envlmnmental Impact Statement (FEIS) describes 10 alternatives, m&ding a Proposed 
Actmn, for the future management of the Forest The FEIS also describes the affected environment 
and the environmental consequences of Implementing the Proposed Action and alternatives. 

Each alternative provides a different way to address management concsrtlS and pubhc issues of local, 
regional, and national Importance Thus, each alternative generates a different mix of goods and services 
from the Forest Every alternative was evaluated to determine its potential to provide a sustained 
yield of goods and sauces in a way that maximizes long-term net public benefits Net pubhc benefit 
1s an overall sxprsss~on of the value to the u&on of all outputs and positive effects (benefits) less all 
associated mputs and negative effects (costs) Net public benefits are measured by both quantitative 
and qualitative criterm rather than a single measure or mdex 

The Pm@ Action 1s the alternative that, in the opinion of the Forest Service, provides for a level 
of goods and services that maximizes long-term net public benefits and is the Forest Service Preferred 
Alternative. The Preferred AlternatIve (PA) IS the basis for the Forest Plan which is described m a 
separate document 

CHANGES BETWEEN DRAFT AND FINAL 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Proposed Land and Resource Management 
Plan (Forest Plan) were released to the public November 15, 1986 Chapter I in this FEIS differs 
from the DEIS Chapter I in a few ways. The issues identified m the DEIS are the same, but new 
informatmn is presented to reflect pubhc comments received on the DEIS. Through the comments, 
the issues, concerns and opportumties (ICOs) were reconfirmed. Some of the issues received new 
emphasis; aspects of others were clarified as the result of meetmgs with mdividuals and public mterest 
groups. The Forest’s planning interdisciplinary team has made changes to keep the ICOs current and 
within the scope of the planning process 
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Changes emce the DEIS wee published are incorporated in this chapter and mclude: issuance of a 
Supplement to the DEIS and subsequent pubhc comment, estabhshment of Mazy8 Peak Special Interest 
Area, five additional Wild & Scenic river eligibility studies conducted, and Congressional legislation in 
1988 allowing the Mapleton Ranger District to offer new timber sales in FY89 prior to completion of 
the final EIS and Forest Plan 

The final Supplement to the EIS (SEIS) for an Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide 
(USDA Forest Service 1988a) wee issued in July, 1988 and provides Regional guidehnes for maintaining 
viable populations of northern spotted owls. The new management dnection was mcorporated in the 
FEIS resulting in changes m the habitat network and standards and guidelines The effect of the change 
was to reduce the number of acres suitable for timber pmduction in all elternatwecl. 

The Pacific Northwest Region’s FEIS for Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation (USDA 
Forest Service 1988b) was released since the DEIS. Changes were made to the standards and guidelines 
to be consistent with the guideline presented in the FEIS and to reflect a reduced emphasis on herbicide 
use. 

PLANNING PROCESS 

To be able to put Forest planning in perspective, one should have a general understanding of the overall 
Forest Service planning pmcess. Forest planning occurs within the overall framework of both national 
and regional planning as required by RPA, NFMA and the planning regulatlone [36 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) 2191. 

National and Regional Planning 

At the National level, the RPA pmgram establishes long-range resource objectives based on the present 
and projected supply of and demand for various resources. A portion of each national resource objective 
included m the RPA program is assigned to each of the nine Forest Service regions. 

At the Regional level, a Regional Guide is developed The Regional Gmde assigns a portion of the 
national objective to each National Forest In addition, the Regtonal Guide &ahliehes regional 
management standards and guidelmes directing how the Forests are to meet these objectives The 
Regional Guide for the Pacific Northwest Region (USDA Forest Service 1984) provides this management 
direction for the Siuelaw National Forest Standards and guidelines for management of spotted owl 
habItat are established in the SEIS (USDA 198&L The EIS for Managing Competing and Unwanted 
Vegetation (USDA 198813) provides direction for vegetation management for the Pacific Northwest 
ReglOll. 

Planning is a repetitive process with information flowing from the Forest up to the national level 
where it is mcorporated in the RPA Program. The information then flows back to the Forest The 
RPA Program and Regional Guide are updated every 5 years. 

Forest Planning Process 

At the Forest level, a Forest Plan is prepared A range of resource objectives are considered as alternatives; 
one or mom of these altematnw would meet or exceed the current RPA Program resource objectives 
in the Regional Guide. 
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The Forest Plan shall ordinarily be revised on a 10 year cycle, but no later than 15 years from the 
date of approval of this Plan 136 CFR 219.10(g)] It also may be revised whenever the Forest Supervisor 
determines that comhtions or demands in the area covered by the Plan have changed sigmficantly or 
when changes in RPA policies, goals, or objectwea would have a s~gmficant effect on the Forest’s programs. 
In the monitoring and evaluation process, the interdisciplinary team may recommend a rewion to the 
Forest Plan at any time Rewions are not effective until considered and approved in accordance with 
the requirements for the development and approval of a Forest Plan. 

The planning pmxss specified m the NFMA implementing regulations and the envlmnmental analysis 
process specified m the CEQ regulations were used m developmg the FEIS and the accompanying 
Forest Plan The planning steps employed are: 

1 Identification of purpose and need. 

2. Preparation of planmng criteria. 

3. Collection of mventory data and mformation. 

4 Analysis of the management situation 

5 Formulation of alternatives 

6. Estimation of the effects of alternatives 

7 Evaluation of alternatives 

8 Recommendation of the preferred alternatwe. 

9. Implementation of the plan 

10 Monitoring and evaluation. 

The results of the environmental analysis (steps 1 to 8 above) are documented in this FEIS. It ensures 
that environmental inform&on ls w&able to pubhc officials and citizens before decisions are made 
and before actions are taken 

Government agencies and the public were consulted for comments on the DEIS and the accompanying 
proposed Forest Plan. Comments received were used to evaluate how well the tirst seven planning 
steps were accomplished and were used in preparation of the final EIS and Proposed Action. Appendix 
Kdescribes the public mvolvement processbetween the DEIS and FEIS, and it summarizes the comments 
IwelVed 

This FEIS will be used by the Regional Forester to make a decision regarding approval of the Forest 
Plan. The declslon will be documented m a Record of Decision (ROD) whmh will be available to the 
pubhc. Issuance of the ROD v&l complete Planning Step 8 and mitmte the last two Planning Steps. 

Upon implementation, the FEIS wdl be used for “tieringn in accordance with the federal regulations. 
Tiering means that euvlmnmental analysis conducted for site-specific projects ansing from the Forest 
Plan will refer to the FEIS and assocmted documents rather than repeat information from those 
documents In this way, the environmental documents prepared for a site-specific pmject wdl need 
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only to concentrate on issues unique to that pmject and, thereby, mlnnmse repetition of information 
contained in documents having broader authority or coverage (40 CFR 1508 28). 

The Forest Plan supersedes the following Siuslaw National Forest land and resoume management 
plans: the Hebo, Alsea, and Marys Peak Unit Plans; the Ten-Year Timber Rescmm PIan; and the 
Seven-Year Tunber Resource Scheduling Plans for all Ranger Districts The existing dwxtion for the 
Congressionally designated Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (ODNRA) and the Cascade Head 
Scenic-Research Area (CHSRA) will be incorporated without change in the Forest Plan. The Forest 
planning process will be used to provide mandated direction for the Wildernesses which will have 
separate Wilderness management plans. 

During implementation, forest management activities will comply with the Forest Plan. Appropriated 
budgets may alter the schedule of activities. In addition, all permits, contracts, and other instruments 
for the use and occupancy of National Forest System lands and resource uses must conform to the 
Forest Plan [36 CFR 219.10(e)]. Such documents shall be nsvlsed where needed as soon ss practicable, 
subject to valid existing rights This updating will generally be done within 3 years. 

This document contains a glossary, a list of acronyms used in the text, and a list of references cited in 
the text. The reader will find it useful to consult both the alternative and resource maps when revmwing 
the FEIS. The alternative maps are in a separate envelope accompanying the FEIS and the resource 
maps are found in the text. 

FOREST OVERVIEW 
The Siuslaw National Forest IS located m the coast range of western Oregon adjacent to the Pacific 
Ocean The Forest contains over 630,000 acres extending south from Tillamook to Coos Bay. Primarily 
steep forest land covers some 604,000 acres, while 27,000 acres of sand dunes and wetlands stretch 
along the coast from Heceta Head, south of Yachats, to Coos Bay 

The Forest Supervisor’s Office 1s in Corvallis, Oregon Ranger District offices are in Hebo (Hebo Ranger 
District), Alsea (Alsea Ranger District), Waldport (Waldport Ranger District), Mapleton (Mapleton 
Ranger District), and Resdsport (Oregon Dunes NRA) These locations are shown on the vicinity map 
(Figure I-l). 

The prmcipal resources found on the Forest are trees, habitat for \Rlldlife and anadmmous fmh, clean 
water, unique scenery, and recreation along the Oregon coast The S&law is one of the hlghest producers 
of wood fiber of any Forest in the nation. It also hss steeper and mom unstable terrain, compared to 
most National Forests. The mild and wet climate encourages rapid plant gmwth, hence the presence 
of dense stands of tall trees, primarily conifers, a thick undergrowth of vegetation, and a diversity of 
wildlife habitat. The mild climate also attracts year-round recreation use, especially to the coastal 
X-W.3 

In 1985, appmxnnately 654,500 people lived in the eight-county area of Benton, Coos, Douglas, Lane, 
Lincoln, Polk, Tillamook, and Yamhdl Counties, which makes up the zone of influence where Forest 
msoumw am primarily used Two cities are located within 12 to 20 miles of the eastern edge of the 
Forest: Corvsllis, with a population of about 40,000, and Eugene-Springfield, a city of about 147,000 
To the west, and adjacent to the Forest am the coastal cities and towns of Tillamook, Lincoln City, 
Newport, Waldport, Reedsport, North Bend, and Coos Bay with populations ranging from 2,500 to 
14,000. Smaller communities border main roads throughout the Forest. The coastal strip relies on 
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1969 

FIGURE I-l. LOCATION OF THE SIUSLAW NATIONAL FOREST 
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fmhlng, tourism, and wood products; other communities am closely tied to the timber uses and amenities 
associated with forested land in western Oregon. 

The dominant employers in the area are the trade and government sectors, which accounted for about 
45% of the total employment in 198’7. Timber industry employment accounts for about 13%. That 
proportion has been declining for the past several years, while trade and services are pmvidlng a greater 
share of local employment. 

A more complete description of the affected environment can be found in Chapter III of this document 

ISSUES, CONCERNS, AND OPPORTUNITIES (ICOs) 

Introduction 

The Siuslaw National Forest has a variety of natural resources that can be managed for different 
mixes of outputs, uses, and environmental conditions. Various individuals and groups prefer to see the 
Forest managed to emphasize resources. Since the resources are interrelated, emphasizing one resource 
could result in changes to others. In some cases these interactions are complementary, managing one 
resource can enhance other resource outputs or uses. In other cases these mteractions are not 
complementary and tradeoffs occur between the resources. 

The identification of the pubhc issues, Forest management concerns, and resoume opportunities (ICOs) 
is an important first step in identifying the scope of the Forest planning process. A public issue is any 
subject of widespread public interest relating to the management of Forest resources A management 
concern, identified by Forest personnel, is a condition that can potentially limit the way the resources 
are managed. A resource opportunity can be. identified by the Forest Service or the public, and ls an 
option to improve or maintain the present condition The purpwe of identnjmg ICOs is to determine 
what people want fmm the Forest in the form of goods, services, uses, and envlmnmental conditions. 

The process of identifying ICOs for consideration in the Forest planning process began in September 
1979 The Forest Planning Inteniisciplinary Team 0 compiled a potential set of ICOs from 
information gathered in previous planmng efforts and from discussions with the public and Forest 
Service employees 

To identify the ICOs to be assessed in the planning process, the IDT considered whether an ICO was: 
1) required by law and within the jurisdiction of the Forest Service, 2) a land management or 
admmistrative concern, 3) currently valid, 4) related to the Smslaw National Forest, 5) resolvable, 
and 6) whether resolution would result in significant long-term effects 

The preliminary ICOs were distributed for review by individuals, adjacent landowners, agencies, and 
organizations. The IDT analyzed and asses& the comments received and developed a revised set of 
preliminary ICOs In August 1980, the Forest Supervisor presented a list of recommended ICOs to the 
Regional Forester. The Regional Forester approved it later that month 

Over the past 9 years, the IDT has continued to assess, evaluate, and in some cases update the ICOs 
based on periodic meetings with groups and mdwiduals and changes m policy and procedures. The 
ICOs were recontirmed ss the result of the extensive public comment received after pubhcation of the 
DEIS and proposed Forest Plan. The Forest received a total of 3,660 responses during the 12Oday 
review period. 
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Several ICOs received renewed emphasis, and aspects of soxns ICOs were clarified as the result of 
meetings with agency officials, mterest gmups and individuals. Appendix K describes the public 
involvement process between the draft and final EIS; it also sununanzea public comments received 
and the Forest response to those comments. 

This chapter contains the latest bst of ICOs addressed in this planning process It is from thw list 
that the alternatives contained in the FEIS were designed, asses+ and evaluated This hst w also 
the basis for selsction of the pmfermd alternatwe. Ad&tioaal information on how the ICOs ware compiled, 
evaluated and s&&d for inclusion 1x1 the planning process is presented in Appendix A A description 
of the resources that these ICOs address is pmnded in Chapter III 

Some issues are treated the same way in the deslga of all alternatives, i e., the alternatives ware not 
designed specifically to resolve the issues, although the associated outputs and effects will vary depending 
on the objectives of the alternative. The first 15 ICOs are traatsd differently by alternatww. The 
remaining 10 ICOs are treated the same way by each alternative. 

Issues Addressed 

1. Timber 

How much and what kind of timber will be harvested? Where, with what practices, and on 
what schedule will it be harvested? 

The primary issue for the Forest contuwes to bs what balance should be struck between managing 
the land for timber and for other resources such as fwh, wddbfe, undeveloped recreation, and old growth 
The Forest lies in the heart of the most productwe lands for growing colufers in the country (Waring 
and Franklin 1979). On a per-acre basis, the Siuslaw 15 the most productwe National Forest in the 
country. Receipts from the sale of timber have far exceeded costs for timber and mad management, 
and provide income to the U S Treasury and local county governments 

Public opinion is sharply divided on whether or not timber sale levels allowed by past plans should be 
contmued. Many mn&mduals and timber industry groups feel the Forest should maintrun or increase 
the annual timber sale level to help sustain local economies and maintain commu~ty stabfity. They 
would like to see most of the Forest managed intensively for maximum tnnber production and feel the 
other resources wll remain in satisfactory condition On the other hand, numerous concerns ware 
expressed in the comments on the DEIS about the effects of timber management on resources, such 
as fsheries, water quality, and wildlife habitats Them 16 also concern about the Forest’s ability to 
maMain site productivity, meet the gmwth and yield pmjsctions, and mantain plan and annnal diversity 
if the Forest continues to harvest timber at past levels. Several environmental interest groups would 
like the amount of timber harvest reduced to benefit wldbfe, fisheries, and racreatlonal msoumes or 
to preserve natural ecosystems 

There is general dlsagreament on the mle the National Forest lands should play in supplying timber 
to the Pacific Northwest market Some tnnber Industry asscciatlons and the Oregon Departments of 
Forestry and Econormc Development would like the Siuslaw to pmvlde enough timber volume to make 
up some of the expected decline in the supply fmm private lands untd the state-owned Tillamook 
Burn and other previously harvested areas become available between 2000 and 2020 To meet the 
current demand for timber would mean the Forest should harvest timber at a higher level in the near 
future and plan for a dechne in harvest volume in future decades. Departing from nondeclining flow 
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could help sustain local economiee, but opponents feel this would pose unacceptable risks of adverse 
environmental impacts by harvesting at a higher level for short-term economic gain. 

Them is also disagreement on the role National Forest land plays in the economlca of the timber industry 
in the Pacific Northwest, as well as in the future demand for wood products. Evaluation of rexznt 
data and information indicates that demand for timber will increase at a moderate rate, in contrast to 
the slowdown of the early 1980s. 

A small segment of the timber industry is concerned that the hardwood volume will not be sufficient 
to meet increased demands for hardwood species. Bed alder and mixed deciduous-conifer stands occur 
on about 20% of the forested acres, but mast of the hardwcod volume has lower value in today’s market 
and much is unmerchantable or not readily accessible. Conversion to conifers would increase commemial 
timber potential However, hardwood and mixed stands benefit some wildlife species and contribute to 
diversity on the Forest. Many individuals and gmupe and the Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife 
feel the deciduous-mix stands should be maintainad in a natural condition to pmvide noncommercial 
values 

National, regional and local expectations fmm timber interests indicate that the Forest should continue 
to supply a significant amount of timber. Between 1979 and 1988, the Forest sold 350 mllllon board 
feet (MMBF) annually. According to the Pacific Northwest Region’s distributmn of timber targets for 
the 1980 RPA program, the Forest’s share of the timber supply should be about 430 MMBF per year 
(or about 79.8 MMCF per year). Recent analysis of the potential timber supply indicates the Forest 
could sustain only about 377 MMBF per year (716 MMCF per year) in the 1st decade and maintain a 
nondeclining harvest flow and meet management mqimmente of NFMA. The timber supply potential 
on the Forest is lower than expectations and lower than past projections have indicated 

Management of timber is closely related to management of other resources; it can be complementary 
to some resources and competitive vnth others Harvesting of timber can benefit elk and deer by pmviding 
forage in harvest unite, but can be unbeneilcial to specres dependent on mature conifer forests or 
old-growth stands Timber management reduces unmaded and undeveloped recreation opportumties, 
and can adversely affect scenery. Intensive timber management, usmg shorter rotations of 60 to 80 
years can be more cast efficient, but may adversely affect fmh resources (Everest and Meehan 19811. 

In some cases, protection or enhancement of resources other than timber requires land be excluded 
fmm timber harvest activltiee and in other cases less intensive management must be practiced. Managing 
for f=h resources, old growth, some wildlife habitat, unroaded areas, Special Interest Areas, and Research 
Natural Areas mducee the number of acres available for timber harvest and hence the potential sale 
volume Managing for municipal watersheds, scenic protectmn, and some wildlife habitats, can reduce 
potential timber volume by mquinng less intensive timber management practn-es be used. Lees intensrve 
practices include harvesting timber cm long rotations (greater than 80 to 90 years), restrictmg the use 
of fertilizers and herbicides, and limitmg the volume that can be harvested fmm some areas. 

The responsiveness of the alternatives to this issue can be evaluated by considering the number of 
acres allocated to timber production (suitable timber acres), the Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ), the 
long-term sustained yield capacity (LTSYC, see Glossary), the number of acres managed on extended 
mtation lengths or reduced yields, and the tree species harvested. 
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2. Old-Growth Forest 

How much of the existing old-growth stands will be maintained? 

The future of old-growth stands on the Forest is an issue that has gained interest Origmally a spotted 
owl habitat concern, it has now assumed additional mope. 

Some members of the public became concerned in the early 1980s when inventories of tree age classes 
revealed that less than 5% of the Siuslaw National Forest had old-growth characteristws and that 
future timber sales would further reduce this amount Large forest fires in the late 1800s and early 
19OOs, coupled with accelerated timber harvest begmning in the late 1949s, contnbuted to this scarcity 

Many envimnmental groups and mdrvlduals value old-growth tress and older forests for maintenance 
of &versity and site productwhy, protection of watersheds, and for aesthetic and recreatmnal purposes. 
Old-growth stands provide habitat for nunremus spmies of wildlife, including the spotted owl, which 1s 
proposed for federal listing as a threatened species 

Tnuber industry interests, on the other hand, feel that enough laud is removed fmm timber management 
through Wilderness, Research Natural Areas, Special Interest Areas and, recently, Spotted Owl Habitat 
Areas, to pmride adequate amounts of old growth for future generations Removing mom land from 
timber pmductmn or placing land in extra long mtation reduces the opportunity to use the land for 
faster tnnber growth Old-growth stands generally produce httle net growth and in some cases incur a 
net loss due to decay and mortahty 

The l~~ue. is confounded by the lack of a widely accepted definition of old growth To many individuals, 
old growth includes mature stands of trees that am aesthetically pleasing To ecologists, au old-growth 
forest must meet several specific physical criteria Few, if any, older stands on the Siuslaw would 
qualify under the recent ecological definitions of old growth 

The current old-growth inventory for the Forest indn&es there are about 34,000 acres of old growth, 
but the inventory was not developed using old-growth criteria considered important today. Many 
comments on the DEIS expressed diitisfactmn with the adequacy of the Forest’s old-growth inventory. 
The inventory data is not adequate to distinguish old growth from other mature stands. Therefore, 
although the majority of acme classed as old growth do exhibit old-growth characteristics, some areas 
do not These small inclusmns of other classes does not render the overall areas unsuitable as old-growth 
habitat for wildlife 

Of the 34,000 acres identified in the 19’76 inventory, 3,200 acres are in areas pmtected from timber 
management, i.e., Wilderness and Cascade Head Scenic Research Area, another 17,600 acres am in 
areas unsuuable for timber management not pmgrammed for harvest 

The responsweneas of the alternatives to tlm issue can be evaluated by comparing the amount of 
additional old gmwth that would be retained through land allocations, and by the rate of harvest of 
old-gmwth areas that would be available for timber management. 
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3. Watersheds 

How will land be managed to maintain stable watershed conditions and meet state water 
quality standnrds? 

To comply with federal laws and regulations, the Forest must conserve soil and water resources to 
ensure no sign&ant impairment of the productivity of the land. Protection must be provided streams 
and streambanks fmm detrhnental changes in water temperatures, bkxkagee of water courses and 
deposits of sediment where timber harvests am likely to seriously and adversely affect water conditions. 
In addition, the Forest must nnplement Best Management Practxes that, at a mlmmum, meet state 
water quality standards and comply with the Clean Water Act of 1972, as amended in 1977 and 1987 
(Appendix J, Best Management Practices). 

The issue becomes me of how best to manage the watersheds (the soil and water resources) for stability 
and to meet water quality standards. A few timber interest groups, including the Northwest Forest 
Resource Council and Northwest Forestry Association, expressed concern that the Forest’s pmpossd 
practices were unnecessarily mom restrictive than the State of Oregon’s plan to comply with the Clean 
Water Act They are particularly dissatisilsd with the removal of headwall acres fmm timber production 
to reduce landslide potential, feeling that there is not enough scientific evidence toJustify such extreme 
ZIlWS”lVS. 

On the other hand, envimnmental groups are concerned about the effects of new mad construction 
and harvest activity on erosion and sedimentation. Numerous concerus were expressed through comments 
on the DEIS about harvest actwities on steep, unstable slopes with attendant sedimentation of streams. 
Water quality is also critical to the maintenance of fwh habitat, both in Forest streams and in estuaries. 

The City of Yachats, SW. Lincoln County, has recently expressed concern about timber management 
in municipal watersheds The stricter state regulations for municipal water supplies could pose tinancial 
burdens on small cities if water quality declines and treatment for sedimentation becomes necessary 
Concerns have also been raised by Yachats and other muninpalities about recreation use and applications 
of fertilizem and herbicides within watershed boundaries 

Water quality IS iniluenced primanly by sediment entering the streams and by increased exposure to 
sunhght. Sources of sediment are: 1) natural laudshdes and landslides associated with roads and timber 
harvest, and 2) natural surface erosion and surface erosion ass&&d with mad construction and 
slash burning. Timber harvesting with the resultant loss of mot strength in the soil, increases the risk 
of landslides on steep unstable slopes. Road construction, by undercutting unstable slopes and altering 
the movement of water on the slopes, increases risk of erosion and landslides. Burtnng of slash fmm 
areas that have been logged can greatly increase surface erosion. Timber harvestmg nest to streams 
may remove some or all of the vegetation shading streams, leading to increased water tsmperatums 

All alternatives am designsd to meet water quality standards established by the Clean Water Act. 
This is accomplished by leaving vegetation intact on steep unstable slopes, by maintaining shading 
vegetation along streams, and by limiting the amount of land that can be harvested in a watershed 
each decade. The watershed issue is resolved primarily by applying different levels of these protective 
measures in the alternatives, including a miuimum level maiutaiued in all. 

The responsiveness of the alternative to this issue can bs evaluated by considering the number of 
acres removed fmm timber production for headwall and riparian protection, the estnnated number of 
landslides asscelated with timber harvesting, the estimatsd amount of sediment produced, the timber 
harvest dispersion limits, and the amount of protection affordsd municmal watersheds 
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4. Fish Habitat 

What quantity and quality of amxlromow fish habitat will be provided? 

The commsmlal fwhlng industry, anglers, resource management agencies, and the public have an 
interest in maintaining productive fwh habitats in Forest streams and in the estuaries into which the 
streams flow. The Forest covers portmns of five of the seven coastal Oregon watersheds pmducing the 
largeat numbem of auadmmous fwh (Kunkel and Janik 1976). Numemus small streams which originate 
on the Forest drain directly into the ocean. 

Over 1200 miles of perennial stream provide spawning and rearing habitat for salmon, steelhead, and 
searun cutthmat trout An additional 2,000 nukes of perennial streams and 5000 miles of intermittent 
streams directly influence the downstream habitats of anadmmous fwh Seven major estuaries am 
dependent upon the quality of water flowing from Forest watersheds While at times available fish 
habitat is not fully used because of reduced spawning ruus, it IS assumed that there is generally a 
scarcity of avadable habitat These year-to-year differences in the degree of use of the habitat form no 
consistent pattern and am thus unpredictable 

Spawning habitat on the Forest is estimated to produce about 245,000 pounds of commercial harvest 
and 37,700 sport fBhery user days Demand for both commercial and sport fish is expected to increase 
22% by the year 2000 (USDA Forest Servrce and ODFW 1979). Several coastal communities depend 
on commercial fshing as an nnportant part of their economy. 

Fwh habitat is highly dependent on water quality Water temperature, sedimentation and the presence 
of large woody debris are critical to the maintenance and protection of the fisheries habitat Some 
tnuber harvest practices can harm anadmmous fmh habitat Tnnber harvest on steep, unstable slopes 
and mad construction can result in landshdes which may overload the stream systems with sednnent 
and fill pools or spawning beds. Removing stream-shading vegetation can rsrse the water temperature 
to a level harmful to fwh. Logging near streams removes trees which, if left undisturbed, might eventually 
fall into the streams to form the type of pools where fwh live and hide. Salvage logging sometimes 
removes logs and other habitat-producing debris fmm the stream. The removal of these large logs 
from small streams results m higher flow velocity. This causes the stream channel to become unstable, 
and the swifter moving stream quickly flushes food and spawning gravel through the system rather 
than gradually daspeasing them 

Many environmental groups and indmiduals expressed concerns thmugh comments on the DEIS about 
the adverse effects of timber harvest and mad building on fish habitats. Many feel these activities 
should be reduced or excluded fmm parts of the Forest to ensure pmtection of fwh and wildlife habitat 
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is concerned about allowing any timber harvest in ripanan 
areas, even on long mtatmns, as they feel this would degrade fsh and wlldhfe habitat. Tree removal, 
however, for fish habitat structural impmvements would be acceptable 

Others feel the Forest should explore ways to protect water quahty and fwh resources without removing 
land from timber production. Various timber industry groups feel that the fish resoumes can be protected 
through applications of available management practices, mcluding placement of logs in stream channels 
during timber sale operatmus 

Management of soil and water msoumes is closely related to fwheries management Therefore, 
responsiveness of the alternatives to thw issue should be evaluated by considering the factors that 
affect watershed conditions as well as these additional factors the amount of protection given unstable 
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slopes and riparian areas, and the conditions of f=h habitat measumd by an index (Coho Smolt Habitat 
Capability Index, CSHCI) representing numbers of young anadmmous fsh. 

6. Wildlife and Threatened and Endangered Species Habitat 

How much habitat will be provided for wildlife species, and how and where will these habitats 
be managed? 

The Forest is inhabited by mom than 300 species of wildlife, of which about 50 species are classified 
as “game” or “furbearers.” The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is responsible for management 
of wildlife populations, while the federal land management agencies, such ss Forest Service and Bureau 
of Land Management, am responsible for management of habitat 

Regulatmns (36 CFR 219) developed pursuant to the National Forest Management Act of 1976 mquns 
national forests to provide wildlife habitat suitable for maintaining viable populations of vertebrate 
species. All Forest Plan alternatives must meet the minimum viable population mquirements; some 
altematwes may pmvide mom habitat 

Federally-listed threatened and endangered (T&E) species found on the Forest am the bald eagle, 
Aleutian Canada goose, brown pelican, peregrine falcon, and Oregon silverspot butterfly. The spotted 
owl is pmpossd for federal listing as a threatened species. The Endangered Species Act requires that 
actions be taken to facilitate the recovery of these species. 

The issue concerning wildlife focuses not on the desimbiity of maintsining wildlife populations, but 
on the appropriate level of management needed to provide habitats for various species and the appropriate 
balance of habitats to be maintained. Many individuals and timber industry gmups are concerned that 
the Forest may be unnecessarily setting aside large amounts of land for species that may be more 
adaptable than thought. Many comments received on the DEIS stated that those wildlife species adversely 
affected by timber actwithes would be protected in lands currently unavailable to timber production, 
such as Wildernesses and Special Interest Areas 

Numemus other comments received on the DEIS expressed concerns that timber management activities 
have detrimental effects on midlife species that are dependent on mature conifer forests Cavity-nesting 
species are harmed by the removal of dead and defective trees that provide snags and hollow trees. 
Wildlife species that uss mature deciduous-mix habitat could be adversely affected by the conversion 
of hardwood stands to conifer-dominant stands. 

Wildlife habitats are closely related to the management of other msoumea with some wildhfe benefiting 
from vegetation disturbance and others not. Elk and deer can benefit fmm the forage amas created 
by timber clearcut runts. Other species am dependent on mature or older forest habitat Undeveloped 
areas, Wddemesses, Special Interest Areas and scenic viewsheds can benefit species that need mature 
forest habitat Some species require habitat that occurs m younger successional stages, harvesting 
timber on rotations of about 100 years in riparlan areas can provide that condition But this, in turn, 
can have adverse effects on fish habitat. 

In some cases, habitats can be shared by different species. For example, the marten can use the same 
habitat as the pileated wocdpeoker and the spotted owl. However, since the distribution and size of 
habitats vary for individual species, specific designations of habitat am often requued for each species. 

The Forest selected certain species to serve as Management Indicator Species (MIS)-- species whose 
population changes am believed to indicate the effects of management activities on habitats The MIS 
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include spotted owl for old growth habitat, marten and pileatsd woodpecker for mature conifer, elk 
for big game habitat conditions, and all T&E species 

Fluctuatmns m the levels of each indicator species am asseamd to determine the effects of alternatwes 
on the habitats represented by the species The changes am measured by a Habitat Capability Index 
(HCI) that relates the amount and comhtion of habitat to population levels. The response of each 
alternative to this issue can be evaluated by considenng the habitats available for each species and the 
total acres of habitat improvements planned. 

6. Recreation 

What diversity of recreational opportunities wilI be provided? 

A broad spectrum of outdoor recreation opportunities should be provided by national forests to meet 
the variety of recreation demands of the public, while being consistent with the needs and demands 
for other major forest resources Many mcreation opportunities are compatible, or even dependent on, 
the management of other resources For example, roads constructed for timber sales may provide 
access to dispersed recreation opportumtres, and campgrounds are generally located in areas not suitable 
for timber management On the other hand, some recreation actwities conihct with other resources-- 
motorized recreation use is usually incompatible with pedestrian recreation use and management of 
certain wildlife habitats, pm&&n of unmaded, undeveloped recreation areas removes land fmm timber 
management and from motorizsd recreational use. 

The Siuslaw, because of its location at a forest-ocean interface, its unparallelsd coastal settings and 
ita closeness to the major urban areas of the Wdlamette Valley, has a unique potential among national 
forests in the United States to provide a variety of high-quality recreation opportunities The primary 
issue IS providing the appropriate level of various recreation opportumtms while recognizing the 
nnportance of the present developed mcmatmn sites on the coast and the highly productive timber 
land on the inland portions of the Forest 

Several environmental groups are concerned that the Forest should reflect an Oregon economy that is 
changing from one that is resource-bawl to one that will be based on service, tourism and diverse 
manufacturing They feel the Forest should be protecting more of its natural heritage and providing 
leas timber for commodity purposes. The Sierra Club is very concerned that the Forest provide hiking 
opportunities in undeveloped areas, which are not provided m the local area by either BLM or state 
forest lands 

Timber interests, on the other hand, feel the Siuslaw should be managed v&h a strong emphasis on 
tnnber pmduction since the Forest has some of the most productive tnnber growing land in the country 
They feel that enough land has been set aside for recreation purposes through designation of Wildernesses, 
Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area and the existing Specnal Interest Areas. 

Recreation has been treated in four separate issues. developed recreation opportunitres (Issue 25), 
undeveloped area opportunities (Issue 111, sennprnnitive motonzed opportunities (Issue 8 and 17), 
and Special Interest Areas &sue 7). 

The demand for developed recreation is increasmg, but since the anticipated demand for developed 
recreation can be met with mmimal effects on other resources, the opportunities provided do not vary 
by alternative (see Issue 25) 
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Based on pmjections from the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) of 1978 and 
the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide (19841, the Forest’s capacity for semiprimitive nonmotorized 
(SPNM) recreation will bs inadequate lo meet demand in the 1999s. Opportunities for SPNM recreation 
are available in unmaded areas of at least 2500 acres that exhibit little evidence of human disturbance. 
Established Wddemeas, as well as several undeveloped amas, are also suitable. The opportunities can 
be increased in two ways: 1) by maintaining SPNM conditions in undeveloped areas, and 21 by building 
trails in undeveloped areas or Wildernesses, since steep slopes and thick brush limit cross-country 
travel without trails The first has major implications to other resources, and the second mom minor 
ones. 

Demand for semiprimitive motorized @PM) rwmation opportunities, i.e., opportunities for use of 
off-road vehicles (ORVs) in a relatively primitive setting, is higher than the supply capabiity on the 
Forest and is expected to mcresse. Only a few areas on the Forest offer suitable places for ORV 
use--primarily the sand areas on the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA), Sand Lake and 
Sutton Recreation Area. 

Since pmvisions for developsd and for SPM recreation are treated the same in all alternatives, the 
responsiveness of the alternatives to the recreation diversity issue can be evaluated by considering the 
variety of Recreation Opportunity Spsctrum (ROS) acres provided and the percent of demand for 
SPNM opportunities that is met. 

7. special Interest Areas 

How much of the Forest will be managed as Special Interest Areas WAS)? 

This issue is part of the issue dealing with the diversity of recreational opportunities provided on the 
Forest (Issue 6). Classified under the authority of federal regulations, 36 CFR 294.1, SIAs possess 
unusual scenic, historic, research, or other special values. There is good mad access to most of these 
areas, and the areas are managed principally for recreation in a nearly natural condition. 

The Forest has two designated SIAs, Cape Perpetua (1,000 acres) and Marys Peak (924 acres), and 
two potential areas, Mt Hebo (1,680 acres) and Kentucky Falls (2,850 acres) There is potential to 
enlarge the Caps Perpetua SIA to 2,780 acres. 

Designation of land for a SIA affects several resources, since the land must be managed in a nearly 
natural condition. Timber production is excluded and recreatmn developments must be designed to be 
compatible with the unique natural features of the areas. In addition to the special values protected, 
SIAs mamtaln habitat for wildlife, and protect fwh habitat, watersheds, and scenery. 

Designation of all potential SIAs received widespread support in comments on the DEIS The Sierra 
Club and Wilderness Society would like to see the potential Kentucky Falls ama enlarged to include 
land along the North Fork of the Smith River. 

Responsiveness of the alternatives to this issue can bs evaluated by considering the number and size 
of SIAs recommended for de&nation. 
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8. Recreation Areas 

what mix of recreational opportunities will be provided in the Sutton and Sand Lake areas 
and will it be compatible with wildlife and plant habitat? 

This ESW is part of the issue deahng with the dwersity of recreational opportunities provided on the 
Forest. Sutton (2,700 acres) and SandLake. (1,100 acres) BR recreation complexes which consist primarily 
of sand beaches and dunes, offering a variety of coastal mcreatlon opportumtles. Portions of each area 
provide winter and nestmg habitat for the snowy plover and are used occasuxally by the bald eagle 
and osprey. A deflation plain on Sutton provides habItat for a sensitwe club moss, Lycopodzum. The 
northeast portion of Sand Lake contains a potential Research Natural Area, pmvidmg an example of 
a parabola dune ecosystem. 

Open sand areas, su&ble and dewable to ORV users, are limited on the Forest and are in high demand. 
Currently, some portions of the Sutton and Sand Lake areas are open to ORV use, or provide access 
for such use; some portions are closed to ORV use to protect sensitive plants and animals and provide 
llonmotorized recreation opportunities 

The issue about the future management of Sutton is primarily a local one, although abundant comment 
on the DEIS indicated the l~~ue is highly contmvexsml Many people, including several envmnmental 
groups, recommend the Sutton Area remam undeveloped to discourage heavy recreation use and be 
entirely closed to ORVs Some feel dogi should be leashed to minimize disturbance to bird life. ORV 
use can adversely affect plant and animal habitats, but many people view thii type of use as a le@timate 
use of National Forest land and desire equal space with pedestrian uses. 

Management direction for Sand Lake was deacrii in the Sand Lake Management Plan of 1980, a 
cooperative effort of the Forest Serwe, Tillamook County and the State of Oregon There is no current 
need to change that plan based on comments received on the DEIS. All alternatives to the Forest 
Plan adopt the Sand Lake Plan, however, the number of acres to be managed for recreation purposes 
1s all issue 

Resolution of this issue involves recommendations for the future management of the two areas. The 
key imbcators for comparing alternatives are: 

l Sutton - areas open and closed to ORV use, and the level of develop&d and dispersed recreatmnal 
development, such as trails and parkmg lots 

s Sand Lake - the sne of the area managed for recreational purposes. 

9. Visual Quality 

which areas of the Forest will be managed to maintain or enhance visual quality? 

Landscapes seen from areas that are heavily used by the public, such as mads, rivers, or developed 
recreation sites, are called scenic viewsheds Viewsheds are more sea&we than other amas because 
the scenic quality may sigmticantly affect the recreatmnal experience of those mewing it 

On the basis of critena contained in the Forest Service’s visual management handbook, approximately 
13% of the Forest (located in 33 viewsheds) is moderately to highly sensitive WIthout careful design 
of management actwities in these viewsheds, the visual quality could be diminished 
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Timber harvest activities, including road construction, can change the visual quality of viewsheds. The 
visual resource management issue involves determining how much and where scenic values should be 
protected, given costs and anpacts on other activities 

Many people find changes to the natural setting objectionable and feel that most or all of the v&sheds 
should be maintained in a natural character. From a different perspective, some people feel that reducing 
timber harvests on major portions of the Forest is not justified by the resulting harvest volume reduction 
These people feel that there am no real opportunities to apply special visual management to most 
viewsheds, since the Forest and private land ownerships are 80 intermixed. Many advocates of visual 
pmtection clarified, through comments on the DEIS or meetings after the DEIS, that viewsheds should 
not bs protected at the expense of watershed pmtection or fish and wildbfe habitat protection. 

Protecting visual quality nzqulrw careful management of timber activities, including rotation lengths, 
hanrest unit design, barvest methods, and species mix. This may reduce timber outputs and increase 
costs. However, since this lessens the intensity of ground-disturbmg activities, it may benefit f=h, 
wildbfe, and recreation. 

Responsiveness of the alternatives to thii issue is reflected by the visual objectwes assigned to the 
sensitive viewsheds. 

10. Wilderness 

How will the three Wildernesses on the Forest be managed? 

In 1964, Congress established three Wildernesses on the Forest: Cummins Creek, Drift Creek, and 
Rock Creek, totaling about 22,200 acws. These Wildernesses provide opportunities for Semiprimitive 
Nonmototized (SPNM) recreation. The areas were either too small or were located too close to msds 
to qualify for Primitwe recreation opportunities Only about 11 miles of trsil exist on two of the 
Wildernesses. Rock Creek Wilderness has no t&s. The issue addressed in the FEIS concerns the 
future management of the three Wildernesses 

Visitor uss of the areas is severely restricted due to dense brushy conditions. Recreation capacity of 
the Wildernesses is directly related to the miles of trail present. The present capacity is estimated to 
be relatively low. Demand for SPNM opportumties ls expected to exceed capacity within the next 10 
years, if no additional trail developments are provided, either in the Wddernesses or in other unmaded 
areas of the Forest 

Individuals expressed a range of attitudes about wilderness management through comments on the 
DEIS. Some feel no trails should be developed in Cummins or Rack Creek Wildernesses since their 
designation wss sought primarily for protection of fEh habitats. There is a desire among some wilderness 
enthusiasts for the present condition of the aress to remain unchanged to preserve the wilderness 
character for future generations. Others, including local environmental gmups, feel trails should be 
developed in the Wildernesses, including Rock Creek, to allow the public to see and enjoy the areas. 

Management options in the Wildernesses range from closure of existing trails to development of new 
trails and trailhead parking areas Tmil design and location can influence the distribution and intensity 
of visitor use within a Wdderness, and thereby, the level of wilderness experience offered 

Respneivenesa of the alternatives to this issue can be evaluated by considering the trail management 
planned for the Wildernesses 
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11. Undeveloped Areas 

Which areas of the Forest will be managed as undeveloped areas? 

Besides Wilderness areas, the Forest contams undeveloped areas that could also provide SPNM recreatmn 
opportumtws Undeveloped areas do not contain roads, are essentially natural, and are 2,500 acres or 
larger. Currently there are sewn areas identified as “roadless” in the Roadless Area Beview and Evaluatmn 
II (RARE II) process, totahng 46,800 acres outslde of Wilderness; boundaries and current acreages are 
&played in Appendix C The RARE II process recommended that six of the seven “roadless” areas be 
made avsdable for nonwilderness multiple-uses 

An addltional4,400 acres is available as roadsd lands adjacent to the RARE II roadleas a- which 
could revert to an undeveloped conditmn If present management were discontmued Also, about 3,000 
acres in the North Fork Snuth Row area could bs maintamed as an undeveloped area. The issue 
concerns allocation and management of the undeveloped areas, i e , whether to make these areas avadable 
for timber production and other compatible resource uses or maintain them as undeveloped, roadless 
*rsas 

Public comment on the DEIS indicates strong disagreement about the future management of unroaded 
areas Timber mterests feel that removmg more land from the timber base for undeveloped recreation 
B unnecessary and unpx+.tified, believing that opportumtles provided m Wildernesses and Oregon Dunes 
NRA ars adequate to meet future demands 

Indwiduals on the other side of the issue feel that unroaded oppotiumtuzs are dwindhng as new roads 
are built in previously undeveloped areas Most of the envnonmental groups that commented on the 
DEIS see a need to retam all existing undeveloped areas for future generatIons Many are concerned 
about the effects of road bmkling and logging on unstable slopes m the Wassen Creek area The Oregon 
Department of Parks & Recreation LS concerned that a reduction m lands avadable for SPNM recreation 
wdl pose a serious loss in diver&y of opportunities and not meet proJected demands, especmlly for the 
northwestern part of the state. Many groups and people would like the undeveloped portions of the 
Oregon Dunes NRA preserved as undeveloped with ORVs excluded to protect sensltwe plant and ammal 
spews 

Undeveloped areas provide protectmn for watersheds, fsh streams and habitats for wldhfe. dependent 
on mature forest cond~tmns Most of the unroaded areas are located on or near smtable spotted owl 
habitat The Forest can provide undeveloped recreation opportunities by allocating the unroaded areas 
to management that wdl mamtam their undeveloped condition Such management may be for the 
primary purpose of recreation or for maintaining some old-growth habitat 

Four of the undeveloped areas are on the Oregon Dunes NRA. These areas wdl be mamtained in 
undeveloped condition in all alternatIves to be cowlstent wth the dire&on m the Oregon Dunes NRA 
Management Plan (1979) The areas will be evaluated for future management dunng renew of the 
Oregon Dunes Plan, scheduled to occur within 3 years of Forest plan xmplementatlon 

Rasponswensss of the alternatives to this issue can bs evaluated by consldenng the location and sxz 
of the areas outsxde of the Oregon Dunes NRA that are managed as undeveloped areas 
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12. Research opportunities 

Which areas on the Forest will he reserved for Research Natural Areas, and how will 
management direction for the Cascade Head Experimental Forest be included in the Forest 
Plan? 

Research Natural Areas (RNAs) are physical or biologwal units mamtainsd in a natural con&tion for 
the purpose of conducting scientific research. Baseline data coll&ed from these sites can he used to 
compare and evaluate the impact of human a&vi&s on altered sites. To maintain the natural conditions 
necessary for RNAs, developments such as roads and timber harvest are excluded. The areas supplement 
the weds of some wildlife and fsh habitats, but ars too small to have major effscta on other resources 

Flynn Creek and Neskowin Crest RNAs, totaling 1,900 acres, have already heen established by the 
Chief of the Forest Service. The Pacific Northwest Experiment Station of the Forest Service has identified 
five other areas, totalling 8,330 acres, which would fulffi national RNA needs: Sand Lake, Cummins/ 
Gwynn Creeks, Reneke Creek, Threemile Creek, and Tenmile Creek. Three of the potential RNAs 
(7,600 acres) are located in areas where these developments ars prohibited by law, i.e , Wilderness and 
Oregon Dunes NRA. 

The Oregon Natural Heritage Program has identified at least four other areas for potential study: 
Wassen Creek, Lily Lake, Euchre Mountam, and Table Mountain. 

Several individuals and environmental groups are interested in preserving examples of different 
ecwystems on the Forest and feel restrictions on timber production and motorized recreation use *re 
well-justified Others question the legitimacy of establishing RNAs, bsliewng that advocates want 
them as additional Wilderness areas. 

Research in RNAs contrasts with most scientific research conducted on the Forest, which focuses on 
the effects of human-caused changes in natural systems (manipulative research) At present, areas for 
manipulative research are not as limited on the Forest as those invalvmg natural systems. The Cascade 
Head Experimental Forest (CHEF) (11,900 acres) was established in 1934 to provide land for 
manipulative xwearzh related to tree growth in spruce-hemlock forest stands 

Management direction contained in the current plan for CHEF will he incorporated without change in 
the Forest Plan. All alternatives will allocate the same number of acres to the CHEF Management 
Area. 

Recommendations for the two potential RNAs in the Oregon Dunes NBA wxll bs deferred until the 
Oregon Dunes Management Plan of 1979 is reviewed. This wll allow more opportunity for the various 
public interest groups to participate in the de&on-making process and analysis of more site-specific 
Information. The Dunes Plan revision is scheduled to occur mthm 3years of Forest Plan implementation. 

The responsiveness of the alternatives to this wsue can bs evaluated by considering the number and 
size of the three remaining potential areas to hs recommended for RNA establishment. 
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13. Minerals and Energy 

How much and where will mineral resources be developed and what management direction 
is needed for leasing and development of energy minerals? 

The issue concerns the amount of land that would bs avadable for oil and gas leasing and for common 
mineral extraction The few people who expressed concerns about this issue in the DEIS have divergent 
opinions. Some feel the Forest should not allow any mining or od leases, while others feel the Forest 
needs to recognize nnnerals as a multiple-use resourcs to be managsd on a par with other rwxnws. 

There are no known locatable minerals (hard rock) on the Forest, and the probability of finding valuable 
deposits is considered low. Over 300,000 acres of the Forest wers under lease for oil and gas as late as 
1987. Recently, most leases were relinguishsd. No significant amount of oil and gas exploration has 
taken place, and none IS foreseen in the imnwbate future Rock and gravel for mad surfacing is extracted 
from 22 quarries on the Forest. 

Mineral exploration, development, and production is n&grated with other resources through use of 
reasonable measures for the p&e&on of surface resources Sources of nuneral resources will be located 
by industry through self-Initiation under the 1872 Mining Laws. Except where prescribsd by law or 
regulation, access restrictions for management areas do not constitute withdrawals fmm nnneral entry. 

The responsiveness of the alternatives to this issue can bs evaluated by considering the amount of 
land withdrawn fmm oil and gas leasing or with high restrictmns and the accessibility for mineral 
exploration and development For example, alternatwea in which large blocks of land are not accessible 
would have more restrictions on exploration and development than would alternatives in which must 
acres are accessible. 

14. Local Communities 

How wilI management of Forest resources affect local communities? 

Forest management activities and resulting outputs influencejob opportunities, incomes, and the quality 
of life of residents in local commumties There is concern that changes m Forest outputs and activities 
may adversely affect local economies and community stab&y. 

S&law National Forest resources support several local industries includmg lumber and wood pmducta, 
commercial fwhing, and tounsm The current (1984-1988) levels of timber harvest, wddlife and f=h 
populations, and recreational uss pmvlde an estimated 8,490 jobs in the eight counties where the Forest 
IS located These jobs include 2,100 in the lumber and wood products industries and 4,200 in trade 
and service industries (See FEIS, Appendut B, “Social and Economic Impact Analyst”) 

In addition to pmviding resources for local industries, 25% of receipts from the sale of Forest resources 
is paid to counties to finance schools and mads From Fii Years 1984 to 1988, an average of $12 
million (in 1982 dollars) was paid annually to the eight counties. In ad&ho=, a portion of the annual 
Forest operating budget, averaging $24 million in Foal Years 1984 to 1988, was spent annually in 
the local area on supplies, servxss, and salaries Payments to count&s and Forest Serwze expenditures 
provide an eatnnatecl950 jobs, primarily in the trade and service industries and in local and federal 
government 

People employed by the tnnber and wood products industnes and those who benefit from that source 
of income feel the For& should maintain or increase the emphasis on commodity production to ensure 
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community stability. In recent years, the timber industry has experienced a comeback fmm the recession 
of the early 19X4, and those who have benefited would hke to see txnber-related incomes remain 
high There is much local concern that revenuea from timber are needed to finance mads and schools 
or else pmpsrty taxes would rise 

The Forest alsO has other resources that are important to many local residents, though the resources 
do not pmvide direct income to the counties Several indwlduals expressed their concerns through 
comments on the DEIS that the Forest should place a hrgh emphasis on maintaming the amenity 
resources, such es clean water, wildlife and fmh habitata, visual quality and recreahon. These people 
feel that the pmvision of jobs should not be more important than protection of the Forest envlmnment. 
Many local residents value the opportunity to use the Forest for tirewood cutting, hunting, fling and 
rscNat1on. 

Production of resources valued by some groups may conflict with management of resources valued by 
others. For example, providing timber for the lumber and wood products industry could remove some 
land from undeveloped recreation opportunities and damage some fwh and wildlife habitats. In other 
cases, management of resoumea is complementary. For example, timber management provides access 
roads for hunting and dispersed recreation, and can benefit some species of wkilife that use created 
openings to forage 

The alternatives explore the effects of variations of Forest Serwce activities on local connnunities. 
Some alternatives would provide high levels of timber, which may support jobs m the lumber and 
wood pmducta industries and increase payments to counties. Some alternatives would pmvide high 
levels of recreation, visual quality, and mklhfe and fsh habitat, which support jobs and lifestyles 
dependent on tourism and f=hing, as well as preserving amenity values 

Rss~nslveness of the alternatives to this issue can be evaluated by considering the changes in 
employment and community income, and amount of payments to counties. 

15. Economic Value 

What economic value will Forest resource8 generate in the future? 

There is national and local concern about the economic value of Forest outputs in terms of net receipts 
to the Forest &n-ace, as well as long-term investment value The issue involves not only how much 
money Forest resoumes generate but also how efficiently those resources are pmduced. 

This issue is &s-sly related to the balance of commcdity and amenity resoumes to be provided. Some 
people feel cmnnmdity resource8 on the Siuslaw should be managed tu maxnnise net receipts to provide. 
J&S and income to local communities, as well as rnmnes to the U S. Treasury. Other people am concerned 
that the Forest Service places too much importance on maintenance of high receipts through intensive 
umber management xlthout enough knowledge of the long-term effects on other resources. 

Annual receipts fmm Forest outputs exceed costs to manage the Forest In Fiscal Years 1984 to 1988 
annual receipts averaged $47 nnllion (in 1982 dollars), of which 99% were from tnnber sales. Between 
fiscal years 1984 and 1988 the total cost of operating the Forest averaged $24 milhon per year of 
which over 62% was for timber management and road constructmn 

Because most of the net monetary value of the Siuslaw National Forest comes fmm timber, management 
objectives which would signiticantly change the level of timber harvest would also s@fimntly change 
the overall present net value (PNV) of the Forest. In addition, changes in the types of timber activities 
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will mfluence the efficiency of Forest management Generally, timber has a high net dollar value and, 
on an economic bask., out competes other resources 

Responsiveness of the alternatives to tlus issue can be evaluatexl by considering the PNV, which is a 
relative indicator of economic efficiency, and total cash flow (net receipts) PNV measunzs the priced 
benefits and costs of all management practices and activities, wbde cash flow indicates projected actual 
dollar returns above operating costs 

Issues Having the Same Resolution for All Alternatives 

16. Mapleton Court Decision 

How will the Forest comply with the U.S. District Court Decision concerning the Mapleton 
Ranger District? 

As a result of a lawsuit filed in the U.S. District Court on July 29,1983 by the National Wildlife Federatmn 
and two other groups, the Mapleton Ditnct timber sales program has been brmted The plmntlffs 
prevailed on some of their Natmnal Environmental Pobcy Act (NEPA) ckmns, and the Mapleton District 
was enJoined from proceeding ulth its timber sale program m April of 1984, except for a small amount 
(5 MMRF) authorized by the Judgment. Subsequently, Congress passed legislatmn in 1985 (p.L. 99-88, 
August 15) which allowed the sale of some buyback and defaulted timber on the Mapleton Dlstrid. 
Congress later passed legislation in 1988 (P.L. 100446, September 2’7) which allowed the District to 
offer new sales of 90 MMBF in Fwal Year 1989. The recently passed Appropriatmn bii for FY 1990, 
Sect 318 (P.L. 101-121, October 1989) anticipates the District will contnbute timber sale volume to 
the targets estabbshexl for FY 1990 

In complying with the intent of the court’s judgment, the Forest examined the issues raised m the 
lawsuit and contamed in the final opimon An analysis of the effects of the alternatives on the Mapleton 
District is pmnded in Appendix E of this FEIS 

17. Cultural Resources 

What standards will be used to guide the management of cultural resources? 

Federal laws and regulations requne protection of significant cultural and historical resources on public 
lands for future generations (Antiquitw Acts of 1906 and 1974; Historic Preservatmn Act of 1966 
and 1980 amendment ) 

Forest Plan alternatives have varymg levels of site-disturbing activltles, but standards for the protection 
of cultural resources are the same The For&wide Standards and Guidelines, applicable to all 
alternatives, specify procedures for complying with all mandates of federal law, acts, executwe orders 
and federal regulations Cultural resource inventories will be conducted for proposed ground-disturbing 
activities. Sites will be evaluated for their p&e&al to be nominated to the Natmnal Register of I%stonc 
Places. Ebable sites wdl be nommated to the Register and management plans prepared to ensure 
their protection. Ineligible sites will be evaluated for then potential research or interpr&ve values 
Interpretive plans will be prepared for sites selected for public use 
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18. Congressionally Established Areas 

How will the management direction for congressionally established areas other than 
Wilderness (i.e., Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area and Cascade Head Scenic and 
Research Area) be included in the Forest Plan? 

Management direction in the plaas for each of these areas will be incorporated without change in the 
Forest Plan. New issues concerning the management of the Oregon Dunes NRA, such as the public 
concern over the amount of land open and closed to ORV use, will be evaluated durmg the scheduled 
revision of the Oregon Dunes NRA Management Plan (see discussion of tk issue in Appendix A) 

When changes are made to the existing plans, the Forest Plan wdl be amended to reflect the new 
management dlrwtion 

19. Land Ownership Adjustment 

what land ownership adjustments will be made to support resource management goals? 

A land ownership adjustment plan for the Forest was developed in 1967, and updated in 1978 and 
1979, to establish guidance for land exchanges, land purchases, land donations and land transfers 
wth other Federal agencies. The most recent adjustment plan is described in the Forest Plan, Appendix 
C. 

Forest Plan alternatives will not affect the land purchase pmgram whmh IS authorized and funded 
annually by Congress Land exchange opportunities are also not expected to vary with Plan alternatives, 
though the need for land exchanges and the amount of available land for exchange will vary by alternative. 

20. Corridors, Electronic Sites, and Facilities 

What areas will be suitable for utility corridors, electronic sites, and roads; and how will 
they be designed, developed and maintained? 

The existing utility corridors and electmmc sites will be maintamed in all alternatives Proposals for 
future utility hnea will be analyze3 by an interagency group after consideration of the existing corndors 
Potential electronic sites are the same for all alternatives 

Descriptions of the corndora and sites are provided in the FEIS, Chapters II and IlI Management 
direction is dtibed in the Forest Plan, Chapter IV “Standards and Guidehnes. 

The mads issue is primarily a management ccmcern about the need for consistency between resource 
objectwea and mad design to ensme cost effectiveness Locations of mads will vary by alternative 
depending on the areas selected for timber production and undeveloped recreation, however, the overall 
standards for mad design and maintenance would be the same in all alternatives. Roads wll be designed 
and maintained to the minimum standard required for the safety of users, for mtended uses, and to 
meet all the resource objectives for an area Specific management direction for roads is described in 
the Forest Plan, Chapter lV “Standards and Guidelines.” 
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21. American Indian Religious Freedom 

How will Native American Indian religious freedom be assured on National Forest Land? 

Forest Service policy requires that the setting and location of sites once important for religious purposes 
are protected from disturbance and are avadable for use by American Indians Forest personnel will 
continue to cooperate with the Trdxs m identifying and mamtaining traditional uses of the Forest. 

22. Soil Productivity 

How will soil productivity be maintained? 

Federal regulations based on the National Forest Management Act of 1976 require Forests to conserve 
soil and water resources and not allow significant or permanent impairment of the productivity of the 
land. Timber harvesting and slash burning can reduce the soil productivity. For that reason, specific 
prevention and nutlgatmn measures were developed to protect soil productivity and would apply to all 
alternatives The measures are d&bed in the Forest-wide standards and guidelines (Forest Plan, 
Chapter IV) and include reference to Best Management Practices, which are described in FEIS, Appendix 
J. 

23. Herbicide Use 

How will herbicides be wed? 

Prior to 1984 herbicides were used on the Forest to control brush and trees that competed with 
commercially valuable trees However, some members of the public feel the use of herbicides may pose 
long-term adverse environmental effects and human health risks A court mjunction was issued in 
1984 that banned the Forest Service from usmg herbicides to manage vegetatmn on National Forests 
in OEgon and Wasbmgton 

The issue grew beyond the scope of the Forest Plan It has been dealt with in separate environmental 
analyses and NEPA documents at the Regional level The court injunction was lifted m May 1989, 
however, any additional consideration of this issue will be through similar processes at the Regional 
level, or thmugh Forest environmental analyses &red to the Pacific Northwest Regmn’s FEIS for 
Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation (USDA Forest Service 1988b) 

During implementation of the Forest Plan, the Forest wdl comply with the Record of Declsmn issued 
by the Regional Forester m November 1988 The decmon provides for use of all vegetation management 
techmques, including herbicides, but allows for use of herblnde only when other methods are ineffectwe 
or wdl mcrwse project costs unreasonably Emphaw must be given to prevention and early treatment 
of unwanted vegetation, as well as, to full and ongoing public participation m all aspects of pmJect 
planning and implementation 

24. Wild and Scenic Rivers 

What &ens are eligible for Wild and Scenic River classification and how will these areas 
be managed? 

Of the rivers listed on the National Park Servxce Nationmde Rwers Inventory, three on the Smslaw 
National Forest (the Alsea, Nestucca, and Sm.&w) were determined to be eligible as potential “Recreatmn” 
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rivers, but not eligible as “wild” or “Scenic” rivers because of the amount of adjacent development. 
One of the rivers on the list, the Little N&ucca, was found to be inel@ble. 

The Nestucca and Alsea Rivers were considered but not included in the final Oregon Omnibus Rivers 
Act of 1988. The Siuslaw River was not considered in the legielat~on. 

Since the DEIS, the Oregon Rivers Council requested six additional rivers be studied for Wild and 
Scenic River status. Other public input and additional Forest Serwx review identified another three 
rivers to be studied. Of the nine rivers identified as having potential, segments of five were studied to 
determine ellgibibty. The other four rivers were not studied because they have less than 20% frontage 
along Forest land. Results of the eliglbiity studies indicated 4 of the 5 newly studied rivers were eligible 
as potential “Recreation” and/or “Scenic” rivers. One river, Three Rivers, was found to be ineligible. 

All alternatives will maintain the eligibility and potential classification of all nvere determined to be 
eligible Forest-wide standards and guidelines which specify the management d&&on for lands adjacent 
the rivers are d&bed in the Forest Plan, Chapter IV. The classification of “Recreation” rivers allows 
a “full range of agricultural and forestry uses”, therefore, few restrictions on actinties considered in 
the range of alternatives am required 

Smtabdity determinations, which must be made for all the eligble rivers, wdl be conducted during 
Plan implementation. 

26. Developed Recreation 

How many developad recreation opportunities will be provided and how will they be 
mallaged? 

The Forest presently has 88 developed recreation sites, wbicb include campgrounds, pndc grounds, 
observation sites and a visitor center, with a combined capacity of 9,660 people at one time Most of 
the developed sites are located along the Pacific Coast on Highway 101 A few are located along the 
highways between the Coast and the Wtimette Valley and others are located in the mtenor of the 
Forest 

All alternatives pmvide for construction of enough new developed recreation sites to keep pace with 
demand so that developed recreational opportunities do not vary by alternative. Management dxectlon 
for planning, constructing and maintaming developed sites will be the same for all alternatives and is 
described m the Forest Plan, Chapter IV “Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines ” In general, the s&e 
will be managed to pronde full-service maintenance, added conveniences and improved visitor 
information programs. 

Indicators of Responsiveness 

The quantitative measure of the Forest’s ability to respond to each ICO is referred to as an indicator. 
Indicators include the outputs, uses, or conditions that can be measured and described to judge how 
well the various alternatives resolve issues Table I-l provides a summary of the indicators for each of 
the ICOs that had alternatives designed to specifically resolve the issues 
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Table I-l. Indicators of Responsiveness to ICOs 

1c0.¶/ludicator 

1. TIMBER PRODUCTION 
Lad S&able for Tn,,bw Pmdtion 
Allowable Sale Quantity, Average annual 
Allowable Sale Qua&&y, 1st Decade 
Long-Term S-d Yield (LTSYCl 
Percent Acres by Rot&on Length 
Hardwood Volume m  ASQ 

2. OLD-GROWITI FORRSJ! 
B&and Acres, 1st Decade 
I&Wed Ames, 5th Decade 
Rata of Ham&, 1st Decade 

3. WATRRSHEXX3 
Pmtectlon of Unstable Slopes 
E&mated Land&da Aawated mth Harvestrng 
Estnnatsd Annual Sedvnent Pr.xluced 
Allowable Harvest u, a Watershed per Decade 
Pmtxtwn of Mumcipal Watersheds 

4. FISHHABITAT 
Pmtectwn of Rqanan Arean . 

Belatme Amalnt of Bapanan Area Protected 
Avg Btier Width by Stream Class 

Index of Fish HabItat Capabfity (CSHCDu) 
Change m  HabItat Capabzhty, Present to 5th Decade 

5. WILLKWE AND T&E SPECIES 
HabItat for 

spotted Owl 
Mature Ccmfer spems @,farh, Plleated Wcaipeeker) 
Elk Populatwns 

Dead & Deftins Tree HabItat 
Mature Deaduous-I&x HabItat 
Bald Ea& S&a 
HabItat Improvements 

6. RECREATION 
ROS Classes Pmaded 
Percant of Demand for SPNMe, that IS Met 

7. sPEaAL mTEREsTAREAs 
SIAa Becommended for Dwqnatwn 

EL SIJTlON & SAND LARE RFAXE4TION 
SUtt.2~ 

ORV aress open 
ORV areas dwed 
F&creation development 

Sand Lake 
Size of -twn area 

UN’ITOFMEASIJRE 

MMCF 
Mh5F 
MMCF 

MMCF 

MACES 
MACIW 
MAme 

Mgd practices 
Number 
M  CuYd 

Mgmt pra&m 
Pereent 
Feet 
HCI 
% change 

MAcres 
M  Acres 
Indxxduale 
96 bwl potential 
MAcres 
Number & Acres 
Acres 

M  Acres 
% 

Number 
MAwa 

MACES 
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Icos/Indica~r I UNIT OF MEASURE 

9. VISUALQUALITP 
VQ ObJ&veS for senskwe viewsheds I VQO 

10. wILDERNk!ss 
Trad management 

11. UNDRVELOPEm AREAS 
Spxific Unmaded Areas Mamtained 
Unrcaded Condxtim M&tamed 

12. RESRARCH 0PPGRTUNmm3 
Research Natural Areas Recommended for Dwmmtmn 

13. MINERALSAND JXNERGY 

14. mCALcOMMUNnms 
Employment Opportunitws 
Lc4Incom 
Payment to Counties 

Number OfJObs 
MM6 
MM3 

15. ECONOMIC VALUES 
Total Cash Flow, 1st Decade MM3 
Total Cash FIow, 5th Decade 
Present Net Value 2.2 

(1) Coho Smelt HabMt Capabibty Index (CSHCD 18 a relative mdex of the potent& of s+nam habitat ta pmduee coho 
salmon amolts 

(2) Sempnmitm Nonmo~med (SPNhf) 18 one class of recreatxon oppmtumty deiined by the Reueatmn Opportum~ 
Spectrum (ROS) 

(3) Persons At One Tune (PAOT) ,s a nwamre of the reaeatlon capacltg of a SLk 

PLANNING RECORDS 

All the documents and files that chronicle the planning process (including the environmental analysis) 
of the Siuslaw National Forest are avadable for review at the Supervisor’s Office, 4077 SW Research 
Way, Corvallis, Oregon 97833 These documents and fdes, or “planning records”, contam the detailed 
information and decisions wed in developing the FEIS and the Forest Plan The planmng record8 am 
referenced at appropriate points in the text, in the appendices of this FEIS, and in the Forest Plan. 
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CHAPTER II 

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING 
THE PROPOSED ACTION 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is the heart of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Alternate ways of managing 
the Forest (the alternatives) are presented ulth their resource outputs and major environmental effects. 
How these alternatives were developed and how they compare with each other and the way the Forest 
is presently being managed are also dwussed. 

This chapter consists of three parts - a summary of the analysis conducted wkle developing the 
alternatives (a much more detailed presentation of this analysis ie in Appendix B); a description of the 
objectwe, management emphasE, and consequences of each alternative, and a comparison of the 
alternatives. This comparison, m both narratwe and tables, shows the response to issues, emphasized 
land uses, resource outputs, environmental effects, tradeoffs between resources, and economic costs 
and benefits that would occur with each alternative Following the tabIes displaying this information 
are tables and a narratwe which compare differences among alternatwes 

CHANGES BETWEEN DRAFT AND FINAL 

After documentation of the alternative analysis m the DEIS, and identification of the Forest Service 
Preferred Alternatwe, the DEIS and Proposed Forest Plan documents were r&wed for pubhc review. 
(The public review process and comments received during the review penod are described in FEIS, 
Chapter I and Appendix A ) Once the public comment period had closed and analyst of content of 
responses was complete, the Forest interdlsciphnary team (IDT) explored alternative ways to respond 
to concerns of the pubhc 

Next IDT members agreed to propose several changes in land allocations, management prescnptions, 
and standards and gmdelines (S&Gs) they felt would beet address both the pubbc’s concerns and needs 
to provide balanced management of the Forest. The IDT then revised the alternatives, m particular 
DEIS Alternative E(PA) and the Forest Plan, to incorporate these proposals, and evaluated the effects 
of the revisions The revlsed Plan and FEIS were submitted to the Regional Forester for rewew 

Following is a summary of revwone made between draft and final EIS to respond to concerns expressed 
during the pubhc comment period These revisions included fine-tuning objectwes, design, and analysis 
used to develop the ongmal alternatwes 

General Changes 

l Alternatwe NC, the “No Change” alternatwe suggested by the Northwest Forest Resource Council, 
has been incorporated m the FEIS from the Supplement to the DEIS This alternatwe represents 
a continuation of the Timber Resource Plan of 1979, as amended by the 1984 Oregon Wilderness 
Act, vvlthout adJustments to either meet NFMA regulatxons or comply with the Pack Northwest 
Regional Guide’s spotted owl amendment 
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a The Pacific Northwest Region’s FEIS for Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation was 
released after the DEIS. Changes were made to management direction to be consistent with the 
guidelines presented m the FEIS and to reflect a reduced reliance on herbicide use. 

. Alternative E(Departure) received few public comments and was not needed to improve the range 
of alternatives, so it was dropped fmm the FEIS. 

a A summary of the analysis of Management Requirements @iRsl having significant effects on 
other resources is included in “Management Requirements” in thrs chapter. Detarls are presented 
in Appendix II, which is a revision of Appendix K, Supplement to the DEIS. 

a More details on rivers eligible for Wild and Scenic status have been included 

l The proposed Marys Peak Scenic-Botamcal Area was officially estabhshed by the Regional Forester 

a As a result of pubhc input and management concerns over protection of water and related son 
and fishery reeources, current management practices desrgned to protect and enhance water 
quality are highlighted more They are described briefly in the Forest-wide S&s concerning 
Best Management Practices (BMPs) in Forest Plan, Chapter IV and in greater detail m FEIS, 
Appendix J. This appendix has been included as mitigation common to all alternatives, and as a 
response to input to the DEIS. 

a MEis were included in the DEIS for mink (mature riparian habitat), mountain quail (grass,-forb 
habitat), and sharp-shmned hawk (representmg a gudd of species dependent on mature deciduous- 
mm habitat). Subsequently, a Regional process was estabhshed to screen the selection of specses 
which appeared to be susceptible to extinction due to small numbers and hmited geographic 
distnhutron It was determined that population viability of the above species was not a concern 
durmg the plan period or the next 50 years because the species were not as stmngly associated 
with the spec~iic habitats as previously thought Therefore, MRs for murk, quail and sharp-shinned 
hawk are not included in the FEIS. Additional information regarding the screening pmcees is 
available in Region 6 document “A Process for Screemng Viability Concerns, July 18, 1986”, and 
in planning records at the Forest Supervisor’s Office, Corm&., Oregon. 

a The above species were dropped as management indicator species because of their use of a broader 
range of habitats than appropriate for such designation. 

l Two potential RNAs in the Oregon Dunes NRA have been withdrawn from consideration at this 
time. 

a The emphasis of Management Area 2 has been changed from pmwding old growth for wddllfe 
habitat to preservmg amenity values and old-growth ecceyatems 

Changes in Technical Analysis for All Alternatives 

The following are revisions and changes made in the analysis process for all alternatwee: 

a Yreld tables wed to estimate timber outputs from existing timber stands were updated to reflect 
growth through the midpoint of the first planning perrod, 1994. 

l Stand ages for all timber stands modeled in the planmng model, FORPLAN, were updated to 
1990, the projected year for implementation of the Plan. The model data base was also revised to 
reflect harvest activity since the last update in 1985 through 1989 
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l The conversion factor used to calculate board feet of timber output from the cubic feet modeled 
in FORPLAN was found to be m error and was corrected The average Forest-wide factor increased 
from 4.7 to about 5 4 BF per CF 

l Errors in the percentage of hardwood volume in existing timber stands and timber yield reduction 
due to wildlife tree management were corrected. A number of other changes were made m managed 
timberymld tables relative to commercial thinning activitms, fertilization, genetic gains, reductions 
(from mot rot and defect and breakage), standing inventory, and timber revenues 

a The Fish Habitat Index Model was modified to lmrit mfluence of upland areas on large woody 
debris levels and to mcmase the following: existing smelt habitat capability, relmnce on habitat 
quality as determined by large woody debris levels, effectiveness of headwall leave areas in 
preventing landslides, efficiency of leaving streamside buffers, and length of the recovery period 
before large woody debris is again produced in rlpanan areas after logging. 

a The practme of leaving vegetation areas on steep headwalls to protect watershed conditions m 
mamtamed, but average modeled sme is reduced from 5 to 4 acres to more closely reflect actual 
implementation practmes of the past 5 years This resulted in about 11,300 fewer acres assigned 
to leave areas 

l Spotted owl habntat areas (SOHAs) were remapped to comply with S&Gs (on size and distnbution 
of sites) selected in the Record of Decnuon for the Final Supplement to the EIS for an Amendment 
to the Pacttic Northwest Regional Guide. Sites were increased from 1,000 to 2,000 acres. 

a Mappmg of mature comfer habitat to be managed for wildhfe species, such as the pileated 
woodpecker and marten, was adjusted to account for overlap with new SOHA locatmns 

l The model used to project elk habitat capabihty through time was revised to be consistent with 
the W&side elk model developed in the Region in 1988 The new model accounts for size and 
spacing of openings ss a factor influencing habrtat capabrbty. 

a A recovery plan for bald eagles was developed by the U S. Fish and Wddlife Service in 1986 
Habitat requnemente identified in the recovery plan were mcorporated into the FEIS. Number 
of sites decreased, but size mcreased Total acreage of habItat changed slightly 

Changes to Alternative E (Preferred Alternative) 

a More emphasis has been placed on protection and enhancement of anadmmous fmh habitat and 
on water quahty in municipal watersheds. The percentage of the riparian zone protected by 
streamside buffers has been increased from 50% to 75%. Yearly amounts of fmh habitat enhancement 
pro~eck have been increased substantially. The amount of land that can bs harvested in a municipal 
watershed each decade is reduced from 20% to 15%. 

l The alternstrve has been redesigned to mclude an mtegmted recreatxm strategy consistmg of 
provision of high quality destination sites in a coastal setting, “day-use” facilities that link coastal 
and mland areas, and opportunities for recreation in a forested setting close to urban areas in 
the Willamette Valley. 

a As a result of public comments, more emphasis was given to mamtaimng current timber harvest 
levels to benefit local communities. The percent of suitable timber acres managed intensively on 
60 to SO-year mtations, rather than loo-year mtations, was increased from 26% to 74% Other 
tradeoffs were made to wildlife habitats and undeveloped recreation areas to keep the timber 
harvest levels close to current. 
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l Management emphasis on cavity excavator habitat was reduced. The PA provides for maintaming 
40% of biological potential by subbasin rather than 59% 

l Habitat to be managed for prleated woodpecker, an indicator specres for mature conifer habitat, 
was increased from 400~acre to 500-acre cores to reflect findings of recent research conducted in 
the Coast Range The former is too small to supply enough nesting and feeding habitat to support 
a pair of pileatsxl woodpeckers 

l Long-rotation management of deciduous-mix stands was felt to be unnecesmry to maintain 
sufficient habitat for the guild of species that uses it New management objectives are to maintain 
diversity by keeping about 5% of the Forest m deciduous-mix habitat that is well distributed by 
age and location No special timber management is used to provide this condition for the next 10 
)T?lllS. 

l Emphasis on providmg permanent meadows for elk was reduced. Acres of new meadows created 
over a 50-year period were reduced from 2,000 to 1,000 acres 

l One thousand acres of old-growth groves outside of areas unsuitable for timber production 
(Wndernesses, SOHAs, etc ) are maintained for amenity values. 

l Two additional R&As have been recommended for possible designatron. 

ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

Introduction to Alternatives 

Alternatives display drfferent ways of managing lands and resources of the Forest Each alternative 1s 
a unique combination of land uses, management guidance and practices, and activity schedules for 
drfferent parts of the Forest As a result, each alternative would generate a different mix of goods and 
servmes for the public, and a &fferent combination of resource outputs and environmental effects 

Aset of alternatives covering a broad range of possible actions was formulated by the IDT In formulating 
these alternatives the IDT was guided by several considerations: 

l Alternatives must explore a variety of ways to respond to the pubhc issues, management concerns, 
and resource use and development opportunities identuied throughout the planmng process 

l Planning regulations 36 CFR 219.12 (e) and (fl require use of an analytical process to determine 
mimmum and maximum resource production levels and economic consequences In addttion, 
alternatives must respond to management concerns, and include alternatives which reflect current 
Forest and national programs, such as that for the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources 
Plannmg Act of 1974 (RpAl. 

In some alternatives the Forest would manage for production of commodities such as timber and salmon, 
whereas other alternatives would emphasize amenitms, such as dispersed recreation and nongame 
wildlife habitat. One alternative (Alternative A, the “No-Action” Alternative) reflects current management 
direction, while another [Alternative B(Dep)] reflects objectives of the Forest Service RPA program In 
departure alternatives, timber harvesting schedules depart from a non-declimng flow timber harvest 
schedule to meet specific needs. From this range of alternatnes, the Regional Forester had a basis for 
recommending the one - Alternative E, the Preferred Alternative (PA) - which has the greatest Net 
Pubbc Benefit (NPB). 
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“Benchmarks” are presented and discussed several times in thw chapter. Benchmarks are analytic 
bases from which the alternatives were developed. One major purpose of benchmarks was to determine 
the maximum amount of various resource outputs the Forest can produce, subject to legal requwaments. 
They ware also usad to provide mfonnation on the maxnmun biological potential of the Forest and 
economic imphcations of management. Character and use of benchmarks will be discussed latex in 
this chapter. 

The primary purpose of alternative development is to provide an adequate basm for identifying the 
alternative of most NPB [219 11 (01. Alternatives are based upon rasource capabilities of the Forest 
Each alternatwe ls designed to manage the Forest to achieve some goals and objactww. Some ObJectives, 
such as providing a sustained tnnber yield, are ccnnnmn to all alternatives Others, such as timber 
harvest levels and degree of fish habitat protactmn above MR levels, vary widely among alternatives 

By managing the Forest resources in different ways, various ObJeCtiveS can be achieved to respond to 
the many issues and concerns on the Forest Management can vary by what is done, where It IS done, 
and when it is done The result is a combination of management activities, management areas, and 
schedules which define a unique combmation of resource outputs and environmental conditmns for 
each alternatwe 

NPB IS the value to the nation of all benefits less all associated costs. NPB includes both priced and 
nonpriced benefits Priced benefits (1.e , those recewed from timber, commercial fmhing, and developed 
recreation) can be given dollar values determined by either actual market transactmns or by estunation 
methods that produce prices approximatmg market transactions Nonpriced benefits (1 a., scemc vows, 
threatened and endangered spacws, natural and scientific areas, lustoncal and archaologwal sites, and 
clean air and water) are among those for which there are no available market transaction data and no 
reasonable way to estnnate a dollar value snndar to market values associated with priced benefits 
The Preferred Alternatwe is beheved to provide the largest benefit above the cost of pmvidmg those 
priced and nonpriced benefits For a further discussion of NPB and priced and nonpriced benefits see 
Appenti B “Cost Efficiency and Net Public Benefit ” 

The altarnatwe development process used here ls outhned in 36 CFR 219 12 These regulatmns include 
the following goals for alternattve formulatam: 

l Provide the basis for identifying the alternative that maxnnizas NPB, 

a Distribute alternatwes between mnmnun~ and maxnnum resource potentials and reflect a range 
of environmental resource uses and expenditure levels; 

l Facilitate analysis of opportunity costs and tradeoffs, 

l Evaluate effects on present net value, benefits, and costs, 

l Provide different ways to respond to major pubhc issues; and 

. Meet objectives of the alternatwe m a cost effictent manner 

To deternune responsiveness of a proposed management alternative to ICOs, it is important to under&and 
relationships between potential supply and protected demand for each forest resou~a Inform&on on 
general trends m demand is mcluded in “Tunber”, “Fish “, “Wildhfe”, and “Recreation” m FEIS, Chapter 
III and can be compared wth demand proJectIons presented in the tables m “Development and Use of 
Benchmarks” in this chapter More mformatmn on supply and demand is also included in that section 
and m Forest Plan, Chapter II 
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i -Description of the Analysis Process 

The first step m the analysis began with inventory of the Forest and construction of a data base which 
displays land and resource characteristics of the Forest. (This IS the third of the steps listed in the 
Planning Process section of Chapter I.) This data bass was updated between draft and final EIS to 
reflect timber harvest and growth and a revision of the spotted owl habitat network An area of the 
Forest with a relatively uniform set of characteristics was identified as a “capability area”. About 30,000 
such areas were identified In the next step, capability areas were aggregated into about 500 analysis 
areas Analysis areas are the basic units used in the analysis process and planning model and are not 
necessarily contiguous Analysis areas are distinguished from each other on the basii of &fferences in 
response to management practices, benefits, and costs. 

In conjunction with creation of analysis areas, the IDT generated “management prescriptions” - sets of 
activities which represent a specific method of managing particular analysis areas. A group of these 
prescriptions covers the varrous ways that different analysis areas can bs managed These prescriptions 
pmvide choices which can be made in managing the land An estimate of economic costs and resource 
yields associated with the prescriptions was generated for use in the forest planning model, FORPLAN. 
Costs were revised between draft and final EIS to reflect current operating procedures. (See Appendix 
B for details of the costs used in the analysis 1 FORPLAN, a linear pmgrannning model, was used to 
analyze many management objectives and how they interact In FORPIAN, objectives of alternatwes 
were represented as constraints, and possible activities were represented as prescnptions. The FORPLAN 
model then found the most effcient set of prescriptions which met some overlying objective, subject to 
constraints of the alternative. The overlying objective of alternatives discussed in this FEIS, except 
Alternative NC, is to maximize present net value (PNV). Alternative NC was not developed using 
FORPLAN. 

Once a FORPLAN solution was derived for an alternative, the Forest was dwidsd into management 
areas (MA& These are areas of the Forest where a set of management activities and S&‘&s apply (see 
discus&on of MAs later in this chapter). Each MA consists of one or more prescriptions from the 
FORPLAN solution. The 15 MAs are identiiisd on the maps which accompany the EIS, and their acreages 
for each alternative are shown in tables in “Comparison of Alternatwes” later in this chapter. 

PNV of tnnber prescriptions on a per-acre basis (Stage-II Analysis) was deternnned prior to development 
of alternatives in the DEIS, and then revised to reflect changes in timber inventory information between 
draft and final EIS. PNY ranged from $16,000 per acre for 200-year-old, high-site Douglas-fir to lees 
than $100 per acre for lo-year-old, low-site red alder. See Appendix B “Fmancial Analysis of Lands 
Tentatively Suitable for Timber Production” for more information on Stags-II Analysis 

The data base was updated between draft and final EIS to reflect timber harvest and growth to the 
nndpomt of the 1st decade of the Plan The data bass was also revised to reflect the spotted owl network 
developed to meet direction in the Spotted Owl Supplement to the R6 Regional Guide. 

The analysis process used for Alternatwe NC was much different than that used for other alternatives 
The Timber Resource Plan (TRP) was developed between 1976 and 1979 and forms the basis for 
Alternatws NC. The IDT used documentation in Forest fdes and the TRP EIS as sources for much of 
the information d&played about Alternative NC. 

The FORPLAN analysis model which was used for other alternatives was not used for Alternative 
NC FORPLAN could not be used because of how original data for the TRP timber resource allocation 
model was organized and because of the way land wss characterized in the TRP data base. As a result, 
several projections made for Alternatives A through H from results of the FORPLAN model could not 
be made for Alternative NC. Instead, the IDT made qualitatwe estimates of some environmental effects 
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The TRP was developed to determine a level of annual tnnber harvest given a specific set of assumptions 
Harvest levels wars determined by selecting a certain level of timber management from a range of 
mtansities without varying the land bass to address other issues As a result, the TRP’s Preferred 
Alternative does not represent the most effinent combination of practices to produce desired outputs 

The TRP was amended in 1980 as a result of the RARE II process, and in 1934 for the Oregon Wdderness 
Act These amendments reduced the regulated commercial land from 557,250 acres to 542,120 acres 
Potential yield changed from 452 million board feet (MMBF) par year to 438 MMBF par year and 
harvest was actually schedulsd on 508,034 acres after allowances for resource protactmn. In developing 
Alternative NC, values for resources affected by these changes, mcludmg tnnbar, wars changed from 
figures published in the 1979 TRP in proportion to reductions in acreage of land scheduled for harvest 
(See discussion under “Lands Suitable /Unsuitable for Timber Production” in thii chapter ) These changes 
approximate actual resource conditions under the amended TRP 

FEIS, Appendix B describes the entire analyw process and all changes made between draft and final 
EIS, mcludmg models used in the process Refer to Appsndur B for a more complete and technical 
dwxssmn 

Management Requirements 

Many laws and regulations guide Forest Service activities One law in particular, the National Forest 
Management Act of 1976 (NFMA), and its implementing regulations, provides direction for the forest 
planning process Regulations for National Forest System Land and Resource Management Planning, 
m Section 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 219 136 CFR 2191 spsmfy: 1) n~nnnum specific 
Management Requwements (MRs) to be met for accomplishing goals and objectives of the National 
Forest system [36 CFR 219 271 and 2) nnnnnum requirements for integratmg individual Forest resource 
planning into the Forest Plan [36 CFR 219.14 through 219 261 These collsctwely constitute the MFk 

MRs fmm NF’MA and its nnplementmg regulatams are legal requirements that must be met dunng 
forest plan implementatmn. Specifications or standards for achievement of each MR are established at 
the national level or through analysis at the regional level for most MRa These are h&d m the regulations 
or as S&Gs in the Regional guide 

Minnnum specific requirements defined m 36 CFR 219 27 can be categorized as either resource protection 
requnwnents or management prescription requirements which specify practices involvmg: 1) vegetative 
manipulation of tree cover for any purpose, 2) timber harvest and cultural treatment, or 3) even-aged 
sdvwulture At the Forest level, requirements are incorporated into the planning process through S&Gs 
developed to address the MRs and management practices selected to meet the standards. 

Whde S&Gs are developed to ensure that all alternatives comply wth legal requirements, they do not 
nscessardy estabbsh the final level of management for resource protection MRs specify the “floor” for 
different levels of management considered during alternatwe development Management practices 
that would not comply with MRs are not considered feasible All Plan alternatives, except Alternative 
NC, meet Ml& at a nunnnun~ 

There are several requirements the Forest must meet which did not require special analysis Examples 
are pmtection of air quality, cultural resources, diversity, and mad design These requirements are 
addressed m S&‘&s m the Forest Plan Whde s@iicant m themselves, they do not have signkant 
effects on the Forest-wide planning analysis 

For some MRa, special management prescriptions are developed to contain specific practices, and 
spa&c constramts are applied to FORPLAN to snnulate compliance with S&Gs. Dwussion of MRs 
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here focuses on those that require spa&c analysis for p-ption development and those that impose 
significant interactions with other resources MRs that needed speciilc planning analysis are: 

l Water Quality - “Forest planning shall provide for compliance with the requirements of the 
Clean Water Act, Safe Drinking Water Act, and all substantive and procedural requirements of 
federal, state and local governmental bodies with respect to the provision of public water systems 
and the disposal of waste water.” 136 CFR 219 23 (d)] 

l Soil and Water Resources - “Conserve soil and water resources and not allow significant permanent 
impairment of the pmductwity of the land ” 136 CFR 219 27 (a)(l)] 

a Riparian Areas - “Special attention will be given to land and vegetation for approximately 100 
feet from the edges of all perennial streams, lakes, and other bodies of water.. No management 
practices causnig detrimental changes in water temperatures or chemical composition, blockages 
of water courses, or deposits of ssdiments shall be per&ted within these areas which seriously 
and adversely affect water conditions or fish habitat.” 136 CFR 219.27 (e)] 

a Fiih and Wildlife - “Provide for adsquate ftsh and wildlife habitat to mruntein viable populations 
of existing native vertebrate species.” [36 CFR 219.27 (a)(6)] 

a Threatened and Endangared Species - Prevent the destruction or adverse modification of critical 
habitat for threatened and endangered species 136 CFR 219 27(a)(8)] 

a Pest Organisms - Prevent or reduce serious long-lasting hazards and damage from pest organisms 
136 CFR 219 27(a)(3)] 

a Timber Harvests - When openings are created by even-aged silvnxlture, mdividual cuts shall 
conform to Regional Guide direction on the dispersion of openmgs and -nnnn size limits for 
areas to be cut in one harvest operation. 136 CFR 219 27(d)] 

a Timber Sale Schedules - Timber sale requirements are also included in most alternatives These 
require that stands of timber shall generally have reached culmination of mean annual increment 
(CMAI) poor to final harvest, and that timber harvests shall be s&xl&d to sustain a nondeclining 
flow (NDF). [36 CFR 219 161 These requirements are described in more detail in FEIS, Chapter 
III “Timber” and Appenti B “Benchmark Formulation.” 

Most of these MRs ware met through development of prescnpttons and S&Gs that did not have signScant 
effects on other resources Most of the timber requirements, including pest management needs, ware 
met through prescnption design. Threatened and endangered (T&El species habitat needs and harvest 
dispersion requwements wars met through constraints on FORPLAN A discussron of prescnptmn 
development and MR constraints used in FORPLAN is provided in Appendix B. S&s developed to 
meet MI& listed above are included in Appendi D. 

Significant Effects on Other Resources - MRs with significant interactions with other resources 
are those for maintenance of water quality, riparian areas, mature conifer-dependent wildhfe spews, 
and viable populations of northern spotted owls Specific implement&on methods for MRs were developed 
by the IDT and are designed to accomphsh each ObJsctive with minimum opportunity costs to other 
resources. 

Water Qualzty and Rzparian Area Prutectzon - The primary actwlties on the Forest which affect water 
quality are tree harvesting, brush burning, fertilization, and road construction Management practices 
selected to protect soil and water resoumes protect water quahty as well as f=h habitats in streams 
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and riparmn habitat adJaCent to perennial streams to assure maintenance of viable populations of 
species dependent on these habitats. 

The IDT evaluated various options for management of sod and water resources and associated 
implications for water quahty and fwh resources Options considered ranged from removal of high risk 
slopes and most of the nparian areas from logging acttvlties to allowing harvests on some high risk 
slopes and partial harvests in riparian areas Factors considered in selecting the preferred methods 
included pmbabiiity of increased landslides, sedimentation, expected damage to residual vegetation, 
and amount of shading available to streams for f=h habitat protection Management practices selected 
to protect soil and water resources are: 

1 Mamtahnng vegstation on slopes judged to have a high risk of nxreesed landshdes. An average 
4-acre size was selected for modehng the areas that would bs left undiiturbed on low- and high-risk 
landtypes. In addition, all lands too interspersed with high risk slopes to allow harvests would 
be removed from timber production 

2 Maintaunng vegetation on streamsides to provide shade sufficient to mamtain water temperatures 
within state standards The amount of land was estimated to be 37 5% of the riparmn area 

3. Avoiding harveetmg more than 30% of National Forest System @IFS) land in any third- or 
fourth-order basin to limit amounts of sednnentatmn and loss of stream structure 

Implementation methods and modehng assumptions selected to meat the MR are sufficient to provide 
physical conditions necessary to satisfy resource protection needs and have the least effect on PNV 
and tnnber sale volume Additionally, the methods represent current practices that have been developed 
through cooperation among stats and federal land management agsncres The total amount of land 
removed from tnnber production to meet the MR IS about 85,700 acres after accounting for overlap 
with other lands unsuitable for timber management. 

Mazntenance of H&tat for Mature Conzfw-Dependent Wzldlzfe Specm - Habitat requirements were 
defined for two indicator species of mature conifer pile&d woodpecker and marten The requirements 
are based on guidelines in the following documents. “A Report on Minimum Management Requirements 
for Forest Planning on the National Forests of the Pacific Northwest Region, USDA Forest Servxe” 
(June 19861, and “A Background Document on the Development and Review of Minimum Management 
Requirements for Forest Planning on the National Forests of the Pacific Northest Region, USDA 
Forest Service” (June 1986) The requwements were based on existing research and professional 
Judgment, and defined a) habitats used, b) dispersal distance between habitats, and c) size of habitat 
areas needed for reproduction 

To perpetuate these species over their present range, a network of suitable habitat areas was identified 
Each area would provide habitat for one pair of animals, and distances between habitats would be 
conducive to dispersal of young To minimize opportunity costs to the timber program, habitat areas 
were overlapped v&h other habitats and lands unsuitable for timber production wherever possible 

The Forest chose to pmvide mature conifer habitat by managmg timber stands on IOO-year rotations, 
rather than dedicating areas for mature conifer habitat Total habitat requned at all times is 32,220 
acres, of which 13,680 acres is in areas not suitable for timber production. The sslected method has 
the least effect on PNV and timber outputs. 

Marntenance ofH&tat forNorthern Spotted Owls -Habitat rsqunements for spotted owls were described 
in the Final Supplement to the EIS for an Amendment to the Pacttic Northwest Regmnal Guide (1988a), 
which changed direction for the Forest from that onginally m the Regional Guide New dnection requires 
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=m that SOHAs be 2,000 acres in size, rather than 1,000 acres Old direction required 40 SOHAs, while 
new direction focuses on standards for ensuring appropriate spacing and distribution of SOHAs. 

Under the new criteria, 22 SOHAs were located outside reserved areas fWildernesses, Cascade. Head 
Scenic-Research Area and Cascade Head Experimental Forest) Prescriptmns were examined that 
protected these areas with no programmed timber harvest or managed enough acres with long timber 
rotation to provide equivalent suitable habitat. For this planning period, the Forest chose to designate 
habitat areas This has the least effect on tnnbsr sale levels and is most economicelly efficient The 22 
designated SOHAs require about 44,400 acres of tentatively suitable timber land. 

Additional Information - A detailed discussion of the analysis supporting selection of MR methods 
1s pmvided in Appendix H. Appendix H was prepared in response to decisions of the Chief of the Forest 
Service and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Agriculture regarding an appeal brought by the Northwest 
Forest Resource Council on September 13, 1936. The appeal centered on direction from the Regional 
Forester to incorporate MRs into Forest Plan alternatives Appellants requested that appropriateness 
of MRs be examined through the EIS process. 

Appendix H presents an analysis of Ml& for water quality, riparian areas, and maintenance of viable 
populations of species nsmg mature and old-growth conifer habitat. Alternahve methods for achieving 
MI& are described and opportunity costs in terms of timber and PNV are displayed for various options 
Rationale for the method selected and implications of other options are discussed 

Development and Use of Benchmarks 

Resource and econonnc potentmls of the Forest were identified by a set of eight management scenarios 
celled benchmarks, as required hy 36 CFR 219 12 (e) (This is the fourth of the steps listed in Chapter 
I ” Planning Process” 1 These benchmarks (see USDA Forest Service 1935 and Appendii B “Benchmark 
Analysis Results”) identified potentials under current management direction, as well as under present 
legal requirements (except MRe in the Current Dnection Benchmark; see Appendix B “Development 
of Management Requirements” for tradeoffs involved in the process) and regulations on timber harvest 
relative to culmination of mean annual increment (CMAI) In turn, these defined the decision space in 
which the alternatives could be developed 

The eight benchmarks are described in detail in Appendix B “Benchmark Formulation”, and asscxnated 
outputs and effects are displayed in the tables in “Outputs and Effects” later in this chapter. Objectives 
and constraints used to formulate the benchmarks are given rn Table B-24 in Appendix B. 

After the DEIS was released to the pubhc, several technical changes were made in the yield predictions 
and economic values of timber, the ratio used to convert cubic feet to board feet, the fsh habitat index 
model, some wildlife habitat capability models, and MRs Costs were also updated to reflect current 
practices. (Refer to Appendices B and H for discussions of technical changes between draft and final 
EIS ) To determine the total effect of these changes, the PNV and Tnnbsr benchmarks were rerun 
with rwissd data and displayed in Table II-39B in “Outputs and Effects” in this chapter. The other 
five benchmarks in the table are identical to those displayed in the DEIS, so results of any technical 
changes are not known for them. (The Current Dire&on Benchmark is not included because it became 
Alternative A ) 

Net effect of the technical changes is a 3% reduction in 1stdecade allowable sale quantity (ASQ) in 
the PNV Benchmark and less than a 1% reduction in the Timber Benchmark PNV nuxwsed 3% for 
the former and declined 2% for the latter. The other benchmarks were not rerun because these effects 
on ASQ were so small. Had they been rerun, the changes m ASQ and PNV of the Timber Departure 
Benchmark would have resembled those of the Timber Benchmark. Relative changes in the others 
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would have been similar to those of the PNV Benchmark. Most nontimber costs would be the same as 
the PNV and Timber benchmarks. 

After the following summary of each benchmark, the benchmark decision space for four major indm&xs 
- ASQ, PNV, f=h habitat, and spotted owls - is dmplayed in Figure II-l. Table II-l outlines the decision 
space for all major in&c&cm analyzed in the benchmark analysis, and shows emsting con&tion and 
&mated demand for each of these Demand estimates are expIam?d in the folkwing section 
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Table II-l. Decision Space and Demand Projections for Issues Indicators 

OIlTFUT/EFFECT 
I 

unit of 
measure 

MMCF,Yr 

AllovJable sale Quant,* 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

MMCFpIt 

Land Suitable for Tunber Pmductum 

EXISTING OLD GROWTH 

MAW.4 

&sting Old Gmwth Retawd 
1st Decade@) 
5th Decade 

MAms 

WA’IERSHELM 

M cu YdlYr 64 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

FISH HABITAT 

Cohn Smelt HCI, 5th Decade M  Smolta 1,019 

WILDLIFE HABITAT 

Spotted Owl HabItat 
Managed Habitat Areas 
Owl Habitat Capabtity 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

# of sow 
#ofPalm 

RECREATION USE, 5th DECADE 

Rural and Roaded Natural Dvrpersed 
senuprimmve Motomed (SPM) 
Senupnnutw? Nonmotonmd (SPNM)& 
Total Recrsat~od Use 

Jkdsting 
condition 

NA 

62 (1979-98) 

331 

34 

22 
59 

9,960 

23 w 
23 

1,473 
242 

10 
1,725 

780 

Demand 
I 

Highest 
I 

Lowest 
Projection Level I 

NA I 834 I 0 I 

80 m  959 0 
Unknown 716 0 

NA 494 0 

NA 
34 22 
34 20 

NA 101 17 

-l-H NA 51 13 

1,960 1,147 316 

NA 39 

NA 62 49 
NA 37 35 

10,400~5, 12,840 7,100 

NA 23 23 
NA 23 23 

130 5 1513 4’ tn 
482 0 482 0 m  
122 8 1180 0, 

1335 3 2,1184 

1,224 0 I 1,835 9 I I 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-1 Cont. Decision Space and Demand Projections for Issues Indicators 

%FuUy 
Pmtected 

44% 

WILDERNESS 

Amount of Development 

UNDEVELOPED AREAS 

Amount Mau~Wed OutaIde ODNRA 27 

RESEARCH NATURAL AREAS 

Potential RNAs recommended I I #Are% 2 

LOCAL COMMUNITIES, Ist DECADE 

EmploJlnent MhbSNr 78 
Payments to connt*es MM$Nr 118 (1979.88) 

Demand 
I 

Highest 
I 

Lowest 
Projection Level Level (1, 

NA I I 7,420 0 

100% (9, 100% 0% 

NA I I 845 115 

NA 12 1 43 
NA 27 37 

ECONOMICS 

Net Cash Flow 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

MM$Nr 20 
NA 78 -9 
NA 83 -5 

Noncash Benefits 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

MM$Nr NA 
NA 28 10 
NA 34 10 

Present Net Value MM3 NA NA 2,362 100 
I 

(1) The ‘lowest level” does not, ,,I all cases, meet the Management Requvemenl MI0 
(2) A” speues, Re@oml d,sag@egatmn of RPA Pmgram 
(8) Includes both old-growth stands and old-gmwth trees 
(4) 20 sol& are needed to meet MFCS 
(5) Oregon Department of F,sh & Wddhfe reeommendatlons 
(6) The exrstlng number of active bald eagle ates (s&s wth eagles) ~4 seven 
(7) Not Calculated 
(8) Thm includes wddemesa use 
(9) The demand for the visual resouce ,s the recommendabon of the Visual Management System 
(10) The number of acres m  a, undeveloped eondaon ,s lugher u, Altamatwe H than m  the F&creat,on Benchmark (the latter had 

CF = cubic feet, CSHCI = Coho Smelt HCI, HCI = habItat capabtity mddex, M  = thousand, MM = nulhon, NA = not apphcble, 
RVD = Recreatvan Viiltor Day, SOHA = Spotted Owl HabItat Area 
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Current Direction - Estimates outputs and effects of melntainlng management dnectmn and pohcy 
found in existing unit plans This benchmark does: not meet all wildlife MRS. 

Mlnimnm Level - Estimates nnnlmum costs (with resultant outputs and effects) necessary to retain 
NFS lands in federal ownership, subject to constraints newssary for protection of life, health, and 
safety of incidental users 

PNV - Estimates the highest PNV that might be attained through an objective of maximizing return 
from market and nonmarket values under NDF harvest policy. Its primary purpose is to serve es a 
basis for economic comparisons between benchmarks and alternatives, as well as a basis for determining 
effects of various constraints on outputs and costs. 

Timber - Estimates the highest sustamable amount of timber harvest on the Forest, subject to MRs 
and NDF of timber harvest. 

Departure - Estimates the most efficient management for the Forest when timber harvest scheduling 
is not based on NDF. 

Recreation - Estimates capability of the Forest to provide a mixture of recreational opportunities, 
including semiprimitive nonmotonzed (SPNM), semiprimitive motorized (SPM), roaded natural, and 
developed. Unlike other benchmarks, it does not represent potential to produce the maximum of each 
individual type of opportunity, because the various types of recreation are mutually exclusive (e.g., 
SPNM and SPM) Instead, this benchmark provides a mixture of uses. 

Nongame Wildlife - Estimates capabihty of the Forest to provide habitat for nongame species of 
wildhfe Habitat is provided for these species at levels well above MRs, but not at each species’ highest 
potential level. Like the recreation benchmark, it was designed to balance needs of all species 

Fish - Estimates capability of the Forest to produce fish habitat 
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Allowable Sale Quantity 
(MMCFIYear) 

0 315 71.6 95 9 

(Mmunum Level) @shf crUnb4 @ePm) 

Present Net Value 
(MM$/Year) 

107 
(Mullmum Level) 

2362 

@Pm) 

Fish Habitat Capability Index”’ 
761 

(Maumum Level) 
1179 

(F=h) 

1307 
(Mumum Level) 

Spotted Owl (Pairs) 
30 

(Current Dnechon -No MRs) 
39 

(wlldhfe., Mm Level) 

FIGURE II-1 BENCHMARK DECISION SPACE FOR RESOURCE INDICATORS (1st Decade) 

Demand Analysis 

Demand estimates in Table II-1 reflect future output/effect levels anticipated by several public agencies, 
including the Forest Service. These proJ&mns are discussed several places in the EIS, including Chapters 
III and IV, and are summarized below. 

Timber - Demand for timber reflex&s the amount needed from the Forest in the future The RPA 
tnnber harvest objective of 80 MMCF/year was developed for the 1980 RPA program and titnbutsd 
to the Forest in the Regional Guide (USDA Forest Service 19844 This objectwe was based on emsting 
management plans and direction and other available inform&on used to develop the FtPA program in 
the late 1970s. It r&s&s the Natlon’s resource management priorities as determined in 1980 by Congress 
and the administration, with extensive public participation 

Demand projections were not made specifically for hardwoods. In general, demand for hardwood volume 
fluctuates wth demand for lumber and wood products In 1980, annual hardwood production m Oregon 
was estimated to bs 20 MMCF of which 50% was assumsd to be for lumber and the rest for veneer 
logs, pulpwood, and firewood (Oregon Department of Fore&y 1980) Statewide and nationally, It 
appears that there is an adequate supply of hardwood timber It is assumsd that future demand for 
hardwoods on the Forest ~111 steaddy mcrsase above past harvest levels of 6 to 18 MME3F/year as 
markets develop further. 
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i Watershed - Demand was not projected speciticelly for water quality. However, it IS assumed that 
demand will increase as more people move into areas adjacent to the Forest and as the amount of 
fishing increases. 

Fish and Wildlife Habitat - Objectives developed by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
reflect goals to maximize amounts of habitat available for fmh and wildhfe, espscially game species. 
Objectives displayed in Table II-l as well as objectives for nongame specsas are dlxwsed in more 
detail in FEIS, Chapter IV “Consistency with Plans or Programs of Other Agencies”. 

Recreation - Future recreational use (including recreation associated with wildlife and fmh habitat, 
and displayed in Table II-11 was estimated for most types of recreation based on growth rates developed 
for the statewide Outdoor Recreation Plan (Oregon Dept. of Transportation 1978) and amounts and 
mixes of recreational use on the Forest between 1979 and 1981 One exception was that projections 
for SPNM recreation are based on estimates in the Regional Guide (USDA Forest Service 1984a). In 
general, growth rates reflect anticipated population growth, changes in rates that people participate in 
different types of recreation, and characteristics of different recreational sites. These demand estimates 
were also used to project how well alternatives responded to issues concerning Special Interest Areas 
@Asl, development in Wildernesses, and undeveloped areas 

Visual Resouces - Demand for protection for scenery was based on an inventory of envimnmental 
characteristics of the Forest, as well as characteristics of people who use the Forest and adjacent travel 
corridors. 

Research Natural Areas - Demand was not spec~iically projected for Research Natural Ames. However, 
it 1s assumed that demand wdl continue at current levels or mmease as fewer areas are left m an 
undeveloped state 

Range of Alternatives 

After clarification of ICOs and planning criteria and collection of inventories and other data, alternatives 
were formulated with themes that reflected a variety of resource management objectwas within the 
range defined by the benchmarks (See Appendix B for more details). 

The major change made between draft and final EIS is that Alternatwe E(Dep) was dropped from 
consideration and Alternative NC added Thus, the number of alternatives remains at 10. The former 
was no longer useful in the range of alternatives, and the latter was intergrated into the FEIS from 
the Supplement to the DEIS 

The range of alternatives possible and their development was linnted by several constraints All 
alternatives except NC comply wrth the following 

a The Regional FEIS on Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation, which allows use of all 
management tools while reducing reliance on herbicides This constraint was added between 
draft and final EIS; 

l S&Gs from the Regional Guide and SEIS, which at least meet the MB level and assure viability 
of the spotted owl, have been incorporated into all alternatives except NC This constraint was 
also added between draft and final EIS; and 

a Other MBs (bussed previouslyl. 
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All alternatives included the following: 

a Clearcutting as the selected system for timber harvest (See Appendix G). 

l All facets of mitigation, such as BMPs (See Appendix J), as a part of their formulation (40 CFR 
1508 20) This aspect 1s discussed further in “Mitigation Common To All Alternatives” later in 
thii chapter 

Required Alternatives 

Several alternatives are required by regulation or Forest Service regional or national direction These 
include: 

No Action (Current Direction) - This 1s the “No-Action” Alternative reqmred by NFMA [36 CFR 
219.12 (f)(7)] and Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) [40 CFR 1502.14 cd)] regulations This 
alternative continues management of the Forest as defined by approved management plans and existing 
polines, standards, and guidelines. This alternatwe does not always show the same outputs as current 
plans, however, because more recent mventoriee are used to predict results of nnplementation and 
because current plane do not meet all MI& required by NFMA Alternative A is the “No Action” Alternative 
in this EIS. 

Emphasis on the Current RPA Program I313 CFR 219.12(f)(6)] - This alternative will deternune 
how the 1980 RPA Program, distributed to the Forest through the Regional Guide, can best be achieved 
Alternative B Departure [referred to as B(Dep)l is the current RPA program alternative in this FEIS 

Emphasis on Market Opportunities (Regional Direction, November 1983) - This alternative 
concentrates on outputs (timber, commercial fish, and developed recreational opportumtres) with an 
established market pnce Management for other resources would be at levels compatible with the 
alternative emphasis Alternative D is the alternative which emphasizes market opportunities 

Emphasis on Nonmarket Opportunities (Regional Direction, November 1983) - This alternative 
emphasmes water quality, fmh, wildlife, dispersed recreation and other amemty values Market resources 
would be managed at levels compatible with the alternative emphasis Both Alternatives G and H 
emphasize nonmarket opportumties 

Departure Alternative - The departure alternative, B(Dep), was designed to respond to different 
issues or concerns by departing from a NDF harvest schedule The purpose 1s to meet RPA tnnber 
harvest objectives Land aesngmnents and resource management direction would be similar to that of 
Alternative B. Managing on a departure schedule usually would result m higher tnnber harvest levels 
in the 1st decade and lower levels m later decades 

Other Alternatives - Additional alternatives [B, C, E(PA), F and III were developed by the IDT to 
respond to ICOs on the Forest. Additionally, to assure compliance with NEPA and NFMA regulations 
[36 CFR 219 12(fJ(l)] and to provide decisionmakers and the pubhc \inth information needed to make 
a reasoned choice, the IDT developed a broad range of alternatwes They designed the alternatives so 
that they were “distributed between the nnnimum resource potential and the maximum resource 
potential” to display the “full range” that the Forest could produce 

Preferred Alternative - Alternative E(PA), the Preferred Alternative, was recommended after careful 
comparison of all alternatives on the basis of then resource outputs, enwonmentai effects, implementa- 
tion costs, and resource and economic tradeoffs between them Alternative E(PA) is the one which the 
Regional Forester feels maximmes long-term NPB It was recommended after the Forest Supervmor 
reviewed the IDT’s evaluation, and after the Regional Forester and his staff reviewed the alternatwes. 
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Three potential RNAs are included in Alternatwe E(PA) in the FEIS and Record of De&on (ROD). 
This action is a recommendation for study for designation as RNAs. Final suitabiity would be approved 
by the Chief of the Forest Service. 

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated from Further Detailed Study 

The alternative development pmcesa started almost on the 1st day of Forest planmng Numerous 
interim decisions were made throughout the process, some expanded the space withm which alternatives 
could be developed, while others limited that space These decisions ranged from detemumng inventory 
standards, such as the mimmum size of a mapping cell, to establishing cnterla needed to assure viabibty 
of a wildlife indicator species. Planning cnterla 136 CFR 219.12(c)] provided the basis for such decisions. 
(Planrung criteria for the Forest are contained in planmng prccess records on fde in the Forest 
supervisor’s Office.) 

The space within which FEIS alternatives were developed is what remained after these planning cnteria 
were applied. Any alternative with outputs outslde the decision space were not fully developed In 
additmn, some alternatives were not developed because they were not needed to resolve ICOs. A discussion 
of alternatives not fully developed follows 

Additional Wilderness Designation - In the 1934 Oregon Wilderness Act, Congress determmed 
that the Cummlns Creek, Drift Creek, and Rock Creek areas were worthy of wilderness designation. 
An alternative could have been developed which would change designation for some or all these areas 
However, to do so would reqmre a change in law. 

The Act also stated that additmnal areas need not be considered for wilderness in the present planning 
process Smce the issue of additional wilderness has not been raised since the Act, it is not being considered 
at this time Alternatives were developed that would maintain options to designate additional wilderness 
from all existing undeveloped areas. 

Wild and Scenic (W&S) River Designation - Of rivers b&d by the Nationvnde Rivers Inventory 
(USDI Natmnal Park Service 1983), seven on the Forest--Drift Creek (&l&z), Wassen Creek, and the 
North Fork Smith, Umpqua, Alsea, Nestucca, and S&law rivers--are ebgible for further study as 
potential Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rwers Although Lake Creek and the Lower Siuslaw, &l&z, 
and Smith riven also are eligiile, the small amount of NFS land which fmnts on the rivers did not 
warrent further Forest Service study Three Rivers and the LIttIe Nestucca River did not qualify for 
further study. 

The Forest could have considered alternatives m wbxh various combinatmns of these rivers were 
recommended for formal classification However, not enough is known about the rivers to do this 
Recommendations applied only to eligibtity, not smtabdity. None of the alternatwes considered til 
preclude class&ation of the rivers at some time in the future. 

Sufficient Existing Management Plans - Shortly after land management plans for the Oregon 
Dunes National Recreation Area and Cascade Head Scemc-F&search Area were completed (1976 and 
1979, respectively), Forest planmng was begun under NFMA These plans mquired EISs whose 
development was strongly mfluenced by public input 

Existing management dmxtmn appears to be working well, and no new issues have been ldentlfied 
for either area through Forest planmng Therefore, no alternatives to change management for these 
areas are included in thii FEIS (see the discussion of issues in Append= A) 
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NF’MA Regulations Relative to MRs -The Forest Service identified practices that comply vath 
laws and regulations governing land management activities These practices are Management 
Requirements (MRsl which must be met to accomphsh goals and obJectIves of IiFMA, as outlined in 
Title 36, Code of Federal Regulatums, Part 219 (36 CFR 219). All viable Forest Plan alternatives 
must meet MRs to be legally implementable Alternative NC, the one alternative that does not meet 
MBs, is based on the 1979 TRP and included as dnwtsd by the Chief of the Forest Service followmg 
dmrmssal of an appeal by the Northwest Forest Resource Council 

Because the TRP was developed prior to regulations for NFMA, the TRP did not incorporate MRs set 
forth by the Secretary of Agriculture to implement NFMA Alternative NC could not bs used in future 
management of the Forest without Congress and the Secretary of Agriculture changing laws and 
regulations 

All Undeveloped Areas Preserved and Intensified Commodity Production - An alternative 
was explored which would have preserved most of the undeveloped areas on the Forest while increasing 
commodity production elsewhere. Its purpose was to mimmise adverse social and economic effects of 
preserving undeveloped areas by mcreasmg investments on lands already developed. Since prescnptions 
on the Forest already contained a full range of mtensive management practices, the only way to maintam 
output levels was to depart from NDF. In the future, however, harvest levels would have had to decline 
if long-term sustained yield capacities were to be reached This dechne would cause adverse social and 
sconomlc impacts. Inabihty of the alternative to fulfill its purpose mdicated that it would not bs useful 
to develop it fully It would not have contributed to resolvmg Forest ICOs 

ORV Closures - In all alternatives, the Forest 1s basically open to off-mad vehicle (ORV) use, with 
hmltsd areas spscitically closed to ORVs Alternatives that would have basically closed the Forest to 
ORVs, with specific areas open, am not presented. Such alternatwes were considered early m the 
planning process, but were dropped because so little of the Forest is attractive and useable for ORVs 
A shght amount of occasional use in general Forest areas did not appear hkely to create problems for 
other resources 

Timber Harvest Levels on the Mapleton Ranger District - Specml alternatives that established 
specific timber harvest levels (including no harvest) for the Mapleton Ranger District could have been 
developed in response to the recent lawsuit (see Chapter I and Appendix A). However, the set of 
alternatives developed for the entire Forest already provides wide ranges of timber harvest levels, 
protection of unstable slopes and fmh habitat, and other management activltres easily diitmguishable 
for the Mapleton District or types of land that occur on the District Since exammation of Forest-wide 
outputs and effects allowed a thorough analysis of alternative responses to issues raised in the lawsmt, 
no d&a&xl alternatives were developed specitically for the Mapleton District Effects of alternatives 
on the Mapleton District ars described in Appendix E 

Additional Departure Alternatives - Regional duwtion mandates consideration of alternatives 
that depart from a NDF schedule when a departure can bs used to respond to a particular issue or 
concern. The Forest evaluated two such alternatives fully m the DEIS and one m the FEIS. Others 
could have been developed and examined in detail, but none would have aided in resolvmg the issues 
and concerns 

In the DEIS, a departure for Alternative E was mcluded to provide a 1stdecade timber harvest for 
the Preferred Alternative that was closer to current levels. In the FEIS, the board-foot to-cubic-foot 
ratio was corrected, and Alternative E(PA) provides timber sale levels shmlar to past harvest levels, 
but with a NDF over time Alternative E (Dep) was no longer needed to address the issue about 
mamtalnlng h&xlc harvest levels Of over 6,400 public comments relating to DEIS alternatives, 
Alternative E (Dep) received the fewest (10). Because they pmvide higher ASQs than Alternative E 
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(Dep), other alternatives such as B and B(Dsp) are more responsive to the issue of bridging the gap in 
harvest levels on private land. 

Benchmarks -Benchmarks (summar+md m Chapter II “Alternative Development Process” and described 
in d&all in Appendix B “Analysis Prior to the Development of Alternatives”) resemble alternatives in 
many ways For example, they evaluate integrated, multi-resource objectives and ars the basil for 
predictions about environmental consequences However, they were not intended to be implementable, 
but rather to show resource and economic potentials of the Forest. 

Eight of the benchmarks met CMAI and legal requirements (except MBs in one case) Of these eight, 
several were developed into alternatives after slight moditicatmn, others mquired more major changes 
to bs implementable, and still others were not needed to resolve issues: 

l The PNV Benchmark formed the basis for alternatives emphasizing market opportunities, mcludlng 
B, C, and D. 

l The Departure Benchmark was modified to become Alternative BfDep). 

s The Current Direction Benchmark was mcditisd by the addition of wildlife MB requnementa to 
become Alternative A. 

l The Recreation Benchmark formed the basis for Alternative F. 

l The Nongame Benchmark formed the b&i for Alternative E(PA) 

l The Fish Benchmark lead to formulation of Alternatives G and H 

a The M.&mum Level Benchmark also weighed heavily in the formulation of Alternative H. 

Alternatives With More Detailed Implementation - Additmnal ways of implementmg the 
alternatwes, such as individual timber sales, wddhfe improvement pmjects, and recreatmnal develop- 
ments at campgrounds, could have been developed. However, any slight improvement m the ultimate 
decision would not have justified the additional time and costs. Additional environmental analysis will 
be conducted as decisions, such as the sale of timber, are implemented If a site-specific environmental 
analysis identities significantly adverse effects on the human environment, a site-specific EIS will bs 
prepared. For these reasons, the Forest chose not to include highly detailed schedules of pm~ects for 
most asp&s of alternative decisions Linntsd schedules are included in the Forest Plan to help 
decisionmakers and readers determme extent, timing, and envimnmentel impacts of activities 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN DETAIL 

Ten alternatives were considered in detail to demonstrate different ways of managing the land and 
resmnws of the Forest Each is a combmation of availability of acres for various land uses, management 
practices, and actwlty schsdulss which analytwally result in a specific combmation of resource outputs, 
time frames, costs, benefits, and environmental consequences. Each alternative would meet MBs, 
multiple use, and sustained yield rqnrements at some level of acceptability 

First, them is a narrative description of mitigation measures common to all alternatives. Next, goals, 
purposes, and management emphases of each alternative are provided This includes a short narrative 
about each alternative, an “Alternative-at-a-Glance” table showing the most important mformation 
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about the alternative, and a “Point-Counterpoint” display illustrating contrasting perspectives for each 
alternative. 

A cornpawn of alternatives follows. More detailed dmxssion of how Forest resource programs are 
managed in each alternative is included, as are several comprehensive sets of tables in “Output and 
Effects” That section also presents msponsss of alternatwes to ICOs and shows amounts of land assigned 
to different MAs for each alternative. All significant land uses, some environmental effects, and resource 
outputs are presented by alternative and by time period. Qquantitative and qua&&we uses, effects, 
and outputs are also presented. Descriptions of alternatives as they pertain to the Mapleton District 
are presented in Appendll E. Finally, a discussion of economic and resource tradeoffs is provided 

outputs and effects pm~ected for the alternatwes, such as employment and payments to counties, are 
based on available inventory data and assumptions MaJor assumptions are that: 1) the annual budget 
IS adequate for all planned activities; 2) the ASQ for each year will bs harvested (see the discussion of 
demand for timber m “Benchmark Analysis” of tb chapter), and; 3) the price of timber will increase 
1% per year The most meaningful comparison of ASQ v&h past conditmns is with the amount of 
timber harvested on the Forest over the last 10 years 

Mitigation Common to all Alternatives 

Management activities can adversely affect the environment. Mitigatmn measures may be applied to 
avoid, mmimize, rectify, reduce, ehmmate, or compensate for these adverse effects (40 CFR 1508 20) 
Many of the S&Gs for implementing the Preferred Alternative, outlined m Forest Plan, Chapter IV, 
serve to mitigate effects of changes in emsting conditions In ad&t&, much mitlgatmn IS already 
mcluded or “built into” alternatives; this is dwusssd for each alternative in more d&ad in Chapter II 
“Management of Forest Resource Programs” These measures are briefly summarized below The most 
comprehensws discussion of nutlgation measures is in FEIS, Chapter IV along wth a complete discussion 
of effects of the alternatives on the envlmnment 

Management activities in all alternatwes would bs governed by S&Gs, including BMPs BMPs are 
specitically designed to protect water quality, as required by Ssctmn 208 of the Clean Water Act General 
BMPs will bs selected and tiorsd for site-specific conditions to arrive at project level BMPs for the 
protection of water quality See FEIS, Appendix J for a dmmssion of the process and practices mvolvsd 

Mltlgation msasures for Alternatives A through H do not necessardy apply to Alternative NC Since 
the purpose of the TRP is to calculate potential yield of wood, mitigation measures were not well described 
Measures to mitigate adverse environmental consequences were Identified in the Unit Plans, not in 
the TRP 

Municipal Watersheds Mitigation 

The same measures used to protect fish habitat, discussed below, serve to mmnnize adverse effects on 
municipal water supplies. 

With the exception of some rsstnctmns on public access in the Corvalhs watershed (Alternative A), 
activities in municipal watersheds would bs generally managed uniformly across the Forest in all 
alternatwes except NC and H Risk of damage would be mimmizsd m Alternative H, in which all 
municipal watersheds would bs closed to timber harvesting (except when necessary to pmvlde wldhfe 
habitat) and recreational activities Measures used to pro&t tish habrtat everywhere, including 
mamtenance of vegetation along streams and on steep slopes, ulll usually mamtain water quality m 
municipal watersheds at acceptable levels In addition, maximum harvest rate (percent harvested m 
any decade) 1s lower m mumclpal watersheds than in other watersheds Where these measures are 
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ii inadequate to maintain water quality at acceptable levels, ad&tic4 measures including more limitations 
on harvest location or rate may be employed. State of Oregon water quality standards would be met 
in all alternatives except NC. 

Fish Habitat Mitigation 

Degradation of fish habitat is mitigated with several pmtective measures, applied at various levels, in 
the alternatives These levels are outlined in more detail in “Fish Habitat” later m this chapter. Measures 
which minbmze effects include limitations on timber harvesting near perennial and intermittent streams, 
on landtypes (see glossary) with a hlgb risk of landslides, and on unstable slopes which are likely to 
slide following harvest. Limitations on the percentage of a watershed that can be harvested in any 
IO-year period serve to reduce adverse effects over time. Fish habItat pm~ecta compensate for a relatively 
small amount of the impacta by improving or restoring habItat conditions. 

Wildlife Habitat Mitigation 

Many adverse effects on tidlife habitat are mimmized by specmlized management of various types of 
habItat This management entails long timber rotations on some areas to benefit species dependent on 
mature conifer habitats; protecting some old-growth areas from timber harvest to benefit wxkllife 
species such as spotted owls and bald eagles; clearcut barvestmg to create meadows for elk, and leaving 
of dead and defective treea for still other species Effects are further minlrmzed by providing more 
and larger habitat areas, 

Other adverse effects are m&lied by habItat improvement projects (i.e., forage seeding and creation 
of permanent meadows for elk) and transplanting of elk (coordinated with the State of Oregon) 

Mitigation for Other Resources 

For a &u&on of mitigation for other resources, see FEIS and Forest Plan, Chapter IV 
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Alternative No Change (NC) Description 

Alternative 

Alternative NC would emphasxze wood production. It was developed to represent the Timber Resource 
Plan (TRP) completed in 1979 and amended in 1984 to comply with legislation (P.L 98-328) that 
established Wddernessea on the Forest The purpose of the TRP ls to determine the potential yield of 
harvestable timber on the Forest The TRP is n&her an mtegrated management plan nor a land 
allccatmn plan, and consequently chd not address all resource demands and uses. 

If chosen, Alternative NC would have an average annual potential yield of about 92 MMCF (438 MMBF) 
during the 1st decade. This is 51% higher than the average annual harvest on the Forest during 1979-88 
and 30% lugher than durmg 1984-88 (Timber volumes and other outputs and effects are in tables in 
“Outputs and Effects” later in this chapter) The quantity of hardwoods avzxlable for sale would bs 8.5 
MMCF (39 MMBF) per year Attaining these yields would involve regeneration harvesting and commercial 
thinning of an average of 12,000 acres per yar during the 1st decade This would increase to an average 
of 30,000 acres per year in the 2nd through 5th decades. Rot&on age for subsequent managed stands 
would generally bs 80 or 90 years 

In Alternative NC, none of the Forest would be managed specifically to meet NFMA regulations, or 
management reqmrements @IRS), and timber would be harvested on some slopes that have a high 
nsk of landslides. (See Chapter III “Watershed” for a dmxsaion of what constitutes hgh-risk so& ) 
Although S&Gs and Implementation methods to meet MRS were developed as part of mars recent 
Forest planning, the TRP would pmtect some resources by reducmg or elinnnating timber harvest on 
certain lands 

Although timber harvest would be fully or partmlly restricted on about 19,000 acres of streamside 
vegetatmn (reducing timber yields on these acres by 82%), water quality meetmg stats standards, as 
well as viable populatrons of fish, would not be ensured. An average of almost 11,000 riparian acres 
would be harvested each decade. By the 5th decade, amounts of fish habitat would average 69% below 
present and would vary across the Forest (see Chapter IV for details). Municipal watersheds would 
not bs gven special protection measures beyond those d-bed for nparlan and unstable sod areas 

Unstable soils would be protected by not constructing roads on c&am very steep areas ‘Rmber yields 
would be reduced 29% on the 84,000 acres m thii category, primardy due to a restriction on construction 
of unstable m&lope roads for commercial tbmning Adchtional sod protection would come from not 
harvesting on all slopes m high-risk, unstable landtypea. l’lmbsr harvest would bs eliminated on 22% 
of the 97,000 acres m this category. 

Habitat for species dependent on npanan vegetation would be protected by withdrawal of about 6,000 
acres from tnnber harvest, most of it m no-cut streamside buffers Deciduous-mix halxtat would be 
protected on about 35,000 acres which largely overlap vvlth other lands where tlmbsr harvest is excluded, 
such as $011 leave areas and streamside buffers Timber YeIds would bs reduced on about 5,000 acres 
of deciduous-mix habitat managed on 150-year rotations. Bald eagle habitat on 7,920 acres would be 
distnbutsd among 198 40-acrs patches that would be managed on 300-year rotations and expected to 
produce 63% of potential timber volumes An additional 13,000 acres of old-growth habitat would 
remain undisturbed on an interim basis to protect spotted owl populations. Although these lands were 
set asIde m the TRP, pending allocation through the forest planmng process, full timber yields from 
them were mcluded m the potentml yield calculations. The TRP does not estabhsh elk population 
goals, deferring that de&on to the forest planning process. In the mterim the Forest would attempt 
to pmvide habitat to mamtain the elk populatmn at the 1979 level of about 2,500 animals. In reality, 
harvest patterns would create habitat capabdity for more than 2,500 elk. 
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There would be 110 undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes National Recreatmn Area (NRA) and 
the three Wildernesses established by Congress in 1934. Opportunities for SPNM recreation would bs 
provided in the Wildernesses and in two undeveloped areas in the Oregon Dunes NRA. Areas around 
Caps Perpetua and Marys Peak, totaling over 1,500 acres, would be managed as SIAs Other special 
recreation management areas would include the Hacsta Head and Grand Ronde-Nestucca Trail historic 
sites (50 acres). Vllual resounx management would bs provided by a 39% reduction in timber yield on 
49,170 acres adjacent to selected travel mutes. Two Research Natural Areas @NM would continue 
to exist (1,356 acres) and one area, Reneke Creek, would be pmpossd for future designation as an 
RNA (600 acres). 

If the estimated potential yield of 438 MMSF per year were harvested, Forest Servux receipts and 
payments to counties would increase twofold in the 1st decade Employment opportunities would also 
increase, most noticeably in nearby communities whose economies rely on lumbar and wood products. 

Alternative NC would transform the Forest into a highly managed forest area which would, in time, 
resemble industrial timberland In the future, visltors would see many stands of young trees. Evidence 
of recent logging activity would be widespread. There would bs about one-third of the old-growth and 
mature trees that exist today National Forest scenery along the most visually important highways 
would have a natural appearance. In addition, racreational use at developed sites would be heavy. An 
expanded mad system would give easlsr access to much of the Forest. Wildlife such as elk which benefit 
fmm hsturbance of vegetation would be mom conspicuous. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Potential yield m  the 1st decade (mdhon cubic feet) (1) 

VALUE 

92 

P&&al yAd m  the 1st decade @xllmn board feet) (1) 433 

Acres slutable for timber pmductmn 503,000 

Percent of sueable acre.9 managed cm mtatlcms of 30 years or lesn 73 

Coho smelt babkat capablllty index m  the 5th decade (2) 316 

Number of spotted owl bab,tat amas (3, 0 

Spotted owl babkat capabdky expeaed III the 5th decade I * 

Elk habitat capab,hty expected III the 5th decade I NA 

23 

49,170 

0 

+40 

“nadble 0 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Potential yield ,s not dmztly comparable to ASQ See dxxwmons later m  thm chapter 
Thw mdex ~4 a ml&we e&mate of the number of smelts 0x1 thousands of Ssh) that could 
be supported by the stream ecosystem 
The TRP &d not speclh/ the number, svze or locatmn of Lab&at ata 13,000 acres were 
set asIde ,n an mtem p&c,- See Chapter IV 
SPNM recreatran ~89 not ad- m  the TRP Tbu figure amme the same management 
of the Oregon Dunes NRA madless areas and the same level of tral development III 
W,ldermsses and Oregon Dunes NRA as ,n Altemat~ve A. 
Thw figwe fro,,, the TRP ,s not dmctly comparable to newshed figures for other 
alternatives because ,t includes some acreage of the mc&icatmn VLsual Quabty ObJ&lve 
(VQO) m  foregmunds, and does not meet the partial retentmn VQO m nuddleSmmd 
Not pmded m  the TRP Th,s e&mate 1s based on the tmber harvest level m  Altematwe 
NC and other remume levels 111 Altematwe B 
PNV figures m  the TRP am for a pemd of five decadea and m&de only the timber program 
For Altemtwes A timugh H, PNV figures are for a per& of 15 decades and mclude all 
resource pmgrams Comparable PNV for Altemtwe NC baa not been calculated, It would 
pmbably be &her than Alternatwe B(Dep) because its harvest level IS b&-her Alternative 
B(Dep) PNV IS &mated at $2 3 b&on for 150 years at 4 % 
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Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative NC 

POINT ISSUE COUNTERPOINT 

Annual p&entld yskl(92 5 mil&n axbrc feet+ar, lTUIl& Annual p&&al peld would exceed demand as 
would be 51% b&her than average annual barvest eetated by the RPA gcal 
dunng 1979-1988 

Old growth would be protied m  93 bald eagle nest 2 Old The66managedbaldeagles,teswouldbe4Oaves 
areas, 27 m  reserved areas and 66 on 300~gear Gmwth each There would be no old growth for aesthetic, 
rotatlQlle re4eapd4 -tio,,al or mldbfe use outade of 

Wddemesa (10,000 acres) and bald eagle sites 

BufTer stnps would be left on 19,000 acres along 3 water Beeawe the TRP sod mventorg underes-tnnated h,gb 
Class-1 and -II and unstable Class-III streams Leave nsk sala and r,par,an acneage, many senntlve s,tes 
8t‘eee would be left on 21,500 acr=s of unstable lncludmg umtable sc& and stream @acent slopes 
eale. would be baNe8te.i water qusdlty would o&en not 

meet state standards 

About 22% of the npanan zone would be pm&ted 4 Fish Viibibb of fuh would be threatened m  some streame 
fmnl harvest disturbance 

Bald eagle habItat would be pmvided Spotted owl 
babltat would be pmnded mtn the 5th decade 
Spee,es dependent on comfer stands less than 90 
years old would bkely mci-ass 

5 wmife Not all w&We species would be provided babltat 
needed to -tab, vlabxbty Popnlatlons of apatted 
owl,, and spews dependent on mature caufer 
probably would not mantam nab,bty past the 5th 
decade 

Cape Perpetua and Margs Peak am establrshed as 7 sped Mt Hebo and Kentucky Falls would not be pmpossd 
SIAS for recreation Intecest es SIAe and would not mcewe aens pmtect,on 

Areas 

Mod&d management on about 49,000 acres would 9Vd Scenery would not be pmtsted on the remauung 
pmnde some protection on the mast visually aereagealongvnallylmportantmads viiquabty 
important matidea ob@wes would not be fuus met on about 80% of 

the 49,000 acrea 

Four undeveloped areas m  the Oregon Dunw NFtA 11 Undevel- No other undeveloped - would be mamtained 
Area would be mantamed aped- Pmle&d demand for SPNM recreatmn would exceed 

capmty III the 1st decade 

Reneke Creek would be pm@ ae an RNA 12 Fteseamh Sand Lake and C umrmas/Gwynn Creek would not be 
pmposed as FLNAS 

Job opportumt,es related to trmber resources would 13 commu- People who want the Forest wed for resources wluch 
mcrease Opporhuutiea for mm8 personal uses of nItlea em mconemtent v&h trmber harvest would be less 
the Forest (1 e , elk huntmg, firewood gathering, e&&d es levels of old growth, 801118 mklbfe speaes, 
and rcaded rec,wt,on~ would increase water quahty, undeveloped -, and nsual qu&y 

were reduced 

Present net value (PNVJ and cash flow III the 1st 
decade would probably be the highest of all the 
altemattves 

Reee~pta from the tunber program alone would be 
high, ae would payments to count,es 

14 Em- 
normca 
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Alternative 
Alternative A (No Action) Description 

Alternative A would continue the currant coul~e of action under approved umt management plans 
and other resource plans modified to meet MRS. The approved plans emphasize wood pmductmn and 
distribute harvests to each Banger District based on its long-term sustamed yield capacity (LTSYC) 
The plans also emphasize habitat for bald eagles and elk. There is little emphsm on maintaimng 
old-growth stands (either as habitat in addition to MRs for spotted owls, or for other reasons), undeveloped 
areas, and trail development m  Wildernesses. Scenery along part of the visually important roads would 
be pr&&!d. 

This is the “no action” alternative, meaning no change from current management goals and activities. 
Existing plans ware used to guide management of different parts of the Forest. Since some inventories 
completed more recently than the plans ware used to predict results of nnplementatmn, this no action 
alternative does not always show the same outputs as current plans. Improvements have been made 
in soil inventories, ~parian inventories, growth and yield predictmns from managed timber stands, 
and estimates of numbers of animals living in varmus habItata Measures would be taken in this 
alternatIve to protect riparian areas and provide habitat for bald eagles and wldlife species dependent 
on dead and defective trees 

If Alternatwe A were chosen, ASQ during the 1st decade would be. 65 9 MMCF (351 MMBF), which is 
21% higher than the average harvested on the Forest dunng 1979-1988 and 5% higher than during 
1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs, see tables in “Outputs and Effects” Iater in this chapter). 
The quantity of hardwoods avadable for sale would be 8.5 MMCF (31 MMSF) par year. Thirty percent 
of the land suitable for tunbsr productmn would be managed on timber rotations of 90 years or more 
Tnnber would be harvested on some land unth old-growth stands and land with rslatwely high risk of 
landslides (See Chapter III “Watershed” for a dwxssmn of what constitutes high-risk sods ) 

MI& would maintam water quality that meets state standards, as well as viable populations of fBh. 
An average of over 2700 npanan acres would be harvested each decade By the 5th decade, amounts 
of fBh habltat would average 16% below present and would vary across the Forest (see Chapter Iv for 
detzuls) Complete protection would be provided to ripanan areas m  the Corvalhs Municipal Watershed, 
and rip&an areas m  other municipal watersheds would be partially protected 

MBa would maintain viable populations of unldhfe Enough old-growth habitat would bs mamtamed 
so that the spatted owl would continue to sxlst as a species on the Forest (at a habitat capabihty 63% 
of present levels) Habitat for bald eagles and other threatened and endangered (T&E) species would 
rsmam the same or increase Elk habltat capabihty would be 81% of present levels m  the 5th decade 

There would be no undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes NRA and opportunities for SPNM 
recreation would be hnuted to Wildernesses and two undeveloped areas in the NRA SPNM opportunities 
would drop below demand dunng the 1st decade, and meet 23% of the demand m  the 5th decade 
Scenery along most visually important roads would bs fully or partially protected, although scenery 
along about one-thud of them would be unprotected Flynn Creak and Neskowin Crest would continue 
as RNAs, and Raneke Creek would be proposed for future designation as an RNA 

Assuming that all ASQ would be harvested and the pnce of timber would increase l%/year, Forest 
Service rscelpts and payments to countws would increase 49% over the 1979-1988 average by the 1st 
decade Employment opportunitw should also increase, most notlcaably in nearby communities whose 
economies rely on lumber and wood products. Costa to operate the Forest would increase 19%. PNV of 
the Forest would bs $2 1 bdhon. 

Alternative A would contmue transformatmn of the Forest mto a managed forest area whwh, from a 
vista point, would have a patchwork appearance. A visitor m  the year 2000 would sw many stands of 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERBD 

= young tress, and an intensive pmgrarn of improving stands for timber yields. Small to moderately-sized 
stands of old gmwth and mature trees would remain scattered at relatively regular intervals thmughout 
the Forest. There would be many signs of logging and recreational uses at developed sites. An expanded 
mad system would give easier access to much of the Forest. There should be more habitat for some 
wildlife than now, and them should bs mom wildlife to view. 

Alternative A at a Glance 
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DITSCRIPTION I VALUE I 

Percent of atme managea on mtations of SO years or leas 

I Coho salmon habitat eapabdky mdes m  the 1st decade I 358 I 
I Spotted owl babkat CapbUy expected in the 5tb decade I 22 I 

Pairs of spatted owls eqmted in the 5th decade I 31 I 
I Ek babkat capabtity expected in the 5th decade I 8,020 I 
I Percent of SPNM demand expected to be met m  the 5th decade I 23 I 

35,937 

0 

+20 

I Present net value of the Forest Whons of dollars) -1 21 I 



Alternative 
Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative A 

ISSIJJI 

1 Timber 

COUNTERPOINT 

ASQ would be 29% lower than pmpcaed in present 
plans and about 11% lower than RPA expeztatlons 
Amounts of hardwoods avadable for sale should 
exceed demand 

4 Fish Levels of Ssh babltat would decbne 

All wldMe spems should be pmvlded habItat needed 5 wlldhfe Speem could be lost It adequacy of MRs were 
to -tam nab&& except for bald eagles, babltat ove&mti, mgm for error would be -w 
would exceed that pmvlded n previous plans Species when managrng at MFL levels of habItat Elk habItat 
most bkely to increase would be those dependent on would decrease fmm present levels 
coder stands lege than SO years old 

Cape Perpetua and Marys Peak are estabbshed as 7 sped Mt Helm and Kentucky Falls would not be proposed 
slh for reereatlon Interest as SL4a and would be avadable for timber harvest 

Area 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

=-Alternative B Description 

Alternatwe B would emphasize efficient production of wood pmducts Soil, water, fffih, and wildlife 
IFBOUICES would be managed at levels that meet MFLs 

If this alternative were chmn, ASQ during the 1st decade would be 69.1 MMCF (381 MMElF), which 
would be 31% higher than the average harvested on the Forest during 1979-1988 and 13% higher 
than harvested during 1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs, see tables in “Output and Effects” 
later in this chapter). Eighty-nine percent of land suitable for timber production would bs managed on 
rotations of 80 years or less, with the remainder 90 years or more The quantity of hardwoods avadable 
for sale would bs 5.8 MMCF (21 MMBF) per year. 
MI& would maintain water quality that meets state standards, as well as viable populations of fish. 
Timber would bs harvested on an average of 4,100 acres of the riparian zone (along 168 miles of stream) 
each decade, and on some slopes pmne to landslides By the 5th decade, amounts of fmh habItat would 
average 27% below present (see Chapter IV for variability acmes the Forest). 

MBs would maintain viable populations of wildlife By the 5th decade, 59% of exwting habitat capability 
for spotted owls would remain. Habitat capability for bald eagles would still bs adequate for recovery 
of the species Elk habitat capability would dmp 29% by the 5th decade. 

Opportumtles for SPNM recreation would drop below demand during the 1st decade and meet 30% of 
demand m the 5th decade, although them would be some development of trails in &sting Wildernesses 
No undeveloped amas would be reserved outside the Oregon Dunes NRA. There would be no protection 
of scenery along visually important roads. Flynn Creek and Neskowin Crest would continue as RNAs 

Assuming that all the ASQ would be harvested and the pnce of tnnbsr would increase l%/year, Forest 
Service receipts and payments to counties would increase 70% by the 1st decade Costs to operate the 
Forest would incmase by 18%. Employment opportunities should also increase, most noticeably in 
nearby communities dependent on lumbar and wood products PNV of the Forest would be $2.2 billion. 

Alternative B would accelerate transformation of the Forest into a managsd forest area which, from a 
vista pomt, would have a patchwork appearance. A visitor in the year 2000 would see many stands of 
young trees, and an intensive program of unpmving stands for timber yields. Them would be fewer 
old-growth and mature trees than exist today Them would be many signs of logging and recreational 
uses at well-maintained developed sites. Scenery along all visually important mads, including Highway 
101, would be altered. An expanded mad system would give easier access to much of the Forest. Wildlife 
such as elk that benefit from ecological disturbance would be mom conspicuous. 
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Alternative B at a Glance 

DRSCRIE’TION VALUE I 

Allowable sale quantity CASQ, UI the 1st decade (nulhon cubx feet) I 69 1 I 

Allowable sale quantity (ASQ) II, the 1st decade (,mlbon board feet) I 331 I 

Acres glutable for trmber pmd,,ct,on 403,000 

Percent of above managed on mtatwns of 30 years or less 69 

Coho salmon habkat capablllty index m  the 5th decade 743 

Number of spotted owl babdat areas 33 

Spotted owl habItat capabkty expeded III the 5th decade I 35 -1 
Elk babxtat capabdky expected m  the 5th decade I I, 100 I 
Percent of SPNM demand expected to be met m  the 5th d-de I 30 I 

Alternative 
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Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative B 

POINT 

ASQ (69 1 hfMCF/gear) would be 31% h~gber than 
the average -O~thWFOrestW~thWlast 
10 years Amounts of hardwo.xI wadable should 
meet demand 

ISSUE 

1 Tlmber 

COIlIWERPOINT 

ASQ would be 25% lower than pmpaed in present 
plans and about 13% lower than RPA expect-atxo~~~ 

Short timber mtatxx,s would favor tvx,ber pmduc- Intenave tunber management could elmunat~ some 
tlon iiare management optloons 

Old-growth standa mtb high econo& value would 2 Old Harvest of old-gmwth stands would reduce a&b& 
be avalable for ha-s& Gmwth Ity of a bmited res- for aesthetic, reveatonal, 

mentic, and mldWe use 

Water from all watersheds would meet state water 3 Water lvhmpal watersheds and unstable slopes would be 
nuallts~d=ds. p&?&d at MFt levels 

Viible pop”lationa of&h would be mantamed. 4 Furh Fish habItat would be pm&ted at MS levels, 
nut,gatmn would be costly 

All wddbfe spaues should be pmnded habitat needed 5 Wddhfe Spee~es could be lost It adequacy of MR4 were 
to mamtam -b&y, except for bald eagles, habxtat overeetimated, maxgin for error would be narrow 
would exceed that pmvxded III prenous plans Species when managing at MR levels of hab&at. 
most lkely to me- would be those dependent on 
ccmfm stands leas than 80 years old 

Elk habItat capab,bty would remain gxxd Elk habItat capabtity would decrease 

Cape Perpetua and Marys Peak are estabbshed and 1 sped Kenh,* Falls would not be pmpwd as an SIA 
Mt Hebo would be proposed ss SIAa for recrsatmn Interest and would be avadable for timber barvest 

Arae 

Refolwted cl earcut units would pronde some 9vll Scenery would not be pm&ted along visually 
scenery uqotit reads on the Forest 

Four undeveloped areas m  the Oregon Dunes NRA 11 Undevel- No other potential undeveloped - would be 
would be n,a,nka,,,ed aped- ntadamed Pm,ected demand for SPNM -atnn 

would exceed capacity III the 1st decade 

Area pmposed as potentlal RNAS m other altema- 12 F&search No ad&tional areas would be pmposed as potantlal 
t~ves would uutnlly be avalable for research on RNAs, so there would be fewer opporhnutw for 
natural *y*ms research on natural systems an the future 

Job opport”mt,es related to Fowst reso”rce8 should 13 commu- People who want the Forest used for reno- whxh 
lluxease opportunltles for some personal - of llltles am mmmmstent mth tmber harvest would be less 
the Forest (i e , elk huntmg, fmwwd gathering, SatLstied as levela of old gmwtb, some mldbfe specw, 
and maded recreatmn) would increase water quaky, undeveloped areas, and nsual qua& 

were mllld 

PNV would be 52 2 bdhon 14 Eco- Thw altematwe would not rank lugh m  nonpnced 
nomlw beneGt8 

Rewpta would be high ($80 nulbon/rear, as would Caste to operate ($32 mlho&=d would exceed 
paymente to eountces current budgets by $5 nulbon 
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Alternative B Departure (RPA) Description 
AlternatIve 

Alternative B(Dep) would attempt to implement the current RPA Program dlstributi to the Forest 
through the Regional Guide, attempt to meet timber objectwes of the Oregon Department of Forestry, 
and would emphasize economic efficiency. It would produce largs amounts of weed in the 1st decade 
by departing from a NDF harvest schedule and still pmduce at least minimum levels of dispersed 
recreation, fmh, and wildlife. 

This is the RPA alternative. This alternative would meet BPA tnnber goals for the 1st decade, and 
could meet soms other RPA goals Its objectives are the sams as for Alternative B, except that a departure 
schedule for timber is added Only asp&s of Alternative B(Dep) that vary from Alternative B are 
disc& hers 

If thu &era&we were chosen, ASQ during the 1st decade would be 79 8 MMCF (439 MMBF), which 
IS 51% higher than the average harvested on the Forest durmg 1979-1988 and 31% higher than during 
1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs, see tables in “Output and Effects” later in tbis chapter) 
Eighty-nine percent of land smtable for timber production would bs managed on rotations of 80 years 
or less. Timbsr objectwes for RPA would bs met during the 1st decade. This altematwe emphasizes 
cost effiiclency, and also includes 6 5 MMCF (23 MMBF) of hardwoods available for sale annually. 

MBs would maintain water qushly that meets state standards, ss well as viable populations of f=h 
Timber would be harvested on an average of about 6,400 acres of the rip&an zone during each decade. 
By the 5th decade, amounts of fBh habltat would average 37% below present IeveIs (see Chapter IV 
for variability across the Forest) Because departure scheduling produces so much of the total forage 
during the 1st decade, elk habItat capabtity would decrease 20% by the 5th decade. 

Assuming that sll ASQ would be harvested and the pnce of tnnber would increase l%/year, Forest 
Seance receipts and payments to counties would nearly double by the 1st decade Employment 
opportunities should also mcrssse, most noticeably m nearby communities whose econormes rely on 
lumber and wood products. These opportunitw would drop commensurate unth the fall m timber 
harvest after the 1st decade. Costs to operate the Forest would mcrease 22% over the 1979-1988 average. 
Gsm in cost efficiency during the 1st decade would be somewhat offset by losses m later decades, and 
PNV would be $2.3 bdlion. 

Alternative B(Dep) would noticeably transform the Forest into a managed forest area which, from a 
vista point, would have an extensive patchwork appearance. In the year 2000, the Forest would be 
dommatsd by signs of logging dung the previous decade There would also be sagas of recreational 
uses at well-mamtalned developed &es. Streams would be noticeably affected by logging actlvlties. 
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Alternative B(Dep) at a Glance 

DESCRIPTION I VALUE I 

Allowable sale quantzty (ASQ) m  the let decade Wlmn board feet) I 439 I 
Acrea mutable for tunber prcductm I 403,000 I 
Percent of &eve marmSed Cm rotations of 30 years or less I 81 I 
Coho salmon babttat capabdrty mdex m  the 5th decade I 640 I 
Number of spotted owl habItat are88 I 22 I 
Spotted owl habItat capabahty expected m  the 5th decade 

Elk habitat capabfity expected III the 5th decade 

Pement of SPNM demand expected to be met III the 5th decade 

Viewshed acres managed to protect seenerg 

35 

7,070 

30 

0 

Acrea of undeveloped areas autslde the Oregon Dunes NRA I 0 I 
Emplopnent dependent on the Forest (96 change-1st decade) I +44 I 
Present net value of the Forest (bdbons of dollars) I 23 I 



Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative B (Dep) 

POINT 

ASQ dunnS the 1st decade (79 8 MMCF,+ear) would 
meet RPA targets. Hadwxds avalable wculd meet 
demand 

Short tunber mtaticns would favor tunber prcduc- 
tmn 

Old-S,wth stands wkh lngh eccncrmc value would 
be wadable for harvest 

viable populatvms of fuh would be rnan~tax,ed 

All mldhfe spec,es should be pmvlded habItat needed 
to madam nab&y, except for bald eagles, babxtat 
would exceed that pmvlded II, previous plans Spec,es 
most W&y to ma-ease wculd be these dependent on 
con&r stands less than 80 years old Elk habkat 
would mcrease 

Cape Perpetua and Marya Peak are estabbshshed and 
Mt Heba would be prcposed as SrAs for recreat*cn 

Reforested clearcut umta would pmvlde m,,,e 
scenery 

Four undeveloped areas m  the Oregon Dunes NRA 
wculd be zcamtalned 

Areas pmpased as pate&al FtNAs III other altema- 
t,ves would m&ally be avalable for research on 
natural sy*m 

Job opp.xtunt,ea related to Forest re~curees would 
ma-ease m  the 1st decade OppcrtunWs for scme 
personal uses of the Forest (1 e , fEv,ccd gathenng 
and maded rxreatlcn) would merease 

PNV would be $2 3 bdhcn 

Rewpts for the 1st decade would be lugh (93 
mlhcnjyear), as wcnld payments to count,ea 

ISSUE 

1 Timber 

2 Old 
Gmwth 

3 Water 

4 F-h 

5 Wddhfe 

7 speclal 
Interest 
Areas 

9 VLsd 

11 Undevel- 
,ped Areas 

12 Research 

14 Eco- 
lmnlcs 

OOUNTERPOIIW 

ASQ would exceed the average harvest on the Forest 
cverthel&lOyearsby51% ASQmustdmpm 
the 2nd to 5th decadea to compensate for ~xeater 
vclumes sold III the 1st decade 

Intmmve tdxr management cwld ebnunate sane 
future management options 

Harvest of old.gmwth stands would redwe avadabd. 
,ty of a hmxted resource for aesthetxc, lwxe&cnal, 
sc,entuic, and wlldhfe use 

Munmpal watersheds and unstable slopes would be 
proteded at MR levels 

Fish babat would be pm&ted at MS levels, 
mt,gatwn would be costly 

Spenen could be lost d adequacy of MRs were 
cverestmtd, margrn for error would be -w 
when nro,aSn,S at MR levels of bab>tat 

Kentucky Fe.lh would not be proposed a8 an X.4 
and would be wadable for timber harvest 

Scenery would not be pm&ted along wsually 
mprtant ma& on the Forest 

No other ptentd undeveloped areas would be 
, ,mdamd PZ-OJeded demand for SPNM rare&ran 
would exceed capaty III the 1st decade 

No addknal areas would be proposed as pate&A 
FcNAs. so there would be fewer cppatwut,es for 
research on natural systems III the future 

People who want the Forest used for rescurcee wh,ch 
afe mmns,.etent vnth tmber harvest would be less 
satisfied as levels of old gmwth, some anldhfe speues, 
undeveloped areae, and wsual quaky were reduced 
Job cppartwutw would decbne m  the 2nd decade 

PNV would be cnIy AShfly enhanced by departure 
from NDF harvest schedules 

Costs to operate ($83 mlhcn/year) would exceed 
current budgets by $6 mdhcn 
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Alternative C Description 

Alternative C would emphasize production of wood whde providing for a variety of recreational 
opportunities and production of big game This alternative attempts to attain a compromise between 
non-complementary resoume objectwes by assigning some lands to timber and elk management while 
others would be pmtected from timber harvest to enhance dispersed recreation and visual resources. 
Thus, the alternative would produce few high outputs except for elk Timber harvest would be distributed 
across the Forest and through time to provide a steady supply of forage for big game in clearcut units. 
Thls would be supplemented by forags in newly created meadows. 

If this alternatwe were chosen, ASQ during the 1st decade would bs 66.5 MMCF (365 MMBF), which 
is 26% higher than the average harvested on the Forest during 1979-1988 and 9% higher than the 
average harvested during 1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs, see tables in “Outputs and Effects” 
later in this chapter). Eighty-one percent of land suitable for timber production would be managed on 
rotations of 80 years or less. The quantity of hardwoods available for sale would be 5 3 MMCF (19 
MMBF) per year. 

MBs would mamtaln water quality that meets state standards, as well as viable populations of fish. 
nmber would be harvested on an average of over 3,900 acrea of nparian zone during each decade, 
much of It to provide forage for elk. Some slopes prune to landslides would be logged By the 5th decade, 
amounts of fish habitat would average 23% below present levels (see Chapter IV for variability arross 
the Forest). 

MRa would maintain viable populations of wldhfe Old-growth halxtat would be provided at the MR 
level and spotted owl haMat capability would be maintained at 61% of present levels HabItat capability 
for bald eagles would be adequate for recovery of the species. Elk halxtat capability would increase 
more than 29% by the 5th decade 

There would be some development of trails in existing Wildernesses Opportunities for SPNM recreation 
would keep pace with demand untd the 2nd decade and meet 46% of demand in the 5th decade. Two 
undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes NRA would be maintained (18% more acrea than included 
in present plans) Scenery along more than one-third of the visually important roads would be partially 
or fully protected, although 35% fewer acres would be protected Flynn Creek and Neskowm Crest 
would continue as FtNAs 

Assummg that all the ASQ would he harvested and the price of timber would increase l%/year, Forest 
Serwe receipts and payments to counties would increase 65% over the 1979-1988 average by the 1st 
decade. Employment opportumties over the eight-county area should increase. Costs to operate the 
Forest would mcrease 20% Thii alternative would produce a PNV of $2 2 billion. 

Alternative C would continue transformation of the Forest mto a managed forest area which, from a 
v&a point, would have a patchwork appearance. A visitor in the year 2000 would see many stands of 
young trees, and an intensive program of Improving stands for timber yields These would contrast 
mth a few large blocks of natural forest m undeveloped areaS and Wildernesses and small to 
moderately-sized stands of old gmwth and mature trees scattered throughout the Forest for fEh and 
wildlife There would be many signs of loggmg and recrea~mnal usea at well-maintained developed 
sites and in dispemed settings. Scenery along Highways 101 and 38 would appear natural, while scenery 
along about one&ml of the rest of the visually important roads on the Forest would bs partially protected 
An expanded mad system would gwe easier access to much of the Forest. Wddlife such as elk that 
benefit from ecological disturbance would be conspicuous 
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Alternative G at a Glance 

Dl!!SCmON VALUE 

Allowable sale quantxty (ASQ) m  the 1st decade (mlbcn cubic feet) 665 

Alternative 

Allowable sale quantky CASQ) m  the 1st decade (mdlmn beard fee0 I 365 I 

Acm mutable for tmber prcdwtmn I 388,000 I 

Percent of above managed on rotatmm of 80 gears or less 81 

Ccho salmon babrtat cqab&y mdea m  the 5th decade 787 

Number of spotted owl Lab&& areas 22 

Spatted owl habItat capabxbty axpeaed m  the 5th decade 36 

Elk habItat eapabtity expected m  the 5th decade 12,840 

Percent of SPNM demand expected to be met m  the 5th decade I 46 I 
I 24,156 I 

Acres of undeveloped areas outade the Oregon Dunes NRA 

Employment dependent an the Forest (% change-1st decade) 

Present net value of the Forest Whom of dollars) 

I 7,400 I 
+26 

22 
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Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative C 

POINT ISSUE OOUNTERPOIIW 

ASQ dunng the first decade (66 5 MMCF&ar) 1. Timber ASQ would be 28% lower than pmpceed m  p-t 
would be 26% h&er than the average harvested on plans and about 17% lower than RPA expwtat~cns 
the Forest over the last 10 years Hardwood volumes 
avadable should meet demand 

Old-growth Btands wth Lgh eccncrmc value would 2 old Ham& of cldgmwth stand,, wculd reduce avadabd- 
be salable for harvest Growth sty of a lmntad reacurcs for aesthetic, -ticml, 

suentUic, and midlife use. 

Water fmom all watersheds would meet state water 3 water Mcmcqal watersheds wmdd be pm&ted UI the 
pualltsatandards same manner as the mat of the Forest, unstable 

slopes wculd be pmtxted at MR levels 

Viible papulatwns of tish would be xnaudamed 4 Furh Fwh habItat would be protected at MR levels, 
nut@wn would bs c&l,. 

All wddbfe speaea should be pmvided babdat needed 5 Wddbfe Speaes could be lost xf adequacy of MFa were 
to -tallI via* b&tat would exceed that overestimated; margrn for ermr would be narrow 
pmvlded III previous plans Spews most hkely to when managmg at MR levels of babltat 
nxrase would be those dependent on wufer stands 
ksstlm80gearscld. 

Elk habItat would be the greatest of any alternatwe HabItat for other wildMe dependent on mature 
coder and old gmwth would be at MR levels 

All area would be established or pmpased as SL4s 7 special Kentucky Falls SIA would be smaller than m  some 
for leaeaticn Interest altematl~ea 

Areas 

Scenery would be fully or partrally pmte+ted along SVii Scenery would not be pm&&d along about twc- 
more than one-thud of the wsually important roads thuds of the wsually unportant roads on the Foreat 
on the Forest 

Wasen Creek and Drift Creek AdJacent would be 11 Undevel- Undeveloped areas m  Hebo-Nestwca and N Fk 
xnamtied as undeveloped areas (along w~tb - aped- Smith Rwr would be elimmated, projected demand 
m  the Oregun Dunes RNA) for SPNM recrsatvm would not be met after the 2nd 

decade 

Areas proposed 88 potenti RNAs UI other alters+ 12 Research NC add~tvmal - would be pmpxed as patenti 
tma would m&ally be avadable for research on Rh’As, so there would be fewer cppcrtumtxee for 
naturel system raeamhcnnaturalggtemsinthefuture 

Job opporhuutss related to Forest rescumes should 13 ccmmu- People who want the Forest wed for IWJ- winch 
mcrease Opporhuuties for sane personal usea of mt,ee are lnecnslstent vnth timber ham& would be less 
the Forest (1 e, elk huntmg, firewxd gathering, and eatlslied 88 levels of old growth, some wddbfe apexes. 
rcaded reereatvm) would uvxase water qua&, undeveloped areas, and waral quabty 

we= reduced 

PNV would be $2 2 bdhcn 14 Eco- Not every acre would be managed for ita most efficient 
ncr~~ca use 

ReceIpta would be brgb ($78 nulkoslgear), ae would 
payments to ccunt*es 

Costs to operate ($32 dhcn/year) wculdbe $5 nullion 
hgher than current budgets 
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Alternative 
Alhxmdive D Description 

The goal of Alternative D is to emphasize production of major commodities with market value (wood 
pxducts, commercial fish - particularly salmon - and developed recreational activities for which a fee 
is pad) The Forest would be managed in a cost efiiclent manner, but not necessa rily in an effort to 
produce h&e& dollar return Management dire&on to benefit wddlife would be that needed to meet 
MFk 

This is the “market” alternative. This alternatwe mcludes often noncomplementary resource objectwes, 
partxularly production of timber and salmon There would be no harvest in riparmn areas along perennial 
streams. Prime habitat for salmon was comndered to be the southcentral part of the Forest containing 
the Alsea and North Fork Siuslaw rivers, as well as some streams flowmg into the large coastal lakes. 
In these prime salmon areas, moderate and highly unstable slopes, and areas along mtenmttent streams 
would be extensively protected as well The rest of the land smtable for timber production would be 
harvested. 

Measures would be taken in thii alternatwe to enhance fish habitat, and hmit amounts of timber 
harvestmg m individual watersheds Measures also would provide habitat for bald eagles 

ASQ during the 1st decade would be 60 6 MMCF (332 MMBF),whlch is 15% hgher than the average 
harvested on the Forest dunng 1979-1988 and 1% below the average harvested during 1984-1988. 
(For timber and other outputs, see tables in “Outputs and Effects” later m this chapter). Eighty-four 
percent of land suitable for timber production would be managed on rotations of 80 years or less. This 
would include some lands not considered pnme salmon-producing areas where nsk of landslides is 
relatwely great (See Chapter III “Watershed”). The quantity of hardwoods available for sale would be 
4 8 MMCF (18 MMBF) per year 

MFLs would mamtain water quahty that meets state standards None of the riparian zone would be 
harvested, and fish habitat in regions of the Forest that produce large numbers of salmon would be 
we11 protected Other parts of the Forest would be protected to a lesser degree, and after the 5th decade, 
amounts of f=h h&tat averaged over the entire Forest would be the same as at present (see Chapter 
IV for vanabtity across the Forest) 

MRS would maintain viable populatwns of wildhfe By the 5th decade, 64% of the present habitat 
capability for spotted owls would remain Hahltat capability for bald eagles would still be adequate to 
allow recovery of the spews Elk habitat capability would drop 21% below present levels by the 5th 
decade 

No undeveloped areas would be provided outside the Oregon Dunes NRA and there would be little 
development of trmls. Opportunities for SPNM recreatmn would drop below demand during the 1st 
decade and meet 23% of demand m the 5th decade Scenery along Eghway 101 (5% of the existing 
acres protected) would be protected Flynn Creek and Neskowm Crest would continue as RNAS, and 
Sand Lake would be proposed for future designation as an RNA. 

Assuming that all ASQ would be harvested and the price of timber would mcrease l%/year, Forest 
Servxe receipts and payments to counties would mcrease 49% over the 1979-1988 average by the 1st 
decade. Employment opportunities should mcrease vnth slight gains m industries associated with tourism, 
commercial fEhing, and Forest Service actwtws Costs to operate the Forest would mcrease 12% 
This alternatwe would prcduce a PNV of $2 0 bilhon 

Alternative D would continue transformatmn of the Forest mto a managed forest area which, from a 
vista point, would have a patchwork appearance A visitor in the year 2000 would see many stands of 
young trees, and an mtensive program of improvmg stands for timber yields. These would contrast 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

-with large blocks of natural forest in wildernesses and salmon management areas and small to 
moderately-sized stands of old-growth and mature trees scattered throughout the Forest for fish and 
wildlife. There would be many signs of logging and recreational u&s at well-maintained developed 
sites and more people f=hing for salmon. Scenery would be heavily altered except along Highway 101. 
An expanded mad system would give easier access to more of the Forest. Wildlife such as elk that 
benefit fmm ecological disturbance would be conspicuous 

Alternative D at a Glance 

I DE!SCRlPTlON I VALUE I 

AUowable sale quantity (ASQ) m  the 1st decade kull~on mbx feet) 606 

Allowable sale quantity (ASQ) m  the 1st decade (nulbon bard feet) 332 

Acres suitable for tmbe pmductm 341,030 

Percent of above manag& on rotations of 30 years or less 34 

I ~ ~ Coho salmon habitat capabibty mdex UI the 5th decade I 1,023 I 
I Number of spotted owl habxtat areas I 22 I 
I Spatted owl babkat capabxbty expected m  the 5th decade I 33 I 
I Elk habitat capabdity erpeaed UI the 5th decade I 1,900 I 
1 Percent of SPNM demand emected to bs met ,,, the 5th decade I 23 I 
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Alternative 
Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative D 

POINT 

A3Q for the 1st decade (60 6 MMCF/ye& would be 
14% bx&er than the average harvested on the Forest 
over the last 10 years Hardwoods avadable for 
harvest should meet demand 

A balance of the Forest’s two pmnary market 
reeo- (I e , tarher and commemal f+sh) would 
be prnmded 

Fzsb habItat m  Land- Asocuxtinns A, B, C, and 
D, where the streams unth the highest value for 
salmon a-e located, would be well protected 

AU wddbfe speaes should be pmvlded habltat needed 
to -w vlabtity 

Marys Peak and Cape Perpetua am estabbshed as 
sL4e for recreation 

Scenery along the coastad portam of Hwy 101 would 
he fully proteaed 

Four undeveloped areas m  the Oregon Dunes NRA 
would be man&u,& 

Sand Lake would be propwed aa a patentlal RNA. 

Opporhnut~ea for some personal uses of the forest 
(1 e , s&non fsbb,g, f~wood gathermg, and maded 
reereatmn) would mcrease 

PNV would be $2 0 bdlmn 

ISSUE 

1 Tunbar 

2 Old 
Gmwth 

4 Fish 

5 wlldhfe 

9Vd 

11 Undevel- 
apea- 

12 Research 

13 commu- 
nlt,es 

cOUNTF.RPOlNT 

ASQ would be 34% lower than present plans and 
about 24% lower than RPA erpectatmns 

Harvest of old-growth stands would reduce avadabd- 
1ty0falmutedlwmrce for aesthetIc, racreatvmal, 
scmtdic, and vnldbfe use 

Sante mmmed iish and tm~ber management are 
not complementary, the balance would be &tamed 
by lowenng potentzal outputs of both 

Spewa could be lost If adequacy at MRs were 
overestmated, mmgrn for error would be narrow 
when managrng at MR levels of babltat Elk habItat 
would decrease 

Kentwky Falls and Mt Hebo would not be prqwed 
aa SlAs and would be avadable for tunber harvest 

Scenery along other vmmlly unportant mads would 
not be pm&ted 

No other pots&al undeveloped areas would be 
xtm,,dmed Pm,ected demand for SPNM recreatmn 
would exceed capamty m  the 1st decade 

People who want Forest used for nonmarket reaouxea 
would be lees satisfied as levels of old grcwtb, visual 
quabty, and undeveloped areaa were reduced 

Cost. to operate (31 nulbon/rear, would exceed 
current budgets by 54 nulbon. 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

~. = - Alternative E(PA) Description 

The goal of Alternative E(PA), the alternative preferred by the Forest Service, is to provide a variety 
of recmatioti uses and f=h and wildlife habitats, and to emphasize wood production. To pmducs the 
de-sired wildlife habitat, 26% of the 357,000 acms suitable for hmbsr pmduchcm would bs managed on 
rotations of 90 years or more with additional intermedmte thinning of tree stands Management direction 
to enhance nonmotorizsd recreation and nongams \Rlldlife halxtat would slso benefit fish resouxws. 

More emphasis hss been placed on the following: protection of ripsrian areas and enhancement programs 
for anadmmous fwh habitat; rip&an buffers and limits on timber harvest to mshxtam water quality 
in municipal watersheds; maintaining current levels of timber harvest and associated jobs and payments 
to counties; preservation of smaller old-growth groves for amenity values; and providing habitat for 
additional venfied spottsd owl pairs and additmnsl d&ributmnsl habitat usmg SEIS guidelines. 
Alternative E (PA) also has been vxksu~& to include an integrated recreation strategy consisting of 
pmvlsion of high quality destination sites in a coastal setting, “day-we” facilities that link coastal and 
inland areas, and opportunities for rscreahon in a forested setting close to urban areas m the Willamette 
Valley. The number of acres managed specifically for undeveloped recreation and certain species of 
wildlife has been reduced Two RNAs not included in the original alternative are now recommended 
for designation. 

Thu alternative includes often noncomplementary resource objectives. Some lands would be protected 
for SPNM recreation and nongame wildlife while others would be managed for elk and wood Thus, 
outputs of most resources would be moderate Timber harvest would be distributed and scheduled to 
pmvide a steady supply of forage for big game in clearcut unite. This would be augmented by forage 
produced m newly created meadows Measures would be taken m this alternative to protect riparlan 
areas and provide habitat for spotted owls and spews of wddlife dependent on mature conifer and 
snag halxtat. 

If this alternatwe were chosen, ASQ during the 1st decade would bs 61.2 MMCF (332 MMSF), which 
is 15% higher than the average harvested on the Forest during 1979-1988 and 1% below the annual 
average harvested during 1984-1988 (for timber and other outputs, ses tables m “Outputs and Effects” 
later in this chapter). A total of 264,000 of 357,000 acres suitable for timber production would be 
managed on mtations of 80 years or less The quantity of hardwood available for sale would be 5.2 
MMCF (19 MMBF) per year. 

An average of 1350 acres of the riparian zone would be harvested each decade, and most slopes pmne 
to landslides would be pmtected. By the 5th decade, fuh habitat would average 8% below present 
levels (see Chapter IV for variability acmes the Forest) 

MRs would maintain viable populations of wldlife. By the 5th decade, 71% of present habitat capability 
for spotted owls would remain. Distribution of spotted owls on the northern portion of the Forest 
would bs enhanced by providing SOHAS that link with ha&at on BLM land HabItat capability for 
bald eagles would be adequate to allow recovery of the species Elk h&tat capability during the 5th 
decade would bs 7% below present levels 

There would bs moderate development of trails in exlshng Wildernesses and elsewhere Opportunities 
for SPNM recreation would dmp below demand m the 1st decade and meet 40% of demand in the 5th 
decade. Two undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes NRA (27% of the existing acres) sad all 
SIAs for recreatmn would be designated. Scenery along over one-half of the visually important roads 
would be partially or fully protected (11% more acres than now). Flynn Creek and Neskowin Crest 
would continue as RN&, and Sand Lake, Beneke Creek, and Cmmmns/Gwyan Creek would be pmposed 
for future designation ss RNAs. One thousand a- of old-growth groves and ecosystems would bs 
maintained for amenity values and uses. 
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Alternative 
Assuming that all ASQ would be harvested and the price of timber would increase l%/year, Forest 
Servwe receipts and payments to countw would increase 48% over the 1979-1988 average by the 1st 
decade Employment should increase with some gains m industnes assouated ulth tourism, commercial 
fishing, and Forest Servuze activities. Costs to operate the Forest would increass 17%. Thii alternative 
would pmduce a PNV of $2.0 billion. 

Alternative E(PA) would continue transform&on of the Forest into a managed forest area which, 
fmm a vista point, would have a patchwork appearance To a witor in the year 2000, however, some 
of the Forest would appear to be natural. There would be fewer stands of young trees. Signs of logging 
of clearcuts would be less obvious A program of thmning to impmve timber yields would be mtense 
but these impacts would not be rsaddy visible Natural forest in undeveloped areas and Wddernesses 
and scattered stands of old-growth and mature trees for fish and wildlife would blend mom with the 
rest of the Forest Fishing and hunting should become mom widespread. There should be more 
opportunities for nonmotorized recreation such as viewmg wiklhfe. Scenery along many visually 
important mads would not bs altered 

Alternative E(PA) at a Glance 

DFSCRIPTION I VALUE I 

Allowable sale quantltg (ASQ) ,n the 1st decade (mlhon cubx feet) 612 

Allowable sale q”cant,ty (ASQ) m  the 1st decade (mdbon baard feet) 332 

Acres mtabk for tnnber prcduct~on 357,000 

I Percent of above managed on mtatwm of 80 years or less I 14 I 
I Cc-ho salmon habat CapabUy mdex m  the 5th derade I 936 I 

Number of spotted awl babltat areas I 29 I 
I Spotted awl babeat capab,bty expected III the 5th decade I 42 I 
I Elk habItat capabrllty expected m  the 5th decade I 9,220 I 
1 Percent of SPNM demand ewe&d to be met II, the 5th decade I 40 I 

Vmwhed acres managed to pmtect seeneq- 39,402 

Acres of undeveloped areas outade the Oregon Dunes NRA 7,300 

Employment dependent on the Forest (% clmnge-1st decade) +20 

Present net value of the Forest (bourns of dollars) I ~~ 20 7 
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Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative E(PA) 

POINT 

ASQ dunng the 1st decade (612 MMCFjyear) would 
he 14% greater than the average harms&d on the 
Forest ever the last 10 years, amcunta of hardwxdn 
avalable for sale should meet demand 

Old.gmwtb stands with lllgh econcrmc value would 
be ava,lable for harvest. 

Pmtectlon of most of the rq,anan zox,e would benefit 
tish habitat and waLershed ccnd~txcns 

MOE spotted owl habltat - would be pmnded 
than In any other altanlatl”e except Ii 

All - would be eatabhshed or propaed as SL4s 
for recreation 

Scenery would be fully or part* pmtected along 
over one-half of the visually lmprtant roads 

Wassen Creek and DllR Creek A&xent would be 
nmntamd es undevelcPxl ateas (along with areas 
ln the Oregon Dunes NBA). 

AU ldentaied - would be pmpxed as potent& 
RNA9 

Oppcrhuut~en for mme personal u8e8 of the For& 
(I e , tiwcc-d gathering, vleunngscenerg, andmadxl 
recreat,on) would increase 

PNV would be $2 0 bzlhcn 

Recapts ($70 mdlwn!year~ and payments to ccunt~es 
would muvase 

II-44 

ISSUE 

1 nmber 

2 Old 
Gmwth 

4 Fish 

5 wlldhfe 

‘IS@ Interest 
Areas 
SVLsual 

11 ulxlevel- 
cped- 

12 Research 

13 CCmm”. 
nlt,es 

14 Eco- 

COlJNlERPOMT 

ASQ would be 33% lower than pmpcmed III pnesent 
plans and about 23% lower than RPA ex~&&~cns 

Hameat of old-growth stands would reduce avadabrl- 
Ity of a llmlted rescuree for aesthetic, recreatIonal, 
scabic, and mldkfe 1188 

Unstable slopes cutads the rip&an zone would be 
pm&ted at MR levels 

No angle species or group of spews wculd be 
einpbaslzed Elk babxtat would decrease 

The Kentucky Falls SIA would be smaller than III 
some altelnatlvea 

Scenery would not be pmtected along about one-half 
of the wu.lly important mads on the Forest 

Hebc-Nestucca and N Fk Snutb Rver would not be 
mau~tied as undeveloped -, SPNM demand 
would exceed capacity in the 1st decade. 

Remote. and brushy tarram would bmit cppcrtwutra 
for research 011 natural systems ln fcrssted areas 

Some people who want the Forest used far certam 
amends or commcd,ties would be less satlsfied aa 
levels were redwed 

All WI-S would not be managed for their moat e&lent 
U5S 

Costs to operate ($32 rcullic~) would exceed 
current budgets by $5 nulhon 
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Alternative F Description 
Alternative 

Alternative F provides a range of recreational uses and opportunitms while emphasinng pm&&on of 
habitat for fmh and nongame wildlife, protection of scsmc resources, and production of a moderate 
amount of timber 

This alternatws includes generally complementary resource ObJectives All Special Interest Areas and 
most undeveloped areas would bs mamtained for recreational purposes Management of most other 
land would benefit fish and nongame wildlife Timber would be harvested on short rotations on land 
where these other resources are not emphasxzsd 

Measures would be taken in this alternative to protect unstable slopes and nparmn areas, enhance 
fish habitat, and constram scheduling of timber harvest Other measures would provide habitat for 
spotted owls and species of wildlife dependent on mature conifer and dead and defective tree habitat. 

If Gus alternative were chosen, ASQ dunng the 1st decade would bs 52.6 MMCF (288 MMBF), which 
is 1% lower than the average harvested on the Forest during 1979-1988 and 14% lower than during 
1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs, see tables in “Outputs and Effects” later in this chapter). 
The quantity of hardwoods available for sale would be 5 5 MMCF (20 MMBF) per year Thirty-four 
percent of land suitable for timber production would bs managed on rotations of 90 years or more. 

None of the rip&an sons would be harvested Also, sIopes prone to Iandslides wouId bs well protected, 
rssultmg m fmh habitat 2% above present levels in the 1st decade (see Chapter IV for variability across 
the Forest) 

MRs should maintain viable populations of wildlife By the 5th decade, 75% of present habitat capabihty 
for spotted owls would remain A moderate amount of deciduous-mm habitat would be available to 
wildlife associated wth this type of habitat Habitat capabihty for bald eagles would be adsquate to 
allow recovery of the species Elk habitat capability during the 5th decade would bs 18% below existing 
lW& 

Three undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes NRA (39% more acres than m present plans) 
would be provided and there would bs considerable development of trails in existmg Wildernesses and 
elsewhere. Opportunities for SPNM recreation would exceed demand until the 3rd decade and meet 
65% of demand in the 5th decade Three SIAs for recreation would exist Scenery along about 80% of 
the visually important roads would be partially or fully protected A total of 50% more acres would be 
prot&ed than at present Flynn Creek and Neskowin Crest would contmue as RNAs, and Reneke 
Creek would bs proposed for future designation as an RNA 

Assuming that all ASQ would be harvested and the pncs of timber would mcreass l%/ysar, Forest 
Service receipts and payments to counties would mcreass 25% by the 1st decade Employment 
opportunities would increase somewhat Costs to operate the Forest would mcrease 7%. This alternative 
would produce a PNV of $1.8 billion 

Alternatrve F would moderate transformation of the Forest landscape into a patchwork appearance 
To a visitor in the year 2000, the Forest would appear more natural than today There would be fewer 
stands of young trees Signs of logging would be less obvious There would be many signs of recreational 
uses of developed sites and SIAs Natural forest m undeveloped areas and Wildernesses, and scattered 
stands of old-growth and mature trees for fish and unldbfe would blend with the rest of the Forest 
Tourism and fishing should become more widespread There should bs more opportumtms to view fBh 
and wildlife Scenery along many visually important highways wouId appear natural 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED LN DETAIL 

Alternative F at a Glance 

I DESCRIPTION VALUE I 

Allowable sale quantity (ASQ) m  the 1st decade kdbon cubm feet) 526 

Allowable sale quantAy (ASQ) m  the 1st decade &dhon bard feet) 233 

Acres suitable for timber pmductm 314,000 

Percent of above managed on mtatlclm of 60 years or leas 66 

I Number of spotted owl habIt& areas I 25 I 
I Pam of spotted owls expected m  the 5th decade I 44 I 
I Elk habxtat capabtity expected m  the 5th decade I 8,200 I 

Percent of SPNM demand expected to be met m  the 5th decade 65 

Viewahed - lYllmaged to protect scenerg 53,237 

Acres of undeveloped areas outszde the Oregon Dunes NRA 16,200 

Employment dependent on the Forest (% change-1st decade) +7 

Present net value of the Forest (bdlions of dollars) 18 
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Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative F 

POINT 

ASQ d-g the 1st decade (52 6 MMCF/gear) would 
be 1% lower than the average harvested an the 
Forest over the last 10 years 

Old-gmwth stands wth high econonw value would 
be andable for bamest 

Levels of iish babltat would ancrease, unstable slopes 
would recewe much more pmtectun~ than mcozn- 
mended m  current plans 

Levels of habItat for nongame wddbfe would be 
hgh, mcludmg 25 spotted awl habUt areas 

All areas would be establuhed or pmposed as SL4s 
for recrstwn 

Scenery along about 80% of the nsually unportant 
me& would be fully or partudly pm&ted 

Wassen Creek, Heba-Nestucca, and D&t Creek 
Adpcent would be mantaned as undeveloped areas 
(along vnth the area an the Oregon Dunes NRA) 

Reneke Creek would be proposed as a potential 
RNA 

Opportwutw for 8ome personal uses of the Forest 
(1 e , Sshmg, firewood gathering, vlewmg scenery, 
and maded recreatwn) would be xnamtid or 
umwse 

PNV would be $18 nulbon 

Recelpts ($59 nulbon/year) and payments to counts 
would uxrease 

1 Tunber 

2 Old 
Growth 

4 F-h 

5. Wddhfe 

11 Undevel- 
oped Areas 

12 Resesch 

13 commu- 
mtles 

coIJmExtPomT 

A8Q would be 43% lower than propasd III current 
plans and about 34% lower than RPA expectatwns 
Amounti of land removed from the mntable tunbsr 
base would be doubled, mthout pmpationally 
decreasing levels of nsk to other resancea 

Harvest of old-growth stands would reduce avadabd- 
tty of a buted resource for aesthetic, recreatwnel, 
aentuic, and mldbfe use 

Levels of fish babltat would be below potentlal 

No angle speues 011 group of spears would be 
emphasized Elk habItat would decrease 

Scenery along abut 20% of nsually vnportant roads 
would not be pmtected 

N Fk Srmth Rwer would not be added as an 
undeveloped area, protected SPNM demand would 
exceed capaaty m  the 3rd decade 

Sand Lake and C u,n,nma,Gwyan Creek would not be 
proposed as potential RNA8 

Job opportumtles should rexnan about the same as 
now People who want the Forest used for rsso- 
such ae elk and old growth would be leae satMi&. 

Nonpnced benefits would rnerease 

Costa to operate ($29 mdhod,ear) would exceed 
current budgets by $2 nulbon 
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Alternative G Description 

The gnal of Alternative G IS to enhance IWOU- such as water quality, game fish and wildlife, dispersed 
recreation, scenery, and other amen&s that do not have a direct market value. 

This altarnative includes complementary resource objsctives, and would provide the highest simultaneous 
levels of recreational opportunities, fmh and wildlife habitat, and protection for scenery, soil and water. 
All old growth would bs protected. Timber harvest on short rotations would bs scheduled to provide a 
steady supply of forage for big game in clearcut units. This would be augmented by forage produced in 
new meadows. 

Measures would be taken m this alternative to pmtect unstable slopes and areas along both perennial 
and intermittent streams, and to limit timber harvestmg in individual watersheds. These and other 
measures would enhance habitat for fmh, spotted owls, bald eagles, and species of wildlife dependent 
on deciduous mix, mature conifer, and dead and defectwe tree habitat. 

If this alternative were chosen, AS& during the 1st decade would be 28.2 MMCF (151 MMBF), which 
is 48% lower than the average harvested on the Forest during 1979-1988 and 55% lower than during 
1934-1988. (For timber and other outputs, see tables m “Outputs and Effects” later in this chapter). 
The quantity of hardwood available for sale would bs 3.3 MMCF (12 MMBF) per year Fifty-eight 
percent of land suitable for timber production would be managed on rotations of 99 years or more 

None of the riparian zone would bs harvested Slopes prone to landslides would be well protected, 
resulting m fmh habitat 7% above present levels by the 5th decade (see Chapter IV for variabihty across 
the Forest). 

Habitat capabllty for spotted owls would be mamtainsd at 93% of present levels Large amounts of 
deciduous-mix habitat would be available to wildlife associated with tbis type of habitat Habitat capability 
for bald eagles would be adequate to allow recovery Elk habitat capability during the 5th decade would 
be slightly above present levels. This alternative would pmduce high levels of nongams wildlife and 
moderate levels of big game. 

Opportunities for SPNM recreation would exceed demand until the 4th decade and meet 76% of demand 
during the 5th decade. Trails in existing Wildernesses and elsewhere would bs developed to their fullest 
extent. Three undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes NRA (76% of existing acres) and all Special 
Interest Areas for recreation would be mcluded Scenery along all visually important roads would be 
partmlly or fully pmtscted. There would be 66% more acres pmtsctsd than at present Flynn Creek 
and Neskowln Crest would continue as RNAs, and Reneke Creek and Sand Lake would be pmposed 
for future designation as RNAs 

Assuming that all AS& would bs harvested and the price of timber would increase l%/year, Forest 
Service receipts and payments to counties would dscresss 34% over the 19’79-1988 average by the 1st 
decade. Employment opportunities would also decrease, primarily in mdustries relying on timber and 
Forest Service expenditures. Loss of jobs would be slightly offset by increases in industries associated 
with tourism and commercial fmhing Costs to operate the Forest would decrease 12% This alternative 
would pmduce a PNV of $1 1 billion 

Alternative G would reverse transformation of the Forest landscap? into a patchwork appearance. To 
a visitor in the year 2000, large areas of the Forest would appear natural There would bs relatively 
few stands of young trees Signs of logging would bs less obvious than today There would bs many 
signs of recreational uses of developed sites and signs of nonmotorized recreation in SIAs. Natural 
forest in undeveloped areas and Wildernesses, and large stands of old-growth and mature tress for 
fmh and wildlife would dominate the Forest, Tourism, fwhing, and hunting should become more 
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Alternatlue 
widespread There should be more opportunities to view fmh and wildlife. Scenery along most visually 
important roads would appear natural. 

Alternative G at a Glance 

m  the 5th decade 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDE~D 

Point/Counterpoint Comparison - Alternative G 

POINT ISSUE NNNT!&POW 

Lerge amounts of tmtber and sate pmductinty would 1 Timber ASQ dung the 1st decade (23 2 MMCFjyear) would 
be preserved for future generations be 70% lower than the average harvested an the 

Forest over the last 10 years, and about 65% lower 
than RF’A expect&one 

Lang tmber mtat,ons would pmvxde a wider margm Tmber pelde are reduced by hawe&ing beyond 
0f err0= =a -tain future management optione ChL4l 

All stands of old growth would be protected, pmndmg 2 Old The future of old-growth stands would be uncertam, 
opportuutiea for aesthetq recreatmnal, scientic, Gmwth lack of vegetation management could rem& m 
and wddbfe use of tbu type of forest. euwem,on to come other type of habItat, old-gmwth 

stands .mth hgh economic value would not be 
wadable for harvest 

Levels of fish habitat would mcrease, unstable slopes 4 FBh Amas ad,acent to mtarnuttent streama would not be 
would be fully pr&&.d beeauae no trmber harvest prchted hm harvest alehubance. 
would be permitted on h~gb rmk sods 

HabItat above MFU for both game and nongame 5 wlklhfe Every epecles of wddbfe or gmap of speaes would 
wddhfe and 27 SOHAs would be pmvxded be managed below Its ptentlal 

Elk habItat would mcrese fium present levels Elk habitat would be greater m  some altematvee 

AU areas would be establuhed or pmpased as SIAs, 1 sped Opportumties for some typa of reereatmn would be 
meludmg the most acreage of any alternnt~ve Interest bmltedmtheeeereae 

Areas 

Seenerg along dl amally important made would be 9vkal Scenery along about three-fourths of the nsually 
fully or partdy pm&ted and meet VMS goals mportant made would be only pa&ally protected 

Capachy for SPNM rec~tmr, would exceed demand 11 UndeveL N Fk Srmth Rwer would not be added ae an 
for 3 decades, Waasen Creak, Hebn-N&cc+ and aped- undeveloped -, demand for SPNM rewsatxm 
DnR Creek A&acent would be nmmtamed as would exceed capac,ty m  the 4th decade 
undeveloped areas (along mth ODNEA areas) 

Fteneke Creek and Sand Lake would be proposed as 12 Reseamh CD/Gwynn Creek would not be pm& as a 
potenti s&b potentml RNA 

Oppwtur&~ea for some personal uses of the Forest 13 commu- Job oppcrtumt,ea should decrease, especmlly m  
(I e , Sehmg, huntmg, vlewmgscenerg, andxwsatwn mt,es lumber and wcod pmduets, trade, and semxa 
awxlated vnth undeveloped areas and wldbfe mdustnea 
habItat) would mcreaae People who were concerned 
with preservation of natural systems would be more 
eatmid because levels of old gmwth and undevel- 
aped areas would be mamtamed or mcrease 

An mtermediata level of all nonmarket resources 
would be prwtded 

PNV would be $11 bdlmn 14 Em- 
nomies 

All nmma&et reaoumee would be managed below 
their potentml 

NonpnDed benefits would mcrease 

Reeelpta ($31 mdlmnlyear) and payments to count,es Costa to operate ($24 mlhdyear~ would be $3 nulbon 
would decline less than current budgets 
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Alternath 
Alternative H Description 

The goal of Alternatme H ls to preserve natural systems in large areas of the Forest and to protect 
habitats of nongame wildbfe and fwh. There would be partumlar emphasis on maintaimng all old-growth 
stands and protecting sod and water resources. 

Resource objectwes in this alternative are complementary. Large areas that are prone to landslides or 
adjacent to streams would be preserved to protect fmh habitat. These assignments often would augment 
large undeveloped areas Usually, timber would be harvested in a way to benefit wildlife habItat 
Undeveloped recreational facdities would be pmvlded where they would not confict with natural 
condxtions and with the habltat of nongame wildlife and fsh. 

Measures would be taken in this alternative to protect unstable slopes, mumcipal watersheds, and 
areas along both perennial and mtermittent streams to enhance f=h habitat, and constrain scheduhng 
of timber harvest. These and other measures would also provide habitat for spotted owls, bald eagles, 
and species of wildhfe dependent on deciduous mix, mature conifer, and dead and defectwe tree habitat 

If this alternatwe were chosen, ASQ dunng the 1st decade would be 13 5 MMCF (72 MMRF), which is 
75% lower than the average harvested on the Forest durmg 19’79-1988 and 79% lower than during 
1984-1988 (For timber and other outputs, see tables in “Outputs and Effects” later in this chapter) 
The quantity of hardwoods avmlable for sale would be 17 MMCF (6 MMBF) per year. Land suitable 
for timber production would be managed on mtatlons of 90 years or more. Most acres suitable for 
timber production would be managed to benefit wddlife and visual resources Most plantations would 
be managed for a murture of deciduous and coniferous trees 

None of the ripanan zone would be harvested All slopes prone to landshdes would be fully pmtected, 
resultmg in average fish habitat 10% above present levels by the 5th decade (see Chapter IV for vanablhty 
across the Forest) All watersheds used for municipal water supply would be closed to timber harvest 
and public access, except when needed to meet wldlife objectnw 

Slightly more habItat capability would be provided for spotted owls than at present. Large amounts of 
deciduous-mlr would be available to urlldlife associated with this type of habitat Management areas 
for bald eagles would be exceptionally large and habitat capabdlty for the species would be adequate 
to allow recovery Elk habitat capabihty during the 5th decade would be 18% lower than present levels 

Four undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes NRA would be reserved (all exixting acres plus 
10,000 acres of land that would revert to an undeveloped condition) and potentml for SPNM recreation 
would be as great as possible Due to hmlted trail development in Wddern-, SPNM opportunities 
would drop below demand dunng the 3rd decade and meet 65% of demand in the 5th decade Suentific 
and research opportumtwzs relating to natural systems would be enhanced. Flynn Creek and Neskowm 
Crest would continue as RN& and Reneke Creek, Sand Lake, and Cummms/Gwynn Creek would be 
proposed for future design&on as RNAs 

Scenery along the IO most vwally important roads would be preserved, all others would be partially 
protected Total acres protected would be 66% greater than at present Altermg of vegetation could 
not be used to provide vistas in protected areae. 

Assuming that all ASQ would be harvested and the pnce of timber would increase l%/year, Forest 
Serva receipts and payments to counties would decrease 69% over the 1979-1988 average by the 1st 
decade Employment opportumties should also decrease, especially in industries relymg on timber, 
Forest Se~ce expenditures, and elk hunting. Loss of some jobs would be offset in industries associated 
with tounsm and commercml fishing. Costs to operate the Forest would decrease 31% Thii alternative 
would produce a PNV of $0.8 billion 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

To a visitor in the year 2006, large portions of the Forest would ap& natural: Compamd ‘Gth now, 
there would be relatively few stands of young trees. Signs of logging would he inconspicuous, although 
clearcuts might stand out because of their scarcity. Natural forest in undeveloped areas and Wildernesses, 
and large stands of old-growth end mature trees for fish and midlife, would dominate the Forest. 
There should be more opportunities to view nongame wildlife. Scenery along all visually important 
roads would appear natural. 

Alternative H at a Glance 

I DlE3CRlPTlON I VALUE I 

Allowable Bale quantity (ASQ) m  the 1st decade (nulbon cubm feet) 135 

Allowable sale quantity (ASQ) III the 1st decade (mlbon board feet) 72 

Acres mutable for tnnber pmductmn 133,000 

Percent of above mamSed on mtatwn.4 of SO years or less 0 

I Coho salmon habitat capabtity mdex III the 5th decade I 1,120 I 

Number of sp&ed owl habxtat areas I 37 I 

I Spotted owl habItat capablllty expsted m  the 5th decade I 60 I 
Elk habitat capabdity expected m  the 5th decade 6,120 

Percent of SPNM demand expected to be met m  the 5th decade 65 

Acres managed to pmtect scenery m  newsheds 59,990 

Amen of undeveloped areas outade the Oregon Dunes NRA 37,000 

Employment dependent on the Forest (sb change-1st decade) -46 

Present net value of the Forest (bdbons of dollars) OS 
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Point/Counterpoint - Alternative H 

POINT ISSUE cOuNTERP0Iwr 

Lang tnnber mtatwns (over 90 years) would benefit 1 Timber A6Q dunng the I& decade (13 5 MMCF&ear) would 
many - Such consrvatwe management be 75% lower than the average hawsted on the 
would pmvlde a mder margm for ermr and -tan Forest over the last 10 years; large amounts of land 
future OptIOns would be removed fmm the pmduetws tubber base 

Large amount8 of tsnber and s,te produd~nty would Tmker volume offered for sale would be reduced 
be preserved for ii~ture generatwm 

All stands of old gmwth would be pmtected, pmndmg 2 Old The future of old-growth stands would be uncertan. 
oppatuxut~es for aesthetic, recreatvma& sc~ent&c, Growth succeesmn to another type of habItat m  passl%le, 
and wildhfe use of 6x3 trpe of forest old-gmwth stands mth lugh econorme value would 

not be avalable for harvest 

There would be httle i-,ak of contammatmn of water 3 Water Less vegetatzon management could ulcrease rwk of 
fmm nunuad watersheds dam@ to watersheds fmm ml& 

Levels of fish babltat would nxease 4 Fish Amess for enhancement prqects would be bnuted 

Ennmmnental damage to streams would be uncom- Some damage rmght cccw If small nxlwwns of 
nwn unstable land enat where timber LS harvested 

2,000 acres of habItat would be pmnded u, each of 5 Wddhfe Every specs or group of species would be managed 
37 SOHAS below its potential Elk habItat would decrease 

Cape Perpetua and Mary6 Peak are establshed and 7 S~eaal Kentucky Falls would not be pmpased 88 an SIA , 
Mt Heba pmpaead as SIAs for recreatvm Interest but would be rnduded ,n an undeveloped area 

Areas 

Scenery along all nedly mportant roads would be 9 vlmal Alteratmn of vegetatnn could not be used to -tam 
either preserved or partially pm&&d or create scenx v1ewe m  preserved areas In par+&ly 

pmtected areas, scenery except that m  the foregmund 
could be heavlly altered by other actwxtss 

Potential for SPNM recreation would be at ,,,a~,- 11 Undevel- SPNM we would be lunx+zd because of lack of M  
mum, Wassen Cwk, Hebn-Nestucca, N Fk Srmth QpedA== development, prqected SPNM demand would exceed 
Rwer, and Dnft Creek Adjacent would be nwntan,ed capacity III the 3rd decade 
89 undeveloped area 

All ldentlfied areaa would be pmposed as potent& 12 &each Remote and brushy te- would bnut research on 
RN& natural system In fonwted areas 

A full range of natural systems would be pmnded Much of the Forest has low natural dwerslty 

Opportuntw for some personal use8 of the Forest 13 commu- Job opportun,t,ea would decrease, espeuauY II, tnnber 
(I e , fkbmg, newmg scenery, and recreation a.wx~- nxt~es and wood pmduc+s, trade, and serncss lnduatnes 
ated wth wddbfe) would be mantied or nxrswe Opportuzutza for some personal uses of the For& 
People who were concerned wth presewatvan of (1 e , huntrng and fEwcad g&hem& would decrease 
natural systems would be nxors s&stied BS old 
growth and undeveloped areas were -taned 

PN” would be 0.8 bdbon 14 Econonucs Nonpnced benefits would be iugh 

Ftecelpts ($15 mdlwn&u) and payments to cowtIes Costetooperate($19~on/gear)wouldbe$E~on 
would be low less than -nt budgets 
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COMPARISON OF &TERNATrVES 

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

This section presents the altematwes in a way that they can be easily compared. Aspects presented 
for companson include 

l Asslgament of land to management areas, 

a Management of Forest resource pmgrams, 

. Resource outputs, 

0 Environmental effects, and 

In additmn to tables, narrative sections describe &fferances between alternatives. 

No mathematical formula can define the preferred alternatwe Indeed, there are dzfferences of oplmon 
about particular effects of alternatives Therefore, major effecta of each alternative must be the basis 
for review, Judgment, and eventual s&&on. 

The following pages summanze outputs and effects that &ffer sigmticantly among alternatives (Outputs 
and effects projected for each alternatwe are based on the assumption that ASQ for each year wdl be 
harvested ) Comparison of the alternatives in terms of those issues pertinent to the Mapleton lawsmt 
1s presented in Appendix E. 

Response to Issues and Concerns 

How alternatives respond to Issues, Concerns, and Opportumties (ICOs) is portrayed m Table II-2 
For each alternative, information in the table describes how each ICO is specifically resolved In Table 
II-2, “exlstmg” represents con&tmns attamed durmg the last 10 years through management based on 
some older directmn, and clearly differs from proJections for the next 10 years under Alternative A 
uamg present direction, mcluding MRs FZeslxnses in more quantitative and qualitative terms, such as 
lifestyles of local commumtwq are dlscussad in “Outputs and Effects” later in this chapter. 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table I&Z. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

1. TlMRRR 

for Tlmber Pmduc- 

2. OLDGROWTH 

RetaInEd Acres odAcren) 
l&Decade 34 24 21 22 22 23 
5th Decade 10 m  21 20 21 21 

Rate of Harvest OdAcIw) 
1st Decade 10 7 12 12 11 

3. WATERSHEDS 

Pmtectmn of Unstable Slopes 
(VegEtatlon leave m  MAcres) 

79 141 Ml 92 88 106 86 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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COMPAFtISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table II-2. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

for Timber Pmduc- 

RetaIned Acre8 @dAcIps) 
let Decade 
5th Decade 

Rate of Harvest (hIAcres) 
1st Decade 

23 31 26 34 34 
21 23 24 34 34 

11 3 3 0 0 

3. WATERSHEDS 

Pmtectwn of Unstable Slopes 
wegetatlon leave In MACES) 

same es same es VegetatlOIl SameasH Same es 
-tUlg WStUlg left on au F, ~1~s 
condltwn, c0ndlt10n slopes mth “egetdmn 
plus ad&- high 01 1eR on all 
tmlal pro- moderate other land 
tebon for mk of m  high- 
elopes In lendehde r,sk land- 
P=e (112 9) typea 
salmon (2713) 

z2”2, 

Estmated Number of Landsbd- 
Per Year Agsoclati anth Harvest- 
mg 

1st Decade 75 19 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 

70 30 13 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

~ Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

Ee-tmated Sedment Pm- 
duced Per Year (M Cubic 
Yarda) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

4. FISHHABITAT 

Pmtectlon of Ripman 
AreaeinhdsManaged wanan ian-, ian-. ianareas, 
for Tunber - Averqe areas, claw Some buffers ChSSI&II 5O'bufTer 
BuiTer Width by Stream I & II - 90’ along 70% of . 100’ bufTer, along three 
claps buffer, Claee Claas1ar.d ClaseuI- edea of all 

In-50 II streams, 60’ buffer P-4 
bulTer. and 50% of etreame 

ckasem 
etreams 

C&o Smelt HCI (M 
Smelts) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

1019 

33ow 926 951 951 950 
31m 353 743 MO 181 

P-t Change in Habl- 
tat capabdlty, Present to 
5th Decade 

-69 -16 -21 -31 -23 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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COMPARISON OF ALTEXNATIVES 

Table II-2 Cont. 

ALTERNATIVE 

L9suE/outputs/Effectn D E(PA) F G H 

Estimatsd Sedment Pm- 
iuced Per Year 
:M Cubic Yards) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

66 67 60 32 11 
46 55 42 19 13 

?ercent W&ershed Har- 
restable per Decade 

15 20 20 10 5 

?mtect~on Afforded Mu- Same as Same as SameasB SameasB No tmber 
ucqal Watersheds -ma -s Plus harvest or 
Mw?.) contitwns 15% bmlt on pubbc access 

with adti- meaharv&- UlanpMWS 
tmml re- dlnMWS 
etrlctwns on each decade 
harvest and 
use of herbI- 
odes 

1. FISHHABITAT 

‘mteetum of RIpman 
ireas -Average Buffer 
Nxdth by Stream Class 

100% or SameasA 100% of 100% of 100% of 
r,par,an nP- n- mm 
ereae, 100’ areas, 100’ areap, 100’ areas, 100’ 
buffer along buffer along bUner along btier along 
ell prenlual dpered au pered all perennial 
streams plus StEamS streams plus streams plus 
buffers along butTera along bUnem along 
Ultirrmttellt all lntermlt- all mtermlt- 
streams m  tent streams tent streeme 
pm= andan- 
salmon a?- upslope from 
ees mm 

areas. 

:oho Smelt HCI (M 
Imolts) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

‘ercent Change m  Habx- 
St Capabtity, Present to 
th Decade 

985 932 993 1,013 1,032 
1,023 936 1,941 1,094 1,120 

0 -a +2 +7 +10 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

6. WILDLIFE 
HAJSITAT 

Habkat (Percent Biolom- 
Cal Potentml) 1st Decade 

5th Decade 

Acres of Permanent 
Meadow Created by 5th 
Decade 

Upland Demduous-Mu 58 
HabItat 

1st Decade (M acres) 34 
5th Decade (M acres) 28 

Rxpamn kea CM acres) 11 71 

Bald Eagles 
Nest Skes 23 93 @I 
Size of &tea 

baa-& 125 40 

HabItat Improvements 
1st Decade Wcres) 290 @I 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 

34 54 51 51 
25 24 25 25 

77 77 17 11 

23 23 23 23 

125 125 125 125 

2,890 3,590 250 6,150 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

tted tted Owl HabItat Owl HabItat 

Elk HabItat Elk HabItat Capab,bty Capab,bty 

Acres Acres of of Permanent Permanent 0 0 1,000 1,000 0 0 3,900 3,900 0 0 
Meadow Created by 5th Meadow Created by 5th 
Decsde Decsde 

Upland Deaduous-Mm 
HabItat 

1st Decade (MAC& 
5th Decade @iAcres) 

52 56 49 51 56 
26 23 32 41 43 

R~panan HabItat (M 71 77 77 77 77 
SX4 

Bald Eagles 
Nest Terntones 
Size of Terntomes 

Gbres) 

23 23 23 23 23 

125 125 125 325 625 

HabItat lmprwements 
1st Decade (Acre.4 200 4,110 2,510 4,310 30 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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COIvPARISON OF ALTEXNATlVES 

Table. II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Ffespome 

ALTERNATIVE 

ISSUElOUt@WBff~t Existing NC A B B(DEP) C 

6. RECREATION 

ROS Classa pmnded 
mAwed 

SPNM 
SPM 
Roaded Natural 
Rural 

Total 

Perant of Demand for 
SPNM hfet 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

51 
10 
51 

513 
631 

Demand for 
SPNM 
reereatmn 
18 presently 
met 

Not ad- 
dlwaed 
hlTRP 

56 
23~0) 

21 27 21 34 
10 10 10 10 
47 46 46 43 
548 549 549 539 
631 631 631 631 

56 12 12 100 
23 30 30 46 

SPNM opporhmltles NOareaS 
Outade Oregon Dunes desgnated, 
NRA and Wfidernessea 26,SOOacm 

Areas pmnde 0 0 0 0 2 
Aclee SPNM op- 0 0 0 0 1,400 

p*unlt,e3 

7. SPECIALINTEB- 
EWAREAS 

Number of Areas Cape Perpe- 2 2 3 3 3 
Total She L4med b.MarJIs 1,5oou> 2,330 2,110 2,110 5,110 

Peak 
2,900 acres 

8. SUTlUN&SAND 
LAKE 

Sutton: Some ORV Not ad- 
we, httle dreasedm 

Acres Open to ORVe development TRP 215 330 330 215 
Acres Closed to ORVs or enwon- 2435 2370 2310 2435 
Ret Development8 mental pm- 2tralIs ztralls zti-ada ztrails 

t&wn2700 
acm total 
usa 

Sand Lake 
Size of Rxreatmn Area 1,120 1,120 1,120 120 720 120 
wme) 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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COMPARISON OF ALTEXNATIVEX 

Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ALTBBNATNE 

ISSUE/OUtpUt.S/Eff~t D E(PA) F G H 

6. RECREATION 

ROS Classes pmmded 
WAcres) 

SPNM 
SPM 
Roaded Natural 
R 

TOtal 

Percent of Demand far 
SPNM Met 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

27 34 44 43 64 
10 10 10 10 10 
45 52 49 49 46 

549 534 529 524 511 
631 631 631 631 631 

56 97 100 100 100 
23 40 65 16 65 

SPNM opportmltkv 
Outszde Oregon Dunes 
NRA and W,ldemesses 

Areas 0 2 3 3 4 
Acres 0 7,300 16,200 20,400 36,200 

7. SPECIAL INTER- 
mAREAs 

Number of Areas 2 4 4 4 3 
Total Size Mwes) 1,090 1,070 7,340 7,340 4,510 

8. SU!lTON&SAND 
LARE 

suttofl: 
Acrea Open to ORVs 330 215 0 0 0 
Awes Closed to ORVs 2370 2485 2700 2700 2700 
Ret Developments 2trallB 2tmls ztmls ztimk? 

Sand Lake 
Size of Recreation Area 

acres) 620 990 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 

1,120 990 990 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

I I ALTERNATIVE 

BSWOUtpllWEfhCtS ExiBting NC A B B(DBP) C 

P. VISUAL 
BE%OUBCE 
MANAGEMBNT 

Jisual ‘+hty ObJectim 
br Sem,t,ve flewsheds 

mghway 101 

8 Me&x comdol8 

23 Other Comdors 

IO. wILDJ3BNFss 

M  Management 5th 
lecade Wles) 

Drift Creek 
c- creek 
Rock Creek 

Il. UNDEVFLGPRD 
AREAS 

35 8 5 U5) 35 11 11 65 
3 12 12 12 12 26 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of UnmadwI Seven a-as 4 4 4 4 6 
Areas hiehtallled emat, none 
Undeveloped Cotitmn deqnated, 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 21,400 
Maulwed uvfAclw) 57,000 acres 

12. RESEARCH 
NATURAL 
AREAS aNAs) 

irea Recommended for 
WA Des,gx,at,o,, 

Neskowm Reneke Reneke None NOW None 
Crest and Creek recom- Creek 
Fiynn Creek mended 
deqnated 

13. rmNERAIs AND 
ENERGY 

irea Accesmble to J..em,,,g 
mth Few Re&mt,om 
MACreS) 

463 0 504 4 433 0 516 5 516 5 493 2 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS. 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ALTERNATIVE 

ISSUElOUtpUti/FSfeCts D E(PA) F G H 

9. VISUAL. 
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 

“ii Q”&ty ObJedl”‘2.8 
for Sensltwe Vxemheds 

H&way 101 

8 &JOr Comdom 

23 Other Comdors 

Full (Coastal FUU Full FIllI FulI 
potiWll) 
None Full on 4, Full on 7, FUU Full 

pa&al on pahal on 
others one 

None Fuuan3, Full on 16, FUll Partial 
part& on none on 
others others 

IO. WnDERNES.3 

had Management 5th 
Decade Wles) 

Dnft Creek 85 15 5 23 23 65 
C- Creek 12 12 26 26 3 
Rock Creek 0 0 0 15 5 0 

Il. UNDEVELOPED 
AREAS 

Number of Unmaded 4 6 7 I 8 
Areas Mruntarned 
Undeveloped Condxtxm 20,000 27,300 36,200 40,600 51,000 
Malntalned MAcres) 

(2. RESEARCH 
NATURAL 
AREAS WtNAs) 

Sand Lake Reneke Reneke 
Creek, Sand Creek 
Lake, 
C-l 
GwS11” 
Creek 

Reneke Reneke 
Cm&, Sand Creek, Sand 
Lake Lake, 

CummmS/ 
Gwynn Creel, 

13. MlNERAlSAND 
ENERGY 

Lrea Acceaable to Leasmg 
nth Few Restnctxms 
IdACreS) 

510 0 467 3 456 9 4316 400 3 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

Employment Opportum- 

Total Cash Flow, Average 
1st Decade (MM$) 
5th Decade (MM$) 

kble U-2. Footnotes 

(1) The Tmber Resource Plan (TFtP) dxsplaged regulated commercial forest land (542,120 acres) aa glutable acma Tmber 
harvest actwxt~ee were scheduled on only 506,034 

(2) The Grat number ls the chargeable volume sold UI 1979 tbmgh 1938 
Average cut 53 5 MMCF (290 MMBF) per year 
Average sold 62 4 MMCF (336 MMBF) per gear 

The second number TV the chargeable volume sold m  1934 through 1989 
Average cut 66 1 MMCF (358 MMBF) per gear 
Average sold 57 6 MMCF (312 MMBF) per year 

(3) Thu G&wa does not rnclude 13,000 acra which the TRP set aslde on an interm basis for spotted owls 
(4) Thw &re LS derwed usmg -nt caleulatlon methcds and mventones. In the TRP, the estmated number ls 104 

However, the TRP under&mates the number of landabdes for three was0118 1) the effeetlveneas of leave areas for 
preventuq accelerated landsbdw was -ed to be 70% rather than 52% as used m  the FEB. 2) the lnventmy of 
hu&.mkkmdtypwussdsedwas 126,000 acres, but the-nt w 220,957amm, and 3) slopesantha’Mgh”~kof~bd~ 
III lowmsk landtgpes were not considered 

(5) Thee figures are dewed ruing -nt methods and uwentones TRP e&m&es were 64 MC&&R m the 1st decade, 
and 59 MCuYdh’r m  the 5th The TRP underestmated sedmentatum m four ways See footnote 4 for the iii three 
ways. the fourth ~8 that sediment from dry ravel follovmg contmUed bums wan not e&mated 

(6) The CSHCI was not wed n, the TRP Th,s estunate was derived by using the CSHCI model wxth the t&.x harvest 
schedule contained m  the TRP and mkmg a serxes of assumptmrm abat lccatwn and tirmng of tmber harvest m  
lanatype kasscaat101uI 

(7) 13,000 acres would reman undmhwbed, on an ltltenn, baas, awatmg land allccatmn through land mmagement planmng 
Those acre8 would be harvested m  the 5th decade to meet the pot&ml yxeld pmhcted m  the TRP 

(6) HabItat s&a would be managed cm a 300~year mtat,on 
(9) The TFtP &d not address habItat mpmvement actmitxa 
(IO) Thm assumes the same ,,,a,,a@mnt of the Oregon D,,nee Natmnal Rec~atlon Area (NRA) madless areas and the 

same level of trml development in the Wlldemesses and Oregon Duaes N2A madless axeas as m  Akematwe A. 
(11) The TRP desxgnated 1,500 acres of camn,emal forest land m  the Mq,s Peak area Thw w not the fidl wze of thm area 

mnce mme of the acres wem mcluded m  general nonforest or meadow categoms m  the TRP 
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Table II-2 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

I I AJXRRNATIVE 

JSSUE/OUtpUtS/7Wf~t JSSUE/OUtpUtS/7Wf~t D D E(PA) E(PA) F F G G H H 

14. LocALcom- 14. LocALcom- 
hIuNITIEs hIuNITIEs 

Employment Opp.xtum- 92 93 84 56 43 
t1eE I Employment Opp.xtum- 

I 

92 

I 
93 

t1eE I 
84 

I 

56 

I 

43 

I Local Income (MM$) 1 183 1 188 I 166 I 110 I 75 

1 ;adstocy~~, 1 176 1 175 1 148 1 7* 1 37 

16. ECONOMIC 
VALUES 

Total Cash Flow, Average 
1st Decade (MM$) 
5th Decade (MM%) 

39 8 38 1 299 73 -42 
629 613 496 240 12 4 

Present Net Value ($ 

I 

20 

I 
20 

I 

18 

I 

11 

I 

08 
Bdlwn) 

Table II-2. Footnotes 

(12) Full pmtectmn = pmkcted to level mommended m  Forest Semce’s V%ual Management System 
(13) Pa&al pmt&mn = protected to a level below the Vasual Manaagement System 
(14) The TBI pmvlded for some vmal prokctmn on abmt 82,800 acres of land mth speard mual semtmty However, 

mformation about spatic areas wbxh would have been protected 18 unavalable 
(15) Wlldemesa management was not adressed m  the TRP, presumably It would be the same as Altematwe A 
(16) Ifestmati wth the same asumptmm as Altematwe A to H, NC would be scalar to B(Dep) m  the 1st decade 
(17) Bawd on TRP tmber -pta and program costs, net tmbex me~pta would be $58 mllmn 
(18) PNV ls not avalable 

ASQ = Allowable Sale Qumtlty, BF = board feet, CF = cubx feet, M  = thousand, MM = mdhon; ORV = off mad 
velucle, SPM = Sempamtwe Motorized,, SPNM = Sempmtwe Nomwtomed 

Management Areas 

A management area (MA) is a part of the Forest (not necessarily contiguous) for which a combinatmn 
of goals, desired con&tions, and standards and guidelines IS unique Two key quabtles of a MA are 
that its boundams must be easdy recogmzable on the ground and emly illustrated on a map. Every 
acre on the Forest is asstgned to one of 15 MAs Numbers of acres in the vamus MAs (Table II-3) 
depend on the emphasis of each alternative For each alternative, the sum of acreages for the MAs 
equals total size of the Forest. 
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Table II-3. Management Area Acres 

MANAGEMBNTABBA ALTSBNATIVJS 

NC (11 A I B B(DBP) C 

1 Sdversp& Butter@ 0 1,926 

2 Futmg Old-Growth Groves 0 0 

3 spotted owls O(2) 42,951 

4. Bald Eagle 7,920 @I 2,527 

5 specialhtereatArean 1,500 (4) 2884 

6 Cascade Head Scenic- 3,932 6, 4,787 
-Area 

1 Cascade Head Ex~ermumti Forest 7,958 7,210 7,210 

8 SandLake 1,150 Ks) 1,122 720 

9 Sutton 2,707 6, 2,707 2,707 

1,926 

0 

44,389 

2,650 

1,088 

4,787 

I 10 ORgon Dunes NBA 1 23,693 ,w 1 26,513 1 26,513 1 26,513 1 26,513 1 

11 Undeveloped Areas I 0 I 0 1 0 1 7,432 1 7,432 1 

12 Wddemeas I 21,782m 1 22,186 1 22,186 22,186 I 22,186 

I 13 Research Natural Areas I 1,270 1 1,168 1 1 688 1 688 1 688 

I 14 Scemc Viewsheds I 49.165 (8, I 27,418 1 0 1 0 1 19,671 I 

15 Tubber, Wddhfe, Water, Fzsh 504,352 487,962 516,491 498,226 493,226 

TOTAL 625,434 681,361 631,361 631,361 681,361 

(1) Alternatwe NC did not define i&Is Figures XI tbs column represent areas ldentuied m  the Tmber Resarce Plan 
(TRP) for special management wbxh are generally comparable to MAs m  Altarnatww A thmugh H 

(2) The Wddhfe Appends to the TBP sad that, on an stem baa, 13,000 acres of “prune older forest where populations 
of spotted owls now exist wdl re- undisturbed, awakmg land allccatvm through land management plammg” 
However, these acres were not removed fmom the regulated commercial forest land base when potentml yields were 
calculated 

(3) Only one-thud of thm acreage (abat 2,640 acres) would be mutable for bald eagle nest &en at any one tme became 
these areas were to lx managed on a 300.year mtatmn None cd the acreage shown m  other akematwres would be 
harvested 
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Table II-3. Management Area Acres 

MANAGFaMENTARBA ALTERNATNE 

D ECPA) F I G I H 
1 Sdverswt Butterfly I 1.926 I 1.926 I 1.926 1 1,926 I 1,926 I 

2. EHLstmg Old-Growth Gmves 

8 Sp&edOwls 

4 Bald Eagle 

5speelallrdemtAreas 

6 Cascade Head Scemc- 
ResearchArea 

7 Cascade Head Bxpenmental Forest 

8 SandLake 

0 1,000 0 16,551 11,739 

43,971 46,512 40,771 37,958 55,621 

2,650 2,502 2,487 6,466 12,435 

1,086 5,384 5,653 5,653 2,684 

4,787 4,787 4,787 4,787 4,787 

7,210 7,210 7,210 7,210 7,210 

620 991 1,122 991 991 

I 9 Sutton 1~~ 2,707 ~~ 1 1 2,707 1 2,707 1 2,707 1 2,707 

10 OregonDmenNRA 26,513 1 26,513 1 26,513 1 26,513 1 26,513 1 

11 Undeveloped Areas I o 1 7,298 1 16,159 1 20,375 1 36,205 1 

I 12 Wddemesn 22,186 1 22,186 1 22,186 1 22,186 1 22,186 1 

18 Resemh Nat,mJ Amas 928 1,408 1,168 1,408 1,408 

14 Scemc Viewsheds 6,765 88,666 41,730 45,071 44,414 

15 Tmber, Wddhfe, Water, Fish 510,010 467,271 456,942 431,559 400,385 

TOTAL 631,361 631,361 631,361 631,361 631,361 

(4) Thm ~9 not the full acreage m  the Meqs Peak SIA smee the TFtP mcluded some of that area m  the general nonforest 
or meadow categones rather than here 

(5) Dlflerence in acreage 14 due to land aqumtrm smce the TBP was w&ten 
(6) Thm ivea was not ldentffiied as a swzal mmaeement area m  the TBP For mr~~ses of compamwn, the name aze as 

- 
. . 

Altematwe A IS dmplayed 
(7) The TRP was amended for Wddemesses m  Amendment 2, 8/6/84 Dfierence m  acreage ame then 14 due to unproved 

mPPw 
(8) Thm figure fmm the TP.P ~9 not dmctly comparable to other newshed figures Tim ~9 because It mcludes some acreage 

of the modrfieatlon Vmd Qua&y Ob@we OrQO) m  foregmunds, w&h the other altenmtwea do not, and It does not 
mclude acreage of the mc&icatwn VQO m nuddlqround, wbxh the other akemat~ea do There 18 no way to develop 
a duwtly comparable figwe 
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MAs 14 and 15 include both lands suitable and unsuitable for timber production. (Suitable land 1s a 
technical term; suitable land may or may not actually grow timber; see the glossary) No other MAs 
include suitable lands In MAs other than 2,12 and 13, some trees may be cut and removed fmm the 
unsuitable land if this activity either enhances habitat conditions or does not interfere xnth meeting 
other objectives for the area. MAs are described m detail in Forest Plan, Chapter lV Brief descnptions 
of the 15 amas follow. 

MA 1 Oregon Silverspot Butterfly Emphasis - The primary goal is to maintain quality of silverspot 
butterfly habitat, and enhance habitats to contribute to removal of threatened specs classification 
from state and federal lists. Management activities in the area must be compatible with habitat goals 
and recovery of the species In some alternatives, additional goals for portions of the area are to provide 
visual qua&, maintain undeveloped characteristics, and protect the outstanding scenic and botanic 
features of a potential Special Interest Area. 

MA 2 Existing Old-Growth Groves and Ecosystems - The primary goal is to pmtect old-growth 
graves for aesthetic, recreational, and scientific purposes Some of these groves will meet the Regional 
Guide definition of old-growth ecosystems and some wdl not. Management activities must not harm 
the groves, which are scattered unevenly across the Forest While they pmvide habitat for some wildlife, 
the groves are too small to provide suitable habItat for the spotted owl. (Some old-growth stands are 
included in other MAs, such as Wildernesses and spotted owl habitat. Tbii MA includes some existing 
old-growth gmves that are not within these other MAs. For a complete explanatmn of how and where 
old growth is managed in alternatives, see “Management of Existing Old Growth “later m thii chapter.) 

MA 3 Spotted Owl Habitat Emphasis - The primary goal of this MA is to provide enough old-growth 
conifer habitat for nesting and foraging of spotted owls to assure continued existence of spotted owls 
on the Forest Because the spotted owl is an indwator species, an addltmnal goal is to maintain habitat 
for other species that prefer old gmwth Much of the habitat occurs in other MAs such as Wddernesses 
and undeveloped areas 

MA 4 Bald Eagle Habitat Emphasis - The primary goal is to provide enough nesting habltat for 
bald eagles to assist with recovery of the species. Like MA 3, it does not mclude all bald eagle habitat; 
some is mcluded in Wildernesses, undeveloped a-, spotted owl habitat areas, and other MAs. 

MA 6 Special Interest Area Emphasis - The primary goal 1s to protect the unusual natural 
cbaracteristica of existing and potential SIAS, and where appropriate, foster public use and enjoyment 
of these areas. In some alternatives, additional goals for some portmns of the MA are to protect visual 
quality, protect values m a potential RNA, and provide habitat for some wildlife. 

MA 6 Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area _ The primary goal, as stated in Public Law 98535, is 
“to provide present and future generattons with the use and enjoyment of certain ocean headlands, 
rivers, streams, estuaries, and forested areas; to ensure the protection and encourage the study of 
significant areas for research and scientific purposes; and to promote a more sensitive relationship 
between humans and their envimnment”. The MA also provides habitat for wldbfe 

MA 7 Cascade Head Experimental Forest - The primary goal is to further research III the coastal 
spruce-hemlock forest and to serve as a demonstration anza for promising techniques and principles of 
forest management. The MA also provides habitat for a variety of wildbfe. 

MA 8 Sand Lake Recreation Area - The primary goal is to provide a mix of recreational opportunities 
(emphasming off-road vehicle use, sightseeing, camping, and picniclung) and to protect ecological values 
of the beach and estuarine environments HabItat for bald eagles is also provided in a portion of the 
MA. 
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MA 9 Sutton Recreation Area - Like MA 8 (Sand Lake), the primary goal 1s to provide a mix of 
recreational opportunities (includmg off-road vehicle use, hiking, mghtseemg, camping, horseback 
riding and picnickmg) and to protect wildlife and sensitive plant habitat In all alternatives, habitat 
for bald eagles is also provided 

MA 10 Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area - The primary goal is to encourage enjoyment of 
ocean shorelines, dunes, forested areas, lakes, and recreational facihties, and tc cmssrve scenic, smentltic, 
historic, and wildlife values which contribute to enjoyment of the area 

MA 11 Undeveloped Area Emphasis - The primary goal is to maintain or allow reversion to 
undeveloped conditions This will provide SPNM recreation opportunities, and wdl help increase habitat 
for f=h and wddhfe. 

MA 12 Wildernesses - The primary goal is to preserve wdderness character and natural conditions 
m each Wilderness This MA also provides opportunities for SPNM recreation, habitat for wildhfe, and 
opportumties for research. It is managed in accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964. 

MA 13 Research Natural Areas - The primary goal is to preserve ecosystems for study of natural 
systems and processes RNAs will serve as a basehne for comparison to ecosystems that have been 
altered through human activity They also preserve uwplaceable genetic variation and thereby assist 
in maintaining sensitive and threatened and endangered spews 

MA 14 Scenic Viewshed Emphasis - The primary goal IS to provide attractive scenery The MA 
also has the same goals as MA 15. These include timber production, maintenance of wildlife habitats, 
protection of watersheds and fish habitat, and encouraging dispersed recreation. The MA contains 
some lands that are suitable for timber production and others that are not 

MA 15 Timber, Wildlife, Watershed, Fish, Dispersed Recreation Emphasis - Lands managed 
for these resources are so intermingled that they are included in one MA The primary goals are to 
produce timber, provide habitat for wildlife dependent upon mature conifer and meadow habitat, supply 
woody debris for fish habitat, reduce risk of accelerated landslides and surface sod emsion, and pmvide 
a variety of dispersed recreational opportunities The MA contains some lands that are suitable for 
tunber production and others that are not 

Management of Forest Resource Programs 

In the followmg section, the management program for each resource is described for each alternative, 
as well as the way the Forest plans to manage the resource Forestwide and in each MA. 

Goals and objectives for a gwen resource program are included in the discussion of MAs in Forest 
Plan, Chapter IV For example, objectives for managing timber are in that chapter in MAs 14 and 15 
These are MAs that include lands suitable for timber production which provide the ASQ. The “Tnnber” 
section that follows discusses these lands 

For a discussion of environmental consequences of managmg resources in each alternative, see FEIS, 
Chapter IV 
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= Management of Timber 

TIMBER TEaMm0LoGY 

AlLmable sale qwmhty (2SQ.I _ Quant,ty oftmber that may be sold fro,,, lands cutable for timber pmdwt.m,, dunng a 
spatic tulle pncd 

Pmgmmmed harvest - From the 1979 Tmher Resource PIan - the part of potenti yield schedule3 for barvest 111 a speafic 
year The level of pmgrammed harvest ~9 baaed on cunent demand, fundmg, s&xul& practxes and mult,ple use 
cons~deratvmn 

Management of the timber resource would differ by alternative. On lands smtable for timber productmn, 
the ASQ, mix of species sold, and rotation lengths all would vary by alternatwe Amount of land suitable 
for timber pmduction also would vary substantially by alternatwe (Figure I&2), as would amount of 
land unsuitable for timber production 

Lands suitable for timber production are the base from which ASQ is calculated WI& trees can be 
cut and removed fmm some lands unsuitable for timber production, the amount does not contribute 
to ASQ. Harvest from lands suitable for timber pmductmn plus harvest from unsuitable lands makes 
up the total timber sale program for the Forest 

Timber outputs are calculated in cubic feet (CF) and converted to board feet (BF) using factors derived 
fmm the last Forest timber inventory Cubic measure 1s used for harvest scheduling and control for 
Forest Plan implementation because it more accurately represents wood volume than the tradltmnal 
BF measure CF represents the total wood fiber in a tree stem from stump height to a specified top 
diameter BF measure estimates the number of BF that can be milled from a tree, and is more subjectwe 
Methods used to measure BF were developed for large logs, and as average snes of trees decrease 
over the next several decades, BF will not give an accurate measure of growth or harvest volumes 
The Forest Service will begm to sell and account for timber sales based on cubic measure \ntbln the 
next few years, and to allow for this transition period, ASQ and historical sell and harvest volumes 
are dlsplayed in both CF and BF 

Timber resource inventory and management data are presented in Table II-4 This table is followed 
by dlscussmns of land suitabihty for timber production, ASQ, and LTSYC. The amount of land suitable 
for timber production has the greatest influence on timber outputs 
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Table J&4. Timber Resource Manaeement Information 
Timber 

1 BENCH- 
MARK 

- 
Tim- 
lxx PNV NC (I 

404 
- 

508 

!,634 
65 

!,311 

2,658 
66 

2,285 
- 

UA 2,640 2,630 2,503 2,590 
UA 65 65 66 61 
UA 2,253 2,360 2,249 2,252 

682 925 
26 UA 

383 438 
- - 

69 1 
26 

381 
- 

834 803 109 3 804 
36 351 UA 36 
11 10 UA 10 

- - - - 

98 
194 

783 

96 
167 
612 
- 

UA 96 
UA 176 
UA 71 1 

368 
91 
36 

9 
- 

405 365 
80 91 

103 38 
20 9 

- - 

76 
0 
0 

19 
- 
xl19 
mean 

354 
33 
50 
12 

- 

50 
0 
0 

12 
- 
pter 

92 57 
0 0 
0 0 

18 14 
- - 
al ylel vasci 

* 

357 341 

Inventory@, 
Begrn MMCF 
Begm MCF/acre 
End MMCF 

2,349 2,277 2,070 1,225 
66 67 66 66 

2,292 2,005 1,971 1,207 

798 659 
30 26 

439 351 

809 694 

t 

34 31 
14 18 

93 100 
195 203 

783 766 

665 
26 

365 
- 

172 
84 
11 

- 

96 
173 

681 

612 606 
26 21 
332 332 

! 
725 686 

32 34 
11 11 

100 100 

184 
14 
14 

- 

87 
14 

19 3 

1st Decade ASQ (4) 
MMCF 
% of Begm 
MMBF 

LTSYC (5) 
MMCF 
% of End MMCF 

Net Growth@, 
Present CF/Acre 
2030 CF/Acm 
2030 MMCF 

180 
I 

182 176 
I 

176 
643 620 553 330 

Yield Level cn 
Full MAcre 
96 of Satable 
50-9996 I-dAme 
% of Smtable 

c 
1st Decade Harvest@, 

c1earcutMAere 
Shelterwood acre 
Selectwn Macm 
Total % Suxtable 

(1) In the TBP, aa adlu 
0dy503,000acre.9 

364 324 
90 85 

324 
83 
64 
17 

- 

58 
0 
0 

15 
- 
acres 

239 287 
31 I 84 
68 54 -I- 19 16 

60 
45 
73 
55 

- 

12 
0 
0 
9 

208 80 
66 44 ---I- 106 103 
34 56 

Dwe"er, tlmber lIveat was sch 
A8Q columns 1 Altematl"e N 

67 63 
0 0 
0 0 

17 16 
1 

llatE9.i far 542,o 

(2) Number of acres srutable for 
(3) Total lnventary volume (level of gmmng stwk) on acres m&able for tmber pmductmn at the begmung and end of the phmng 

homon and average per am mventory at the begmung of the plannmg hormm 
(4) The cub,c and baard foot volume of average annual A9Q for the 1st decade Also, the relatmm~p of average annual A9Q u, 

the 1st decade to the beguuung mve,,tory 
(5) Annual long-tam mstamed y&d capmty (LTSIC), the relatmnshxp of the LTSYC to the endmg mventory, and decade m  

w&h average annual A9Q equals or exe& LT3YC 
(6) Average annual net growth per acre on lands nutable for tmber pmdwtwn at the begmung of the plammg hormn and m  

the 5th decade Also, total gmwth on the mutable land base m  the 5th decade 
(7) Acres of mutable land m  two yield categolles based an management prescraptum for regenerated stands and the relatmw~p 

of these lands to the slutable land base Full yield represents those seleded pnescnptmns wh,ch do not reflect my mdutimm 
m Pl-OJeded tmixr gmwth andylelds because of other msxmce ObJ&l”eS The 50.90% category for less than fuuyleld represents 
those prescnptmm whxb reflect reduced gmwth and yield due to other reamuce ob,&wes or cons~deratmm such as e&ended 
rotatmw or special cutting practxes There were no acres assigned to preemptions resultmg m  lea than 50% of full yield 

(8) Acres to be harvedsd dmg the 1st decade dmplayed by mttmg method and m  total as a percent of the mtable land base 
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FIGURE D-2. SUITABILITY OF LANDS FOR TIMBER PRODUCTION BY ALTERNATIVE 

Lands Suitable/Unsuitable for Timber Production - Amounts of land suitable for timber production 
are shown in Table H-5 and Figure II-2. Anes vary because of different resource ObJectives of alternatives. 
Also, the process used to determme the amount of land suitable for timber production for Alternative 
NC differed from other alternatives. Following is an explanation of crkeria ussd to determine If land 
is suitable for timber production for Alternatwes A through H and a short summary of the differences 
for Alternative NC 

Lands smtable for timber production include lands with scheduled timber barvest where timber stands 
aremanagsdtcx 

0 Primarily pmduce wood pmducts, 

l Meet watershed, fish, and v&life MRs, and 

l Accomplish other objectives of the alternatives, such as scenic protection and providing wildlife 
habitat above MR levels. 

Lands are determined to be unsuitable for timber production for several reasons, as outlined in 36 
CFR219.14 (a) and &) The sum of categories 1 (never suitable, also referred to as physically unsuitable) 
and 2 (not appropriate), b&d below, equals the total land unsuitable for timber production. 

I. Lands never considered suitable for timber production are (“Physically Unsuitable” category in 
Figure H-2): 

A. Not forested t219.14 (a) (I)] 
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1 Water 
2. Not stocked unth 10% tree cover 
3. Developed for purposes other than timber production 

Timber 

B. Inadequate response mformatlon (m accordance with FSM 2409 13, part 215). Information 
is insufficient to predict timber yields This land consists pnmarily of an insignificant number 
of acres of shore pine stands, which grow less than 20 cubic ft/acre/yr of timber with little 
or no commercial value. 

C Areas where timber harvestmg would cause irreversible resource damage 1219 14 (a) (2)] 

D. Areas where regenerating tree stands would bs difficult l219.14 (a) (311. 

E. Wrthdrawn by Congress, Secretary of Agnculture, or Chief of the Forest Service 1219 14 (a) 
(4)l. 

The remaming forested acres are considered tentatwely suItable. See Table II-5 (lands suitable for 
timber production) for acres in each of the above categones 

II Some lands are considered “not appropnate” for timber productlon [36 CFR 219 14 (c) (l-3)] if 
they are: 

A Needed to meet multiple-use ObJectives of the alternatwes 1219 14 (c) cl)]. The number of 
a- included here varies by alternatwe; for some alternatives a gwen acre could bs suitable 
for timber production, and in another it could bs unsuitable (See the “Unsuitable for Alt ” 
category on Figure II-2 ) For example, the Wassen Creek undeveloped area is included in 
Alternatwe C, and is thus unsmtable for timber production m that alternative Wassen 
Creek is not included in Alternattve B, and the area is class~fisd as smtable in that alternative ) 

B. Needed to meet Management Requirements [219.14 (c) (2)1 These Iands are not considered 
smtable for timber productlon m any of the alternatwes (See “Unsmtable for MRa” category 
on Flgure II-2 ) 

C. Not cost-efficient m meeting resource objectives, mcluding timber productIon [219 14 (c) 
(3)l The Forest does not have land m this category 
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Table II-S. Land Management Objectives by Alternatives 

ALTFXNATIVE 

1. Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 

B. Not Appropriate for Tumber 
Production 

NC A B B(Dep) C 

542,120w 837,746 537,748 337,748 537,746 

1 TE&S Speelea 
2 Water quay 

SUbtotal 

3ubtntal after accounting for 
overlapping acrea 

B. For other multt@e-use ob&ctiues 

NA W, 48,615 48,615 48,615 48,615 
NA 94,982 94,982 94,982 94,982 

143,597 143,597 143,597 143,597 

NA 134,077 134,077 134,077 134,077 

1 Addttioaal viMMe habitat 
pmtectm 

2 Ackktmnal watershed & &hems, 
plUt&Wll 

3 Recreation opportumtiea 
4 RNAe outade resewed lands 
5 Vd management 

SUbtOtal 

3ubtotaI after accounting for 
overlapping B0I-a 

C. Not cat-e/j?d%t for timber 
ob&cticee 

3. Lands Suitable for Tbnber 
Pmductionm 

0 0 0 0 woo 

84,086 21,781 0 0 0 
NAw 3,849 1,831 1,831 11,476 
NAw 480 0 0 0 

NA 4,191 0 0 4,866 

34,086 30,901 1.831 1,831 24,542 

NA 22’383 464 484 14047 

0 0 0 0 0 

508,034 330,788 403,205 403,205 387,622 

, :l) The tentatmly mxtable land base bad not been defined when the 1979 TRP w&9 developed Tbu figure is the m&ted commemal 
forest land baee detemed for the TRP. The TRP land ckwmiicatmn ~9 described III more deti m  Appendix B 

(2) MBe had not been developed at the tune the TRP was cmnpleti 
(3) Under the TRP all acres identfied for eagle and spotted owl hz-bltats were to be managed wth long mtatmns and protected for 811 

mtenm penc.3, reqect,vely, but not removed fro,,, mutable tmkerkmd 
(4) The propsed Reneke Creek RNA (480 ac) and two Speual Interest Areaa (Cape Perpehla and Mary8 Peak, 1526 ac) wem remwed 

from regulated commereid forest land (#I) 
(5) Calculated by deductmg lands needed to meet MF& (2.A 1, lands for other multiple-use ob,ectmes (2 B ) and lands not cost-efficient 

for timber ob,e&vee (2 C ) from tentatmly matable forest land (1) 
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Table II-5 Cont. Land Management Objectives by Alternatives 

ALTEZNATIVJS 

I. Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 

?. Not Appropriate for Timber 
PtiUCtiOU 

D E(PA) F G H 

637,746 637,746 537,746 637,746 537,746 

1 TE&S species 
2 waterqdlty 

subtot 

3ubtotaI after accounting for 
overlapping acres 

B. For other muftfpb-me ObJeCtfwS 

48,615 48,615 48,615 43,615 48,615 
94,982 94,982 94,982 94,982 94,982 

143,597 143,597 143,597 143,597 143,597 

134,077 134,077 134,077 134,077 134,077 

1. Ad&tmnal wddhfe habItat 
pmtectwn 

2 Addbmal watershed & iishenea 
protectlo* 

3 Fc&xeatwn oppa-t,.?a 
4 FtNAs outslde reserved lands 
5 Vd management 

SUbtOtal 

lubtotal after accounting for 
overlapping acres 

C. Not mteffictent for timber 
objeerf”es 

0 11,541 5,899 14,097 36,347 

82,454 28,109 89,108 253,564 219,427 
1,482 13,826 22,879 57,669 11,060 

146 626 480 626 626 
861 7,265 7,800 6,775 18,164 

64,949 61,367 126,166 332,731 405,624 

62,519 46,481 89,514 220,980 270,963 

0 0 0 0 0 

I. Lands Suitable for Timber 
Production 341,150 357,188 314,165 182,639 132,706 
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_ Alternative NC Differences - The timber resource classification system used to develop the 1979 
TRP was different fiom the above NFMA suitabdity determination pmcess Therefore, acres shown in 
Figure II-2 for Alternative NC are approximations of categories used in the timber land suit&&y 
process established by NFiVA. Appendix B and Chapter IIl “Land Smtable for Timber Production” give 
more detailed comparisons of the two suitability processes 

As for Alternatives A through H, all lands scheduled for harvest in the TRP are considered to be “lands 
suitable for timber production” under Alternative NC m Figure U-2. These are the acres used to determine 
the 1979 TRF’ potential yield 

Lands not scheduled for harvest by the TRP are considered to be unsuitable under Alternative NC No 
acres are shown in “Unsuitable Due to Management Requirements” in Figure II-2 because there were 
no MRs developed for the Forest at the time the TRP was developed 

Except for Alternative NC, Alternatwes B and B(Dep) would have the most area suitable for timber 
production Alternatives A, C, and E(PA) would have fewer suitable acres because of additional wildlife, 
f=henes, and recreation objectwes Alternatives D and F have even more acres managed for recreation 
and fish production, and consequently fewer acres for tanber production Alternatives G and H would 
have the fewest acres suitable for timber production and the most acres managed for water quality, 
fwheries, wildlife, old growth, and amenities that do not have direct market value 

Alternative NC has the most acres smtable for timber production for two reasons. 

1 MRS established in response to NFMA regulations were not in effect at the time the TRP was 
developed, and 

2 Information has become avadable after development of the TRP which shows that more land is 
required for protection of resources such as sensitive soils, water quality, and wildbfe. 

MBs and new data have been mcorporated in Alternatives A through H, but not Alternative NC. Again, 
see Appends B for more d&u1 on differences in land suitability. 

Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ) 

ASQ is the average amount of wood that is planned to be sold per year from the suitable land base 
over the next decade It comprises the primary Forest timber sale program and is calculated in cubic 
feet using the FORPLAN model. ASQ is primarily live, sound trees that meet required uttization 
standards These will be harvested through either regeneration, commerwl thinning, or salvage harvests 
Trees fmm land suitable for timber production that dte and are salvaged are also mcluded in ASQ 
Table II-6 displays the contnbution of these dtfferent harvest types to ASQ 

Board fwt volumes &played are higher pmportlonal to cubic foot volumes than those displayed m 
the DEIS. This is due to a correction made between draft and final EIS that mcreased the number of 
board feet calclulated for each cubic foot of timber output See Appendur B for a complete explanation 
of the correction. Thii correction has no effect on ASQ, because A3Q is calculated m cubic feet 

In Alternatives B and B(Dep), all land suitable for timber pmduction and not managed to meet MBs 
would be managed for commercial timber Consequently, ASQ for sale under these alternatives would 
be greatest of Alternatwes A through H In Alternatives G and H, the Forest would manage smtable 
lands primarily for scenery, nongame wildlife, and undeveloped recreation; therefore, the ASQ would 
be the lowest for these. The amount of timber offered for sale m alternatives C through F would be 
iatermedmte. Alternative NC has the htgh& ASQ of all alternatives (see Figure II-3). 
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Table II-6 First Decade ASQ by Harvest Type 
Timber 

Acres 
MMCF 

Commercial Thinning 
AL?reS 2,900 618 36 6 14 65 600 12 205 282 
MMCF 42 09 01 00 00 01 09 01 03 04 
MlvIBF 12 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 

Total ASQ 
MMCF 925 659 69 1 798 665 606 612 526 282 13 5 
MMBF 488 351 381 439 365 382 332 288 151 12 

MMCF 
140 

120 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 
NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Alternatwe 

- 1st Decade ASQ 2nd Decade ASQ 0 LTSYC 

FIGURX II-3 ANNUAL ASQ AND LONG-TERM SUSTAEiJXD YIELD CAPACITY (LTSYC) 

The ASQ displayed for the NC Alternative is actually potential yield for the amended TIP. Alternative 
NC has a higher ASQ than other alternatives for two major rezone 
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1. Acres Available for Timber Production - The majority of the Qfference between potential 
yield in Alternative NC and ASQ III Alternatives A through H is due to more acres being avadable 
exclusively for timber production. New mformation about protection requirements of other 
resources has been acquired since development of the TRP. More accurate inventories of high-risk 
soils and r~parian areas now exist. Protection requirements for these sensitive areas as well as 
for wildlife habitats are better understood. The TRP recognized that protection wee needed for 
some species, such as elk, marten and spotted owls, but the decision about how much was explicitly 
deferred to the Forest land management planning process, when better information was expected 
to be available. A detailed discussion of these developments and their influence on the land base 
available for timber harvest is in Appendix B. 

The TRP prescn ‘bed intenm deferral of timber harvest on 13,000 acres of identified spotted owl 
habitat However, acres available for harvest were not reduced for this deferral, so the potential 
yield was unaffected. If these acres had been considered permanently set aside for spotted owls 
and unavailable for timber harvest, potential yield of the TRP (ASQ of Alternatwe NC) would 
have been reduced. 

2. Timber Management Regimes - The TRP prescribed five to eight commercial thinnings per 
rotation and yield estimates included trees as small as 7 5 m&es DBH Commercial tbinlung m 
Alternative NC occurs every 10 years beginning at age 25, through the entire stand rotation. 
THIS maintains stands closer to optimum stocking for timber stand gmwth than the one or two 
thmnings in the other alternatives Modeling five to eight commercial thinnlngs predicted more 
wood production over stand rotation and made volume available for harvest earber in the rot&on. 
When the TRP was developed, such high intensity timber management was optimistically accepted 
as economically and physically fezable Under this program eventually amund 45,000 acres, or 
almost 10% of the sultable land base would be commercially thinned each year It has been 
determined since the TRP that more than two commercial thinnings are uneconomical and it is 
recognized that five to eight commercial thinnings would cause excessive damage to soil and 
residual trees 

The optimistic commercial thinning program increased &t-decade biological potential calculated 
by the TRP Resource Allocation Model (RAM) It prxhcted that most timber yield in the 6th to 
8th decades would come from commercial thinnine Anticipated availability of tti thinning 
volume allowed scheduling of harvest of all existmg mature timber within the first 5 decades. 

Long-Term Sustained Yield Capacity 

Long-term sustained yield capacity (LTSYC) for each alternatwe 16 a predictlon of the maximum timber 
volume that could be sustained annually from lands swtable for timber pmductlon on the Forest, 
consistent with multiple use ObJectwes of the alternative Differences in LTSYC between alternatives 
reflect both 1) the number of acres suitable for timber management and 2) the kind of tnnber management 
prescribed for those acres 

While all acres suitable for tnnber management could produce commercml timber products, objectives 
of the timber management program can be wildhfe habitat and visual quality as well as timber products 
(Table H-7). Predicted yields fmm areas managed for wildbfe habitat (timber stands harvested on 
longer rotations in MA 15) and visual quality (MA 14) are usually lower than predicted yields from 
areas managed pm&wily for wood pmducts. 
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Table II-7. Long Term Sustained Yield Capacity (LTSYC) and Suitable Timber Acres 

ALTBRNATIVR 

NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G 

LTSYC MMCF) 604 809 172 686 125 596 302 
- - - - - - 

Management Emphasis 

Vd Ob@wes 

wlldbfe Obp2tl”ea 

Tmber Ob,&ms 

I’otaI Suitable Acres 

1093 
- 

49 

41 

412 

- 
608 

694 
- 

18 

39 

324 

- 
381 

0 0 28 17 17 27 13 

38 39 36 31 51 79 90 

365 364 324 237 289 208 80 

403 403 388 341 367 314 183 

H 

184 
- 

1 

72 

60 

133 

LTSYC of each alternative 1s influenced most by the number of acres suitable for tnnber production 
Alternatives NC, A, B, C, and E(PA) each have a higher LTSYC than other alternatives because more 
acres would be suitable for tnnber production and more of those acres would be managed mtensively 
(on shorter rotations, Table U-7) 

Table II-7 shows respective acres of land suitable for timber productmn that would be allocated for 
timber, wldbfe, or visual ObJectives Rsual acres are m MA 14 Tzmber and wddbfe acres are in MA 
15 and volume contnbutmns to LTSYC vary dependmg on the number of acres vnth different rotation 
lengths and speas mixes 

As wth ASQ, LTSYC for Alternative NC 1s much higher than for other alternatives because 

l Alternatwe NC has more acres wadable for timber management, and 

l More intenswe management of younger stands results in higher per-acre yields over a rotation in 
Alternatws NC 
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_=_ Timber Sale Program Quantity (TSPQ) 

TSPQ is total volume of timber projected for sale. It is ASQ vnth submerchantable and salvage volume 
and miw3lanaous products added (Table II-S). ASQ 1s calculated base3 on amount of tunber that can 
be produced on suitable lands as dascribsd above The amount of timber to be salvaged from suitable 
and unsuitable lands is estimated. 

Table II-S. Timber Sale Program Quantity 

I MMCF Per Year I ALTERNATIW I 

1 NC 1 A 1 B 1 B(Dep) 1 C 1 D 1 EPA) 1 F 1 G 1 Ii 1 

Allowable Sale Quant~tyw 925 659 69 1 798 665 60.6 612 526 282 13 5 

SubmerehantableVcdumeo 18 12 13 15 1.3 12 12 10 06 03 

Non-chargeableGreenVol- 00 00 00 00 1.1 00 01 00 05 00 
ume c31 

I salvam Volume (4) I 19 I 14 I 15 I 17 I 14 I 13 I 13 I 12 I 07 I 04 I 
Mlscellanwus Roducts b5, 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

Timber sale Pmgram (61 954 682 715 82 4 100 62 9 636 547 304 14 9 

(1) ASQ m chargwble volume, or amount that would be annually scheduled for sale It includes mortabty salvage volume from 
mutable lands All other cstegolles axe nonchargeable volume and are e&mates of what nught be offered for sale For 
Alternative NC, the ASQ ~9 represented by pot&ml yxld fmm the TFtP 

(2) Subme&antable volume refers to cull and small logs not meetmg utdvatmn standards and not mcluded m  gmwth and 
ysld pmjectwns for ASQ Tbx lafQrmatmn was not included m  the TRP For cornparson purposes, Alternative NC aeaumes 
a figure which 18 pmporhonate to the value for Altematwe B(Dep) 

(3) Green vobme from crtatmn of wddbfe meadows on lends umwtable for tubber prcduct~on 
(4) Salvap vobma IS an e&mate of mortabty salvage that rmght be sold from lands both mutable and -table for tubber 

pCdUCtKlll 
(5) -lhceUan~ prcducts” refers pnmwly to comme~ and personal use iimwccd, pasts, poles, and cedar bolts 
(6) ‘Thnber Sale Program” volume does not equal the sum of the columns baause salvase volume fmm lands m&able for tmber 

pmktmn ls included in bath ASQ volume and Salvage volume 

Species Offered for Sale 

The murture of species offered for sale s determlnsd by the pnmary objectwe of the alternative, which 
could be: 1) to produce as much wood fiber as possible (while msstmg other resource objectives), or 2) 
to produce as high an econormc value as possible (consistent with regulations and other objectives). 
About 11% of the ASQ m Alternative A would bs hardwood, compared with about 8% for other alternatnw 
(Table II-g) The management objective of Alternatives A and NC la wood fiber Other alternatives 
emphasize economic value and fewer hardwoods would be harvested early. 

Large ASQs, as in Alternative B(Dep), would result in more hardwwxls being offered for sale becauss 
conifers cannot be harvested without harvesting some hatdwwds. Alternatives G and H, with an emphasis 
on riparian and soil pmtection, have the lowest proportmn of hardwood to total ASQ 

Table II-9 displays volumes of hardwoods and conifers harvested. 
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Tabk n-9. Annual Conifer and Hardwood Volume, 1st Decade 
Timber 

I ALTEBNATNF, 

1 NC 1 A 1 B 1 B(DeNl C 1 D 1 E(PA) 1 F 1 0 1 H 

conifer volume 
(MMCF) 640 514 633 133 619 553 560 47 1 252 113 
(MMF!F) 399 320 359 415 349 314 313 263 141 66 

~C?-- 1 35 1 35 1 53 1 65 1 57 1 48 1 52 1 55 1 35 1 17 
(MMBF) 39 31 22 23 21 18 19 20 13 6 

Total Volume a, 
WMCF) 925 659 69 1 796 67.6 606 612 526 237 13 5 
(MMBF) 433 351 331 433 370 332 332 293 154 12 

Rotation Lengths 

Rotation length is the time that elapses in one complete growing cycle (i e from regeneration harvest 
to regeneration harvest) Short rotations (60, 70 or 80 years) usually result m higher PNVs and ASQs 
over the planning horizon than long rotations (90, 100 years, or longer). 

Long rotations are prescribed to meet wildbfe habltat or visual management objectwes All other areas 
must, as a mimmum, reach 95% of Culmmation of Mean Annual Volume Increment (CMAI) before 
harvest The only exceptloos are areas v&h abnormal stand conditions, such as extremely low growth 
rates due to usmg seed from a different geographx area or mfection with root rot 

Overall, rotation lengths have been shortened between draft and final EIS This 1s, in part, a response 
to pubbc comments that questioned prescnbing longer rotations when not specific needed, as weU as 
to reduction in levels of MRs that reqmre longer rotations. 

Alternatwe H would have the highest proportion of acres suitable for timber production managed on 
long rotations All stands suitable for timber would be managed on rot&Ions longer than 90 years. 

Alternatives A through G would have a combination of both short and long rotations In these alternatives, 
the proportion of smtable acres managed on rotations of 60, 70 or 80 years would range from 42% to 
89%; the rest would be managed on rotations of 90 years or longer In Alternative E(PA), 26% of the 
stands would be managed on rotations longer than 90 years 

Under Alternatwe NC, most future stands on suitable timber land would be managed with SO- or 
go-year rotations About 4% of smtable timber land would be managed on longer rot&loos 

Long rotations would usually reduce PNV and the ASQ in the 1st decade This IS demonstrated by 
Alternatwe H, which would show the greatest relative difference between LTSYC (18.4 MMCF/YR) 
and the ASQ (13 5 MMCFfYR) of all alternatives (Figure II-4) This gap narmws as percentage of 
acres in long rot&Ions decreases 
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0 
NC A B B(Dep) C II E(PA) F G H 

Alternatwe 

m 60-80 Years go-100 Years 0 llOC Years 

FIGURE II-4 ROTATION LENGTHS OF ACRES SUITABLE FOR TIMBER PRODUCTION 

Table II-10 shows amounts of land expected to be treated with six different silvicultural practices in 
the 1st decade. Differences among alternatives would be pnmanly due to amounts of land harvested 
rather than the mix of treatments. The area expected to be treated with a regeneration harvest is 
related to timber harvest levels discussed previously. All smtable lands that are harvested will be 
reforested 

Table II-lo. Silvicultural Practices for 1st Decade 

slLvIcuLTuR4L 
PRACTICE 

ALTEBNATlVE 

Average Acres/Year NC A B B(Dep) C 1 D 1 E(PA) F G 1 H 

I Reforested 1 6,600 1 6,300 1 6,700 1 6,700 1 5,600 1 5,200 1 5,200 1 4,600 1 2,600 1 1,200 1 
I Relea56d 1 5,700 1 4,700 1 4,500 1 4,900 1 4,600 1 4,100 1 4,200 1 3,760 1 2,100 1 1,300 1 

Pmomerelal ThlmunK 1 2.400 1 2.400 1 2.400 1 2.400 1 2.400 1 2,200 1 2.300 

Fettllkd 0 2,600 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,300 2,400 

conlmerclal Tbinlungc, 2,900 600 40 10 20 70 600 

Regeneratlan 9,000 6,300 5,100 6,700 5,600 5,200 5,200 

(1) Acres of mmmemal thmmng shorn here were generated in the FORPLAN model for each alt 
average cadit~oas of xnxmak stands that are wadable for mm& tt.mmS S&e spmf 
Plan unplementatmn mll determine whether or not c.,mmerclal t immung IS appmpmte for ix 
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Regeneration Harvest - An appropriate regeneration method for each specific stand till be selected 
when planning projects at Ranger Districts To analyze effects and predict costs and yields m thii 
FEIS, it was necessary to Identify the regeneration method most likely to be used. Appendix G, “Selection 
of Sdvicultural Systems for Forest Plannmg” lists criteria used. 

Even-aged systems such as cleawt, seedtree and shelterwood are most approprmte for Oregon Coast 
Range forests Extensive operational experience and research demonstrate that clearcutting meets all 
criteria On this Forest, clearcutting usually is the most cost-effectwe method of assuring survival of 
deered species, it is most practical considermg the Forest’s wet soils, weather patterns, and topography; 
it offers best control over diseases on the Forest; and extensive use of clearcuttmg has demonstrated 
that reforestation IS practical. Because It is environmentally sound and has been tradition&y used, 
clearcuttmg 1s used for Forest Plan anslysls Actual selection of harvest methods during Forest Plan 
implementation, v&l be made on a site-speniic basis, and could include systems other than cleamuttmg. 

Reforestation - Reforest&on practices (site preparation, planting, animal damage control, and release) 
are used to establish trees on a site following a regeneration harvest. They allow: 1) control of species 
composltlon of the stand, 2) introduction of Improved genetx stock, 3) control of density of the stand, 
4) plantmg of resistant species m root rot areas, and 5) reduction of agents that Jeopardize survival of 
the eeedhngs 

Precommeroial Thinning _ Precommercml thinmng controls den&y and spe+xs mur of a plantation 
Stands grow at optimum rates when specws best adapted to the site are planted and when trees are 
spaced to provide the most utihzable timber from the fewest trees Pmper spacing of trees increases 
amount of light and nutrients avalable, thus Improving individual tree growth and stand health and 
vigor 

Fertilization - Fertihzatlon increases health, vigor and growth of comfer stands, pnmarily through 
increases of nitrogen Fertilizer was apphed operationally on the Forest for the first time in 1989, and 
It has been used on other federal, state, and private tImberlands, as well as in research trials on different 
sods on the Forest Fully-stocked plantations between 20 and 30 years of age would receive one apphcation 
of 200 pounds of nitrogen fertihzer per acre 

Commercial Thinning - Commercial thmning serves the same function as precommercial thmning, 
except that excess trees can be marketed It can improve net stand growth by harvesting trees that 
have died or are about to die It mcresses we of remaming trees, and thus amounts of utilizable wood, 
by concentrating production m fewer trees It is not commonly used on older natural stands because 
trees left standing are less likely to respond by increasing growth rates, and are often damaged during 
thinnmg 

Intensity of commercml thmnmg 1s the greatest difference in silvxultural treatments between Alternative 
NC and Alternatwes A through H In Alternatwes A through H, timber prescnptlons were avsllable 
that allowed one or two, or no commercml thinnmgs The TRP specified that most acres were to be 
commerwdly thmned five to eight times during a rotation This was beheved to be economxxlly and 
physically feasible at the time It has since been determined that more than two commercial thinnings 
does not significantly improve wood fiber yield and is not economtcally feeslble (Cnm et al 1983) 

Commemml thinning m Alternatwes A through H is specdied at stand age 40 and mcludes trees at 
least 10 inches in diameter breast height (DBH) Commercml thmnmg in Alternatwe NC starts at 
stand age 25, and thus mcludes tree-s ss small as 7 5 inches DBH Volume from trees of thw size is 
not consIdered merchantable by current standards Removmg trees during commercial thmnings does 
some damage to remaining trees Conducting five to eight thinmngs in a stand would cause much 
grater damage than one or two 
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~_ Use of Herbicides - Concern about use of herbicides has heen an issue for several yeam on the Forest. 
The Pacitlc Northwest Region has completed a Final Environmental Impact Statement on Managing 
Competing and Unwanted Vegetation All altematives would comply with the Recoid of Decision issued 
by the Regional Forester in December 1988 for that FEIS. The decision made wdl guide all vegetation 
management activities, and established policy and guidance for subsequent site-specific analyses. The 
selected alternative was intended to protect human health and promote long-term health and pmductwity 
of the Forest. 

Under the selected alternative, all vegetation management tools am permitted, and herbicide is to be 
used only when other methods are ineffective The overall emphasis is to reduce reliance on herbicides 
by stressing prevention of vegetation management problems and using low-risk methods whenever 
possible. 

For all alternatives of this FEIS: 

1. Selection of a treatment method would be made at the pmject level based on a site-specific 
analysis of relative effectiveness, envlmnmental effects (including human health), and cc& of 
feasible alternatives, and herbicides will be selected only if their use is essential to meat 
management ObJeCtives; and 

2. Monitoring and enforcement plans to implement specific methods will be developed for site-specific 
projects and described in environmental analyses for these projects 

Lands Suitable for Timber Production in MAs 14 and 16 (Alternatives A-H) 

Two MAs include lands suitable for timber production. The management of these lands has been dimwsed 
in * general way in previous sections The following section summarizes specific management direction 
for timber. 

MA 14 - Forest vegetation is managed to maintain or improve scenery Methods include spacing treea 
to accelerate rapid growth in &am&w, managing for a mix of hardwoods and conifers, removing 
vegetation to provide scenic vistas and openings, and cutting units in sizes and shapes to mlmmlze 
evidence of disturbance Rotation lengths exceedmg 100 years and establishment of stands with a 
higher percentage of hardwoods am the main characteristics of the timber program in this management 
area @harvest methods other than cleamuttmg are not commonly used.) 

MA 16 - Timber is managed to meet two primary objectives in MA 15: 1) pmductmn of wood ilber, 
and 21 maintenance of habitats for wildlife. Management of timber primarily for wood fiber involves 
harvest every 60, 70, or 80 years, while management primarily for v&life habitat involves longer 
rotations or creation of permanent meadows in Alternatives C and G and the Preferred Alternative. 
The latter are outlined mom specifically in “Management of Wildlife” later m this chapter. 
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Lends Suitable for Timber Production in Alternative NC 

MAs were not delineated for development of the TRP, so that information is not available for Alternatwe 
NC However, timber management practices were mcdlfied on some acres to benefit usual, sod, water, 
or wildhfe resources as in Alternatives A through H 

visual - In Alternative NC, the most sensitive scenery would bs managed on rotations of 150 to 200 
years. Close spacing of trees m important visual areas was stressed in the TRP 

Soil - There would be no thinning in areas where unstable soils prevent constructmn of new roads 
needed for commercml thinning Regeneration harvest would still take place m these areas. 

Water - Partial-cut leave stnps would be left along half the Class-I and -II stream mileage and 11% 
of the ClassIB stream m&age 

1 300-year rotatmns for bald eagle habltat 

2 150-year rotatmns for deciduous-mm habltat m some streamside management units 

Timber - Lands that receive an intenswe timber emphasis are managed on SO- or go-year rotations 
Most stands receive one precommercial thinnmg treatment and five to eight commercial thinnings 

Lands Unsuitable for Timber Production -- All MAs (All Alternatives) 

Most of the timber program involves management of sultable lands in MAs 14 and 15 However, some 
trees may hs cut and removed from most unswtable lands when necessary to a&eve desired future 
conditions or meet management objectives of the area This is done for a van&y of purposes, including 

1 Harvesting of trees or stands substantially damaged by tire, windthrow, or other catastmphies, 
or which are threatened by msects or disease, and 

2 Cuttmg of trees or stands to conduct expenments, promote safety of Forest users, enhance 
wildlife habltat, improve scenery, obtain fuelwood or Chnstmas trees, or provide access. 

Specific reasons that trees can be cut and removed are outlined in standards and guidelines for each 
MA m Forest Plan, Chapter IV 

Comparison of Past, Present, and Projected Future Timber Outputs 

The Forest has provided sigmficantly increasmg volumes of tnnber to local industry for the past 30 to 
40 years Its importance m the present supply 1s a function of ages of timber found on the Forest and 
harvest practices on lands of other owners in the same supply area Depletion of mature timber on 
pnvately owned lands has mcreased demand for Forest tnnber as It began to reach maturity over the 
past 40 years 

The 1965 Tnnber Resource Plan’s maxunum allowable annual harvest level was 382 MMRF, and the 
programmed sale level was 369 MMBF/yr Average annual tnnber sale m the years between implementa- 
tion of the 1965 and 1979 TRPs was 348 MMBF 

Calculatmns and assumptions used to develop the 1979 TRP resulted in an mcrease m potential yield 
to 459 MMBFlyr. Estimated annual programmed harvest was set at 427 MMBF&r for the first 10 
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-years of the Plan. The TRP was adjusted in 1934 for the Oregon Wilderness Act, which created three 
Wildernesses on the Forest This reduced acres suitable for timber pm&&ion and subsequently potential 
yield to 438 MMElF, but pmgrammed harvest remained at 427 MMElFjyr 

Alternative A is representative of management direction in the 1979 TRP adjusted for NFMA 
requirements for resource protection. To meet changes in law and policy III addition to the Wilderness 
Act, Alternatives A through H allocate additional acms for MF& for the following reasons: 

1 The 1979 TRP provided no pmtectlon for the spotted owl, compared with the current MR level 
of 2,000 acres of habitat for each of 22 pairs of owls. 

2. The 1979 TRP did not protect water quality and fuh habitat enough to meet MRs, because it 
underestimated amounts of land wth high potential for landslides and number of ripanan acres. 

Figure II-5 illustrates the land bass for the TRP and a 114,000~acre adjustment nawssary to incorporate 
NFMA requlnxnents for Alternative A. 

Alternatwe NC Alternatwe A 
C 26% 

I I cocle Description I Alternative NC I Alternative A I 
A. Non-forest 43,895 51,861 
B Sped Areas not Avdable for Tmhr 39,419 36,768 

PdUCtIOll 
C Area Needed for Resource Pmtection 34,086 161,946 
D Area Avdable for Tunber Pmductnn 508,034 366,786 

T&d 625,434 631,361 

FIGURE II-5. COMF’ARISON OF ACRES IN ALTERNATIVES NC AND A 
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In addition to the changes m land assignments, differences between the 1979 TBP potential yield and 
the Forest Plan ASQ would result from differences in eetnnated yields from timber lands The 1979 
TBP overestimated yields by relying on theoretical information. Growth and yield models used in the 
FEIS predict yields about 6% lower. These yields are based pnmarily on the DFSIM model (Curtis et 
al. 1981) which is based on measured plot data contributed by many orgamzatmns in the Pacific 
Northwest, including Weyerhaeuser Company, Crown Zellerbach Corporation, International Paper, 
and MacMillan-Blcedel Ltd 

ASQ IS frequently the focus for comparisons of timber output because it is linked to predicted economic 
effects such as employment, income and county revenues from timber production. Potential yield from 
the 1979 Timber Resource Plan is commonly compared to ASQ in public discussions While this IS a 
convenient comparison to make, the two terms are not directly comparable 

Potential yield represents maxnnum possible yield of timber assuming maximum use of very intensive 
silvicultural practices on all commercial forest land, including marginal lands The Forest did not 
expect to sell timber at the potential yield level, so the programmed harvest level was set at 427 MMBF 
m the TBP This programmed harvest level was based on expected budget linntatmns and the hkehhood 
that full yield would not be attained on margmal lands Table II-11 compares programmed harvest to 
potential yield, as well as harvested and sold volumes for the last 5 and 10 years. 

Table II-11. Past and Projected Future Timber Output (MMBF) 

Altematwe E(PA) 332 1 12 345 

(1) Green volume from creatwn of -mIdI& meadows III lands umutable for tunber productron 
(2) Not I,, the 1979 Tmber Resource Plan, but est,,,,ated hem to enable eom~m 

Table II-12 compares average potential annual yield from the 1979 TBP, average annual sold and 
harvested volume from 197988 and 1984-88, and ASQ for FEIS alternatives During 1979-88, annual 
sold volume was 338 MMBF and volume harvested was 290 MMBF For 1984-88 these volumes are 
312 MMBF and 336 MMBF 

AS& of Alternatwes A through H reflect NFMA MRS and additional adJustmenta to harvest levels 
depending on the mix of multiple uses proposed in a given alternatwe Some marginal lands have 
been removed from those suitable for tnnber production and assumptions about mtenswe management 
practices have been updated. ASQ represents a ceihng on the amount of chargeable tnnber volume to 
be sold 
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-Table n-12. Comparison of Past, Present, and Alternative Timber Outputs 

I. 

0. 

u. 

V. 

TIMRERoLrITuTcoMFoNRNrs 

ALLOWABLE SALJ?, QUANTITY (ASQ) 

ASQ 18 compcsed of those volume xaultmg fimn the y&d prqectmns of FORPLAN. ASQ UI obtained from lands 
designated as suitable for tnnber prcductmn under NFMA repulatlcns, and meets utdxatmn standards m  the Rqwnal 
Guide When sold, the volume ls called “chargeable”, and ia used to detemnne aclu- t of plannea ASQ zqals (1, 

SAWITMRRR FROM LANDS DICSIGNATRD UNSUITARLF, FOR TIMRRR 
PRODUCTION 

TCfIXL NIT MERCHANTARLR SAXWIMRER (I + II, 

SIJRMFXCHANTARLR VOLUMRS FROM ALL LANDS 

Estmmted timber volume that does not meet utduatvx, standards m  the Regional Guide, but whwh could be uwlzed 
for prcducts other than sawtunber It IS “nonchargeabl.” against planned ASQ goals 

TOTAL NONCHARGEABLE (II + III, 

TIMRER SALI2 PROGRAM QUANTITY (I+II+III, 

Tunter sale pnogram quad&y mcludes A3Q for the 1st decade and e&mated addkmnal volume planned for sale during 
the 1st d-de, such as lkelwcmd 

1) :bargeable . weed that is attr,b,,ed to Pctentml Yrsld (green and salvage) or A3Q A3Q mcludes salvage vclume only 
Aen it ls e&age of tnnber that otherw,sa would have been green A3Q volume Examples are wmdthmw, fire loll, and 
ndespread motity fmm insect and dsease Incidental natural mcrtabty 18 net mcluded m  A3Q and salvage of such 

(2, Nonclmrgeable - all vclume not included ,,I growth and yield pm,ectmns for the selected managment preaenptwns used 
to arnve at ASQ or Potentml Yield 

(3) Altamatm NC IS based on yield of trmber pmyxted for 1930 to 1939, aa calculated for the 1979 Tnnber Resource Plan, 
and amended in 1934 Pate&xl peld 18 only that wlume shown under .%&x&.x Uwgeable) and Salvage kbaqeable) 
Yield predvzt~cns were based on the RAM harvest acbedubng model, a method no longer used Wh& pctentml peld 
represented a level that could be produced, A3Q represents 8 txnber CbJ&W? and program for achwwnent of planned 
levels However, both pot&ml peld and A3Q do represent a cedmg on amount of cbqwble timber vcluma that could 
be scld for a gwen decade In tlms context, the tam terms are comparable 
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Table II-12 Comparison of Past, Present, and Alternative Timber Outputs 

A. Green 
B Salvags 

Total Allowable Sale Quantky 
(333/312) 

Merchantable S.w,tm,~ (338,312) 438 

A Fuelwccd (4/4(s)) 
B Other Includmg 

cull W9) 

Total Submerehantable Tmber 
(12/13) 

Total Nonchargeable (12,13) 14 

Quantky (35Ol325 cn) 452 

(4) Green volu,,e from msmtable lands ,s f, 
(5) No volume ,s shown for mortabty salvag 

363 363 394 394 453 453 383 383 344 344 345 345 299 299 162 162 19 19 

. . I.,.” I.,.” 1 1 

on, msutable lands, however, some lncldenti volume would be expected under each 
alternatnre 

(6) Data from Flseal Year 84 to Flsczd Year 88 
(7) The annti volume actually harvested averaged 290 MMBF of sawtlmber and 11 MMBF of submerehantable volume dmng FY 

1979-88 and 336 MMBF of satimber and 12 MMBF of submerchantable volume dmng FY 1984.38 

A B C F G H 

357 325 325 282 143 70 
8 7 7 6 3 2 

365 332 332 288 151 72 

The last 10 years Include a high and low harvest cycle that is common to the timber industry and is 
therefore a useful comparison Comparison to the last five years shows alternative ASQs relative to 
years with good lumber and plywood markets For &her tune period,, It 1s mcue meaningful to compare 
proposed ASQ to actual harvest levels than to unreahzed maxnnum production represented by potential 
yield Employment and timber receipts result from actual harvest levels, not from potential levels 

Forest Cut and Sell History 

Timber actually harvested and sold over the past decade dlffers fiwn the programmed sell level predicted 
in the 1979 TRP. The average sell level of 350 MMBF/yr (includmg nonchargeable) IS less than the 
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programmed sell level of 426 MMElF/yr from the TRF’ However, amount of timber actually harvested 
during the last 10 years has been even less, with an average of 302 MMBF/yr. Industry did not cut all 
that was sold, primarily because demand for wood products was not as high in the early 1980s as in 
the 1970s This was due in uart to high interest rates and a recession in the eeneral economy. Fugure 
II-6 shows the cut and sell history on-the Forest over the last decade. 

MMBF 
500 

- 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1967 1988 

Fiscal Year 

- Sold . Harvested 

FIGURE II-6 TIMBER SOLD AND HARVESTED 

Management of Existing Old Growth 

In all alternatives, some existmg old-growth stands would be maintained to meet a van&y of resource 
obJectives, includmg habitat for dependent spews, undeveloped and research values, aesthetq and 
recreational opportumties Because ObJectives for these resources vary by alternative, the amount of 
exlstmg old growth expected m the 5th decade also varies 

Existing old growth would be maintained m MAs 2 through 7,11,12 and 14, dependmg on the alternatwe 
Old growth would be maintamed m old-growth groves, habitat for spotted owls and bald eagles, Special 
Interest Areas, Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area and Expenmental Forest, undeveloped areas, 
wildernesses and scemc viewsheds. Some old gmwth would be maintamed m vegetation leave areas in 
MA 15. There is no significant amount of existing old growth lnventoned m MA 1, 8, 9, 10 and 13 
(Silverspot Butterfly, Sand Lake, Sutton, Oregon Dunes NRA and Research Natural Areas) m any 
alternative Old growth would be harvested on suitable acres in M.&s 14 and 15 

Table II-13 displays acres of existing old growth that would be maintained m each alternatwe at the 
end of the lst, 2nd, and 5th decades In addttlon, stands in the 130- to 190-year age group are shown 
These older stands could become old growth in about 80 years Table II-13 also shows whxh existing 
old-growth and mature conifer stands are m MAs that are not planned for timber harvest (“not suitable”) 
under various alternatives 
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Table II-13 Older Age Groups by Suitability 

ALTEBNATIVB 

NCu) A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

1ST DECADE 
Wdderness, Not Sutable 

130.190 gears 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2oo+years 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Nonwrldemeas, Not Smtable 
130-190 years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2oo+yeam 8,600 18,600 18,400 18,400 18,900 19,300 21,300 21,300 31,800 31,300 

Nonmldemess, S&able 
130-190 years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
200+years 13,000 6,400 1,500 1,100 2,100 1,200 1,500 3,100 0 0 

2ND DECADE 
Wddemem, Not Slutable 

130.190 years 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
2OO+years 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Nonwddemss, Not Sutable 
130.19Oyears ?a 5,600 5,400 5,400 5,500 8,800 5,500 7,900 15,900 17,900 
2oo+years 8,600 13,800 13,400 13,400 18,900 19,300 21,300 21,300 31,800 31,800 

Nonwldemeas, Sutable 
130.19Oyears (2, 3,500 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,500 3,600 4,000 4,100 5,400 
200+years 13,000 5,200 1,500 1,100 1,600 1,200 1,000 3,100 0 0 

STH DECADE 
Wddemess, Not Sutabla 

130.190 years 13,300 13,600 18,300 18,300 18,800 13,800 18,800 18,800 18,300 13,300 
200+ years 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Nonwddemess, Not Sutable 
130.190 years (21 10,800 67,700 67,700 69,600 78,300 73,300 91,700 137,000 151,20[ 
2oo+years 7,800 13,300 13,400 13,400 13,900 19,300 21,300 21,300 31,300 31,800 

Nonwddemess, S&able 
130.190 years 0 3,200 400 100 3,000 2,600 2,000 14,000 14,000 11,300 
200+ yeears 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 800 0 0 

(1) Altematwe NC IS based an the 1979 Tmber Resource Plan (TRP) The rate of barveet by age class was not detakd UI the 
TFtF’ The assumpt~an m the FEIS m that lugh valued stands would be harvested early m the plamung per@ unless those 
stands were to be 1eR for other msmme values 

(2) Data for the 130.190 yeear age class by swtable and non-mutable categoma 18 not am&able for Altematwe NC E&mated 
values are smular to Altematww B and B(Dep) 
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Management of Municipal Watersheds 

Fifty public systems withdraw water from streams draining National Forest land Of these, two 
municipalities--Corvallis and Toledo--have long-standing agreements with the Secretary of Agnculture 
which require special coordmation regarding activities other than tunber management and watershed 
protection 

With the exception of some restrictions on public access in the Corvallis watershed (Alternative A), 
activltws m municipal watersheds would be managed uniformly acmss the Forest in all alternatives 
except NC and H Measures used to pmtect fwh habitat everywhere, includmg mamtenance of vegetation 
along st- and on steep slopes, and special restrictions on use of herbicides would maintain water 
quality in munlclpal watersheds at acceptable levels. (See Forest-wide standards and gwdelines (S&Gs) 
for soil, water, fish, and municipal watersheds m Forest Plan, Chapter IV ) In addition, maxunum 
timber harvest rate (percent harvested III any decade) would be lower in municipal watersheds than 
elsewhere. where these measures might be inadquate to maintain water quality at acceptable levels, 
harvest loc&on or rate could be linnted further 

Amount of protection afforded water quality vanes by alternative, depending upon desired amounts of 
fish habitat, as outlined m “Fish HabItat and Water Quahty Management” on the follovnng paga In 
addltlon, timber harvestmg and recreation would be excluded from municipal watersheds m Alternatwe 
H State of Oregon water quality standards would be met m all alternatives except NC. TRP inventories 
underestimated the extent of lands urlth large amounts of unstable landslide-prone sods, and overestimat- 
ed effectiveness of vegetation leave areas in preventing landslides 

As the resource maps illustrate, municipal watersheds overlap with other MYAs. Thus, management of 
the watersheds is directed by S&Gs that are either Forest-wide or specific to MAs where overlap occurs 

Management of Soil Productivity 

Mantenence of sod productivity depends upon relative amounts of erosion or displacement of mineral 
and organic soil, compaction of soil surface, and soil nutrients lost to the atmosphere or ground and 
surface water. Management practices are designed to brat such erosional and nutnent losses, and 
include those listed in “Fish Habitat and Water Quality Management” plus the following: 

1. Linut detrimental sod conditions such as surface erosion, compaction, puddling, displacemnt, 
and severely burned soil to less than 15% of the total project area This IS accompllshwl by 
restricting ground based and cable harvest systems to speatied locations, and by refraining 
from post-harvest burning on fragde sotis on sites likely to suffer intense heating as a result of 
the burn. 

2. Retain sufficient ground vegetation and organic matter to mamtain long-term surface sod stability 
and site productivity This 1s accomplished by contmlhng destruction of duff and other orgaruc 
matter through careful timing and control of post-harvest burns, and by retammg large logs on 
the ground where possible. 

3 Comply with State of Oregon Best Management Practices Management practices used on the 
Forest to comply wth BMPs will, as a rmnimum, meet state water quahty standards (See FEIS, 
Appendix J “Best Management Practices” for more information ) 
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Fish Habitat and Water Quality Management 

Management of f=h habitat and water quality consists of two major components: 1) protective measures, 
such as maintenance of vegetation along streams and on unstable slopes, and 2) habItat mprovement 
and watershed r&or&on projects Levels of management of both vary by alternative. 

FISH TERMINOLOGY 

Amdm,mus fish -Those spx,es that matare ,,, the sea and nugmte back mto streams to spawn Salmon, steelkead, and 
cutthroat tmut are eramples 

. Used by moderate though szg,uficant numbers of f-h for spawmng, reanng or rmgratlon, 

. Flow enough water to be a moderate or not clearly ldenbfiable contnbutor to the quant,ty of water UI a Ckws-I stream, 

Law or Moderate mk slope - A slope with a low or moderate pmbabhty of expenenclng a landsbde a8 a result of tunber 
harvest 

Protective Measures 

Measures used to protect fsh habkat and water quahty on land managed for timber are as follows 
Most apply only in some alternatives, as Table II-14 illustrates 
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1 Restrict or prohibit timber harvesting near perennial streams (buffers); buffers have been shown 
to bs effective (Gibbons and Sale 1973, Heifets et al. 1986, others) and should extend 50 to 100 
feet, on the average, fmm each side of the stream, depending on the alternative and stream 

2. Restrict or pmhlbit timber harvesting near intermittent streams (stream buffers, an average of 
50 feet on each side of the stream); 

3. Prohibit timber harvestmg on sloped sites within all landtypes which have a high and/or moderate 
risk of landslides (Bush 1982, vegetation leave areas); 

4. Pmblbit timber harvesting on all lands within high nsk landtypes (Bush 1982); 

5 Limit the percentage of land in a watershed that is made up of clearcuts and plantations less 
than 10 years old. 

Improvement Projects 

Many practices used to manage watersheds and fish habitat on the Forest are intended to improve or 
restore channel conditions Projects consist of stabilizing steep slopes, constructing and maintaming 
mads to prevent landslides, managing vegetation in the nparian zone to benefit fnh habitat and stream 
structure, building structures to create spawning and rearing habitat for fish, mod@ing blockages to 
fmh passage, and providing resting pools in streams with a bedrock bottom. These projects are often 
effective, but those confined to stream channels are generally feasible only in streams (probably less 
than 5% of the total) that are accessible to heavy equipment such as fmnt-end loaders. Moving large 
woody debris into channels using logging equipment alxwdy set up for nearby timber sales could increase 
the number of streams that may bs improved 
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Table E-14. Protective Measures For Fish Habitat and Water Quality 

streams 1 

4 Pmtectum of H13h F&k 
L-=%x= no no no no no no Ilo Y- Yes 

5 %Ham&dmlOyeanr 30 30 30 20 15 20 20 10 5 

(1) ME = Amount of prot&>an needed to meet MRS for tLsh habItat and water qwl,ty 
MR+ = Moderate level above the MR level 
MB+ + = Egh level above the MR level 

(2) Buffers left on parts of Class-1 and -II and unstable ClawIlI streams 
(3) In LTAs A, B, C, and D, where streams have high potential for mho salmon 
(4) The TRP’s underestimate of BCIW of bqh-mk ml types would result III no pmtedwx~ for many unstable h&nsk slopes 
(5) No hmt 

For the watershed program (pnmarily deahng with forestsd slopes, stream channels, and roads), amounts 
of work proposed in alternatives are dwectly related to amounts of tnnber harvested and to needs to 
correct pmjscted damage to watershed conditmns Work is largely financed with Knutson-Vandenberg 
Act (K-v) funds collected from timber sales Funding would be greatest in Alternatives NC, B, and 
B(Dep); followed by A and C (as a group); D, E(PA), and F (as a group); and G and H (see tables in 
“Outputs and Effects” later m this chapter). 

Restoration pmjscts for fish habltat are also funded by K-V funds (pmjscted to be $34 per acre) Like 
the watershed program, funding for K-V protects in varmus alternatives 1s directly related to timber 
harvest In the 1st decade, Alternative B(Dep) would be greatest, followed by NC, B, A, C, E(PA), D, 
F, G, and H 

Fish habltat enhancement projects are included in those alternatives in which provldmg fish habltat 1s 
one of the main ObJectiveS (see tables m “Outputs and Effects” later in this chapter) Most pro@s are 
Intended to improve existing conditions The actual amount included 1s directly related to degree of 
emphasis on f=h in the alternative, considering other resource objectwas Thus, the greatest amount 
of fish habitat enhancement by artiiicml means would bs in Alternatwe G, followed by E(PA), F, H, 
D, and A All alternatives that Include a fsh habitat nnpmvement program would also rsqune a 
commensurate stream/riparian survey program to Identify projects Protects would help allevlate 
con&tmns, identlfisd with a basinwide perspective, that limit fish populatmns 

Fishery enhancement pmJ&s in Alternative D would be concentrated m salmon habItat m Landtype 
Associations A, B, C, and D This IS different than in other alternatwes where proJ&s would be dispersed 
throughout the Forest. 
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~_ In Alternative NC, an intensive management pmgram for restoration of f=h-habitat would be pm@ 
in an attempt to reduce the degradation pmdicted thmugh the 5th decade This pmgram would include 
inventory of fish habitat, log jam removal, culvert modification, improvement of in-channel habltat, 
and erosion contml Part of this program would be funded by K-V money, and the rest by funds similar 
to those used for fish habitat enhancement projects in other alternatwes 

Fish Habitat and Water Quality in Various MAs 

Fiih habitat is managed in conjunction with other resoumes such as undeveloped areas, spotted owl 
habItat, and Wildernesses Protective measures are planned in MAs in which substantial timber IS 
b&g harvested on a regulated basis (14 and Ifi), while habitat improvement projects would also be 
planned m several other MAs 

Management of Wildlife Habitat 

Wildlife habitat is managed in a van&y of ways in the alternatives Timber harvesting is pmbbited 
on some lands where certain species require old-growth habitat, and used to maintam desired age and 
species conditions on others 

Key wddltfe h&tat. An area necessarg for bmdmg, foragmg and/or shelter of mldbfe, bab,tats that may be &mm&d or 
aglllflcantly reduced Bs a result of lntenslve timber management Key habltats mclude dead and defeetwe tmes, demduous 
and nuxed habkat, older for& stands, npaman vegetatm, and meadows 

Lzmrti h&tit -A habItat tit, Hnthout specml pmvisions, 19 subject to reductmn below levels neessay to -tam nable 
papulatvxxs (USDA Forest Service 19%) The TRP did not define t& term, but nnplied “a bab&d that 18 subject to bang 
reduced to very law levels ” AItemat,ves A through H defmed tbm term aa “a habItat that, wthout spewal pmmmons, LS 
gUbJect to reduction below levels necessary to mantain vmble pop&tmm” (USDA Forest Sexwee 1984c) 

Sem~trve spewa -Those plants and animals idenkfied by the Regional Forester for wluch population viabtity is a concern 
(FSM 2670) 

Specud h&tat - A Lab&at wluch has a spewal fmctwn not pmwded by plant commumtws and successmml stages, ~9 bwlogml 
m  n&ma, and can be created or altered by management (Thomas 1979) 

Vmblepopulniwn . A population capable of existmg and functmung ae an rndependent mut on a specfied area, aver a speafed 
time, under a set of antmpated enmmental con&mm &lwasser and H&l 1981). 

Silverspot Butterfly 

The Oregon silverspot butterfly, a federally-listed threatened species, lives on Mt H&o and m several 
areas along the Pacific Ocean near the Rock Creek Wilderness Alternatives A through H would manage 
butterfly habitat in accordance with the IJ S Fish and Wildlife Service recovery plan for the species 
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@tine 1982) and the Forest’s plan to implement recovery actions KXady and Parsons 1984, Hammond 
1989). 

At the time the TRP was written, the Oregon silverspot butterfly was not listed as a threatened species 
The TRP did not include any management pmwions or discussion regaxdmg the butterfly. Appmxnnately 
three-quarters of the 1,926 acres of butterfly habItat is forest fringe area which provides shelter and 
feeding habitat. Alternative NC may m&de a small amount of the forested acres in potential timber 
yield calculations 

All habitats of the species would be managed in the same way in all alternatives. The habitat consists 
of meadows and adJacent forest To maintain desired conditions in the meadows, and to mcdify areas 
that am not presently suitable, some burning, mounng and brush control would be required. Some 
openmgs may be cut m the forest at the Mt. Hebo area to enhance its ab&ty to provide food and protection 
to the adult butter&s Opportunities to cut trees would be more hmited at Rock Creek due to proximity 
of the Wdderness. The 1,926 acres of habitat is included in MA 1. 

Northern Spotted Owl 

The northern spotted owl prefers well-spaced, old-growth comfer habltat It 18 listed as threatened by 
the State of Oregon and sensitive by the Pacific Northwest Region of the Forest Service, and is pmposed 
as threatened by the U S Fish and Wildlife Servw A multdayered forest stand v&h large dead and 
defectwe trees (both standing and fallen) is needed. Normally, this condition 41 occur late in natural 
~~~~essmn of a tnnber stand 

Because other species also prefer old growth, the northern spotted owl was identified by the Regmn as 
an indicator species v&h specific management requirements (MRs) to assure viability of the species 
Quantity and dlltributlon of habitat necessary to sustain viable populatmns of spotted owls and associated 
spenes are described in the Supplement to the Northwest Regional Guide (USDA Forest Serwx 1984a 
and 1988a) and other regmnal &m&ion (Snmon 1983). 

Numbers of Spotted Owl Habitat Sites (SOHAS) and their swes vary by alternative, as Table II-15 
illustrates (see Appendix I for a map of SOHAs for each alternative). Twenty-two are the minimum, 
but as many as 3’7 are protected in Alternative H. Size of each SOHA 1s 2,000 acres m all alternatives. 

At the time the TRP was wntten, them was no mgmnal direction for management of spotted owls. 
However, an mteragency task force had been appointed to develop statewide recommendations regarding 
habitat requwements for self-sustaimng populations of an older forest wddllfe community, usmg spotted 
owl as an indicator species. These recommendations were not developed poor to completion of the 
TRP Therefore, the TRP pmmded intemn dmxtion for pmtectmn of spotted owl habltat, stating that 
timber yields would be adjusted later during land management planning 
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Table II-15 Acres and Number of Spatted Owl Habitat Sites 

I I ALTEBNATlVB 

Acrea Per Site NA 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Number of Siba NA 22 22 22 22 22 29 26 21 81 

To maintain options for management of spotted owl habitat, the TRP pmvided interim protection of 
older forest stands where populations of spotted owls were known to exist, bssed on 1976-7’7 surveys. 
These stands were to bs undisturbsd until allocations were made through land management planning. 
The TRP &d not specify number, size, or location of these sites, but stated that about 13,000 acres of 
old gmwth associated with known owl locatrons would bs pmtscted Review of histomml survey data 
shows that by 1977, spotted owls had been found in 30 locations on the Forest Old growth sssociatsd 
with these owls totaled 13,800 acres, with a range of 88 to 864 acres per site Alternative NC would 
include these old-growth acres in the commercial forest land bsss Habitat sites meeting minimum 
size and distribution standards would not be estabhshed in Alternative NC Except in areas reserved 
from timber harvest (such as Wdderness), acmsgs surmundurg each pmtected old-growth stand would 
be harvested 

Spotted owl management consists of protecting habitat charscteristws favored by spotted owls fmm 
adverse modification, and restricting activities that could cause nest abandonment or mortality of 
young (see S&Gs in MA 3 of Forest Plan, Chapter IV for more specific information). 

Spotted Owl Habitat in Various MAs 

MA 3 consists of SOHAs managed primardy for spotted owls, and is distributed across the Forest to 
sssum that owls interbreed. Spotted owl habitat IS also managed in conjunction with other mssrved 
areas which contain relatwely large areas of old growth. These include silverspot butterfly habitat on 
hit Helm (MA I), Special Interest Areas (MA 5), Csscade Head Scenic-Resesrch Arm (MA 61, Cascade 
Head Experimental Forest (MA 7), undevelopsd smss (MA 111, Wildernesses (MA 121, and Research 
Natural Areas (MA 131. 

Although spotted owl habitat 1s compatible with resources emphssmed in other MAs, suitable habitat 
in blocks large enough to support viable owl pairs would be present mainly in Wildernesses and 
undeveloped areas Table II-16 illustrates habrtat cspabdity for owls in various areas in the 5th decade. 
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Table H-16. Habitat Capability for Spotted Owl Pairs in Managed SOHAs and Reserved Sites 

I I ALTBBNATIVJZ I 

1 NC 1 A B C D 1 E(PA) 1 F G H 

Reserved Sites NA 8 6 6 8 6 8 6 6 8 

Managed as SOHAS NA 22 22 22 22 22 29 25 27 37 

Other Areas (2) NA 1 5 5 6 6 5 11 20 25 

TOtal 5(Z) 37 35 35 36 36 42 44 55 60 

(1) Relatml,. unduturbed areas bke Wasen Creek 
(2) TBP ti not speelfs a breakdown of total babltat rema,mn g by reserved s,tes, managed SOHAs, or other area4 

Bald Eagle 

The bald eagle, a federally-listed threatened species in Oregon, requires habitat consisting of scattered 
old-growth conifer trees near open water (see Chapter III “Wddlife” for more details) Bald eagle habitat 
1s provided in two primary ways. 1) protecting It from timber harvest, and 2) keeping a&i&es away 
from nest sites to prevent disruption of reproduction (see S&Gs m MA 4 for more specific mformatmn) 
Each habitat site must be at least 125 acres to conform wth the Recovery Plan (USFWS 1986), as 
Table II-17 illustrates. 

Table H-17. Acres and Number of Bald Eagle Habitat Sites 

c 

Acres/Site 

ALTBBNATIVB 

NC A B B(Dee) C D B(PA) F G H 

40 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 325 625 

I Number of S&tea I 93 (1, 1 23 1 23 1 23 1 23 1 23 1 23 1 23 1 23 1 23 1 

This habitat occurs naturally In Alternatives A through H, it would be provided as described above 
Alternative NC would manage 7,920 acres of commercial forest land to pmvlde habltat A total of 198 
&es (each 40 acres) would be managed on a 300-year rot&on, unth 66 sites providing suitable habltat 
at any pant m time Sites would be managed intensively (ulth numerous commercxd thinning entries) 
until 200 years of age No further management would occur between the ages of 200 to 300, when 
sutable habitat would be provided An additional 27 sites, including 1,080 acres, would be available on 
reserved lands 

Bald Eagle Habitat in Various MAs 

MA 4 comsts of sites managed pnmanly for bald eagles, and 1s found along the coast and on mqor 
rivers throughout the Forest In addltmn to managed sites, habitat conditmns for eagles would be 
pmvided in other areas reserved from timber harvest, includmg spotted owl habitat (MA 3), Specml 
Interest Areas (MA 5), Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area (MA 6), Sand Lake Recreation Area (MYA 
81, Sutton Recreatmn Area (MA 9), Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (MA lo), undeveloped 
areas (MA ll), Wddernesses (MA 12), and Research Natural Areas (MA 13) Bald eagle habitat xs 
compatible with resources emphasized in these MAs 
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Roosevelt Elk 

Best foraging habitat for elk is meadows or pastures. These can occur naturally or be created through 
cleamut harvest, and higher populations of elk anz manta&d by more careful scheduling of timber 
harvest and by forage improvement pmjects. Hunting and transplanting of elk em also important, 
and are responsibiities of the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). It 1s assumed that 
the agencies will cooperate in elk management, including a transplant pmgmm. 

Each of Alternatives A thmugh H has a &fferent potential for producing elk. Timber is harvested and 
forage enhanced to pmduce desired numbers of elk In some alternatives, habitat would be enhanced 
by scattering clearcuts within a subbasin. In others, permanent meadows would be crated, the forage 
base would be improved (such ee eeedmg for winter forage and fertilizing), or elk would be transplanted. 
Differences m management practices em outlined in Table II-18 

The TBP deferred a decision on management of elk, stating that the Forest, in cooperation with ODFW, 
would determine population goals through land management planning. Under Alternative NC, the 
Forest would pmvlde habitat to maintain Forest elk habitat capabibty at the 1979 level. This could 
include redwing harassment and delaying timber harvest m some drainages to provide appropriate 
forage to cover ratios for big game 

Table II-l& Variations in Elk Management Practices 

I I I I 
(1) The TRP stated tmber barveat might be delayed III some drama@ 
(2) lf needed to mitigate vnantuxpati adverse effecta, th aketnatwe may mchde forage .wedmg 

Elk Habitat in Various MAs 

Meadows pmvldlng elk habitat will be present in most MAs, but additional habitat will be created and 
managed only in MAe 14 and 15, in which timber is harvested on a regulated basis. Alternative NC 
would maintain existing meadow habitat Ad&tional forage areas would be provided as a result of 
timber harvest Management of elk by specific areas was not addressed in the TRP. 

Mature Conifer Habitat 

Two indicator epemes, marten end plleated woodpecker, end other species they represent em dependent 
upon mature conifer habitat for food, cover, and nesting sites. This habrtat occur naturally in undlsturbai 
areas which are dominated by conifers, such es Wildernesses and SOHAs, among othen. Because 
these areas are not evenly distrubuted ecmsa the Forest, they can provide only a portion of the habitat 
needed for viable populations. 
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The Region identified marten and pileated woodpecker as MR species and provided the Forest with 
criteria for managing them (Sirmon 1934) Forest decisions on how the habitat is managed am also 
discussed. 

To provide remaining habitat in Alternatives A thmugh H, tnnber would be cut on loo-year rotations. 
These stands would be suitable as habitat from ages 80 to 100 Pmvlding this habitat by preserving 
stands is neither econonwally efficient nor biologically necessary. Alternative NC would manage timber 
on a 80-90 yw mtatlon, and no special management would be planned to provide mature conifer 
hsbltat The TRP stated that sddltional acreage of mature conifer habitat would b-s needed to pmvlde 
deszed population levels for marten The level was to be determined through land management plannmg 

Old-growth stands would also provide habltat for species requmng mature conifer MRs for mature 
coxufer consist of some sites that are 300 contiguous acres dispersed about every 2-l/2 to 3 miles, and 
other sites that include 160 acres in contiguous blocks wthm 1 mile of the site center The smaller 
sks are for marten, while the larger sites am for both marten and pileated woodpeckers. 

Mature conifer hsbltat, in addition to the MB level, is provided m alternatives that emphasize nongame 
wildlife Both size (160-250 acres) and number of sltea vary by alternatwe (Table II-19) 

Table H-19 Acres and Number of Mature Conifer Habitat Areas 

I I ALTEBNATTVB I 

1 NC 1 A 1 B 1 B(Dep) 1 C 1 D 1 E(PA) 1 F 1 C 1 H 1 

Managed Marten Areas WA 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 

Managed Woodpecker Areas N/A 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Pdeated Woodpecker 
Pme Marten 

M-m Number of Acres Man- 
agedforM&re Cm&r Habitat <I, 

500 300 300 300 
1 160 1 160 1 -+ 250 1 190 160 I 160 1 

27,250 20,610 13,540 I 13,540 

(1) Total numbers of acres managed on a 1OO.yea.r rot&on vary by altemtwe, ran3,ng fmm 27,250 to 13,540 Fewer awes are 
managed speelfically for mature cm&r habItat when acres 111 an altematwe are managed for other use8 such 89 undeveloped 
areas, Wddemss, visual quabty, longer timber mtatmns, and spatted owls 

Mature Conifer Habitat in Various MAs - In MAs 14 and 15, long timber rotations provide mature 
conifer Although not managed specifically for this habItat, some areas outside commercial forest land 
(I e , Wildernesses, SOHAs, and Special Interest Amas) would pmvlde considerable mature conifer 
habitat sutable for marten and plleated woodpeckers All forested MAs include some mature conifer 
or old gmwth Thus, mature comfer, like old growth, can bs pmvided in conjunctlon with many other 
reSOUrCk?S 

Mature Deciduous Mix 

Specter associated mth mature deciduous-mix hsbltat include sharp-shinned hawk, western grey squirrel, 
and several species of warblers Deciduous-mix stands mature between 50 and 100 years. Habitat 
must bs disturbed periodically, etther by tire or through tnnber harvest 

Habitat wll be provided 1x1 alternatwea which emphasize nongame wildlife (Table II-20) Alternatives 
F, G, and H would manage specified amounts of deciduous-mix habitat on loo-year rotations to replace 
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older stands and maintain 50% or more of the. h&tat in hardwoods The TRP recognized deciduous 
mix es a key wildlife habitat, but did not identify any indicator species or distinguish between upland 
and riperinn acres of deaduous-mix habitat. 

Table II-20. Acres Managed for Mature Deciduous Mix Habitat 

Acres 

ALTBBNATNB 

NC A B B(Dep) C D ECPA) F G H 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43,200 71,400 72,000 

Mature Deciduous-Mix Habitat in Various MAs - Deciduous-mix habitat may be found naturelly 
in a number of M&L Because it is dependent on disturbance, however, h&tat will be managed through 
tnnber harvest only in MAs 14 and 15. Numbers of acres of deciduous mix provided in these MAs are 
shown above. Additional habitat will be provided in MAs 14 and 15 by activities such as visual and 
riparian management and planting deaduous trees in areas Hnth mot rot See the MA discussions in 
Forest Plan, Chapter IV for more information 

The TBP stated that 35,000 acres of deciduous-mix habitat would be available in emas not scheduled 
for harvest, such as St manside Management Units (SMUs), riparian zones, and soil leave ereae. Of 
this total, appmximately 24,000 acres would be comparable to upland acres included in Alternatives F 
through H under mature deciduous-mix habitat. Alternative NC would leave most of these acres 
unharvested, rather then actively managed for mature habitat. Information on yield reductions for 
the TRP indicates that about 5,000 acres within SMUs would be managed on I50-year rotations to 
provide deciduous-mix habitat. 

Dead and Defective Tree Habitat 

Between 50 and 70 species - including downy and hairy woodpeckers, flicken, and bluelxh - depend 
upan dead end defectwe trees. Such trees are usually abundant after tires and in old-growth stands. 
Thii h&tat is potentially limited in the Region and is included es an MR (Sirmon 1984). A group of 
dependent primary cavity excavators has been identified as the in&c&or for the habitat. 

Minimum percent of bioloacal potential of dead and defective trees that would be provided in subbasins 
of about 2,000 to 5,000 acres would vary by alternative, es shown in Table H-21. The TRP &d not 
identify any indicator species for this habitat, but recognized the need to menage for primary cavity 
excavators. Alternative NC would manage dead and defective tree habitat to support a minimum of 
40% of meximum population levels of dependent species. Management objectives were not established 
by subbasin in the TRP. The TRP stated that guidehnes to implement the pmposed level would be 
developed at a later date. 
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Table II-21. BioIogical Potential for Dead and Defective Tree Habit&m 

ALTERNATIVE ALTBBNATIVB 

NC NC A A B B B@=P) C B@=P) C D D E(PA) F E(PA) F G G H H 

Percent Percent of of Biological Biological 4Om 4Om 40 40 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 40 40 50 50 60 60 60 60 
P0tential P0tential 

(1) Forest-mde levels by Altematwe 
(2) The TBP &d not spec@ h&tat levels by subbam, th,a 18 a Foreat average 

Dead and Defective Trees in MAs - Dead and defective trees are provided III alI MAs, the level 
varymg by MA (Table II-22). Alternatwe NC would manage dead and defectwe tree habltat to meet 
Forest-mde standards; objectwes would not be established by subbasin or MAs 

Table II-22. Dead and Defective Tree Habitat 

Populat10n Level 

1 vanable 
2 100% 
3 100% 
4 vanable 
5 vanable 
6 vanable 
1 vanable 
6 vanable 
9 vanable 
10 vanable 
11 100% 
12 100% 
13 100% 
14 vanable 
15 vanable 

Grass-Forb Habitat 

Grass-forb habitat is found in meadows and clearcut wuts across the Forest Timber must be clearcut 
to assure presence of dewed condltmns Meadows created in this way are transitory because brush 
and trees quickly reclaim areas Thus, more habitat is provided in alternatms v&h more timber harvest 
Due to the size of the tuber program, no additional habitat is needed m any of the alternatives 

The TIP did not recognize grass-forb as a potentnlly limited habltat Existmg meadows (totahng 
3,000 acres) were identified as habltat that would be avalable through tune Alternatwe NC would 
not make any specml provisions for management of grass-forb habItat 

Grass-Forb Habitat in MAs - Grass-forb habltat would occur m meadows and early successmml 
stages of tmber harvest umts HabItat ml1 be managed only in MAs 14 and 15, where timber is harvested 

Ftiparian Habitat - Thm habitat is found adjacent to rivets and streams. Timber on ripanan acres 
ml1 be harvested m some altenatives, thereby creatmg early successIona stages intermixed with more 
mature ripanan communities Wddlife ~111 respond to such changes in vegetatwe structure, although 
the total area of ripanan zone (77,000 acres) ml1 reman unchanged 
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Species favored by disturbance will benefit from harvested areas, while spsues that prefer older-aged, 
undisturbed sites will continue to exist elsewhere in the riparian zone. In alternatives without timber 
harvest m the riparian zone, natural disturbance will pmvide enough early stages of vegetation to 
maintain associated wildlife species Overall changes to existing rlparian wildlife communities are 
expected to hs small in all alternatives 

Threatened and Endangered (T&E) Species 

Federally-h&d T&E species on the Forest include Aleutian Canada goose, peregrine falcon, bmwn 
pelican, bald eagle, and Oregon silverspot butterfly. All except the silverspot butterfly had bean h&d 
as T&E by the U S. Department of Interlor at the time the TRP was written. Management for all 
except bald eagle would he the same in Alternatives A through H and rs outlined in Forest-wide S&Gs 
(see discussions of bald eagle and silverspot butterfly earlier in this section). No action would be taken 
which would adversely affect recovery, and to the extent possible, management will aid racovsry of 
the species. 

Alternative NC would not prescribe special management practices for the brown pelican, Aleutian 
Canada goose, or peregrine falcon, as the TRP ldentiiied these species as “basically dependent on 
nonforested habitats unaffected by timber management.” Management of bald eagle in Alternative NC 
is discussed earlier in this section. 

Sensitive Species 

Including the above T&E species, there are 19 species of annuals and 23 species of plants on the Forest 
hsted as sensitive by the State of Oregon and the Regional Forester. See “Management of Spotted Owl 
Habitat” in this section for more discussion on that spscws, whrch is proposed for listing as threatened 
by the US Ftsh and Wildlife Service Management of the remaming species does not vary in Alternatwe 
A through H, and is specified in Forest-wide S&Gs. 

The Ragmnal Forester’s sensitive species list did not exist when the TRP was written. Alternative NC 
would not include special management practices for any sensitive species except spotted owl 

Special Habitats 

In Alternatives A through H, special habitats such as lakes and ponds, freshwater marshes, rocky 
ocean beaches, talus slopes, and colony nesting areas would be pmtected from adverse activities by 
Forest-wide S&Gs which do not vary by alternative 

The TRP &d not label these habitats as “special” However, it identified most of them as wildlife habitats 
that would be unaffected by timber harvest and would remain unchanged through time Alternative 
NC would not provide specnlc management guidehnes for these areas 
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Management of Recreation 

Forest resources are managed for recreational purposes in order to: 

l Encourage and facilitate pubhc enjoyment and understanding of the Forest, coastal environment 
and local history, 

l Provide a variety of rscreatmnal opportunities and settings that can enhance quality of life for 
area residents and rscreationlsts; 

l Provide opportunitxza for Forest visitors to observe, participate in, and learn about management 
of Natmnal Forests; and 

l Ass& m building a diversified, strong and stable economy adjacent to the Forest. 

A variety of recreational opportunities are available, ranging from developed to dlspersad (dlsper;ed 
recreation occurs outalde developed areas). Racreatmnal opportunitlss are further classified according 
to thew locatmn along the Recreatmn Opportumty Spectrum (ROS). ROS IS a conceptual framework 
whwh dsscribes six classes of recreational opportunities based on control, level of factity development, 
amount of Information provided onsite, and probability of encountering other users Four ROS classes 
occur on the Forest: Semipnmitive Nonmotorized (SPNM), Senuprimitive Motorized @PM), Roadsd 
Natural, and Rural 

From the range of settmgs, actwitiss, and other couslderations withon these four classes, the Forest 
focuses planning and management on the following: 

1. Developed sites, 

2 Off-mad use of vehicles; 

3 Areas with recreational dealgnations or special recreational opportumtles - includmg Oregon 
Dunes Natmnal Racreatmn Area (NRA), Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area (CHSRA), Sutton 
Recreation Area, Sand Lake Recreation Area, Specml Inter& Arsas (SIAs), Wddernsssas, and 
undeveloped areas. In add&n, several rivers ars eligible for consideratmn as part of the national 
Wdd and Scenic (W&S) Rwers System 

4 Trail use and development; and 

5. Hunting and fishing. 

Developed Recreation - Developed recreational opportunities are provided in sites such as camp- 
grounds and picmc grounds. In all alternatives, capacity would bs great enough to meet projected 
demand for developed sites. New sites would be constructed as necessary Therefore, plans to manage 
developed recreation do not vary by alternative All existing sites would be managed as cost-effectively 
as possible All or some portmns of sates may be closed when use is low Developed-site capacity needed 
to meet projected demand by decade is shown m Table H-23 
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Table R-23. Developed Site Capacity(l) 

I DECADE 
I 

caps+ 
M PAOT (2) I 

I current I 97 I 

I 1st (Planned) I 99 I 
I 2nd (Antqated) I 10 7 I 

4th mntmpated) 12 6 

5th CAnticipated~ 14 0 

(1) M  PAOTs are calculated based an the assumptwn 
that the Forest wdI pmde developed s,ti to 
meet demand 

(2) M  PAOT = peapIe at one tune (m thousands) 

Off-road Use of Vehicles - Most off-road vehicle (ORV) use on the Forest takes place in the Oregon 
Dunes NRA and Sand Lake and Sutton recreation aress. Amounts of land available for ORV usa in 
the Oregon Dunes NRA and Sand Lake would not vary by alternative The amount of land available 
for ORV use m the Sutton Area would vary by alternative, ranging from 0 to 330 acres (see the Sutton 
Area discussion in this section). Most of the remainder of the Forest would be open to ORV uss in all 
alternatives Exceptions am: 

1 Wildernesses, undevelopsd areas, SIAs, Oregon silverspat butterfly habitat, CHSRq Cascade 
Head Experimental Forest (CHEF), Research Natural Areas C?X4s); and 

2 Other spa&c locatious where motor vebxde uss must be restricted (See Foreat Plan, Appendix 
E for specific locat~ous where ORV use would bs linuted or prohibited when the Preferred 
Alternative is implemented.) Acconhng to the S&s (see Forest Plan, Chapter IV), some of the 
area open to ORV use, such as bald eagle and spotted owl habitat areas, would be closed on a 
case-by-case basis at certain times of the year. 

The following areas are described m Chapter III Management of sane areas varies by alternative, 
whde for others it does not Specnic dnection for their management is in Forest Plan, Chapter IV. 

Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA) - In all of the alternatives, management of the 
Oregon Dunes NRA would be consistent with the existing management plan (USDA Forest Service 
1979cl The plan is summarized m the discussion of MA 10 in Forest Plan, Chapter IV. 

Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area - Management of CHSRA would also be consistent with the 
existing management plan (USDA Forest Service 19761 m all alternatwes The plan is summarized m 
the discussion of MA 6 in Forest Plan, Chapter IV 

Sand Lake Recreation Area - The Saud Lake Management Plan (USDA Forest Serwx 198Ob) 
guides management of this area in all alternatwes. The plan is summarized in the drscuss~on of MA 8 
ln Forest Plan, Chapter IV. 
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Sutton R.ecreation&ea - Si management alternatives were analyzed for the Sutton Area These 
alternatives provide a range of ORV use, site development, horse use, and other recreational opportumties 
while mamtaining mtegrlty of sensitive spexs habitat Sutton alternatwzs have been incorporated 
into FEIS alternatives as shown in Table II-24. 

Table II-24 Sutton Alternatives 

Button Area Akematives FEIS AItematives 

Ak 1 Alt F,G,andH 
Ak 2 AIt c 
Ak 3 Alt B and B(Dep) 
Alt 4 AIt D 
Alt 5 Ak A 
Ak 6 Alt E(P& 

Sutton Alternative 6 is the preferred management approach and has been mcorporated into Alternative 
E(PA) Analysis of the Sutton alternatives is documented in Appendix F. 

Alternative NC does not include any of the SIX Sutton alternatwes since they were not developed at 
the time the TRP was written It 1s reasonable to assume that management of the Sutton Area would 
be the same as in Alternative A 

Special Interest, Areas _ Two SIAs, Cape Perpetua Scenic Area and Marys Peak Scenic-Botanical 
Area, already have been established In the alternatnq two additional SIAs are considered - Mt Hebo 
and Kentucky Falls In some alternatwes, Cape Perpetua Scemc Area would be expanded Table II-25 
gives szes of SIAs included in alternatives 

Table II-25 Special Interest Area Acreage 

I I ALTERNATIVE I 

I 1 NC I A I B I B(Dep) 1 C 1 D 1 E(PA) 1 F 1 o 1 H ( 

Cape Perpetua 990+ w 1,960 164 164 1,960 164 2,730 1,960 1,960 1,960 

Marys Peak 5IOW 924 924 924 924 924 924 924 924 924 

Mt. H&a 0 0 1,634 1,664 1,634 0 1,634 1,634 1,664 1,634 

Kentucky Falls 1 0 1 0 1 0 I-- 0 1 :iOO 1 i 1 1,630 1 2,769 12,769 1 ii,, 1 

TOTAL 1 1,600 1 2,684 1 2,772 1 2,712 1 6,768 1 1,086 1 7,068 1 7,337 1 7,337 1 4,668 1 

(1) Thm figure ~8 fiwn the TBP It LS not the full acreage m  thm area smce some of the acres were included m  the general 
nonforest or meadow categones rather than here 

(2) AU of the Kentucky Falls area ,a Altematwe H ,s m  the N Fork Srmth Bwer Undeveloped Area 

Management dire&on for SIAs, except for Mt Hebo, 1s provided m MA 5 m Forest Plan, Chapter IV 
Due&ion for Mt Hebo 1s m MA 1, along mth habitat of the Oregon sdverspot butterfly 

Wildernesses and Undeveloped Areas - Both Wildernesses and undeveloped areas provide 
semiprimitive recreational opportunities Sizes of Wildernesses do not vary by alternatwe, but numbers 
of miles of trad constructmn in them do Numbers of acres that would be managed as undeveloped 
areas do vary by alternative. Each 15 discussed later 
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AL Wild and Scenic Rivers - Eligibility of rivers for inclusion in the National W&S Rivers System was 
determined using two pmceeees. One was an evaluation of four rivers on the Natmnwlde Rivers Inventory 
that was included in the DEIS. The other mvolved use of a slmphfied versmn of a prccess developed 
by the Interagency W&S Rivers Committee, and done by a special team set up as a result of public 
comments on the DEIS, primarily from the Oregon Rivers Council. 

Eligtbiity &d not vary by alternative, and ls not discussed further here (See Chapter III for more 
information on criteria used and specific recommendations for eliglbiity ) The rwers found to be ehgrble 
must be managed in such a way that their status is not reduced 

Several of the rwere had no more than 6% frontage in NFS ownership, so a full eliglbllty analysis 
wss not done at this time. These rivers must be managed as If they are eligtble so that W&S River 
options are pmtected until a study 1s done. 

Trail Use and Development - Due to steep, brushy terrain on the Forest, amounts of non-vehmular 
recreational use are closely related to amounts of trml M&es of trarl to be constructed vary by edternatwe 
and are shown in Table II-26 

No trail program is identkd in the TRP For comparmon, it would be reasonable to sssume a trml 
program whmh is the ssme as Alternative A 

Table H-26. New Trail Construction Through the 5th Decade 

r I ALTERNATIVE I 
I - I NC I A I B I M-P) I c I D I E(PA) I F I c I H I 

~NewConstmonmlst 1 NA( 1981 2831 2831 6131 1981 7101 5711 6171 4531 
Decade (Planned) 

New Construetlon Thmgh 
5th Decade L4ntz,pated) 

NA 603 600 600 1130 454 155 5 1613 215 5 156 9 

Total Trd Mdea~ on the NA 140.3 140 6 140 6 193 6 126 0 23.61 2419 296 1 2375 
FOred 

Hunting and Fishing - The Forest manages fmhlng and hunting opportumtms by providing habitat 
for fmh and game species and by controlling access for users. The amount and quality of habitat affects 
populations When populatmns are higher, opportumties for huntmg and fmhmg are greater Amounts 
of habttat vary by alternatwe; thus, tishmg and hunting use - expressed as wildhfe and iish user days 
(WFUDs) - varies substantmlly (See “Ftsh” and “Wildlife” earlier in this chapter). 

Management of Visual Resources 

The visual resource, or scenery, is managed by estabhshing standards for all National Forest System 
(NFS) land, and planning projects to meet those standards. The standards, celled Vrsual Quality 
Objectwee fVQOs), am defined in USDA Forest Service (1974). VQOs prescribe how much modificetton 
of the landscape is allowed VQOs are estabhshed for NFS lands in MA S&Gs (see Forest Plan, Chapter 
Iv) 

Landscapes seen fmm most heavily travelled roads on the Forest are considered sensitwe viewsheds 
Management of these viewsheds varies substantially by alternative Table II-27 shows which viewsheds 
will be protected, and VQOs assigned for each, in each alternative Recommendatmns of the Vmual 
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Management System are gwen as well Refer to MA 14 m Appendu D for a description of how vmvsheds 
Scenery 

are managed, and to the glossary for more information on VQOs 
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Table II-27. Protection Levels of Viewsheds w 

TOtal ALTEBNATWE 

Acres NC A Bta C D E(PA F ata H 

Hlghmy 101 - coaetal 4,286 
H&way 101 - Hebo 6,294 
-&w 38 2,609 
w-7 34 7,689 
Hqhway 18 1,836 

Hi&way 126 
ThlECCLpRWid 
Maye Peak Road 
Mereer Raad 
Hlghwey 36 

1,582 
3,154 
6,254 

54 
4,128 

- 

PreS 
PreS 
PreS 
PreS 
PIW 

2 2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

: 

2 2 
7 2 
4 2 
1 2 
I 1 

PLW 
PreS 
PI-% 
PreS 
PreS 

- 

H&!hway 22 
Mt HebRoad 
Smith Bwer Road 
Five Bwenr Road 
Yachata B,ver Road 

3,256 
1,710 
1,426 
4,261 
3,435 

Sand Beach Road 
Nestucca River Road 
httle Nestucca Bwer Road 
North Fork Smslaw fiver Road 
Canal Creek Itcad 
Canal Creek CampSround 

2,413 
2,620 
2,913 
4,098 

786 
45 

Harlan Road 1,272 
North Fork Smith Bwer Road 1,847 
Fall Creek Road 566 
Canmy-Ada Road 1,235 
Lobster Creek Road 2,698 
BlS Elk Campground 24 
Elk Creek Road 1,414 

Deadwoal Creek Road 1,293 
LInelaw Bad 361 
Hqhway 229 416 
IndnnCreekFbad 3,768 
Sweat Creek Road 1,456 

(1) Key scenac newshed Protectwn 

8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
- 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

1 

pa&al retentmn, rmddlegmund parual retentwn, 7 = foreground pa&al retentran, nuddlegmund mc&!icat,an, Non-swnzc 
yiewshzd Pmfechon LtweLs 8 = foreground partial retentun, nuddlegmund menmum m&cation, 9 = fowmund 
and nuddle6,.n,nd m&ticat,o,,. Pres = foreground and rmddleSrcu,d preservation No Speeurl Swnzc Pm&&on C ) = 
foqmund and middleground mexunum mcdlficat1on 

(2) Pmtectlon levels far Altematwe B(Dep) am the same as for Altematwe B 
(3) Thu IS the level of scenx pmtect~an whxh ,s recommeded through use of the pmcw m USDA Forest Serace (1974) 
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Scenery 
The TRP does not specify which VQOs were ssslgnsd to which viewshels However, in the Multiple 
Use Plan Resource Bass (MUPRB), on whmh the TRP was bsssd, a total of about 82,300 acres was 
identified as havmg a recommended VQO of retention or partial retention. After adjustments for 
Wddernesses and allowance for overlap with sites such as vegetatmn leave areas, about 49,165 acres 
wem to be managed for visual quality (Table H-28) 

Table II-28 Management for Visual Quality in TRP 

VISUAL QUALITY ACRES 

foreground. retentmn 1,015 
fowgound - partial retentwn 8,390 
foregmund - moduiicatmn 4,530 
nuddlepund - retentxon 2,045 
mddlegmund - partial retentmr. 88,185 

The MUPRB explained that acreage in middleground partial retention (from which 100% p&Is were 
prtxhctsd) “wdl not meet VQOs 100% - due to clearcutting - not rotation age ” Thii means that viewshed 
management in Alternatwe NC would be different in some way from that in other alternatives Therefore, 
descnptions of vlewshed management m MA I4 (gwen in Forest Plan, Chapter IV) are not dnectly 
applicable to Alternatwe NC 

Viewsheds in Management Areas _ Management of scenic vlewsheds, found in MA 14 and a number 
of other MAs, 1s described m Forest Plan, Chapter IV Table II-29 shows the number of acres that 
overlap MA 14 The greatest amount of overlap 1s wth spotted owl habitat. 

Table II-29 Acres of Scenic Viewsheds in Management Areas 

MANAGEMENT AREA ALTERNATIW 

MAcres A B BCDep C D E(PA) F G H 

MA 14 27,418 0 0 19,671 6,765 33,666 41,730 45,971 44,414 

Other Management Areas 30,345 0 0 24,558 3,170 17,568 32,185 36,138 15,575 

Total Scemc Pmtectmn 57,763 0 0 44,229 10,535 51,234 73,915 81,209 59,989 

The TRP called for protection measures on 49,165 acres specifically for visual resources These. were. 
lands where the vlsus.1 resource was the most constrsming resource For Alternatwe NC, this acreage 
is roughly comparable to that listed in MA 14 (Scemc VIewsheds) for Alternatwes A through H m 
Table II-29. It is not completely comparable because it mcludes some acreage in the foreground 
modtiication category which is not included m other alternatives, and because it was assigned yield 
prtictmns which are much higher than those used m other slternatwes 

The TRP protected visual resources on a total of 82,321 acres, either by meeting VQOs or by some 
other, more constrarning management dire&an The 33,000 acre difference between acres specifically 
protected and total acres occurs m areas that overlap \nth other cntxal resource areas, such as soils, 
where those other resource values are more constraining, or are so ssnsltwe that they were mcluded 
in the marginal component 

Acreage of vlewsheds m MAs other than MA 14 1s not known for Alternatwe NC because viewsheds 
to be protected were not specified m the TRP, and MAs were not part of the TRP planning process 
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RESOURCE PROGRAMS 

Therefore, there is no way to tell where viewsheds overlap with other amas wth special management 
diE&iOll. 

Management of Wilderness 

The Oregon Wilderness Act of 1934 established three Wildernesses on the Forest: Cummins Creek, 
Drift Creak, and Rock Creak. These include about 22,200 acme. No further areas wll be considered 
for Wilderness m this plan 

Primitiveness of each Wilderness varies by alternative, and 1s directly related to m&s of trail planned 
for construction Table II-30 shows miles of new wdderness trails planned for the 1st decade and total 
wilderness trail anticipated by the end of the 5th decade. 

Table H-30. Wilderness Trails Planned 

I I ALTERNATlW I 

New 1st Decade New 1st Decade 
Total 5th Decade Total 5th Decade 

TOTAL TOTAL 
New 1st Decade New 1st Decade 
Total 5th Decade Total 5th Decade w w 

90 90 so so 17 5 17 5 115 115 130 130 so so 16 0 16 0 115 115 13 5 13 5 0 0 
205 205 205 205 290 290 290 290 345 345 205 205 215 215 490 490 645 645 115 115 

(1) Tlw assumes the same level of ti development as Altermtwe A. 
(2) The totals an the 5th decade mclude 3 em&n3 mlea of tti m  Cummm Cxeek and 3 5 m&a of emtmg trad m  Drift Creek 

Each Wilderness was inventoned to determine the exlstlng Wilderness Resource Spectrum class~ficatton 
Because of their small size, short time required to walk out of these areas, and nearby sounds of loggmg 
and road traff%z, each Wilderness was classified as semipmnitive As semiprimitve Wildernesses, these 
settings will be managad as predommantly unmoddied natural envimmnenta Concentration of users 
will remain low, with potential for occasional contacts with other par&s Wdderneaaea will be managed 
to provide moderate opportunities for exploring and experiencing Isolation, independence, closeness to 
nature, tranquility and self reliance Opportunities for moderate to high degrees of challenge and risk 
will be availalable. 

In accordance with S&Gs for managing semiprimitive Wddemeeses (FSM 2322 03), facilities (including 
trails) will be harmonious wth the natural landscape Campsites will continue to provide a moderate 
degree of solitude and be set back from trads, meadows and streams Trails wxll be constructed and 
mamtained to more and most difficult standards 

Management of Undeveloped Areas 

Seven areas on the Forest are presently unmaded and undeveloped Hebo-Nestucca, Dnft Creek Ad&went, 
Wassen Creak, and four areas in the Oregon Dunes NRA. One ad&tional ama (North Fork of the 
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Smth River) could revert to an undeveloped condition Areas in the Oregon Dunes NRA would be Undeve’oped 
managed as undeveloped areas in all alternatives. Management of other areas varies by alternative, as 
dlustmted in Tabk II-31. See Appendix C for numbers of ama in each area that remain undeveloped 
m each decade, by alternatwe Table II-32 shows miles of new trails planned for the 1st decade and 
total trals anticipated by the end of the 5th decade in undeveloped areas 

Table II-31 Undeveloped Area Management 

I ALTEBNATIVJZ I 
MAcres 1 NC 1 A 1 B 1 B(Dep) 1 C 1 D 1 E(PA) 1 F 1 G 1 H 1 

Wasam Creak I 01 01 01 0 I 46 I 0 1 47 1 46 1 92 1 92 1 

Dnft Creek AdJaCent ~~ I 0 I 0 1~ 0 7 0 r~26 r 0 b~6 1 67 1 67 1 82 1 

I 01 01 01 01 01 01 0 I 47 I 47 I 138 I 

North Fork Srmth Faver I 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 0 I 53 I 
Oregon Dunes NRA aas I 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 I 
Total 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 27.4 20.0 21.3 36.2 40.6 57.0 
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RESOURCE PROGRAMS 

Table II-32 Trails Plannedu~ 

New 1st Decade 
Total 5th Decade 

Hebo-NE&WE4 
New 1st Decade 
Total 5th Decade 

North Fork Snuth Rmr 
New 1st Decade 
Total 5th Decade 

Tbreemde Lake 
New 1st Decade 
Total 5th Decade 

Forest Total 
New 1st Decade 
Total 6th Decade 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 

35 35 35 35 35 35 35 0 0 0 
so so so so so so 90 so so 9.0 

35 35 35 35 265 35 205 290 260 300 
so so so so 320 SO 260 510 600 320 

(1) See Table IL39B for the Forst totals, of wluch tbm ,s a part 

Undeveloped Areas in the MAs 

Management drection for undeveloped areas ls provided in three MAs MA 1 (for part of H&o-Nestucca), 
MA 10 (for 19,990 acres in the Oregon Dunes NRA), and MA 11 See Table II-33 and Forest Plan, 
Chapter IV for more information on management of these amzw. 

Table II-33. Acres of Undeveloped Areas in Management Areas 

I 
ALTBBNATM?, 

Management Areas NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

1 Sllverspat Buttmly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 140 140 510 

10 ore~nDune.sNRA 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 

11 Undeveloped Areas 0 0 0 0 7,400 0 7,300 16,160~ 20,310m 36,06011 

TOTAL 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 27,466 20,066 21,306 36,300 40,606 66,600 

(1) Includea land ,&ch 18 presmtly roaded or developed wbxh would be closed to future development and allowed to revert to an 
undeveloped con&tmn 
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Management of Research Opportunities 

Research Natural Areas (RNAs) - The Forest presently contains two RNAs (Flynn Creek and 
Neskowin Crest) that are present in all alternatives. These are part of a national system of RNAs 
designed to protect examples of mqor ecosystems in the country [36 CFR 219 12 (III)]. Another three 
areas @eneke Creek, Sand Lake, and Cummins/Gwynn Creek) are being considered for designation, 
the number varying by alternative Two other potential RNAS included in the DEIS (ThreemIle Creek 
and Tenmile Creek) will now be considered in subsequent pkmning for the Oregon Dunes NRA Table 
II-34 shows WAS considered for designation m each alternative. 

Table II-34. Potential RNAs 

I ALTERNATIVE POTENTIAL RNAs ‘TO BE CONSIDERED 

NC Reneke Creek 
A Rewake Creek 
B none 
B(Dep) ncme 
C none 
D Sand Lake 
E(PA) Reneke Creek, Sand Lake, C -/Gwgnn Creek 
F Rmeke Creek 
G Reneke Creek, Sand Lake 

F&eke Creek, Sand Lake, C -/Go Creek I H 

In all alternatives, these areas would be managed to mamtam natural systems Thus, management 
activites such as timber harvesting and road bmldmg would not be permitted, while some recreatmnal 
use would be allowed (See discussmn of MA 13 for specific mformatmn on how RNAs would be managed J 

Management of RNAs is also discussed m other Iv& m which they are found Table II-35 provides a 
summary of acres managed for RNAs by MA for each alternative These are summanzed as follows 

1 The Gwynn Creek portion of the potentml Cummms/Gwynn Creek RNA would be managed m 
conjunction wth MA 5 (Cape Perpetua SIA) in Alternatives E(PA) and H 

2. The existmg Neskowm Crest RNA would be managed in conJunction wth MA 6 (CHSRA) m all 
&eXUXtiVl?S 

3 The Cummms Creek portmn of the potential Cummms/Gwynn Creek RNA would be managed 
in conjunctmn with MA 12 (Cummins Creek Wilderness) in Alternatives E(PA) and H 

4 Flynn Creek, Reneke Creek, and Sand Lake would be managed m MA 13 
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RESOURCE PROGRAMS 

-l’able II-35. Table II-35. Acres of RNAs in Management Areas Acres of RNAs in Management Areas 

Cascade Head Experimental Forest (CHEF) - Sum 1934, CHEF has been managed as a center 
for research related to growing trees m coastal envimmnents The Forest Plan will be consistent unth 
the existing management plan for the area, and the area would be managed the same in ail alternatives. 
The western third of CHEF is included in MA 6 (CHSRA) and would be retained in a relatwely natural 
state. It would be used pnmarily for recreation and as a control area for research. The eastern two-thirds 
of CHEF, which makes up MA 7, would be the locale for research involving vegetation changes 

Management of Other Forest Programs 

Several Forest programs (i e., fire and cultural resources) would be managed in the same way in all 
alternatwes For more information on how these resource4 would be managed, see FEIS, Chapters IIl 
and IV and Forest-wide S&Gs in Forest Plan, Chapter IV. Management of the mad, mmerals, and 
lands programs (the latter includes exchanges, spewal use penmt issuance, corridors, and facilities) 
does vary by alternative. 

Management of Road Construction and Maintenance - Since most roads on the Forest are for 
timber harvest actwities, amounts of mad construction, reconstruction, and maintenance would all be 
greater in alternatives in which more land is managed for timber production. (Road needs would be 
more indirectly related to timber harvest volume.) In all alternatives, however, at least 80% of the 
land tentatively suitable for timber productma can be reached by the 2,500 miles of existmg roads. 
(See FEIS, Chapter III “Fac&tms” for a dmxssion of the present status of the mad system ) 

Con.shuchon of New Roads - Amounts of roads to be constrwted in the 1st decade range from 34 
miles/year in Alternatives B and B(Dep) to 12 mks/year m Alternative H (Table II-36). More roads 
would be constructed m alternatives in whxh more presently undeveloped areas would be avadable 
for timber harvest Some roads would be constructed in the 2nd decade to provide access to timber 
scheduled for barvest m all alternatives, if the Plan were extended. Projected needs for the planmng 
horizon of 50 years (other than the 1st decade) are somewhat tentative, and the transport&on system 
wiU remain flemble to respond to future management needs. 
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Table II-36. First Decade Road System 

NEW CONSTRUCIlON 

(1) Entm system - mcludes coop--t-ce 

Permanent Road Closures - In Alternatives G and H, large blocks of land would be unsuitable for 
timber production As a result, some existing roads could be permanently closed, eliminatmg needs for 
mamtenance Exact numbers of m&s to be seasonably or permanently closed has not been determined 
for each alternatwe, however 

Road Reconstruchon and Matntenance Cost (in the 1st decade) -- Srze of the road system is about the 
same in Alternatwes A through F, so these costs would be similar (Table II-36) 

Management of Minerals - Each alternative would affect mineral exploratmn and development in 
two ways 

0 By numbers of acres open and closed to exploration and development of leasable and saleable 
minerals 

l By restrictions on access and operatmns to mltlgate impacts on surface resources 

Avadabbbty of reserved lands for mmeral leasmg depends on whether lmplementatmn of development 
actwitw could meet land management direction On acqmred lands, permits or leases are subject to 
conditions ensuring that lands are used for the purpose for which they were acquired or are bemg 
admmistered 

Policies and procedures by which mineral use authornations for federally owned leasable mmerak are 
to be processed may be found m the Interagency Agreeement between the Forest Servxe and BLM 
dated June 19, 1934 Consent authority for leasing rests wth the Secretary of Agriculture, through 
the Forest Service 

Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, D, and E(PA), which would have the fewest acres unsuitable for timber 
prcductmn, would have more acres avadable for lease without access restrictmns Alternatives F, G, 
and H would have more acres with access restnctmns (Table H-37) Lands closed to mineral entry 
mclude congressmnally designated areas (i e , Wildernesses, Oregon Dunes NRA and CHSRA) Additional 
acres would be recommended for admintstrative mmeral withdrawals, includmg SIAs, RNAs, and 
T&E species habitats 

A high rating for access restrictions would apply to lands used for spotted owl habitat management, 
old-,wwth groves removed from timber production, and undeveloped areas estabhehed for unmaded 
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RESOURCE PROGRAMS 

recreational oppwhmities A low rating indicates few restrictions and would apply to lauds managed 
primarily for timber production 

These restrictions would also affect ease of exploration. Because potential oil and gas areas on the 
Forest are generally quite small, development of the resource cculd proceed though at mcreased cost 
Deposits could be reached for extraction through directional drllhng from accessible areas 

Table II-37. Oil, Gas, and Mineral Fktraction -- Acres 

ALTERNATIVF, 

AIXWS 

xL&GAsL5AsEs 

NC A B B(Dep) C D ECPA) F G H 

Withdrawn 

Restrictions 

60,097 61,991 59,838 59,838 62,750 60,078 64,706 64,720 68,939 72,139 

=a 0 42,951 44,339 44,389 45,011 43,971 54,610 56,930 14,664 103,565 

Moderate 60,980 38,457 10,637 10,637 30,308 17,302 44,574 52,769 56,979 55,322 

Low 504,362 487,962 516,497 516,497 493,226 510,010 467,271 456,942 431,559 400,335 

COMMON MlNE&US 

Avadable Acres 

Bdatm Demand 

508,034 360,800 403,200 403,200 387,600 341,100 357,200 314,200 182,100 132,‘/0( 

v=Y =a we very High nigh High MC.3 JAW Lowest 
bh =sh 

Areas open for ccmmon mineral extraction (primarily mck used for mad surfacing) vary by alternative, 
depending on numbers of acres not allocated for special management. Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, D, 
and ECPA) would least affect availability (Table II-37). These alternatives would also produce mcrs 
demand for road rock because of high timber sale levels and ccrmspoudmg construction, reconstruction, 
and maintenance of roads. Alternatives F, G, and H would have reduced availability of laud for ccmmcn 
mmeral extraction. These alternatives would also produce less demand for mad mck because timber 
harvesting would be reduced. 

Management of Lands and Special Uses - Effects of alternatwes on lauds programs are closely 
tied tc kind and number of restrictmus on uses of land. Numbers of acres available for laud exchange 
would bs greater in Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, D, and E(PA) than in Alternatives F, G and H, because 
fewer acres would be designated for special management, such as SIAs, RNAs, and undeveloped areas 
This same relationship exists with special uses More acres ulth special management means greater 
reductions in avadabillty of special use permits and greater mstnctmns that would be needed in the 
permits 

Ax&b&y of electronics sites would be the same in all alternatives. Existing sites cu Mt. H&c (iucludmg 
Mam, South, and East Points), Cougar Mountain, Hyack Ridge, Cummms Peak, Table Mountain, 
Cape Perpetua, Cannibal Mountain, Butler Peak, Marys Peak (including the main point, Federal Aviation 
Administration area, and West Ridge), Franklin Ridge, Herman Peak, Goodwm Peak and Henderson 
Peak would bs manna&d for electronic uses. New sites would be estabhshed on Buzzard Butte, Ball 
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Lands 
Mountain, Yachats Mountain, Blcdgett Peak, Saddle Mountain, Klickitat Mountain, Cape Mountain, 
and Fairview Mountain. 

Effects of the alternatwzs on the rights-of-way program would vary dependmg on timber sale schedules 
Alternatives with higher sale levels would xequiw. more rights-of-way for logging a&&es. Numbers 
of rights-of-way required by each alternative are estimated based on historic trends and displayed m 
Table II-38 

Table II-38 Estimated Rights-of-Way Needed in the 1st Decade 

I I ALTERNATIVE I 

NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Number Needed Per Year 21 15 16 13 15 14 14 12 6 3 

None of the alternatwes would adversely affect the land purchase program, because purchases are 
authorized by Congress annually for areas that currently quabfy (Lands that qualify for purchase m-e 
identified in Chapter III “Lands and Special Uses” ) None of the alternatwzs wll affect title clanns, 
which are generated by actmns of others on NFS lands 

Corridors - No new requests for utility corndom are antinpated in the next 10 years, smce the Forest 
is located in an area currently transected by four major east-west BPA corridors. Additionally, a 
north-south corridor exists on the western side of the Forest Three of the corndom are located 
predominantly on private land Any proposed expansion of corndors would be directed toward existmg 
corridors None of the altematwxz would therefore affect future designatmn of corridors Management 
direction for utility corndom 1s described m Forest-wide S&Gs 
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OUTPUTSANDEFFECTS 

This section presents resource outputs, some environmental effects (see Chapter IV for a complete 
dwcription), activities, and costs associated wth each alternative (assuming that the ASQ for each 
year will bs harvested). Table II-39 includes those outputs and effects which can be reasonably quantified; 
Part A is for alternatives, and Part B for benchmarks. Table II-40 includes those outputs, effects, 
activltles, and costs which are qualitatws and which cannot (or should not) lx quantified. The content 
of the two tables (see the following pages) have equal sigmiicance; the only reason for separating them 
is that quahtative informatmn requires more space to present in tabular form 

Table IL39A. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

1 r OLWPUlWEFFECTS T ALTERNATIVR 

A B 

=I= 

UNrr B(DEP) c 

RECREATION 

Developed Recreation Usew 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Nonwildern~ Dispersed Rem-e- 
ation Use (1, 
Rural and Rmded 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Sermprinutive Nonmotonzed 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

wilderness Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Trail cmstmction/ 
Reconstnlctioa 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Total Trail System 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Additional Capacity From De. 
vebped site 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MRVD’S 

MRVD’S 

3172 817 2 8112 8172 
904 1 9641 904.1 904 1 

1,224 0 1,224 0 1224.0 1,224 0 

5612 5647 564.1 5716 
6011 599 0 599 0 6059 
7051 1022 7022 709 1 

4157 
4506 

4157 4151 4151 
4506 4506 4506 
4820 4820 4820 

780 5 ta, 
866 2 

1,115 4 

@I 

MRW’S 
415 7w 

4506 
4820 

16 0~ 18 0 118 17 8 
18 0 16 0 18 0 180 
18 0 13 0 130 18 0 

133 183 
165 185 
185 186 

MRVD’S 

MRVB’S 

295 
349 
354 

125 
201 
210 

10 3 (6, 
103 
10 3 

10 3 
103 
103 

0 20 28 28 52 
0, 13 09 09 23 
0 06 06 06 10 

1006 108 1 108 1 1424 
1130 1111 117 1 1654 
1403 140 6 140 6 1936 

PAOT 250 250 
115 115 

1425 1425 

SEE END OF TARLR FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table JL39A. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

ALTERNATIVE OLJTPUTS/EFFECTS 

RFAXEATlON 

Developed Recreation Use (11 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Nonwilderness Dispersed Reore- 
ation Use w 
Rurat and Roaded 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Sennprumtwe Motonzsd w 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Sermpnrmtlve Nonmotonzed 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Wilderness Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Trail Constmctionl 
Reeonatrm?tlon 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Total Trail System 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Additional Capacity From De- 
veloped site 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

UNIT D ECPA) F G H 

8112 8172 8172 8172 8112 
904 1 9041 904 1 904 1 904 1 

1,224 0 1,224 0 1,224 0 1,224 0 1,224o 

MRVDS 

MRVDS 

5672 5779 5733 5829 5143 
6011 6220 6086 619 1 6094 
7057 7305 7145 7273 7155 

415 7 4157 4157 4157 4157 
4506 4506 4506 4506 4506 
4820 4820 4820 4820 4820 

MRVDS 18 0 227 308 300 339 
180 304 411 39 0 505 
180 304 498 555 677 

MRVDs 

MIlea 

PAOT 

10 3 128 112 120 61 
103 18 7 176 197 62 
103 187 29 1 376 115 

20 11 57 62 45 
08 39 36 42 41 
06 12 12 20 14 

100 6 1512 1371 1423 1259 
1083 190 2 1740 1645 1726 
1260 236 1 2419 296 1 2375 

250 250 250 250 250 
115 175 715 175 115 

1,425 1,425 1,425 1,425 1,425 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

Total Developed Site Capacity 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Roadless Areaa Assigned to 
Roaded Management Prescrlp- 
time, But which Have No 
Development Activities Planned 
for Next 10 Year0 

Unroaded Areaa Assigned M  
Undeveloped Management PI-E- 
scrlptions 

ACES 2o,oooa1~ 2o,oooa1, 20,000~11, 2o,ooocl,, 21,400 

WILDLIFE & FISH 

Wildlife Use WFUDs 
1st Decade CM) 143 5um 1635 1494 1523 1754 
2nd Decade 1669wz) 1669 159 9 159 9 190 7 
5th Decade 178 0 w 178 0 1628 1626 219 5 

Rsh Use WFUDS 
1st Decade CM) 307 342 3.5 1 351 35 1 
2nd Decade 201 338 33 0 332 331 
5th Decade 117 317 276 237 29 1 

Anadromous Flsh Commercial Mpunds 
IIarveilt per- 

1st Decade zoom, 223 229 229 229 
2nd Decade 135 220 215 220 220 
5th Decade 76 207 180 172 190 

Anadmmous Fish Habitat Im- MpOUldS 
prcNenl.?nt per Ye= 

1st Decade 01 04 0 0 0 
2nd Decade 01 04 0 0 0 
5th Decade 01 04 0 0 0 

Caho Smelt Habitat Capability M  Smolta 
1st Decade 830~~ 926 951 951 950 
2nd Decade 581 914 892 898 912 
5th Decade 316 858 148 640 787 

SEE ENTJ OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

Fore&wide Visual Quabty Ob- 
jectives WQOs) 
PreseeS&0ll 
Retentmn 
Par&xi Retentwn 
Mcxhiicatmx 

Wddlife Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Anadromous Fish HabItat Im- Mp0tUldS 
provement per YW 

1st Decade 01 10 12 15 08 
2nd Decade 01 10 12 15 01 
5th Decade 01 10 12 17 08 

Coho Smelt Habitat Capabdity M  Smelts 
1st Decade 985 982 993 1,018 1,032 
2nd Decade 966 938 970 1,009 1,028 
5th Decade 1,023 936 1,641 1,094 1,120 

SEEENDOFTAE&EFORFOOTh’OTESANDACRONYMS 
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Table II-39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

ALTBRNATlVR 

NC A B BCDEP) 1 c 

stream survey 

1st Decade 115 35 0 
2nd Decade 115 35 0 
5th Decade 115 35 0 

Management Indicator Species 

Bald Eagle 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

HCI 
(#of Sites) 

spotted owls 
1st Decade 

HCI 
(# of 

Psus) 

93 23 
93 23 
93 23 

14(14) 53 

14 46 
8 31 

23 
23 
23 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

50 

40 
35 

435 

371 
175 

1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

HCI 
(# of 
Palm) 

8,994 

9,202 
7,096 

Eik 
l&DDeeade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

HCI 
(# of 

Anun& 
,151 10,288 

(15, 9,230 
(15, 8,022 

237 

201 
210 

Marten 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

HCI 
(# of 

AlllIdS) 
232 239 

204 210 
206 209 

Dead and Defectwe Trees 
1st Decade 

HCI 
(96 of 

BWl0gbXl 
Patentral) 

68 67 

-I- 60 60 
41 41 

68 

60 
46 

3,590 
4,910 

21,060 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Wildlife Habitat Improvement 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

ACES 
250 6,150 

2,340 17,900 
10,560 44,960 

22 
22 
20 

Existing Old-Growth Stands 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

PaAcres 
24 21 
24 26 
lOG3, 21 

22 23 
22 23 
21 21 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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TabIe IL39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Management Indleator Species 

1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Paus) 
390 403 403 400 481 
192 200 221 283 338 

Elk HCI 
1st Decade (# of 9,175 10,174 8,917 9,123 1,734 

AlUtldB) 
2nd Decade 9,106 10,147 6,822 9,349 7,873 
5th Decade 7,903 8,851 8,196 10,195 8,121 

Marten NC1 
1st Decade (# of 239 246 246 258 259 

Anunals) 
2nd Decade 215 225 225 260 253 
5th Decade 211 203 220 272 264 

Dead and Defectwe Trees 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

HCI 
(% of 

BlOl0glW.l 
Potential) 

70 68 11 17 82 

64 62 66 75 81 
52 50 57 12 80 

Wdiife Habrtat Improvement ACI-SS 
1st Decade 200 4,110 2,510 4,310 80 
2nd Decade 3,780 3,442 5,200 4,620 60 
5th Decade 190 3,498 6,160 6,130 60 

Edsting Old-Growth Stands MAcres 
1st Decade 23 31 26 34 34 
2nd Decade 22 24 26 34 34 
5th Decade 21 23 24 34 34 

SEEENDOFTARLEFORFOOTNOTESANDACRONYMS 
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Table IL39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

OIJTPUTSiEFFRCTS 

RANGE 

Permitted Grazing 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

TlMBER 

Ailowable Sale Quantityczo) 
1st Decade 

Ailowabie Sale Quantityczo) 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Thber Sale Program Qua,,- 
t1ty cm 
I ASQ 
ii Nan-Chargeable 
Total Tnnber Sale Program Quan- 
tltyrs vzo~ 

Beforestation 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Prewmmerciai Thinning 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Long-Term Sustained Yield 
capacity (LTSYC) 

‘Nmber Growth In 5th Decade 
as%LTsIC 

MAUI& 

Mh5F 

MMCF 

Acres 
8,600 6,300 5,700 
9,400 5,800 5,590 
5,400 5,000 5,800 

Acres 
2,400 2,490 2,400 
2,100 3,000 2,800 
1,500 2,200 2,900 

MMCF 1093 694 604 

NC A 

2w1 
2 
2 

438~ 351 381 

92 5w 659 69 1 
1050 659 69 1 
1047 659 69 1 

92 5~21, 659 69 1 
29 23 24 

954 662 115 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 

(22, 

2 
2 
2 

110 

ALTBRNATlVE 

B 

2 
2 
2 

88 

B(DEP) 1 C 

2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
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Table II-39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

OUTPUTS/EFFEcTs I ALTEXNATIVE 

ECPA) 1 F G H UmT D 

2 2 
2 2 

t 

2 2 

332 288 

RANGE 

Permitted Grazing 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

TIMBER 

AIlowable Sale Quanbtyczo, 
1st Decade 

Allowable Sale Quantity (8~ MMCF 
1st Decade 60 6 
2nd Decade 606 
5th Decade 606 

606 
23 

629 

Reforestation 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Precommen?mllkinnmg 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Lang-Term Sustained Y,eld 
capacity (LTSYC) 

Timber Growth in 6th Decade 
as%LTsYC parclnt 

2 
2 
2 

151 

2 
2 
2 

12 

612 526 232 135 
612 526 232 162 
612 526 232 17 0 

232 
22 

304 

13 5 
14 

149 

612 526 
24 

636 

5,200 4,600 
5,200 4,300 
5,300 4,600 

-l- 2,300 2,000 
2,600 2,200 
3,000 2,100 

2,100 1,200 
2,400 1,200 
2,100 1,300 

1,200 900 
1,000 800 
4.200 600 

725 
I 

59 6 302 184 

109 105 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table IL39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

OUTPDTSiEFFECT?i ALTEBNATIVE 

UNIT NC A B B(DEP) C 

SOIL AND WATER 

Water Yield MAcFt 
Ist Decade 3,153 3,758 3,757 3,160 3,157 
2nd Decade 3,156 3,156 3,756 3,756 3,756 
5th Decade 3,156 3,156 3,757 3,755 3,757 

sediment MCuYd per 
Yr 

1st Decade (Index) 101 ,x3, 16 71 36 71 
2nd Decade 117 15 71 85 69 
5th Decade 48 44 50 44 51 

Impmved Watershed Conditions Acres 
1st Decade 30 30 30 35 30 
2nd Decade 30 30 30 35 30 
5th Decade 30 30 30 35 30 

MINERALS 

Energy Minerals Produced BllbOll 
1st Decade BTUS 0 0 0 0 0 
2nd Decade 0 0 0 0 0 
5th Decade 0 0 0 0 0 

Noneneqy Mmerals MM5 
1st Decade 03 03 03 04 03 
2nd Decade 02 02 02 02 02 
5th Decade 02 02 02 02 02 

Mineral Operation Plans Number 0 0 0 0 

FIRE MANAGEMENT 

Fuel Treatment ACres/yr 
1st Decade ml 3,810 3,810 3,810 3,810 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table IL39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

OIJTPuTs/EFFECTS 

SOIL AND WATER 

Water Yield 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Sediment 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Improved Watershed Conditions 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MINERALS 

Enerw Mmerals Produced 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Nonenergy MmeraIs 
1st Deade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Mineral Operation Plans 

FIRE MANAGEMENT 

Fuel Treatment 
1st Decade 

UNIT D E(PA) F G H 

MAcFt 

MCuYd 
Per Yr 
(Inden) 

Acres 

Bdh0ll 
BTU8 

Number 0 

AcresNr 

3,151 3,151 3,156 3,753 3,152 
3,755 3,155 3,755 3,153 3,153 
3,756 3,156 3,155 3,153 3,152 

66 61 60 32 
59 61 56 27 
46 55 42 19 

25 25 20 20 
25 25 20 20 
25 25 20 20 

0 
0 
0 

03 
02 
02 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

03 03 03 03 02 02 
02 02 02 02 0 15 0 15 
02 02 0 15 0 15 0 15 0 15 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

3,810 3,810 3,810 3,810 2,210 2,210 3,310 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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ALTEBNATNE 
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20 
20 
20 

0 
0 
0 

0 15 
01 

0 
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Table IL39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

Road Construction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

let Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

operational CGsta 
1st Decade 

Market Benefits 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 

5th Decade 06, 221 223 22 4 24 3 

Returns to Government MM&-h 
1st Decade (24, 10 1 800 92 7 119 
2nd Decade (24) 774 926 105 0 88 3 
5th Decade (24, 95 8 1013 817 100 2 

Payments to counties hfM$/Yr 
1st Decade (27, 115 200 232 19 5 
2nd Decade en 194 232 26 3 22 1 
5th Decade rm 240 253 204 250 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternatwe 

E(PA) G H 

-i- 

16 12 
4 3 
0 0 

ROADS 

Road oo~tmction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Dade 

MlbNr 
30 

8 
0 

Road Reconstruction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade I 71 

92 
69 

Roads Suitable for Pubhc Use 
Passenger car 

18t Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

800 
910 
910 

Hi& Clearance Vehicle Only 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

M&E 1 
1,700 
1,590 
1,690 

ECONOMICS 

Operational Costa 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Investment costs MM$Nr 
1st Decade 14 6 
2nd Decade 124 
5th Decade 10 5 

Market Benefits 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MM$Nr 
780 774 667 
905 867 774 

100 3 1003 867 

Nonmarket Benefits 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MMSNr 
174 18 0 17 8 
189 195 193 
224 233 236 

Returns to Government 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MM$Nr 
704 69 9 59 1 
822 784 69 1 
905 906 769 

Payments to countlea 
1st D-de 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MM$Nr 1 

I 176 
206 
226 

63 
98 
65 

50 44 
66 61 
52 48 

800 
900 
900 

800 
880 
880 

800 800 
860 850 
860 850 

1,700 
1,600 
1,100 

1,100 
1,620 
1.120 

1,700 1,100 
1640 1,650 
1740 1,750 

16 3 15 7 
165 16 0 
173 168 

155 
137 
120 

134 
12 1 
10 5 

146 137 

180 174 
195 18 9 
244 229 

+ 

312 147 
366 193 
467 314 

17 5 14 8 
196 173 
226 19 2 

78 37 
91 48 

117 79 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

Human Re2xlurc.e Prqram 
1st Decade 

RESOURCE USE 

Acres 487,962 516,497 516,497 493,226 

Acreages of Available nmber 
Harvest Presoriptions 

commerual Thm AcresNr 2,800 618 38 6 14 
Clear cut ACESNr 9,230 6,278 5,728 6,736 5,796 
Shelterwmd ACESNT 0 0 0 0 0 
Seleetlon cut ACi-SSNT 0 0 0 0 0 

Lands Tentatively Suitable fcr 
nmber Production 

Am?s @a 537,746 537,746 537,746 537,746 

Lands Suitable for Timbw 
Prcducticn 

ACreS 508,034 380,786 403,205 403,205 387,622 

Lands With Timber Yield 
Reductions 

Fell Yield U-r&r) 
50.90% of Full Yxeld 
n7i WIldlIfe) 
l-49% of Full Ywld 
No Yield ?Unregulated”) 

Awes 

405,095 280,948 365,603 365,603 323,842 
102,939 99,838 37,602 37,802 63,780 

0 0 0 0 0 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39A Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative 

EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Human Resource Prcgram 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Area available for Speolfic 
Resource Uses 

Tmber Harvest 
Gmmg 
Mmeral Exploratmn (Lmted 

Re&lct10ns) 

est Prescnptlona 
Cammerclal Tlun 
Clear cut 
Shelterwoad 

Lands Tentatwely Suitable for 
Timber Production 

wi wddhfe) 
1.49% of Full YrAd 
No Y&d Wnregulated”) 

SEEENDOFTASLEFORFOOTNOT’ESANDACRONYMS 
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Table II-39A Cont. Footnotes 

TABLE IL39A FOOTNOTES 
(1) For the reascna why the number of RVDs vanes so httle by alternatwe, see Appendix B ‘“Forest Planmng Mcdel” 

_= (2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
(7) 
CO 

(9) 

Infcmticn on d&loped mcreatlcn ,s unavalable m  the +BP, but a r&onable assump~tlon ls that It would be the 
same as the other alternat~es. 
TheTRPdidnctdLsplaga xvxeatwn prcgran, for the Forest Reasonable ansumpti0n.s an be made about some of the 
catego,w ,,, tI,m table becaw they are l&,&d - of land Thx, category ~8 the general dqersed area of the Forest, 
and It IB not possl%le to &am&e prcbable use 
Infcrmatxcn on SPM areas IS unavailable in the TRP, but smce the -8~ would be the same as m  the other alterna~ws, 
it ls assumed that acres would be the same BS the other alternatives 
Thxs assumes the same management and trad development in the Oregon Dunes NRA madless areas as m  Alternative 
A. 
Thu asaunes the same management and tmd development ,n the Wddernessa as m  Alternatwe A. 
There IS no mfcrmatmn about trals m  the TRP 
The TRP &d not pmvlde lafolmat~cn on ,ndmdual Forest-w,de VQOs, and there 18 no reasonable way to deternune 
them 
Tlus figure from the TRP IS not drectly comparable to vlewshed @wea for other alterna~wes because it m&den some 
acreage of the Mcxhiicatlon VQO ,n fcregmunds, and does not meet the Pz&al Retentxcn VQO xn nuddle8round 

(10) Assumes none cutade the Oregon Dunes NRA 
(11) Areas in Oregon Dunes NRA only 
(12) l&decade WFUDs were estrmated from avalable mformat,cn 
(13) Th,s mfcrmaticn was not included m  the TRP These eatlmates were derwed by wangthe CSHCl wxth the tiber harvest 

s&&le mn-wd m  the TRP and makrng a ser,es of assumptvx,s about loeatwn and tuning of tunber harvest ua 
landtgpe wsscuatlc~. 

(14) The TRP set aside 13,000 acres on an intenm baas for the spotted owl It was assumed m  thu -aa that thaw 
acres would be have&& m the 5th decade because they were included m  the potential yield calcukatuxu 

(15) Due ta lack of data for some factors, an HCI could not be calculated Estimates suggest that, by the end of the 5th 
decade, fewer than 30 pdeated wwdpeckers could be supported and elk habItat capabtity would be greater than needed 
for 2,500 annuls. 

(16) Due to lack of data for some factors, an HCI could not be calculated Estuoates mqgeat that fewer than 40 marten 
cculd be supported by the end of the 5th decade 

(17) WildMe h&tat unpmvements were not documented ,n the TRP 
(18) Thm figure does not rnclude 13,000 acre9 whch the TRl’ set aside on an ltlternn basis for spotted owls See fcotncte 

14 
(19) Banga reacurces were not canadered m  the TRF’ AIR& are assumed to reman the same ae -nt sltuatwn 
(20) Includes bath hardwccd and comfer Table II-9 gwes the relatwe amount ,n each category 
(21) The ASQ and TSPQ for Alternatwe NC are equal to the potenti yxld IU the TRP, plus estimated volume ,n green 

d”w@ matinal 
(22) Thm mfcrmaticn was not cakxdated m  the Txnber RAM model for the TRP 
(23) These figwe are derwed nslng current cal&t,on methods and lnventones In the TRP, the e&mated BmoulltB are 

64 MCuYdh’r m  the 1st decade and 59 MCuYdNr m  the 5th The TRP underestunates the amoullt of sednnent for four 
i-wasons~ 1) the effect~eness of leave areas for preventig accelerated landshdea ,s -wd to be 70% m the TRF’ rather 
then 52% as m  the FEIS, 2) the mventcry of hqh-nsk landtypes used III the TRP was 126,000 acres, but the nulent 
uwentcly of hqh-r,sk landtypes is 220,957 acres. 3) slopes mth a ‘high” nsk of landshde xn low-nsk landtypes were 
not ccns,dered, and 4) sedmwnt fmm dry ravel follcunng contrclled bums IS not estunated m  the TRP 

(24) Ths mformat~con LS not avalable III the TBJ If e&mated unth the same asswnptlons used for Altematwes A thmugh 
H, the result would pmbably be snmlar to B(Dep) m  the 1st decade 

(25) Oe tmbwr benefits were estnnated ,n the TRP These would be 596 mdhon per year XI the 1st decade If e&mated 
w,th the same assumptvms used for Alternatwes A thmugh H, the result would pmbably be snndar to B(Dep) m  the 
1st decade 

(26) The only nonmarket benefit &played m  the TRP was $4 2 nulbon per year of wddhfe-related recreatwn m  the 1st 
decade If analyzed anth the same as-pbons used for Alternatwes A tbmugh H, the result would be smular to 
Altematrve B 

(27) The TRP e&mated payments to ccuntwa generated by harvest of full potential yield would be $24 mdhon per year m  
the 1st decade If e&mated w&h the same assunptlons used for Alternatww A thmugh H, the result would pmbably 
be slrmiar to B(Dep) m  the 1st decade 

(28) NC stratdicatmn of lands tentatrvely -table for tnnber pmductwn was done for the TIG’, and there ,s no reasonable 
way to do that now 

ASQ = Allowable Sale Quant,ty, AUM = Aumal Use Month, BF = board feet. BTU = Bntlsh Thermal Umt, CF = 
c&x feet, CSHCI = &ho Smalt HCI, HCI = habitat capabzhty mddex, M  = thousand, MM = mdhon. NRA = Natvanal 
Reere&onAra,PAOT = PersonsAt OneTune, RVD = RecreatlonViiltorDay,TSPQ = Tnnber SalePmgram Quantity, 
VQO = Vi Quhty ObJectwe. WFUD = Wddbfe and Fish User Day 
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The following part of Table II-39 gives resource outputs, envlmnmental effects, activities, and costs 
for benchmarks See “Development and Use of Benchmarks” earlier in this chapter for the reasons 
why the results for the Timber and PNV benchmarks are more up-to-date aad extensively presented 
-F&salts fmm the older benchmarks are shaded to highlight this &fference. 

Table II-39B. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

r OUTPIllS/EFFRCl.S I BEh’CHMARKS I 

FUXBEATION 

Developed Recreation use w 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Nonwildemww, Dispersed Recre- 
ation Usecu 
Roaded 

lst Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

senUpNN~ve Motarlzed (11 
lst Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Senupnmtm Nonmotormdu, 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Wzlderness Use(,) 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Trail cnnstmctIod 
Reconstruction 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Total Trail System 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Additional Capacity Prom De- 
veloped Site 

1st Decade 
2nd Deade 
5th Decade 

Total Developed Site Capacity 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

UNITI MmrMLlMLEwLI PNV 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table IL39B. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPUTSlBFFRCCS BEh’CHMARKS 1 

RECREATION 

Developed Recreation ueew 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Nonwilderness Dispersed &we- 
atlo” Use <I, 
Roaded 

1st Decade 
zna D-* 
5th Decade 

SenupmtNe Motamed a, 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Sempnnutwe Nonmotamed a) 
l&Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Wddemem Use w 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Trail Constmctioal 
Reoonstruet~on 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Total Trail System 
let Decade 
5th Decade 

Add,tmnal Capacity From De- 
veloped Site 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

rotal Developed site capacity 
let Decade 
5th Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table IL39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPUTS/BFPECTS I 

IUNITI MINIMuML!mELI PNV 

Unroaded Areas Assigned to 
Roaded Management Prescrip- 
tion, But Which Have No Devel- 
opment Activities Planned for 
Next 16 Years 

Acre.9 

Unrnaded Areas Assigned to 
Undeveloped Management Pre- 
scriptions 

Acres 

Wildlife Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

I M  WFUDs 

Fish Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

M  WFUDS 

5th Decade 

Anadromous Fish Habitat Im- 
prcNl?ment 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade I 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPUTH,EFFEcTs I BENCHMARKS I 

Viewshed VQO’a 
Presemtwn, Ret&m, and Partial 
Retention 

Unroaded Areas Assigned to 
Roaded Management Preacrip- 
tion, But Wblch Have No Devel- 
opment Activities Planned for 
Next 15 Years 

Unroaded Areas Assigned to 
Undeveloped Management Pre- 
SwIptmns 

WILDLIFE & FISH 

Wddbfe Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Fash Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Anadromous Fish Commercial 
Harvest 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Anadromous Fish HabItat Im- 
provement 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

@ho Smelt Habitat Capability 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Management lndbator Species 

Bald Eagle 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
ahDecade 

spatted OWLS 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade (mdprnt) 
5th Decade 

Plleated Wccdpeeker 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Elk 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Marten 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Dead and Defbctive Rees 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

UNITI MINIMUMLEVELI PNV 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 

TIMBER 1 DRPARTURB 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPUTSlF,FFECTS BENCHMARKS I 

Coho Smelt Habiatat $apabilltJ 
1st Decade 
2nd Dsade 
5th Decade 

Management Indicator Species 

Bald Eagle 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

spatted owls 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Pleated Woodpecker 
let Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Elk 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Marten 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Dead and Defectwe Trees 
1st Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

I 

UNIT RECREATION NONCADlE FISH 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPUTB/BFFE~ BENCHbfARBS 

WildMe Habitat Improvement 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Existing Old-Growth Stands (4) 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

BANGE 

Permitted crazing 
let Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

TJMBER 

Allowable Sale Quantity 
1st Decade 

Allowable Sale Quantity 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Deeade 

ReforeEtation 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Deead= 

Precommercial Thinning 
1st Deeade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Long-Term Sustained Yield 
capacity (LTSYC) 

Timber Growth aa 90 LTSYC in 
6th Decade 

I 

UNIT MlNlMuMLNEL PNV 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 

TJMBER 1 DBPARWJRB 
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Table IL39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

0uTPuTBlBFFBcfs I BBNC- I 

Wildlife Habitat Improvement 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

F.xisting OId-Grmvth Stands (4) 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

RANGE 

Permitted Grazing 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

TIMBER 

Allowable Sale Quantity 
1st Decade 

Allowable Sale Quantity 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th D-de 

Reforestation 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Precommercial Thnmmg 
1st D-de 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Long-Term Sustained Yield 
Capacity (LTSYC) 

Timber Growth as % LTSYC in 
5th Decade 

RECREATION NON-GAME 1 FISH I 

ACl-3 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table IL39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPU’TS/EPPECTS I BENCHMARKS I 

SOIL AND WATER 

water Yield 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Sediment 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Impraved Watershed Conditions 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MINERALS 

Energp Minerals Produced 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Nonenerg~ Minerals 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

FIRE MANAGEMENT 

Fuel Treatment 
1st Decade 

I 
UNlT MINIMuMLEvEL PNV 

BdhXl 
BTU8 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

I OuTpUTS,BFFRCTS I BENCHMARKS I 

I IIJNITI RECREATION I NON-GAME I FISH I 

Water Yield 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MAcFT 

Sedmtent 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Improved Watershed Conditions 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Acres 

MINERALS 

Nonenergg ~merak 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MM$ 

lVRE MANAGEMENT 

Fuel Treatment 
1st Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPWlWRFFECf’S I BRNCB?dARiW 

ROADS 

Road Construction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Raad RecanstmctkJn 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Roads Suitable for Public Use 
Passenger cars 

1st Decade 
2nd Dee& 
5th Decade 

Hi& Clearance Vehicle Only 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

ECONOMICS 

operanonal costs 
1st D-de 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Investment Costa 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Market Benefits 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Nonmarket Benefits 
1st Decade 
2nd Deeade 
5th Decade 

Returns to Government 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Payment to Counties 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPU’WEFFECTS BEZNCHMARKS 

ROADS 

Road Construction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

I&ad Reconstruction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Roads Suitable for Public Use 
Pa9senger Cal-a 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

High Clearance Vehicle Only 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

ECONOMICS 

operational Costs 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Investment costs 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Market Benefits 
1st Decade 
2nd D-de 
5th Decade 

Nonmarket Benefits 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Returns to Government 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Payment to Counties 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-39B Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPUlWEFFECTS I BENCHMARKS I 

EMPLOYMENT 
OPPOR-s 

Humaa Resource Program 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Changes in Jobs 
1st Decade 

Change4 in Income 
1st Decade 

RESOURCE USE 

Area avaIlable for Specifx 
Resource Uses 

Tdxr Halest 
GraZblg 
Mineral Explor&ion amlted 

R&llCtiOnS) 

Acreages of Available Tnnber 
Harvest Prescriptions 

commmlal Thm 
Clear cut 
Shelterwood 
se1edlon cut 

Lands Tentatively Suitable for 
nmber Prc.duCtloll 

Lands Suitable for Timber 
Production 

Land With Timber Yield Reduc- 
tions 

Full Yield (Tnnber) 
50.90% of Full Yzeld (Visual - 

Wrldlife) 
1.49%OfFuuYleld 

Table IL39B Footnotes 

I 

UNIT MINIMUMLEVEL PNV 

Acres 
Acres 
Acres 

363,000 
36,000 

(1) For the reasons why the number of RVDs vary bttle by altematm, see Chapter lV “Envuonmental Consequences of 
the Akemtwes on Recreatmn” and Appendu B ‘Torest PImung Model” 

(2) Recreatm, W,ldemess and amal nxwurce outputs and effects wele not analyzed 
(3) See Appmdrx B IV Analyms Pnor to the Development of Altematwes” far an explanatwn of why the recreatmn outputs 

m  the Recreaton Benchmark do not always exceed those III the altemtwes 
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Table II-39 Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Benchmark 

OUTPUTWEFFEClS I BlXWXlMAFULS I 

EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTCNITIJZS 

Human Resource Program 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Changes in Jobs 
1st Decade 

Changes in Income 
1st Decade 

RESOURCE USE 

Area available for Specific 
Resource Uses 

Tlmher Harvest 
Grazing 
Mmeral Exploratmn (Lmutd 

RSt~CtIOnS) 

Acreages of Av.%lable Tmber 
Harvest Preacnptmna 

Commerelai Thm 
Clear cut 
Shelterwood 
Sek?ctlon cut 

Lands Tentatively Sutable for 
Tbnber Produotmn 

Lands Suitable for Tnnber 
Production 

Land with mmber Y~ld Ileduc- 
tions 

Full Y&d (Tmber) 
50.90% of FulI Ys4d (Vsua, - 

w&3&) 
1 _ 49% of Full Y,e,d 

Table II-39B Fcotnotes 

(4) Includes stands and trees 

ASQ = Allowable Sale Quantky, AUM = Ammai Use Month, BF = board feet, BTU = Bntlsh Thermal Umt, CF = 
cubx feet, CSHCI = Coho Smelt HCI, HCI = babkat capab&ty mddex, M  = thousand, MM = nulbon, NRA = Natmnai 
Rematmn Area, PAOT = Persons At One Tme, RVD = Reereatmn V&or Day, TSPQ = Tmber Sale Program Qua&ty, 
VQO = Vwud Quahty Ob@me, WFUD = Wddbfe and F,sh User Day 
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Table II-40 includes those outputs, effects, activities, and cc&s which are qualitative and which cannot 
(or should not) be quantified. It is separated from the quantitatwe information in Table II-39 because 
qualitative information requres more space to present in tabular form 

Table II-40. Qualitative Resource Outputs and Environmental Effects 

7isuai Character Of 
he Forest 

:hanges in Recreation- 
II Use Patterns 

Lcceaslbilitp for Explo- 
atlon of Mineralized 
ireas 

Fue.lwood for 
Domestic Use 

Small Hydroelectric 
Sites 

Conservatmn, 
In-Agency 

II- 152 

T 
SameasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SameesA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

A 

&lost of the For& 
would appear to be 
hwdy altered, a 
patchwork of tnn- 
her stands of d&r- 
ent heights 

Road network 
would pmnde good 
access for mlnemi 
exp1orat*on 

Extensive madnxg 
would encourage 
development of 
s,tes as demand 
oecum 

ALTERNATIVE 

B 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SemlpNlutlve non- 
motorned capacity 
wouid Llvzeme 
sbghtiy 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SmeasA 

SameasA 

SamanA 

B(DEP) 

SameasA 

SameasB 

SameasA 

SameadA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

San,easA 

SIUSLAW NATIONAL FOREST - FEIS 

C 

SameasA 

SaxmesA 

SPNM capacity 
would about double, 
elk huntmg would 
become more eom- 
man 

SameasA 

SemeesA 

Development HIS- 
couraged ln the 
moderate amount of 
undeveloped landa 

SmeasA 

SameasA 



Table II-40. Qualitative Resource Outputs and Environmental Effects 

D 

SameasA 

SameasA 

EPA) 

Much of the Forest 
would appear to be 
heavily altered 

sameasc 

SmeaeA 

Accesabtity, quakty, 
and quant,ty of 
firewoad would be 
moderate 

sameasc 

SameasA 

SameasD 

ALTERNATIVE 

F 

SameasE 

SameasE 

SPNM capmty 
tnp1es 

SameasE 

sameasc 

G 

OnIy about one half 
of the Forest would 
appear to be hemly 
altered 

SameasF 

Accsss,btity, quahty, 
and quantxty of 
fmwood would be 
relatwe1y poor 

smeasc 

SmeasF 

SameasF 

H 

SameasG 

OnIy abuut one thrd 
of the Forest would 
appear to be hemly 
altered 

SPNM capmty 
tnpks, fielmg coin- 
mon, less dispersed 
roaded use 

sameasc 
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Table II-40 Cont. Qualitative Resource Outputs and Environmental Effects 
r 

I 
I 

ALTFXNATIVE 

NC A B INDEW c 

Changes In Employ- 
ment opportun. 
ities SameasA Employment oppor- Same as A Emplqment oppor- Same as A 

tusutles iassoelati tmitlw assouati 
mth Forest outputs mth Forest outputs 
would mawnse would ma-ease II, 
above current the 1st decade 
levels, sqmally m  above current 
the lumber and levels, e27peclally ln 
wood pmduas the lumber and 
mdwtnes wocd prcducta 

mdustnes, howev- 
er, the mcreases 
would be tempamy 

Changes in Lifestyles Same as A In ad&tam to more SameasA SameasA SameasA 
job opportwut~es, 
there would also be 
more appmtwuties 
for elk huntmg, 
fishmg and reem- 
atmn ammated 
mthmads Onthe 
other band, there 
would be fewer 
oppo*unlt*es for 
VIewIng natural 
landscapes and 
some wllme 
spews, and for 
rematuq m  unde- 
vel0p.d amas 

comluulli~ organi- 
zation Same as B(Dep) The changes that SameasA The amaunt of con- Same as A 

would result are 5ct wlthm COmm”- 
slrmlar to those nhes would UP 
COmmuNtl~ have crease as the level 
experrenced m  the of tmLw harvest 
lasttenyeam from the Forest 

lncreasee 

Forest Land SameasA No change UI Forest Same as A SameasA SameasA 
land 
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Table II-40 Cont. Qualitative R.esource Outputs and Environmental Effects 

ALTEBNATlVE 

D ECPA) F G H 

1ameasA SameasA In ad&tlon to stable There would be more Same ae G 
employment opportu- OpportuNtl~ for 
n&es, them would vlewmg mine WIldlIfe 
be more oppo*unl- spemes, and recreat- 
tcea for f-hmg and mg III undeveloped 
reereat1on assaelated areas In ad&t,on to 
unth ma& On the fewer employment 
other hand there 0ppurtuInt,es, the* 
would be fewer ap- would be fewer 
pxtundes for elk oppartunlt,es for elk 
huntmg, vlewng huntmg and firewx.3 
natural IandBca~, gathenng 
and rweatlng ,n 
undeveloped areas 

klleasA SameasA SameasA SameasA The ammt of contllct 
wlthln c0mmulut1ea 
would krease as the 
leveloftunber- 
from the Forest 
decreases 

SameasA SameasA SameesA SameasA 
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Table II-40 Cont. Qualitative Resource Outputs and Environmental Effects 

‘Iood Plain8 

Populations and (2, 
Distributions 

HabItat for most SameesA SmeasA SameasA 
Species lnaulhed 
at l&R levels 

Diversity of Habitats m  Dwemty mdex for SameasA Se.measA SameasA 
habItata (not 
apexes) would be 
s& for alI 
ahematwes 

Vild and Scenic River SamewsA Charactemtm SameasA SameasA SameasA 
Xassification Potential protected along 

Neshxca, Alsea, 
S~ISLW, N Fk 
Smth, and Umpqua 
rmelg and Wassen 
and Dnft (SdetJ 
creeks CharaC- 
tens&s not pro- 
tected along Lttttle 
Nestucca and Three 
Rlvem 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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Table II-40 Cont. Qualitative Resource Outputs and Environmental Effects 

ALTERNATNE 

SmeasA SameasA 3PUU.3%7A 

3ameasA Elk HCI would 
R- the same 

hE,C 

‘opdatms would be 
dgh and bab,tatz 
veil dx,tnbutsd 

awest of au alterm- 
ws by the 15th 
lkcade 

SEEENDOFTABLEFORFOOTNOTES 
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Table II-40 Cont. Qualitative Resource Outputs and Environmental Effects 

r 
%il Bights, Including 
kfinorities and Women 

NC 

Historic and Cultural 
Resourcea 

Research Values 

) Elk habItat estmtea 

nigh potential 
formpact No 
a*te impacted 
mthout SHF’O 

Land Use Changes: 

Prime Farmlands 

Rangelauds 

SameaeA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

A 

Moqob oppmtum 
ties, not only with 
the Forest Semce 
and through Forest 
selvlce contracts, 
but also m 1~4 
mdustnes 

Same as NC 

opportunl~ for 
mearchdeabng 
mth nahval sys- 
terns would I.,- 
the same 

No change m farm- 
land 

Au altemt1ves 
would pmvlde very 
low levels of range- 
land, no s,grufican 
dBerence between 
alteraat1ves 

&her altematwea 

ALTERNATIVE 

B 

SameasA 

Same as NC 

0ppomuut1es for 
wearchdealrng 
wth natural sys- 
tems would be 
redlxed 

SameasA 

SemeasA 

BWW 

kmeasA 

ime as NC 

IameasA 

:meesA 

C 

SameasA 

Same as NC 

SameasB 

SameasA 

SameasA 

(2) Early successional bab,tats for nongame spaes wll be mmased Late mccesmonal babkata WIU be mamtamed Ncmfor&ed 
habItata WIII re- the same 
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Table II-40 Cont. Qualitative Resource Outputs and Environmental Effects 

ALTERNATIVE 

D E(PA) F G H 

Shghtly more ,ob SmeasD SameasD SameasF SameasF 
opportwutm with 
the Forest Semce, 
with Foregt Service 
eontmcts, and wth 
local mdustnes 

Mcderate potential SameasD SameasD Law patentlal for SameasG 
for mpact No ate unpact No sxte 
mpact wthout mpact without 
SHPO concurrence smo con-nce 

SameasA SameasH SameasA 0pportumt,ea for opprtulutle5 for 
research deahng research dealq mth 
wth natural systems m-systems 
wouldbenextto would be 88 lngh as 
highest of the alter- any of the altematwes 
natwe 

iameasA SameasA 

bmeasA SmeasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

SameasA 

(3) A dmermty mdex was not calculated d-g the development of Altemtwe NC 
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ECONOMIC VALUES 

-- Diiferemes in Economic Values Among Alternatives 

An objective of the forest planning pmwss is to provide information that helps determine which 
alternative pmvides the mix of outputs and effects that best responds to the issues, mucems and 
opportunities (ICOs) and thereby maximizea the net public benefit (NPB) of managing the Forest. 
NPB is the overall value to the nation of all outputs and positive effects (benefits) less all the associated 
Forest Service inputs and negative effects (costs), not all, of whxh, can be quaut&d. Therefore, the 
alternative which maximizes NPB 16 identified somewhat subjectively in the process of determining 
the alternative which best responds to ICOs while maximizing PNV. 

Economic consequences of the alteruatnw are one component or a partial measure of NPB. This 
section discwzs economic cousequsuces of altematwes from two aspects. Fast, overall economic 
potentials of alternatives are d&cussed in terms of present net value (PNVJ, discounted costs and 
discounted benefits Then, more immediate monetary concerns am discussed in terms of annual costs, 
receipts, noncash benefits and cash flow. In the next section, economic consequences are. discussed in 
a more incremental fashon Some economic consequences are &splayed m the lest part of Table II-39 
The process used to analyze economic consequences ls outlined m Appendix B, “Cost Efiiiclency and 
Net Public Benefits”. Finally, effects of the alternatives ou local communities are 111 Chapter Iv 

Economic consequences are based on three key assumptions: 

1. Pmjected output levels accurately predict amounts of resources which will actually he consumed 
For example, recreational use wdl actually equal e&mates of recreational use and timber harvest 
wll equal allowable sale quantity (ASQ). 

2 Prices ass~gued to resources are au accurate e&mate of future resource values. For example, 
average price of timber which will be harvested ou the Forest will equal the average price psid 
between 1977 and 1983 growing at a compound rate of 1% per year 

3. Forest budget levels will be adequate to allow planned management activities. 

Present Net Value 

The PNV of Alternatives A through H 1s displayed in Ftgure II-7 PNV for these alternatives would 
range fmm $2 3 bdhon for Alternative B(Dep) to $0 8 billion for Alteruatwz H. For Alternatives A 
thmugh H, PNV IS the sum of market and nonmarket priced benefits, less all management costs, 
discounted to the present at a 4% interest rate Analysis includes benefits and costs ou the Forest as if 
alternatives were to continue for 150 years, even though the period covered by the Forest Plan will be 
10 to 15 years. Because required information coucermng non-tlmber benefits and costs was not pmvlded 
by the 1979 Timber Resource Plan, a comparable PNV could not be calculated for AlternatIve NC If 
It had been possible to calculate PNV for Alteruatwe NC v&h the same essumptious as Alternatives A 
through H, PNV of Alternative NC would be among the largest because of its large timber harvest 
potential. 
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Alternative 

FIGURE II-7. PRESENT NET VALUE 

Table II-41 displays mcremental changes in PNV, benefits and costs among alternatives, discounted 
at 4% for 150 years Information on the Departure Benchmark developed for the Analysis of the 
Management Situation (USDA Forest Serwce 1985b) is included as a reference point for the theoretical 
maximum PNV of Forest resource The difference between the PNV of the Departure Benchmark 
and the alternative with the highest PNV, Alternative B(Dep), 1s due to constraints mcluded m  the 
FORPLAN model to make it feasible to implement alternatives 

PNV of alternatives would vary ulth amounts of timber harvest m  the 1st decade. Amounts of timber 
harvested in the 1st decade result from obJectives of the alternatwe which affect: 1) size of the suitable 
timber land base, 2) objectwe of the timber program (whether to maximize PNV or volume) and 3) 
harvest flow objectives Alternatwes with less timber harvest would be less expemave to implement 
primarily because of fewer reforestatmn and road costs However, savings fmm a smaller timber and 
mad program would be more than offset by lower receipts from timber sales 
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ECONOMIC VALUES 

Table D-41. Differences in Economic Efficiency Criteria 

NC (No Change) 

Departure Bench- 
mark(z) 

B(Dep) BPA 

B 

C 

A (No Action) 

D 

E(PA1 

F 

G 

H 

Present Net Value DL9counted costs 

TOtd 

2,362 169 3,131 

-21 24 
2,341 

2,245 

2,192 

2,065 

2,049 

-96 4 

-53 23 

-121 -58 

-16 -28 

-18 22 
2,031 

1,800 

1,112 

101 

-231 

793 

191 

820 

162 

134 

156 

104 

582 

414 

-52 

-688 

-325 

-122 

-82 

3,134 

3,042 

3,013 

2,826 

2,183 

2,181 

2,504 

1,694 

1,260 

Change TOtd 

(1, 

CbIlg.3 

3 

-92 

-29 

-43 

-181 

4 

-283 

-810 

-434 

(1) Comparable v&w are not ava&ble for Altemt,ve NC 
(2) Deparhm Benchmark developed dunng the AMS adjusted to be eonsmtent wxth altmmatma 

Variation in timber program actmity among alternatives accounts for most variation in costs, benefits 
and PNV (Figures II-8 and II-9 and Table B-42) Because Alternative NC has a large timber harvest, 
it would be expected to have high discounted costs and benefits Alternatwe NC’s PNV would be less 
than pmportional to the timber harvest, however, because its objective to maximize timber yield would 
produce timber beyond economically efficient levels Other programs on the Forest do not cost as much 
nor do they contribute as many priced benefits as the trmber program In addition, variations in benefits 
and costs of these programs are relatively minor 

For the ttmber program, discounted benefits would more than compensate for increases in discounted 
costs among alternatives. Other programs, such as recreation, involve changes in quality of recreational 
experiences which are not all captured m dollar values assigned to recreational use Thus dollar benefit 
values for recreation, fish and wildlife do not always compensate for additional costs and ranking by 
costs and benefits does not follow rankmg by PNV. Alternatwe C and E(PA) would not be in the same 
location if ranking were based on discounted costs. Alternative C makes the largest investments in 
wddlife habitat improvements Alternative E(PA) makes the largest investments in recma tional facilities 
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ECONOMIC VALUES 

3606 $ M~llmn 

3000 

2500 

2000 

1500 

1000 

500 

0 

= Ret and Wderness 

E(PA 

Alternatwe 

FIGURE II-S. DISCOUNTED BENEFITS BY MAJOR RESOURCE GROUP 

1000 

800 
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400 

200 
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A B B(Bep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Alternatwe 

FIGURE II-9. DISCOUNTED COSTS BY MAJOR RESOURCE GROUP 
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ECONOMIC VALUES 

Discounted benefits would range from $3 1 bdhon for Alternative B(Dep) to $1.3 biion for Alternative 
H. Discounted costs would range from $0.8 biion for Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, and E(PA) to $0 5 
billion for Alternative H. Benefits (discounted at 4% for 150 years) would exceed discounted costa of 
all resource groups displayed in Table II-42 except for the “Other” category. The “Other” category would 
have a negative net value because these programs (primarily general administratmn and Job Corps) 
have few benefits which have been assigned dollar valuea. 

Table II-42 Present Net Value, Discounted Benefits, and Discounted Costs by Resource 

ALTERNA’IWE, Ranked in Order of Decreasing PNV 

Present Net Value 

Wddbfe and Fish 

(1) Compansans of benefits and costs displayed for m&vmal mscwr.x outputs mdd,cz&. general relatlonahi~ between alternatwee, 
but they may be rmeleadrng because many outputs of mult,ple w management have comnwn cost9 of pxductmn that cannot be 
attrtbuted to indmdu.4 mourcea 

(2) Rece~pta from mineral leases and speml uses 
(3) Przrmmdy mad eonstructmn, reconstmct,o,,, and -tmm,,ce related to tmber mangement 
(4) Prmmly Job Corps and general adnmwtratmn 

In all alternatives except Alternatwss G and H, timber mcelpts would contnbute about three-fourths 
of dmzounted benefits and ttmber and mad costs would account for 60% of discounted costs Timber 
receipts would contribute 56% of discounted benefits in Alternative G and 42% in Alternative H. Timber 
and road costs would account for 44% of discounted costs in AlternatIve G and 42% m Alternative H 

The recreation, wildlife and fish programs would contnbute smaller, but significant positive economic 
value in all alternatives Costs of the recreation and wilderness management programs would mcrease 
with amount of land managed for undeveloped areas and Specnxl Interest Areas and investment m 
recreational facihties In all alternatives recreational capacity above demand levels is not valued. Benefits 
for wiklhfe and f=h would vary primardy with levels of elk habitat and riparian protection, respectively. 
Costs for wildlife and fsh vary primardy from investment in haixtat improvement 

Economic benefits and costs discussed here do not include possible future mineral and energy 
development These values are highly speculative because of the low potential for significant development 
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on the Forest Economic consequences of such unhkely developments would probably not vary 
significantly between alternatwes (see “Management of Other Forest Programs” in this chapter). 

Cash Flows: Budget and Receipts 

This section applies to all alternatives except NC Comparable estimates of budget and receipts are 
not available for Alternatwe NC 

Net cash flows, costs, receipts and noncash benefits for the 1st and 5th decades are displayed by alternative 
in Table II-43 Net cash flow IS the difference between annual receipts of an alternative and budget 
(costs) required to implement that alternative Receipts are only those priced benefits for which the 
Forest mll actually receive payment They do not mclude noncash benefits Noncash benefits are those 
such as hiking and iishmg to whxh a dollar value can be assigned, but for which there is no fee or the 
full value is not collected 

In Table H-43, there is no mformation for Alternative NC which is comparable to that for other 
alternatives, because the TRP only dealt with receipts and costs of the timber program. However, 
Alternative NC would probably be second only to Alternative B (Dep) in terms of net cash flow m the 
1st decade and would have the highest net cash flows in the 2nd to 5th decades 

The base value of $20 million displayed m Fqure II-10 for net cash flow represents the difference 
between average receipts of $47 million collected m Fwcal Years 1979 through 1988 and average 
expenditures of $27 mdhon in Fwal Years 1979 through 1988 Net cash flow in the 1st decade would 
range from $59 mdhon for Alternative B(Dep) to $-4 mdlion for Alternative H Net receipts for most 
alternatives are pru~ect.e-3 to be significantly higher than this base in the 1st decade, primardy for two 
reasons: 

1. 

2. 

In all alternatives, timber prices m the 1st decade are projected to be higher than the average 
price paid for timber harvested between 1979 and 1988 

Timber harvest in all alternatives except F, G, and His expected to exceed the average harvested 
between 1979 and 1988 

Net cash flows in the 5th decade are projected to be higher than in the 1st decade for all alternatives 
except B(Dep) because of changes in we of the timber program, mcreases in price of timber, and 
completion of the road system Like pmjectmns for the 1st decade, pmjections for net cash flows in 
the 5th decade are depend&t on pnce of timber being higher and amount of timber harvested bemg 
equal to ASQ. 
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-Table II-43. Net Cash Flows, Costs. %ceipts, and Noncash Benefits 

ALTEBNATlW Banked hy Decreasing Net Cash Flows 

MM 1982 Dollara BKh?p) B C D E(PA) A F G H NC 

1sT DECADE 

Net Cash Flows 594 478 452 39 6 33 1 

COst9Cl, 333 323 327 305 316 

Receipts 927 800 179 704 699 

I Noncash Ben&its Noncash Ben&its I I 2531 2321 2531 2321 2611 2511 255 

STH DECADE 

Net Cash Flows 525 695 65 1 62 9 613 

cc.¶ta (1) 293 31.6 35.1 276 292 

-1pts 811 1013 100 1 905 906 

Noncash Benefits 32 1 321 341 32 2 33 1 

25 5 

63 0 

27 9 

958 

325 

255 255 1 

496 

273 

769 

334 

256 

24 0 

227 

467 

342 

25.1 

124 

19.0 

31.4 

327 

NIA NIA 

N/A N/A 

NIA NIA 

N/A N/A 

N/A N/A 

(1) Costs are finanaced with federal budget appmpnatwm, timber pmhaser mad crezhts, and &x&atvm funds Coats do not 
mclude dstnbution of recexpts to comt,ea 

6. $ Mlllmn/Year (1982) 

60 

-201 ’ I I I 1 I I 
A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Alternatws 

- 1st Decade 5th Decade 

Comparable data not avahble for Alternatwe NC 

FIGURE II-IO. ANNUAL NET CASH FLOW 

Because timber receipts and costs dominate cash flows, ranking of alternatives by cash flows ls simdar 
to ranking by PNV. The exception ls Alternative A which has lower net cash flows primarily because 
of higher reforest&on costs. Alternative A’s objective of maximizing timber yield leads to cowemma 
of m&d hardwoxl stands to higher yielding conifer plantations in the 1st decade. 
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Average annual benefits for the 1st and 5th decades are displayed by alternative in Table II-39 for 
two categories: market and nonmarket Market resources m&de tlmbsr, commercud f%h and fur 
animals, hveatock forage, campgrounds, minerals and special uses Benefits for market reaoumss mclude 
actual receipts plus additional asslgnad values for commercial f=h and fur animals, livestock forage 
and campgrounds Nonmarket resource benefits are values assigned to dispersed, wdderness, and 
wildhfe- and fEh-ralatad recreatmn. The purpose of assigning values IS to reflect full economic value 
even though none or part of that value IS actually coll&ed under current laws and pohcies Market 
resources account for between 65% and 85% of the benefits of altarnatwes 

Average annual benefits for the 1st and 5th decades are &splayed by altarnatwe m Figure II-11 and 
Table II-43 for two other categoxxs. receipts and noncash benefits Receipts are pnmanly payments 
for timber sales, but also include $464,000 for grazing, campgrounds, mmerals and spewal uses Noncash 
benefits mclude values assigned to general rscreatton, recreation associated with wldlife and fwh 
habitat, and commercial harvest of wildlife and fmh. These noncash prices reflect value of the resource 
above fees that ussn actually pay 

Receipts would exceed noncash benefits for all alternatwes In the 1st decade, racelpts would range 
from $92 million for Altarnatwe B(Dep) to $15 million for Alternative H Receipts for most alternatives 
would be h&w than the 1979-1988 average of $47 milhon. Noncash benefits would be $25 _ $26 
million for all alternatwes Noncash benefits would not differ very much among must alternatwes 
because recreational use is not expected to differ significantly 

Receipts and noncash benefits are expected to increase by the 5th decade in all alternatives except 
B(Dep) which has less receipts in the 5th decade because of less timber harvest 

160 

60 

Mlllmn/Year (1982) 

A B B(Bep) C 
Alterlatlve 

E(PA) F G H 

Receipts 0 Non-Cash Benefits 

Comparable data not avalable for NC 
Left bar 1s 1st decade, right bar 1s 5th decade 

FIGURE II-11. ANNUAL RECEIPTS AND NONCASH BENEFITS 

Casts mquimd to operate the Forest under the alternatives are diiplayad for the 1st and 5th decades 
m Table II-43 and Figure II-12. Costs ara also displayed in Table II-39 in two categories capital 
investment, and operatmn and mamtenance On the Forest, capital investments consist mainly of 
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_=. road construction and reforestation. Operation and maintenance costs include recreation management, 
timber sale preparation and administration, mad maintenance, Job Corps and general administration. 
Most variation of costs between alternatives would bs due to differences in capital investment costs. A 
portion of the costs, $7 9 mdlion, is included in all alternatives for all decades. Must of these cc&s are 
for Job Corps and general administration. 

FIGURE H-12. 

A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G B 

Alternatwe 
- 1st Decade 5th Decade 

Comparable data not avmlable for Alternatwe NC 

ANNUAL COSTS 

In the 1st decade, annual costs would range from $33 million for Alternative B(Dep) to $19 mllhon 
for Alternative H. Annual costs would be higher than the 1979-1988 average of $27 million in all 
alternatives except G and H. Costs for most alternatives are expected to decrease after the mad system 
is completed The system would be completed in the 2nd decade m all alternatives. However, costs of 
other activities (1 e , recreation management, wildlife habitat improvement, as well as parts of the 
timber program) are expected to increase 

Major Tradeoffs Among Alternatives 

This section summanses relationships among econmmc and community effects lscussed in thls chapter 
and responses of alternatives to ICOs discussed m Chapter I and Appendix A. The purpose is to highlight 
major tradeoffs or differences among alternatives Complete discussions of differences are found in 
previous sections of this chapter and m Chapter IV. 

To provide a framework for assessing these tradwffs, long-term national, regmnal, and local resuume 
demands or needs ars briefly summarized (more detail is provided in Chapter III). Also, selected economic 
values and indicators of responsiveness to major ICOs am displayed in Table II-44 Finally, differences 
and similarities among indwidual alternatives are summarized 

Comparison of tradeoffs among alternatives must consider the entire array of nonpriced benefits, 
relatnmships between priced and nonpriced benetits, and qualitative nonpriced benefits relative to 
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PNV Comparison of alternatives unthin this framework forms an indmtor of the NPB associated 
wth each alternative 

Table II-44. F&xponsiveness of Alternatives to Issues and Concerns 

1st decade 
5th decade 

1st decade 

Total Ama 
Ratatmn length 

60 70 6OYeam 

wth stands m 5th 

bItat 
5th decade 

am m 1st decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table II-44 Cont. Rmponsiveness of Alternatives to Issues & Concerns 

ALTERNATIVE, Ranked by Decrasing PNV 

! ! countws,lst Decade countws,lst Decade 

I I Inmule Employment Inmule Employment iWM$Nr M iWM$Nr M 
JObSNI JObSNI 

us, 13 us, 13 113 230 113 230 102 206 102 206 199 99 199 99 167 94 187 94 183 92 183 92 188 93 188 93 166 34 166 34 110 59 110 59 43 75 43 75 

(I) The bSh tan&r output m Altematwe NC would peld a luSh PNV If analyzed mth the same ammptu,m as Altematna A-H 
(2) Net cash flow could be eatmated fmn the TRP for the tmber program only ‘lks would be 553 nullnon per year m the 1st decade 

If analyzed mth the same asamptmm, Altematwe NC would probably be between Altermtwea B(Dep) and B m the 1st decade, 
and would be the lughest of all altematwes in the 5th decade 

(3) Unavailable The TBP &d not eatmate benefits for any resume other than tmbzr, however, non-cash benefiti would probably be 
sxrdar to other altematwa whxh emphasue timber 

(4) Thm la the potentml ymld for the TRP For a dxscumon of the d,fference between potential peld and ASQ, see “Management of 
Tlmk~~ m th3 chapter. 

(5) See “Management of Ektmg Old Gmwth” m thm chapter 
(6) 111,200 cubic yards would be expected If -nt mcdelmg teclmques and land base were used The TRP e&mat& 64,000 cuble 

yds see chapter Iv 
(7) Numerical ratmg 18 based on results of HCI models Such models were not developed for Altematwe NC, and HCIs were eatrmated 

fmm ammpt1oa4 in the TRP. 
(8) SOHAs were not developed for Alternative NC, and the number of sltes ldentuied for lntenm management was not awlable m the 

TRP 
(9) SPNM LP senupnmtm nomotorized recreatmn The e&mate for Altemtwe NC amumea the same management of roadless areas 

m the Oregon Dunes NFL4 and same level of tral development n, Wfldemesses and NRA madless areas as m Altematrve A. 
(10) Unavalable Thw column shows what percentage of total acreage of mually senatwe vlewaheds on the Forest IS ansl~ned a VQO of 

~reservatm, mtentwq or parhal retentmn. The TRP mcludes acreage of letentmn, p&ml r&s&on, and foregmUna mc&Gcatmn, 
but not mddlegmund modaicatmn Thw m- total acreage of mually sens,tive newsheds IS unknown for Alternatwe NC Therefore, 
there ls no way ta detemune al.3 pxcmta~ 

(11) Thw assumes the same level of tml development as m Altenmtwe A 
(12) Tlus figune ~4 tram the TRP. but It LS not the full ac~age m these areas smce son118 acre8 were included m the general nonforest or 

meadow category rather than here 
(13) A comparable &we 18 not avalable for NC If e&mated mth the same assumptmm, ,t would probably be between B and B(Dep) 

CF = cubx feet, CY = cubic yard. HCI = HabItat Capabtity Index, M = thousand, M = mlbon, ODNBA = Oregon Dunes NFL%, 
SOHA - Spatted Owl Habrtat Area 
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National Regional and Local Overview 

The 1985 RPA Assessment concluded that demand (see Table II-1 and “Benchmark Analysis” in thii 
chapter for more quantitative e&mates of demand) for most Forest outputs is likely to rise rapidly in 
the future and that supplies will increase but at a much slower rate In addition, there will bs continued 
pressure to protect and enhance the quahty of the envlmnment. Some findings of the RPA program 
are (USDA Forest Seance 1934d): 

1 By 2030, timber consumption in the U S is expected to increase 34% fmm levels in the late 
19’70s due to mcreases in population, and economic activity Demand unll bs about 87 MMCF/year. 

2 Demand for habitat for salmon, steelhead, waterfowl and species dependent on mature timber, 
wetland, and nparlan areas will increase on public lands as habitat is lost on private lands In 
addition, the federal list of T&E and sensitive spews will mcrease. 

3. Projections based on expected changes in population, personal mcome, geographic distnbution, 
age structure, and work schedules indwate contmued mcrease m outdoor recreation (demand 
for about 2,400 MRVDs on the Forest by 2030) Recreatmnal use of vnlderaess will also continue 
to gmw (demand for about 15 MVRDs by 2030) 

4. Demands for nonconsumptwe uses of water related to wildlife and fish habitat, hydroelectric 
development, recreation, and maintenance of wetlands will increase Demand to maintain or 
improve water quality to allow for a greater variety of uses is expected. 

While demand for commercial products (timber and fish) 1s generally national, demand for other outputs 
such as recreation IS regional and local Most social and economic impacts of maaagmg the Forest are 
in an eight-county area m western Oregon The area mcludes two dlstmct components of the Oregon 
economy: 1) the coastal area which is economically dependent on tourism, fresh and pmcessed seafood, 
sport fishmg, and forest products, and 2) the Willamette Vslley where most of Oregon’s population 
and industries are concentrated Populatmn growth, economic dwemificatmn, and changing social 
values and hfestyles affect kinds of uses and management of the Forest (USDA Forest Service 1934a, 
pp: 2-5) These changes include. 

1 Increased residentml use of land adjacent to the Forest with increased pressure to manage adjacent 
or visible Forest land to emphasize amenities instead of commcdltws 

2. An increased concern with envnunmental issues on a daily, local basis, and more conflicts between 
adjacent residents and Forest activities such as burmng and timber harvest 

3. A preference for forest land amenities, such as unregulated, unstructured recreation, even when 
m conflict vvlth economic growth 

4 Increased use of Forest resources for personal goods (e g., firewwd, fish and game, other food 
and building matermls) 

5. A growing demand for marketable Forest goods for construction and domestic use, a trend 
intensified by increasing demand for these natural pmducte. 

Economic Values and Responses to Major Issues, Concerns, and Opportunities 

Altematwes differ becauss each responds differently to the ICOs identified for this Forest, especially 
the first 15 issues identified m Chapter I and Appendix A This section discusses many quantifiable 
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indwators of those responses. It also discusses indicators of central concern to the nation as 8 whole, 
ss owner of this Fox& FEIS, Chapter I and Appendix A fully discuss ICOs and their mdicatom 

In Table U-44, key quantitative indicators are used to illustrate degree of responsiveness of each 
alternative to ICOs, and tradeoffs between resources. Alternatives are listed in descending order of 
PNV, which more directly illustrates resource and economic tradeoffs. The fir& five indicators respond 
to the national conceru that this Forest is managed in a financially prudent manner while quality of 
the physical environment is protected and enhanced. Indicators of economic consequences am: economic 
efficleucy (measured by PNV), net cash flow in the 1st and 5th decades, and noncash benefits in the 
1st and 5th decades Other displays in Chapter II and discussions in Chapter Naud Appendix E (Mapleton 
District) pmvide more detailed information about specific effects and tradeoffs. See Table II-1 in this 
chapter for present conditions 

Measures of envimnmental effects often cannot be compared among alternatives because them are no 
comparable numbem available for Alternative NC. However, some o!wemations can be made about 
the relative responsiveness of Alternative NC to ICOs Alternatwe NC would be considered most 
responsive to issues relating to levels of timber harvest as measured by timber yield, LTSYC and a- 
managed on short rotations. Alternative NC would be most responsive to economic issues, as indicated 
by PNV, net cash flow, income and employment Conversely, it would fall in the lower range of 
responsiveness to econormc issues by the 5th decade Alternative NC would generally rank lowest on 
scales of indicators related to providing amenities, such as old-gmwth stands, coho salmon habitat, 
spotted owl habitat, SPNM recreational opportunities, pmtected vlewsheds, and undeveloped areas 

Differences and Similarities of Alternatives 

Each alternative would meet MRs and mutiple-use and sustained-yield requirements at some level of 
acceptability Within these hmitations, the goal of each alternative is to benefit one or more resource 
outputs (compared to existing conditions). To achieve tb, other resource outputs must be hmited or 
“traded off” (i e , what potential benefits would be foregone to respond to issues emphasized in that 
alternative). These tradeoffs are discussed for each alternatwe Alternatives are dwxssed m order of 
decreasing PNV. 

It is apparent that some groups of alternatives are similar in terms of benefits and tradeoffs involved 
This IS because some resources (i.e , timber, elk habitat, and economic efficiency) are complementary 
Nongame wildlife habitat, fish habitat, wilderness, undeveloped recreation, visual protection, and 
scientific values related to natural systems are another group of complementary resources Alternatives 
NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D tend to emphasize market outputs. Alternatives F, G, and H emphasize amenity 
values Alternatives C and E(PA) are an mtermediate group. 

Alternatives A through H would meet MRS and multiple-use and sustained-yield requirements 
Alternatwe NC does not mcorporate MRs and consequently would not provide sustained yields of 
many resources 
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Alternative NC - Alternative NC would have a high PNV because of its high p&ential timber yield. 
Forest Se~ce receipts from timber would be twce present total ~ipts. Net returns from tnnlw 
management would be $53 mdlion in the 1st decade. Economic benefits for which no fees would be 
collected were not estimated for the TRP, but would probably be about $25 rmllion. ti figure is 
similar to those in the 1st decade for other alternatives that emphasize timber Employment and Forest 
Service payments to counties would increase Potential for stability in timber dependent communities 
would temporarily mcrease 

Water quahty, levels of fuh habitat, and habitat of vnldlife dependent on later successional stages 
(except T&E species) would be lower in Alternative NC than for other elternatnw because of the 
greater area harvested All old-growth and mature timber outside of speciel areas would be harvested 
within 50 years No existmg unroaded ureas outside the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA) 
would remain undeveloped As a result, oppatumtles for SPNM recreation would be hmited to 
Wddernesses and the NRA Scenery would be protected along the most visually important mods. By 
the end of the 5th decade, the Forest would be a mosaic of even-aged stands mostly less than 50 years 
old 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative NC 

I BENEFIT I TRADEOFF I 

No undeveloped are&s outs& the Oregon Dunes NRA, 

Harvest of most of the old growth outside of Wddernesses 

No change of some exlstlng plans and allwt~om - Mary8 
Peak and Cape Perpehla was, several Research Natural 
Areas (RNA.9 

Scenery along some mad9 ~9 not pmtxted at levels man- 
mended by the Visual Management System (VMS) 
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Alternative B(Dep) - Alternative B(Depf would have the highest PNV of Alternatives A through H 
($2 3 biion), because goals for other resources allow more acres harvested and timber activities to be 
concentrated in more valuable conifer stands Forest Service receipts in the 1st decade would nearly 
double. Average annual net returns would be $59 million in the 1st decade but would fall to $52 million 
in the 5th decade. Economic benefits for which no fees would be collected would average $25 million 
per year in the 1st decade and would rise to $32 milhon in the 5th. 

figh timber harvest volume and Forest Service receipts would lead to increases in employment in 
surmunding areas and in Forest Service payments to counties Then employment related to wood 
pmducts would decline over the next 4 decades. Water quality levels of fish habitat, and most habitats 
of wildlife except for T&E species would be second lowest of the alternatives. Timber would be harvested 
in most old-growth stands available for harvest and in undeveloped portions of the Forest outside the 
Oregon Dunes NRA As a result, opportunities for SPNM mxeation would be generally limited to 
Wildernesses and the NRA Scenery along visually important mads would be unprotected 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative B(Dep) 

LIeets RPA tmber target for 1st decade, lugh PNV, more 
ohs, net receipts, and payments to count,es 

TRADEOFF 

Tudxr offered for sale drops 10% aRer 1st decade 

Unstable slopes, xqrman areas, fwh habitat, and watersheds 
pmteaed at MR levels 

No undeveloped areas outs& the Oregon Dunes NRA. 

Harvest of much of the old growth outmde of Wddemessea 
and SOHAs 

MR habItat level for spotted owls 

People who want the Fore& wed for noncmnmcd,~ rwoumes 
would be lens satmied 

Lass of potential research opportumtra dealnq mth nahual 
systems (UJ ptentlal P&w 

Benefits to elk Imated by departure scheduling and clumping 
of cl-ti 
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Alternative B - Alternatwe B would also have a high PNV, because goals for other resources allow 
high levels of timber activities in more valuable conifer stands. Forest SeMce receipts in the 1st decade 
would be 70% more than at present. Average annual net returus would be $48 million in the 1st decade 
and rise to $70 milhon in the 5th decade Economic benefits for which no fees would be collected would 
average about $25 milhon per year in the 1st decade and would rise to $32 million in the 5th 

&gh levels of timber harvest and Forest Service receipts would lead to increases in employment in 
surroundmg areas and m Forest Service payments to counties. Water quality, levels of fish habitat, 
and most habitats of wddhfe except for T&E species would be lower than for most alternatives Timber 
would be harvested in most old-growth stands available for harvest and in undeveloped portions of the 
Forest outside the Oregon Dunes NRA As a result, opportunitw for SPNM recreation would be generally 
limited to Wddernesses and the NRA. Scenery along visually important roads would be unprotected. 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative B 

I BENBFIT 

More tmber offered for sale than average cut for last 10 
years, lugh PNV, more jobs, net reee~pts, and payments to 
counties 

TRADEOFF 

Unstable slopes, rqamn areas, fish habitat, and watersheds 
protected at MR levels 

H-t of much of the old gmwtb outside of Wddem- 
and SOHAs 

More meta to operate the Forest 

Lass of potential research opportumtles d&g mth natural 
systems (In potentId RNA4 
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Alternative C - Alternative C would also have a high PNV ($2.2 biion), because goals for other 
resources allow timber activities to be concentrated m more valuable conifer stands. Forest Service 
receipts in the 1st decade would be 65% more then the past-lo-year average. Average annual net 
returns would be $45 million in the 1st decade and would rise to $65 million in the 5th decade. Economic 
benefits for which no fees would be collected would average about $26 million per year in the 1st decade 
and would rise to $34 million in the 5th. 

Employment and Forest Service payments would inaease. Water quality, levels of fsh habitat, and 
most habitats of wildlife except for elk and T&E species would be lower than for most alternatives. 
Timlm would be harwsted in most old-gmwth stands available for harvest. Substantial opportunities 
for SPNM recreation would be available in two undeveloped amas outside the Oregon Dunes NBA 
and in Wddernesses. Scenery would be protected along Highwaya 101 and 38 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative C 

I BENEFIT 

VaNety of recreational opporhmtiea 

TRADEOFF 

Lttle proWon for unstable slopes, tisb habitat, and 
watersheds m ad&&n to MRS 

Relatwely bttle babltat for spotted owls and spews asacuated 
mth old growth III addkmn to MRS 
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Alternative A - Alternative A would have a moderately high PNV, because go& for other resources 
allow timber activities to be carried out to maximize timber yield. Forest Service receipts m the 1st 
decade would be 49% more than the p&-IO-year average. Average annual net returns would be $38 
mdlion in the 1st decade and rise to $68 &on in the 5th decade Economic benefits for which no 
fees would be collected would average $25 million per year in the let decade and would nse to $32 
million in the 5th. 

Employment and Forest Service payments to counties would increase. Water quality, levels of fmh 
h&&at, and most habitats of wildlife except for elk and T&E species would be lower than for most 
alternatwes Timber would be harvested in most old-growth stands avmlable for harvest and in 
undeveloped portlone of the Forest outside of the Oregon Dunes NRA As a result, opportunities for 
SPNM recreation would be generally limited to Wiidemesses and the NRA. Scenery would be protected 
along most visually important roads 
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-Alternative D - Alternative D has a moderately high PNV of $2.0 biion, even though goals for other 
market resources would often restnct timber activities Forest Service receipts in the 1st decade would 
be 49% more than at present Average annual net returns would be $40 million in the 1st decade and 
would rise to $63 million in the 5th decade Economic beneftts for which no fees would be collected 
would average about $25 million per year in the 1st decade and would rise to $32 million in the 5th. 

Employment and Forest Service payments to counties would increase. Water quality, levels of f=h 
habitat, and most habitats of wildlife would be ahout average compared to other alternatives. Timber 
would be barvested in most old-growth stands avadable for harvest and in undeveloped portions of the 
Forest outside of the Oregon D&s NRA. As a result, opportunities for SPNM rx&atioi would be 
generally limited to Wildernesses and the NRA. Scenery would be protected along H&way 101. 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative D 

I BFNEFIT 
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Alternative E (Preferred Alternative) - Alternative E(PA) would have a moderately high PNV of 
$2.0 b&on, even though goals for other resources would often restrict timber actw&s Forest Service 
receipts m the 1st decade would mcreass 48% above the past-lo-year average. Average annual net 
returns would be $38 &on in the 1st decade and would rise to $61 million in the 5th decade. Economic 
benefits for which no fees would be colle&sd would average $25 million per year m the 1st decade and 
would rise to $33 million m the 5th 

Employment and Forest Service payments to counties would increase Water quahty, levels of fwh 
habltat, and habitat of T&E and most other wldlife would be about average compared to other 
alternatwes Timber would be harvested in some old-growth stands available for harvest Substantial 
opportunities for SPNM recreation would be avrulable in two undeveloped areas outside the Oregrm 
Dunes NFtA and in Wddernesses. Scenery would be protected along over one-half of the visually important 
mads 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative E(PA) 

BENEFIT I TRADEOFF 

Second lughat amount of habItat for spotted owls I Average elk habdat I 

No spaal clommes of mumpal watersheds 

some loss of timber (less than 10%) that can be offered for 
sale 
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=-Alternative F - Alternative F has a moderate PNV of $18 bdlion, even though goals for other resoume~ 
would often restrict timber activities Forest Service receipts in the 1st decade would be 25% higher 
than at present. Average annual net returns would be $30 million in the 1st decade and would rise to 
$50 mlllion in the 5th decade. Economic benefits for which no fees would be collected would average 
$25 million per year in the 1st decade and would rise to $33 million in the 5th. 

Forest Service payments to counties would increase, and employment would increase slightly. Water 
quality, levels of fwh habitat, and most habitats of wildlife except elk and T&E species would be higher 
than for most alternatives. Timber would be harvested in some old-growth stands. Substantial 
opportumties for SPNM recreation would be available in three undeveloped areas outside the Oregon 
Dunes NRA and in Wildernesses Scenery would be protected along 80% of the visually important 
roads. 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative F 
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Alternative G - Alternative G would have a low PNV of $1.1 biion, because goals for other rex~rces 
would reduce levels of timber activities. Forest Service receipts in the 1st decade would be 84% less 
than the past-IO-year average. Average annual net returns would be $7 milhon in the 1st decade and 
would rise to $24 million in the 5th decade Economic benefits for which no fees would be collected 
would average $25 milhon per year m the 1st decade and would rise to $84 milhon in the 5th 

Employment and Forest Service payments to counties would decrease substantially Commumty members 
that depend on the wood products industry would be affected Because large amounts of land would 
be removed from the timber base, water quality, levels of fmh habitat, and habitats of most wildlife 
except T&E species would nse above those for most other alternatives. No timber would be harvested 
in old-growth stands. Numerous opportunitme for SPNM recreation would be avrolable m three 
undeveloped areas outside the Oregon Dunes NRA and in Wildernesses Scenery would be protected 
along all visually important roads 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative G 

I BENEFIT I TRADBOFF I 

HIghrest level of dlspmed reQeatlon of ally altem&ve Reduced tmber barvest and aceompanylng benefits 

Some mductmn of elk habItat 

xlghest level of pmtectwn of scenery of any &em&we Reduced tmber barvest and ammpanylng benefits 
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Alternative K-I - Alternative H would have the lowest PNV of $0.8 billion, because goals for other 
resources allow little timber activity. Forest Service receipts in the 1st decade would be 69% lower 
than at present. The Forest would have a negative cash flow in the 1st decade. Average annual net 
returns would be S-4 million in the 1st decade but would rise to $12 million by the 5th decade. Economic 
!.~nefits for which no fees would be c&e&xl would average $25 million per year in the 1st decade and 
would rise to $33 million in the 5th. 

Employment and Forest Service payments to counties would dewsass substantially. Community members 
that depend on the wood products industry would be affected Large amounts of land would he removed 
fmm the timber base, so water quahty, levels of fmh habitat, and habitats of most wildlife except elk 
and T&E species would riss above those for other alternatives. No timber would be harvested in old-growth 
stands. Because of lack of trails, far fewer opportunities for SPNM recreation would be avrulable in 
undeveloped amss and in Wildernesses than in Alternative G. Scenery would be fully protected along 
all visually Important roads. 

Summary of Major Benefits and Tradeoffs for Alternative H 

I BENEFIT I -EoFF I 

H&eat level of habitat for species dependent on mature 
I 

Iowest tuther harvest and ammpaqmg benetita 
deuduous treea I 

Most pmtectwn for mum&al waterah& 

All old growth mamtamed 

Hx&& level of habItat for spotted owls 

Tradeoffs dmwssed in the proceeding ssctron are also illustrated in Figure B-13, which gives relative 
change of key indicators in varrous alternatives 
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Vanatvm from Exlstmg Condkons 
Alternatwe NC 

Vanatmn from Exlstmg Condltmns 
Alternatwe B 

Vanatlon from Exlstmg Condhons 
Alternatwe A 

Varlatmn from Exlstlng Condhons 
Alternatwe B (Dep) 

FIGURE II-13. CHANGE FROM EXISTING CONDITIONS 
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Vanatmn from Enstmg Condhons 
Alternative C 

Vanatmn from Ensting Condltmns 
Alternatwe E (PA) 

Vanatxon from Existmg Conditions 
Alternatwe F 

FIGURE II-13 CONT. CHANGE FROM EXISTING CONDITIONS 
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var,at,,on from Exmtmg Condhons 
Alternative G 

Varmtlon from Exlstmg Condltmns 
Alternative H 

FIGURE II-13 CONT CHANGE FROM EXISTING CONDITIONS 

hn&r = Timber offered for sale during the 1st decade compared to: (1) the sale level projected from 
the 1979 TRP; and (2) the amount actually harvested during the previous decade 

C&o Salmon = Smelt habltat capability 1x1 the 5th decade 

Spotted Owl = PrOJ&ed habltat capabdity m the 5th decade 

EZk = Projected habitat capablhty m the 5th decade 

Undeveloped Areas = Exlstmg unroaded acres assigned to undeveloped status outside the Oregon 
Dunes NRA 

Scenic Protechon = Acres with visual quality objectives of preaervatmn, retention, and partial retention 

Budget = Annual costs to operate the Forest during the 1st decade 

Recetpts = Payments to counties. 
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CHAPTER III 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the environment whxh will be affected by implementation of one of the 
alternatives The physical and bmlogical characteristics of the Forest are described. Followmg these 
ars dwcussions of landownexsbp patterns and the social and economic settings of the Forest. 

In the resource elements section of the chapter, the resources, environmental comhtions, and Forest 
land usea slgmficantly affected by the altematwes are discussed. Emphasis IS on past, current, and 
projected conditions, as well as the role of the resource in managmg the Forest. 

CHANGES BETWEEN DRAFT AND FINAL 

Changes were made to Chapter III between the 1986 draft and ths final EIS as a result of newer 
information bscommg avadable and in response to concsrna expressed dunng the pubbc comment 
period. The following are the major changes: 

l Added or expanded discussions of plant associations, diversity and old growth 
l Updated discws~on of timber supply and demand and data on timber sold and harvested 
0 Updated dome&c water supply information 
l Included maps of Oregon silverspot butterfly habitat, bald eagle sites Updated discussion of 

northern spotted owl relatwe to 1988 amendment to Regional Gmde Updated e&mates of habltat 
capabibty and wildlife-fish user days. 

l Expanded d~~ussmn of air quality. 
a Updated minerals se&on regarding appbcation for sand mining at Oregon Dunes Natmnal 

Recreatmn Area 
l Included a map of utility corridors 
l Included a section on Wdd and Scenic Rwers. 

PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SETTING 

The Siuslaw National Forest, located in the Oregon Coast Range is comprised of approximately 631,000 
acres About 604,000 acres are steep forest land mostly located between the Pacific Ocean and the 
crest of the Coast Range, from Tdlamook in the north to Reedsport in the south About 27,000 acres 
of sand dunes and wetlands m a narrow coastal strip from Sea Lion Point bust south of Yachats) to 
Coos Bay make up most of the remaining Forest (Flgure III-l) 
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FIGURE III-l MAP - LOCATION OF THE SITJSLAW NATIONAL FOREST 
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PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SETTING 

Topography, Geology, and Soil 

The Oregon Coast Range is geologically young. Elevation averages 1500 feet and ranges from sea 
level to 4000 feet The Coast Range IS mostly s&mentary rock wth sume volcanic flows and scattered 
intrusive igneous rocks. The bedrock IS generally moderately hard to hard, nonpermeable on the steeper 
slopes, and overlain by shallow to deep soils The soils are well drained and range from loams to clay 
loams with generally high nutrient Ievels The combination of fertile soil and mild, wet coastal climate 
makes the Siuslaw the most productive of the National Forests 

Topography is a result of rapid geologx uplifting of the bedrock, high precipitation, and subsequent 
widespread landshdes Weathering of the sedimentary bedrock has created dense dendrltic (branched) 
drainage patterns. The sandstone and siltstone layers generally dip to the west and form a pattern of 
gentle west-facing slopes and short, steep east-facing slopes (cuestaform lands) (Corlii 1973) Where 
volcanic or intruswe bedmck dominates, slopes range from gentle to steep, and are often rolling, broken, 
and uneven with lattice-dendritlc drainage patterns These features are largely a result of masswe 
landshdw that rearranged whole mountain slopes. Youngso&, formed on steepslopes under the mfluence 
of the actwe geologic erosion, are highly unstable in many areas of the Forest. Perk& of high mtensity 
ramfall on the steeper slopes, where bedrock is impermeable and soil strength is low, often trigger 
landslides. 

Hard volcanic rocks are respunsible for the ruggedly beautiful headlands along the coast, such as Cape 
Perpetua and Cascade Head Other special features on the Forest include the sandy and rocky ocean 
beaches, sand dunes, small estuanes and varmus wetlands (swamps, bogs, and marshes) 

Climate 

The Coast Range has a mantime climate due to the nearness of the Pa&c Ocean and the influence 
of the Japanese Current. Cwl, wet winters and relatwely warm, dry summers are characteristic. Low 
pressure systems feed a stream of cool, moist air from the North Pacific Ocean onto the Oregon coast 
from November through March The mast air rises over the Coast Range and drops large amounts of 
precipitatmn. Occasionally, Arctic mr meets an onshore flow, prcducmg snowfall In general, snow 
persisting for more than a few days is limlted to the tops of the highest peaks. 

High pressure may develop in wmter, pmducmg periods of cold, clear weather and frost Hugh pressure 
usually develops off the coast during summer, deflecting most stcwms north into Canada. This high 
pressure system occasionally breaks down dunng the late summer, resulting m rain during August 
and September Although precipitatmn amounts are typwally small, the tendency for summer rain is 
greatest on the North Coast. Fog occurs often along the coast and inland rwer valleys during the summer 
Fog drip may contnbute sigmficantly to available moisture during the summer m the immediate coastal 
stnp. 

Orographic effects are pronounced m the Oregon Coast Range M~JCI~ ridges mcewe substantmlly more 
precipitation than nearby lowlands Coastal areas average 75 to 95 inches of preapltation annually, 
while intenor areas west of the sumuut receive an average of over 120 Inches annually The portion 
of the Forest east of the Coast Range crest averages about 50 mches of precipltatmn each year 

High potential evapotranspration and low prectpltation dunng warm, sunny summers may produce 
moisture deficits (Johnsgad 1963) Moisture deficits appear to be more pronounced m the south half 
of the Forest than in the north half Stands on ndges and exposed south-facmg slopes mth thin, rocky 
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sods can develop substantml plant moisture stress in late summer, especially at the south end of the 
Forest 

Temperatures are relatively mdd. The average annual temperature on the Forest is 50 degrees Fahrenheit 
The average high in August is 73 degrees Fahrenheit, but summers are hot and dry in the interior of 
the Forest. Along the coast there is a cool, damp “fog belt” which can extend inland up to one mile 
The average low in January is 36 degrees In the winter, when high pressure obstructs the onshore 
flow of relatively warm air, skies clear and nighttime fmst may occur. In general, winter conditions 
allow moderately high rates of evergreen plant photwynthesls In fact, the pattern of relatively warm, 
moist winters and dry summers may explain the predominance of evergreen forests in the Pacific 
Northwest as opposed to the deciduous forests of the Northeast (Waring and Franklin, 1979) 

Streamflow 

Water dominates the Forest. Approximately 5 million acre-feet (16 trllllon gallons) of precipitation, 
includmg minor amounts of snow and fog, fall each year. Because must of this precipitation falls in 
tbe winter months, and because very little of it comes in the form of snow, winter stxwmflows are 
high and late summer streamflow is very low. Minor flcwxling is common in the winter. Damage is 
usually light as the stream channels have the capacity to tally high flows, and because facilities have 
been designed wth the climate in mind Dryness in late summer and early fall may lirmt the size of 
cold water fish populations in a few streams 

Upland streams rise and fall quickly, as a result of the frequent coastal rainstorms, and flow rapidly 
through V-shapea canyons The short and steep headwater streams merge into larger streams with 
gentler gradients and U-shaped or flat flood plams. Must large streams flow into major estuaries which 
empty into the Pacific Ocean 

Vegetation Overview 

The Forest includes productive land where more than eight important tree species thrive Conifers 
dormnate, Douglas-fir being the most common Bed alder is the must cummun of several deciduous 
spews present. Sitka spruce is the climax species along the coast, and in the mterior it is western 
hemlock. A climax species is one which would naturally prevail on a site. However, because of major 
fires in the 1809s, very little chmax forest of either type exists today Most of the Coast Range forests 
are relatively young (80 to 120 years old) and predominately Douglas-fir There are only about 84,000 
acres of stands with old-growth characteristics, mostly scattered in the southern half of the Forest. 

Ground cover consists mostly of salmonbsrry, thimbleberry, vms maple, swordfern, salal, and huckleberry 
but other spews are also found. The ground cover tends to bs heavy. Disturbed land quickly becomes 
vegetated as sesds and roots of shrubs and herbs find a hospitable environment. This vegetation often 
dominates a site within a few years after timber harvest 

Lodgepole pine is found in the Oregon Dunes and along the coastal strip In addition to the species 
found inland, the coastal strip has dense stands of gorse, Scotch broom and European beach grass 
which dominates the sand dunes cm the ocean front. Several State of Oregon sensitive species ars 
found along the coast m&ding Lycopodzum mundatum (bog club moss) and Darlzngtonza caZz@?~zca 
(cobra plant) 
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Fish and Wildlife 

The Coast Range harbors a variety of fwh and wildlife Elk and anadmmous fish am the pnmary 
game species Along with other wildhfe, they also attract sightseen. Anadmmous fmh have a significant 
commercial value. The Forest contams about 1200 ties of stream habitat for three species of salmon, 
steelhead tmut, and sea-run cutthroat trout. It is one of the few places where fBh migrate fmm the 
ocean to spawning areas entireIy on National Forest land Another 2000 nuke of streams pmnde 
habitat for resident cutthroat trout and sculpin. Figure III-2 shows major forest streams 

The Forest has 330 species of WildIife which use about 50 types of habitat Many of these species are 
nugratory. They benefit from mdd winter weather and abundant food m the estuaries and along the 
beaches Resident species that are hunted, threatened or endangered, unique in Oregon OF have some. 
other special attribute include deer, elk, upland birds, spotted owl, bald eagle, pileated woodpecker, 
marten, shore birds, and the Oregon silverspot butterfly Some of these species are dependent on habltat 
that 1s either decreasing or in short supply. Examples am those associated with old-growth conifers or 
with mature conifers 

LAND OWNERSHIP 
Land ownership patterns am h&ly complex amund and within the Forest boundary. The Forest boundary 
encompasses 835,000 acres, 631,000 of which am National Forest System lands Much of the mmammg 
204,000 a- 1s managed for tunbsr production by private industrial owners, the State Department of 
Forestry, the Confederated Trxbes of the Siletz, and the USDI Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SETTING 

Settlement Patterns 

The land presently adxmnistered by the Forest has always provided its human occupants a variety of 
challenges and benefits The Coast Range was a formidable natural bamer It tended to isolate the 
Indian cultures along the coast from those of the intenor Wlllamette and Umpqua valleys The Indians, 
who am known to have occupied the coastal region for nearly 7000 years, were concentrated along the 
estuaries They subsm%d on the plentiful food resources found them and m the nearby ocean and 
rivers Euro-American mariners, who named a number of the Forest’s volcanic headlands m the 18th 
and 19th centuries, were discouraged from nearing shore by mclement weather, lack of harbors, 
precipitous cliffs, and the othermse forbiddmg envlmnment With the exception of fur trappers, few 
penetrated the Coast Bangs Settlement was concentrated in the interior valleys and along the coast 

By 1830 former fur trappers for the Hudson’s Bay Company were prospering as farmers in the lush 
and beautiful lower Willamette Valley American missionaries who arrived in 1834 publicized Oregon 
thmugh letters and preaching back East. This, and suentific and government pubhcations about the 
Pacific Northwest, helped set the stags for the great overland migrations of thousands of people to the 
Willamette Valley during the 1840s These plowers were primanly farmers, and those who survwed 
the Oregon Trail trip generally prospered m the rich, productive bottomlands Other adventurers who 
were mitially attracted to the west hy the discovery of gold in Califorma in 1848 and m southwestern 
Oregon in 1852 eventually settled m the W&nnette and Umpqua valler~ 
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SlUSLAw 

NATI ONAL FOREST 

FIGURE III-2. MAJOR FEATURE3 ON OR ADJACENT TO THE SIUSLAW NATIONAL FORFiST 
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In the early 185Os, the federal government began to play an even greater mle in settling the area 
west of the mtenor valleys through its land and Indian pall&s A few settlers were attracted to the 
smaller valleys like the Alwa by the free lands avalable through the Oregon Donation Land Act The 
creation of the Siletz Reservation in 1856 slowed further settlement of much of coastal Oregon. However, 
the reservation was steadily dnninished during the last three decades of the mneteenth century. 
Settlements spread around the estuaries and up the small river valleys into the densely forested 
mountains. The government also encouraged development through its exploration, survey, construction 
of lighthouses, and harbor improvements 

Early settlers subsisted through vmoue means, including farming, lumbering, shipbudding, fishing, 
and tourism Many of these uses are still present The patterns of use of the Forest’s lands are still 
detetined to a large degree by the steep and forested terrain which makes overland travel difficult 

Area of Influence 

The geographical area of influence is where Forest resources such as timber, fish, recreation, and 
wildhfe are prnnardy used. The quahty of hfe and social well-being of residents in communities 
surrounding the Forest are affected by changes in Forest resources and activities. 

The area includes eight countms m western Oregon: Benton, Coos, Douglas, Lane, Lincoln, Polk, 
Tdlamoak, and Yamhill Counties (Table m-1; Figure III-3). The Forest encompasses 7% of the total 
land m these counties and is a major suppher of timber, fmh and mkllife habitat, dome&c and mumcipal 
water, and recreation Receipts for commercxal products are shared with counties to fund county mad 
and school programs Forest receipts and local expenditures generate employment in the area of Influence 
In adhtion, the Forest provides recreation opportunities and amemties 

Table III-l. Siuslaw National Forest Land (September 30, 1988) 

I BentOn I 16,296 I 1,720 I 18,016 I 
coos I 10,830 I I 10,830 I 

I Douglas I 62,918 I 4,487 I 67,405 I 
Lane I 243,161 I 238 I 243,399 I 

I LlnCOh I 172,215 I 856 I 173.071 I 
Polk 318 1,161 1,479 

Tillamook 92,144 92,144 

Yamhlll 25 500 25,500 

TOTAL 623,382 7,606 631,844 
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FIGURE lII-3 SJUSLAW NATIONAL FOREST AREA OF INFLUENCE 
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Types of Communities 

The eight-county area contams five distinct types of communities: coastal ports, small coastal 
communities, mountain connnumties, small valley connnurnt~es, and large valley communities The 
residents of these communities depend, in varying degrees, on Forest msoumes Their concern for the 
quahty and nature of the Forest environment also vamas Communitras adjacent to the Forest are 
more directly bed to the Forest outputs through their resource based economies Larger urban 
connmmites have less economic dependence on the Forest, but am affected by changes in the Forest 
environment and the quality of recreational opportunities 

Changes in the composition of rural populations have expanded the relationship of the Forest with 
local communities People am moving to the rural areas for the quality of hfe and the wadability of 
natural resources, and not n ecessanly for employment. These people include retirees, individuals seelung 
to escape urban life, and young people seelnng self-sufficient, outdoor-oriented hfestyles Their 
expectations and values often differ fmm those of long-time residents 

coastal Ports 

The economies of coastal ports such as Newport, Coos Bay, and Reedsport am dominated by resource 
based industrw: commercial and sports fishmg, fsh processing, tourism, and lumber and wood products 
These commumtres am interested in expanding their economy by attracting new industries and enlarging 
existing ones, such as off-season tourism, fwh pmcessing, and mcreasing their role as regional service 
centers 

Small Coastal Commnnities 

Waldport, Florence, and Pacific City am examples of small commumties located on bays and rivers 
along the coast The economies of these communibes are also based on commercial and sports fishing, 
fish processing, tourism, and lumber and wood products Some of these communities am raprdly becoming 
retirement and second home centers These changes am resultmg in different perceptions of the role 
of economic growth and development 

Mountain Communities 

Mountain commun~trss such as Alma, Mapleton, H&o, and Toledo have timber based economies. In 
addition, some farming is done along river bottoms. These rural communities am generally within or 
adjacent to the Forest boundary, and residents’ lifestyles center on the natural environment These 
communities am attracting people from urban areas seeking a &fferent lifestyle. The newcomers’ 
views often conflict with those of long-time residents on management of the Forest for consumption 
rather than conservation 

Small Valley Communities 

Many small communities on the edge of the Wdlamette Valley such as Willannna, Philomath and 
Monroe have econonnes dependent on the lumber and wood products industries. They also provide 
housing for people working in large valley communities 
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Large valley communities 

Eugene, Sprlngfmld, Salem and Corvallls are large communities in the Willamette Valley that are in 
the eight-county area. They have more diverse economic bases than smaller valley and mountain 
communities Government is an important component of the economies of these cl&s, particularly 
Salem, the state capital. 

The Umversity of Oregon is located in Eugene and Corvallis is home to Oregon State University. The 
Forest provides educational and xecnxtional opportunities to both university communities The diversity 
of people associated with the universities leads to a variety of perspectives on issues related to forest 
management 

Population 

In 198425% (658,200 people) of Oregon’s residents lived in the eight counties surmundmg the Forest 
(Oregon Economic Development Dept 1984). Sixty percent of these people resided m towns and cities 
having populations greater than 2,500 Twenty-nine percent lived in Eugene, Springfield, and Corvallis. 

Between 1950 and 1980, the population in the eight counties increased by 86%. Most of the growth 
(92%) occumxl in communities of more than 2,500. During the 19’7Os, the population increased by 
27% - twice the natmnal average Population increases in Yamlull, Lmcoln, and Douglas Counties 
exceeded 27% during the 197Os, whereas Tillamook and Coos Counties experienced gmwth rates below 
average. Rapid growth rates in Yamhill, Lincoln, and Douglas Counties reflected trends of imnugration, 
population shifts to unincorporated areas, and retirement growth in small coastal communities. 

The trend of immigration revsreed when the rexwon started in 1979 Counties suffering the hghest 
unemployment, Coca and Douglas, actually lost population between 1979 and 1984. The population 
was estimated as 672,200 in 1985 (Center for Population Research and Census, cited in Oregon 
Department of Human Resources 1987) 

Although population growth has resumed as the economy strengthened, immigration is not expected 
to be as rapid as It was in the 1970s (Oregon Department of Human Resources 1985). In the eight-county 
area, population is expected to gmw at a rate of 0 6 to 0.8% per year. Most of the growth is expected 
along Interstate 5 (Yamhill, Douglas, Lane, and Polk counties) and in small coastal communities. 
Retirees will continue to move to the coastal communities and working age people will continue to 
move to areas wth expanding manufacturing opportunities Coos and mllamwk counties are expected 
to grow at a much slower rate. 

The number of non-whites in the eight counties surmundmg the Forest 1s small. In the 1980 Census, 
4% of the population was classified as non-white The three major non-White groups are: Blacks (0.4% 
of the population), Asian and Pacific Islanders (1 O%), and Amencan Indians (10%). In addition, 2.1% 
of the white population has Hispanic origins Benton County has the highest percentage of mlnoritiea 
mthin the eight counts 

Employment and Income 

Employment III western Oregon has gmwn during the last decade In general, labor force, unemployment, 
and employment have followed national economic cycles 
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In the 197Os, western Oregon expenenced rapid growth in population, as well as in the number of 
people working or seeking work. For example, the labor force in the eight counties grew 50% wlule 
population grew 27% between 1970 and 1980 Bapld gains in the labor force reflect a national trend 
of entry of women and the post-war baby boom generation into the work force. 

The labor force contmued to increase untd mid-1981, decreased in 1982, and then increased modestly 
in 1983 Employment in the eight counties did not keep pace with the number of people seekmg work 
Unemployment mcreased steatiy between 1978 and 1982, peaked at 12.6% in 1982, and decreased to 
112% in 1983. 

Unemployment for the eight-county area 18 higher than the state average Between 1976 and 1983, 
unemployment for the eight-county area vaned from 6.6 to 12 6% while for the state it varied from 
6.0 to 11.6% In general, Douglas, Tillamook, and Lane counties had the highest unemployment from 
1976 to 1983. It peaked at 17.2% in Douglas County in 1982. These hqh rates reflect the sensitivity 
of local economies to natlonal economic cycles. Conversely, Benton County had relatively low 
unemployment (5 3 to 7.4%) during the same time In 1988, unemployment ranged from 8 5% in Benton 
County to 9.6% in Tdlamook County 

Employment in western Oregon has not only been gmwmg, but has been shifting from manufacturing 
to trade and servwes. Table III-2 displays manufacturing and non-manufacturing employment wthin 
the eight-county area for 1972, 1978, 1982 and 1987 Employment mcreassd 31% between 1972 and 
1978 Eighty percent of this growth was m the trade, services, and government sectors Between 1978 
and 1982, employment decreased 10%. 11,400~obs were lost m the lumber and wood products sector, 
and 10,200 jobs were lost in non-manufactunng sectors Employment losses wers partially offset by 
the creation of 2,700 jobs in other manufactunng and se~ce sectors 

Employment m 1982 was stdl higher than in 1972, although lower than in 1978 Lumber and wwd 
products are map components of the economy m western Oregon; however, their relative importance 
decreased since 1972 In 1972, 77% of manufactunng employment within the e&t counties mvolved 
the lumber and wood products mdostry This decreased to 71% in 1978, 59% m 1982, and 56% m 
1987 Even though the importance of employment m these industnes has continued to decline, it stdl 
accounted for 11% to 20% of the total employment in Coos, Douglas, Lane, and Tdlamook counties m 
1987 

Table III-2. Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Employment 

TOTAL EMFLOYMF.N-7 
CM Employees) la72 1978 1982 198, 

TOTAL MANlJFACl’LMh’G 43 1 453 362 507 
Lumber and Wood Products 332 327 213 236 
Other Durable Goods 34 63 12 118 
Feed and Kmdred Products 30 29 29 49 
Other Nondurable Goads 36 40 47 52 

TOTAL NO NMANUFACl’URlNG 103.4 1523 1426 1655 
constNctlon 63 91 51 67 
Tmnspartat~on, Commcatwn and Ut,ht,ee 37 96 86 34 
Trade 296 440 402 535 
Fmnce, lnmance, Real Estate 56 86 81 79 
ServleeS 203 326 337 435 
Gavement 315 489 469 455 

SOURCE Oregon Employment Dwmon 
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SETTING 

Figure III-4 displays average income per job in the eight counties within the Forest boundary in 1982 
and 1987. Personal income has increased slowly in recent years When expressed in constant $1982 
dollars, purchasmg power appears to have decbned in all but Benton County Owing to the presence 
of Oregon State Univereity, which employs over a quarter of the county’s work force, Benton County 
has enjoyed a relatively stable economy. Benton County’s gabrs in personal mcome in the last decade 
have accompanied growth in electronics manufacturing. 

Ave. Income Per Job f$ thousands1 
20 r 

FIGURE III-4. INCOME PER JOB IN S-COUNTY AREA 1982 AND 1987 (1982 dollars) 

Forest Receipts and Expenditures 

The amount of money received fmm the sale of Forest resources and the amount spent to operate the 
Forest not only affect cash flows from the US Treasury, hut also affect local communities Twenty-five 
percent of the gross receipts collected on the Forest is distributed to counties for school and mad programs 
In addition, a portion of Forest Service costs 1s spent locally on salaries, services, and supplies. Fngum 
III-5 shows the receipts from Forest outputs, Forest Service payments to counties, and costs of Forest 
operations for 1979-1988, adjusted for inflation to 1982 
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FIGURE III-5 FOREST RECEIPTS, COSTS, AND PAYMENTS TO COUNTIES 

Between fii years 1984 and 1988, Forest receipts averaged $47 million per year (adjusted for inflation 
to 1982 dollars) whde annual costs including purchaser road credit averaged $24 mdlion Twenty-five 
percent of the receipts, or $12 milbon per year were distributed to countrzs. (Over the years 1979 to 
1988, annual receipts also averaged $4’7 nulbon and annual costs average $27 nullion ) Changes m the 
level of race~pts reflect the economic cycles in the lumber and wood products sectors while changes in 
Forest Service costs reflect congressnnl budget appropriations 

Ninety-none percent of the receipts came from timber sales, collections on timber sales, and in-kmd 
payments for roads built by tunber sale purchasers The rexnaming fees were collected for special use 
permits, mineral leases, powerlines, campground use, and grazing allotments The local share. of the 
rewpts IS pmrated on the amount of Forest land unthm each county: 39% to Lane County, 27% to 
Lincoln County, 15% to Tdlamook County, and the remawng 19% to Benton, Coos, Douglas, Polk, 
and Yamhdl countlea 

Between f& years 1984 and 1988,62% of the costs were related to tnnber management activltzs 
includmg road construction and mruntenance, 10% to Job Corps, 9% to general administration, 4% to 
recreation, 2% to management of wddllfe, fish, grazmg, soil, water, and 11% for minerals, real estate, 
fire protection facdities, and law enforcement 
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VEGETATION 

VEGETATION 

Plant Associations 

Plant associations indicate environmental and biologwal charactenstics of a site. Plant associations 
are ldentiiied through intensive survey and analysis Properly classifying a site according to established 
plant associations allows prediction of how a site and stand wdl respond to d&urbance or what succession 
of vegetation may occur without disturbance. Plant association does not change with disturbance, but 
the seral vegetation on a sits will change thmugh time or ss a msult of disturbance. 

There are two major series of plant associations on the Siuslaw National Forest portion of the O~gon 
Coast Range. Seven plant associations occur in the Sitka spruce series along the co&al fog belt Inland, 
there are 16 plant associations in the western hemlock series. For certain planning purposes, these 
are combined Into four Sitka spruce plant association groups and five western hemlock plant association 
groups. 

The occurrence of the series or zones is strongly influenced by proximity to the Pacific Ocean and its 
effect on moisture and temperature. Aspect, steepness of slope, slops position, soil texture and sml 
depth play a role in determining wluch of the plant assocmtlons will occupy a sits wlthm each serves. 

The followmg discussion summarizes the occur~nce of plant associations on the Smslaw National 
Forest. For detailed information sea Hemstrom and Logan (1986) 

Geographic Patterns 

Two mayor geographical trends in plant species occur on the Siuslaw Natmnal Forest: 

1 A shift fmm maritime conditions near the ocean to inland conditions over the first ridges. 
2. An increass in temperatures and evapotranspiration fmm north to south. 

A steep chne exists between near-ocean maritime conditions and interior conditions. The near-ocean, 
strongly maritune conditnn is more. pronounced at the north end of the Forest and coincides with the 
ruse from sea level to the first high ridges. Climatic conditions include fiquent summer fog, relatively 
small annual temperature variatmn, mmor summer plant moisture stress, and a steep gradient of 
annual precipitatmn from 80 inches or less on lowlands to over 100 inches on ridges only 4 or 5 miles 
CW?ay 

The Sitka spruce zone lies within this stmngly maritime climatic area, extending inland only a short 
&stance along rivers Slope aspect in tlus zone has relatively mmor effects on plant geography Figure 
III-6 shows a typical pattern of plant associations in the Sitks spruce zone Salmonbeny, salal, and 
swordfern are the most ctxnmon understory species S&l and Sitka spruce are salt spray tolerant. 
The Sitka spruce/s&l associatmn is ccnmnon on wind-beaten headlands Some of the highest forest 
productivity III the world has been measured in stands of Sitka spruce and western hemlock at Cascade 
Head (FUJUUCWi 1971) 
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FIGURE III-6. TYPICAL PATTERN OF PLANT ASSOCIATIONS IN SITKA SPRUCE ZONE 
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VEGETATION 

Conditions change inland over the first major ridges. While the climate is still generally mantime, 
temperatures fluctuate more; summer fog IS not ss common; and slopes are steeper and soils usually 
more we&drained. Sitka spruce is absent or very rare. Slops aspect has a more pmnounced effect on 
species geography. On south-facing slopes with thin soils, vine maple, salal, swordfern, and (to the 
south) rhododendron are the most ccnnmon spews (Figure IlI-7). 

The second major plant geographwal cline is from north to south. The climatic and soils conditions 
responsible are not clear, but probably include increasing summer air temperatures, increasing 
evapotranspiration, and steeper slopes with poorer sods, (a result of changes in geology) At the south 
end of the Forest, particularly inland, species composition and plant associations are more similar to 
those of low elevation Cascades stands. Rhododendron, salal, dwarf Oregongraps and even dry-sits 
species like madrone, poisonoak, and hairy honeysuckle become nnportant stand components especially 
on south facing slopes (Figure III-S). At the north end of the Forest, specw more typxal of the cooler 
climates at higher elevations in the Cascades are common; including fool’s huckleberry queencup 
beadlily, Alaska huckleberry, and devil’s club. This pattern indicates a substantially cooler climate to 
the north. A possible reason might he more clear weather and hot summer days at the south end 
(Hemstmm and Logan 1986). 

Natural Disturbance and Succession 

Natural distrubances and successional paths in the central Oregon Coast Range differ from those of 
the Cascades Mountain Range. While most stands in the Cascades have not burned catastrophically 
for at least 200 years, few stands in the Coast Range am over 120 years old. Stands in the Oregon 
Cascades also experience more frequent low intensity fires (Means 1980) compared to the Coast Range 
Except for Belated patches, unburned old-growth stands are rare in the Oregon Coast Range (Juday 
1977) Morns (1934) and Juday (1977) list several major fires since 1840 (Table llI-3). These human 
caused fires are, for the most part, responsible for the age classes present on the forest today. 

Table m-3. Major Fires in the Coast Range 

1849 Florence Fm between the Slletz and Smslaw F&ax, 500,000 acres 
1853 Neshma Fm, 300,000 acra 
1868 Yaquma, Alsea Basm 
1868 Coos Bay to north of the Umpqua P.,ver, 300,000 cxres 
1890 Nestwca Dram@ 
1902 &burn of the 1890 Neptucca Bum 
1910 Mount Ii&o Burn, 8,000 acres 
1929 Aka Fire, 16,400 acre8 
1933 Tdhmook FE I, 261,640 acres 
1939 Thmook Fm II, 217,000 acrea 
1939 Snuth Rwer Bum, 44,000 acres 
1945 Tdhncok Fire EL, 173,000 acres 
1951 Tdlamcok Fm IV, 50,000 acres 
1951 Vincent Creek Bum, 32,000 acres 
1966 Oxbow Bum, 43,000 e.ccsa 

Arsas that burned often reburned within a few decades leaving charred and scattered surviving old 
trees The pattern of reburn also eliminated relatwely fire sensitive western hemlock and western 
redcedar from large areas Fire f&quency and intenslty appear to have been lower in the coastal Sitka 
spruce zone. 
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FIGURE III-7. TYPICAL PATTERN OF PLANT ASSOCIATIONS IN WESTERN HEMLOCK ZONE 
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SOUTHASPECT 

NORTH ASPECT 

SHRUBS AND HERBS 
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FIGURE I&S. ‘IYF’ICAL PATTERN OF PLANT ASSOCIATIONS IN SOUTH END OF 
WESTEXN HEMLOCK ZONE 
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Vegetation 
Winds of hurricane force (over 74 mph) strike the Oregon Coast several times each winter (Badura et 
al. 1974) and occasionally exceed 100 mph at the top of M t H&o. Blowdown resulting from these 
storms can be substantial The Cohuubus Day storm (October 12, 1962) blew down 11 billion board 
feet of timber in Oregon and Washington, mcluding large amounts on the Siuslaw National Forest 
Other documented major windstorms in Oregon and Washington occurred in November 1953, April 
1957, February 1958, March 1963, January 1921, and January 1880 (Lynott and Cramer 1966). In 
general, wind storms speed successional development by opsmng the canopy and raleasmg suppressed 
understory chums species (Dale et al 1983). 

Successional patterns have been documented for some coastal environments (Fonda 1974; Alaback 
1982; Henderson 1978). Long-term natural stand development depends on several factors including 
disturbance type and intensity, disturbance frequency, seed source availability, and local envimnmental 
conditions A typical sequence following an m tenss firs would be: 

1 Herbacaous phase (0 to 5 years) 
2 Shrub phase (5 to 15 years) 
3. Douglas-fir phase (15 to 500 years) 
4. climax conifer 

Suwe.ssmn modehng indicates that Douglas-fir continues to dominate stand structure as long as it 
survives (Dale et al. 1983) After Douglas-fir density drops below about three trees per acre, the stand 
goes through a period of adJus.tment to climax composition and structure Very few examples of chmsx 
conditmn are found on the Siuslaw National Forest Recent fires have precluded successional development 
to old growth over most of the Forest 

Stands generally reach closed-canopy conditions by age 10 to 15 Cover of understory shrubs and herbs 
drops sharply ss a function of reduced light and remains low until natural or prescribed thinning opens 
the canopy By age 60, stand canopies are opening sufficiently to allow development of shrub and herb 
layers that persist into old growth and, presumably, climax. The salmonbsrry associations often contrast 
with this general pattern under natural conditions. Competition by dense shrub layers during the first 
3 years followmg disturbance often prevent eatabhshment of a well-stocked conifer stand Red alder 1s 
the only tree with a Juvemle height growth which regularly exceeds salmonberry. Consequently, the 
salmonberry plant associations often support stands of red alder with wideIy spaced conifers and a 
dense shrub understory. One posstble consequence of natural seral development is powerful selective 
pressure for rapid juvenile height growth in conifers On other sites, salal associations in particular, 
selective pressures would be lees powerful for juvenile height growth and more for drought re.sr.stance 

Many sites go through a red alder donunated stags following disturbance. Red alder seeds germinate 
and grow rapidly on exposed nuneral soil in full sunhght Three to 5 years following disturbance, alder 
begins rapid height growth which allows it to overtake and suppress conifers. During the next 100 to 
150 years, shade tolerant conifers may accumulate in the understory and slowly break into the canopy 
If seeds from shade tolerant conifers do not reach the stand, it eventually becomes a brushiield with 
scattered large Douglas-fir as the alder become senescent and die by age 150 Figure III-9 shows 
successional paths in the western hemlock/salmonberry plant association Eventually, shade tolersnt 
conifer seed may reach the ares or a new disturbance occurs There are no clear examples of this path 
smca very few stands are over 120 years old The red alder stage may be uuportant to long-term site 
fertihty and checking the spread of Phelltnus wewu mt mt 
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FIGURE III-g. WESTERN HEMLOCK/SALMONBER SUCCESSIONAL PATHS 

Biologwal disturbances, including insects and mot rots, are addltmnal elements in stand development 
For example, the growth of Sitka spruce may be substantmlly limit&d by S&a spruce weevd (Overhulser 
et al 1974). Occasionally, Douglas-fir bark beetles decimate large quantities of timber, often where 
many trees have been blown down Infestations of bark beetles are usually a symptom of stress such 
as insufficient moisture or physical damage Once beetles am attracted to stressed timber, they attack 
adjacent healthy trees of any age Young trees are rarely k&d The trees most susceptible to bark 
beetles are between 80 and 180 years old (Berg 1970, Furness and Orr 1970). Prompt removal of the 
downed tunber can reduce the spread of bark beetles into healthy trees 

Laminated mot mt, Phellinus urem~, 1s a wide spread pathogen. Pathologists estimate that about 
7 5% of the forest is infected. Infected trees die or are. blown down after the root eyetern s weakened 
(Chlkls 1970; Childs and Nelson 1971) Phellmus occurs in patches of 1 acne or larger. These areas 
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Vegetation 
cannot produce a full yield of conifers Hardwood species BI+Z immune to Phellznus infection and a 
rotation of these species may be necessary before susceptible conifers can again fully occupy a site 

Stand structure ie an important result of successional development. Successional sequences lasting 
more than 150 years in conifer stands allow large accumulations of standmg live and standing and 
down dead trees. Large live and dead boles fulffl many nnportant ecosystem functions mcludmg 
wildlife habitat, long-term nutrient storage, sites for nitrogen fur&ion, and sources for large woody 
debris in streams that provide important energy bases and channel stabdity (Franklin et al. 1981; 
Maser et al 1981) Large, continuous acreages of conifer stands over 150 years old are not common 
outside the Marys Peak watershed. 

Live tree5 ca n grow to old-growth dnnensions (e g , greater than 32 Inches m  diameter) relatively 
quickly on high quality sn%es, but large dead woody debris accumulates more slowly Alder donunated 
stands do not produce large amounts of decay-resistant woody debts, unless they are replaced by 
shade tolerant conifers in late succession bkewise, managed stands do not develop large standmg 
and down dead wood accumulations, unless management practices are deslgned to produce large dead 
wocd (Brown 1985) 

As a resuIt of disturbance, competition, and successional patterns, ealmonbeny dominated communities 
have become widespread. Gwen a sufficiently long tune penod and a seed source for shade-tolerant 
comfers, many of these sites would probably develop into swordfern or oxalis communities In fact, 
clearcut harvesting followed by slashburning, conifer plantmg, and release treatments may convert 
sites currently donunati by salmonberry to swordfern or oxahs types There are a good many sites, 
however, where salmonberry will not be ehmmated and ~111 recover when the canopy opens past age 
50 Most salmonberry sites in mature stands, between 90 and 140 years old, show no agus of convemlon 
to other commumt~es for at least the next century. These can b-e considered potential natural vegetation 
and called plant associations. Given the apparent pattern of catastrophic fire every 300 to 500 years, 
they can also be considered fixe climax type-s (Daubenmire 1968) 

Management Activities and Successional Patterns 

Figure III-10 and the followmg descnptions of stand conditmus and time m tervals that vegetatmn 
may be expected to stay in a stand condltton are based on condxtions that normally develop after clearcut 
harvesting on the Forest Variatmns of these generahzed descriptions will owur wth &fferent sllvicultural 
treatments 

i ’ 
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FIGURE III-lo. SUCCESSION OF STAND CONDITIONS 

If the harvest unit xs broadcast burned, the grass/forb stand combtion lasts 2 to 5 years and occsslonally 
10 years. After timber harvest and slash removal, resident herbs and new plants from windblown seed 
quickly dominate the site and give the unit a grass-forb appearance Shrubs and trees that sprout or 
are planted are not yet dominant. 

If the unit 1s not broadcast burned, residual shrub spscws wdl more rapidly occupy the sits and fewer 
wmdblown seeds of herbs and shrubs will invade the &a. The result is that the grass/forb stage is 
shortened or bypassed. The shrub stand conditmn usually lasts 3 to 10 years but may remam for 20 
years or more if tree regeneration is delayed Shrubs become the donnnant vegetation pmviding habItat 
for wildhfe that is different from the grass/forb stand condition Tree regeneration may be common, 
but trees are generally less than 10 feet tall and provide less than 30% of the crown cover Past 
management has mcluded reducing competitive vegetation to allow comfem to grow. 
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The open sapling/pole stand cond&ion occurs when trees exceed 10 feet in height but still have less 
than 60% crown canopy when they reach 1 inch d b h. A dormnat shrub understory is common. Thw 
open sapling&de condition is very &fferent fmm closed sapling/pole where tree cmwn cover exceeds 
60% at one inch d h h. or larger. The open sapling/pole stage may be bypassed if initial tree densities 
exceed 400 trees per aae. On the other hand, the open saphnglpole stand con&tion can be maintained 
or created with thinning Length of time in this condition depends on tree crown closure and subsequent 
stand treatment. It may last from 8 to 20 years. 

Closed sapling/p& stands have very httle ground vegetation because of the closed canopy. Tree crown 
cover exceeds 60% and often reaches 100%. Length of time in this stand condition can range fmm 
20 to 50 years. The time is deternuned by rotation age and thinning treatment If stands are thinned 
and long m tatlons used, this stand condition can change to mature cozufer. 

None of the managed stands presently on the Forest are older than 50 years. The oldest of these are 
pole stands that are just beginning to acquire characteristics of mature conifer stands. 

The managed mature conifer stand condition wll be characterized by trees with an average diameter 
of 21 inches or larger Conifers will exceed 150 feet in height, and their crown cover generally vvlll be 
less than lOO%, permitting the development of gmund vegetation With this stand contlltion under 
intenswe timber management, diameters of trees may approach diameters of old growth but the very 
large snags and high volumes of large down matenal character&c of old growth will be &lung unless 
specifically designed dunng sdvlcultural treatments (Natural mature conifer stands can have nearly 
as much stan&ng and down woody material as old-growth stands ) Duration of the managed mature 
conifer stand condition will be determined by rotation age and thmning treatments If mortality and 
decay are regularly m ininnzed by thinning, this condition will last for many years; but such a stand 
wll lack the snag component necessary for cavity nesters and the down woody material essential for 
many wildhfe species 

Old-gmwth stand conditions are characterized by decadence of live trees, snags, down woody material, 
and replacement of some of the long-hved ~VXBX species such as Douglas-fir by climax species such 
as western hemlock Stands often have two or more layers with large diameter overstory trees commonly 
older than 200 years. Overstory crown closure 1s normally less than 70%. Unless specifically planned 
for, occurrence of these old growth charactenstlcs unll be delayed in managed stands Old growth is 
dwcussed in more. detail In a later section of this chapter. 
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DIVERSITY 

Planning regulations define diversity as “the d&rib&on and abundance of different plant and animal 
communities and species within the area covered by a land and nxsource management plan” (36 CFR 
219.3). The environmentally determined occurxencs of plant associations, natural disturbance and 
succewion, and management activities all affect diversity on the Forest Focus of discussion m the 
FEIS and for planning purposes is on divemily of habitats. Dwersity of animal species ls sssumed to 
coincide with diversity of habitats. Estimates of some animal populations are m the wildlife sections 
of FEIS, Chapter III and Chapter IV. 

Because there is no specific index of diversity available for the Siuslaw National Forest, cover types 
and plant associations are displayed to indicate diversity of spscies and habItate. (See preceding section 
on “Vegetation” for a discussion of plant associations.) Both arsa (abundance) and spatial distribution 
of habitats me important diversity conslderatmns. Because of the limits of the available data, cover 
types and plant associations can bs displayed forest wide and by ranger district, but not for individual 
drainages or subbasins. The updatsd 1974 timber mventory and the 1986 vegetation reaouroe inventory 
are the sources of the data shown in Tables m-4, III-4 III-6, IlI-7, and III-& 

Current Situation 

In general, the age structure and specks composition of tree cover acmss the Forest is not highly 
diverse, especially compared with other forests of the Pacliic Northwest Because of the widespread 
occurrence of fires on the Forest m the 1800s the majority (58%) of the existing tree cover is in the 
80-to-120 year age group The next largest age groups are 20-to-50 years old (19%) and the 10 year 
old group (10%). These younger groups reflect the pattern of timber harvest, most of whmh has occurred 
since the early 1950s. Over three-fourths of the Forest is in conifer cover. See Table III-4 

Plant association data exhibits slightly more diversity than the tree cover because it 1s based on shrub 
species ss well ss potential or climax tree species. Twenty-sight percent of the Forest is in the Sitka 
spruce zone and 72% is in the western hemlock zone. 

In the Sitka spruce zone, swordfern plant association and salmonberry plant association each occupy 
12% of the Forest. In the western hemlock zone, swordfern is also the most common plant association 
where it occurs on 25% of the Forest. Salmonberry plant association and salal plant associatmn each 
cover 19% of the Forest in the western hemlock zone; see Table III-5 

High Cascades - _ coast Kange Western Cascades 

---- 
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Table III-4. Acres of Existing Cover Types and Age Groups 

I 10 I 56,100 I I 900 

20.60 36,700 4,500 16,000 

60-70 42,700 

80.120 155,000 65,600 56,400 59,600 

130-199 

200+ 19,390 14,500 

TOTAL 359,600 64,600 58,400 
I 

59,600 

SOURCE FORPLAN data base, updated 1974 mventory 
(1) DF 18 stands mth 90% or more of canopy cover UI colufers 
03 DF/RA IS stands mth 50.39% of canopy cover III comfem, the rest m hardwcmds 
(3) R4IDF IS stands mth leas than 50% campy cover m comfers, the rest hardwcals 
(4) RA ,s less than 10% of canopy cover m comfers, the rest hardwxds 

16,900 

Table III-5. Acres of Plant Association Groups 

I Plant Association Group Ranger District 

SITKA SPRUCE 
SALMONRERRY (PR) 
SALMONRERRY-S&AI. (PRG) 
SWORDFERN (PPO) 
SAUL (PG) 

HEBO 1 h%APLETON T==A I WALDPORT 1 FOREST WIDE 

I I 20.000 I 65.200 38,000 7,200 
1,300 900 --I-- 40,500 3,100 
5,900 1,500 

1 23.200 1 20.400 I 105.700 
- HEMLOCK 

SALMONBERRY (TRU) 19.100 I 43.000 
SALMONBERRY-SALAL (TRG) 900 1;100 400 1;300 
SWORDFERN (l-PO) 16,900 61,300 33,200 25,300 
SALAL (TGA) 14,200 31,200 36,500 25,000 
RHODODENDRON (TRH) 37,000 1,200 500 

SOURCE 1986 Vegetatmn Reaomw Inventory Oregon Dunes NRA data not a.mlable, does not mclu 

5;100 
66,800 
19,900 
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DIVEBSITY 

The forested lands shown in Table ID-4 include about 800 acres of noble fir stands on Marys Peak 
These are stands of medium and large diameter trees at high elevation (above 3000 feet). In addition 
to the forested lands shown in the above tables, there am 38,300 acres of non-forest land that include 
lakes, stmalns and wetlands, meadows; sand dunes, and shore pine (lodgepole, Rnus contorta) on old 
dunes. All of the non-forest lands provide an important element of diversity in the Forest. A survey of 
vegetation on the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area is being completed in 1989 Campgrounds, 
roads, and other administrative sites, occupying 11,500 acres of the Forest, provide little diversity 

Table III-6. Acres of IMating “Non-forest” Habitats 

Water Permanent Meadows 

4,700 1,300 

Sand Dunes 

30,300 

Shore Flue 

2,000 

Historic Trends 

Fwe has been the dominant disturbance factor Historxal rscords note the widespread destruction of 
old-growth forests by wildfires. Burned areas were replaced by new forests that wers predominantly 
Douglas-fir. Where hardwoods did occur after the fires they have been gradually replaced by nnxsd 
conifer/hardwood stands. The trend sines the tires was toward older forests until the 1950s when 
timber harvest began removing the mature stands. Reforestation of harvestsd areas has increased the 
proportion of young conifer stands. 

Future Trends 

All of the non-forest habitats shown in Table III-6 ars in areas that would not be harvested under 
existing plans Table III-7 shows forested lands m Wildernesses and other non suitable lands that 
would not bs harvested. Among the lands not to bs harvsstsd, there 1s a higher proportion of mixed 
conifer and hardwood stands (DF/BA and BA/DF) than m the areas to be cut These mixed stands 
would persist on the reserved and non-suitable lands Withm 30 to 60 years they would give way to 
more conifers or be replacsd by brushfields (see “Vegetation” in this chapter) Eventually, the 
non-haxv&.ed lands would be occupied by mature and old-growth conifers On lands suitable for timber 
productron, most stands would be replaced by conifers following harvest. These managed stands would 
not reach old growth conditions before being harvested. 

Plant associations wiIl continue to persist ss dmplayed in Table III-5 since they represent potential 
vegetation on a site Depending on natural and human caused disturbance the age classes of vegetation 
occupying a site will vary Species composition in early seral stages may vary widely, especially following 
a ssvsrs disturbance. Eventuslly species cornpositron will tend toward what is typical for the given 
plant association (See “Vegetatmn” in this chapter and especially Hemstmm and Logan, 1986 ) 
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Table IJI-7. Table IJI-7. Cover Type, Age Group and Suitability of Forested Lands Cover Type, Age Group and Suitability of Forested Lands 

NON4VILDERNRSS (Acres) 

I Not Suitable for Timber 
I 

Suitable for Timber 
Production Production I 

SO-120 8,400 4,500 6,000 45,500 20,700 54,000 101,100 40,400 58,100 

130-190 130-190 

zoo+ zoo+ 1,300 1,300 700 700 10,300 10,300 8,500 8,500 1,700 1,700 5,300 5,300 

SOURCE SOURCE FORPLAN data base, updated fmm 1914 mventorg Acreage rspresents current management objectwas FORPLAN data base, updated fmm 1974 mventorg Acreage rspresents current management objectwas 

Resource Relationships 

Dwersity and van&y of plant species provides safeguards against pests and pathogens that might 
ebminate the occurrence of a spewzs in a given area A mix and dlstnbution of species increases the 
probabibty of some hosts or targets escaping mfection or attack Mamtenance of plant dwersity assures 
the continued source of locally adaptsd reproductive stock that has evolved with the local cbmstic 
patterns. 

Vegetative dlverslty and dwersity of wddbfe habitats are nearly synonymous. Diversity of vnldbfe 
spews and size and viability of wildlife populatmns are very much dependent on vegetative divers@. 
For convenience, the cover type age classes may be grouped by successmnal stag@ ss in Figure III-8 
or in xwgbly corresponding age groups as in Table III-7 In the unldbfe diiusamas of Chapter III and 
Chapter IV cover types and age classes are grouped into vegetation groups bsssd on successional stages 
The existing conditions are shown in Table III-8 

Table III-8. Acres of Existing Vegetation Groups 

CraWForb 
(Includes Upland 

P~llD~HIt Deciduous Riparian IlllIll~t”lW M&WC3 Old Growth 

Meadows) Mix conifer conifer conifer 

32,300 53,400 16,600 109,100 220,600 33,800 

Additional mdications of diversity are the status of threatened, endangered and sensitive species and 
umque habitats such as dead and defectwe trees, waterfall splash zones, areas of hqh water table and 
rwk outcrops. These are discussed m the wddbfe sections of Chapter III and Chapter IV. 
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Overview 

Biologically and politically, many people have more mtemst in old growth than in other successional 
stages. Old-gmwth stands on the Forest are a limited component of the existing vegetation as a result 
of tire history. (See Chapter III, “Vegetation, Natural Dlsturbancs and Succession”.) Old gmwth was 
harvested in conjunction with adjacent mature stands durmg the last 50 years. Other small amounts 
of old growth have been lost to windthmw, insects and dszase. Old gmwth provides wkllife habitat, 
gene pools for plants and animals, opportumties for research on natural systems, aesthetics, recreation, 
f=h habItat and timber. 

Old Growth Definition 

Old-gmwth stands can be defined by age, by stand condition, by diameter, by ecological characteristics, 
by a combmation of some or all of these factors, or by other factors (USDA Forest Service 1981b) In 
the past, the definition used was often a functmn of the proposed use for the trees Recently, old growth 
definitions have focused on the structural components of the stand. Several of the structural components 
are of key importance in an old-growth stand These are. mdwidual, bve, large old-growth trees; large, 
standing dead trees or snags; large, dead, down logs on the land; large, dead, down logs in streams; 
and multi-stoned canopy of nuxed species These structural features are unique to an old-growth forest 
ecosystem, setting It apart from young gmwth and, especially from managed stands. Most of the 
distinctive compositional and functional features of old-growth forests can bs related to these structural 
features These structural oompanents make possible much of the uniqueness of the old-growth forest 
in terms of flora and fauna (composition) and the way m which energy and nutrients are cycled (function) 

Most old-growth on the SiusIaw National Forest 1s Douglas-fir, found m the western hemlock series. 
The most complete ecological defimtion of Douglas-fir old-growth is contained in Franklin et al (1986) 
and describes stands containing the following charactex+stuzs 

l Two or more species with wide range of ages and tree sizes 
l Eight or more Douglas-fir par acre that ars bigger than 32 inches in hameter or over 200 years 

old In some environments western redcedar or Sitka spruce are replacements for Douglas-fir 
. Twelve or more trees per awe of a shade tolerant species bigger than 16 inches m diameter 
l Stands will usually contain a multi-layered canopy. 
l Four or more conifer snagi per acre that are bigger than 20 inches m diameter and are over 15 

feet talI. (Some Coast Range sites exposed to high wmds may have fewer than four per acre.) 
l Fifteen or more tons per acre of down logs mcludmg four pieces per acre that are bigger than 24 

inches and 50 feet or longer. 

For detailed ecological characteristics of old-growth refer to Franklin et al (1981 and 1986). 

Another definition, commonly used, is contamed in the Regional Guide for the Pa&c Northwest Regmn 
It defines Douglas-fir old-growth as any stand of trees 10 scres or greater generally containing the 
following characteristics: 
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l Stands contain at least five overmature tress per acre and additmnal mature trees in the overstory. 

At least 60% of the canopy 1s dominated by large mdwldual tress with stem diameters 32 inches 
or greater. 

l Stands usually contain a multi-layered canopy and trees of several age clssaes; species include 
shade-tolerant and shade-intolerant species 

l An average of two standmg dead tress per acre and 30 tons of down logs per acre are present. 
l Stands are well m to the mature growth stage. Trees have deeply furrowed bark Cmwn height 

has slowed, giving the tops a more rounded shape; tops may be broken Limbs ars heavy and 
gnarled, with mosses and lichens present. 

a Evidence of human activitws may be present, but does not significantly alter the other charactenstics 
and would be a subordinate factor in a description of such a stand. 

Neither of these deiimtions was available when the planmng pmcess began in 1980 The mventory 
prepared in 1976 ussd an “old growth” d&&on of stands over 10 acres in size containing 4 or more 
large old trees and a younger understory. Of the area identified in 1976, approximately 33,800 acres 
ars remammg after updates for harvest and natural losses smce that time; this is the amount of old 
growth shown m  the Forest Plan data base 

Because of the older, less specific definition ussd in the 1976 inventory, the 33,800 acres mcludes 
some stands that lack certain structural and functional features now believed necessary m  old-growth 
stands and ecosystems In addition, the Forest PIan data dws not include information on distnbution, 
fragmentation or linkages among old-growth stands. These are more recent concepts that wdl be 
addressed in future mventones. Old growth distribution among plant associatnxw will also be avadable 
in the future 

In 1986 a vegetation resource inventory was imtiated on the Forest It ccmwted of 3 separate surveys 

1. The Vegetation R.esource Survey (VRS) wbxh targeted natural stands. 
2 The Managed Stand Survey (MSS) which was designed for managed stands or plantations 
3 The Mature and Over-mature Survey (MOMS) which was designed to collect information about 

older stands 

The VRS and MSS were completed m  1986 and 1987 The MOMS was comprised of two steps: 

1. Mapping of large sawtimber stands with multiple crown layers. 
2. Installing permanent inventory plots to sample these stands. 

The first step was completed in 1988 The second step has been delayed wUe the Region acqmres 
more accurate and consistent vegetation information using a process based on satellite imagery When 
completed, the MOMS will provide general information about the amount and distribution of old-growth 
on the Forest It wll not, however, provide enough site-specific information about understory and 
dead and down logs to allow a dnwt translatmn into the defimtmn from the Regional Guide or fmm 
Frankbn et al (1986) The exact amount and location of old-growth will lx known only after each 
potential old-growth stand identlfisd by the MOMS is waited and exammad mom closely 

None of the old growth inventories to date have addressed m inimum stand size nscessa ry for old-growth 
ecosystems. The distinction between stands that pruvide hmited function or meet lim ited objectives 
and stands that are large. enough to bs considered old-growth ecosystems is not defined well yet Thls 
is a topic for further research. 
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Current Situation 

Old-growth stands are scattered across the forest. The Forest Plan data base from the 1976 inventory 
shows about 3,200 acres on the Hebo Ranger District; 6,100 - on Waldport Ranger D&id, 4,200 
acres on Alsea Ranger District; and, about 20,300 acres on Mapleton Ranger District. These stands 
amount to approximately 5% of the Forest, or 33,800 acres. Thirty-eight percent of these old growth 
stands are on - suited for timber management under current plans. The remaining 62% (20,800 
acres) is in reserved lands and other areas that would not be harvested (Table III-7,X An additional 
30,100 acres am covered by large mature trees (120 year age class), 5,600 acres of which would not be 
cut under current plans and would qualify as old growth in about 60 to 80 years. 

Historic Trends 

Most mature trees found today started gmwing after widespread tires of the mid-1800s (see Chapter 
III, “Vegetation, Natural Disturbance and Succession”) Today, most of the scattered stands of old 
growth are about 200 years old, although a few are about 350 and 500 years old (unpublished plot 
data for plant association mventory). This indicates that the pattern, at least in the last 500 years, 
has been periodic partial destruction and gradual replemshment as younger stands attamed old-growth 
characteristics. 

Future Trends 

Mature stands begin to &bit old-growth characteristics of the Regional Guide or Franklin definitions 
at about 175 years if they are protected fmm fire or other d&u&we. Old-growth Douglas-fir stands, 
if undisturbed, may persist 500 years or more in the Coast Range and would eventually deteriorate 
and be replaced by climax vegetation, dominated by western hemlock and western redcedar. Older 
stands in Wildernesses and other “no cut” management areas are likely to become and remain old 
growth durmg the next 100 years (see Table m-7). Harvest or other disturbance would cause the 
old-gmwth stands to be replaced by younger stands Under existing plans most of the old growth occurring 
outside of reserved lands would be harvested in the nat 4 decades FEIS, Chapter IV has ad&tional 
estimates of future amount and condition of old-growth stands as it would vary by alternative 

Resource Relationships 

Large organic debris from old-growth forests has a major mfluence on the physical characteristics of 
the small stream (Class IV) systems. Large accumulations of woody debris result m complex aquatic 
environments of riffles, pools, runs, glides and side channels The debris adds stability to stream channels 
and reduces the rate of downstream flow 

In Class III streams large woody debris is common and may cover fmm less than 25% up to 50% of 
the channel area. The canopy in the undisturbed state provides contmuous shading Energy of water 
flowmg in the channel is continually dissipated by woody matenal and vegetation, reducing emsion 
and leading to deposition of organic and inorganic materml As streams get larger, there is less direct 
mfluence of old-growth 

Mature and old-growth stands, along with most other swal stages, assist in the enrichment of forest 
sods by recycling plant nutrients through litterfall and mot sloughing. Forest cover, including old 
growth, reduces sod erosion by interceptmg rainfall and by binding the soil with a mat of roots and 
rtsscciati fungi Regmning wth early seral stages, as stands gmw older more carbon t4 stored ae tree 
bmmass. 
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As with most seral stages, old-growth ecosystems include fungi, algae and bacteria that f= and recycle 
plant nutrients and form symbiotm associations with shrubs and trees. These associations enhance the 
water and nutrient uptake of the shrubs and trees Undisturbed m&urn and old-growth stands are 
rich in these organisms and pmmde inncculum that can wmvade adjacent harvested areas. 

Mature and old-growth stands, along with later seral stages, provide sources of seed and other 
regenerative material for higher plants. Because the older stands have regenerated naturalIy without 
much, if any, culturmg by humans, the genetic diversity in these stands is thought to be much broader 
than in artificially regenerated stands These stands are alao valuable for conducting research on the 
undisturbed orgamsms and processes of the forest ecosystem. 

To provide desirable wildlife habitat, old-growth stands must have large Douglas-fir mixed with western 
hemlock. The old-growth Douglas-fir has cmwn and bark characteristics quite different from western 
hemlock These features of Douglas-fir are highly significant as habitat for certain wildlife species 
such as bats and the western red-backed vole 

Harvesting of old-growth stands has been of major importance to the timber industry in the Paafic 
Northwest for several decades The challenge of yardmg these large logs over steep, mountainous 
terrain while protecting the other resources like sod and water, has resulted in technological advances 
such as long span skylme, balloon and h&copter loggmg systems The high value of the old-growth 
wood makes it feasible to use these expensive systems 

Recreatmn users of the Forest envoy old-growth stands of trees for many different reasons The old 
trees are aesthetically pleasmg and provide a living connection wth the past and a visual reference to 
the natural successional processes of the forest environment Many people feel that the masswe, towering 
trees in some old-growth stands have a cathedral quality and are spmtually upbftmg and mspiratmnal 
These stands provide a feeling of solitude and escape fmm the evidence of human presence 
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Overview 

The Forest lies in the heart of the most pmductlve lands for conifers in the country (Waring and Franklin 
1979). Natural regsneratmn following widespread fires in the 1809s resulted in the second-growth 
Douglas-fir (80 to 120 years old) that is common on the Forest today. Timber harvesting was minimal 
before World War II After the war, harvesting increased rapidly as improved access and yarding 
technology, and increased demand for wood products made Natmnal Forest timber a desirable cornmod@. 

Intensive timber management is practiced on the Forest today Clearcutting is the most common 
silvmultural harvest method in the Coast Range (sea FEIS, Appendix G). After harvesting, must s&s 
are specially prepaFed for planting In the past, many areas were treated wth herbicides, burned, 
planted, and treat& again to destroy competing vegetation. Today, in accordance with the 1988 Record 
of D-ion issued with the Ragional Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Competing and 
Unwanted Vegatation, herbicides are used only when non-chenucal methods ars in&&we or would 
mcrease costs unreasonably. In lieu of herbicides, vegetation is being cut manually. Similarly, in 
compliance with the Smoke Management Plan, less slash is being burned than a decade ago. If needed, 
young plantations are precommercially thmned around age 10 Some 35-to-40 year old plantations 
have been Commercially thmned. Fertilizer will be applied to timber stands in the future 

Current Situation 

Much of the Smslaw looks like a managed forest About one-fifth of its 631,000 acres are plantations 
of young conifen A musax of age classes is being created Of the 538,000 acres ldentitisd as tentatively 
suitable for timber management. 5% have characteristics of old-growth stands, 57% are mature stands 
(70 to 120 years old); 10% are immature stands (40 to 60 years old); and 28% are plantations less 
than 30 years old 

The objectwas of the current timber management program on the Forest are: 

1. To grow the optimum amount of timber par acre 
2. To sell that volume to available markets 

The first ObJectwe ls achieved by harvesting stands when they reach the culmination of mean annual 
mcrsment (CMAI). CMAI is the point in the life of a timber stand when the growth rats stops increasing. 
To provide operational flexibility, Forest Service policy allows tlmbsr harvestmg when stands reach 
95% of CMAI, (FSH 2409 13-32 1) On the Forest, CMAI occurs when stands reach 70 to 100 years 
dependmg on the site quahty and the management practices used Ninety-five percent of CMAI can be 
reached as early as 60 years of age on the Forest The latter objectwe 1s achieved through sdwxltural 
practices designed to assure that all trees harvested are large enough to be marketable (at least 8” in 
diameter) 

Biologically and economically, Douglas-fir is the dominant conifer on the Forest (Daniel et al. 1979, 
Smith 1962, Wdliamson and Twombly 1983) Stands of Douglas-fir, which naturally regenerated in 
the late 18005 following large firea in the Coast Range, stdl dominate the landscaps even though 
plantations now break the once uniform pattern. The chmax tree spews on the Forest in most situations 
ls western hemlock, but successmn from Douglas-fir to western hemlock has rarely occurred. The 
many fires precluded succeSSion to old-growth stands over mast of the Forest (Hem&mm and Logan 
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1986) Douglas-fir accounts for about 80% of the comfer volume harvested. Other conifer species harvested 
and planted on the Forest m&de western hemlock, Sltka spruce, and western redcedar. 

Biologically and econonncally, red alder IS the dominant hardwood on the Forest (Poppino and Gedney 
1984) occurring in pure stands and m ixed with conifer. Alder grows along streams and rivers. It also 
grows m  axeas more suitable to conifers where the most recent kabliihment con&tmns favored alder 
Alder plays a special acological role by increasing the nitrogen content of the sod (DeBelI and Turpin 
1983). Although red alder IS not as commercially valuable as comfers, soms local industnes depend on 
its contmusd availabiity. 

Tim&z stands are stratified into the following types: 1) conifer (90% or more of the canopy cover IS 
conifer, the rest hardwoods); 2) m ixed conifer and hardwood (50 to 89% of the canopy cover IS conifer, 
the rest hardwoods); and 3) m ixed hardwood and conifer (less than 50% of the canopy cover is conifer, 
the rest hardwoods). 

Of the mature tlmbsr stands on the Forest, abut 47% are the conifer type; 21% are the m ixed comfer 
and hardwood type; and 32% are. the m ixed hardwood and comfer type This is not an ecological description 
of what could gmw on these sites, but rather what is gmwmg on these sites Most forested acres 
outside the npanan zone can grow stands of pure comfers, pure hardwoods, or any m ixture of trees 

Each forested acre on the Forest is assigned to one of three productivity groups based on the capability 
of landtyps assceiatmns (sea glossary) to grow trees About 19% of the forest was assignad to the highest 
group (average 50 year site index of 130), about 14% was assigned to the lowest group (average 50 
year sited index 108). The remammg 67% fell in the moderate productivity group, 50 year site index 
119 
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Land Suitable for Timber Production 

Table III-9 outlines the land tentatively suitable for timber pmductmn on the Forest. 

Table III-I). Lands Tentatively Suitable for Timber Management 

ACRES 

UNSUITABLE Twnu 

Siuslaw National Forest Ownership 631,361 
Water L3tmm8, lakes, esbmlws) 4,635 
Lands Not Forested (e g , sand dunes) 33,640 
lands Develop for Purposes other Than Tnnber Prcdwt~on (e S ,campgmund) 11,521 
Subtotal of Non-Fore&d Land 40,848 

Forested Land 
W~tbdrawn Fmm Scheduled Txnber Pmduct~on 

Wddernesa 
llcck Creek 
Dnfc Creek 
Cumnuns Creek 

Estabbshed Raeax& Natural Areas 
Flpn Creek 
Neakowm Crest (in Cascade Head Scenic--h Area) 

Cascade Head hpzrunental Forest 
Cascade Head Scelue-Research Area 
Oregon Dunes Natmd Ftecreatmn Area 
Subtotal of Landa Withdrawn 

581,616 

6,120 
5,635 
3,731 

663 

1,200 
4,125 

359 
=,w8 

2,015 
3,246 

0 

Management Practices 

The sdvicultural practices commonly used on the Forest include: 

1. Site preparation 
2. Planting genetically improved seedlings 
3 Protection from animal damage 
4 Release fmm competing vegetation 
5 Precommercial thinning 
6 Commercial thinnmg 
7. Regeneration harvest 

Silviculturists select stand establishment practwzs from among the systems and techniques evadable 
as prescriptions are written for each stand. At present, the majority of acres on which timber is harvested 
am clearcut, burned, and planted. 
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The practice of fertilization had not been used on the Forest untd 1989, when about 1,000 acres of 
seleded stands were fertilized. Research plots were installed in the early 1970s to test the response of 
various timber stand conditions and soil types to fertdization. Prelimmary results from these pIots 
indicate vaned but positive response on the majonty of soil types on the Forest. Other research in&c&es 
that most Douglas-fir stands and sod typea respond positively to appbcations of fertilizer (Geeeel et al. 
1979). Predicted timber yields for the Forest are based on the assumption that fertilization vail be 
used m  the future 

Not all the silvicultural practices listed above are used on every acre Estnnates of the frequency of 
reforest&on practices used on each acre harvested are: 

l Site preparation by prescribed burning 
l Site preparation needed in addtion to burning 
. Plantmg 
l Planting with genetically Improved seedlings 
. Replantmg 
l Protection from animal damage 
l Release from salmonberry competitmn 
l Release from alder competition 
l Precommetial thinmng 

90% 
30% 

100% 
30% 
10% 
60% 
10% 
40% 
50% 

Plantations are candIda& for commercial thuming when the trees to be removed average at least 12 
inches in diameter Most existing plantations are not yet old enough to be commercmlly thinned; however, 
30,000 to 40,000 acres wdl hecome available in the next 10 to 20 years 

The regeneratmn harvest method for most timber stands on the Forest is a clearcut harvest, removing 
all the trees from the site at once (FEIS, Appendix G) Clearcut harvestmg is prescribed when one of 
the followmg conditions exist (Dame1 et al 1979, DeBell and Turpin 1983, Harrie and Johnson 1983, 
Ruth and Harris 1979, Stewart 1978, Smith 1962, Wtiamson and Twombly 1983): 

l The species to be regenerated develop best m  full sunbght; e g , red elder, Douglas-fir, and Sitka 
spruce; 

l The area to be harvested 1s exposed to strong coastal wmds makmg the risk of blowdown in 
partially-cut stands too high, 

l The understory vegetation is so dense that It wdl delay stand reestablishment; 
l Fuel levels (natural or created) are so high that there is a tire hazard without slash treatment; 
l Control of insects or diseases 1s required; 
l Healthy trees are not present to provide a seed source for natural regeneration; or 
l There is a desne to alter stand composltmn, i e , to convert stands fmm hardwoods to conifers or 

to introduce genetically superior trees 

Most areas are planted after harvest to contml species compasltmn and to introduce seedlings with 
better genetx characteristics. Planted trees can be more uniformly spaced, reducing (but not ebminatmg) 
the need for precommercial thmning Rot&on time 1s shortened. Planted seedhngs have a better chance 
than natural ones of outgrowing the brush competitors, reducmg the need for release treatments (Cleary 
et al 1978, Daniel et al 1979, Smith 1962, Wright 1976) 

Success of plantations can be jeopardized both by ammals that browse or cbp seedhngs, and by other 
vegetation competing for water, light, and nutnents. Elk, deer, mountain beaver, rabbits and hares 
cause most of the damage to plantations on the Forest This damage usually occur m  the tint 3 or 4 
years of plantatmn gmwth Protectmn of seedlings fmm animal damage can take many forms includmg 
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barnem around trees, animal repsIlent mixtures, trapping, and substituting more p&table forage 
The Forest is also expenmenting with planting trees that may be less palatable to animals 

The competing vegetation includes salmonbemy, thimblebsmy, vme maple and red alder. These species 
either retard growth or kdI the seedlings (Perry et al. 1985). Burning, herbicides, and manual cutting 
are practices commonly ussd to reduce competing vegstatmn Under the Record of Decision for Managing 
Competing and Unwanted Vegetation, herbicides wiIl be used only when other methods are ineffective 
or w+I increase project cost unreasonably. 

Historic Trends 

Area on Which Timber Can Be Harvested 

A significant change in the last 10 years has been a reduction in the number of acnzs on which timber 
can he harvested. About 110,000 fewer acres are available for timber harvesting than was assumed in 
the 1979 mmbsr Resource Plan. This difference is primarily a result of the 1984 Oregon Wilderness 
Act, better sits-specific information on location of high-risk soils and number of streams, and more 
habitat protection for spotted owls 

Timber Sold and Harvested 

Essentially all of the timber which has been offered for sale on the Forest has been sold. Table III-10 
displays the amount of timber sold and tlmbsr harvested since 1973 Durmg the IO-year period 1979-1988, 
the volume actually harvested has been only 86% of the volume sold During this period, the volume 
sold (including non-chargeable material) averaged 350 MMBF/year and the volume harvested averaged 
302 MMBFiyear This difference resulted in an accumulation of uncut volume under contract, particularly 
during the period between 1980 and 1983 (Figure m-11) The uncut volume under contract increased 
from 1.0 bilhon BF at the end of 1979 (3.3 times the lo-year average harvest) to 1.6 bdhon BF at the 
end of 1985 (5.3 times the lo-year average harvest). 

Much of the uncut volume was purchased during a period of spsculatwe bidding in 1979 and 1980 
which was immediately followed by a severs economic recession when wood pricea plummeted. In 
1979 and 1980, the average price bid on the Forest for timber to be cut m the future was $470/MBF 
wble the average price actually paid for timber harvested was $180/MBF By 1981, many federal 
timber purchasers could not afford to harvest the prevlousy high-bid federal timbsr they had under 
contract and ussd lower priced wood purchased on the current market or harvested on their own lands 
to sustain their operations (Peinicke 1986). In 1985, 900 MME4F of the hqh-bid uncut timber under 
contract w&5 returned to the Forest under the regulations of the 1984 Federal Timber Contract Payment 
Modification Act and 200 MMBF was returned from defaulted contracts Most of thii returned volume 
was resold by the end of 1988. 

As the timber market improved during 1986 and 1987, and harvest increased above the amount of 
timber sold in 1988, volume under contract began to dscreass 
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Table III-lo. Timber Sold and Hanrested 1973 - 1988 

YFAR TIMBER SOLD (1) TmmER HARl lFsTED (1, 
MMBF MMBF 

1973 369 420 
1974 306 366 
1975 296 232 
1976 352 P, 365 (2) 

1917 300 332 
1978 373 315 
1979 350 374 
1960 385 267 

1981 407 247 
1962 367 142 
1983 370 243 
1984 290 339 

1985 276 305 
1936 346 312 
1987 365 362 
1988 342 424 

AVERAGE 
1973.1988@) 333 310 
1979-1988~4~ 350 302 

(1) Includes sat her and all wood pmduti (c geable and nonchargeable to 
MQ) 

(21 1976 mcbrdes an extra three months due to change ,n fiscal pear end 
(31 Annd average for 16 25 years 
(4) Chargeable volume sold, 1979-1988, wea 338 hlMBF/year, cbmyable volume 

harvested, 1979.1988 wm 290 M&BF/year 
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FIGURE III-11. TIMBER SOLD, HARVESTED AND REMAINING UNDER CONTRACT 1979-1988 

Between 1979 and 1985, an average $2.30 has been collected as receipts fmm the harvest of wood 
products on the Forest for every $1.00 spent on timber management and roads. During the 7-year 
pencd, gross timber receipts averaged $40 million/year, costs (includmg the cast of timber roads) averaged 
$17 mdlion/year, and net cash flows averaged $23 million/year. 

Net cash flows decreased from $44 milbon in 1979 to -$l million m 1982, and back up to $23 million 
in 1984 Cash flows fluctuated primarily with the amount of gross receipts rather than with the cost 
of timber and mad management The amount of gmss receipts varied significantly during the last 7 
years, not only because the amount of timber harvest fluctuated but also because the price prud for 
that timber vaned For example, gmss receipts dropped 70% between 1981 and 1982 (fmm $50 million 
to $15 millicm) when the amount of volume harvest on the Forest decreased 55% (from 250 MMBF to 
112 MMBF) and the average pnce paid for timber decreased 30% (from $200/MBF to $140/MBF) 
These trends in harvest levels and in timber prices reflect economic trends in the lumber and wood 
pmducts industries. 

During 1979-1985, the cost associated with timber management did not fluctuate as much as timber 
receipts because timber and mad management activltiea are more directly tied to the long-range timber 
management program than the harvest level in an individual year For example, timber sale preparation 
and mad construction activities prepare and access areas which may not be harvested for several years 
and reforestation and other silviculturai activities are performed in areas already harvested. Timber 
management cost include sale preparatmn and admmistmtion, stand examinations, reforestation, and 
precommemml thinning. Road costs associated with the timber management program include 
engineermg, construction, reconstruction and maintenance 
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Below-cost sales are timber sales which cost more to prepare, access and reforest than the Forest 
Service receives from the timber purchaser. On the Forest, timber sales usually generate more revenue 
than costs because the sale program has focused on harvest of mature stands which have a high monetary 
value. As discussed above, an average $2.30 has been collected as receipts from the harvest of wood 
products on the Forest for every $100 spent on tlmbsr management and roads between 1979 and 
1985 

In a few instances, inchvidual sales or individual umts within a sale cost more than the timber values, 
These casw are usually either 1) when the cost of building a mad to pmmde access to a large area is 
charged against the first sale in the area, or 2) in a hardwood sale or umt where the timber values are 
low. Below-cost sales are expected to continue to be rare in the future because of the projected increase 
in demand for smaller logs which will increase txmbar receipts and because of the completion of the 
road system which will dscrsass the management costs 

Unit of Measure 

Traditionally, timber has been inventoried, sold, and purchased usmg the board foot measure. Timber 
outputs in the FEIS and the Forest Plan will generally bs presented in millions of cubic feat (MMCF) 
Board feet will be displayed where necessary to compare with past output levels and allow transition 
to cubic foot measure 

A board foot is equivalent to a l-foot square that is l-mch thick (12”xl2”xl”) Board foot measure is 
an estimate of the lumber that can be sawn fmm a log It 1s net of the edgings, kerf, and waste due to 
log taper, and thus, for a gwsn log can vary depending on the lumber dimensions being produced and 
the state of technology of the sawmill where the log IS cut More advanced sawmills can produce 
substantially higher amounts of board feet from a log than less modernized mills. Measuring timber m 
board feet also ignores sawdust and chips which are produced during mdling and are in high demand 
for manufacture of prcducts other than lumber. 

A cubic foot IS equwalent to a cubs of wood with l-foot sides (12”xl2”x12”) Cubic feet are calculated 
m any geometric shape, mcludmg cybnders as well as cubes The cubic foot volumes usad in this FEIS 
and Plan are a measure of the total sound wood in a tree and are a more accurate depictmn of wood 
volume Using cubic fast as the measure of tlmbsr also allows the flexibdily to convert to other product 
measures, such as board feet, or cubic volume of chips and sawdust 

The two measures are not easily converted back and forth Boasd foot equivalents are only estimates, 
because the number of board feet produced from a cubic foot IS not umform. The board foot-to-cubic 
foot ratio 18 pmportmnal to the size of the tree harvested the larger the tres, the higher the ratio 
Estimates of the board foot quvalents are shown in FEIS, Appendix B, “Development of Yield 
Ccefficlenta”. 

Future Trends 

The following two sections summarize the pmjectmns used to gmde the development and evaluation 
of long-range plans and programs for the Natmnal Forests in the Forest and Bangeland Renewable 
Resources Planning Act (RPA) Assessment (USDA Forest Servxe 1984g) These pmjectmns focus on 
the national situation for the next 50 years and not on short-term local and fluctuations 
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National and Regional Supply Trends 

At the national level, the current balance between the growth of wood and its removal show that hardwood 
forests and eastern softwood forests can support additmnsl timber harvesting. This balance will change, 
particularly after the year 2000 If owners of commercial timberland respond to changes in the amount 
and price of available wood, timber harvesting could increase substantielly in most regions during the 
next few decades. The largest hardwood increases will be in the south, where harvest is expected to 
increase fmm 3.4 biion cubic feet in 1980 to 9 4 billion cubic feet in 2030 

Total projected U S. softwood harvests are expected to rise 24% fmm 9.6 biion cubic feet in 1980 to 
119 biion cubic feet in 2030. Though the outlook is for increased softwood harvests nationally, there 
are important differences among the major softwood timber producing regions 

In the Douglas& subregion, projected annual harvest fmm 1980 to 1990 is about 2 3 billion cubic 
feet. It then declines slightly to about 2 biion cubic feet per year This level is maintamed through 
the rest of the 50-year pmjection pericd 

The other major source of softwood timber harvest is in the South, which is projected to rise from 
about 4 1 biion cubic feet in 1980 to 7.3 billion in 2030. However, most recent forecasts are now 
showing that the South could be expected to be shifting to a slower rate of increase above present 
levels, until the year 2030. Much of the current expansion in the South with softwoods, as well as 
hardwoods, is due to the fact that its wood products production has become more dwersified as compared 
to other regions of the country. 

Currently, part of the timber formerly supplied by the Pacific Northwest region is now being supplied 
by the South and Canada It is expected that competition fmm Canadian imports will accelerate as 
lumber import tariffs are relaxed over the next decade. However, the situation with Canada can be 
expected to change as there are indications that the economic supply may begin dropping off within 
15 years. The pmjected change indmates a potential dmp in supply capabmty of 30 to 50% from the 
current relatively high levels. 

At about the same time this drop in supply capability begins to occur for the other sources, the growth 
of wood fiber on private lands m the Pacific Northwest will agam be reaching its capability. The private 
lands in the Pacific Northwest could then become a major source of supply for softwoods to meet national 
and international demand During the period before the private lands m the region regain their full 
supply potential, the pubhc forests would be looked upon as a major source for a relatively stable supply 
of wood fiber (Schallau 1985). 

Recent information indicates that the demand for timber is moderately high after the slowdown that 
occurred in the early 1930’s The interaction of the pmjected strong housing demand with the growing 
popularity of construction methods that use less wood and avznlabihty of wood substitutes will determine 
long-term demand demand for timber The ability to accommodate this mcrease on a long-run basis is 
critically linked to production costs. Wood supply ~11 be highly dependent on the ability of pmducers 
to lower costs to be competitive with wood substitutes 

Over the next 10 years, total timber demand from the Pacific Northwest will gmw slowly. Although 
there is a backlog of unfulfdled housing demand, the future will depend primarily on the continuing 
strength in personal income and the availability of affordable housing and financing. In addition, 
projections of exports to the Pacific Rim countries show a continuing slow growth The analysis 
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acknowledges there will be a declining trend m  the construction sector. Structure replacement, rather 
than new construction wll characterize the market 

A key factor in determining the level of demand for logs m  future will bs the outcome of pending 
legudation pertaining to log exports Current Administration proposals to hft the twenty-year old ban 
on export of logs fmm fmm Federal lands are being countered by proposed legislatmn ranging from a 
ban on all log exports to banning exports of logs from state owned lands Supporters of log exports 
cite market stabiizatmn effects and h@er state and federal revenues in their campaqns for liberalization 
of export policies Those opposed to log sxports believe expanded exports wdl lead to m ill closures, job 
losses and higher domestic wood product prices. 

World paper products use has been proJected to increase over 30% by the year 2000. It is reasonable 
to expect that several paper m ills will bs bmlt in the Pacific Northwest by the year 2000 Currently, 
in Oregon, there are several companies lookmg for paper or pulp m ill sites. Areas with scononucal 
access to markets will enjoy more full utihzatmn m  the future as chip demand strengthens (Blaydon 
1988) 

Local Supply and Demand 

The Siuslaw National Forest is divided into two geographically separate areas Each portmn lies in a 
distinct econmmc community The northern portion, the Hebo Banger District, is confined to Polk, 
Tdlamook and Yamhill Counties and the area referred to as the Northwest Oregon Resource Area for 
purposes of reportmg statistical information on timber production and supply. Salem IS the nearest 
metropolitan area to the northern portmn 

The southern portmn of the Forest has m  the counties of Benton, Coos, Douglas, Lane and Lincoln. 
Douglas and Lane are the two largest tlmbsr producing counties m  Oregon The southern portion hes 
m  the West Central Oregon and the Southwest Oregon Resource Areas Eugene-Springfield and Corvalhs 
provide regional trade centers m  the southern portion 

The significance of the impacts of changes m  timber supply fmm the Smslaw depends on the assumptions 
about both future demand for timber and the future supply fmm other national forests and other 
ownelshps in the market area Ownership of timberland in the eight-county study area is portraysd 
in Figure III-12 (Gsdney 1982). National Forest System land includes the Siuslaw, portions of the M t 
Hood, Wdlamette, and Umpqua National Forests. 
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FIGURE III-12. OWhrEXSHIP OF TIMBERLAND IN EIGHT-COUN’IY AREA 

Land management objectives differ among ownershqx! and supply potentials reflect the differing 
objectwes Among the most influential distinctions among federal and non-federal owners is sensitivity 
to market comhtions. While harvest from national forest lands may be responsive to market conditmns, 
sale programs are less responsive to short-term variations in product prices. The price sensitivity of 
harvest from natmnal forest lands has been reduced by the shortening of contract terms, and other 
measures implemented in the last few years to tiourage price speculation in federal timber. 

Figure III-13 displays growing stock in the impact area by ownership It is intereatmg to note that 
while National Forest System land accounts for 31% of commercial timberland, it contains 47% of 
existing inventory. Private mdustrial lands, on the other hand, account for 30% of the commercial 
timber land base but hold 21% of the existing inventory. Reflecting their management objectives, national 
forests have liquidated their inventories more slowly than have industrial owners As shown in Figure 
III-14 this has led to an average growing stock per acre on national forest land twice that of industrial 
lands. 
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FIGURE III-14 AVERAGE TIMBERLAND VOLUME/ACRE BY OWNERSHIF’ 
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Sinslaw National Forest Supply - The amount of timber pmduced on the Smslaw National Forest 
is an important component of the timber supply in the Pacific Northwest. The Forest sham of the 
timber supply of the 1980 Resources Planning Act program, as distributed in the Pacific Northwest 
Region was 80 MMCFEyear (USDA Forest Service 19$4a) This projection includes conifer and hardwood 
Species. 

The level of timber which the Forest can produce was analyzed during the Analysis of the Management 
Situation (USDA Forest Service 1985b) Assuming nondeclining flow harvests (which can incmase 
each decade, but never d emease) and the use of NFMA Management Requirements, the Forest could 
supply up to 717 MMCF per year, depending on other resource objectives. Thus, the timber potential 
is considerably less than the 1980 RPA assignment. Only by departing from a nondeclining flow could 
the Forest temporarily increase timber supplies at levels approaching the RPA projections. Such incmase 
would be offset by decmases in the future. 

Key influences on the level of supply cap&ii@ of the Forest include the amount of land available for 
timber production, the intensity with which that land is managed, and the harvest flow schedule. The 
amount of land available for timber management is the most significant of the three influences. Refer 
to FEIS, Chapter III, “Land Suitability” for an explanation of smtabiity determination. Intensive 
management practices influence timber supply by affecting the gmwth rate of tmes Practices such as 
thinning, fertilization and use of genetically impmved stock are examples of practices which contribute 
to increasing the supply from the available landbase. See FEIS, Chapter III, “Timber, Management 
Practices” for more information about intensive timber management practices. The management 
mtensity may be reduced from that whmh provides the largest contribution to timber yield or PNV to 
provide other resource benefits. Management intensity is reduced by extendmg rotations, as to pmvlde 
mature conifer wildlife habitat, or by pmviding for a mix of conifer and hardwood species as in 
prescriptions intended to mamtain visual quahty. 

Supply from Ownerships - Timber industry lands comprise the largest non-federal ownership in 
the impact area Industrial owners are distinguished by their responsiveness to market forces Harvest 
from mdustnal lands is influenced by the value of logs m local and export markets, the cost of extraction 
and the returns fmm alternative investments. Industrial lands are generally mope productive than 
other ownerships and are managed with greater intensity As shown m Figure III-15, the majority of 
forest industry timberlands is less than 50 years old; nearly two-thirds is less than 40 years old. Less 
than 20% is greater than 50 years old (Lettman 1989) 
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FIGURE III-15 WESTERN OREGON INDUSTRIAL TIMBERLAND 

The gap in the age class structure on industry lands was brought to public attention by the Beuter 
Report m  19’76 and has smce been a som-cs of mncsrn and speculation as to its effect on timber supply 
between 1990 and 2020. Many believe it 1s mcumbsnt upon the natmnal forests to accelerate harvest 
durmg this period to offset shortages of merchantable timber from private supplies. 

An examination of actual harvest levels shows that, harvest from mdustry lands has coaslstently exceeded 
that of national forests. The disparity between national forest and industrial land harvest has lessened 
since the 1981 recession Fqure III-16, from an Oregon Department of Forestry news r&ass, shows 
that most of the incrsass in harvest smce 1982 has corns from national forest land During the rscsssmn, 
when product prices declmsd, mdustry substltutsd harvest from industry owned lands for highly bid 
natmaal forest stumpage. 

The effects of proposed Forest Service management on the aggregate timber supply are discussed in 
FEIS, Chapter IV, “Cumulative Effects on Commumt~es.” 
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FIGURE III-16. SIUSLAW ZONE OF INFLUENCE HARVEST 

Local Demand - As shown in Figure III-17 demand for logs fmm the Siuslaw is widely distributed 
among m ills m  western Oregon. Polk County was the destination of just over a quarter of the harvested 
volume in 1985. 
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FIGURE III-17. 1985 FLOW OF SIUSLAW TIMBER BY COUNTY DESTINATION 
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As shown in Figure III-18 the Siuslaw does not dominate the log supply in the impact area. In 1985 
the Siudaw provided the largest share of total mdl consumption in Yamhill County where It accounted 
for over one-third of the total mdlsd volume. 
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SIUSLAW TIMBER AS PERCENT OF TOTAL SAWMILL CONSUMPTION 

Local sawmill capacity is one mdlcator of potential local demand for timber. Three factors have 
contnbuted to mill closures in western Oregon: 

1 A smaller supply of pnvate harvestable timber 
2. A dsclimng average dmmeter of harvested timber 
3. Obsolescent, uncompetitive rmlls with high costs per unit of output 

As shown m Table III-11, the number of mills and capacity m the impact area declined substantially 
between 1976 and 1982, it stab&sd between 1982 and 1985, and total capacity increased sbghtly. 
Capacity is in MBF per S-hour shift 

In general, demand for Siuslaw timber follows the national level of business activity The most sigmficant 
influence is the level of home construction Roughly 40% of lumber, plywood and other panel products 
produced in the U S are used m the construction of new homes Another Important source of demand 
1s the market for wood chips denvsd from the market for paper pxducts Demand related factors 
have been pnmarily responsible for the fluctuations which have occurred in the harvest of tlmbsr 
from natlonal forest land Harvest of timber on the Smslaw has ranged from 142 to 424 MMBF over 
the years 1979 to 1988 Harvest averaged 302 MMBF per year over the same interval From 1985 
through 1987, harvest on the Smslaw averaged 351 MMBF per year 
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Table m-11. Number of Milk and Capacity in Impact Area 

POE l3 305 
‘Nlamook 6 316 
Yd 7 557 
Benton 10 905 

1982#Mm 
19.32 1995 # 1985 

capacity Milk3 capscity 

6 I I 612 
3 265 

5 I 710 
4 334 

4 640 5 651 
6 470 6 595 

22 3,167 22 3,326 
2 223 1 150 
9 960 9 626 

16 2740 15 3,243 

67 9,517 67 9,937 

The “inventory’ represented by Siuslaw NF timber under contract, has exceeded harvest by a wide 
margm until recent years (Figure I&11). The tightness of the “inventory” of Siuslaw hmbsr available 
for harvest has been attributed to the *buyback” of 900 MMBF of timber under contract in 1984 and a 
combination of a buoyant demand for construction lumber, concern about future log availability, and 
export of logs from other ownerships Recent changes in timber sale biddmg procedures since the 
buy-back, including requiring a sigmficant percentage of the total bid value in a down payment on the 
contract and allowing reduced stumpage price when timber is pmmptly harvested, have removed 
incentives to hold timber for speculation 

Exports - While export of national forest timber is generally prohibited, mills must compete with 
export markets for logs from non-federal ownerships Exports have long playsd an important role m 
determming log demand. Figures III-19 and m-20, adopted from Warren (1988), show the average 
value and volume of Douglas-fir exports in the Columbia-Snake District (The Columbia-Snake District 
mcludes the ports in Oregon and southwest Washington.) Recent years have sssn a rebound in export 
prices and accompanymg export volume Log exports has been the topic of much controversy in recent 
years. Banmng all log exports has been suggested as a means of maintaming wood-pmduct employment 
in the face of declining timber availability and shifts to less labor intensive aulling technology. Lifting 
the ban on exports of federal logs has been suggested as a measure to contribute to reduction of the 
federal budget deficit 
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Overview and Current Situation 

A watershed 16 a land basin bounded by a system of ridges from which all surface water drains to a 
single point. The mayor components of watersheds am: 1) slops shape, length, and steepness, 2) soils, 
3) vegetation, especially m riparlan (strwms~de) areas where vegetation and the stream interact closely, 
and 4) st- channel structure. Each component is dependent upon the other+ and changes in a 
component may have significant effects on the stabiity and pmdudivlty of the watershed. The effects 
of nature or of management activities within watersheds are gsnerally confined to their own boundaries 
Many smsll watersheds combme to make larger watersheds, such as the Siuslaw River Basin. 

Watersheds are dynamic systems. They respond to natural and human influences through changes in 
the characteristics of st- channels, vegetation, and rates of soil erosion Landslides and surface 
soil erosion a1‘e natural pmceases that shape the lands in the Coast Range. These processes are a din?ct 
result of the very high rainfall, steep slopes, and unstable soils Landslides are rapid, downslope 
movements of soil, mck and orgamc debris that usually occur in association with lugh intensity rainfall. 
Surface soil emsion is the displacement of surface soil fmm slopes as a result of dry ravel and rainfall 
runoff Vegetation plays a key role in controlling the rates of these erosional processea by adding strength 
to the soil thmugh extensive, intertwined mot systems, and incorporated organic matter. Therefore, 
the rates of natural erosional processes can be easdy altered by changes in vegetation (Burmughs and 
Thomas 1977; Swanston and Dyrnw 1973); Bennett 1982) 

Five million acre feet of prscipitatlon falls on the Forest each year Of this, 4 million acre feet flow 
into 5,000 miles of intermittent (dry during the latter part of the summer) streams, and 3,200 miles 
of persnnial streams. These streams are further divided mto Class I, II, III and lV depending upon 
their importance to fwh habitat or human consumption. Class I streams am a direct source of water 
for dome&c use, or are used by large numbers of fBh for spawning, rearing or migration, or flow 
enough water to bs a major contributor to the quantity of water in another Class I stream. Class II 
streams are used by moderate though sigmficant numbers of fish for spawning, wring or migration, 
or flow enough water to be a moderate contributor to the quantity of water in a Class I stream, or a 
major contributor to a Class II st- Class lII streams am all other perennial streams, and Class IV 
streams are all other intermittent streams There are 1,200 miles of Class I and II streams and 2,000 
mdes of Class III streams, and 5,000 miles of Class IV streams The state of Oregon stream classification 
system includes Forest Service Class I and II as their Class I, and Forest Service Class III and IV BS 
their Class II. 

The steepness of the stream channels and the frequent hgh flows result in a tremendous amount of 
energy that is very effectwe in transportingsedunent and nutrients mto and through the stream channels 
Thus energy also creates fish habitat by deposltmg gravel and carving pools where fallen logs or other 
features impede stmamtlow. Conversely, it can scour away fish spawning gravel and ffi pools where 
the flow 1s unimpeded Sediment can smother eggs and recently-hatched fish in the spawning beds. It 
may increase the cost of treating water, and it makes streams less attractive when it occurs in heavy 
concentrations Sediment IS a result of landsbdes, surface erosion, and stream channel emsion 

In addition to its direct relationship with fish habitat, stream structure m spscitic segments plays a 
significant role in the stability of the st- It also influences the timing of flows in downstream 
segments and the stabfity of the watershed itself. (The relatlonshlp between ripanan vegetation and 
woody material, and the frequency of its occurrence in Forest streams, is discussed in FEIS, Chapter 
IV, “Fish Effects”.) 
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Large pieces of stable woody material create small "steps" in the stream channel which maintain stream 
velocity and erosive energy at a level which is in equilibrium with the stabiity of the channel (Heede 
1975). When these "stqm" are removed either by salvaging logs, cleaning the channel for esthetic purposes, 
scouring by debris torrents, or natural decomposition, the velocity and erosive energy increase When 
erosive energy increases, the bed and banks of the stream erode until enough large material (usually 
trees) falls into the stream to slow the velocity to appmximataly its origmsl state. When bed and bank 
erosion occurs at the bottom of steep slopes, it can also trigger slops fsdums When velocity increases 
in several tnbutaries of a single stream, abnormally high flows during storms (stmmflow~) can occur 
Such changes in flow patterns can accelerats channel erosion. 

Water from the Forest provides aquatic habitat for fish and other creatures. Domestic and mdnstrial 
consumption am also important. These beneficial uses depend on water of high quality There have 
not been any surface water shortages to date, even in low flow periods in late summer and early fall. 

Water quality becomes an issue when beneficial uses of streams are affected The primary beneficial 
USGS of Forest St- BE domestic use and production of native anadromous fish on National Forest 
lands, and in major rivers, estuarms and fish hatcheries downstream from the Forest. A secondary 
beneficial use of Forest streams is the esthetic value of the gsnerslly crystal clear water. All of these 
uses are affected by increases m  sediment in the streams Fish production and domestic use are also 
affected by water temperature mcreams and when water is contammatsd with toxic materials.. Domestic 
use 1s affected when water IS contaminated with dii organisms 

With an average stream density of 9 m iles of stream for every square m ile of land, nearly every Forest 
pmJ& is affected by its proxnnily to riparian areas This underlines the importance of watersheds in 
Forest management. 

Landtype Associations 

Watersheds vary significantly in their physical and biological charactermtice, and correspondingly in 
their response to management activities that can degrade stability of watersheds (Swanston and Dyrnsss 
1973; Barnett 1984). The variation within and between watersheds is controlled by the physical 
characteristics of each watershed 

Few watersheds have homogeneous physical parameters To reduce heterogeneity as much as possible, 
the Forest’s watersheds have been aggregated into 14 areas (Berry and Maxwell 1981) each of which 
has its own distinct physical characteristics Each area is a special combination of landtypes; each 
composed of specific rock types, landforms, and soils (Badura et al 1974) Each area has &fferent 
potentials for sod erosion and stream channel alteration, and different fish and wildhfe habitat 
characteristics These 14 areas, called landtype associations (LTAs), are. the basic Forest land units 
wed to model the effects of management actwities on watershed resources such as soils, water, and 
fish They generally contain all or parts of several watersheds 

Figure III-21 identities the location of LTAs on the Forest. A brief description of each follows 

LTAS: D, N, Q, I& and T - These LTAs consist of gentler and more stable slopes than on much of 
the rest of the Forest About 22% of these LTAs have steep, unstable slopes v&h a high risk for 
management-associatsd landslides Soil slumps along roads, and on slopes adjacent to streams, are 
common Approximately 36% of the Forest consists of these LTAs 

LTAS: A, B, C, E, and P - Unstable areas are found on many steep, moderately diitsd slopes m  
these LTAs. About 34% of these LTAs consist of landtypes wth a high risk for management-associated 
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landshd~. Debris avalanches and dry ravel surface erosion are common on the unstable areas when 
vegetation and soil are disturbed. Approximately 36% of the For& lies in these LTAs. 

LTAs: F,G, and M - Extensive areas of very steep, h&ly disscted, and exceptionally unstable slopes 
am found here. About 80% of these LTAs consist of landtypes with a high risk for management-associated 
landslides Disturbance of vegetation and organic matter can greatly mcnzase rates of landshdes and 
cause surface erosion. The incidence of small and large landslides is high. Approximately 23% of the 
Forest lies in these LTAs Most is on Mapleton Ranger District. 

LTA: X - This LTA encompasses the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (5% of the Forest). It is 
open and vegetated sand dunes 

Watersheds on the Forest are managed for several uses while maintaining water quality and f=h and 
wildlife habitat As discussed in more d&ad in the “Historic Trends” se&on below, these management 
practices include methods to mamtain stabdity on steep slopes, to maintam stream temperature, to 
design roads to prevent landslides, and methods to maintain fish spawning and rearing habitats 

Resource Use 

In addition to providing habitat for fEh and other mkllife species (see the “Fish” and “Wildlife” sections 
of thii chapter), the Forest watersheds provide domestic uss water for 57 munlclpal or public water 
systems and approximately 2000 private water systems which withdraw water fmm streams on, or 
within l/2 mde downstream fmm, National Forest land (Figure III-22) Two municipalities (Corvallis 
and Toledo) have long-standing agreements with the Secretary of Agmxlture to manage actlvlties 
wthin the watershsds to ensure the pmtection of water quality. Appmxmately 4 to 5 million gallons 
of groundwater ars drawn each day from the aqufer in the Oregon Dunes area north of Coos Bay to 
supply industry in that area (Kantrowitz undated) 

Other uses of surface water from the Forest mclude recreation and the operation of several fish hatcheries. 
One hydroelectric power project has been proposed on Clanmce Cm&, a tributary of the Nestucca 
River (FERC project #6583-000). Over 300 miles of major streams and seven large estuaries depend 
on the quantity and quality of water they receive from Forest watersheds to support hghly productwe 
fish and shellf=h habitat. 

Historic Trends 

Fires 

Watersheds on the Forest have been affected by wddfire. See Chapter III, “Vegetation, Natural 
Disturbance and Succession” for a discussion of the Forest’s tire history The existence of only a few 
small pockets of old growth trees today indicates that watersheds were essentially denuded after many 
of these tires Slops f&w+ resulting from loss of root strength where tree roots died after the tires, 
probably had a significant effect on fwh habitat. The fires resulted in accelerating land&de rates and 
surface emsion, silting of fmh spawmnggravel, fang of f=h marmgpools, and blockages of f=h migration 
routes. Based on observations of fwh habitat after more recent drsturbances, recovery from these events 
is assumed to have bean fairly rapid (withm 20 years after each fire) Intense storms periodically flushed 
sediment from the stream systems and brought new gravel and debns into the scoured stream reaches 
to restore fBh habitat 
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Timber Harvesting 
Soil 84 Water 

Bates of timber harvesting accelerated on the Forest in the 1950s Despite efforts to mitigate potentmlly 
adverse effects, logging and associated madbullding tended to destabilize watersheds (Ketcheson and 
Frosblich 1977, Swanson and Swanson 1977; Greswell et al 1979, Barn&t 1982; Bennett 1982). Bernoval 
of trees from many unstable slopes destroyed root systems, often resulting m slope failures adJm& to 
and in the headwalls of streams (Burroughs and Thomas 1977) Some road building resulted m 
undercuttmg or oversteepenmg of unstable slopes and increased landslides. Fiih migration routes 
were blocked by impassable culverts at a few stream crossings, and the increased sediment to streams 
from surface erosion sometimes filled pools and smothered spawning gravel Removal of debris from 
in and along stream channels often degraded the fmh habitat by removing logs essential to fish rearing 
pools In some cases, exceaswely “hot” slash burning resulted m soil damage such as surface erosion 
and reduction of nutrients (Gillmor 1969, Bennett 1982; Barnett 1984). 

Management practices have changed m response to current conditions and knowledge By the end of 
the 197Os, the Forest was routinely using the followmg practices. 

l Leaving vegetation intact on unstable slopes; 
a Designing stable roads and locating them on stable slopes; 
l Leavmg logs and large pieces of debris m the streams to msantain fish rearing habitat, 
s Leaving vegetation intact within buffer strips along nnportant stream reaches, 
a Burnmg slash under conditions likely to result in a less damage to the soil; and 
l Mann&ring road dramage culverts during the rainy season. 

The effectiveness of these practices has not been fully established As ordered by the U.S District 
Court in the Amended Judgement of August 6, 1984, for National Wildhfe v Block, research is under 
way on the effectiveness of retanungvegetation on unstable slopes (Swanson et al 1985) Initial tindmgs 
indicate that identillcation of unstable slopes and the retention of the desired vegetation around them 
have been successful m more than 90% of the cases Ultimate success m preventing acceleration of 
landshdes ls still in question 

The failure rate on roads constructed since 1975 is negligible. Fewer than 10 landslides have resulted 
from roads constructed since 1975 on the Mapleton Banger District @xsonal communication with 
Duane Dipert, former soil scientist on the District) Snnilar decreases in road associated landslides 
have been noted on the other Banger Dtstncts Proof of the effectiveness of these practmes will be 
demonstrated by improved fish habitat conditions (see discussion m Appendix B for more mformatmn). 

More recently the Forest has been mstalhng various stabilizing structures in the streams to improve 
fish habitat, managing nparian areas to nnprove fish and wildhfe habitat, and restonng steep road fill 
slopes to a stable condition. 

The effect of these practices on watersheds is illustrated in Figure III-23, which was developed using a 
sediment model developed on the Forest. The model was based on landslide occurrence from the rind-1970s 
through the early 198Os, and on a surface erosion study done during the late 1970s (Bush 1982, Bennett 
1982) 

Tnnber harvesting on land of other owners began earlier than on National Forest land It was generslly 
conducted at a faster rate. Consequences of current harvesting on other lands is assumed to lx similar 
to that which oxnred following harvest on the Forest in the 1960s 
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Them has been impmvement in the practrces on lands of other owners Bureau of Land Management 
watershed practices are sinular to those of the Forest Service. The Stats of Oregon has a Forest Practices 
Act administered by the Oregon Department of Forestry which has gradually changed the practices on 
private land. Improvement of mad construction on steep slopes was given increased emphasis in 1983. 
However, only minimal streamside buffers am left along major psrsnnlal streams and are generally 
not left at all on small perennial streams or on intermittent streams. Impacts to fish habitat from 
timber harvest on private lands are now lower than they were m the 1969s, but much higher than 
current impacts on National Forest lands 

Future Trends 

Watershed conditions should remrun similar to current or show some nnpmvement as a result of changes 
in management practices stnce the 1979s Inventories of unstable sites should be more accurate and 
damage from past practices should recover naturally Loss of large organic debns in the perennial 
streams logged prior to the late 1970’s wll continue to reduce productive potentml of those streams 
for several decades 

Resource Relationships 

Watershed and fish habitat conditions are inextricably linked Fmm the ridge top to the estuary, natural 
forces are at work rearranging the rocks, slopes, sods, stream courses, and fish and annnal communities. 
The purpose of watershed management is to allow natural pmcesaes, es much as possrble, to shape 
and control stream systems. Such management can have pronounced effects on Forest outputs. 
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Soil & Water 
Influencing the amount, timmg, and location of changes in natural processes reqmrea recognizing 
when and where to alter management actwities to produce the highest level of a desired effect, or the 
lowest level of an undesirable effect Altering vegetation, mad construction, applying fertilizers, and 
burning of organic matter are activities most closely linked with changes in watersheds and fish habitat. 

Altering the Vegetation 

Kllllng Vegetation _ This includes harvestmg trees, burning brush or trees, and applymg herbicides, 
if awlable (see discussion on herbicides in Chapter I) Harvesting trees, burmng logging slash and 
brush, or applying herbicides to reduce the amount of brush and undesirable trees that compete with 
planted species for growing sites results in the destruction of mot systems When the roots are destroyed 
on very steep slopes that are prone to periodic high ground water levels, the strength of the soil alone 
is msufgcient to deter landslides. Subsequent acceleration of landshde rates increases sediment in 
streams, blockages to anadmmoue fmh travel, and channel soour High landshde rates generally lower 
water quality and the diversity, quantity, and quality of f=h habitat. 

Changing Tree Stand Composition - Changing Forest stands from conifer to alder adds nitrogen 
to the soil and improves pmductivrty. Changes in species composition, or total organic matter may 
sugnitlcantly alter productivity after one or more harvest rotations Changes in tree specres composition 
and logging also affect the amount of large orgamc debris available for channel structure and fish 
habitat Large conifer logs and mot wads must bs continuously introduced to stream channels to control 
rapid changes m  the shape and behavior of steep stream systems As more conifers are removed from 
streamside areas, the channels become more unstable and fmh habitat becomes less diverse. 

Altering of Surface and Ground Water - Cutting m to, and filling over natural slopes dunng road 
construction can increase surface erosion and frequency of landslides. The degree varies depending on 
location, design and mamtenance of the roads. Highly unstable areas are easily destabiised by changes 
in groundwater 

Altering Slopes - Cutting into and fdling over the natural slope disturbs the balance of m ternal soil 
and rock strength and can lead to failure of the mad and the slopes above and below it. Failures of 
roads and slopes accelerate the natural landshde rate. Thm increases sediment in streams, and channel 
scour, it generally lowers water quality and the diversity, quantity, and quahty of fish habitat 

Applying Fertilizers 

Increasing Growth of Vegetation - Addrtion of nitrogen fertmser to the soil benefits vegetation by 
boosting the nutrient most lnniting plant growth m  the Coast Ranges. The addition of nitrogen fertilizer 
to timbered areas increases timber volume It improves the health and vigor of the vegetation and it 
also promotes stronger root systems on unstable sites, and rapid regrowth where vegetation has been 
killed 

Reducing Water Quality - Aerial application of chemicals could contaminate stream systems. Water 
contaminated by fertdisem encourages the growth of algae, and other types of aquatic plants, that 
may upset the food chain There is also the danger of the chemical fertmser entering domestic and 
mumcipal water supplies 
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Burning of Organic Matter 

Reducing Surface Soil Structural Strength - Dry ravel wll accelerate where slopes exceed GO%, 
and where very hot burns am used either to control competing vegetation or reduce fuel levels, because 
the strength of the surface soil is lost. Acceleration of the natural surface emsion increases sediment 
in streams and generally decreases water quality and fsh habitat 

Reducing Nitrogen - High soil temperatures m the surface soils during burning result in volatlhsation 
of nitrogen Losses of nitrogen may decrease site productivity for several rotations. Losses may be 
significant when surface temperatures reach levels that destroy the fine, undecomposed organic materials 
(such as conifer needles) on the surface. 

Increasing Tree Growth - Where brush competition is great, controlled burning of the brush prior 
to planting trees allows the tree species to grow faster, occupy the site sooner, and more quickly produce 
mot systems that am better able to prevent accelerated landslides. 

Reducing Fire Hazard - Reduction of fuels deneases the potential for catastrophic wildfire. As 
diicussed earlier, wildfire can cause sudden and severe changes in watersheds and fsh habitat 

Other Resource Interactions 

The correlation between watershed condition and fmh habitat has already been discussed. Not harvesting 
timber on areas with high risk of landshdes precludes timber production These areas provide habitat 
for some wkllife species Other amas where timber harvest is not allowed, such as Wildernesses and 
Research Natural Areas, protect watersheds. 
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FISH 

Overview 

Fish habItat is a function of stream channels, volume and velocity of flows, and physical and chemical 
elements that influence aquatic organisms A combination of heavy rainfall, lugh stream density, mild 
climate, and other favorable envimnmental conditions on the Forest results in highly productive fsh 
habitat (Kunkel and Janik 1976). The forest IS one of the few places in the contiguous United States 
where National Forest land fronts the sea, and 1,200 of the 3,200 miles of year-round streams are 
accessible to anadmmous salmon and trout. These species spend several years feeding in the ocean. 
Ultimately, they ascend thew native streams to spawn and deposit eggs in gravel beds. After several 
months of development in the gravel, offspring rear for several months to 2 years in deeper pools 
During their freshwater residence, fmh continue to rely on shallower water for feeding sites. These 
areas also produce invertebrates for food A small percentage of the young origmally hatched finally 
migrate to the wean Of th=, 5-10% survive to adulthood. 

Heavy rainfall and steep slopes increase the pmbabdity of damage to stream habItat (Everest and 
Meehan 1981) Loosened sediment can smother gravel in stream beds (Hall and Lantz 1969) Also, 
large logs falhng mto streams create pools for f=h and traps where ssdnnent and small orgamc matter 
am bmken down into nutnents (Swanson and Llenkaempsr 1978) Logjams can impede the movement 
of fish, but too few logs result in alteration of streamflow and food chains and loss of pools Spawning 
habitat &xss to clean gravel) and rearing habitat (cover and pools) are necessary for fmh populatmns 
Rearing habitat appears to be in shorter supply than spawning habitat in most streams on the Forest 
(Haugen 1981, &dell and Luchessa 1982; F. Everest, personal communwation wth M Clady) 

The npanan area lies along perennial streams where vegetation is influenced by water in the channel 
and saturation of the soil Vegetation m tti area has a major influence on fish habitat It supplies 
logs and small pieces of orgamc material to the stream channel, shades the water surface, and filters 
out surface erosion before it reaches the stream. 

Estuaries, the downstream portmns of river systems, widen under the influence of tidal action. They 
am transition zones between fresh and salt waters. Physical, chemical, and hydrologic conditions vary 
quickly and greatly. This dwerslty results in high bmlogical productivity. Estuaries am particularly 
important because sensitive young stages of many aquatic organisms often concentrate there Chronic 
changes in streamflow and ssdnnent delivery in the contributmg watersheds can s@iicantly alter 
plant and animal communities m estuaries. 

Current Situation 

Five of the seven mam coastal river systems in Oregon that provide the largest annual sport catches 
of steelhead and salmon (Alsea, Nestucca, &lets, Stuslaw, and Umpqua rivers) partially flow within 
the Forest (Kunkel and Jamk 1976) Forest practices affect water quahty, angler success, and survival 
of f=h including those produced in hatcheries, (He&r et al 1983). A number of smaller streams, draining 
directly into the Pacific Ocean, produce wild anadmmous fish. 

The cutthroat trout, conslstingof bath anadmmous (searun) and freshwater msldent forms, 1s widespread 
in Forest streams but little is known about the species except for some long-term responses of populations 
to logging (Moring and Lantz 1975) Chmook salmon and steelhead am also abundant. The coho salmon 
IS highly prized for both commercial and sport fishing Much of the freshwater habitat on the Forest 
appears to be most suitable for rearmgcoho salmon Because coho salmon am sensitive to environmental 
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change and because of the extent of suitable habitat on the Forest, coho salmon is used as an indicator 
of the effects of management activities on fmh habitat. See FEIS, Chapter IV, “Fish” . 

Salmon habitat occurs extensively in landtype associations (LTAsl A, B, C, and D (see FEIS, Chapter 
III, “Watershed”), which include mast of the southcentral part of the Forest between the short coastal 
drainages and the steeper mountains Streams m these LTAs have relatively moderate gradients and 
large amounts of pool habitat that are prime areas for rearing young salmon. Impoaant salmon streams 
include Five Rivers and Lobster, Drift and Canal creeks of the Alsea River system; the North Fork 
and Deadwood Creek portions of the Siwlaw River; and tributaries of the large freshwater lakes south 
of Florence (see Figure III-21 Other major rivers on the Forest and their surrounding LTAs am. Nestucca 
Rwer - R and T, Siletz River and Bay - P and T, Marys River - B; Yaquina River - D and E, Smith 
River - F and R, and Umpqua River - G. The model used to estimate envimnmental consequences of 
forest management on fish habitat is based on LTAs rather than river drainages (See FEIS, Chapter 
IV, “Fish” 1 

About 17 nullion pounds of salmon were caught commemially in Oregon in 1987, valued at over $27 
milhon (ODFW 1988). Of the total salmon harvest, from two-thirds to three-fourths 1s caught by 
commercial operators in the ocean, and the remainder by sport fshennen (King 1984, Kunkel and 
Janik 1976). Table III-12 shows the annual contribution to existing sport and commercial fisheries 
fmm fish produced on the Siuslaw National Forest from 1976 to 1985 About 80% of the sport catch 
of salmon in Oregon IS made in the ocean (Kunkel and Janik 19761, but all searun cutthroat and steelhead 
tmut am caught in rivers and estuaries Over 80% of the coho salmon and 50% of the steelhead that 
attain full size m the ocean am caught before they have a chance to spawn (Kmg 1984) 

Because of the high value of anadmmous salmon and trout (the sport fishery alone for all kinds of 
fish in Oregon was recently estimated at $428~$573 nnlhon/year, Sport Fishing Institute 1988, U S 
Fish and Wildlife Service 19881, much more is known about them than the other 200 or so species of 
fish and shellfmh hving on the Forest during part of or all their lives. Lesser-known sperms include 
s&pins and resident cutthroat trout in streams; and bluegill, largemouth bass, and stocked trout in 
appmximately 30 lakes on the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area. Crabs, clams, mussels, shrimp, 
and fish such as starry flounder, surfperch and rockfEh are abundant m major estuaries. 

Table III-12. Annual Contribution to Sport and Commercial Fisheries 

I SpeoieS I Sport Fisherg 0VFUDs) (1) Commercial Fishery (lb& I 

Coho salmon 

I 
I 

Chmcok Steelhead cutthroat salmon Rout I 

7,300 I 199,100 I 

27,300 1,300 1,800 I 58,200 0 0 I 

TOTAL I 37,700 I 367,900 I 
(1) WFUDs are Wddhfe-Fwh User Days. an index of huntmg and SshmS actw~ty 

Management Practices 

Two types of practices am used to manage f=h habitat on the Forest The most important is to protect 
fish habitat. Techniques include leaving vegetation intact on unstable slopes and along streams 
Vegetation on unstable slopes maintains slope strength via a healthy mat of roots which bind the soil 
together. Vegetation along a stream pmvides a source of nutrients, shades the stream, prevents surface 
erosion adjacent to the stream, and provides a continurngsoume of logs which maintain stream structure 
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Logging opsratmns are conducted in a way to protect streamside areas. This requires use of sophlsticatad 
loggng devices and carefully designed roads be used Another ccumnon practice 1s scheduling and 
&per&n of logging to avoid cutting heavily in a watershed. 

The above practices help pmvlde diversity and complexity of stream systems that reduce nnpacts of 
loggmg. High winter stream flows can flush out moderate amounts of sediment produced when loggmg 
is tipersed over tnne In addition, channel structure and food chams can be naturally restored If 
clearcuts are kept relatwely small and m termittent along streams 

The second management practice is to improve or restore habitat (m most cases, thii m  to correct 
damage). Habitat improvement consists of budding structures to create habltat, modifying blockages 
to fwh passage, and pmvldmg resting pools in bedrock streams These proJe& am often effective, and 
are generally feasible in streams that are accessible to heavy equipment 

d 
Resource Use 

Salmon are among the most prized of all fmh. Commercial fmhmg for salmon largely involves trolling 
artificial biuts from small boats in the coastal waters of the Pacific Ocean The industry cons~& of 
mdividuals whose earnings from commercial fishing differ wdely Salmon am sold in local and regional 
markets 

Methods used for recreational tishmg are vaned A large portion of sport f ishmg is tied to gnlde or 
charter boat services Catching a large salmon or steelhead has a certain mystique in our culture 
Salmon, searun cutthmat trout and steelhead are all highly prized for sport and food Although most 
fishing w, by Oregon residents, people travel from throughout the United States to fish along the Oregon 
coast 

Econonues of many coastal commumt~es are heavily dependent on summer salmon fishing as is clearly 
demonstrated by hardships created In recent years fmm reduced salmon runs and fishing seasons 
Rwer systems that at least partmlly dram the Forest produce most of the anadmmous salmon and 
trout produced in Oregon’s coastal tnbutaries, many of which are spawned and reared on the Forest 

Historic Trends 

Stream systems am naturally dynamic Channel charactenstws are constantly adapting to streamflows, 
resulting in moderate seasonal changes in fish habitat. However, major events such as tires, floods, 
and landshdes can cause more pronounced changes 

Relatively short-hved but acute losses of spawmng habitat have occurred in the past on the Forest 
They resulted from increases of sediment and stream blockages from natural vvlldiiras and timber 
harvest (see FEIS, Chapter III, “Watershed”) In the last 100 years, however, removal of logs in and 
along streams by loggmg and stream cleanout have probably inflicted even more undespread and 
long-lasting impacts on rearmg habitat (Bmson and Sedell in press, Bryant 1983, Maser and Trappe 
1984, Sedell and Luchessa 1982, Sedell et al. 1974, Swanson et al 1982, Tn.&a et al 1982, and others) 

Streamside deforestatmn causes a gradual decline m  habitat as logs in the stream slowly decay. If 
these logs are removed, the mstream habitat levels nnmediately drop In both cases, recovery is impossible 
as long as frequent timber harvests along streams prevent comfers from becoming large enough to 
provide adequate rearing habitat 
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Channel morphology, structure, timing of flow, ““tnent cycles, and other key aspects of habitat have 
been markedly altered by past management activities Because of the widespread and long-lasting 
nature of the changes, reanng habitat in most portions of Forest streams remains somewhere below 
levels that followed floods and wildfires of the past. Streams in areas where. downed trees and channel 
debris were removed contain only 5 to 20% as many large logs as do undwturbed streams &dell et 
al. 1984) 

Future Trends 

Freshwater sport fuhing and nonconsumptive “se of f=h for viewing and photography have been growing 
m popularity and are expected to continue to do so, particularly in the West (USDA Forest Service 
198Od) The Statewide Comprehensive Plan for Fish and Wildlife (USDA Forest Service and ODFW 
1979) projected that demand for sport and commercial fishmg would increase by 22% before the year 
2000. Demand for fwh and fishing is clearly affected by factors such as recreation and economic comhtions, 
although how these interact ls not yet clear. It is assumed that demand for commerually caught fah 
will exceed supply, and that fishing will expand to catch any addltional supply On the other hand, if 
a” unbmited supply of f=h is avalable for recreational fshing, the fish may not all be utilized because 
of hmits on access to fishing areas and the amount of crowdmg that anglers will tolerate 

It 1s difficult to assess future supplies of fish on the Forest Improvements m management practices 
should more or less maintain anadromous fwh habitat in streams However, recent years have show” 
that other factors, such as fwh survival in the wea” and excessive fishing, may lmnt the “umber of 
adult fish returmng to streams to spawn. Fish populations rearing in streams may not always be large 
enough to utilize all available habitat Fish production in the foreseeable future will probably remain 
somewhere below the bistonc levels because of loss of structure and habltat complexity in larger rivers 
&dell and Luchessa 1982) and smaller streams (Bryant 1983) due to human activitw that will take 
a long time to reverse Tbe Comprehenswe Plan for Coho Salmon (ODFW 1982b) established targets 
for this species High production from readily accessible habitat, such as that on the Forest, will hinge 
on setting targets to meet present and future demands 

Resource Relationships 

Correlations among timber harvest, sediment, and stream conditions are relatively well understood 
but not easdy measured m detail (see FEIS, Chapter IV, “Watershed”) In general, given consistent 
practices, amounts of sediment, stream blockages, stream scour, and their subsequent effects on spawning 
habitat are directly related to the number of acres clearcut Furthermore, chmmc destabilization of 
watersheds from extensive, extended road building and tm&r harvest has channelized many mountain 
streams VTriska et al 1982) and generally dnwpted structural and biological components of rearing 
habItat (Angermeier and Karr 1984). As a result, stabdrty and diversity of fish communities may be 
reduced (Karr 1981) 

Wildlife management can affect fish habltat Managing npanan areas for wldhfe dependent on dead 
and defective trees wll mcrease the “umber of standmg dead trees, which decay fast when they fall 
into the stream. From a f=heries standpoint, it 1s desirable that these trees fall into the stream while 
stdl alive; the logs are then more resistant to decay and provide fsh habltat for a longer time. 
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Overview 

The moderate climate, relatively low elevation, vaned geology, and proxinuty to the Pacific Ocean all 
combine to create diverse wddhfe habitats on the Forest, rangmg fmm estuanes and sandy beaches to 
old-growth Douglas-fir stands Steep topography and heavy ramfall generate an abundance of nparian 
habitat along the many headwaters, streams, and rivers 

Current Situation 

Approxnnately 330 species of wildhfe may be found on the Forest, includmg 235 birds, 69 mammals, 
14 amphibians, and 12 reptiles (USDA Forest Service 1981, 1982) 

At least 50 native speaes of birds and mammals found on the Forest are classified as “game” or “furbearers” 
by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wddhfe @fills et al 1980). Hunters and trappers seek these 
species and their harvest 1s regulated by specml seasons Game specw include deer, elk, grouse, quail, 
geese, duck, bear, and cougar, furbearers m&de beaver, mink, nutria, muskrat, marten, and raccoon 

Special habitats such as lakes and ponds, meadows, freshwater marshes, rocky ocean benches, talus 
slopes, and colony nestmg sites are uncommon but occur throughout the Forest (USDA Forest Service 
1983a) These habitats are important because of the umque wklhfe using them Special habitats are 
protected and managed on a site spa& baas 

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species 

There are 17 species of animals classified as &her threatened or endangered by the U S Fish and 
Wddhfe Service (USFWS) or as saative by the Regonal Forester (Table III-13) SKteen of these are 
documented as occurring on the Forest, the other is suspected because of suitable habitat. 

Twenty-three plant species are included on the Re~onal Forester’s hst of sensitive plants for the Smslaw 
Natlonal Forest Of these, six are Federal candidate (Category 2) species, nme are documented on the 
Forest, and 14 are suspected to occur on the Forest (Table m-14) 

The Smslaw National Forest consults with the US Fish and Wddhfe Se~ce when any proposed 
management actwity may adversely affect any species listed as threatened or endangered Listed species 
and sensitive species are gwen special consider&on to assure that any proposed management actiwty 
would not jeopardize their existence The objective of sensltve species management is to make 
management actwities compatible with habitat requwements of these species and to actwely manage 
to prevent a species from bang listed as threatened or endangered. 
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Table IJI-14. Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Plants 

Common Name 

Pmk sandverbena 

Lkeigmtion oc.mmence 

Federal cm,d,data CZ: Donrmented 
R6 emeitive 

Anemone oregano fehx 

Caniamutepattersond 

oregun anenwlle 

Saddle mm,,,ta,,, b,ttercress 

R-6 sensit,ve Smpeaed 

Federal candulate C2, DC.XU!,e,,ti 
R-6 sens4tse 

Cordylonfhua mantnnua palustns Budteak Federal cand,date C2, suspeaed 
R-6 sens,tive 

Cypem.5 nuulons 

Engemn peregnnus peregnnus 

E@hmnzum elegans 

ShuungRetsedgE 

Subalp,ne dasy 

Glacier hly 

R-6 sensitwe Smpeaed 

R-6 senslt,ve S=Jpeaed 

Federal candidate C2, Donrmented 
R-6 sens,tme 

Rbpendula ocadenlolrs 

Geum tnflorwn cnmpmulatum 

Hydnxotyle uert,c,llata 

Lewu,a columburna ruprcola 

L,mbeUa ftya 

Lycopod,um mundafum 

Montm drffusa 

Ophmglossum uulgatum 

Phoba spkqmwln 

Plantago nuIclK%?wpa 

Pea keIlog&, 

Pea lanf2om 

Sar,f,-aga h,tchcockrona 

Queen-af.the-forest 

Prsvle smoke 

water pennywort 

Columbia lew~ela 

Frye’s moss 

Bog clubmoss 

Branching montia 

Adder’s-tongue 

MOSS 

Ales plantam 

Kellog’e bluegrass 

Loose-flowered bluegrass 

H,tchcoek’s sax,frarSe 

R-6 sens,t*ve DOCUU,‘X,ti 

R-6 sens,t,ve Supeaed 

R-6 sens,t,“e smpeded 

R-6 sens,t,ve Supeaed 

R-6 sens,ti”e suspeaed 

R-6 sens,t,ve D-ented 

R-6 sens,tive SW-@ 

R-6 *ens,t,“e D-ented 

R-6 eens,tlve smpeeted 

R-6 sens,t,ve Smpeaed 

R-6 sens,ti”e swpeded 

R-6 senalve DOCUl,eJ,ted 

Federal can&date C2, S=V-J 
R-6 sens,t,ve 

Seneclo flmll 

S,dabxa hwhpes 

Sdene douglass,, omna 

Flett’s grcnmdsel R-6 eens,tiw? supffted 

Hauy-stemed checker-mallow R.6 sens,t,rre DOCUlle&d 

Douglas’s sdene Federal can&d& C2, SWpeded 
R-6 sens,t,vB 
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To sstmmte the effects of each alternative on fish and wildlife resources, certain species were identified 
as “management indicator species ” Management indicator species were selected because a change in 
their population, in response to management activities, is believed to represent changes in a larger 
group of species Selection of management mdicator species was based on the following categories as 
specified in 36 CFR 219 19: 

1. Endangered and threatened plant and animal species identified on state and federal lists for 
the planning area, 

2 Species with special habitat requirements that may be influenced significantly by planned 
management programs. 

3. Spmes commonly hunted, fwhed, or trappsd 
4 Non-game spscles of special interest 
5. Additional species selected because their population changes are believed to indicate the effects 

of management activities on other spsciss of s&&xi major biological communitms or on water 
quality 

Ten spscres have been selected as management imhcator species for the Suislaw National Forest. Table 
III-15 lists these species and reascms for their selection 

Mink, mountain quad and species associated with mature deciduous mix habitat were included as 
management indicator spscms in the DEIS The are not included as management indicator spsceis in 
the FEIS The mature deciduous mix species included sharp-shinnsd hawk, western grey squnrel and 
several species of warbler. 

Mink was an indicator of riparian habitat Although the species resides primarily in ripanan environ- 
ments, the habitat features used by mink include a wide array of vegetative types and successional 
stages (Brown 19851 Since this spexes is not clearly keyed to specific habitat characteristxs that 
would be influenced by planned management programs, it was removed from the list of management 
mdicator species 

Mountain quad was an mdcator of grass-forb habitats. Mountam quail are closely tied to grass-forb 
habitats, but show no speculc tie to any one vegetatwa community typs Mountain quail habitat (early 
successnnml stages of a wide variety of plant commumties) will bs supplied in many areas over the 
planning period through Forest Plan implementation Since grass-forb habitat will contmually bs 
produced following timber harvest, there is no prsdrztsd shortage of such habitat Consequently, mountain 
quail is no longer considered a management mdicator spsmes. The best index to mountain quail habitat 
capacity IS simply the acme of grass-forb 

Mature deciduous mm habitat was assigned management indicator species to represent changes m 
such habitat over time These specks were the sharp-shinned hawk, western grey squirrel, and a few 
species of warblers Brown (1985) does not list any of theses sp-wes as having specific habitat 
reqmrements found only in mature deciduous mm Instead, the sharp-shinned hawk and western gray 
squnrel have moderate to very high versatility indices, mdicatwe of species that use many vegetatwe 
commumties and successional stages. They both use mature deciduous mix habitat to some degree, 
but are not representative of other species that depend on such habitat Therefore the sharp-shinned 
hawk and the western grsy squnrel are no longer conslderxi management indicator specms 

Warblers are no longer considered management indmator spews because their mayor habitat orientation 
in western Oregon is in forest edge environments and rip&an shrub communities (Brown 1985) This 
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charactsristic, in addition to warblers being extremely migratory, makes them poor indicators of other 
spscws that depend on mature deciduous mix habitat that may be dirsctly affected by planned 
management actions. 

The National Forest Managament Act of 1976 mqui~ that all management presrriptions provide for 
adequate fwh and wildlifs habitat to maintain viable populations of existing native vertebrate species 
(36 CFR 219.27). Specific “Management Requirements” were developed for species whose viability 
would hs at risk if no management actions were taken to protsct their habitats. (See FEIS Chapter II, 
“Management Requirements” ) Management Ftequlrementa have besn estabhshsd for all of the 
management indicator species except Roosevelt elk. 

Table m-15. Management Indicator Species 

specr- 

* Alelltlm Canada goDee 

* Bald eagle 

* Bmwn pehcan 

Coho salman 

* Marten 

selection Criteria Habitat Feature 

Federal endangered speues T&E babltat 

Federal threatened spews T&E babkat 

Federal threatened species T&E l,ab,tat 

Ecologml mdicatm, fished spec,es Pools Ill low gradlent streams 

Special babxtat requrements; trap@ apeewa, Mature mmfer (down logs) 
e2ologml llldmatm 

* Northern spotted owl 

* Oregon sdverspot butterfly 

* Peregrine falcon 

* Plleated wc”Apecke.r 

l Pxlmq cavity exca”atara 

Rcaevelt elk 

* western ellowp plover 

The following discussion provides specific information on each of the Forest’s management indzator 
species: 

Northern Spotted Owl - The northern spotted owl is listed as a sensitive specws by the Regional 
Forester and as threatened by the State of Oregon. It is currently proposed for federal listing as a 
threatened species. 
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Suitable habltat on the Suislaw National Forest includes mixed old growth and mature stands with a 
multi-layered canopy unth closure of more than 60%. Dominant overstay tree spewa are Douglas-fir, 
western hemlock, and western redcedar The dominant trees in nestmg habitat exceed 32 mches dbh 
Feedmg habitat may Include stands averaging 18 inches or greater if understory structure and dead 
and down matenal are present in moderate or hgh quantities The understory layers include primarily 
western hemlock, western redcedar, other conifers, and hardwoods. Them is an abundance of dead 
standing and fallen decayed trees as well as large, tall trees suitable for nestmg (with broken tops, 
cavities, mistletoe brooms, and platforms of branches) 

Appmximafely 135,000 acres of old growth and mature stands are currently considered suitable spotted 
owl habltat HabItat capability of these stands 1s estimated at 59 paws of owls according to pmjectmns 
made wngpmcedures developed for the 1988 Supplement to the EIS for an Amendment to the Regional 
Guide (SEIS) (USDA Forest Service 1988a). Current nwentories have located 24 pans of spotted owls 
on the Forest 

The Forest network for spotted owls conforms to the standards and gwdelines established by the 
December 1988 Record of De&on for the SEIS The SEIS provides direction for the maintenance of 
habItat needed to assure continued existence of Coast Range spotted owl populations. To meet the 
Management Requwements, current dlstributlon of owl habitat on lands unsuitable for timber production 
was determined Spotted Owl Habitat Areas (SOHAs) were then designated on lands suitable for tnnber 
pmductwn as needed to meet distribution standards (See FEIS, Appendix H and Appendix I, Figure 
I-l for a map of these sites.) 

Reserved areas (Wddernesses, Cascade Head Scent Research Area and other areas unsuitable for 
timber management) provide enough sultable owl habltat to support aght pairs of owls Twenty-two 
SOHAs are located m areas wluch would otherwse support some level of pmgrammed harvest Each 
SOHA mcludes appmximately 2,000 acres of sultable owl habitat withm a 15 nule r&us Although 
some SOHAs have no venfied presence of owls, they are needed to insure adequate distributmn of 
habItat sites Additxnal habitat exists outside of the reserved areas and the Management Requirement 
level of SOHAs Table III-16 summarizes this data. 
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LOCATION BREEDING NON- 

PAIRS BREEDING 
PAIRS 

REsRBvEoLANDs 
cummins Cr Wfidemeas (2 ate,) 1 
DnIt Cr Wddemeas 1 1 
Rc& Cr Wilderness 
Cascade Head Exp Forest (2 sites) 

12 

PAmOccuPANcY 
UNRNOWN 

WILDLIFE 

Table IlI-16. Occupamycr, by Spotted Owls (Number of pairs) 

HR Level SOHA NETWORR 
DnR Cr #4 (H&o) 
skunkcr #5 
cedarcr #6 
E PerkmsCr #7 

wassen cr. #8 
w PerkIm Cr #9 
PeachCr #IO 
Mzddle Fk Srmth R #II 

N  Pk SmithR #I2 
Badey Rid6e #I5 
Mhem #16 
Cleveland #17 

Porter cr. #I8 
Msely Cr #I9 
S DeadwoodCr #20 
camp cr. #21 

stony PollIt #26 
Frmklm Rzdge #27 
cbmquapln Point #28 
Ranu #29 

cougar cr. #32 
Prong Cr #37 

4DDlTIONAL HABITAT 
AmoldCr #33 
Jump #38 
Table Mountam #45 
Trial (Margs Pk )#46 

POTAL (m 

1 
1 

1 

:l) Occupancy venfied dumg the pemd 1984.1989 
(2) AIthouSh there are only 37 sltes, the across table total ,a 38 because addle Fork Snuth Rwer 

has one bmedmg par and one non-bedan par 
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PiIeated Woodpecker and Marten - Pleated woodpecker and the marten (also known as pine 
marten) am management nxlicator spews for mature conifer (over 80 years old) The pileated 
woodpecker reqmres large stan&ng dead trees and mature/old gmwtb trees for nesting and roosting 
as well as down logs which support insect populations as a food source 

Them 1s no system&x survey data for pileated wocdpeckem or marten on the Forest. Most information 
comes from sightings and trappmg records Pleated woodpeckers are commonly seen throughout the 
Forest, marten am uncommon Existing habitat capability on the Forest is estimated at 508 plleated 
woodpecker pairs and 266 marten Management Requirements for these species are described m  Appendii 
H 

Primary Cavity Excavators - This gmup includes the species that construct nestmg and foragmg 
cavities in snags On the Suislaw National Forest, this includes, among others, the northern flicker, 
red-breasted sapsucker, downy woodpecker, hairy woodpecker, and red-breasted nuthatch. Pileated 
woodpecker is also a primary cavity excavator, but its habitat requirements am addressed separately 
By pmwding habItat for primary cavity excavators, the requirements of secondary cavity users, thase 
species which use either natural cantles or the cavities constructed by prunary cavity excavators, am 
also met. Existing habitat capabibty on the Forest is estunated to be 75% of blologwal potential for 
cavity users 

Cavity user habltat consists of dead and defective trees (snags) that are at least 17 inches dbh and 
taller than 20 feet Thw. habltat occurs commonly in older forests as a result of decay and natural 
mortality and in mature stands follovnng fires. Timber harvest has ehminated much of this habitat on 
portions of the Forest The Management Requirement for cavity user habitat 1s to ensure viablbty of 
dependent species by pmvlding habitat for at least 20% of the potential population. Regional dwection 
1s to pmvlde habitat for at least 40% of the potential population la each subbasln 

Roosevelt Elk - The Roosevelt elk population has grown for the past 20 years because of nwxeases of 
forage m  clearcuts (ODFW 1983) Mzontenance of large populatzons will requwe careful scheduhng of 
clearcuts, forage improvement protects, road closures, and special hunts The m ild climate in the Coast 
Range allows an elk herd to stay in the same drainage all year so most of the Forest is water range 
(W Cast@ ODFW, personal communication). The present habitat capabdity 1s appmximately 9,960 
animals; the current elk population is estimated at 3,400. Not all of the habltat 1s currently occupied 
and the habltat that 1s occupied IS not being used to full capacity 

Snowy Plover - The snowy plover 1s listed as a sensitive species by the Regional Forester and as a 
threatened species by the State of Oregon It is also a federal candidate species (Category 2). 

Snowy plover nests, forages, and winters m  sandy areas virtually devoid of vegetation, driftwood, and 
other structure near salt or braclush waters of the ocean and bays On the Forest, these areas are 
located above high tide on sandy spits asswated wth small estuanes as streams enter the ocean Fwe 
primary nesting areas have been ldentlfied on the Forest; only four currently provide suItable habitat 
at the time (Sutton Creek, S&coos Rwer, Tahkenitch Creek, and Tenmde Creek) The beach immediately 
north of the Umpqua Ftwer north jetty h&xically supported consistent populations of nesting plovers, 
but is no longer suitable due to emsion caused by wave actlou and dnftwxd deposltion A total population 
of 20 to 25 bwds has been ldentltied on the Forest (ODFW yearly surveys) Coastal Oregon has about 
50 to 75 bizds Inland populations in Cahfornia, Nevada, and eastern Oregon am estimated at about 
5,500 birds (C Bruce, ODFW, personal communwation). The eastern Oregon population has decreased 
by 40% smce 1980 due to high water levels (ODFW, unpublished data) 
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The coastal habitat for tbis species changes from year to year due to altered stream courses, high 
tides, and wind. Human activity and dune stabdisatmn further affect the plover population on the 
Coast (Jacobs and Bruce 1983) In addition, predation from crows reduces nesting success (W&on 
1980) Heavy recmatmnal use has resulted in controversy about what types and amounts of recreation 
are compatible with the species’ habitat (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1985). Placement of dredge 
spoils, contml of European beachgrass, and modification of foredunes are possible methods of improving 
habitat for plovers (US Fish and Wildlife Service 1985). 

Bald Eagle - The bald eagle is a federally-listed threatened species that is sensitive to management 
in riparian habitat, estuarlne areas, and old-growth stands (USDA Forest Service 1981a). Potential 
nest sites consist of stands of older mature or old-growth conifer that are close to feeding areas and 
are relatively free from disturbance. Although the bald eagle population is much less than it was 100 
years ago, occupancy has increased slightly on the Forest, fmm five nest sites in 1980 to seven in 
1989. USFWS recovery goal for the Forest is 23 pans. In addition to pmtecting the seven existing 
nest sites, habitat ml1 be provided for 16 potential nest sites as part of implementation of the Pacific 
Bald Eagle Recovery Plan KJSFWS 1986) (Figure HI-241 

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly - The Oregon silverspot butterfly is a federally-listed threatened spenea 
dependent on coastal meadows m early stages of vegetational succession The area of meadows has 
been severely reduced by human developments, lack of fire, and other disturbance (Ripley 1983). The 
insect persists on only a few sites in western Oregon and Wasb.lngton. Four of these sites are on the 
Forest: the salt-spray meadows between the mouths of Big Creek and Rock Creek, the co&al headland 
at Bray Pomt and the grassy summits of Mt. Hebo and Fairvlew Mtn (Figure III-251 The species is 
being managed under prowsions approved by the US Fish and Wildlife Service (Clady and Parsons 
19841. 

California Brown Pelican, Aleutian Canada Goose, American Peregrine Falcon - Brown 
pehcan is a federally listed threatened species. Aleutian Canada goose and peregrine falcon are federally 
listed endangered speciea All three are management indicator spewes on the Siuslaw National Forest. 
Brown pelicans and Aleutian Canada geese do not breed on the Forest, but do seasonally use habitat 
along the coastal areas Peregrine falcons use coastal cliff habitat which 1s suitable as nestmg habitat 
Other use of the Forest by peregrine falcon occurs during spring or fall migration. 

Management Practices 

The Forest Service is responstble for providing habitat for all existing native species and desirable 
non-native species (36 CFR 219 12g) The state of Oregon IS responsible for managingwildhfe populations 
Close coordination between the Siuslaw National Forest and ODFW is required to effectively manage 
ulldhfe habitats and populations 

Habitat conditions may be altered through management practices to provide food, cover, isolatmn, or 
nest sites for a particular species or group of wlldbfe spemes. Improvements Include seeding and managing 
of forage for deer and elk, budding nest platforms for eagles, killing hve trees to provide snags for 
primary excavators, planting forage and creating potholes for waterfowl, and placmg nest boxes for 
small birds and mammals. 
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Wildlife 

Protection of wldhfe is a national concern. The Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the National Forest 
Management Act (NFMA) rqmre mamtenance of viable populations of wildbfe. Wildlife resource 
management provides wildlife-related rscrsation and social and economic benefits to Oregon and its 
human population. 

The major wildlife-related rscraatmn on the Forest is big-game hunting The Forest provides habitat 
to support approximately 34,000 blacktail deer. About 59,500 wldlife/fwh ussr days (WFUDs) are 
produced in association with deer hunting on the Forest. Elk hunting generates 23,500 WFUDs. (ODFW 
1989 Big Game Statistws) 

Non-consumptive uss of wlldhfe 1s another recreational activity. It generated 55,000 WFUDs in 1989, 
and is concentrated on shorebirds, ducks, bald eagles, hawks, deer, and elk. 

Historic Trends 

Wildlife habitats are ever changmg as a result of naturally occurring events such as tire, dissasa or 
wind, activities of humans, or just by the passage of time Major wildfires and timber harvest activities 
have changed much of the wildlife habitat m the Coast Range m the past 150 years. Natural succession 
followmg the fires coupled with human uss of timber rssources has produced the pattern of habitats 
that exist today. Wildhfe populations have changed in response to changes m the habitats that support 
them The result has been a decline in mature and older forest habitats and an increase in earlier 
seral stages. As a result populatmns of species dependent on older forests have declined; populations 
of species asswmtsd with younger stands have increased 

Future Trends 

Habitats will change in response to natural events and human activities All wddlife populations will 
continue to exist, but there wll bs some changes m relative abundance and spsues density Management 
Requirements are designed to assure a diverse and healthy wdvlife resource for the future Generally, 
species such as deer and elk, that are favored by young comfer communities, shrub and grass/forb 
stages will be more abundant than those requiring mature and old growth habitats 

Elk populations are increasing m response to abundant forage As their numbers expand, huntmg 
demand will also increase As human population mcreases and more lewme time IS available, demand 
for non-consumptive wlldhfe-related recreation will increase (ODFW 1984) 

Resource Relationships 

Wildlife uss all kmds of habitat When conditions change on an area, the species of wildlife usmg the 
area change 

On a given area of the Forest, managing timber on short rotatmns reduces habitat for species dependent 
upon mature and old-growth conifer habitats. Spotted owls require old growth and mature conifer 
stands with multi-layered canopy and large snags and down logs Elk prefer open aress such as clearcuts 
and natural meadows for forage A gwven area of the Forest will not provide optimum habitat for both 
of these spews. Thus, some areas must bs managed differently than others in order to provide habitat 
for a wde range of species on the Forest 

On the other hand, some habltat used by one spews can, in some cases, be used by other species. For 
example, the pdeated woodpecker and marten can both use the old-growth habitat of the spotted owl 
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Overview 

The Forest, because of its geographic location at the ocean-forest interface, offers unique recreational 
and educational opportunities found on no other National Forest in the Pacific Northwest Fifty miles 
of Pacific Ocean frontage ls the most distinctive feature of the Forest and the one that distinguishes it 
fmm any other National Forest in the United States outside of Alaska. 

The narrow strip of sand dunes about l-1/2 nules wide and stretching a distance of approximately 40 
mules from north of Florence to Coos Bay receives the heaviest recreational use on the Forest. The 
Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA), which attracts recreatiomsts from amund the nation 
and the world, is located m thls coastal strip. The Forest’s Cape Perpetua Viiitor Center, Sand Lake 
Area, Sutton Area, and Tdlicum Campgmund, plus a variety of state and private facilities, also contribute 
to the popularity of the coastal area for recxwtionlsts 

Interior portions of the Forest are characterized by steep slopes, dense underbrush, and an almost 
unbroken forest cover. Most recreational access and use of these areas rsquinzs roads, trruls, and developed 
sites. Two small places on the Forest, Marys Peak and Mt. Hebo, are sub-alpine in nature and offer 
some cmss-country type recreational opportunities. Extensive tnnber harvesting and associated mad 
constmctlon has left the Forest with very little undeveloped area The three small Wildernesses and a 
few undeveloped areas that exist on the National Forest pmvide some limited opportunities for 
semiprimitive nonmotorized (SPNM) recreation in the Oregon Coast Range. The Forest is an important 
area for f&mg and big game hunting 

The dunes of the Oregon Dunes NRA and Sand Lake provide semiprimitive motonzsd opportunities 
(SPM) and attract off-mad vehicle (ORV) users from Oregon, Washington, and California. Eighty-five 
percent of the total ORV use of coastal dunes in Oregon is on the Siuslaw National Forest About 
three-quarters of the Forest ORV use IS at the Oregon Dunes NRA The remamder 16 mostly at Sand 
Lake, with a small amount at Sutton and the Dallas watershed Steep, densely wooded terrain linta 
motorized recreational use to mads and trads on other amas of the Forest. 

WIthin the Forest’s eight-county area, the state has nine campgmunds and 22 day-use sites, the Bureau 
of Land Management has five sites There are numerous pnvate motels, resorts, cabins, and a few 
campgrounds Most private campgmunde are co-owned and are not open to the public. Currently there 
are no known plans for further private development of public campgmunds. State pmpsrties in the 
vicinity of the Forest are almost completely developed and the stats is not planning any additional 
developed sites (personal communlcatlon, A Grape1 with State Parks Dept. planners) These facton 
could lead to heavy use of Forest facdlties. 

Current Situation 

Resource Use 

The Forest has many recreational resources and ls close to population centers According to use reports 
[unpublished data, Recreation InformatIon Management (RIM) System], recreation use on the Forest 
in 1984 was mostly camping, auto travel, ORV use, hikmg and walking, mewing scenery, fmhlng, 
picnicking, and huntmg and watchmg wddlife. Most of tbu was concentrated along the Coast. The 
Oregon Dunes NRA hosts about half of the total Forest recreation uss (about l-1/2 nullion recreation 
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visitor days (RVDs) in 1982 - unpubhshed data, ItIM) ThB ranks the Forest m the top thnd in the 
Pacific Northwest Region with regard to recreation use 

Recreational resources on the Forest can be described in a van&y of different ways. The followmg are 
explanations of three methods that the Forest has used to discuss and analyze recreation resources in 
the Forest Planmng process 

1. Recreational Opportunity Spectrum categones 
2 Developed and dispersed recreation categories 
3 Speciiically designated areas 

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 

Recreational opportunities are classlfled according to where they tit m the Recreation Opportumty 
Spectrum (ROS) The ROS system descnhes six categories which, taken together, encompass the range 
of recreation settings people could expenencs on the Forest - from an undisturbed, natural environment 
wkh bttle or no contact with other pwple, to a substantially modified environment with a high number 
of contacts wth others Of the SIX categories, only four occw! on the Forest: sermpnmitive nonmotorized, 
semiprirmtive motorized, roaded natural, and rural See the glossary for a bnef description of each of 
the ROS classes The ROS classes as a percent of the forest are shown in Table III-17 (Lilja 1982) 

Table III-17 Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Class 

ROS Class ACl%?S 
Fereent of 

Forest 

0 0% 
57,000 8% 
10,000 2% 
51,000 8% 

513,000 81% 
0 0% 

Developed and Dispersed Use 

Developed Sites - The Forest has campgrounds, picnic grounds, organization s&es, observation sites, 
a vwtor center, and three sites on the Natlonal Regster of Histonc Places. The Forest operates 88 
such sites with a combined capacity for 9,660 people at one time (PAOT), and a maximum capacity 
for about 950 thousand recreation w&or days (MRVD) per year. In 1982, we was 859 MRVDs Of 
the deveIoped sites, 55% are classified as rural and 45% as road&natural. 

Dispersed Areas - Dispersed areas are comprised of all Forest lands that lie outside of developed 
sites In 1982 there were 760 MRVDs of dispersed recreational use in the various ROS classes (based 
on unpubhshed RIM reports and ROS mventonw). Table III-18 shows the distribution of dqersed 
recreation among ROS classes 
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Table m-18. ROS Class as Percent of Dispersed Use. 

Sermprimitive Nomotnnzed 1 
semlptitive Matallzed 17 
Readed.Natural 36 
Rural hzhimS Roaded-Mod&d) 46 

Management of dispersea recreation on the Sioslaw National Forest focuses on ORV uss of the open 
dunes. Other dispsrsed uses include automobde travel, hiking, fishing, and hunting. Most is daytime uss 
and since most of the Forest is free fmm snow, these activities occur year-round. Marys Peak and Mt. 
H&o hold some snow and pnwlde limited winter spoti opportunities. 

In 1964, there were about 80 m&s of trails on the Forest Over half are within reneation areas such as 
the Oregon Dunes NRA and Cape Perpetua Scenic Area, and they receive the bulk of the use Other 
trails are generally short and remote. 

Specifically Designated Recreational Areas 

Several areas on the Forest have Congmss~onal designations or special recreational opportunities that 
could qualie them for special management attention These areas are listed and discussed below. 

Congressionally-established Areas - The following areas have been established by the United States 
Conglws: 

a. Oregon Dunes National Rem&on Area (Oregon Dunes NRA) - In 1972, Congress estabhshed the 
Oregon Dunes NRA to “provide for the public outdoor recxwtion use and enjoyment of certain 
ocean shorelines and dunes, forested areas, fresh water lakes, and recreational facilities in the 
State of Oregon by present and future generations and the conservation of scenic, scientific, historic, 
and other values contnbutmg to public enjoyment of such lands and waters.” A plan for the 
management of the Oregon Dunes NRA was approved in 1979. The direction in that plan, which 
remains unchanged, ls summarized in Appendix D (Management Area 10) 

b. Cascade Head Scenzc-Research Area (CHSRA) - In 1974, Congress established the CHSRA to 
“provide present and future generations with the use and enjoyment of certain ocean headlands, 
rivers, streams, estuaries, and forested areas; to insure the protection and encourage the study of 
significant areas for research and scientific purposes, and to promote a more sensitive relation&p 
between man and hw adjacent environment... ” A plan for the management of the CHSRA was 
required by the enabhng legislation and was appmvsd in 1976. The &n&ion in that plan, which 
remains unchanged, is summarized in Appendix D (Management Area 6). See FEIS, Chapter DI, 
“Research” for additlonal mformation. 

c. Wzldemesses - The Oregon Wilderness Act of 1964 established three Wildernesses on the Forest: 
Cummlns Creek, Drift Creek, and Rock Creek They are the only Wddernesses in the Oregon Coast 
Range, and total about 22,500 acres They are a key sounx of semiprimitive nonmotonzed recreation 
(see FEIS, Chapter III, “Wilderness”). 
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Special Interest Areas - Classified by the Regional Forester under the authority of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (36 CFR294.1, Spenal Areas), these areas possess unusual scenic, historic, preh&xic, suentlfic, 
natural or other special characteristics They are managed principally for recreatmn m their natural 
condition The special characteristics are available for public study, use, and enJoyment The Forest has 
two emsting areas and two potential areas The areas are shown m Figure III-26 and are described as 
follows: 

Enshng Speczal Interest Areas 

1 Cape Perpetua &em Area was classtiied by the Regional Forester in May, 1967 A 1974 amendment 
established the size at 990 acres. Since the 19’79 Alsea Unit Plan the area has been managed as 
2,060 acres Thii area is located north of Florence, on the basaltic headland known as Caps Perpstua 
Management concentrates on the spsctacular scenery assmatsd mth the ocean and headland 
adjacent to Cape Perpetua VisItor Center There is also a substantial amount of Sltka spruce natural 
forest, some of it old growth 

2 Mmys Peak Scam-Botanzc Area was classified by the Regional Forester m July 1989 With an 
elevation of 4,097 feet, Marys Peak is the highest pomt m the Oregon Coast Range. On clear days, 
it provides panoramic views of the Pacific Ocean, the Coast Range, the Wdlamette Valley and the 
snow-capped peaks of the Cascade Range from Mt Rainier to Mt Thielsen The 924 acres contam 
a 130~acre meadow, rare plants, and an unusual noble fir community It is one of two areas on 
the Forest which hold snow for any length of time, thus providmg an opportumty for winter sports. 

Potentd Speed Interest Area.9 

Cape Perpetua Scentc Area has potential for enlargement to 2,780 acres The additional acreage 
would provide more logical management boundanes along an existing road on the north and east 
sides of the exlstmg Scemc Area 

Mt Hebo was given a recreation emphasis in the Hebo Unit Plan It 1s a long, gentle ridge--top 
wth several points above 3,100 feet elevation, making it the second highest mountam on the Forest 
Mt Hebo has large, open, subalpine meadows It offers panoramic vmvs, especially of the Pacific 
Ocean, and opportunities for dispersed winter sports activities. It is one of two areas on the Forest 
where the threatened Oregon sdverspot butterfly lives Several rare plants, includmg a newly 
descnbsd species of fawn bly, grow here It has the potentml for clamficatmn as a 1,700-acre 
Scemc-Bmlognz Area 

The Kentucky Falls area contains a concentration of waterfalls and other scenic stream features 
Three waterfalls are more than 60 feet high, the highest is over 100 feet There are also many 
shorter drops and shdss The 100.foot falls (on the North Fork South River) and the lower falls of 
Kentucky Creek (about 90 feet high) are visible simultaneously from the confluence of the two 
streams Most of the area is undeveloped and heavdy tmbered It has potential for clsssiticatmn 
as a Scenic Area of up to 2,900 acres 

Roadless Areas _ In the 1984 Oregon Wilderness Act, Congress designated the Cummms Creek, Dnft 
Creek, and Rock Creek areas as Wdderness The Act also stated that additmnal areas need not be considered 
for Wdderness m the current Forest Plan 

Other roadless areas that meet the minmum rsqumments for Wdderness classification as contained m 
the Wilderness Act of 1964 and considered for other types of use in this FEIS are: four areas on the 
Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (Woahmk, Threemle Lake, Umpqua Spit, and Tenmile); several 
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areas adjacent to the Drift Creek Wddemess (Drift Creek Adjacent); en erea on the north slopes of Mt. 
H&o (H&o-Nestucca); and the Wassen Creek area (formerly called Smith Umpqua). These areas are 
described in FEIS, Appendur C and in FEIS, Chapter III, “Undeveloped”. 

Undeveloped Areas - Roadless areas, listed above, could he reduced in size and still provide SPNM 
recreation. In addition, some land surrounding the Kentucky Fells area (North Fork Smith River) could 
be ellowed to revert to its natural condition, so that about 5,800 acres could pmvlde SPNM recreation 
after 50 years. See FEIS, Chapter III, “Undeveloped”. 

Other areas, although too small to provide the solitude and spaciousness needed for semiprimitive recreation, 
can still provide a degree of the experience, particularly un&turbed landscapes These should be at least 
500 acres Examples include research natural areas and portions of some spatted owl habitat areas. 

Potential Wild and Scenic Rivers - Thirteen rwers were inventoried to deternune their eligibility for 
inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic (W&S) Rivers System Seven of these were determined to be 
ebgible for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic Rivers system. See FEIS, Appendix L and FEIS, Chapter III, 
“Wild and Scenic Rivers.” 

Other Areas - The Sand Lake area contains open sand that receives a considerable amount of developed 
and dispersed (off-road vehicle) recreetlon. It was given speaal management in the Hebo Umt Plan and 
is covered by a management plan prepared Jointly ulth lVlamook County and the State of Oregon in 
1980. Most of the management direction in that plan will be brought forward into the Forest Plan 

The Sutton area is located on the north end of the Coos Bay Dune Sheet, and is separated from the 
Oregon Dunes NRA by the Sluslaw Rwer and the city of Florence It contains dunes and related vegetation, 
lakes, and several estuaries, and harbors sensitive animals (snowy plover) and plants (bog club-moss). 
Each FEIS alternatwe uxorporates one of six alternatives from the Sutton management planning effort. 
FEIS, Appendix F describes the Sutton area management alternatives 

Management Practices 

Developed recreational opportunities are provided by: protecting potential sites, constructing appropriate 
sites when and where needed; and mantarung sites in a safe, sanitary, and pleasing condition. 

Dispersed recreational opportunities are provided by constructing and maintaining facilities (primarily 
trails and tralheeds) and by managing ORV use (law enforcement and visitor contact). 
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Historic Trends 

Table III-19 shows the reported recreational use for 1972 and 1982, and the percentage change over 
those years: 

Table III-19 Change in Recreational Use from 1972 to 1982 

I 1 197a 0fRvDs) 1 1982 (MRVDS) I c-ge I 
Developed 

I 
413 

I 
659 

I 
+loS% 

Dispersed 565 760 +35x7 

I TOtd I 978 I ~~~~ 1,619 I +6696 

Future Trends 

Recreation demand, measured in RVDs, refers to the extent which the public desires a particular recreation 
activity, expenence or setting The demand projections used m this plan are adapted from the Oregon 
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (Oregon Dept of Transportation 1978) and the Pacific 
Northwest Regional G@e (1984) on Wdderness and Primitive type recreation demand The extent to 
which the demand is met depends on the evedeble supply of &tin@., inventoried here by ROS classes. 
The Wfldern- demand projections from the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide were used to e&mate 
demand for semiprimitive nonmotorized recreation because the 1978 Oregon Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan did not project demand by ROS categories Since the relationship between supply 
and demand in recreation is very complex, It is best to focus on trends rather then specific RVDs. Table 
III-20 displays expected demand by ROS classes. 

Table JII-20. Trends in Recreation Demand by ROS Classes 

ROS Class current (1982) 5th Decade Avg. 
Annual Demand in Avg. 96 Change per 

Use in MRVD 0) MRVD (2) 
Decade 

I SPNM I 10 O(3) I 1228 I 27%W I 
I SPN I 2420 I 4320 I 20% I 

RN+R 
Dl#peIXd 
DeV&pEd I 

6232 

359 0 I 
1305 

1,224 0 I 
3% 
3% I 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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. r 
Wilderness 

Recreational use IS umeasing in all ROS classes on the Forest. Projected demand for opportunities in 
the rural and roaded-natural ROS classes can be met for the next 50 years Based on calculations 
using data on Wdderuess and Primitive type recreation demand contained m the Pacific Northwest 
Reaonal Guide, the demand for semiprimitwe nonmotorized opportunities LF~ projected to increase 
siguificantly over the planning period Because of a defiaency of unroaded, large blocks of land, the 
Forest wdl not be able to meet demand for semipnuutwe nonmotorized and semiprimitive motorized 
recreation over the next 50 years 

Resource Relationships 

Many recreation oppmtunities depend upon, or are compatible with, other uses Recreational use on 
most of the Forest depends on the road system bmlt end maintained to faahtate timber harvest Other 
recreation opportunities are assocmted with fairly large contquous areas with natural landscapes that 
provide users a seuse of sohtude and remoteness Management for such oppcwtunitxs 16 less compatible 
wth timber harvest, roads, and power or electromc facilities, but does provide habitat for wildhfe 
species dependent on mature or old-growth forests and protects soil and scenery 

Recreation opportumties and wildlife are closely related, and healthy populations of tish and game are 
needed for tishmg and hunting Recreation use can &turb wildlife, 60 some activltles may be restricted 
in wildhfe habitats that are m short supply. 

Sermprinutive nonmotorized recreational opportumties are incompatible with recreation actlvltles 
mvolving the use of motor vehicles, including ORVs 
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WILDERNESS RESOURCE 

Overview 

The Wilderness Act of 1984 defines Wilderness as a condition where the free play of natural forces 
and the natural succession of ecosystems are allowed to take place; where humans are temporary 
visitors. 

Current Situation 

The Oregon Wilderness Act of 1984 established three Wildernesses on the Forest: Cummins Creek, 
Drift Creek, and Bock Creek (see Figure III-27). These areas total about 22,500 acres. Each Wilderness 
was inventoried to determine the existing Wilderness Resource Spectrum (W&S) classification The 
overall classification for each Wilderness is semiprimitive because of their small we, pmxhnity to 
roads and sounds of nearby logging activity and vehicle traffic Portions of each Wilderness meet prnnitive 
WIG conditions for some criteria used in the evaluation but, in general, Cummius Creek, Drift Creek 
and Bock Creek are classnied as semiprimitve. Because of the steep terrain and heavy understory 
shrub cover, recreational use of the Wildernesses IS hmited to existing trails and dispersed campsites. 

Cummim Creek Wilderness 

This 9,173-acre Wdderness is in Lane County on the WaldPxt Banger District The terrain is generally 
steep and broken, v&h unstable soils on the steeper slopes The two major streams, Cummins Creek 
and Bob Creek, drain directly into the Pacnic Ocean and have important runs of snadmmous fish. 
This heavily timbered Wilderness is bounded by roads. Its western portion is the only old-growth S&a 
spruce forest in the Oregon Wilderness system Coastal stands of large Sitka spruce change gradually 
to stands of second-growth Douglas-fir, western hemlock and red alder inland Becreational use is 
very light, consisting mostly of fwhing and hunting The only development within the Wilderness is a 
trail which extends the length of Cunnnins Ridge The Oregon Coast Trad is proposed to follow the 
west edge of the Cummins Creek Wilderness. 

Drift Creek Wilderness 

Thii 5,798-acre Wilderness is in Lincoln County on the Waldport Banger District The terrain is bmken 
and uneven with long slopes and unstable soils The Wilderness includes a portion of Drift Creek, 
which is a tributary of the Alsea River. Drift Creek has runs of chinook and coho salmon and steelhead. 
Several pairs of spotted owls live in old-growth Douglas-fir stands Blacktail deer and Roosevelt elk 
are common. Recreational use is fairly light, since developments consist of only the Horse Creek and 
Harris Ranch trails, a total of about 8-l/2 miles Fishing, hunting and hiking are the most popular 
recreation activities. 
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WILDERNESS BESOURCE 
I. 

Rock Creek Wddemem 

This 7,486~acre Wilderness 1s in Lane County on the Waldport Banger District and includes less than 
40 acres of private land The generally steep and broken terrain is prone to landslides The Rock Creek 
drainage is entirely within the Wilderness, as are the beadwaters and north slope of Big Creek The 
streams are separated by a broad ridge topped x&h a few meadows. Both streams drain mto the Pacific 
Ocean, and are managed for wild runs of anadromow f=h by the Oregon Department of FBh and 
Wddlife. The Wilderness is covered with second-growth conifers and dense gmund cover. Roads completely 
surmund it The proposed Oregon Coast Trail would follow the west edge. Recreational use is very 
light, because there are no developments, and dense brush makes cmss-country travel very diff%xlt 

Semiprimitive Wilderness areas are managed in such a way that minimum onsite controls and restrictions 
may be present but are subtle Current p+actices used in the W~Hernesses include: marlung of boundaries 
to discourage intrusions of incompatible activities; prohibition of incompatible management activities; 
recreational use; construction and mamtenance of trails and t&heads; rebabiitation of natural 
conditions; law enforcement and visitor contacts. 

Historic Trends 

When settlers began moving into Oregon, the Coast Range were Wdderness The amount of land in 
Wilderness con&tion was reduced in the first half of this century by construction of railmads, roads, 
and residences, and by agriculture and loggmg Beginnmg in the 195Cs, there was a marked increase 
m timber harvest and mad construction The Oregon Wilderness Act of 1984 preserved 22,500 acres 
in the three Wddernesses on the Forest. 

Future Trends 

Except for a few trails and light recreational use, cowhtions in the three Wiidernesses w+ll continue to 
change primarily as the result of natural processes rather than human activities. 

Resource Relationships 

Wdderness areas provide wddlife habItat, preserve watersheds, and protect ecological, geologwal, 
scientific, hlstoncal, educational and scenic amenities. They can pmvlde primitive and semi-prnnitive 
recreation opporturuties at low use levels. 
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UNDEVELOPED AREAS 
Undeveloped 

Overview 

Some Forest lands have undeveloped characteristics now, or would have m time wthout further 
development and if existing development was abandoned Steep slopes and unstable soti have restncted 
development on portions of the Forest despite extensive timber harvesting nearby These portions are 
called undeveloped areas. 

Current Situation 

There are several areas on the Forest which are larger than 2,500 acres and remain essentially 
undeveloped They include all areas considered for Wilderness in the Roadless Area Review and Evaluation 
Il (RARE II) process and several undeveloped parcels of land adjacent to Wildernesses or roadless 
areas. The RARE II roadless anxs include about 20,000 ewes in four areas within the Oregon Dunes 
NatIonal Recreation Area Woahink (5,060 acres), Threemile Creek (previously Tahkenitch, 4,770 
acres), Tenmlle (7,800 acres), and Umpqua Spit (2,360 acres). An additlonal26,SOO acre8 of roadless 
areas occur on the north slopes of Mt. H&o, formerly H&o lA, but now called H&o-Nestucca (13,170 
acres), and the Wassen Creek area, formerly Srmth-Umpqua (7,760 acres) Several undeveloped parcels 
(totalling 5,910 acres) lie adJacent to the Drift Creek Wdderness All of these areas total 46,830 acres 
They are detaled m FEIS, Appendix C 

Additionally, some areas adjacent to undeveloped land do not strictly quahfy as undeveloped areas 
because they include some roads and harvest units from previous timber sales However, they could be 
allowed to revert to a more natural con&tlon, by closmg made and ceasing timber harvest activities 
for about 50 years, and added to the existing undeveloped areas to create more manageable boundaries 

Lands \nth a reasonable potential for reversion include 2,300 acres adjacent to the Dnft Creek Wilderness, 
660 acres adjacent to the Helm-Nestucca undeveloped Area, and 1,440 acres adjacent to the Wassen 
Creek undeveloped area These potential reversion areas total 4,400 acres In addition, if about 3,000 
acres m the North Fork Smith Fever area adjacent to the potential Kentucky Falls Special Interest 
Area were preserved, that whole area would be large enough (5,840 acres) to be considered undeveloped 
See Figure III-28 for the locations of the undeveloped areas. 

Historic Trends 

Most lands have been developed for timber and roads; about 47,000 of the 631,000 acres on the Forest 
remain undeveloped Another 10,000 acres have had only mimmal development, and presently have 
potential for reverting to undeveloped condition 

Future Trends 

If trends contmue, most of the 27,000 acres outslde the Oregon Dunes NRA that are still undeveloped, 
but suitable for timber management, would be logged. If trends reverse, most of the 27,000 acres 
would be left undeveloped; and about 10,000 acres adJaCent to undeveloped areas could be allowed to 
revert and eventually increase the amount of land in an undeveloped condition 
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Resource Relationships 

In order to maintain or create undeveloped contitlons, activities such as timber harvest, road construction, 
and utility development must be avoided. 

Undeveloped areas benefit wildlife dependent on old-growth and mature conifers. They arc natural 
appearing, and do not pose the threat of accelerated landslides and their adverse effects on fwh habitat 
and water quality Management of undeveloped areas is compatible with Reseamh Natural Areas and 
most Special Interest Areas. 
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WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS 

WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS 
Thirteen rivers were inventoried to determine their eligtbdity for inclusion in the National Wild and 
Scenic (W&S) Rwers System (Figure III-291 Two pwxsses were used to deternune eligibility. One 
was an analysis of information included in the DEIS for the Forest Plan, and the other involved a 
special team set up ns a result of public comments on the DEIS. More information about eligibility 
studies 1s in FEIS, Appendix L. 

The first process evaluated the four rivers w&b are on the Nationwide Rivers Inventory. The rivers 
initially inventoried were: Nestucca (30 m&s), Little Nestucca (20 miles), Alsa (11 miles), and Siuslnw 
(5 miles.). 

The second process evaluated an additional mne rivers (Three Rivers, Siletz River, Smith River, Lake 
Creek, Drift Creek (Siletz), Siuslaw River (below Lake Cr ), North Fork Smith River, Wasssn Creek, 
and Umpqua River) which were identified in pubbc mput to the DEIS. Four of the nine rivers were 
only partially analyzed, because they have limlted frontage (less than 6%) along Forest land. 

Rivers Determined to be Not Eligible 

The Little Nestucca River and Three Rwers are free-flowing but were judged to possess no outstandingly 
remarkable values and are not eligble for inclusion m the W&S Rwers System 

Rivers Determined to be Eligible 

Table III-21 shows seven free flowing rivers judged to possess one or more outstandingly remarkable 
values and are eligible for mclnsion m the W&S Rivers System 

Table III-21. Rivers Eligible for the Wild and Scenic Rivers System 

River I MileI 

Nestucca Rwer 
ALea River 
SludaW RNer 
D& Creek (&l&z) 
North Fork Snuth &vet 
Wasen creek 
umpqua RNer 

30 
11 
5 

14 
20 
12 
23 

Potential classif%ation 

Rivers Not Fully Evaluated Due to Limited National Forest Laud 

The Siletz River, Lake Creek, Lower Siuslnw River and the Smith River were not fully evaluated because 
each had no more than 6% of the river frontage m National Forest ownership The portions of the rivers 
associated with National Forest land meet the free-flowmg criteria and might be eligible for inclusion m 
the W&S River System when combined with portions flowmg outsIde National Forest Land 
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SCENERY 

Overview 

The Forest includes scenery of two distinct visual characters. The coastal margin has bold contrasts in 
landform, water bodies, and vegetation and is nationally renowned for its visual diversity The inland 
mountains, on the other hand, are similar throughout Except for rivers, outstanding features are 
vlrtudy absent. The topography is steep, dissected and rugged, softened only by the continuous forest 
cover The repetitive nature of the landfonus makes for relatively subtle variety 

The greatest visual contrasts in the inland mountains result from human activity They are found in 
open fields of farma and homesites along valley bottoms, and in clearcut patches on public and private 
lands Although revegetatlon of clearcut units minimizes contrast after 20 to 30 years, newer units 
maintain a shifting, but always present patchwork 

Current Situation 

Vnvsheds sx the land seen from heavily-used locatnxs such as roads, nvers, or recreation s&s. The 
greater the use an area receives, the greater the visual sensitivity. Thwty-one scenic viewsheds on the 
Forest have been identified as having moderate to high sensitivity, xequning moderate to high levels 
of protection. Ten of the vlewsheds have been nwsntoried as Level 1, which requmss high protection; 
the remaining have been inventoried as Level 2, which requbes moderate protection The current 
conditions in the viewsheds vary from a natural appearance to a heawly-altered appearance, as dxsplayed 
in Table lII-22 (See Figure III-30 for the locations of these viewsheds.) 

Approximately 81,000 acres of the Forest are within these sensitive viewsheds The Visual Management 
System inventory recommends that 10,000 acres be managed under a visual quabty objective (VQO) 
of retention, 50,000 acres under a VQO of partial retention, and 21,000 acres under a VQO of mc&fication 

Some 57,241 acres in seven areas outside viewsheds will bs managed for VQOs of preservation, retention, 
or patial retention because they are congressionally or admnustratively estabhshed These are the 
Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area, the Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area, Flynn Creek Research 
Natural Area, and Cumrmns Creek, Drift Creek, and Rock Creek Wddernesses Another 33,979 acres 
in nine other areas might ba managed for VQOs of preservation, retention, or partial retention, depending 
on the alternative. These areas include a potential Research Natural Area, several undeveloped areas, 
and several potential Special Interest Areas 

Most of the sensitive viewing areas on the Forest he along mads wtuch follow streams, and in areas of 
gentle topography occupied by many small farms and homesites In many of the viewsheds, over half 
of the land seen is privately owned. The private forest 1s owned by timber companies as well as individuals, 
most of which may be logged, usually clearcut Thus, the Forest Service can not contml the appearance 
of the v&shed, even if National Forest land IS fully protected. The quality of the scenery on National 
Forest land depends, in part, on the management of adjacent lands 
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Table III-22. Current Condition of Viewshedscl, 

VIEWSHEDS TOTAL CuRRJmT c!oNDI- 
ACRES TION 

Haghway 101_ Coastal 
Hlghw.y 101 _ Hebe 
Hxghway 38 
Highway 84 
HIghway 18 
HIghway 126 
Three Capes Road 
Maiys Peak Road 
Memr Road 
Hlghway36 

Sensrtzurtyk&?l2 (43,373 acres) 

4,236 slIght1y altered 
6,294 Moderately altered 
2,609 Slqqhtly altered 
7,689 shghtly altered 
1,836 Sk&$ altered 
1,532 Hsmly altered 
3,154 Heanly altered 
6,254 Shghtly altered 

54 Sh&ly altered 
4,128 shght1y altered 

Hqhway 22 3,256 Moderately altered 
Mt Heba Road 1,710 Shghtly altered 
Smth Rwer Road 1,426 Shghtly altered 
F,ve R,vels Road 4,261 Moderately altered 
Yachats Rwer Road 3,435 Moderately altered 
Sand Beach Road 2,418 Moderately altered 
Nestucca Rmer Road 2,620 Moderately altered 
bttle liestucca Rmer Road 2,913 Slqhtly altered 
North Fork Siuslaw Rmr Road 4,098 Shghtly altered 
Canal Creek Road and Cmpgmund 831 Shghtly altered 
Harlan Road 1,212 Moderately altemd 
North Fork Smth Rwer Road 1,847 Shghtl,. altered 
Fall Creek Road 566 Sk&$ altered 
Canary-Ada Road 1,235 Shghtly altered 
Lobster Creek Road 2,698 Moderately altered 
Big Elk Creek Road and Camp@uund 1,498 Slightly altered 
Deadwwd Creek Road 1,293 Moderately altered 
Lmslaw Road 361 Natural appeanng 
lilghway 229 416 sllght1y alted 
f&m Creek Road 3,768 Moderately altered 
Sweet Creek Road 1,456 Moderately altered 

(1) See Frgure ill-30 far the loeatlans of these vlewshedn 

Scenery 
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SCENERY 

Management Practices 

Visual resources are generally managed in two ways: 1) controlling how the scenery is altered fmm a 
natural appearance; and 2) introducing or maintaining variety. Alter&Ion of the scenery is contilled 
through the design of management practices, such as spec$ving location, size, shape, and timing of 
timber harvest units. Occasionally clearnutting must be avoided, if the VQO cannot be met otherwise. 
Selection and shelterwood harvesting may be effective in protecting viewsheds m a few cases after 
site specific analys= However, these methods are not common practices on the Forest (See FEIS 
Appendix G.) 

Variety can be provided by planting a variety of trees, allowing large trees (30 inches or greater) to 
develop, and occasionally cleamutting small areas to open vistas, or provide views of scenic features 
such as waterfalls, the ocean, or mck outcmps. 

Historic Trends 

Early informatlon about scemc resources IS scarce The Forest probably appeared natural prior to the 
arrival of Eum-American settlers Even If wildfires were set by the natives, the visual impacts would 
have followed natural boundaries. 

With the arrival of settlers, land was cleared and logged on a small scale, predominantly in the valleys 
on both sldee of the Coast Range The large fires m the middle to late 1800s must have drastwally 
altered the forested landscape 

Loggmg activities increased, spurred by impmvemente m transportation, markets, and technology, 
and the two world ware. The increase m timber harvesting begun in the 1950s has converted much of 
the Forest to a patchwork of clearcut units 

Future Trends 

If past practices continue, the 27,000 acres of forested undeveloped land outside of Wildernesses will 
be converted to a patchwork of managed fore& Thii would leave about 5% of the forested laud with 
a natural appearance. 

Resource Relationships 

Many activities can detract from the natural appearance of the scenery. In order to meet the VQOs of 
retention and partial retention, it is frequently necessary to contml size, shape and location of clearcut 
umts, as well as timing of timber harvest This may reduce outputs and increase costs 

Areas allowed to remain in a natural condition, such as Wildernesses, Special Interest Areas, spotted 
owl habitat areas, and Research Natural Areas safeguard scenery as a side effect. Pmwlmg visual 
variety wth hardwoods in plantations helps meet the needs of wildlife for deciduous-mix habitat. 
Permanent meadows maintained for wildlife add variety to the landscape. Rotation lengths greater 
than 100 years combined with control of tree spacing allow larger trees to gmw This adds variety to 
foreground landscapes 
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RESEARCH VALUES 
Research 

Conditions like location next to the Pacific Ocean, mdd climate, and heavy rainfall combine to produce 
specml systems on the Forest that include numerous streams, steep and rugged terrain, and high biological 
production Research actlvltes are imperative m order to develop an understanding of the reediency of 
these systems and their probable responses to human actwitles The Forest includes two Research 
Natural Areas dedxated to study of natural systems. However, because the forest landscape and 
vegetation appear to be so homogeneous (httle species or age dwersity), there has been limited awareness 
of the variety of natural ecosystems and little study of them. 

Until about 1950, the remote and brushy terram and inaccessibdity discouraged research. Since intensive 
harvesting of timber and roadbuilding been, research related to altered ecosystems has become 
important Most of the studies have been carried out by snentists from Oregon State University, the 
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, and the Oregon Department of Fish and 
Wfidhfe 

Forest-wide Research 

Many studies are located throughout the Forest, rather than being concentrated m any particular 
area. What IS done and where depends on access, avmlabdity of funds, and important issues and concerns 
In recent years, scientific investigations have focused on five categonee: 

Methods of growing trees after clearcot harvest 

Aspects studied include redunng competition between brush and young trees, controlling harmful 
insects and dmxses, impmving genetlc traits of trees, and environmental impacts of reforest&on 

Wildlife populations and their habitats 

Most of the effort has been directed at threatened and endangered and sensitive species, big game 
animals, and species dependent on old-growth and dead and defective trees 

Fish populations and stream dynamics 

Emphasis has been on the impacts of timber harvest and associated activities on stream habltats 

Soil stability and productivity 

Studies have concentrated on the effect of timber harvest activltles on erosion and the effechveness of 
leaving vegetation intact to prevent landslides 

These studies consist mostly of archeological dogs aimed at understanding the culture of the prehistoric 
inhabitants of the Forest. 

Areas W ith Special Research Values 

For various reasons, spexfic areas have been identified as having significant research values. These 
areaS often have other values and purposes, only research values are d&cussed here. 
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RESEARCH VALUES 

Areas for Research Belated to Altering of Vegetation 

Cascade Head Experimental Forest (CHEF) - Established m 1934, this 11,890-acre area in the 
Hebo Ranger District has been the center for research related to growing trees in the Sitkaspruce-western 
hemlock forest type. Timber-related research conducted on CHEF has wide applicabtity because this 
forest type grows fmm northern California to Alaska Publications based on work here have aided 
public and private land managers, as well as mcxwsed the suentific data base for this forest typs 
The western third of CHEF (8,932 acres) lies within the houndaries of the Cascade Head Scenic-Research 
Area GHSRA). See Figure IH-31 for the location of CHEF and CHSRA. 

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly Management Area - A total of 1,920 acres will be managed with the 
objective of removmg thii insect from the list of threatened and endangered species A number of 
studies of the butterfly and its habitat have been completed and several more are continumg According 
to the Forest Implementation Plan (Clady and Parsons 1984), careful research is required prior to 
impmvmg the butterfly habitat. 

Areas for Research on Natural Systems 

Research Natural Areas (RNAs) - The proposed RNAs vary by alternative, and therefore are discussed 
in some detail. Existing RNAs do not vary by alternative RNAs are physical or biologcal units in 
whch current natural con&ions are maintained as much as possible. They are part of a national 
system of preserved ecosystems created through the cooperation of indwiduals, private organizations, 
and federal, state, municipal, and territorial governments. Each RNA contams at least one ecosystem 
identified as a necessary part of the RNA system 

This national system provides sites for valuable -rch and graduate level training generally not 
duplicated elsewhere It allows research cm plant and animal commumtwa in environments essentially 
free of human intervention or maintained to preserve natural ecological conditions As control areas, 
they provide valuable baselines for areas where research is related to altenng of the vegetation 

The future status of many animal and plant species and their support communities is uncertam RNAs 
can assist in maintainmg threatened and endangered specuzs and their habitats withm managed 
ecosystems, thereby preserving this irreplaceable and valuable genetic pool 

The urnclue uttity of RN& 1s to serve as standards for comparable ecosystems which have been altered 
through human activities Development has changed many areas, thus making a nationwide system of 
RNAs all the more valuable. 

a Enshng Research Natural Areas - There are two class&d RIiAs on the Forest Flynn Creek 
RNA, wth 688 acres, was estabhshed in 1976. It 1s an undisturbed forested dramage with 
anadmmous fish Neekowin Crest RNA, with 1,190 acres, was established in 1941 as an example 
of Sitka spruce and western hemlock forest on the ocean front The area was enlarged m 1980 
to mclude two complete stream drainages, a grassy headland commumty, and more coasthne It 
16 within CHSRA (See Figure III-31 for the locations of these areas) 

b. Potenhal Research Natural Areas - The areas shown in Table III-23 have ecosystems needed to 
fill out the RNA system in the Pacific Northwest Region (Figure III-31) 
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Table III-23. Potential Research Natural Areas. 

I Potential RNA AOreS l!!msya~m(s) Need.4 

Research 

CdiG~Creeks 4,300 Fm dBerent terreatrml and aquat,c systems 
Threemle Creek 1,500 Pond m sand dunes, and shore pm&&l 
Tenmde Creek 1,300 Coastal dune mo881c 
Sand Lake 241 ParaboLadune 
Reneke Creek 480 Red alder wzth at- 

Threemile Creek and Tennule Creek potential RNA’s are witbm the Oregon Dunes National Recreatmn 
Area (NRA) Both sites are closed to off-mad vehicles so the natural systems of the two Oregon Dunes 
NRA potential RNAs are relatively secure from human induced change for the time being. 

The Cummins Creek area includes easystems consisting of anadromous fwh streams surrounded by 
forests with varlow combinations of fhtka spruce, western hemlock, and Douglas-fir. It is m the Cummins 
Creek Wdderness (see “Wilderness” for description) The absence of trals has restncted recreational 
we. 

The Gwynn Creek area is adjacent to Cummins Creek, in a portion of the Cape Perpetua Scenic Area 
(see “Recreation” for descriptmn) which is undeveloped, and seldom used. It contains the largest known 
stand of old-growth Douglas-fir (120 acres) on the west side of the Coast Range The Cummins Creek 
and Gwynn Creek &es together include five systems consisting of aquatic habitats and several 
combmations of western hemlock, old-growth Douglas-fir, swordfern and Oregon grape 

Sand Lake near Cape Lookout is the best mtact example of a parabola dune ecosystem along the Oregon 
Coast (Wiedemann 1984) It also mcludes some old-growth trees stall gmwmg m the dunes ORV use 
is intense on areas of the dunes adjacent to the portion cons~dersd for RNA status 

Reneke Creek is currently managed to protect its potential for RNA classification. The most notable 
scientific feature of the Reneke. Creek area 1s an ecosystem dominated by red alder that IS dramed by 
two matched perennial streams. These streams would be particularly useful for studying nutrient 
cychng in a deciduous forest. The research values have been protected under administrative status 
since 1978 as part of the Heba Planning Unit. 

Natural conchtmns in RNAs are ordinanly aclneved by allowing natural physical and biologwal processes 
to prevail Thii means that some developments such as roads and timber harvest must be avcoded 
Other resources such as fish and nongame wddhfe habitat are compatible 

Although one potential RNA is m the Cummins Creek Wddernws, I& existence and associated research 
activities should have little impact the Wdderness There ls some reluctance, however, to designate 
RNAs in areas class&d for other purposes Conil~ts between potential RNAs and Special Interest 
Areas for recreation seem most likely 
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RESEARCH VALUES 
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I RESEARCH VALUES 

Oregon Natural Heritage Program - In addition to the RNA system, the Oregon Natural Heritage 
Plan (ONHP), approved by the 61st Legislature (OIL? 273.576), outlines the off~iclal state natural 
areas program and identities ecosystems which will represent Oregon’s natural diversity. Included in 
that plan axe the following: 

a A Portion of the Wassen Creek Drainage - This f& a need for a waterfaWpoo1 system on 
basalt/sedimentary rock in the western hemlock zone Wssssn Creek is within an area which is still 
undeveloped, and which is being considered for designation as an undeveloped area (see FEIS, Appemhx 
C for dwcrlption) 

b. Lily Luke - Thie area in the Sutton F&ration Area nar Florence is a relatively undamaged, 
compact example of typical dune wetlands. It was purchased in 1980 with Land and Water Conservation 
Funds, and is undeveloped. Several gmups have recommended it for special protection (letter to Forest 
Supervisor from National Audubon Society; Feb 12, 1982) Both aquatic and terrestrial systems, ae 
well as wildlife habitats, are mvolved 

c. !Z’abZe Mountam - This mountain between the Alsea and Waldport Ban8er districts has an unusual 
plant community dependent on uncharacteristically dry conditions and an intrusion of nephylene syanite 
bedmck 

d Euchre Mountain - This area along Drift Creek on the Hebo Ranger Dlstnct contains some 
outstanding examples of old-growth western hemlock, western red cedar, and Douglas-fur. It could till 
a high priority need. 

The above areas of ccmcern by ONHP were assessed by Forest Service ecologists and RNA specialists, 
who maintam contact with the ONHP, before making recommendations to the Forest (Memos of Nov. 
26, 1984 and July 17, 1986 from S Greene, PNW Station) None of these &es were recommended for 
RN,.&. All RNAe recommended by the specialists, except those m the Oregon Dunes NRA that will be 
considered later, are proposed in Alternative E(PA). During subsequent planning, the Forest will consider 
further RNAs recommended by ONHP and Forest Serwx speualists, and efforts will bs made to locate 
sites to meet other ONHP needs 

Wilderness - There are three Wildernesses on the Forest, Drift Creek, Rock Creek, and Cummins 
Creek (see “Wilderness” section for description). These areas are managed in a manner to preserve 
them for future we and enjoyment Scientific we is one of the values (along with recreational, scenic, 
educational, conservational and historical) whmh should he preserved. The Cummlne Creek Wilderness 
includes most of the potentml Cummlns Creek/Gwynn Creek RNA 

Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area (CHSF?.A) - The research program at the CHSFtA studies the 
natural organization and behavior of coastal eaxystems, the effect of varmus human uses and actwtws 
on the health of these communities and orgamsms; and the effect of human activltwa on the visual 
resource The designation of the CHSRAand the inclusion of the Salmon River estuarme system increases . . opportunities for scientific studies. 

The 1190~acre Neskowin Crest RNA wee established m 1941 prior to designatmn of the CHSBA. Current 
management drection is to maintain it in as nearly an undisturbed condition as possible where compatible 
with ObJectives of CHEF and CHSFLA 

The entire CHSFtA and CHEF are part of the Coastal Comfemus Forest Biosphere l&serve estabhshed 
by the United Nations. These reservee are regarded ae essential for studies of various ecosystems 
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smce they represent baselines against which change can be measured and other emxystems can be 

Undeveloped areas - Aside from tbe Oregon Dunes NRA, four major undeveloped areas are of concern 
on the Forest: Wassen Creek, Drift Creek-Adjacent, North Fork Smith River, and Mt H&o-Nestucca 
(see FEIS, Appendix C for description) Undeveloped a- include relatively large blocks of undisturbed 
land that, If set aside, would be highly suitable for research on natural systems Wassen Creek 
Undeveloped Area contains part of a potentml ONHP cell 

Special Jnterest Areas - THIS 1s a hetemgenems group of awas with special potential for recreatmn 
(see Recreation Section for description) Imatmn on volcanic headlands and sub-alpine mountains 
give several of them special research values 

Cap Perpetua Scenic Area contams the Gwynn Creek portion of the potential Cummins Creek/Gwynn 
Creek RNA Management for the two types of use, sightseeing and research, seems reasonably compatible 

The meadows in the Scenic-Botanic Area on top of Marys Peak support umque vegetative commumtm 
Dispersed, non-mtenswe recreation compatible wth research activltm is emphasized 

Recreation Areas - Sutton contains a p&en&l ONHP ecosystem (mamly aquatlc) and Sand Lake a 
dune ecosystem recommended as a potential RNA in scnne alternattves Both areas are used by ORVs 
Such use, if intensive and concentrated in sensitwe ecosystems, could destroy mpmtant research 
values 
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CULTURAL RESOURCES 

----CULT- RESOURCES 

Overview 

For thousands of years, humans have used the lands and resourixs now witbin the Forest boundaries 
The physical remnants of these a&&es are called cultural resources Cultural resources can bs either 
archeological (found on or under the forest floor) or buddmgs or structures. These resources are divided 
between preha+xic (before the commg of Euqxzms) and histnnc (after the arrival of Europeans 
with a wrItten language to record events and mformation). Most prshistoric resources have been found 
along the coast and along rwers The steep terrain and umformly dense vegetatmn may have discouraged 
human use and development of much of the inland area. The vestiges of lustonc use are generally not 
well preserved because of the wet, mild climate Historic s&s are also more fiquent along the coast 
and in the bottoms of inland valleys. 

Current Situation 

H.wtonc cultural resources consist mostly of remnants of abandoned homesteads (farmsteads), foot 
paths, wagon roads, nullsites, loggag operations, school houses, early Forest Service tr& and roads, 
reforestation projects and covered bridges. The most prevalent historic structures on the forest ars the 
Civiban Conservation Carps (CCC) buikbngs constructed during the 1930’s. The CCC sites are managed 
and maintamsd according to a regional Memorandum of Agreement (USDA Forest Service 1984b). 

Known prehistonc sltss are shell mounds (middens), vlllaga mtes, and special purpose sates where a 
partuxlar natural resource was harvested The excavation of one shell midden at Tabkemtch Lake 
has uncovered cultural material 6,880 years old, making it the oldest known American Indian site on 
the Oregon Coast (Mmor and Tcepal1982) 

Altogether, over 150 sites have been catalogued Those currently on the Natmnal Register are the 
bghthouse keepers residence at Hsceta Head, the spruce logging radroad m the Blcdgett Tract, and 
the Parapet at Cape Perpatua Other sites will be nominated as the evaluation process contmues 
There are currently plans to nominate a shell redden, several administrative structures constructed 
by the CCC’s, a wagon road and an army fort An interpretwe program has been developed for the 
archeological sites discovered at Tahkenltch Lake and Cape Perpetua, the Heceta Head lighthouse 
and keepers house, and the CCC era at Caps Perpetua An interpretwe trail ls being developed along 
the Blodgett Railroad and up Caps Mountam 

Archeological testing has been conducted at about a dozen localities along the central and northern 
Oregon coast To data, 10 prehistonc archeological s&s have been ldentlfied on the Forest These ars 
along the coast or on the west face of the coastal mountams The archeological literature for the Forest 
consists mostly of prelirmnary reports and only a few final research rapcrts. Two archeologxal data 
recovery studies funded by the Forest have resulted in the most definitwe analysis to date of coastal 
Oregon sites (Mmor and Tospsl 1982; Minor et al 1985). 

All potential land disturbing activities on the Forest are preceded by a cultural resource survey, to 
ensure that activities do not damage a significant site The surveys are designed by archeologists and 
are reviewed and approved by the Oregon State Histonc Preservation Office (SHPO). The survey 
program is designed to make sure all of the Forest is eventually surveyed for cultural resources No 
site is dlsturbed until It has been evaluated for ebgibdity for the National Register of Histonc Places 
If a site is ehgible the project will bs radeslgned to avoid the site, or a mitigation plan will bs pw=pan?d 
to ensure that the information the site can provide is not lost. All mitigation plans must have SHI’O 
concurrence before they are implemented 
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Cultural 
All field surveys are completed by certified cultural resource technicians and contract archsolog&s 
under the dmction of the Forest archeologist Repolzs must be prepared to standards developed by 
Toepel and Be&ham in 1985 The inventory pmcsss will continue until all of the forest has been surveyed 
and all of the s&w identified have been recorded 

An overview of the forest was completed m 1982 (Be&ham et al ) The overvmv dmmsses the history 
of the area, mcludmg cultural background, settlement patterns, economic trends, and the role of the 
federal government m development A literature search was dne&d toward identifying all recorded 
sites on or within 1 nule of the Siuslaw NF 

All management of cultural resources on the Forest IS m accordance wth US laws and rsgulatnms. 
Specific Memorandums of Agreement have been developed with the Oregon State Historic Preservatmn 
Office to govern archeological survey methods, mtenslty and timing 

Future Trends 

To date very few cultural resources have been found in steep timbered areas If this trend changes, 
inventory and protectwe methods would also change Otherwsa, effects on tunber and other resources 
41 contmue to be low Lmuts on recreational protects should not change 

Resource Relationships 

Tunbar harvest activities are one of the tools used ldentlfy cultural rwxu-ces. They are the largest 
land dlsturbmg actwty on the forest Since planned land alteratmn activltles tngger cultural resource 
surveys, the rate of dwzovery for cultural resources 1s dmxtly related to the rate of timber harvest 

FIRE 

Overview 

Catastmphic fires in the Coast Range have played a major role m determining the vegetative succession 
and diversity on the Forest Most of the Forest burned durmg the late 1800s and early 1900s Natural 
fires have been uncommon recently, but the possibility for catastrophic fires still exists m spite of 
modern fire prevention practices Recently, most of the tires over 5 acres are the result of slash burning 
actwlt1es. 

There are two general chmatic zones west on the Forest The western-most zone has between the 
Pacific Ocean and the Coast Range crest It experiences fog m summer and 1s cooler A warmer, drier 
zone, often characterized as a rainshadow, lies to the east of the mountam crest and extends to the 
Willamette Valley 

Because of the topographic irregular&y of the Forest, local amounts of prscipitatlon &ffer sigmiicantly 
from the yearly averages for the broad climatic zones (see previous se&on on “Climate”) Rainfall 
intensities dunng wmter storms tend to be highest on the west side of the Coast Range. Potential 
evapotransplration exceeds precipitation during the summer months, particularly on south slopes. 

East wmd episodes commonly occur on the Forest and are mqxxtant to fire managers from May through 
October These episodes are characterized by strong easterly wmds, low hunudities, and relatively high 
daytune and night-time temperatures Maximum temperatures of 80-85 “F have been observed at 
several weather statmns during such periods Temperatures in excess of 100 “F have also been recorded 
at mountam sites west of the coastal crest 
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East winds occur primarily in late summer and fall They also occur less frequently in spring, early 
summer, and late tinter. The major wldiires on the Forest have occurred under east wind conditions. 

Current Situation 

An average of 28 fires occurs each year on the Forest. Almost all of them are human caused and less 
than 10 acres in size. The fire protection budget has averaged $515,000 per year recently 

Broadcast burning of the slash follows the Oregon State Smoke Management Plan Under the plan 
there have bean an average of 42 days per year when burning was permitted burning during the spring, 
summer and fall. This does not include the number of days when burning would have been permitted 
but the slash was either too wet to burn or too dry to burn safely. The actual acres burned and slash 
consumed during the last five slash burning seasons are shown in Table III-24 

Table m-24. Acres Burned and Slash Consumed, 1984-1988 

Year Acre% Cut Acres Burned 

1984 4934 4785 
1985 5155 4368 
1986 5178 3461 
1987 6530 4164 
1988 6070 3496 

TSP ,s Total Suspended Partxulate 

Tons of Slash Tons of TSP 
Consumed PlVdUCd 

222,263 3,223 
202,394 2,942 
164763 2,331 
193,418 2,805 
162,389 2,355 

Historic Trends 

Morns (1934) and Juday (1976) documented much of the fire history on the Smslaw A summary of 
major fires appears in the preceding FEIS, Chapter III ssctmn on “Vegetation, Natural Disturbances 
and Succassmn” 

These large, high intensity fires left scattered stands of unburned or partially burned timber along the 
margin of the main fire. Unburned stands were often located along major riven or at the confluence 
of streams. Often a major fire was followed by repeated burns m the same area. Well known examples 
of these reburns are the Tillamook Burns beginning in the 1930s and the Smith River burn of 1939 
followed by the 1951 Vincent Creek bum and the 1966 Oxbow burn (Juday 1976) 

Most of these fires were human caused, either accidentally started or escaped from intentional ignitions 
Burning was practaxd by both native Inhabitants and settlers to the area Firs prevention and suppression 
since the 1950s and 1960s has been very aggwsswe. 

Concurrent with the mxased preventmn and suppressmn was the nweassd use of broadcast burning 
on the forest for slash dqosal and site preparatmn. For example, 89% of all clsarcut areas Initially 
planted in 1972-74 were broadcast burned (Turpm et al 1980) 
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Future Trends 

The uss of tire as a management technique wll dechne in order to meat an- quahty standards The 
amount of fuel created 1s expected to remam relatwely constant but the amount of particulates that 
will be allowed m the atmosphere will dechne. Reductions in particulate snuss~ons will come from 
burnmg less of the created slash and from burning techniques that emit less particulate.+.. Less burnmg 
could mxsass reforestation costs and the nsk of wildfire 

Resource Relationships 

Smoke can lower air quality and the fire itself can damage the s&a by removing mtrogen and organic 
materials from the sate. 

Fire 

AIR QUALITY 

Current Situation 

An- circulation along the Pa&c Coast and hnuted industrial development have resulted m only minor 
air quality problems west of the coastal crest East of the coastal crest, however, high pressure systems 
and strong surface coohng can create inversIon layers, trappmg pollutants and causing sermus ax 
quality problems m the Willamette Valley This condltlon occurs most commonly in fall and wmter 
and to a hnutsd degree m early spring The Eugene aw quahty mamtenance area frequently violates 
federal and state standards for particulates, photochemxal oxidants (smog), and carbon monoxide 
The partlculatss, in the form of soot, dust, and fumes, are mostly the result of Industrial emissions 
and residential and industnal wood burning Smog and carbon monoxide are produced by automobiles 
and, to a lesser extent, industries 

Of all the management practices on the Forest, prescribed burning has the greatest impact on local 
air quahty The Oregon State Smoke Management Plan sets particulate emissions standards to bs 
met during prescribed burning Total suspended particulate (TSP) snuss~ons from National Forest 
lands in western Oregon have been used to sat baselines for individual Forests. The baseline level for 
the Snwlaw National Forest IS 4,142 tons annually. The basehne value represents the arithmetic average 
of the annual TSP productlon for 1976 through 1979 Total suspended particulate production for the 
last 5 years in displayed in Table m-24, above. 

The Forest does not have Federal Class I areas (defined by the Clean Aw Act, PL 88.206, as amended) 
tulthm its boundary. The three Wildernesses are designated as Class II. They are near the coast and 
tend to be mfluenced by the cool marme ar layer dunng the summer 

Several designated Areas in the Willamette Valley, Tdlamook, and Coos Bay, are located close to the 
Forest boundary The ceiling (maxnnum vertical boundary) 1s 2500 feet for the Valley and 2000 feet 
for the two cltles. 

Visibility ulthm these areas is usually good, though It may be temporanly impawed by smoke from 
prsscnbsd burning or pollutants from unknown sources A vwblhty monltonng station has been proposed 
for Marys Peak, which 1s on the western edge of the Wdlamette Valley Vislblhty across the southern 
portions of the Coast Range would be monitored there Also, the site would aid tn documentmg visibility 
impanment produced by emissions from the Forest entenng the Wdlamette Valley 
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MINERALS 

_ Future Trends 

The Wiuamette Valley has potential for ar quahty pmhlems fmm industrial development, agricultural 
field burning, residential wocdstove use, automobde ennssmns and slash burning on forest lands. Because 
of decreasing uss of fire for slash disposal and site preparation the future trend is for less aw pollution 
fmm the Siuslaw National Forest 

RANGE 

Overview 

Livestock grazmg 1s not a maJo= concern or program on the Forest The steep topography and dense 
vegatatmn make It &ffcult. Forage production surpasses demand. 

Current Situation 

In 1980 there ware 34 small allotments on 16,000 acres, or 3% of the Forest. Most are former homesteads 
and scattered meadows used by farmem and small ranchers Cattle are the most common grazers 
with some use by sheep and horses Livestock on the Forest used 2,200 animal unit months (AUMs) 
of forage m 1980. 

Historic and Future Trends 

Range has not been important. The number of AUMs has been constant during the past 10 years and 
traditional use is not expected to change Clsarcut units, which are transttory rangeland, provide the 
major opportunity for increases , primarily with sheep because they ars better able to graze on steep 
slopes. Use of clearcut units could be mcreased as much as 2000% 

Resource Relationships 

Sheep grazing can be usad to benefit other resources by controlling brush and by removing excess 
summer growth that reduces the forage available to big game in wmter. 

MINERALS 

Overview 

The Forest is underlain either by thick sequences of sandstones and silt&ones, or by interbeddsd volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks Most of the Forest land is considered prospectively valuable for od and gas 
The probabibty of findmg valuable deposits of locatable minerals 1s constdered low. Minerals-related 
activities on the Forest have included oil and gas leasing, and the production of aggregate, the location 
of unpatented mining claims and patented silica sand claims 

Current Situation 

Leasable minerals are nnneral comm~ties that have been specifically excepted from the General 
Mining Law by Congress, principally through the following acts: the Federal Onshore Old and Gas 
Leasing Reform Act of 1987, the Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 1920, the Mineral Leasing Act for 
Acquired Lands of 1947, the President’s Reorganization Plan No 3 of 1946, and the Geothermal Act 
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Minerals 
of 1970 Leasable mmerals include od and gas, geothermal resources, and locatable m ineral deposits 
with acquired status These m inerals are subject to exploration and development under leases, permits, 
or licenses granted by the Secretary of Interior 

The Secretary of Agriculture, through the Forest Seance, has consent authonty for leasing of geothermal 
rwxmxs and hardrock leasable m inerals on all National Forest System land The Federal Onshore 
Oil and Gas LeasIng Reform Act of 1987 contams key prowmns altering the Forest Serwce’s authonty 
for the management of leasable m inerals 

The Secretary of Agriculture now has consent author@ for the issuance of oil and gas leases on NatIonal 
Forest System lands In addltlon, no od and gas permits to drill may be granted wthout the analysis 
and approval of a surface use plan by the Forest Service F@ulatlons implementing these authorities 
have been published as a proposed regulation in the Federal Beg&x and are being finalized at the 
National level 

The Forest has potential for oil and gas production, but little exploration and no development has 
taken place As recently as 1987, more than half of the Forest was under lease for od and gas, generating 
over $300,000 in receIpta each year. Almost all of these leases ware rehnqulshed in 1987 No leases 
ware granted in special areas such as Wddernesses or Research Natural Areas Some areas were leased 
with stlpulatlons to protect surface rwoumz, most were not 

Saleable m ineral material is extracted from 22 quarries across the Forest Most 1s used on National 
Forest System lands, but about 15,000 tons per year (less than 10%) are sold for use elsewhere 

The Forest has low potential for locatable m inerals (I.e., gold, sdver, lead and uranium) There are 
very few m ining clamw on the Forest; none are active Approximately 93,000 acres have been unthdrawn 
from m ineral entry to protect the surface values 

Historic Trends 

Interest m  011 and gas pmspectmg on the Forest has been cycbc The dwxwery of natural gas north of 
the Forest (near M ist, Oregon) generated the most recent round of leasing actlvlty on the Forest 
Some se~~nuc exploration has been conducted, but no apphcatmns for dnlbng have been rxewad and 
no drilling has taken place 

A few m ining clauns were staked m  the late 1950s and early 1960s for foundry-grade sand, and for 
nepheline syenite, a rock with several iadustnal uses A patent was recently issued by BLM for a 780-acre 
group of foundry-sand placer claims located m  the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area 

Demand for saleable, common variety rmnerals is largely bmlted to rock for road surfacing Most of 
that demand is for Forest mad projects, private and commercial requests are occasional and for small 
volumes Although It had been assumed that rock for road surfacmg was relatwely scarce, recent 
exploration has identified a number of potential rock sources Existing and potential sources are not 
always located where the rock is needed, leadmg to nnx?ased transportation costs. Greater efforts 
have bean made to use less durable rock found on the margins of some existlag sources, thus nxeasing 
known reserves 

Future Trends 

Short-term Interest III oil and gas leasing depends on the cost of exploration compared to their commodity 
value. In the future, off-shore od and gas leasIng could renew Interest in Forest leases, but, without 
more substantial discoveries, lntexwt will decline m  the long term Because of the low potential for 
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= ‘-valuable locatable minerals, few additional mining claims are expected. Areas withdrawn from mineral 
entry will be reviewed and some lands may be reopened Forest demand for mad surfacing rock will 
contmue at the current level. A slight increase in sales of mck to the private sector 1s expecti. 

Resource Relationships 

LeasIng of land for al and gas exploration and development can be restricted by dagnating land for 
Wilderness, recreational uses, and for protection of wildlife habitat and other resources 

LANDS AND SPECIAL USES 

Overview 

The lands or real estate management program on the Forest is complex because of the relatively large 
amount of other land intermingled with National Forest System (NFS) lands. Actwtr?s include landline 
location and maintenance, encroachment and title claim problems, permit issuance to allow use of 
NFS lands, right-of-way acqwsitions for access acras the lands of others, and land adJustmats and 
exchanges with adjacent and internungled owners There are two congressionally designated areas, 
Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area (CHSRA) and the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA), 
where adjacent lands can be purchased wth Land and Water Conservation funds to enhance the values 
of the areas Three adcbtional areas are also quahfied for purchase Sutton Composite, Yachats Purchase 
Units, and the Big Creek-Perpetua Compaate. All uses of forest lands and resources, except tnnber 
harvests, mineral extraction and livestock grazing, are designated “special uses” and require spaal 
“se perlnl~. 

Current Situation 

Of the 1,600 miles of boundary line between NFS and other lands, 1,350 n&s (or 85% of the total) 
have been posted As more of the boundary is located and posted, encmachments from other owners 
and title claims against the Forest Service arise About 90 such casss exist at this time 

Land exchanges during the last 5 years transferred 4,300 acres of NFS lands to other owners while 
6,900 acres have come into the NFS. About 1,300 acres have been purchased at CHSBA (about 65% 
of the acquisitions anticipated for the area) At the Oregon Dunes NRA, about 1,200 acres have been 
acquired 

The Forest adnnnisters about 400 spewl use permits for utdity hnes, roads, electronic sites, and 
recreational activities In the last 10 years, 10 to 15 permanent rights-of-way and about 30 temporary 
land use agreements have been acqunwi each year. Most of the existing utility corridors are on prwate 
land, especially the east west routes from the Wllamette Valley to the coast Exlstlng utihty corridors 
are shown in Figure III-32 Potential electmxnc sites have been nwentoned (Electronic Site Evaluation 
Study, Siuslaw National Forest, 1980) 

Historic Trends 

The landline location program was emphasized in the late 1970s and early 198Os, when more than 
75% of the landhne on the Forest was re-surveyed. Thts caused a corresponding upsurge in the discovery 
of encroachments and title claims. Activities in the special use, right-of-way, land exchange, and purchase 
programs have remained fairly constant during the last several years. 
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Future Trends 
Lands 

The landline location program should be completed within 10 years and emphasis will then shift to 
mantenance of the located hnes The encmachment/txtle claim program unll mcrease until the backlog 
of cases is resolved The rate of issuance of special use pernuts 1s not expected to change at least for 
the next 10 years fight-of-way actwities will decrease slowly as access 1s gamed to isolated areas of 
the Forest and as the land exchange program elinnnatss the need for new nghts-of-way Land will 
contnnw. to be avsllable for exchanges and purchases and progress mll be contingent on the Forest 
budget. Most of the remannng purchases m congressmnally designated areas could be made in the 
next 5 years Future utdity lines will be located after an interagency envimnmental analysis that considers 
existmg corridors among the alternatives 

Resource Relationships 

The tnnber sale program is dependent on accurate location and posting of landhne boundaries adjacent 
to sale areas, and on access, either through land adjustment or right-of-way acquisition Land adjustments 
can acquwe lands of value for wddhfe and fish habitat, recreation, or watershed protection 
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FIGURE IJ.I-32 EXISTING UTILITY CORRIDORS 
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ROADS AND FACILITIES 
Roads 

Overview 

Pmtectlon and multiple use management of Forest lands and resources depends on a transportation 
system to provide access for business and pleasure Prnnary respaxnbfity for development and 
maintenance of the system rests with the Forest Service, although adjacent land owners and other 
users help mruntzun some muds 

Other faclhties on the Forest Include blulchngs, bndges, water systems, and sanitation systems 

Current Situation 

Many of the approximately 2,500 m&s of roads on the Forest were constructed to provide access to 
timber stands Of these, 12% are class&d as arterials (major forest access routes), 82% as collectors 
(feed into the artenals, usually single lane); and 55% as local (short spurs off of collectors, single lane) 
Art&& and collectors are the main access routes to the Forest, tend to connect to county roads or 
highways and are open all year Local roads are dead end roads that access a speafic ate. They tend 
to be on steeper terran In general, arterials and collectors are maintamed for all resources, wlnle 
local roads are mamtaned prnnardy for a single user Local road users Include commercial traffic 
(mostly tnnber), forest visltors, hunters, and others 

Over 37% of the existing mad system (900 miles) is mamtruned for all types of traffic including 
commerce& recreational and low-clearance passenger velncles These roads are double lane paved, or 
angle lane mth turnouts, v&h paved or graded aggregate surfaces They conform to rural mad safety 
standards, Include traffic and informational signmg, hazard ldentlficatlon, and sight dwtances for 
speeds of 15 to 30 miles per hour. 

Fifty-seven percent (1,400 n&s) m maintained only for high-clearance passenger velncles and commercial 
traffic The remaining 7% (170 miles) of the system 1s closed to all traffic for resource protection and 
user safety Both of these groups of mads are angle lane \nth aggregate or dirt surfacing They are 
not maintained for passenger car use Dwectmnal and traffic control signing is at a rmnimum Safety 
hazards are marked Sight distances are deagned for speeds of 5 to 15 m&s per hour 

State, county, and prwate roads also provide access to the Forest. There are 220 miles of state roads 
wtlnn and adJacent to the Forest boundaries, of winch 125 nnles are mantained as Forest highways. 
Two hundred mdes of county roads are wtlnn or adjacent to the Forest boundaries Most of these 
mads are under the Junsdiction of five counties In ad&tion, the Forest has a number of agreements 
wth federal, state and county agencies, and pnvate cornpanes (e g , Chanqnon, Geor~a Pacific, 
Wdlamette Industries) concerning shanng mad nnprovements, operation and mantenance 

The Forest owns and mantins 125 bulldings, 27 water systems (23 at recreation areas), and three 
sewage treatment plants (two at recreation sites, one at Angell Job Carp) The Forest leases buildings 
at the Supervxsor’s Office, the Mapleton Ranger Dxstrict, and the Oregon Dunes National Recreation 
Area The budchngs are used for offices and storage 

Future Trends 

The size of the mad system needed to manage Forest resources depends extenswely on the amount of 
timber harvest Access to 80% of the tent&&y suitable tnnber land is already provided by roads. It 
1s e&mated that 600 more miles of mad are needed to provide access to the remaning 20% If all of 
the tentatwely antable land is managed for timber prcductlon, the roads wdl be constructed in the 
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first 2 decades Sixty percent of these mads will be maintained only for high-clearance vehicles. The 
rest will be mcuntamed for all types of traffic Only 45 of the 600 nnles vmll be collectors. 

On the other hand, if some of the tentatively suitable timber land which is currently maded is not 
assigned for tnnber production, some of the existing roads will not be needed These roads wdl be 
closed in the first 2 decades. 

The number of government-owned buildings will decline slightly as existing structures are replaced 
ulth leased buildings. 

Resource Relationships 

The Forest mad system provides access for everyone The muds are designed and maintruned to meet 
the changing needs of their users. Many muds are oriented toward timber harvest, and still used for 
activities such as hauling firewood, hunting, and fishing. 

Winter storms are the main threat to construction and maintenance of mads. When the easily eroded 
soils prevalent on the Forest become saturated by heavy ran&U, slopes may fad. Faihng slopes produce 
mate& that may plug culverts, cause mad slough, or shdes that may close roads and trap travellen. 
This inc reases the potential for mad damage, with subsequent disruption to other resources To respond 
to this situation the Forest has its Road Maintenance Crews organized under a Flood Emergency Road 
Mantenance plan for immediate response to potential hazards 

ITCJMANANDCO MM.UNITY DEVELOPMENT 
The Forest Service has been involved in human resource programs since the formation of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps in the early 1920s Since then, the Forest has operated vruxws programs that 
provide employment and training and benefit the partxipants and the Forest. At present, the Forest 
is involved with the following programs: 

0 Senior Commuruty Services Employment Pmgram, with a current enrollment of 18, provides 
part-time employment to low income senior c&ens; 

0 Job Corps, a residentw.l trainmg and education pmgram for disadvantaged men and women 
between 16 and 22 years old, has a current capacity of 208 students 

l Youth Conservation Corps. In 1989 the enrollment was five youths This program provides 
temporary and short-term jobs for youths in rural comnwnties 

l Worlung with schools, tribal and commurnty organizations to provide hosted opportuzntw. Many 
of these opportunities are made avadable through the Job Training Partnership Act; the Forest 
Service provldesJobs and supervision and the cooperative organization pays wages for the enmllee 
These programs focus on placement in jobs that may eventually provide long-term employment. 

l Cooperation with State Vocational Rehabditation program to pmvlde work experience and trailung 
for disabled citizens. 

l Volunteer programs to provide on the job expenence. 

Present trends in the economy (particularly unemployment) have substantially increased interest in 
these progranx. The Forest benefits because labor is provided for important but unfunded programs 
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Communit ies 
(such as maintenance of facilities, campgmunds, and trails), while the enrollees gam work experience, 
and are awlable for regular employment when positions are vacant. 

Funding for these programs is decreasing The volunteer programs are not costly and have been used 
extensively dunng the last 5 years 

AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS PRACTICES 

Overview 

l&tonally, Amencan Indians have used the Forest for traditional rehgious practices. It is the pahcy 
of the United States to protect and preserve their inherent right of freedom to believe, express and 
exercise their traditional religions (Joint Resolution on American Indian R&&us Freedom 1978) 

In 1954, the United States ended federal trustees~p of the tribea surmundlng the Forest through a 
process called ternunatlon However, several tribes have recently reestablished the trust relatmnship 
Today, the area includes three federally- recognized tribes the Confederated Tribes of S&&z (restored 
m  1978), the Confederated Tribes of the Grade Ronde (restored in 1983); and the Confederated Coos, 
Lower Umpqua, and Sin&w Tribes (restored an 1984) The Siletz tube has a 3,666~acre reservation 
around the town of &l&z. The 1980 Census identified 6,700 Amencan Indians in the eight counties 
surrounding the Forest. Seventy percent lived in Coos, Douglas, and Lane counties 

In 1982, a study of the trxhtional practices of the t&es around the Forest found no continuing religious 
practwss (Be&ham et al 1982) However, two quarrw for pant and two quest areas were ldentltied 
whxh were once nnpatant to the native inhabitants 

Historic Trends 

Many tribes of Indians occupied the lands now in and around the Siuslaw National Forest They Include 
the T&amook, Alsea, Yaquina, Coos, Lower Umpqua, Smslaw, and Kalapua t&es In the 177Os, their 
rehg~ous practices were focused on unique, indwidual h&ages with the natural world Their primary 
religious use of the Forest appears to have been &es for spiritual quests and quarmzs for materials 
used for facial and baly pant In the rind-19th century, the tribes underwent a penod of calanntous 
change, population loss, and uprooting Epidemics from lntmduced disease, white-Indian warfare, 
removal by whites to ahen lands, reservation hfe, and Christian m issions dwupted their tradItIonal 
religious practices 

Future Trends 

The Forest Plan will ensure that the set&g and location of sites once nnportant for rehg~ous purposes 
are protected from disturbance and are available for use Forest personnel ~111 contuxue to cooperate 
m th the Tribes In ldentlfying and maintaining tradltnxal uses on the Forest 
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CJXAPTER IV 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

INTRODUCTION 

Environmental consequences are the estimated physical, bmlogical, soual, and economx effects that 
would result from implementing each of the alternatives described in Chapter II The analysis of these 
effects provides a baas for companng the alternatives 

Tbii chapter describes the projected dnwt, indirect, and cumulative effects of the alternatwes and 
summarizes the planned mitigation measures It also describes conflicts between the effects of the 
alternatwes and other plans and pohaes Tables, figures, and text often refer to the 1st decade and 
several subsequent decades. The 1st decade 1s the period to be covered by the Forest Plan Estimates 
for subsequent decades represent effects if activitws and outputs of the alternatwes were contmued 
beyond the 1st decade Comparison of plan alternatwes to existingcondltlon refer to the average condition 
dunng the period fmm 1979 to 1988, unless otherwise noted The average annual timber harvest 
during 1979-1988 was 302 MMBF 

The ennronment (e.g., vegetation) can be directly changed by the actnntles (e g , timber harvest) promoted 
by an alternative These changes may tngger mdirect effects on other facets of the envlmnment k g , 
changing vegetation speaes cornposItIon or age distribution by harvestmg timber indwectly alters the 
conditions in wildlife habitat) Cumulative effects are total actloos on Forest lands and neighbonng 
lands for the foreseeable future Mttlgation measures are a&i&es planned to prevent, rectify, or reduce 
proJected adverse effects on the environment Some effects are described quantitatively while others 
are described in qualitative terms 

Timber harvesting, regeneration of vegetation after harvest, protection from fire and pests, and 
development of areas for recreation, wildlife and fish habkat broadly affect the environment Dnwtly 
or indnectly, changes m vegetation, and construction and maintenance of roads would cause most of 
the effects described m Chapter IV. All management activities will conform to the standads and 
wdehnes d&&d m Forest Plan, Chapter IV. 

Treatment of vegetation and constructloo of access roads most affect the Forest’s visual and recreational 
characteristics; the quantity, qua&, and dlstnbution of wildlife and fish habltat, the mze, age, health 
and vigor of the vegetation; the susceptibxhty of the trees to msects and disease; sod eromon, and the 
quality of the water flowng from the treated area Other effects on the environment result from 
constructing faahties such as recreation sites, trails, and in-stream structures for improving fish habitat, 
law enforcement; and activities of recreatlomsts, pemuttees, and agents 

All activities with an environmental effect can be grouped under one or more of the followmg construction 
of roads, trads, and structures (e.g , campsites, leachfields, shelters, fish habitat structures); cuttmg 
and transport&on of vegetation; burning of vegetation or orgamc materials, apphcation of chemlcak 
to alter sod productlvlty, vegetation, or animals (e g , insects); and the planting of vegetation. These 
actwitles always create changes in their vicinity and may have effects far from where they occu= 

The management activities and their associated effects are referred to later in this chapter m discussions 
of consequences on specific components of the environment These components mclude vegetation, 
sod, water, fwh, wildlife (including threatened and endangered species and cntxal habkxt), recreation 
and research opportunities, scenery, Wdderness, undeveloped areas, research opportunitw, ar, cultural 
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~-resources, communities, farmland, wetland, floodplams, minerals, range land, consumers, civil rights, 
and minority gmups. Other environmental effects considered include energy reqmrements and 
conservation potential of the alternatwes and mitigation measures. 

Management Activities and Effects 
The following is a general descnption of management activities, and the major effects they have on 
the environment. 

Road and Landing Construction 

Road and landing construction requite heavy equipment (tractors, trucks, earth movers) to develop 
stable surfaces capable of supporting log trucks and log yaxling equipment across mountain slopes. 
The construction and maintenance of roads and landings... 

. . . displace, compact, or remove topsoil and vegetation fmm the madway 

. . may increase the probability of emsion. Surface and ground water flow may be redirected when 
the subsoil on cutbanks and till slopes is exposed and these areas are not properly treated 
may divide wildlife ranges and degrade or destroy habitats 

. . . provide passage for wildlife or interrupt travel mutes 

. . . make remote areas, and their resources (recreation, fmh, timber and so forth) accessible to visitors 
and commercial or non-commercial users 

Trail Construction 

Trail construction requires light equipment and manual labor to develop stable surfaces (on a small 
scale) capable of supporting pedestrians, and, where allowed, horses or ORVs, across many terram 
types.Tmls.. 

may increase soil erosion where steep trails aren’t designed to prevent interruption or redirection 
of water flow. 

. . . make remote and scenic areas accessible to hikers. 
provide passage for wddlife 

Construction of Waste Water Structures 

Construction of waste water structures mvolves the construction of leachfields and vault toilets in the 
soil Waste water structures . 

may increase the risk of contammatmg the soil and groundwater m the Immediate area of the 
structure Any contamination noted wll be short term No long term degradation of water or sod 
quality will be allowed. 

. . . reduce contamination fmm human waste and grey water in heavily used areas. 
increase comfort and cotlvemence for Forwt visltors. 

Construction of Other Recreation Facilities 

Construction of recreatmn facilities such as parking lots, shelters, signs, campgrounds and so forth, 
involve the construction of various buildings, concrete footmgs, s~guposts, or pavement to make the 
“se of recreation areas more pleasurable Recreation facilities... 
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concentrate people in certam areas. This may result in sod compaction, disturbance to vegetation 
and wldhfe, and an mcrease in the level of noise. 

. allow the Forest Servxe to make visitors safer and more comfortable. 
reduce the quahty of small areas of wildlife habltat. 

Construction of Fish Habitat Structures 

Construction of fmh habItat structures involves blasting bedrock, or placing logs, gabions (cobble-tilled 
wire baskets), concrete, or boulders, m stream channels Fiih structures.. 

. change stream flow and alter the movement and distribution of stream gravel and sediment 
. . increase the quantity and quality of fEh habltat. 

Cutting Vegetation 

T&s activity includes cutting down and removing trees and shrubs for a variety of reasons, mostly 
timber pnxluction and wldbfe habitat management Cutting vegetation . 

changes speaes cornposItion of the cutover area and of the basin(s) m which the cutting occurs. 
changes age distnbutlon of the vegetation in the cutover area and in the basin(s) m which the 
cutting occurs 
changes amount and arrangement of organic debns such as logs, branches, and twigs 
kills roots, temporardy redunng resistance to landsbdes on unstable slopes 
changes babltats m the cutover area, and changes the distribution of these habitats in the basin(s) 
in which the cutting occurs 
when done along streams, changes the type and timing of organic debns deposits in stream systems. 
when done along streams, may increase the temperature of streams and lakes 
influences dependence of communities on timber revenues 

. . m the case of cuttmg commercial timber, generates revenues locally through returns to the counties, 
generates jobs and mfluences local economy. 

. . . in- growth rates of remaining vegetation 

. . . may alter rmcroclimate by increasing dslly temperature fluctuations; and increases surface wmds 
alters the scenery of the area 
ehmmates the natural condition of areas not previously cut 

Burning Vegetation or Organic Debris 

Burning vegetation and debns mvolves broadcast burmng m cutover areas or m meadows The ObJectwe 
1s to. 1) lower the hazard of vnldfire by reducmg fuel; 2) reduce undesirable competmg vegetation to 
maease sunbght and nutrients for desired trees or forage, 3) faahtate tree planting by reducmg low 
growing vegetation and logging slash Burning vegetation 

alters the sod by changing the amount and availability of certam nutnents (espeaally Nitrogen), 
lowers the sod’s resistance to erosion, and reduces reservons of soil microorgamsms and mycorrhnal 
fungi. 
may reduce the cost of subsequent cultural actwties for trees and wildlife hab1tat.s 
alters the scenery of the area 

. reduces the risk of vnldfire and the difficulty of suppressing wddtire 
creaks smoke m local &sheds 

. . alters the microclimate by mcreasmg surface temperatures as long as black color remans 
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~-Application of Chemicals 

Application of chemicals involves applymg fertilizer, pesticides, and other matenals The objective is 
to improve vegetation gmwth and selectively reduce plants or ammals whch compete with or damage 
desired Forest resources Apphcation of chemicals. 

. . . may increase gmwth of treated species 

. . . may damage or kdl treated species 
. may contaminate water downstream from applxation 

may damage or kill plants or animals outside target area 

Planting Vegetation 

Planting vegetation introduces desired species into areas where the vegetation has been cut, or cut 
and burned. The objective is to enhance economic, acologlml, or aesthetic values Planting vegetation 

. . may change species composition 
altars visual characteristics 
increases sod strength and resistance to erosion by promoting root growth, and ground cover 
may change forage and habitat for some wildlife 

. . initiates future timber crops 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information 

Some information usad to predict environmental effects m this chapter 1s mcomplete, while other 
mformation is unavailable at tb time Incomplete or unavailable information IS noted later in this 
chapter for each major resource The Forest has used the most current information avadable and 
state-of-the-art analytical tools to evaluate activities and to estmmte effects 

The Council on Envlmnmental Quality’s NEPA regulations relating to incomplete or unavailable 
information have been amended 140 CFR 1502 22, amended at 51 Fad Reg 15618 (April 25, 198611 
The discussion below comphes with the amended regulations 

In the FEIS and Forest Plan. 

a The discussions of the management of resources on the Smslaw National Forest have mvolved 
an evaluation of reasonably foreseeable sigmficant adverse effects on the human ennronment 

0 The evaluation of those effects sometimes has bean based upon information that 1s incomplete or 
is only partially available. 

l The mcomplete or unavailable information cannot be obtslnad because the overall time and money 
costs to obtain the information would be exorbitant, and in some cases the means to obtain the 
information *re not known 

Consequently, pursuant to 40 CFR 1502 22(b), as amended, the following discussions of management 
impacts on vegetation, watersheds, fuh, wildhfe, recreation, scenery, Wildernesses, undeveloped areas, 
research, communities and other resources include a description of the incomplete or unavailable 
information which is relevant to the evaluatmn of reasonably foreseeable sigoiticant adverse impacts 
associated vnth the alternatives. In many cases, the incomplete or unavailable mformation 1s not necessary 
for an evaluation of the reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts on the human envimnment 

In other cases, notably the effectiveness of the headwall leave area techmque m preventing landslides 
and the habitat reqmrements for wildlife indicator species, the mcomplete or unavailable information 
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is necessary for the evaluation of the reasonably fo reseeable significant adverse impacts In these cases, 
the dlscussloas of the pmjeckl impacts m this chapter contam references to existing credible scientific 
evidence relative to evaluations that have been made. The assumptlone used in making predidlons 
are diiosed The evaluation of the impacts are based upon theoretical approaches and research methods 
generally accepted m the saentiiic community 

Monitoring of adverse effects, the achievement of resource outputs, and implementation of management 
practices including standards and gmdehnes wll determine the need to change management direction 
or amend the Forest Plan 

CHANGES BETWEEN DRAFT AND FINAL 

Changes were made to Chapter IV between the 1986 draft and t& final EIS as a result of newer 
information becoming available and in response to concerns expressed during the pubhc comment 
period The following are the major changes. 

Added or expanded discussmns of plant associations, diver&y and old growth Updated the 
stand ages for all timber stands in the planning model to 1990 Rewsed inventory data to reflect 
harvest since the last update (1985) through 1989 
Modified the Fiih Habitat Model to lout the mfluence of upland areas on large. woody debns 
level and to increase the followmg: existmg smolt habitat capablbty; reliance on habitat quabty 
as determmed by large woody debris levels, effectiveness of headwall leave areas in preventmg 
landshdes, efficiency of riparian leave areas. These changes have been incorporated in the analya 
of effects on fish habitat 
Incorporated the Bald Eagle Recovery Plan mto analyas of effects on that species. 
Updated discueslon of timber supply and demand 
Included information from eligibility studies on potentml wld and scenic rivers 
Updated discussion of an quality to reflect changes in technology, pobcy and coordination mth 
the state of Oregon 
Incorporated into the analysis of effects, the Regional FEIS for Managing Competmg and 
Unwanted Vegetation, mcludmg reduced emphasis on burning and herbicides 
Added a discussion of Alternatwe NC (representing the 1979 Tlmber Resource Plan outputs 
and effects) relative. to each resource, where data was avadable 
Updated the dwussion of spotted owl habitat areae to reflect the July, 1988 Supplement to the 
Environmental Impact Statement for an Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide 
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ENVIRONMENTAL, CONSEQUENCES ON VEGETATION 

Direct Effects on Vegetation 

All alternatives wdl have direct effects on vegetation. The range, timing, and location will vary depending 
on the alternative The direct effects on vegetation include changes m specws composition and 
dwtribution, age classes, growth rates, risk of wlndthmw, susceptibility to risk of pests and tire 

The effects of the alternatives on plant and habitat diversity would not vary substantially by alternative 
Allocation of some lands to management areas with no programmed harvest and apphcatlon of standards 
and guidelines to areas under active management maintain most of the existing diversity. Momtoring 
species and habitats throughout the Forest wll verify maintenance of diversity or indicate a need for 
changes in management &xx&ion. 

Natural processes, when uninten~pted by human activity, generally provide for diversity because they 
tend toward increasingly complex, late seral conditions. Lands m Management Areas 1 through 13 
will be affected primarily by natural processes The diversity on these lands reflects their successional 
history and age. Repeated titurbances, such as from timber harvesting, reduce ecosystem complexity 
and dwersity by maintaining early seral con&tione and suppressing succession. Lands in Management 
Areas 14 and 15 will be affected by relatively fixquent disturbance from management activitws. These 
lands would commonly be invaded by a m&we of early seral plant species and frequented by animals 
that reqmre open-structured habitat (grass/forb vegetation). 

Consumptive management activities reduce the risk of losing diversity if detrimental activities are 
curbed by effective standards and guidelines Untried management practices included in standards 
and guidelines have a degree of uncertainty as to their effectiveness Because of this there may be a 
higher risk to diversity m alternatives wth more allocations to consumptive uses. 

In casw where the land adjacent the Forest has been managed for consumptive uses, Forest lands 
managed for non-consumptive uses serve ae refuges for species that requne later semi stages and 
undisturbed habitats. In addition, conditions on lands managed for non-consumptive uses tend toward 
more complexity A mixture of allocations to consumptive and non-consumptive also helps to maintain 
dwxaty on the Forest A comparison of the amount of land allocated to non-consumptive uses among 
alternatives provides one indication of the relative abibty of the alternatives to maintain existing diversity 
Table IV-1 displays the amount of forested land proposed for consumptive and non-consumptive uses 
by alternative 
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Vegetation 
Table IV-l. Management Intensity by Alternative 

ALTBBNATNE I 

NC A  B B(Dep) C D 

Percent of Forested Land 13 35 31 31 33 41 
Allocat&d to Non.consumpt,ve 
US&S 

Percent of Forested Land 
Allocati to conaumptl”~ uses 

37 65 69 69 67 59 

Alternative NC would have the fewest acres allocated to non-consumptive uses and would mamtam the 
least amount of natural &varsity Alternatwes G and H have the most acres allocated to non-consumptwe 
uses. These would mslntam most of the dwsrsity resultmg from natural or unmanaged conditions Other 
alternatwes are similar to one another and lntermsdiate in the amount of natural diversity maintamed 

Silvlcultural practices can affect the diver&y of tree species m  future managed stands. These practices 
may be of paticular concern in the Sltka spruce zone near the coast becauss it 1s relatively hnnted compared 
to the western hemlock zone that lies inland. The majority of the planted trees are Douglas-fir, but cultural 
practices in both mnes include planting natwe conifer spewas. Alder and weatern redcedar are replanted no 
mot rot infection centers Dunng release, prscommercial thnnung, and commercial thnnung activitlss, all 
commercial species are encouraged rather than Just a single spscws 

Significant natural ssedlng of Sltka spruce and western hemlock occurs m  the western part of the forest 
In the valley margin on the eastern edge of the Forest, Douglas-fir naturally seeds on many sates Natural 
saedlng also occurs m  the upper elevation noble fir found on Marys Peak Red alder naturally seeds on 
most disturbed sites (where rmneral soil is exposed) on the west and north parts of the Forest 

The Tree Improvement Program for the Forest would not vary by alternative, but the acreage to which it 
is applied varies in pmpc&on to acreage allocated to consumptive usas, 1 e , the acres harvested under each 
alternative The Tree Improvement Program 1s desIgned to mamtiun desired dwersity among planted conifers 
The remainder of the shrubs and trees on a harvested site ~111 continue to provide a natural range of genetlc 
dwersity because of natural regeneration Vegetation management as practiced under the standards and 
guidelines of the Forest Plan would not ehnnnate species from the harvest sttes 

In addition to the amount of land allocated to consumptive uses, the dlstnbutlon of rotation length on those 
lands affects dwerslty Figure IV-1 displays m tat~on lengths of suItable lands for each alternatwe This 
effect is mostly on vegetation age classes, rather than spsc~ composltmn of plants on a site Consequently, 
the effects may bs greater on dlverslty of animal species than on plant species Alternatives A and H would 
assign about 115,000 acres to 133,000 acrss on rotations longer than 80 years This 1s similar to the exlstlng 
plans which have about 120,000 acres assigned to longer rot&on lengths Alternatwe NC would assign 
111,000 acres to long rotations, but would also have more short rotations, since It has the most acreage 
suitabIe for tnnber harvest Alternatives E(PA), F, and G have slightly less land under long rotations All 
the other alternatwes have less land assigned to long rotations 

Wood quahty and value, resulting from size and frequency of knots,tlghtness of wood gram and average log 
size, are affected by sllvlcultural practices such as stand den&y management and rotation length Alternatwes 
with more area managed for longer rotations would pmduce shghtly higher quahty and value tnnber These 
differences will become more important as nowNatIonal Forest lands are managed for shorter rotatxons 
Alternatwzs NC, A, E(PA), F, G  and H would pmvlde the most suitable land managed for long rotations 
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ENVlRONM!ZNTAL CONSEQUENCES ON VEGETATION 

--All altemat~vea except F, G and H would manage between 264,000 acres and 396,000 acres on short rotations, 
favoring earber seral vegetation and associated wildbfe species 
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Exlstnlg NC A B WkPl c D E(P.4) F 0 H 

Alternatne 

I 60-80 Yr mtatmn 90-100 Yr Rotation El llOf Yr Rotation 

FIGURE IV-1 ROTATION LENGTHS OF TIMBER SUITABLE ACRES 

Exlsting meadows are maintained in all alternatives Alternatives C, E(PA) and G else create permanent 
meadows. 

Changes in the amount of six vegetation gmups reflect the differences in rotation length and mdicate the 
dnwt effects of management activities on vegetation. The classes are groupings of specws composition and 
age classes: grass/forb (openings and sites with trees lees than 15 yean old); deciduous mix, ell ages; riparian, 
all ages; immature conifer, 15 to 79 years old; mature conifer, 80 to 199 years old; old-growth comfer, 200 
years and older. Acres in each vegetative conditmn at the end of the lst, 2nd and 5th decades ars shown in 
Table N-2. Changes are expressed as a percentage of the ezkmg vegetation condkmn 

a 
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Table Iv-2 Predicted Vegetation 
VIZ 

Thousand Acres and Percent of Edsting Candltmn by Akernat~ve 

vegetation Cmupa NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

1st DECADE 

Upland Dcaduous Mm 336 342 544 514 511 523 559 486 508 559 
58% 59% 93% 88% 88% 90% 96% 83% 87% 96% 

hm 166 766 166 766 766 766 766 766 766 766 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Immab Conlfw 1617 1617 1620 1620 1620 1620 1620 1620 1620 1620 
148% 148% 148% 148% 148% 148% 148% 148% 148% 148% 

Mature Cotufer 1756 1910 182 1 1735 1828 1859 1744 1918 2015 2111 
80% 87% 83% 77% 83% 84% 79% 87% 91% 96% 

Old-growth Con&r 236 272 219 215 23 1 225 308 264 338 338 
70% 80% 65% 64% 68% 61% 91% 78% 100% 100% 

2nd DECmE 

Upland Demduous Mm 276 167 558 508 524 536 431 455 454 549 
41% 29% 96% 87% 90% 92% 14% 18% 78% 94% 

Mature Conifer 913 153 6 1266 109 9 130 5 139 0 142 8 152 9 1843 2004 
41% 10% 57% 50% 59% 63% 65% 69% 84% 91% 

Old-gmwth Comfer 236 260 219 215 225 225 243 264 338 338 
70% 77% 65% 64% 67% 67% 72% 78% 100% 100% 

6th DECADE 

Grws/Forb 744 719 89 1 814 880 838 863 727 382 216 
90% 87% 108% 99% 107% 102% 105% 88% 46% 26% 

Upland Dec,dums MIX 276 248 238 247 248 258 277 315 405 432 
47% 42% 41% 42% 42% 44% 47% 64% 69% 74% 

b-== 766 766 766 766 166 766 166 766 766 766 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

hnmatura Camfer 3744 2168 2682 2752 2648 2511 2466 2328 195 6 178 8 
343% 254% 246% 252% 243% 236% 228% 213% 179% 164% 

station 

Oldgrowth Comfer 98 209 204 206 209 214 233 241 338 338 
29% 62% 60% 61% 62% 63% 69% 63% 100% 100% 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON VEGETATION 

The pmportmn of plant associations displayed as existing condition in FEIS, Chapter III wll not change 
as a result of management activities under any of the alternatives. Plant asaoaatlons represent potential 
vegetation on a site Age classes, which depend on disturbance history, would vary by &err&we In 

- -addition to the conifer age groupings &played m Table N-2, age groups in the deciduous mix and 
rlparian cover types would vary, see Tables N-3 and N-4 (data for Alternative NC is not available). 

Table IV-3. Predicted Upland Deciduous-Mix Age Groups 

I I Thousand Acres by Alternative I 

Age Croups Edst- A 
ing 

B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

o-15years I 461 431 521 42 I 33 1 41 I 35 I 20 I 09 I 
16.5Oyears 16 14 17 14 14 14 12 0 0 

51.lOOgears 151 544 490 510 522 417 443 441 549 

101+ years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 6th DECADE 
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Table IV-4. Predicted Riparian Age Groups 

I Thousand Acres by Alternatwe 

Age Groups Age Groups Exist- A Exist- A 
w w 

B B B(Dep) C B(Dep) C D D E(PA) F E(PA) F G G H H 

1st DECADE 1st DECADE 

0.15 years I 57 I 25 I 33 I 14 I Z6 I O5 I 171 O5 I 051 O5 I 0.15 years 57 25 33 14 26 05 17 05 05 05 

16.5Oyears 16.5Oyears 64 64 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 16 5 16 5 165 165 165 165 165 165 

51-lOO years 51-lOO years 596 596 576 576 568 568 587 587 575 575 596 596 584 584 596 596 596 596 59 6 59 6 

101+ 101+ years years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 2nd DECADE I 

101+ years 457 389 333 400 59 6 531 596 596 596 

The following effects on vegetation are common to all alternatww 

Grass/forb responds directly to the number of acres harvested m each alternative 
Immature conifer does not vary among alternatwss m the 1st decade because none of It 1s harvested 
and the same amount grows into that condltmn in each alternatwe 
Rlparian area remains constant Age classes within the npanan area change over time R~panan 
vegetation 1s all hardwood m the 1st and 2nd decades 
Upland deciduous-mix, all ages, provides at least 24,000 acres of deciduous-mix habltat m all 
alternatives in the 5th decade (Some alternatwes have more ) 
Upland deciduous-mix, all ages, declines in all alternatwes, especially m the 2nd through 5th 
decades. Upland deciduous-mix, 50-100 years old, disappears m the 5th decade 

Some effects on vegetation apply to particular alternatives 

s There are fewer acres of younger aged (replacement stands) upland deciduous-mix m Alternatwes 
G and H, so declines in thii vegetation group wdl be greatest 1x1 these alternatives after the 5th 
decade 

l By the end of the 2nd decade, Immature comfer doubles or nearly doubles in all alternatwes 
except Alternatives G and H. In Alternatwes G and H the mcrsases are shghtly less In the 5th 
decade, immature conifer increases further m all alternatwes except G and H In Alternatnw G 
and H It begms to declme 

s In the 1st and 2nd decades mature comfer decbnes in all alternatwes In the 5th decade It decbnes 
further, except m Alternatwes G and H 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON VEGETATION 

Old-Growth Stands 

The total acmage, stand size and distribution of old-growth stands and ecosystems indicate the effects _ ..-. of each alternative on old-growth resources. Various amounts of old-growth stands are maintained or 
allowed to develop in each alternative. Table IV2 and Figure IV-2 show the acres of old-growth cotllfer 
stands (greater than 200 years old) in the in the lst, 2nd and 5th decades All of these are enstIng old 
growth now. There am no stands of mature conifer old enough to become old growth within fifty years 
All alternatives, except NC, would maintain at least 20,000 acres of the existing old-growth stands 
including 13,600 a- in spotted owl management areas Additional acres are maintained in some 
alternatives for other reasons, such as soil and water protection. Alternatwe E(PA) would maintain 
additional old gmwth thmugb more protection of other resources or through assignments for other 
resource programs, such as spotted owl habitat above levels in Alternatives A thmugh D Alternative 
F would maintain 24,100 acres. In Alternatives G and H all 33,800 acres of existing old growth would 
be maintained. 

Alternatives B, B(Dep), C, D, and F harvest most of the old growth on>uitable lands in the 1st decade 
with some additional cutting in later decades Alternative A shows a more gradual harvest of the suitable 
old growth over 5 decades Alternative E(PA) does not harvest as much of the suitable old growth in 
the 1st decade, but by the 5th decade most of it is harvested Alternatives G and H do not harvest any 
of the existing old growth in any decade. 

The 1979 Tunber Resource Plan (TRP) on which Alternative NC is based did not d&al the rate of 
harvest of old gmwth The aesumptlon in the FEIS is that high valued stands would be harvested 
early in the planning period, unless those stands were to be left for other resource values. The drop in 
old gmwth remaining in the 5th decade reflects the harvest of old growth that was deferred until 
development of management direction for spotted owl habitat Alternative NC assumes that no 
requirement for owl habitat is eetabbehed. The other alternatives reflect various levels of old growth 
retained for spatted owl habitat and other non-tnnber uses. 

Old Growth Remamme (M acres) 

35 

0 
NC A B B&p) C D E(PA) F G 

Alternatwe 

FIGURE IV-2. OLD GROWTH REMAINING AFTER THE lST, 2ND AND 5TH DECADES 
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Vegetation 
The opportunities to maintain well distnbuted existmg old growth are huuted by the pattern of old 
gmwth on the Forest as a result of fires in the 1800s; see FEIS, Chapter III, “Old Growth” Wlthm 
those hnuts, titnbution of old growth stands IS addressed m  all alternatives except NC by mcorporation 
of spotted owl habitat areas (SOHAs) (The Supplement to the EIS for an Amendment to the Paafic 
Northwest Regmnal Gmde (1988) provides dire&Ion for Management Requirement levels of SOHAs ) 
Alternatives A through D provide the Management Requirement level (22 SOHAs); Alternatives E(PA) 
through H provide more See FEIS, Chapter IV, “Wddlife” In addition, Alternatives E(PA), G  and H 
mamtain additional old growth outade of the SOHAs that further provide distribution of old growth 
throughout the Forest 

Corridors and links between old-growth stands would be provided by areas that wdl not be harvested 
and by application of standards and guidelines for dwpersion of harvest areas As shown in Table 
IV-l, Alternatives G and H provide the most opportunities for linkage by lands allocated to non- 
consumptwe uses Alternatives NC, B and B(Dep) would provide the fewest hnks and most fragmentation 
of old growth 

The alternatives vary in thar potential for additional old-growth stands All alternatives would include 
at least 19,700 acres of stands greater than 10 acres,that would not be harvested in the 1st decade, 
and are of an age that would quahfy them for old-growth stands m  100 years If management area 
a.wgnments made for the 1st decade were to contmue through the 10th decade, the vegetation on 
those unharvested acres would develop into old growth ecosystems If they are not destroyed by fire, 
wmd, insects, or disease. Table N-5 displays the acreage unth potential to develop old-growth 
character&es m  100 years The potential 1s lowest m  Alternatwes NC, B, and B(Dep); higher m  
Alternatwes A, C D, E(PA), and F, and highest in Alternatives G and H 

Table IV-5. Potential Acres of Old Growth in 100 Years 

I ALTEBNATIVE 

I Exlstmg: 33,800 1 NC 1 A I B 1 B(Dep) 1 C 1 D 1 E(PA) 1 F 1 C 1 H 1 

1 ::z:-' 1 8,500(r)) 20,900 1 20,400 1 20,600 1 1 1 1 1 1 20,900 21,400 23,300 24,100 33,800 33,800 1 

19,700 89,600 86,500 86,500 88,600 97,100 92,100 110,500 155,800 170,000 

Total P&en&J Old 
Gmwthm100Yez.m 

28,200 110,400 106,900 101,000 109,500 118,500 115,400 134,600 189,600 203,800 

(1) Includes 3,200 acres mmsemedareas and 5,300 acresofbald eagle h&tat 

Growth Rates 

Fertihzation affects the vegetation by increasing health, vigor and growth through m troductlon of nutnents 
that are m  short supply Fertdization could adversely affect stands by mcreasmg growth of mdlvldual trees 
and makmg them more susceptible to storm damage Fertkar would be apphed to managed stands of 
commercial thinning age on sods that have demonstrated a posItwe response Alternatwes with more harvest 
and subsequent managed stands would have more potential for effects from fertihzation 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON VEGETATION 

Sensitive Plants 

The alternatwes are not expmtsd to have any adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative effects on species of 
plants with sensitive status. Planning for site-specific projects mll include investigations for these plants 
and appropriate pmtective actions will be taken if they are found 

Windthmw, Pests, and Fire 

Effects of the alternatives on risk of windthmw are related to the number and size of openings created 
which are somewhat proportional to the number of acres harvested Incresssd harvest and mads will increase 
the chance of windthrow adjacent to such disturbances Orientation of created openings to storm winds is a 
factor that is not linked with the number of acres harvested. 

The risk of pest outbreak, particularly insects, may bs higher in those arms where forests am left to develop 
naturally, and where exceptionally large amounts of damaged, dead and down tress are not removed 
Alternatives with more lands suitable for timber production would have more access Incmsssd access offers 
mom opportunity for detection and timely treatment. 

As more of the Forest becomes available for human activities, the risk of wildfire increases. The Coast Bangs 
has a very low historic occurmnce of lightning tires. Only 18 of the 513 fires recorded from 1970 through 
1988 were lightning caused Since the majority of time am human caused, any activity that nweases human 
activity in the forest carries an increase in nsk of wddtire. 

The two causes of tires that are of greatest concern am escaped slash tires and fires relating to timber 
harvest activities In the last 50 years these fires have been the larger fires and tend to start in areas of 
heavy fuel concentrations. 

Any alternative that includes human activities will have a risk of tire The alternatives that have higher 
harvest levels will have a greater risk of tire from these activities. Prior to any slash burning, a burn plan 
is prepared which lists the precautions that will be taken to prevent the burn fmm escaping The burn plan 
also contams a contingency plan that is activated rf the burn does escape Any activity that takes place on 
a timber sale area, is covered in the timber sale contract The contract includes the requirements for equipment 
and operating procedures that reduce the potential for a fire on the timber sale. These precautionary measures 
would bs used in each alternatme In spite of these measures, them probably will be some escaped fires for 
these activities, but them would not bs any significant change from historic levels 

The Forest develops an annual firs plan, the Firs Management Action Plan, that contain the procedures to 
bs taken if a fire occurs. These mclude cooperatrve agreements, dispatch cards, and staffing levels Thii 
plan is mviewad and updated annually 

Cumulative Effects on Vegetation 

Cutting of vegetation and its replacement on intermingled National Forest and lands of others changes the 
mosaic of vegetation cover. This affects ecological relationships among species and between species and 
their environment Included am overall changes in: 1) rates of sod nitrogen fmation (from alder and other 
nitrogen fling plants), which alters plant growth; 2) rslatwe abundance of vegetation types, such as old 
growth and Sitka spruce-hemlock, within major portions of the Coast Range; and 3) resistance to mot mt 
and other d&eases spscitic to certain spewas or ages of trees. 

Vegetation changes on lands adjacent to the Forest have been rapid and widespread Harvest on industrial 
timbsrlands and many private landholdmgs has been extensive. Few areas are allowed to develop to old-growth 
conditions. Because of the cutting harvest pattern on adjacent forested lands, the Forest may serve as a 
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Vegetation 
refuge for mobile species that require later sex-al stages and old growth. Consequently, FEIS alternatives 
which reduce diversity of tree cover on large areas by cutting and burning vegetation and replacmg it with 
younger seral stagea may have a gmater cumulative effect on large scale patterns of vegetatmn than those 
that maintain more areas with existmg species composition 

The relative magnitude of these effects 1s indicated by: 1) the total acreage harvested and planted over the 
next ten years on both Forest lands and lands of others within major basins of the Coast Range, and 2) the 
portion of those acres that would be planted with a single or few desired specms Alternatives wth the 
most lands planted with a hmited number of species in the 1st decade would have the greatest cumulative 
effects on vegetation. 

Assumptions used to predict cumulative effects are: 1) Timber harvest on lands other than Natmnal Forest 
will continue at the same rate as in the past several years. 2) Other land owners will not substantially contribute 
to the maintenance of old-growth stands 3) Other land owners will continue to plant conifers rather than 
hardwoods 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Vegetation 

Timber harvest activities may increase sedimentation in streams used for pubhc water supplies Water 
districts or municipalitn?s may object to timber harvest on National Forest land in watersheds which feed 
their water supphes See “Consistency With Plans And Pohcms Of Other Agencms” in this chapter for more 
information 

Application of chemicals for vegetation management will comply wth the Bagional Envnonmental Impact 
Statement for Managmg Competing and Unwanted Vegetation. Burnmg of vegetation and debris wll comply 
with the State of Oregon Smoke Management Plan 

M itigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Vegetation 

A variety of species and ages of vegetation for wildlife, fBh and watershed resources will be provided on the 
Forest at all times This would muumme the dncct and cumulative effects on vegetation Snags and logs 
left for wildlife would provide at least m immum amounts of nutrients for recychng through the soil to replace 
harvested and burned vegetation Mmgation measures are included as standards and guidehnes in FEIS, 
Appendix D 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

All of the indirect envn-onmental effects on other resource components due to changes m  vegetation are 
discussed m  the “direct effects” sections of the other resource components 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Vegetation 

Assumptions used to esttmate effects are.: 

1. For each alternative, the amount of timber planned to be sold and the amount of timber actually cut 
will be approximately the same for the ten years followmg adoption of Forest Plan 

2 Harvested areas will be planted with species that either are most valuable, or are necessary for various 
wildhfe habitats, or both 

3 Wddfire, disease, windthrow, and msect outbreaks will be of similar size and m tensity as m  the past 
decade 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON VEGETATION 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Vegetation 

Predictions of effects were made with the most current information available. The followmg information 
used to predict those effects is either unavailable or incomplete; additmnal information is needed on these 
topics: 

1. The succession pattern for areas where vegetation ls left in small patches for soil and water protection, 
and other isolated patches where vegetation is protected. 

2 The oldest age red alder can attain. 

3. Effects of introducing non-indigsnous plant species. 

4. Ags at whmh a timber stand reaches an old gnxvth condition. The structural and functional 
characteristics of old-growth ecosystems. Minimum stand size for old-growth ecosystems 

5. Techniques for developing or enhancing old growth charactenstics in managed stands 

6 The production of red alder replanted m rcot mt infection pockets, the viability and production of 
tolerant comfem such as western redcsdar when planted m root rot mfectlon pccketa. 

7. Ecological conditions required for growth of desired species, such as conifers m riparian areas, and of 
unwanted spscies, such as brush in plantations 

8. Effects of management actwities on plant and animal diversity and on the stability of special habitats 
such as mature conifer or SOHAs. 

9. Effects of gsnetmally selected stock on stand growth and yield, pathogen and insect population dynamics, 
and nutritional quality of wildhfe forage 

10. Long-term effects of the creatmn of abrupt boundaries bstwesn tree stands of different ages. 

11. The economic and effective uss of natural regeneration following timber harvest. 

12. The economic and effective uss of a wide variety of vegetation management techniques, including 
tire, chemical and manual methods. 

13 Effects of fertmzation on comfer ymkls, other tree species, water quality and soils 

14. Silvicultural techniques for conifer species such as Sitka spruce, western hemlock and western redcedar 
and hardwood species such as red alder and big leaf maple 

15. Appropriateness of research or management of shore pine for ecological or other purposes. 
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Soil 81 Water 

ENVIRONMJZNTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WATERSHED (SOIL 
AND WATER) 

Direct Effects on Watershed 

The pnmary cbrect effects of implementatmn of the alternatives are 

1. Reductions in soil productivity; 
2. Changes m  soil erosion and sedimentation through increases m  landslides and surface soil 

emsmn; 
3 Changes in stream channel structure; 
4. Increases in stream scour; 
5. Decreases m  water quality; 
6 Changes m  streamflow 

Soil Productivity 

Forest management activities, such as tnnber harvest and site preparation have the potential to affect 
soil productw@ by 1) titurbance of the surface sod organic matter and duff/M& layer, 2) erosion of 
mmeral sod, and 3) compackon of the soil surface 

Some sod productivity is lost after hot prescribed burns (Kraemer and Herman 1979) However, the 
actual extent of the loss is unknown. In an extreme situation - assuming all harvested units received 
very hot slash burns - research suggests that 2% to 5% of the soil productivity could be lost on sensitive 
sites over the next rotation (Barn&t 1984). Sensitive sites are those with steep, southwest to southeast 
slopes that have shallow soils with medium to coarse texture. Sensitive. sites occupy approximately 
20% of the Forest. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WATERSHED 
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If all broadcast burns on sensitive areas were very hot, 20% of the harvested acres for each alternative 
could eventually lose 2% to 5% of their timber potential However, less than 50% of broadcast burns 
on sensitive areas axe considered to be very hot Therefore, losses will occur on approximately 10% of 
the harvested areas. Alternatives proposing the most acres of timber harvesting and broadcast burning 
will have the great& potential to reduce soil productivity 

Reductions of future supply of large logs on the soil surface due to harvest may result m long term 
pmductivlty losses Large downed logs have been shown to be critical in the supply of energy to soil 
microorganisms which are directly linked to forest soil prcductwly (Harvey, el al. 1979). They also 
provide a xeservcnr for mycorrhizal fungi which are critical to the tree’s ability to gather moisture and 
nutrients (Maser 1985). Quantification of the lost pmductwity that may result from fewer large logs 
is not possible at this time Some logs will be left on clearcut areas to partially mitigate this potential 
loss. (See Forest Plan, Chapter IV, Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines ) 

Some types of soil damage do not directly affect enough am to significantly reduce productivity Landslide 
erosion, while it is common, affects less than 1% of the Forest Compaction occurs when logs are yarded 
by skidding on moist or wet soils. Due to the steep slopes on the Forest, more than 95% of yarding is 
done with cable systems that ensure at least part&y suspensn~ of the logs over the soil. Therefore, 
compaction due to skidding is usually found to be less than 5% of the harvested area, and always less 
than 10% of harvested areas. The effect of such low levels of compaction of soil productivity are not 
measurable. There may be a slight, but still immeasurable, increase in compaction in alternatives that 
have more land managed on short rotations smce they have more frequent entnes 

Soil erosion rates following harvest activities (particularly in the form of landslides and dry ravel) are 
often higher than pre-management rates throughout much of the Forest Evidence of the impacts of 
timber harvest, mad construction and prescribed tire on emslon rates has been documented since the 
early 1960s Harvesting of timber kills the root systems of trees and other plants which reduces soil 
strength and increases the landslide potential on unstable slopes where shallow debris slides are the 
primary type of landslide. I-hgh intensity and long duration burnmg of loggmg slash can increase surface 
erosion by destmymg the organic matter that helps bind the surface sod particles together Road 
construction can decrease stability of steep slopes by altenng surface and ground water flow and by 
displacing or undercutting sod and bedrock Over the past 15 years, the Forest has inventor& landslides 
(Barnett 1980, 1982, Greswell et al. 1979; Swanson and Swanson, 1977; USDA Forest Service 1978, 
198Of, 1981d, 1983d, 1986e), and measured surface erosion (Bennett 1982) to e&mate future erosion 
rates associated with management activities across the Forest, and especially the Mapleton Dlstnct 
(See FEIS, Appendix E) 

The natural rate of eroswxx is lugbly vanable and difficult to preasely quantify over long periods of 
time. However, erosion from unstable slopes that have been harvested, burned, and maded clearly 
exceeds the erosion rate on unharvested areas. (Swanston and Dyrness 1973, Ketcheson and Froehlich 
1977; Swanson and Swanson 1977; Greswell et al 1979; Ziemer 1981; Barn&t 1982; Bennett 1982; 
Burroughs and Thomas 1977 ) Alternatives with more short rotations may have higher risk of 
sedimentation smce entnes Into a given site are more frequent. See the discussion on historical trends 
of emsIon and sedimentation in FEIS, Chapter III, “Watershed 

Many special practwes have been mstltuted to nutigate the increased erosion and sediment rates 
associated with management activities These practices include vegetation leave areas, improved road 
design, construction, and maintenance, and lower burn mtensities on sensitive soils As a result of 
these practices, estimates of future emsion and subsequent sedimentation per managed acre are much 
lower that thase associated with past practices 
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The number of landslides associated with management activities ls duwtly related to the amount of 
timber harvested in each alternatwe The amount of surface soil erosion and sediment&on is directly 
related to the amount of high intensity, long duratmn prescribed burning in each alternative (Estimates 
of landslides, 10 cubic yards or larger, and surface emsion are based on the Smslaw Sediment Model, 
see FEIS, Appendix B) The eatmmted number of landshdes asscaated wth current harvest activities 
is approxnnately 79 per year The projected annual averages in the 1st decade compared to now range 
from 78% higher in Alternative NC to 84% lower in Alternative H, and are displayed for each alternative 
in Figure IV-3. 

Number of Landshdes/Year 
___ 
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FIGURE IV-3 ESTIMATED LANDSLIDES ASSOCIATED WITH HARVEST ACTMTIES 

Stream Channel Structure 

In Alternatwes D and H, where most of the nparian area would be undxkurbed, loss of debns and 
channel destabihzatmn would be m immal Such effects would also be low to moderate m  Alternatwes 
A, E(PA), F, and G. The rest of the alternatives, B, B(Dep), and C, would retam low levels of streamslde 
trees These trees would not be adequate to replace exlstmg debns as it decomposes This would result 
m  a gradual loss of the structure or “steps” described m  Chapter Hl Watersheds mstabihty and channel 
emsmn would increase The changes would be noticeable m  50 to 100 years (Swanson and Lienkaemper 
1978). 

Stream Channel Scour 

Appmximately 8% of landslides scour first, second, and some thud order stream channels Channel 
scour results in increased downstream channel emsion and sediment dehvery Presently about six 
landslides per year, that result from harvestmg and road construction, cause channel scour Estnnates 
of changes m  the amount of scour in the 1st decade range from about 83% more than exlstmg levels 
in Alternative NC to about 83% less in Alternatwe H (Figure IV-4) 
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FIGURE IV-4. LANDSLIDES (PER YEAR) THAT SCOUR STREAM CHANNELS 

Figure IV-4 shows estimates of the number of scoured streams present at one time Each newly scoured 
channel does not necessarily increase the total number that east at one time because channels scoured 
in the past are renewed by repositioning of logs and s&mat by high flows. Therefore, the actual 
number and length of scoured channels at any pant In tune will vary fmm the e&mated averages 
because of annual variations in landslide frequencies, and recovery rates 

Water Quality 

SedimentiTwbidity - Turbidlly or cloudmess of the water is a dnwt result of the sedunent load. It 
ls dependent on sednnent partxle size, shape, and color. Turbid@ can affect light dependent orgamsms 
because it greatly reduces light penetration Turbkhty 1s used to establish standards of water quality 
by the state of Oregon. No more than a 10% mcrease above natural or existing turbi&ty 1s allowed 

The type and intensity of management practices influences salnnent production. Clearcutting has a 
much greater impact on water quality than thuunng, even though the activities may be m the same 
location. Clearcut harvest, mad construction, and prescribed burmng have proven to be the management 
activities that produce the majority of sediment over background or natural levels. 

An average of approximately 64,000 cubic yards per year of sednnent has been produced by harvest 
activities uver the past 10 years. In the 1st decade, It would range fmm 58% more than now in Alternative 
NC to 80% less than now m Alternative H. Figure IV-5 displays e&mates of sediment production 
(above natural levels) for the existing condition, and in the 1st decade for each alternative. These 
estimates are averages for the decade. Sednnent levels would range above and below these amounts 
from year to year, and fmm season to season as would the natural or pre-management levels The 
effects of sediment is assumed to last for several years after it first enters the stream system smce 
flushing does not occur immediately followmg the input (Effects of sediment on fish habltat are calculated 
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III the Fish Habitat Index Model, see FEIS, Appends B) All alternatives except NC would meet the 
state water quality standard for turbidity because predicted levels of accelerated sediment and turbidity 
are well within the assumed range of natural or existing fluctuations 
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FIGURE IV-5 YEARLY SEDIMENT ASSOCIATED WITH TIMBER HARVEST ACTMTIES 

The estnnates of sedunent in the previous figure apply primarily to streams draining Management 
Areas 14 and 15, where almost all tnnber harvest actlvltn?a wll occur (see the description of management 
areas in Append& D). 

Protection measures in addltlon to the Management Requirements (MRs) would also be provided In 
specific alternatwes to benefit fish and/or municipal water users Alternative D provides a hgh degree 
of protection for streams and slopes in landtype associations A, B, C, D, whnzh mclude the highest 
quality coho salmon habltat The rest of the Forest m  Alternative D, and all of the Forest in Alternative 
G Oncludmg many municipal and individual domestic watersheds), would receive less addltional 
protection of unstable slopes and would produce moderate levels of sednnent. Of the alternatives that 
harvest timber in municipal watersheds, Alternative A should produce the lowest levels of sediment in 
the Corvalhs Watershed due to special riparian protection there Alternatives E(PA), F, and G would 
all have lower sediment levels in municipal watersheds and elsewhere due to higher levels of nparian 
protection Alternative H would not produce any sediment in ad&tmn to natural levels In any of the 
municipal watersheds due to the exclusion of tnnber harvestmg. Addltlonally, very low levels of sednnent 
would be produced in the rest of the Forest under Alternative H due to prohibition of logging in all 
high risk landtypes Alternatwe E(PA) would exceed m inimum streamslde p&e&on by leaving an 
average of 100 foot buffers along all Class I and II streams, and 60 foot buffers along all Class III 
streams. 

Some Landtype Associations will prcduce more sediment per acre. than others. Van&ions in sediment 
per acre ls primarily a function of rate of harvest smce all Landtype Associations receive pmtectlon of 
unstable soils proportional to the amount of those soils in each m le some LTAs will be harvested at 
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rates near the upper limit of 30% per decade in those alternatives where it is allowed (see Forest Plan, 
Chapter IV), others will be harvested at much lower rates This is due to variations between LTAs in 
availability and quahty of timber, and is true for all alternatives 

Since all LTAs in all alternatives (except NC) meet the nnnnnum requirements for both site specific 
protection (vegetation leave areas), and harvest rate limitation (no more than 30% in any decade), the 
variatmns in sediment between LTAs do not influence the Forest’s abiity to meet stats water quality 
standards for turbidity in all alternatives except NC 

Water Temperatures -Water temperatures are expected to remam near natural levels in all alternatwes 
(except NC which has inadequate streamside shading) because the Management Bequirements for 
streamside protection are specifically designed to maintain shade to keep the sun from heating the 
water. 

Toxic Materials - Fuel and agricultural chemicals such as fertilizer are used in conjunction with 
timber harvesting and reforestation practices. Though specific precautions will be taken to prevent 
their entry into streams, there will still be some risk of accidental contamination This risk would be 
highest in Alternatives NC, B, B(Dep), and C, which include minimum widths of vegetation leave 
areas for st reamside protection The nsk would be more moderate in Alternatives A, EfPA), F and G 
because vegetation leave areas adjacent to streams are wider, on the average, than in Alternatwss 
NC, B, B(Dep), and C. Risk of contamination would be even lower m Alternative D, and lowest m 
Alternative H, where timber would not be harvested within 200 feet of streams, nor in any municipal 
watersheds. 

Disease Organisms - Although drsease orgamsms are uncommon in Forest streams, there 1s some 
risk that intestinal diseases could spread through water when waste from humans or other animals 
enters streams. Alternatives A and E(PA) would restrict acosss to the Corvallis Watershed, thereby 
reducing such risk there. Alternative H would prohibit public access to all murncipal watersheds and 
minunise the risk even further. All other alternatives would not restrict access to municipal watersheds 
The risk of contamination of water in municipal watersheds where pubhc access is not restricted would 
be the same as for the rest of the Forest 

streamflow 

Timber harvesting will temporarily decrease evapotranspiration and result in shght uxxeases in summer 
and early fall streamflow. Alternative A, which would continue present levels of harvesting, would 
increase potential water yield by less than 2%. Other alternatives would have shghtly lower or higher 
water ylekls depending upon their relatwe tnnbar harvest levels 

Cumulative Effects on Watershed 

Slope Stability, Sedimentation, and Stream Scour 

The number of landshdes and the amount of sediment and stream smur associated with management 
on other lands which share watershed basins with the Forest can be estnnatsd (Bush 1985) This was 
accomplished by using an inventory of past harvest rates, and by making general assumptions about 
future harvest practices and associated landslide and sediment rates (see FEIS, Appendii B ,“Cumulative 
Effects Model”) 

During the 1st decade, appmrimately 175 timber harvest-related landshdes are expected each year on 
other lands in basins shared by the Forest. Other lands make up approximately one-half of the basins 
The overall landslide rate in the 1st decade for the Forest and other land would range from 0.3 slides 
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per 1000 acres in Alternative B(Dep) to 0 2 slides per 1000 acres in Alternatives G and H The actual 
rates could be higher than these averages m  some of the basins and lower in others, depending upon 
the amount of unstable slopes and storm intensities 

Appz-xbnately 100,000 cubic yards of sediment would be produced each year (on average) by 
management-associated landslides and surface erosion on other lands. (This figure does not include 
natural sediment). The sediment volume for all lands (Natmnal Forest and other lands) would range 
from twice the amount predicted for the Forest m  Alternative NC to seven times the Forest rate in 
Alternative H 

Within the large basins used to assess cumulative effects, approximately 14 streams on other lands 
would be scourad by debris slides durmg the 1st decade in all alternatives (see Planning Records) 
This figure does not mclude stream scour fmm landslides assocmted with harvest activities on the 
Forest or natural landslides. The other lands make up appmxullately one half of the assessment areas 
The total number of scoured streams (including those on Forest lands) would range from 25 m  Altarnatwe 
NC to 15 m  Alternatwe H. The cumulatwe effects of landslides on stream scour and sednnerkation 
would, therefore, be greatest m  the alternatwes m  which more Forest land 1s harvested 

The combmed effect of these impacts would be to reduce fish habitat and lower water quality from 
present levels AlternatIves which lead to less land in a clear cut condkon (F, G, and H) would have 
less cumulative impact. Alternatwes whxh clearcut more acres would contribute more impacts to the 
total watershed According to projecttons made using the cumulatwe effects model, a combmed harvest 
rate for National Forest and other lands of 30% or more m  ten years within an assessment basin 
would result m  increases in landslide and sediment rates, and changes in stream channel condition 
that could cause s~gmficant degradation of watershed stabibty However, cumulative impacts are not 
predwted to exceed the 30% threshold m  any of the major assessment watersheds Therefore, long 
term, unacceptable cumulative effects are not expected as a result of implementmg any of the alternatwes 

Stream Channel Stability 

Cumulative effects on streams m  “shared” basms m&de downstream effects on larger streams and 
estuaries Since the areas along small streams on most lands outside the Natmnal Forest m  the Coast 
Range are managed intensively for timber, sources of large orgamc debns are scarce This ~111 increase 
streamflow velocity and channel instablbty when the existing debris decomposes In Alternatives NC, 
B, B(Dep) and C, rmmmum stream buffer widths on Forest streams would produce low to moderate 
amounts of large organic debns Combined ulth very low levels of large organm debris in streams 
draining other lands, the cumulative effects of the changes m  stream structure would affect streams 
draining large areas Moderate to hgh levels of protection of nparian vegetatmn along National Forest 
streams in Alternatives A, D, E(PA), F, G, and H would ma&am more natural hydrologc conditions 
on streams draining Forest lands 

where National Forest land occupies a major portmn of a watershed, some of the cumulative effects 
of low levels of woody matinal in streams on other land may be offset Where Natmnal Forest lands 
are a m inor portion of a watershed, the effect would be overshadowed by the effects from streams 
draining other lands. 

Stream Temperature 

Streams which drain other land may have elevated water temperatures where streamside vegetation 
is not retained and shade IS madequate. Maintinmg shade on Forest streams in shared watersheds 
may moderate the heating of water from other land when water from Forest streams m ixes with it 
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mWater Contamination 

The many precautions required when handling toxic materials minimize the risks of contaminating 
Forest streams. MC& of the potential for contamination is down stream from National Forest lands 
where agricultural use of toxic materials is common, and where major highways along large streams 
ars wed to transport chemicals. 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Watershed 

Leaving vegetation on unstable slopes and along most perenmal and some intermittent streams is 
generally more restrictive than required by the Oregon Forest Practices Act. The requirements for 
watershed pmtection m the alternatives are inconsistent ulth State of Oregun goals to maximize timber 
harvest (see FEIS, Chapter II, “Management of Forest Resource Programs - Timber” and “Consistency 
With Plans And Pohcies Of Other Agenmes” m this chapter for more mformationl 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Watershed 

Primary mitigation measures include 1) leave native vegetation on all slopes having unstable soils 
judged to require the reinforcing qualities of the vegetation to prevent landslides. 2) leave all vegetation 
along perennial streams necwsary to maintain channel stabiity and water temperatures 3) limit the 
use and/or intensity of post harvest prescribed burning on sods that would suffer damage to long term 
productivity from that practice. 4) design, build and mamtain forest roads to prevent landslides. See 
FEIS, Chapter II, “Mitigation Measures” and FEIS, Appendix H for more detail 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation 

Vegetation growing on st- banks that are subject to accelerated rates of landslides fmm timber 
harvesting would be scoured out or damaged by the slides. The effect would be short-hved and is the 
same as where the forest is undmturkl, except that rt occurs more often Where sod pmductivity is 
reduced (10% or less of the areas harvested), long-term growth of vegetation may be reduced up to 
4% 

In general, fish habitat is affected by, and responds directly to, changes in watershed conditions As 
watershed resources are protected, and adverse effects mitigated, so fish habitats are protected or 
enhanced. (See “Environmental Consequences on Fish” for a complete discussion of these effects for 
each alternative) 

Aquifers 

Research studies mdlcate timber harvesting generally mcreases annual water yields. This is due pnmarily 
to reduced evapotranspiration (Harr 1983). Other factors which further minimize potentials to effect 
changes in streamflow are high natural variability, flow measurement accuracy is within 5% at best 
(so potential changes are less than what is measurable m large watersheds), and most of the flow 
increases occur when it ls needed the least or is unusable (during fall storms 1 

F&search generally shows increases in summer flow result on-site immediately after harvest in western 
Oregon. Effects of harvesting timber on groundwater recharge and aquifers are similar to effects on 
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streamflow, except for tim ing differences; eg , aqmfer responses are typically slower and fluctuate less 
than streamflow. 

Therefore, the above-mentioned research findmgs mdicate timber harvestmg on a sustained yield 
basii, as is presently practiced and wdl be practiced under any selected forest plan alternative, is expected 
to have a negli@ble, unmeasurable effect on downstream aqmfen Best Management Practices (see 
Standards and Guidelines) will ensure adequate infitratmn characteristics are mamtamed Only if 
extensive, contiguous areas were compacted would infdtration be expected to be reduced so as to adversely 
affect downstream aquifers. 

Aqmfem are not mapped since timber harvesting is not expected to change quantity or quality of water 
in downstream aquifers 

Municipal Watersheds 

All alternatives would attempt to maintain water quahty by preventing contammatmn, surface erosion, 
and accelerated landslides within municipal watersheds. Changes in watershed condition in Alternatwes 
G, and H would result in the lowest potentml for eroyon and sedimentation and highest water quahty 
The high level of stream protectmn m  Alternatwe A would result m  very low potential for sedimentatmn 
and contamination of the Corvalhs watenhed Excluding most timber harvestmg and pubhc access m  
municipal watersheds in Alternatwe H would prevent any management related adverse effects on 
water quality in those watemheds All remaining alternatives would result in erosion and sedimentation 
substantially higher than undisturbed rates, but the water would be treatable and well unthin the 
state of Oregon water quality standards 

Wildlife 

There are no measurable environmental effects on wildhfe that result from predicted changes m  
watershed con&tmns associated wth management activities 

Reductions in fish habitat lower the Forest capacity to produce fmh and recreational fishing opportumtles 
See “Envlmnmental Consequences on Fish 

Scenery 

Alternatives which cause the fewest landslides along mam roads would produce the fewest scars from 
debns slides and torrents Some structures in streams (espeaally in streams that have been scoured) 
may improve the appearance Others may appear to be fabricated and unnatural These structures 
Include logs, root wads, and boulders placed to create reanng pools and spawning beds 

Wildernesses, Undeveloped Areas and Old Growth 

There are no environmental effects on Wddernesses, undeveloped areas, or old growth from changes 
in watershed condition associated with management a&&es 

Where debns torrents happen as a result of management activities, cultural resources near streams 
may be covered by soil, rock and orgamc debns or scoured away Such losses are irretrievable (see 
“Environmental Consequences on Cultural Resources” for a complete discussion of these effects). 
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= commmlitie!l 

Water treatment costs for communitms amd individuals may nunease as as result of increased sediment 
following management activities. 

There are no envimnmental effects on minerals from changes m watershed resources 

Farmlands, Wetlamls,and Floodplains 

The amount of sediment deposited during flood flows onto flatter areas downstream from Forest lands 
will be directly proportional to the amount of land harvested in each alternatwe Sediment that remains 
in the channels carries nutrients that encourage growth of aquatm life such as algae. 

Other Environmental Components 

There are no environmental effects on air, mads, insects and disease, American Indian religious sites, 
consumers, civil rights, minority groups and women that result fmm changes in the watershed rwxwes 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Watershed 

Assumptmns for predicting effects on watershed condition mclude 

1 Timber harvest and mad construction will increasa emsexr rates, reduce watershed condition, 
and degrade water quality sunilarly to that observed in the past. 

2. The strength added to soils on steep slopes by tree and brush roots is an integral component of 
slope stability. Loss of the root strength through management activities such as timber harvest 
and broadcast burning increases the potential for landslides on unstable a-. 

3. Intense burning of soil orgamc matter increases dry ravel erosion, and reduces the amount or 
availab&y of nitrogen and other soil nutrients which reduces long-term soil productivity. 

4 Slopes and stream systems are m dynamic equilibrium Significant changes in emsion rates and 
in&- channel stability upsets the equilibrium and degrades fish habitat and water quality. 

5. Normal evapotranspiration is reached 12 years after a harvested area has been replanted with 
trees. 

6. The effects of clearcut harvest and broadcast burning on erosion rates are msigniilcant after 10 
Yam 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Watershed 

Predictions of effects were made with the most current information available The following mformatmn 
used to predict those effects is either unavailable or mcomplete; additional information 1s needed on 
these topics: 

1. Site-specrfic effects of changes in erosion rates and stream channel structure on watershed 
condition and fmh habitat. 
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2 Degree of loss of site productivity following intense burns, removal of woody debris, and sod 

compactmn 

3 A complete inventory of cadences usmg Natmnal Forest water 

4. The effects of creating large numbers of abrupt boundaries between timber stands of tiffwent 
ages on overall slope stabdity, and accelerated erosmn rates 

5 The effectiveness of headwall and streamside leave areas for preventing accelerated landslides 
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ENVIRONMENTAL, CONSEQUENCES ON FISH 

Direct Effects on Fish 

General 

The major effects of the alternatives on fish are changss in habitat conditions Although viable populations 
of fmh are maintained on the Forest in all alternatives, the amount of fmh habitat in addition to MB 
levels does vary by alternative - primanly in response to effects of timber harvest on watershed conditions. 
As dixwsed m the FEIS, Chapter N, “Envmmmental Consequences of the Alternatives on Watershed”, 
aspects of watershed condition most affecting anadrmnous fmh habitat include stream structure, sediment 
from landshdes, and water quality. The primary aspect is stream structure, which is emphasized m 
the model predictmg impacts on fmh habitat 

There is an average of about 20 large pieces of woody debns per 100 meters of undiiturbed stream in 
the Coast Range (&dell et al 1984). Streams flowing through areas which have been harvested have 
an average of less than four pieces Most large woody debris will last for 50 to 100 years m the water 
(Swanson and Lienkeamper 1978) Unless adequate numbers of large conifers am left along streams, 
debris would drop below present levels Alternatives NC, B, B(Dep), and C would leave minimal amounts 
of mature trees along streams. Implement&on of these alternatnw would create a situation where 
stream structure would be noticeably disintegratmg in 50 to 100 years, because there would bs relatively 
little replacement of decomposing large woody debris Alternatives A and E(PA) would provide additional 
protection for streamside vegetation, but large woody debris levels would probably still decrease slightly 
in the next 50 to 100 years as existing debris decomposes and replacement debris recruitment is not 
yet abundant enough to offset decompositmn 

Mature tress which are left along all perennial streams (Alternatives D, F, G and H) would adequately 
replace most structure dnectly wed by fish However, in some alternatives, harvest of mature trees 
along upper tributaries would result in quicker flushing of food and gravel downstream Less food 
would be produced in the tributaries; and gravel would bs supplied m more irregular surges, rather 
than gradually over time. Alternatwes D, F, G and H would provide adequate replacement of woody 
material to maintain complex channel structure and relatwely good fmh habitat 

Alternatives D, G, and H also would protect trees along various amounts of mtermittent streams and 
assure gradual dispensmg of gravel and food organisms downstream Based on present levels of woody 
debris and the relative habitat quality index m the effects model (See FEIS, Appendix Bl, the estimated 
abundance of woody pieces in Forest streams m each alternative after 50 years is shown in the following 
table. The present forest-wide quality index averages 5 14; the forest-wide range of wood abundance is 
0 5 to 22 pieces per 100 meters 
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Table IV-6 Abundance of Woody Debris in Forest Streams 
Fish 

I Abundance of Wood 
I 

Quabty Index 
I 

Alternatives 
(Pies per 1OOm) I 

Low m33s than 5) 136.3 37 

Medium &wage of 10) 4 36-4 46 

High hoe? than 15) 4 69-4 60 

NC, B, B(Dep), C 

4 E(PA) 

Q F, G H, 

sediment 

Sedimentation due to accelerated rates of landslides and surface erosion overloads the natural flushing 
capacities of streams. Sedment can settle into gravel beds and kill mcubatmg eggs or immature fsh 
Sediment deposits may also cover gravel to the extent that spawning opportunities are ebminated 
Though unusual m larger streams, stream scour can elmmate gravel beds on some stream segments 
(Refer to “Environmental Consequences on Watershed” in this chapter for a discussion of estnnated 
differences in sedimentatmn and stream scour between the alternatwes ) 

Stream Temperature 

In all alternatives, water temperatures would be within the critical range of state water quality standards 
because sufficient amounts of vegetatmn would be mamtamed m riparian areas to shade the streams 
(See Appendii H “Informatmn Regardmg Management Requirements” and “Environmental Conse- 
quences on Watershed” in this chapter for more dmussmn of water temperature ) 

Fish Populations 

Changes in fish habitat conditions, as discussed above, dmectly affect fish populations As measured by 
the Coho Smelt Habitat Capablllty Index (CSHCI, an Index of the potential of stream habitat to produce 
coho salmon smelts expressed in thousands of smelts), f=h populatmns are estimated to be lowest m 
Alternative NC and highest in AlternatIve H. CSHCI for the Forest m the 5th planning decade would 
range from 316 in Alternatwe NC to 1120 1x1 Alternative H This compares to an existmg CSHCI of 
1019 (See Appemhx B for an explanation of the CSHCI model ) Figure IV-6 displays the CSHCI for 
all alternatives for the 1st and 5th planmng decades Estimates for the 5th decade are most meaningful, 
because the model used IS very senskive to long-term levels of large wocxly debris (see “Fish” in FEIs 
Chapters II, III, and IV for detads). 
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FIGURE N-6. COHO SMOLT HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX 

Vanatmns in relative changes of CSHCI among major areas of the Forest are shown in Table N-7. 
Landtype assouations are related to major Forest rwer drainages; however, this relationship is only 
appmxmate as data was calculated for landtype associatmns which generally are much larger than 
river basins. 
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Table IV-7. Percent Change in CSHCI by Landtype Association (LTA) (1) 

ALTERNATNJ?i 

LTA Major Drainage NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G II 

A coastal Lakes -36 -36 -35 -46 -33 c9 -22 0 es +14 

B &ea/SlualaW R -14 -22 -34 -42 -25 +3 -8 +3 +8 +10 

C ATs?als1wIaw It -61 -13 -30 -45 -23 +10 -10 +7 +15 +I8 

D AklR -66 -14 -25 -33 -20 -2 -11 -1 +1 +4 

E Yaquma R -100 -19 -30 41 -23 -3 -9 -1 +3 +4 

F (2, Smth R -85 -13 -19 -29 -18 -1 -3 +3 +11 +11 

G(2) SmtbiUnqqua R. -100 -25 -28 -36 -22 -5 4 -2 +2 +3 

M(Zl Cwstal baeak -41 -5 -9 -16 -8 -2 -3 -1 +1 +3 

N Sand Lake -53 -13 -23 -35 -21 -5 -17 +2 +4 +10 

P Sdetz R -38 -16 -29 41 -33 +3 -5 +7 +10 +14 

Q Marys R -89 -11 28 40 -23 -3 -7 +1 +5 +6 

R Nestncca R -69 -31 -39 -50 40 -11 -19 -8 -1 +2 

T NestuecalSahnon -51 -7 -24 -35 -23 +2 -9 +5 +14 +18 
R 

Forest Average -69 -16 -27 -31 -23 0 -8 +2 +7 +10 

(1) Percent change III Coho Smelt HabItat CapabUy Index between a&n6 contitmn and predxted con&tvm 
aRer the 5th decade 

(2) Landtype aaecaatxms F,G and M am the most unstable on the Forest 

Fish 

Generally, those landtype associations which exhibit greater change than the forest-unde average for 
the alternative, start out in a relatwely pnstme existing condition (e g , LTAs A, N, and R m Alternative 
E(PA)) On the other hand, LTAs F, G, and M wkch contam a hgher proportmn of unsuitable land 
and therefore lower proportxxml levels of harvest activkes, change less than the forest-wide average 
in most alternatives LTAs such as B, C, D, and T which have expenenced pericd~c disturbance m the 
past, seem to more closely appmxlmate the forest-wide average change in CSHCI 

The CSHCI index used in this FEIS 1s based on the best avadable information and cowhnated with 
the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife The CSHCI will be adJusted as new and better Information 
becomes available During the life of the Forest Plan, the Forest ~111 schedule and conduct stream 
habitat surveys on most anadmmous fish-beanng streams As rqunwl, the CSHCI wdl be revised, 
based either on reanng habitat capabiity and denstty coefticlents derived from the site-specific studies 
or rearing habItat coefficients agreed to by fisheries and land management agencies mthin the Coast 
Range Future habitat assessment survey procedures wdl be standaxhzed and coordmated between 
Fkgmns to provide a standard set of information to use m Forest Plan unplementatmn 
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-- -- Recreational Fishing 

Recreational fmhing would not significantly affect fsh habitat 

Cumulative Effects on Fish 

In addition to the cumulative effects of changes in stream structure (discussed in “watershed” in this 
chapter), fBh habitat is advemely affected when food pmduction is mduced due to more rapid flushing 
of fine orgamc material through the tributaries. When structure is maintained at relatively high levels 
- as in Alternatives D, F, G and H - changes in stream productivity would be small, and overshadowed 
by greater changes from management of other lands in the same basins. When less structure is maintamed 
on Forest streams - as in Alternatives NC, B, B(Dep), and C - cumulative effects of less food being 
delivered to downstream stretches of fBh habitat, includmg estuaries, could be significant when added 
to losses due to management activities on other lands Alternatives A and E(PA1 would be intermediate 
to these two groups. 

Timber harvesting on other lands would substantially increase sedimentation within basins compared 
to undisturbed conditions Based on an inventory of past harvest rates on other lands, general assumptions 
about harvest practices on these lands, and subsequent landslide rates (see Appendix Bl, the amount 
of sediment can be estimated. The amount would be highly variable, and cannot be predicted for any 
particular stream segment. However, the amount of sediment&on in large assessment basins would 
be roughly pmportional to the number of landslides m those aress. 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Fish 

Sea “Consistency With Plans And Pohcies Of Other Agencies” in this chapter for more mformation 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Fish 

Primary mitigation measures include 1) all those h&ad in “Watershed” earlier in this chapter; 2) 
additional levels of riparian protection in some alternatives; and, 3) limitations on the percent of a 
watershed that can be harvest4 in any lo-year panod. See FEIS, Chapter II, “Mitigation Measures” 
and FEIS, Appendix H for more detail. 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation - There am no environmental effects on vegetation from changes in fish habitat. 

Water Quality - Structures which improve fish habitat also improve water quahty by stabihzing stream 
channels. These improvements and their effects on water quahty are discussed earlier m this Chapter, 
sss “Environmental Consequences of the Alternatwes on Watershed”. 

Soil - There am no effects on sod from changes in fsh habitat 

Wildlife - There are no effects on wildlife from changes m fsh habitat 

Recreation - Increases in fish habitat would mciwse fishing recreation days. 

Scenery, Wildernesses, Undeveloped Areas, Old Growth, and Cultural Resources - Them are 
no effects on scenery, Wildernesses, undeveloped areas, old growth, or cultural rssourc.% from changes 
in fmh habitat. 
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Communities - Increases in fmh habitat that produce higher commercml catches and more recreatmnal 
Fish 

fBhing would increase revenues in local communitws. 

Other Environmental Components - There are no effects on other components of the environment 
from changes in f=h habItat. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Fish 

Assumptions for pvxlicting effects on fish include. 

1 Habitat is fully utized by f=h 

2 All size and life stages of fwh are affected the same 

3 Changes in coho salmon habitat are representative of changes m habitat of other species 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Fish 

Predictions of effects were made with the most current information awlable. The followmg information 
ussd to predict those effects is either unavailable or mcomplete; ad&tmnal information is needed on 
these topics: 

1 Site-specific changes m f=h habitat as a result of management actwities (for all streams ) 

2. Documentation of recovery rates of stream systems following disturbance 

Other mformatlonal needs are: 

1 Fractions of fish spexs to patterns of habitat weated or altered by management and natural 
succession. 

2 The amount of in&ream large woody debns necessary to maintam productivity of fish habitat 

3 Baseline productivity levels of fmh habitat 

4 Cumulative effects of timber management activities on stream stability. 

5 Effects of fish habitat enhancement and rehabilitatmn projects on fish populations and stream 
hydmlow 

6 Minimum flow levels needed m major streams to support fish populatmns. 

7 Ways to manage ripanan areas to mcrease levels of large woody debris in streams. 
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~rENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WILDLIFE 

The primary effects of the alternatives on wildhfe occur thmugh changes in habitat type and diversity 
Changes m habitat result in changes in populations of associated species. A relative measure of conditions 
called the Habitat Capability Index @ICI) expresses the mlatxmship between habitat and populations 
Because species respond differently to changes in habitat, the effects of the alternatives are primarily 
displayed by indicator species Indicator spscies serve as surrogates for species that have similar habitat 
requirements. 

Management Indicator Species 

Spotted Owl - Old-Growth Conifer Habitat 

Changes in Habitat - The alternatives would provide various amounts and patterns of spotted owl 
habitat. The habitat would provide food, cover, and nesting sites for the owl and other wildlife that 
prefer old-gmwth (see FEIS, Chapter III “Wildhfe” for the characteristics of spotted owl habitat). Table 
IV-8 displays the number of sites maintained for spotted owls and the total acreage of habitat provided 
by those sites for Alternatives A through H Alternative NC would not harvest timber on 13,000 
unspecitkd acres for an interim period to provide spotted owl habitat All the other alternatives designate 
specitic Spotted Owl Habitat Areas (SOHAs) of 2,000 acres each and provide additional habitat m 
reserved areas (Wildernesses and Cascade Head Scenic Rexarch Area) The SOHAs would bs scattered 
across the Forest (see FEIS, Appendix I for a map of the SOHAs) and provide links between the habitat 
in the reserved areas and on adjacent BLM lands 

Table IV-8. Spotted Owl Habitat 

I I ALTERNATIVE I 

A B BC'ep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Number of Sites (SOHAs and 30 30 30 30 30 31 33 35 45 
reserved-j 

Currently occupied sites 18 18 18 18 18 23 21 23 28 

Total Area In Sites CM Acres) 60 60 60 60 60 11 67 71 86 

Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, and D contain habitat for long-term viability for spotted owls at the 
Management Requirement level identified in the Record of Decision (ROD) for the Supplement to the 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for an Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide, 
issued in December, 1988 This level Includes habitat for eight pans of owls on reserved lands and 
habitat for 22 pairs in SOHAs. Two of the twenty-two sites, containmg less than 50% suitable habitat, 
were assigned to pmvide links with other SOHAs The conifer stands in these sites are primarily 100 
to 120 yeam old and wll mquire 90 to 100 more years to develop old-growth characteristics By the 
5th decade, habitat outside of these sites would be fragmented and scattered and the total capacity of 
the Forest to support pairs of owls would dechne The 5 pans of owls in currently occupied habitat, 
not included in SOHAs would either move into unoccupied SOHAs or disappear However, occupancy 
of the SOHAs and habitat in reserved areas would mcreass as offspring from buds m 18 currently 
occupied sites move into unoccupied territories. 

Alternative E(PA) would include seven more. SOHAs than the MR level for a total of 29 Five of the 
additional SOHAs contain suitable habitat and are currently occupied by spotted owl pairs Two contam 
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Wildlife 
stands that have the potential to gmw into sukable habitat in the future; they are designated to provide 
links with BLM spotted owl management areas adJacent to the Heba Ranger Dxkxt Designating 
seven additional SOHAs would increase the habitat capabfity of the Forest to support spotted owls 
because more of the owl population would be included, the existmg population would have mom 
opportunity to m teract m thm and outsIde the Forest, and more habItat would be available to replace 
sites damaged by catastmphic events. By the 5th decade habitat outside of the designated sites would 
be fragmented and scattered and the total capacity of the Forest to support pairs of owls would dechne 
from current conditions However, occupancy of the SOHAs and habitat in reservd areas would uxxase 
as offspring fmm birds m  23 currently cccupwd sites move into the unoccupied terntories 

Altematwe F would include three mom SOHAs than the MR level for a total of 25. By the 5th decade 
habitat outside of the designated sites would be fragmented and scattered and the total capacity of 
the Forest to support pairs of owls ~111 have declined from current conditions However, occupancy of 
the SOHAs and habitat in reserved areas would mcmase as offspnng from birds in 21 currently occupied 
&es move into the unoccupwd terntories 

Alternatwe G would include five mom SOHAs than the MR level for a total of 27. The additIona sites 
contan suitable habitat as well as all vent&d pairs of owls By the 5th decade habitat outside of the 
designated s&s would be fragmented and scattered and the total capacity of the Forest to support 
pairs of owls would decline from current conditions However, occupancy of the SOHAs and habitat m  
reserved areas would increase as offspring from buds in the 23 currently occupied sites move into the 
unoccupied territones 

Alternative H would include 15 more SOHAs than the MR level for a total of 37 and would result in 
the greatest habitat capabdity for spotted owls and other species that prefer mature and old-growth 
habitat. By the 5th decade habitat outside of the designated sites would be appmxnnately what it. is 
today Occupancy of the SOHAs and habitat in reserved areas would mcmase as offspnng from bxds 
in the 23 currently occupied sites move into the unoccupied terntones 

Changes in Habitat Capability - The existmg condition provides an HCI of 59 pairs Alternatwes 
NC, A, B, B(Dep), C and D would pmvlde the lowest habitat capability (HCIs of 38 or less) m  the 5th 
decade. Alternative H would plan for the highest habItat CapabIlity (HCI of 60). Alternatwe E(PA) 
would produce an HCI of 42 III the 5th decade. The spotted owl HCI for the lst, 2nd, and 5th decades 
is displayed for each alternative in Figure N-7. 

Other Effects - The nmse and physical activity associated wth tnnkxx harvesting activities disturb 
spotted owls and other species that hve m  mature and old-growth habitat These disturbance effects 
am not well understood at present but am expected to be proportional to the number of acres harvested 
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FIGURE IV-7. SPOTTED OWL HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX 

Pileated Woodpecker and Marten - Mature Conifer Habitat 

Changes in Habitat - Mature conifer habitat provides food, cover, and reproductive sites for the 
pile&d wcmlpecker, marten, and other species of wildbfe that prefer mature comfer The amounts of 
mature conifer habitat (SO-190 yeam old) would vary by alternatwa, both by design and as a result of 
management for other resourms 

At present, there are adequate overall amounts of habitat, but much of it consists of areas that are 
too small and clumped to meat the habitat needs of either species Thus, if trends were to continue, 
the habitat units would become isolated This would reduce genetic interchange and long term chances 
of survival of species that prefer mature conifer habitat 

All of the alternatives would meet or exceed Management Requirements and assure at least viable 
populations of pulsated woodpecker and marten Sites would be scattered across the Forest, mth additmnal 
habitat in areas where timber harvest is not scheduled 

Changes in Habitat Capability - Figures IV-8 and Iv-9 show the e&mated habitat capability for 
pile&d woodpecker and marten in the lst, 2nd and 5th decades The misting HCI for pileated 
woodpecker is 508 and for marten is 266 The HCJE would decrease in the first 5 decades es mature 
conifer habitat is harvested, and then increase gradually as trees mature in areas not suitable for 
timber production 
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FIGURE IV-9 MARTEN HABITAT CAPABILJTY INDEX 

Other Effects - Timber harvestmg a&&es will determine the location of mature conifer habitat 
As trees are cut in one area the mature comfer species would relocate in other mature stands Also, 
the sounds of harvestmg activltles disturb wildlife m  adjacent habitat These effects would be proportional 
to the amount of tmber harvest 
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Guild of Species - Dead and Defective Tree (Snag) Habitat 

Changes in Habitat - Alternatives A, E, F, G and H would exceed Management Ikqwements (20% 
of biological potential) for dead and defectwe tree (snag) habitat by providing at least enough habitat 
to support 40% of the natural population levels of dependent speck tlwxghout each subbasm on the 
Forest. The snags proviae habitat for prey species and roosting and nesting s&s 

Table IV-9 displays the effects of the alternatives on the amount of dead and defective habitat in the 
Ist, Znd, and 5th decades. The snag resource acxws the Forest is presently about 75% of biological 
potential. Under all alternatives, snag levels would decline during the next 5 decades Between the 
2nd and 5th decades, harvesting would destroy snags faster than snags would develop in adJacent 
areas. After the 5th decade, habitat ie expected to remain constant The snag levels would be h@er 
in the 1st decade for Alternatives G and H, because additional sna@ formed as trees die m protected 
areas would more than offset those lost on the relatively small areas harvested 

Existing snags and trees v&h potential for naturally becoming snags are not dxknbuted evenly. Because 
of this, some areas would have fewer than the average for the Forest shown in Table m-9, but each 
subbasin would always be at least 40% 

Table W-9. Dead and Defective Tree Habitat in Decades 1 and 5~ 

PERCENT OF NAlUBAL LEVEL BY ALTERNATIVE 

NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F 0 N 

I 1st Decade 1 40% 1 69% 1 63% 1 66% 1 67% 1 70% 1 66% 1 71% I 77% I 62% I 

1 2ndDecade 1 40% 1 62% 1 60% 1 60% 1 60% 1 64% 1 62% 1 66% 1 15% 1 81% I 

6th Decade 40% 53% 46% 

(1) Emstug condd~on 18 15% of bmk6vzal potential 

47% 47% 52% 50% 57% 72% 30% 

Changes in Habitat Capability - The abundance of wildlife would be dnwtly related to the amount 
of habitat. Changes in HCI would mirror the changes m habitat discussed above The HCI for the 
guild of species dependent on dead and defective tree habitat for the lst, 2nd and 5th decades 1s compared 
to the existing condition in Figure IV-IO. 
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FIGURE IV-10 DEAD AND DEFECTIVE TREE HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX 

Other Effects - The number of dead and defective trees would be reduced, but each harvested area 
B expected to contain at least enough to mantam vmble populations of dependent species 

Dead and defectwe tree habitat on areas harvested in the past would gradually mcrease as planted 
trees die Habitat on lands unsuitable for timber production should gradually increase or be mamtained 
at natural levels. 

Provisions for safety of people working m  harvest units ~111 affect the distribution of the habItat Safety 
considerations may also affect the number of “hard” snags left after harvest and burning These tend 
to be more hazardous and are usually cut down “Soft” snags are often damaged or destroyed during 
harvest operations by cables and suspended logs being moved to the landmgs Most snags withm 100 
feet of public rosds and withm developed recreation sites wdl be removed for safety reasons 

Salvage of dead and defective trees would reduce habitat for dependent species A&Ions such as logging, 
salvage loggmg, burning, and firewood gathenng would reduce the amount of dead woody matenal on 
the ground 

Roosevelt Elk - M ixture of Forage and Cover Areas. 

Changes in Habitat - All of the alternatives would affect the amount, quahty, and distnbution of 
habitat (forage and cover) used by Roosevelt elk None of the alternatwes would adversely affect the 
amount of thermal, hidmg, or survwal cover used by elk All alternatives would mamtan existing 
meadows in a grass/forb condition; Alternatives C, E(PA) and G would establish additional meadows 

Alternatwes A, C, E(PA) and G would dlstnbute forage fairly evenly over space and time However, 
forage is mostly short-lived and the elk would have to range about to find adequate forage associated 
m th cover. Alternatives B, B(Dep), F, and H would produce forage that 1s concentrated m  some areas 
but scarce m  others Fluctuations in the amount of forage ~111 lead to similar, but delayed, fluctuations 
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in elk numbers. The HCI for elk would be much lower in Alternatwe H than in Alternative C because 
of forage quality, even though the pounds of available forage would be similar. 

None of the alternatives ls expected to effect elk cover adversely because of the rapid growth of brush 
and trees on the Forest. 

Changes in Habitat Capability - Elk populahons are mfluencsd by the quantity and quality of 
habitat., the distribution of the habitat, and the number of anlmsls transplanted. AIternatwzs A, C, 
EPA) and G would program elk transplants into aross with a forage surplus 

The HCIs for each alternative for the lst, 2nd, and 5th decades sm compared to the existing HCI in 
Figure Iv-11. The changes over time would result fmm timber harvest and dir& elk management 
actions. 
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FIGURE IV-1 1. ELK HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX 

Other Effects - In all of the alternatives, there wdl bs some disturbance of elk from traffic and logging 
actwi@ These effects would be more prevalent m alternatives wth high harvest levels In Alternatives 
C, E(PA) and H, more mads would be closed to prowde diverse hunting opportunities Closures would 
also reduce disturbance of elk. 

Western Snowy Plover - Open Sand Near Estuaries 

The snowy plover lives on open sandy beaches in the Sutton Area on the Mapleton Ranger District 
and on the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (US Fish and Wildlife Service 1985). Plover 
populations seem to be affected by predation from other bn& (pnmarily crows) and, to some extent, 
by disturbance from humans and domestic animals Plover nesting areas at Siltcoos, Tahkenitch, and 
Temnlle outlet areas are closed to motorized vehicles year round. Nesting - at the north spit of 
the Umpqua River have been damaged by wave action and construction of the jetty. 
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At the Sutton Area, all alternatives, except B and B(Dep), would protect snowy plover habitat by 
restricting motorized access to the spit and beach yearlong. Motorized vebmle closures help mamtam 
near-natural conditions for nesting and rearing of plover young. Vehicle closures on NatIonal Forest 
system lands adJacent to beaches where plovers nest will avoid motor vehxle associated adverse effects 
Populations of snowy plover will continue to nest and use areas at Siltcoos, Tahkenitch, and Tenmile 
outlet wth no anticipated decline m  the quality of their habitat. In Alteraatnxs B and B(Dep), plover 
populations in the Sutton Creek area may bs adversely affected in some areas adjacent to areas open 
to vehicle use. The abfity of the habitat to support birds could decline in these alternatives in the 
Sutton Cheek area 

Bald Eagles - T  & E 

All alternatives, except NC, would pmnde nestmg habltat needed to meat or exceed the objectwe of 
the Recovery Plan for Bald Eagles (US Fiih and Wddlife Service 1986), which is to manage for the 
recovery of the bald eagle population Twenty-three nest sites are needed (see the Wildlife section in 
Chapter Xi). All alternatives manage at least 23 bald eagle territories; 7 of these are currently occopled 
Most alternatwes would have 125 acres per s&e, two alternatives would have larger s&s, Alternatwe 
NC has smaller sites (See Table Iv-10 ) All alternatwes would protect bald eagle pars and nesting 
habItat 

Table Iv-10. Bald Eagle Nesting Territories 

ALTEBNATNE I 

1 NC 1 A 1 B 1 B(Dep) 1 C 1 D 1 E(PA) 1 F  1 G 1 H ) 

Number of Sites 93 23 23 23 23 23 2s 23 23 23 

Acres per She 40 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 325 625 

More sites may bs available for eagles than are managed m  the alternatwes The 23 sites dedicated to 
eagle population recovery on the Forest are the best habItat avsulable. Other habitat may exist outside 
the recovery s&s but are not needed for recovery HCI for eagles is related to the number of managed 
s&s and is the sama for Alternatives A through H. Alternative NC would have more sites, but them 
smaller size would provlds too little area to protect adequate habltat for bald eagles (US Fish and 
Wildhfe Service 1986) All alternatives, except NC, are expected to eventually mcrease the number of 
eagles using the Forest to Recovery Plan levels. Alternattves G and H would hkely produce more eagles 
than the other alternatives, by providing more habitat in each site, thereby improvmg the probabibty 
of consistent territory occupancy. 

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly - T  & E 

The alternatwes would enhance silverspot butterfly habitat and populations All would satisfy the U S 
Fiih and Wddbfe Service’s Recovery Plan for the butterfly, improve the habitat, and mcrease the capacity 
for butterfly populations (Clady and Parsons 1964) 

Other Management Indicator Species - T  & E 

The Forest includes some habitat for Aleutian Canada geese, brown pelicans, and peregrine falcons 
that would be pmtected under all alternatives Thus, the alternatives are not expected to have any 
direct, indirect, or cumulative effects on habitat of these species 
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Sensitive Species 

Pacific Western Big-eared bat - Caves used by the big-eared bat are a spxml habltat that would 
be pmtectsd in all alternatives. No adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative effects are expected 

Other Sensitive Animals - Some other sensitive species, such as white-footed voles and marbled 
murrelets, am typicalIy associated with mature and over mature comfer habItat. These are part of the 
guild of species that axe represented by in&&or species plleated woodpecker, marten and spotted 
owl. The HCI for marbled murrelet and whits footed voles would range from 76% to 102% of existing 
levels, depending on the Alternative. Alternatives G and H would produce the highest HCI for murrelets 
and voles with 102% and 99% of existmg levels respectively in the 5th decade. Management Requirement 
levels would be met in all alternatives. Other sensitive species include aquatic and rip&an species 
such as the long b&d curlew, western pond turtle and red legged frog. Populations of these species 
are expected to remain at current levels because habitat would be pmvlded by the protection and 
management given to streams, lakes and riparian habitat under all alternatives See FEIS, Chapter 
N, “Fish” and the following section on riparian habitat 

Sensitive Plants - The alternatives would not have any adverse direct, indwsct, or cumulative effects 
on sensitive plants on the Forest Planning for site specific protects would include investigations for 
these plants and appropriate protective actions would bs taken if they are found 

Other Species and Special Habitats 

Blacktail Deer - Deer have more flexible habitat requirements than elk Except for Alternative H, in 
which deer populations would be greatly reduced, the effects of the alternatives would keep habItat 
capabiity above 95% of existing levels of 31,500 in the 1st decade. In all the alternatwes, deer habltat 
cap&&y would decline by the 5th decade when all alternatwas are expected to pronde more than 
66% of existing levels. The decline would bs smaller in Alternatives C, E(PA) and G Deer populatmns 
are expected to be well above viable population levels in all alternatives. Table N-11 displays the HCI 
fordesrfor the lst, 2nd, and 5thdecades forAlternativesA thmughH. Nodata isavailable for Alternative 
NC. 

Table IV-11. Deer Habitat Capability Index (HCI) 

Black Bear - Black bear are omnivores and uss many food sources throughout the year. Habitat used 
by bears is very snnilar, m terms of structure and Juxtaposition of components, to that used by deer 
and elk Trends in habitat quality for black bear should be similar to changes shown for deer No adverse 
direct, indnwt, or cumulative effects to bear are expected to result from implementation of any of the 
alternatives. 
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Cougar - Cougar habitat quality and capability is expected to parallel the changes displaysd for deer Cougar - Cougar habitat quality and capability is expected to parallel the changes displaysd for deer 
and elk. This tie is based on the cougar’s dependence on deer and elk as prey, as well as the secretive and elk. This tie is based on the cougar’s dependence on deer and elk as prey, as well as the secretive 
nature of cougar and its ability to inhabit a wide varmty of habitats No adverse direct, indirect or nature of cougar and its ability to inhabit a wide varmty of habitats No adverse direct, indirect or 
cumulative effects to cougar are expected to result from implementation of any of the alternatives cumulative effects to cougar are expected to result from implementation of any of the alternatives 

Small Mammals and Birds - Some small mammal  and bird populations that do not have specific 
habitat requirements such as old-growth, mature comfer, riparian or caves and cliffs, commonly uss 
managed stands less than 60 to 90 years old. These animals use a wide variety of edge environments 
where different successional stages are adjacent to each other. These populations wdl closely follow 
the habitat/population trends of big game. Animals that prefer larger blocks of habitat or have specmlized 
habitat needs, are represented by management mdicator spsciea such 85 spotted owl, pileated woodpecker 
or marten 

Mature Deciduous-Mix Habitat - Thii is defined as stands of hardwoods such as red alder or maple, 
or a m ixture of hardwoods and conifers The hardwood age is between 51 and 100 years old A wide 
variety of species inhabits deciduous-mix habitat mcludmg hawks, grouse, hummingbuds, warblers, 
mountain beaver, squirrels, and nncs By the 5th decade all existing mature deciduous-mix habitat 
will be older than 100 years (See Table N-3 in FEIS, Chapter N, “Vegetation” ) Some habitat features 
of existing 51-100 year old stands wdl begin to detenorate by the 5th decade Thii reduction will result 
in fluctuations in the kmds and numbers of spemes mhabiting localized areas Viable populations vnll 
remain above viable levels, some spsmes may increase m  numbsrs Although some of the habitat features 
will remain past age class 100, as the hardwood detertoratss, the stands become brushfields or stands 
of scattered comfers 

Riparian Habitat - B~parmn habitat is predominantly m  stands between 51 and 100 years old Age 
groups older than 100 years will begin to change to brushy habitats and eventually return to either 
deciduous or a m ix of comfer and denduous specms Wildlife use nparian areas because of a strong 
dependence on either seasonal or permanent water Wildlife spscms that inhabit nparian areas include 
shrews, bats, otters, weasels, wrens, thrushes, swallows, as well as a van&y of reptiles and amphibians 
Changes in vegetative structure and species composition will result m  shifts m  number and distribution 
of nparian dependent wildlife Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, D and E(PA) would harvest some ripanan 
acres m  the 1st decade which would provide young npanan age groups in later decades Effects to 
riparian species include reduced overwinter survival, impaired mobility, and reduced reproduction in 
areas disturbed by management activities Viable population levels wdl be mamtained for all specms, 
but changes m  den&y and distribution are anticipated 

Special Habitats - Chffs, talus slopes, swamps, meadows, and bogs would bs mamtamsd in all 
alternatives Species that uss these habitats include raccoons, bats, marmots, chipmunks, fmgs, insects, 
ducks, and turtles. Activities in adjacent areas may disturb these habitats, but to a m inor degree There 
am no adverse effects expected to any species that use these special habitats 

Cumulative Effects on W ildlife 

Spotted Owls 

The chance of having any cumulative effects on spotted owl habitat capability would bs greatest m  
alternatives that harvest the most timber. Effects fmm mad building, tmung of harvest, and habitat 
changes can all contribute to the cumulative impacts on spotted owls Activitms on adjacent private 
land could el immate all habitat outside of Forest Serwce and BLM ownership Consequently, Forest 
Service and BLM lands could become the only source of suitable habitat Cumulative effects are lower 
in alternatives that provide for the potential for h&ages between Forest Servme and BLM sites such 
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-as Alternative EPA) and H. Alternativea that have more acres in timber management have a greater 
chance of contributing to the adverse cumulative impacts on spotted owls 

The fmal Supplement to the EIS for an Amendment to the Pacitic Northwest Regional Guide (SEIS), 
issued in July, 1988 addressed the long-term cumulative impacts of the network selected as the preferred 
alternative in that document. Forest Plan alternatives have varying degrees of cumulative effects on 
the spotted owl. However, since all meet the requirements describsd in the SEIS, the spotted owl 
population m the Coast Range is expected to remain at or above the viable population level 

Pileated Woodpecker and Marten 

Mature conifer habitat, necessary to maintain populations of plleated woodpeckers and marten, is 
expected to decline on all ownerships in the Coast Range in the next 50 years (see FEIS, Appendix B, 
“Cumulative Effects Model”). Habitat of private industrial lands will decline to very low levels Little 
or no habitat is currently found on small pnvate wocdlots because they generally are too small in area 
to meet minimum habitat size requirements Habitat on BLM lands wxll dechne but some will be provided 
in spotted owl management areas and in Ames of Cntwal Environmental Concern Habitat on the 
Forest will also decline, but less than on other ownerships The cumulative effect of these habitat 
declines will be a strong reliance on the habitat on the Forest and on BLM to provide for viable populations 
in the Coast Range There will be a reduced capacity to interchange individuals between habitat blocks. 
All alternatives would meet or exceed Management Ftequirements for pileated woodpecker and marten 
on National Forest System lands. The greatest cumulative effects would be in alternatives that most 
reduce acres of habitat. Alternatives A, B, B (Dep), C and D have the greatest chance of adverse cumulative 
effects. 

Guild of Species - Dead and Defective Tree (Snag) Habitat 

Among the species that use this habitat are smaller woodpeckers, nuthatches, chickadees, bats, sqmrrels, 
ducks, and many insects It is expected that there will be very little dead and defective tree habitat 
provided on adjacent private lands in the future Alternatives B, B(Dep1 and C provide the lowest 
levels of habitat on National Forest lands However, all alternatives retain habitat above the Management 
Requirement level for Forest Service lands In the Coast Range, total dead and defective tree habitat 
is expected to decline sigmtlcantly. On the Forest, habitat will decline from a current level of 75% of 
potential to 50% of potential in the 5th decade Viable populations wdl be maintained on the Forest. 
Because the effectiveness of dead and defectwe tree habitat 1s largely hmited to the immediate site, 
none of the Forest Service alternatives significantly contribute to or moderate the adverse effects that 
may occur on adjacent private land. 

Elk are mobile and ignore boundaries while traveling to food and cover in then home range Actions 
taken by other landowners will provide habitat for elk which could complement habitat on the Forest 
and help meet Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) goals. On the other hand, habitat 
provided by one owner may not be used by the elk if its production is not ccordmated Hnth the production 
of habitat elsewhere A shortage. of habitat on lands of one owner could magnify damage problems on 
other lands. A major redistribution of elk fmm public land to private land could result in fewer elk 
overall due to an increase in the number of damage hunts needed. Actions will have to be monitored 
and coordinated through ODFW, which has responsmiiity for wildhfe populations. 

Western Snowy Plover 

Very little plover habitat exists on other ownerships in the vicimty of the Forest. Most esistmg plover 
habitat is found south of the Forest along the Oregon Coast and in California and the high desert of 
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eastern Oregon and Nevada Plovers are rmgretory, so some of the population from adJacent areas 
may winter on the Forest. There are no adverse cumulative effects anticipated for the snowy plover 
from any alternatives except B and B(Dep) These alternatives have the greatest probability of adverse 
cumulatwe effects on the Forest because they would allow ORV disturbance in snowy plover habItat 
in the Sutton area resulting in reduced nestmg success, lower recruitment to the population, and fewer 
birds in the long run 

The Recovery Plan for Bald Eagles considered the cumulative reqmrements and consequences on all 
lands and assigned habltat protectlou goals to public land management agencies. Adverse cumulative 
effects would be prevented by the Forest’s contribution to habitat p&e&on activities as described in 
the alternatives 

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly 

The cumulative effects on the butterfly were considered when the US Fish and Wddhfe Service prepared 
the recovery plan. Most smtable habitat is m  National Forest ovmerslup and more wdl be acquired If 
it becomes available. No adverse cumulative effects are expected from implementmg any of the 
elternatwes 

Blacktail Deer 

Like elk, deer utlhze habitat without regard for owner&p Predicted conditions on adjacent ownerships 
would provide considerable deer habitat that would comphmeut habitat on the Forest. No adverse 
cumulative effects on deer are expected 

Other Species and Special Habitats 

Speaal habitats on the lands of others in the Coast Range may be disturbed if no special pmtection is 
provided On the Forest, all of these habitats would be mamtained and would provide viable populations 
of dependent species. Cumulatively, the total amount of special habitats on all ownerships is expected 
to decline over time reducing the species’ range and resulting in overall pop&&on dechnes 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for W ildlife 

See “Consistency With Plans And Poll&s Of Other Agenaes” m  this chapter for more m formatlon 

M itigation Measures for Environmental Effects on W ildlife 

Adverse effects on wddlife habltat are mmnnized through the following practices: 1) removing mature 
and old-growth conifer hebltat for spatted owls and bald eagles from the suitable land base; 2) maintaining 
exlstmg mature habitat for pile&xl woodpeckers and marten untd smtable replacement habitat exists, 
3) leaving sufficient numbers of dead and defective trees after harvestingactivitws; 4) creating meadows 
for elk through the removal of overstory tree and brush species; 5) contmlhng the tim ing of activities 
to reduce disturbance, 6) closing roads, ather seasonally or yearlong; and, 7) providing interpretative 
information to Forest users (See FEIS, Chapter II, “M itigation Measures.“) 
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Tdirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation 

Increased elk and deer populations m Alternatwes B, B(Dep), D, F, and H would eat more conifer and 
hardwood seedlings. This may reduce reforestation stocking levels if the seedlings are not protected or 
alternate forage is not provided. 

Water Quality and Soil 

Increases in elk populations may increase bank erosion in heavily used mess. 

Fish 

There would be no effects on f=h as a result of changes in wildlife. 

Recreation 

Increases in watchabhs wildlife (elk, deer, small mammals, and birds) generally increase the satisfaction 
of most Forest mcreationista 

Increases in big game could increase hunting demand (See Effects on Becreatron in this Chapter). 

Scenery, Wildernesses, Undeveloped Areas, Old Growth, Cultural Resources 

There are uo effects on these components as a result of changes in wkllife 

Communities 

Increases in watchable wildlife and big game would mcreass recreation and benefit the tourist trade 

IllSeCts 

Changes m populations of insectivorous birds can reduce the duration and severity of msect outbreaks 

Farmlands, Wetlands,and Floodplains 

Increases in elk herds would inc- grazing on farmlands, floodplains, and wetlands 

Minerals, Fire, Air, Roads, Disease, American Indian Religions Sites, Consumers, Civil Rights, 
Minority Groups and Women 

There are no effects on these environmental components as a result of changes in wildlife. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Wildliie 

Assumptions for predicting effects on wildlife include. 

1 Habitat requirements of indicator species are the same throughout the range of the species 
even though there may be s@Scant differences m the vegetation types (plant assocmtlons) 

2 Indicator and other species will interact with populations on other lands 
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3 Management for indicator species will address the needs of all species dependent on a given 

habitat and each species wdl be viable 

4 The Forest is capable of producing suitable marten habitat 

5 Snag densities at 60% of biological potentml will provide suffcrent dennmg and/or foraging 
habitat for marten and pik?&ed woodpeckers for both the long and short terms. 

6 A density of three snags per acre meets the biological potential for cavity nesters at the 100% 
level 

7. Deciduous rmx and nparian habitat wrll become unsuitable after 100 years due to the deterioratron 
of the mature hardwo-xls These stands will be followed by brushfield conditions 

8. Favorable habitat conditions for many species are often present on lands not specifically managed 
for those species 

9. Habitat capability indices (HCIs) are reasonable estimates of the ability of an area to support 
given wildhfe populations. 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on W ildlife 

The followinginformatmn used to pm&t effects on wildlife 1s either unavailable or mcomplete; additional 
information is needed on these topms 

1 Estimates of maximum distances that can be allowed between habitat areas for all management 
indicator species 

2 The length of time hardwoods vnll provide useful habitat to wildlife in a deciduous-mm stand 

3. The extent to which deciduous-mix wiklhfe is dependent on m ixed stands with more than 50% 
hardwoods. 

4. An accurate measure of the quahty of forage produced in unmature and mature conifer stands 

5 Statistically reliable e&mates of marten populatmns m  the Coast Range 
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ENVIRONMENTATi CONSEQUENCES ON RECREATION 

Direct Effects on Dispersed Recreation 

Thm section deals with dispersed recreation Dispersed recreation is use of areas away from developed 
sites such as campgrounds, picmc grounds, and vista points 

The alternatives p-be different combinations of “recreational &tin@. A recreational setting 
consists of the physical characteristics of an area, such as the distance from roads, evidence of humans 
(e.g. buildings, fences, timber harvest units, campmg improvements, etc.) and the social characteristics 
of the area, such as the likehhood of meeting other people, whether motor vehicles are used in the 
area, and the degree to which people’s actions am regulated by the Forest Service 

A particular setting directly pmvldes a specific set of recreational opportunities The interplay between 
the availabiity and demand for such opportutitiss determines how much recreational use actually 
resulta (See FEIS, Chapter ID for a complete discussion of recreational opportumties on the Forest 1 

Semiprimitive Nonmotorized (SPNM) 

Semiprimitive nonmotorized opportunities are available in predominantly undisturbed, natural 
environments of moderate size in which roads or other permanent improvements are rare. Interactions 
between users are infrequent and there rs no motorized use The chance of experiencing solitude is 
fairly high. 

The settings which provide SPNM opportumtres include Wildernesses and undeveloped areas. An area’s 
capacity for supplying SPNM opportunities is determined by its size and the extent of the trail system 
since terrain and dense vegetation often make cross-country travel difficult. 

Areas in Which SPNM Opportunities Do Not Vary by Alternative - 

UndawZoped Areaa In Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA) - Present management 
plans for the Oregon Dunes NRA are incorporated in the Forest Plan As a result, the two undeveloped 
areas closed to off-mad vehicles (ORV) at the Oregon Dunes NRA (Umpqua Spit and Threemile Lake) 
would provide the same level of SPNM opportunities in all alternatives Umpqua Spit ls expected to 
remain natural and stay at its present capacity, at least untd the effects of the recent mining chum 
patent action are felt Three and one-half additional miles of trail would mcrease slightly the capacity 
of Threemile Lake. 

Part of the Umpqua Spit undeveloped area on the Oregon Dunes NFtA which supplies SPNM opportunities 
is a potential Research Natural Area (RNA). RNA designation would not affect SPNM opportumtms 
because objectives for the two typea of areas am compatible 

Two of the four undeveloped areas in the Oregon Dunes NFfA would contmue to provide SPNM 
opportunities on almost 5,000 acres in all alternatives. 

Areas in Which SPNM Opportunities Vary Among Alternatives - 

Wilderness and UndeueZoped Areas - The area in Wilderness does not vary by alternative, but the 
level of development within the Wildernesses does vary Differences in the length of the trail systems 
affect the amount of SPNM opportumties. See FEIS, Chapter IV, “Envimnmental Consequences on 
Wilderness” for miles of trail provided in each Wiiderness under each alternatwe. 
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In Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D, no undeveloped areas outsIde the Oregon Dunes NRA are 
designated so no SPNM opportunities would be pmnded in other undeveloped areas The number of 
acre providing SPNM opportunitw in these alternatwes would be moderate (about 42% of the maxmum) 
but the portion of pm~ected 5th decade demand for SPNM recreatmn which would be met is less than 
31% m all five alternatives, and leas than 24% m Alternatives A and NC 

In Alternatives C and E(PA), Wassen Creek, Drift Creek Adjacent and the two undeveloped areas m 
Oregon Dunes NRA closed to ORV use would be kept undeveloped and would continue to provide 
SPNM opportumties. More acreage 16 included m Alternative E(PA) than m Alternative C The length 
of the trml system in each area would be roughly proportional to the size of the area and the amount 
of SPNM opportunity provided would be proportional to the trail m&age In Alternatives F, G, and 
H, all the areas which now pmnde SPNM opportumti~ would be kept undeveloped, although the size 
of each area would vary. The length of the trail system would be roughly proportional to the size of 
the area and the amount of SPNM opportunity would mirror the trail system length. 

Alternative H would pmvlde the most SPNM opportunitws, about 63,000 acres of Wilderness and 
undeveloped areas. Alternative H would provide the longest trd system in undeveloped areas (82 
m&a by the end of the 5th decade) Alternative H also would m&de the North Fork Smith River 
area, which would be allowed to revert to an undeveloped con&tmn offermg SPNM opportumties 
Alternatwes F and H would be capable of meeting over 65% of the prqected 5th decade demand, 
Alternative G would meet 76% 

In Alternative H, there would be over 250,000 more acres unsmtable for timber productmn than m 
other alternatives where these acres occur m large contiguous blocks wthout roads, some addItiona 
SPNM opportunities could result. 

Table lV-12 displays the acres that would pro-de SPNM opportumtws and the anticipated average 
annual use in the 5th decade It also shows the percentage of demand that would be met m the 5th 
decade. 
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Table IV-12 SPNM Opportnoities and Anticipated Average Annual Use 

(1) This ,s all the vnmaded and undeveloped sxea which would be capable of pmvxlmg SPNM recreation (2,500 eontlgucme acre3 
or larger and closed to motor velnclen) in each altematwe It includes the three Wddemeasen (22,200 sues), and the ma,onty 
of the two undevelopxl aras m the Oregon Dunea Natmnal Ikreatmn Area (appmxnnatdy 4,800 acres) m all altematwes 

(2) 
(3) 

The m,mber of acres that would pmvrde SPNM opporhmt~es m the other undi&ed ap~as whxh are mcluded in each 
altematwe are shown in “Bmmnmental Consequences of the Altematws on Undeveloped Areas’” m tbm chapter For a 
display of the tml rmleage and anticipated ,,w ,n each of the Wildemeses, see FEIS, Chapter III, “Enwonmental Consequences 
of the Altematnw on Wddemeas” 
The amount of USB vanes &cause of the acreage entablmhed and the amount of trad mles 
Tbm assumes the same management of the Oregon Dunes NRA umoaded areas and the same level of trail development m 
Wddemessee and the Oregon Dunes NRA -ded apeas as Akamative A 

For a d&&d description of the characteristics of the recreational opportunihes in each of the madless 
areas, and the environmental consequences of each alternative, see FEIS, Appenti C. 

Semiprimitive Motorized (SPM) 

SPM opportumties are present in natural environments whlcb are very similar to those m which SPNM 
opportunities are present, except that use of off-road motor v&&s (ORVs) is likely. Usually ORV use 
mcreasea the evidence of human disturbance, creates more interaction with other people, and reduces 
the chance of experiencing solitude. 

Undeveloped Areas In Oregon Dunes NRA - Large, gentle sand areas in two of the undeveloped 
a- (Woahink, 5,060 arma and Tenmile 7,800 acres) in the Oregon Dunes NRA ara open to ORVs 
and provide SPM opportunities m all alternatives (Table w-13) 

Due to steep slopea and dense brash elsewhere on the Forest, the only other large, contiguous areas 
capable of providing SPM opportunities are the other two roadless areas in the Oregon Dunes NRA 
These two (vmpqoa Spit and Threemlle Lake) are managed to provide SPNM opportunities under all 
alternatives 
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SPM Amage 10,300 Acres 

Existing use I 242,054 RVDs 

I 34% I 

lm h 
Recreation 

Part of the Tennule undeveloped area on the Oregon Dunes NRA is a potential RNA RNA designation 
would reduce the acres avadable for SPM opportunities because motorized use is not compatible wth 
RNA objectives. The reduction III opportuxutvss would be small because vegetation and topography 
already limit motorized use on the part of the area pmpcsed for the RNA 

Roaded Natural (RN) 

The semiprimitive ROS classes d~scwsed previously do not contain roads improved for highway vehicles 
The next two classes, Roaded Natural (RN) and Rural (R) do have unproved mads These classes are 
combined in terme of antlclpated use, but are treated separately in terms of the settings which provide 
recreational opportunities 

RN oppatunitws east where the envlmnment appears natural when seen from heavily used places 
(mam roads, developed recreation sites, trals) Permanent roads and other improvements are common, 
but usually inconsplcuous Interactions with other people may be frequent 

A number of settings provide RN opportuxuties They nxlude portions of the Oregon Dunes NRA, 
Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area, Sand Lake and Sutton Recreation areas, four existing or potential 
Special Interest Areas, scenic vlewsheds managed for a predominantly natural appearance, and, In 
some alternatives, the rest of the Forest 

Areas in which RN Opportunities Do Not Vary By Alternative 

Oregon Dunes A’RA - Those patlons of the Oregon Dunes NRA between the highly developed corridors 
and the undeveloped areas would prowde RN opportunities m all alternatives 

Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area - Except for a small amount of land adjacent to the pnvate 
residences (which would pmvlde rural recreational opportumties), all of this area would provide RN 
opportunities in all alternatives 

Marys Peak - In July 1989, 924 acres at the top of Marys Peak was designated as a Scenm-Botanic 
Special Interest Area by the Ree;lonal Forester As a Special Interest Area (SL4) all of the scenic and 
botauc features and alI of the recreational opportunities will be zetaned in all alternatives These 
features include large meadows, unique plant communities including stands of noble fir, vistas of the 
Willamette Valley, Cascade Range and Coast Range, trail hiking opportunities, and opportunities for 
snowplay during the winter months Developed recreation sites and electronics facdities (even though 
not necessarily consistent with RN recreation) are also present in all alternatnw 

Sand Luke Recreation Area - Except for the small amount of land surmundlng the Sand Lake 
Campground (which would provide rural recreational oppatun&s), all of the Sand Lake Area would 
provide RN opportunities in all alternatwes 
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Sutton Recreation Area - Except for the small amount of land adJacent to highly developed corridors 
(which would provide rural recreational opportunituzs), alI of the Sutton Area would pronde RN 
oppatunitws in all alternatives. See FEIS, Appendix F for admtional lnformatlon on the Sutton Area 

Potions of the Oregon Dunes NRA, Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area, and Sand Lake and Sutton 
Recreation areas include almost 15,400 acres that would provide RN recreational opportunities in all 
alternatwes. The contribution of these areas to the total antlapated use in the roaded ROS classes is 
shown in Table IV-15 

Areas in Which RN Opportunities Vary by Alternatives - 

Special Interest Areas - Three areas - Cape Perpetua, Mt. Hebo and Kentucky Falls - possess such 
unique or exceptional recreation values that they are being considered as Special Interest Areas Although 
the RN opportunitx?s these areas pro-de are important, the fate of the recreational attractions in 
each of the alternatives is of equal or greater concern 

Cape Perpehm - Cap-e Perpetua’s most notable scexwz features and recreational opportunities, those 
associated with the ocean fmntage, would be pmtected in every alternative These features include 
2,060 acr‘es of rocky cliffs, tidepools, beaches, spouting horn, shell middens, wind swept vegetation, 
and ocean vistas. The Vllitor Center, other developed sites, and trails associated with the ocean front 
would be present in all alternatwes Alternative NC would mtin the designated Scetllc Area (about 
990 acms) and would therefore have some of the natural, dense forest with some of the scenic groves 
of large old-growth trees. It would also provide some opportutllties for hllung and backpacking on 
sxlstmg and potential trails near Cape Perpetua Alternatwes A, C, F, G, and H would add about 
1100 acres to the SIA, most of which is natural, dense forest with some scenic groves of large, old-growth 
trees. Alternative E(PA) would add about 1800 acres to the SIA These alternatwes would also provide 
opportunities for hilung and backpacking on exlstmg and potential trruls In the forest Alternatives 
NC, B, B(Dep), and D would ehnunate most of the natural forest and associated recreational opportunities 
because areas outside the ocean front would be managed for timber production 

Mt. Hebo _ Most of the scant features and recreational opportuIuttes on Mt Hebo would be retaned 
1n all alternatwes, because the area would be managed to protect the habItat of the threatened Oregon 
silverspat butterfly The features include the alpine appearance of meadows and conifer stands, vistas 
of the Pacific Ocean and Coast Range, spectacular flower displays, rare and unique plants, the Oregon 
sdverspot butterfly, and opportu~ties for winter snowplay and hibng through dwerse and attractwe 
landscapes. Electronic sites (even though not necessardy conslstent with RN recreation) would be 
present under all alternatives 

Alternatwes NC, A and D would not recommend Mt Hebo as a Specud Interest Area, so parts of the 
area could be used for commercial activities such as declung logs, or quarrylog for road rock. In addltlon, 
Oregon silverspot butterfly habitat and the electronics faahties would be managed with less attention 
to protecting scenery Alternatives B, B(Dep), C, E(PA), F, G, and H recommend Mt Heba as a 
Scenic-Biological Area; all activities would be managed to protect the scenery 

Kentucky Falls - The Kentucky Falls Area’s most spectacular scenic features, waterfalls and cascades 
on the North Fork Smith River and Kentucky Creek, would be retained in all alternatives The area 1s 
also attractivebecause of the mature Douglas-fir--western hemlock forest surrounding the water features 

In Alternative H, the Kentucky Falls area would be included in the North Fork Smith River undeveloped 
area, rather than being recommended as a scenic area This undeveloped area would be created by 
allowing some maded areas to revert to a natural con&t& (see the section on undeveloped areas in 
thii chapter). Alternatives F and G would include a large scenic area Alternatives F, G, and H would 
protect all the scenic attractions along Kentucky Creek and North Fork Smith River 
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Alternatwe C would protect a small scenic area which includes the major waterfalls and cascades on 
Kentucky Creek and N. Fork Smith Rwer, and enough of the surrounding forest to screen out clearcuts 
The possibility for an unmoditied forest setting along the lower several miles of N. Fork Smith Rwer 
would be lost due to timber harvesting Presently, the setting m this lower area includes several clearcuts 
close to the rwer. Alternatwe E(PA) would protect a larger area (1,680 acres) by includmg more area 
along the river. 

Alternatwes NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D would not include a scenic area This would eliminate the unmodified 
forest setting for the water features and reduce their recreational value. 

The contnbution of the Specml Interest Areas to the total anticipated use m the roaded ROS classes IS 
displayed m the FEIS, Chapter II 

Scenic Viewsheds - Scenic viewsheds which are managed for visual quality objectives (VQOs) of 
preservation, retention and par&d retention, supply a portion of the RN recreation opportumtles 
Alternatwes G and H would pmvlde the most vlewsheds - over 61,000 acres. No acres would be managed 
for those VQOs m Alternatives B and B(Dep) The other alternatwes would fall between those extremes 

The contnbution of the scenic v&sheds to the total antlclpated use in the roaded ROS classes 1s 
included in Table Iv-15 

Othr Parts Of The Forest - Some parts of the forest would probably provide RN opportunities as a 
side effect of other management activities These opportumtles would be greatest in the 100,000 acres 
or more of spotted owl management areas m Alternative G In additmn, part of the land unsmtable 
for timber production to protect unstable slopes would probably also provide RN opportunities 

The contribution of the other parts of the Forest to the total anticipated use m the roaded ROS classes 
is included m Table IV-15 

Rural (R) 

Rural opportumties occur in settmgs in which the natural environment is substantially modified. 
Extensive changes in natural vegetation, good roads, buildms, and other improvements are typical 
Interactions with other people may be high, but m many settmgs, particularly those managed primanly 
for wood, the probablhty of interactmg with others 1s fawly low 

Two major types of settings pmvlde rural opportumtws One 1s portions of recreation management 
areas whmh have been intensively develop&d The other, and by far the more extenswe, 1s portions of 
the For& where timber is managed mtensively. This is the Interior of the Forest, where roads and 
clearcut harvest units dommate the landscape. 

Areas in Which Rural Opportunities Do Not Vary by Alternative - 

Intensively Developed Portions Of Recreation Areas - Parts of the Oregon Dunes NRA, Cascade 
Head Scenic-Research Area, Cape Perpetua Scemc Area, Marys Peak, Mt Hebo, and Sand Lake and 
Sutton Recreation Areas have been substantially modltied to provide developed recreation and electromc 
transmission faclhties In all, these areas would provide about 6,200 acres of rural recreation opportunities 
in all alternatives 

Areas in Which Rural Opportunities Vary Among Alternatives - 

Portions Of The Forest Managed Primarily For Timber - In most alternatives, the greatest 
amount of recreational opportunities would be in the rural class. Settings which provide these 
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opportunities am produced primarily through timber management In most alternatives, the majority 
of the Forest would be managed for timber 

In Alternatives A through F, over 450,000 acres (more than 70%) of the Forest would provide rural 
recreational opportunities. In Alternatwes NC, B, B(Dep), and D, it is over 80%. 

For Alternatives G and H, it is not clear how much of the erea managed for timber would pmvide 
rural opportunities It is possible that some land unsuitable for timber production due to soil and water 
pm&&ion will be contiguous and pmvide RN opportunitw. However, it is estimated that about 56% 
and 30%, respectively, of the Forest would provide rural opportunities. 
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Direct Effects on Developed Recreation Sites 

The previous -Ion has dealt with diipemed recreational we. THIS section deals with use of developed 
sites. Developed sites mclude campgrounds, picmc grounds, and vxta points 

All alternatives would provide enough developed sites to meet pmjected demand thmugh the 5th decade 
To do this, developed site capacity must be increased by more than one-thnd This would result m the 
use shown in Table N-14, in all alternatwes 

Table IV-14. Developed Recreation Use 

P.ZiGd Anticipatea use wBvDs/year) 

-w 780 
1st Decade 917 
2nd Decade 904 
3rdDecade 1,000 
4th Decade 1,106 
5th Decade 1,224 

Total Recreation Use 

The followmg table shows the total anticipated recn?ation use m the 5th decade by ROS class 

Table IV-15 Recreational Use (MRVDs/year) by ROS Class, 5th Decade 

MBvDa ALTERNATIVE 

EXE&- NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 
mg 

D~apersed Recreation 

UNROADED 
SPNM Wddemem 6 IO(l) 10 19 19 21 10 19 29 33 12 
SPNM Undeveloped 4 18(l) 18 18 18 35 18 30 50 56 68 
SPM 242 482~2, 482 482 432 482 462 462 482 432 432 

ROADED 
Roaded Natural and Rural 514 (3) 706 102 702 709 106 731 715 128 716 

Developed Becreation 

Rmded Natural and Rural 661 1.224 1,224 1,224 1,224 1,224 1,224 1,224 1,224 1,224 1,224 
(41 

TOTAL ALL 1,421 (81 2,440 2,446 2,446 2,412 2,440 2,481 2,500 2,527 2,502 

(1) This amumea the same management of the Oregon Dunes NRA unmade3 areas and the same level of trsll development III Wddemesses 
and the Oregon Dunes NRA unmaded areas as m  Akernatwe A 

(2) Thn easumea the same management of motorued use III the Oregon Dunes NRA unmaded areas 88 m Akematwe A 
(3) The TRP tid not dmplay a recreation program for the Forest Reasonable e&mates can be made some categoms m tlus table because 

they me Imuted areas of land mth speclfie purposes The ‘maded” ROS category ~8 the large, general durpersed area of the Forest, 
and It 14 mom d&imlt to accurately e&,n,ate probable use For purposes of comparuion Ivlth the other altematms, we the same 
xi- as Altematl”e A. 

(4) Thm assume8 the same -atmn development program as III all the other altemat~vea 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON RECREATION 

Cumulative Effects on Recreation 

Pressure for ORV use on beaches in the Oregon Dunes NRA could increase if the state of Oregon, 
which controls veblcles on the beaches, bmita such use elsewhere The same is true of state or pnvate 
recreation sites Fewer opportunities to usa recreation sltea elsewhere could increase demand for Forest 
sites. 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Recreation 

Alternatives which would reduce recreational opportunities on the Forest may conflict Hnth the desires 
of local communities that a wide array of recreation bs pmvldsd for tourists 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Recreation 

Mitigation measures for effects on recreational activities include: 

1. Roadside brush cleanng and cleanup. 

2 Road design to provide for safety of users 

3 Avoidance, where possible, of faclhtw such as tnuls and campgrounds during project plannmg. 

4. Restoration of damage to facilities after project implementation. 

5. Establishment of amas where certain recreational opportunltw can take place (such as 
undeveloped areas). 

See Forest Plan, Chapter IV, “Standards and Guidelines” for other mitigation measures on recreation. 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation 

Vegetation in areas providing SPNM recreational experiences would develop naturally and the species 
composition would depend on random disturbances (i a, windstorms, fire, insects and d~ssase) Increased 
recreation use would increase the risk of human caused tires that may damage or destroy vegetation 

Water Quality 

Recreational activities in riparian areas wthout adequate waste disposal fad&s nneass the risk of 
contaminating water with human disease organisms This could require mom treatment by communities 
using the watershed for a dome&c supply. 

SOil 

Dispersed recreational activities may increase risk of wildfires during dry weather This would mdirectly 
increase risk of erosion in watersheds due to the destruction of ground cover and mot strength 
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Fish 
Recreation 

The presence of inland developed recreation &es near fwhable streams and lakes could contnbute to 
reductions of local f=h populations Heavy fshing pressure could reduce wild populations of trout and 
salmon in smaller bodies of water to the extent that habltat would be underutilized 

Development of access to streams and lakes for recreational purposes encourages stockmg of hatchery 
fBh;h. 

Construction of developed sites or trails would increase traffic along roads leading to them and may 
mcrease vwual sensitwity This may also occur along roads to areas pmvldmg SPNM recreation 

Construction of developed recreation &es may result m local condltmns that do not meet the visual 
quahty objectives for the whole viewshed. 

Sights and sounds of more recreatmn may reduce the quahty of habltat for some wildhfe Species 
most likely to be affected by human activity are bald eagles, snowy plovers and perigrine falcons Forest 
Standards and Guidelines (See Appends D) are desIgned to mlninuze thw effect 

Recreatmnal wood-gathering can reduce habItat of wildlife dependent on dead and defectwe trees for 
nestmg, roosting, and feedmg 

Wilderness 

Alternatives that would provide fewer SPNM recreational opportumtws in undeveloped areas may 
result in mcreased use of Wildernesses This could reduce naturalness, sohtude, and other Wilderness 
Values 

Communities 

More mcreatmnal opportunitves would enhance the appeal of the areas adJacent the Forest and could 
increase jobs and mcume in tounst industlles. 

Roads and Forest Facilities 

An increase in the volume of recreatmn traffic would not significantly mcrease mad maintenance or 
reconstructmn costs Trad and campground reconstructmn and mamtenance costs would mcrease 
with mcreased use. 

Other Components of the Environment 

There would not be any effects on other components of the envimnment. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Recreation 

Assumptions for pr&ctmg effects on recreation include: 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON RECREATION 

1. The majority of semiprimitive motorized, developed, and roaded natural recreation opportunities 
on the Forest will continue to be concentrated near the coast. 

2. The recreation setting and the kind of recreation available in the inland portion of the Forest IS 
most strongly influenced by the amount, tuning, and kind of timber management practiced 

3. Increases in tourism in Western Oregon will result in increasing demand for recreational 
opportunities on the Forest. 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Recreation 

Predictions of effects were made wth the most current information available Reseamh or additional 
mformation on future demand for recreation opportunities is needed. 
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. s 
Wilderness 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WILDERNESS 

Direct Effects on Wilderness 

There are two major types of effects of the alternatwes on the three Wddernesses those that are created 
by management activities within the boundaries, and those that are created by management activttms 
outside the boundaries. 

Effects From Activities Within The Boundary 

The primary effects on Wilderness from withm the boundaries come from trails and camping spots 
develop& to organize or facilitate recreational we Facility constructIon has two kinds of effects. It 
destroys a small amount of the localized, physuxl environment immediately adjacent to trails and 
camps, and it allows more people to use the area than if there were no factitw. Thii is eapemally 
important in the Wildernesses on the Forest because, except for Drift Creek, they are relatwely 
undeveloped, and brush is so thick that cross country travel 1s very arduous 

Up to a point, a trsll system allows people to participate in prbmtwe and unconfined types of recreation, 
one of the major reasons Wildernesses are estabhshed A longer trad system would allow more people 
to be dispersed thmughout the area at one tuue with leas hkehhood of coming in contact with each 
other On the other hand, as more people use a Wtiderness, there 19 a greater chance for loas of sohtude 
overall, and It is more hkely that evidence of humans will be greater 

The effects of recreation development in Wilderness will be greatest m Drift Creek and Cummms 
Creek Wildernesses. None of the alternatives proposes any 1st decade tti development in Rock Creek 
Wdderness; only Alternative G proposes any by the 5th decade. Alternative G would be most hkely to 
produce effects from a tzul system because it proposes the most miles of trad m each Wdderness, 
totalhng almost 65 miles AlternatIve H would produce the least effect, smce no more trails would be 
built. Other alternatives would fall between these two extremes, although each Wdderneas may have 
the same level of trail development in more than one alternative See Table N-16 

Table IV-18 Wdderness Trails (Miles) and Anticipated Use (MBVDs)w in the 5th Decade 

ALTEBNATIVJS 

Cunutuna Creek 
MIlea 30 120 120 12 0 12 0 26 0 12 0 
MBvDs 10 67 67 67 67 14 0 67 

“%zk 1 85 1 35 1 85 1 170 1 170 1 85 1 85 
MRVDS 55 55 55 104 10 4 55 55 

Rmk Creek 
mea 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MBVDS 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WILDERNESS 

=Table Iv-17 shows the effect of three different levels of trail development (high, moderate and low) on 
the three Wildernesses. Effects are measured in terms of density of tnul development, pmJected use 
per trail mile, and projected use overall when the areas are used at planned capacity These figures 
estimate the development and use of each Wilderness compared with Mt. Jefferson, Mt Washington, 
and Three Sisters Wildernesses (usmng average 1980 use figures). When making the comparisons, It 
should be remembered that the Coast Range Wildernesses have low elevations, and their capacitms for 
we are based on a 365 day season, whenw the other Wddernesses have a much shorter snowfree 
SeasOIl 

Table IV-I?‘. Relationship between Trail Length, Acreage, and Use in Wildernesses 

I TrailMiles I Trail Miles/ 
1,000 Acres I 

RVDUMiIe 
I 

R”Ds,Acre 

I 

29 537 0 15 
13 555 0 07 
03 320 0 01 

21 580 0 12 
10 593 0 06 

0 N/A 01 

Mt .J&emn 160 0 16 555 0 09 
hft Waslungtan 270 06 4010 02 
TkEesmters 2410 13 460 0 06 

It is expected that the effects of recreation development and use would be acceptable even in the 
alternatwzs with the highest use 

Effects Fmm Activities Outside the Boundary 

Activities outside the boundary of a Wdderness have the potential to Interfere with preservatmn of the 
area’s natural conditions, and to reduce feelings of solitude Tnnber management activities near the 
boundary could nxease exposure to winds and blowdown of trees within the Wdderness; muddy water 
or avalanche debris when logging operations or road constructma are conducted upstream from the 
Wlldemess; mldtire in the Wilderness from an escaped slash tire, smoke from slash burnmg; noise 
fmm logging operations or mad construction; and views of clearcuts and roads from within the Wdderness 

Effects of activitws outside the boundary are more hkely for the Dnft Creek Wdderness because of 
the amount of upstream area in pnvate land and in non-Wilderness management areas The Rock 
Creek and Cummins Creek Wildernesses have boundaries that mclude more of their headwaters. 

Effects fmm activities outside the Wildernesses are most likely m Alternatives NC, B and B(Dep) 
since they include more land available for timber harvest Effects would be slightly less in Alternatives 
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Widemess 
A, and D, and least hkely in Alternatives G and H, which have the least land avadable for timber 
harvest. Alternatwes C, E(PA), F, G and H would provide increased protectmn for the Dnft Creek 
Wddernesa because they manage portmns of the surmunding lands as the Dnft Creek Adjacent 
Undeveloped Area. 

Cumulative Effects on Wilderness 

There are no significant cumulative effects of the alternatives on Wdderness 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Wilderness 

See the section on Consistency With Plans And Policies Of Other Agencies in this chapter for mfommtmn 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Wilderness 

Alternatwes C and E through H propose all or part of the Dnft Creek Adjacent area for undeveloped 
management. This would mitigate some of the nsk to Dnft Cheek Wdderness from management activities 
outside the Wilderness boundary 

All altarnatwes would include some degree of m@ation of effects on Wdderness through mformatmn 
and educatmn programs for Wilderness users 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation 

The environmental consequences of the altematwes on vegetation m Wddernesses are localized tramphng 
and destruction of plants by tral constructmn and mamtenance and by foot traffic near trails and 
camp sites. These effects vary by alternative and are proportional to the mcreased length of trail system 
and mcnzaaed use of trmls and camps&s 

Additional effects on vegetation could result from human caused fires The nsk of human caused fires 
in Wddemessea 1s low because access is hmhd to non-vehicular traffic The risk wll increase in proportion 
to the length of trail in each alternative, assummg uniform use of any trails that are developed. 
Development of trals will also facilitate control of a tire, if one should start, by providing ~nme access 
and fuel breaks 

Water Quality 

Increased recreatuxml use of Wddernesses may result m contammation of water by human wastes in 
places where people concentrate. 

The envwonmental consequences of the alternatives on sod in Wildernesses are localized compactmn 
by foot traffic on trails and camp sites and occasional gully emsion along compacted trmls and areas 
where hikers cut through switchbacks These effects vary by alternative and are proportional to the 
increased length of trail system and increased use of trails and campsites 
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ENVISONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WILDERNESS 

=-Fish and Wildlife 

Them are no significant environmental consequences of the alternatives on fmh and wildlife as a result 
of changes in Wilderness. 

The effects of the alternatives on recreation in Wilderness am proportional to the amount of trails 
and campsites pmpcsed in the various alternatives. Development of trail systems in Wildernesses will 
provide recreation opportunities for people who prefer natural conditions and solitude. (See “Effects 
on Recreation” for a complete discussion of these effeds 1 

Old Growth 

Them are no significant environmental consequences of the alternatives on old growth as a result of 
changes in Wilderness 

cultural Resources 

Ground-disturbing activities are premeded by cultural resource surveys Such activities, except for 
trail construction, are not allowed in Wildernesses so cultural resources are less likely to be discovered 
in alternatives that have less trail construction 

Research Opportunities 

There are no significant environmental consequences of the alternatives on reseamh as result of changes 
in Wilderness. 

Other Components of the Environment 

Them are no significant environmental consequences of the alternatives on other components of the 
envnonment as a result of changes in Wilderness 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Wilderness 

Assumptions for predicting effects on Wilderness include 

1 Timber harvest may occur up to the Wilderness boundary, dependmgon the management objectives 
of adjacent management areas 

2. Human impacts within the Wildernesses wdl be concentrated on developed trails and camps&s. 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Wilderness 

Predictions of effects were made with the most current information available. The following informatmn 
is either unavadable or incomplete, additnmal informatmn is needed on these topics 

1. Demand for and use of the Wrldemesses 

2. Potential for escape of prescribed fires, blowdown, and pest infestatmns as a result of timber 
harvest that will he located around the periphery of the Wildernesses 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON UNDEVELOPED Undeve’oped 
AREAS 

Direct Effects on Undeveloped Areas 

An undeveloped condition exists when a large area (usually 2,500 acre6 or more) of land does not 
contain any improved roads maintained for highway vehicles and has no no&sable evidence of timber 
harvsst or other permanent alterations Not counting the Wildernesses, an undeveloped condition 
presently exists in sll or part of seven of the roadless areas analyzed in the second Roadless Area 
Review and Evahmtmn (RARE II) These areas are: 

Hebo-Nestucca 
Drift Creek Adjacent 

Wasssn Creek 
Tenmile 
WC&ink 
Thrsmmle Lake 
Umpqua Spit 

(formerly Heho 1A) 
(remainder of Drift Creek madless area after designation 
of Drift Creek Wilderness) 
(formerly Smith-Umpqua) 

(formerly Tahkenitch) 

These Seven arsas include about 47,000 acres (See Appsndur C for a detadsd descnptmn of the roadless 
areas and the effects of the altsmatwes on each ) 

An undeveloped condition can also be produced by limiting management activlttes and letting the area 
revert to a condition where the roads and other past improvements are no longer notmeable. Several 
roads have been treated this way, and are mcludsd mthm existing undeveloped areas 

Tenmde, Woahmk, Threenule Lake and Umpqua Spit are in the Oregon Dunes National Becreatmn 
Area (NRA). These four would remam undeveloped in all alternatives This means that in all alternatives 
there would he at least 20,000 acres in an undeveloped conditmn (not including the Wfidernesses) 

Part or all of the undeveloped con&tton in the other three areas would be maintamed in Alternatives 
F, G, and H In ad&tlon, by allowmg some land that now has harvest units and roads to revert to an 
undeveloped condition, a new area, North Fork Smith Rwer, would add over 5,800 acres of future 
undeveloped con&tion to Alternatwe H Tb 5,800 acres includes the Kentucky Falls potential SL4 

All the existing and potential undeveloped land would he included m Alternatwe H (about 37,000 
acres in addition to that m the Oregon Dunes NRA) Alternatwe G also would provide a high amount 
of undeveloped comhtion In addition, undeveloped condltmns might develop in all alternatives if roads 
happen to be eliminated in large contiguous spotted owl habitat areas and other lands unsuitable for 
timber production 

In Alternatwes NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D, none of the exlstmg or potential undeveloped condition would 
be mamtamsd other than that m the Oregon Dunes NRA See Table IV-18 for a display of the amount 
of land m each undeveloped area which 1s included m the alternatwes 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON UNDEVELOPED AREAS 

Table IV-18 Acres of Proposr 1 Undeveloped Management 

North Fork Smith River I 

Oregon Dunes NRA areas I 20,000 

TOTAL I 46,600 

ALTERNATIVE I 

NC A B B@zP) C D E(PA) F G II 

4,700 4,700 13.x00 

2,600 2,600 6,200 /I, 

4,600 4,700 4,600 9,200 (1) 9,200 /,) 

5,RO"iIi 

20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,O"O 

20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 27,400 20,000 27,300 36,200 40,600 57,000 

Timber management activities would eliminate unmaded conditions where land has not been allocated 
to undeveloped management prescriptions. The rate at which undeveloped conditions would be eliminated 
is contingent on the rate of harvest and the distribution of roads and harvest areas within the area. 
The FEIS, Appendix C contains projections of the rate of harvest for the H&o-Nestucca, Drift Creek 
Adjacent, and Wassen Creek RARE II areas. Even though much of the H&o-Nestucca area will remain 
unharvested well into the 3rd decade, madbuilding and harvest unit dispersion is expected to remove 
the undeveloped conditions in the 2nd decade in Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, D, and E(PA). Alternatives 
F and G will lose unroaded conditions after the 2nd decade in all but 5,060 acres in the Powder Creek 
area. 

Thcae portions of the Drift Creek areas overlapped by SOHAs and immediately adjacent to the Drift 
Creek Wilderness will retain their unmaded condition through the 5th decade in all alternatives, but 
other portions, not designated unmaded in Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), and D will begin to lose their 
unmaded condition in the 1st decade as additional roads are built and timber is harvested. 

The underlying Spotted Owl Habitat Areas (SOHAs. in the Wassen Creek area will result in the 
maintenance of unmaded conditions in most of that area through the 5th decade in all alternatives. 

Cumulative Effects on Undeveloped Areas 

Since undeveloped areas on lands of other ownerships are limited, cumulative effects on undeveloped 
areas are confined to actions taken by the Forest and BLM. The primary cumulative effect of actions 
which would change unroaded areas to a roaded, and presumably harvested, condition is a loss of 
recreational opportunities (primarily semi-primitive non-motorized) in the areas. Effects would be 
extreme if all agencies were to reduce or eliminate undeveloped conditions on the lands they manage. 
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Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Undeveloped Areas 
Undeveloped 

See the aectmn on Conmtency V&h Plans And Pohcies Of Other Agenms m tlns chapter for informatmn 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Undeveloped Areas 

On lands that are managed for their undeveloped condition, ground diiturbmg activltw, which would 
affect the undeveloped characteristics are not planned On lands that are not allocated to undeveloped 
management, no mitigation is planned to maintain the undeveloped character and at would gradually 
be lost as roads and timber harvest actwitws are implemented 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Undeveloped areas meet the mmnnum reqnnwnents for future Wdderness consideration by Congress 
Alternatives which do not designate all the potential undeveloped areas would reduce the opportunitv=s 
for Congress to add new areas to the National Wilderness Preservation System. 

The environmental effects of designating undeveloped areas on other components of the environment 
are minnnal. See FEIS Appendix C for more dwcussion of effects on the physical environment Economic 
and socud effects ars mcorporated m the discussion in FEIS Chapter N, “Envnwnnental Consequences 
of the Alternatives on Communities” 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Undeveloped 
Areas 

Awnnptmns for predicting effects on undeveloped areas include 

1 No more undeveloped areas wdl be found 
2 Timber management activitw and associated road construction will eliminate areas from being 

classiiied as undeveloped until the evidence of those activlka is essentially gone 
3 Timber harvest will occur in immediately adjacent areas, depenchng on the management objectives 

of adjacent management areas 
4 Human nnpacts wthm undeveloped areas wdl be concentrated on developed trails and campsites 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Undeveloped Areas 

Predictions of effects were made with the most current infonnatxm avalable. The following informatmn 
is either unavalable or incomplete, additmnal information is needed on these topic. 

1 Demand for and use of the undeveloped areas 
2. Potential for escape of prescribed fires, blowdown, and pest infestatmns as a result of tnnber 

harvest that wdl be located around the periphery of undeveloped areas 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS 

-----ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WILD AND SCENIC 
RIVERS 

Direct Effects on Wild and Scenic Rivers 

All alternatives will -age eligible Wild and Scsmc Rwers (W&Z&R) in the same manner FEIS, Appendix 
L describes the process used to determine which Forest rwers have outstandmgly remarkable features 
and are eligible for consideration as W&SRs Rivers found to be eligible will bs managed m such a 
way that their ehgibdity is not reduced. None of the alternatives would have any duect effects on the 
rivers that were found to bs ehgible: Nestucca, Alssa, Siuslaw, Drift Creek &l&z), North Fork Smith, 
wtasssn creek, Umpqua. 

A full eligbiity evaluation was not done for the Slltez River, Lake Cr, Lower Sinslaw River and Snnth 
River. These rivers must he managed as if they are ellglble so that W&SR options are protected until 
an ell@biity determination is completed. There will bs no direct effects on these rivers in any of the 
altsrnatives. 

Rivers found to bs ineli@ble (Little Nestucca River and Three Rivers) wdl receive no spsclal management 
with respect to the W&SR act Because they ars not eligble, they have no W&SR charactenstxs to be 
affected by any of the alternatives 

Cumulative Effects on Wild and Scenic Rivers 

No cumulative effects on potential Wild and Scenic Rwers are ant&ate3 because eligibility is maintained 
on all rivers found to be ellgble and on all rivers where an eligibiity determination has not bsen completed 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Wild and Scenic Rivers 

The Forest is awaiting eligibdlty evaluations by other agencies with responsibiity under the W&SR 
act (e g., BLM for Wassen Creek) before proceeding with a suitability determination Some rwers (e.g., 
Drift Creek of the Siletz) are entirely on National Forest land and swtability determmations wdl proceed 
on these rivers. &x&nation with appropriate agencies will take place for the rivers for which an 
eh@biity determination was not completed In all cases, the Forest will coordinate the suitability 
determinations with appmpnats County Comprehensive Plans to ensure consistency with Stats Land 
use Goals. 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Wild and Scenic Rivers 

The standards and gtndelines rsquire that eh@bility be maintained for all rivers that have been found 
ehgible and all rivers for which an eligibility evaluation was not completed This wdl avoId any adverse 
effects to W&SR. 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Malntaimng W&SR eligbdity for the Drift Creek (Siletz), North Fork Smith River, and Wasssn Creek 
will have a slight indirect effect on vegetation since portions of these streams are ehgible for &her 
“Scenic” or “Wdd” classification. Timber harvest activities may b-s slightly mcditisd in order to maintain 
the ellgibiity of these three nvsrs. Maintaining eligxbility for the other W&SR will have no indirect 
effects on other resources as they all qualify for “Recreational” classification and current activities in 
the river corridors will not affect their eligbdity 
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ENVIRONMJZNTAL CONSEQUENCES ON WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Wild and 
Scenic Rivers 

Assumptions for predicting effects on W&SRs include: 

1 No more potentially eligble W&SR.s will be found. 
2 Timber management actwites and other actwkvs wdl not affect the “recreational” classlficatmn 

on ners eligible for that designation 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Undeveloped Areas 

All information n ecessary to evaluate eligibility for rivers with a sigmficant component of National 
Forest system land adjacent to the river was awlable. 
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VISUAL QUALI7-Y OBJECTIVE CATEGORIES 

Natural PRESERVATION 

Natural Appearing Natural Appearing RETENTION RETENTION 

Slightly Altered PARTI AL RETENTION’ 

_-. _ . ..-. ._-_ 
Moderately Altered MODIFICATION 

Heavily Altered MAXIMUM MODIFICATION 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON SCENERY (VISUAL Scenery 
QUALITY) 

Direct Effects on Scenery 

Effects on 574,000 acres of scenery depend upon the resource objectwes of each alternatws Of partudar 
importance is the amount of pmtectlon planned for important viewsheds seen fmm roads, nvers, or 
recreation sites. 

Effects on the remaining 57,000 acres of scenery would not vary by alternative because they are largely 
m areas eatabhshed by Congress: Rock Creek, Cummins Creek and Dnft Creek Wildernesses; the 
Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area, and the Cascade Head Scemc-Research Area, which mcludes 
Neskowin Crest Research Natural Area Also included 16 Flynn Creek Research Natural Area, estabhshed 
by the Chief of the Forest Servxe. 

Two major factors deternune the quahty of a landscape: the variety of features such as land form, 
water bodies and vegetation; and, the degree to wbxh the natural appearance 1s altered 

Effects on scenery are presently measured by the degree of change from its natural appearance On 
the Forest, such changes are prnnarily the result of clearcutting and associated road construction 
Therefore, management areas m which tnnber harvesting is prohlblted generally would have a natural 
or hghtly altered appearance Management areas m which timber harvestmg is permitted usually 
would not appear natural In some cases, however, tnnber harvesting has httle effect on the scenery 
because of partwular location and design of mndwidual harvest umta. 

Effects of the alternatnzs on visual quahty are consldersd from the overall, Forestwide perspective, 
and the perspective of important wewsheds. 

Forest-wide Appearance 

Forest-wde visual quahty 1s the appearance of the Forest as it mtght be seen from an airplane or 
from high points on the Forest Unlike for the vlewsheds, there are no specltic locations from which to 
judge such visual quahty Forest-unde effects are the extent to which the overall appearance deviates 
from natural. Thw would vary by alternatwe, wth Alternative H bemg the most natural, and Alternatives 
B and B(Dep) the most heavily altered (See Table IV-19 for the percentage of the Forest which would 
have a natural, lightly altered, and heavily altered appearance m each alternative ) 

Alternative H 

Alternative H would pmvide the most natural appearing landscapes because it would Include the least 
area sutable for tunber production - about 133,000 awas In Alternatwe H 

a Approximately 75,000 acres would be in areas with a natural appearance, such as Wdderness or 
undeveloped areaS 

b At least 151,000 acres would have a hghtly altered appearance This would Include smaller 
blocks of land whxh are unsuitable for timber production, such as spotted owl and bald eagle 
habitat areas, old growth, Special Interest Areas, and dome&c watersheds In these areas, the 
signs of actwitw would be evident, but a natural forest character would dominate Because 
each spotted owl habitat area wooId be 2,000 acres, and roads through some of them may be 
elnnmati, part of tti area may appear natural, rather than lightly altered. 
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c. The 133,000 acres suitable for timber production would have a heavily altered appearance 
dominated by the mosaic pattern of clearcuts. 

d. It is not clear how the remaining acres would appear. These would be unlogged areas internnngled 
with areas suitable for timber production, including the numerous areas where the vegetation 
would be left intact to pmtect watersheds. Where these areas would be small and intermingled 
with clearcut unita, the units would donnnate and the appearance would be heavily altered 
Where the unharvested areas are contiguous, there may be a lightly altered or natural appearance 
The latter is hkely in many parta of the Forest, so it is estimated that about two-thirds of the 
Forest (over 400,000 acres, instead of the 226,000 acres described in a and b above) would probably 
have a lightly al&red or natural appearance (The harvest of timber stands at 130-year or more 
intervals would also help protect the scenery ) 

Alternative G 

a. Appmxbnately 62,000 acres would be in areas with a natural appearance, such as Wilderness or 
undeveloped areas 

b. At 1ees.t 81,000 acres would have a lightly altered appearance These areas are similar to those 
described under b in Alternative H, but there would be less acreage in Alternative G. 

c. The 183,000 acres suitable for timber productron would have a heavily altered appearance 

d. For the reasons described under item “d” in Alternative H, it ie predicted that about half the 
Forest (or about 316,000 acres, instead of the 143,000 acres drscussed in a and b above) would 
be natural or lightly altered m Alternative G 

Alternatives B and B(Dep) 

The Forest’s natural appearance would be most heavily altered in Alternatives B and B(Dep), due to 
the large area suitable for timber production - about 403,000 acres. In these alternatwes: 

a. About 37,000 acres in Wilderness and undeveloped areas would appear natural 

b. About 65,000 acres would have a lightly altered appearance. 

c. About 525,000 acres would have a heavily altered appearance Areas of vegetation left undisturbed 
to protect water and fsh resources would be too small and interspersed among the clearcuta to 
offset the mosaic pattern of clearcuts 

Alternatives A, C, D. E (PA) AND F 

From a Forest-wide appearance standpoint, these alternatives are similar to Alternatives B and B(Dep1 
See Table IV-19. 
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Table IV-19 Visual Appearance of the Forest in the 5th Decade 

Appearance of Sensitive Viewsheds 

Landscapes often seen by the public, such as from a road, river, or recreation site, have greater value 
than the scenery on the rest of the Forest, and are called sensittve viewsheds The appearance of viewsheds 
s@fkantly affects the recreational experience of those vmving it 

About 81,000 acres of Forest land are within 33 sensitwe viewsheds The Vmial Management System 
fVMS1 recommends that the landscapes in the 10 most sensitive viewsheds (Level 11, have a natural 
appearance In the 23 leas sensitive viewsheds (Level 21, a natural appearance should dominate the 
foreground, while the area beyond the foreground may be moderately altered The extent to which the 
VMS recommendations would be met by each alternative in sensitwe viewsheds are displayed in Table 
Iv-20 

DEFINITIONS OF EXPECTED VISUAL CONDITIONS FOR VIEWSHEDS 

Ncdwal Appeamnce - vlewsheds mth a “QO of Pmsematm,, 

Modemtely Altered Appearance . vlewsheds wth VQOs of Pa&al Retentmn and McdBicatlon for vancws parts 

Hawrly Altered Appenmm - vlewsheds vnth a VQO of Mmkticatlon for all, or Maxmm M&fmtmn for all or part of the 
8l%S 

See the Glossary for definitions of the visual quality obJectives 

In the following table, the expected visual condition of the 33 sensitwe viewsheds 1s displayed for each 
alternative except Alternatwe NC The Tnnber Resource Plan (TRP) on which Alternative NC IS based 
did not identify which viewsheds would receive protection of visual quality 
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Table IV-20. Expected View-shed Appearance 

VIJtWSHBD.9 TOtAl Erpected Flltwe candltion of Alternative (1, 

ACRS Edsting NC m A I B B(Ikp) c 

fighway 101 - Coastal 
HIghway 101 - Heba 
fighway 36 
HIghway 34 
Hrghway 18 

Hrghway 22 
Mt H&o Road 
Smth BIVRI Road 
Fwe Fwers Bead 
Yachats Bxver Road 

Sand Beach Road 
N&urn Iher Road 
Little Neetucca Bwer Road 
North Fork Sw&m Bwer Road 
Canal Creek Road 
Canal Creak Campgmmd 

Harlan Road 
North Fork Srmth Ftwer Road 
Fall Creek Road 
Canary-AdaRoad 
Idater Creek Road 

Big Elk Campgmund 
Elk Creek Road 
Dadwad Creek lbmd 
Lmdaw Road 

HIghway 229 
Idan Creek Road 
Sweet Creek Road 

4,266 
6,294 
2,609 
1,689 
1,836 

1,532 
3,164 
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54 
4,126 
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(2) Data for Akemtwe NC 18 not awlable, see pmeedmg +ext 
(3) Includes acres from East & West Mapleton Roads, wluch wrll be managed for ,,,cduicat,on m foreground and mddleground 
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Table IV-20 Cont. Expected Viewshed Appearance 

VIEWSHEDS TOtal JSxpected Future Canditmn of Alternative (1) 

ACreS Existing D E(PA) F G MI H 

H&my 101. coastal 4,288 
H&way 101 _ Hebo 6,294 
Bghway 38 2,609 
Hq&way 34 1,689 
HIghway 18 1,836 

Highway 126 w 1,532 
ThreeCCipesRoad 3,154 
Meuys Peak Road 6,264 
Mereer Road 54 
H&way 364) 4,128 

Hrghway 22 3,256 
Mt Heb., Road 1,710 
Smth Rwer Road 1,426 
Fw? &vers Raad 4,261 
Yachata Iber Road 3,435 

Sand Beach Road 2,413 
Neatucca Iher Road 2,620 
Lttle Nestucca Rwer Road 2,913 
North Fork Smskaw Rwer Road 4,098 
Cad Creek Road 786 
Can.4 Creek Campground 45 

Harlan Road 1,212 
North Fork Smth Ftwer Road 1,847 
Fall Creek Road 566 
C--Ada Road 1,235 
Lobster Creek Road 2,698 

Big Elk Campgmund 
Elk Creek Road 
Deadwood Creek Road 
Lmshw Read 
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1,474 
1,293 
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Table IV-21 is a summary of the previous table and shows how many of the sensitive vlewsheds would 
he in each of the categories. No informatmn is available for Altematwe NC. 

Table IV-21. Number of Viewsheds Ekpected to be in Each Visual Condition Category 

I I I ALTEBNATIVE I 

I I Existing IAIBIB(~~ c (D(WPA)~F(G(H( 

Natural Appearance 

Slighup Altered 
Appearance 

1 10 

19 5 3 1 1 10 10 

Mc.derately Altered 
APWC~ 

11 16 10 11 18 23 23 

2 12 33 33 20 32 15 5 

Overall Visual Quality 

The effects on Forest-wide conditions and newshsds are not the same m each alternative, so it 1s 
difficult to judge the overall visual qua& of an alteraatws Table Iv-22 illustrates a composite visual 
quahty index for each alternative. This is the average of the percent of the Forest with a natural and 
shghtly altered appearance and the percent of the scsmc viewsheds with visual Quality ObJectwes 
(VQOs) of preservation, retention, and partml retention A higher visual quaky index number mdlcates 
that the alternatwe protects more visual values, overall 

Table A’-22. Composite Visual Quality Index for Overall Visual Quality of the Alternatives 

ALTEBNATNFi 

Percent of Forest 
Lightly Altered or 
Natural Appearance 

Bdsting NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

34% 12% 17% 16% 16% 11% 16% 13% 20% 50%~ 67%(l) 

Percent Viewshed 
Acres with VQOs 
of Preservatwn, 
Fwerltw~ or Partial 
Retentmn 

44% ra 44% 0% 0% 31% 5% 49% 66% 14% 14% 

V,sual Buallty Index 39 (2, 31 8 8 24 10 34 43 62 11 

(1) Estmats 
(2) Dcmmentatmn for the Tunber Beso- Plan on which Altematm NC ,s based suggests that 17 to 91 percent of the vmvshed would 

have retentmn or partd retentmn A value of 50%, s&to Altematwe A and em&m9 condttmn, ,a probably reammbk, and the 
-mual quahty mdex would be 28 
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Cumulative Effects on Scenery 

The above predictions of effects apply only to Forest land wthm the viewsheds. Other parts of the 
viewsheds are often prwately owned Timber management activ~txs on pnvate lands usually do not 
comply with objectives recommended by the VMS, so these awas may be heavily altered, while the 
Forest Service may bs trying to provide a more natural appearance Where this occurs, the cumulatwe 
effect would be a more altered appearance than predicted. However, wth careful design and scheduhng, 
Forest Service harvest units can be ussd to mitigate the effect of cutting on private land by elimmating 
straight lines and square curnsm. 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Scenery 

See the section on Consistency With Plans And Policies Of Other Agsncws in this chapter for informatmn 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Scenery 

As noted in the Cumulative Effects Section, the best ways to nntlgate the adverse effects of timber 
harvest activities are to design the harvest units to ehminate straight hnes, square corners, and the 
like Other mitigation measures used to maintain or nnprovs visual quality include locating actwitles 
where they will bs screened frum Forest visitors, designing activltws so the appearance harmonizes 
with natural conditmns or is otherwise inconspicuous, and sssunng that colors resulting fmm an actwity 
do not contrast with the surroundings. (See FEIS, Chapter II, “Mltlgatmn”) 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation, Water Quality, Soil, Fish, and Wildlife 

Harvesting activities, designed to maintin a visual management objective, will effect vegetatmn, water 
quality, soil, f=h, and wildlife. The impacts wdl bs generally less than harvest activltles where wood 
fiber production 1s the pnmary objective. See the appropriate sections m this chapter for a discussion 
of the effects of harvestmg 

Recreation 

Scenery protected wthm a viewshsd will usually enhance recreational expenences 

Wilderness, Undeveloped Areas, and Old Growth 

There are no effects on old gmwth, Wdderness, or undeveloped areas as a result of changes m scenery 

Community and Social 

Scenery protected within scenic viewsheds ~111 usually enhance recreational experiences and improve 
the local tounst trade Conversely, pmtscting scenery may affect tnnber harvest levels shghtly and 
have an effect on the tnnbsr related portmn of the local economy 

Remainder of the Environmental Components 

There are no effects on the remanxder of the envlmnmental components as a result of changes III 
scenery. 
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Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Scenery 

Aseumpths for pnzdicting effects on scenery include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

It is phykally and operationally possible to locate and design timber harvest units and mada so 
that banesting the programmed acreage and volume of timber can be done within the limits of 
visual alternation specified. 

The calculated time required for a harvested area to pase finm one wual condition to another 
is correct. 

Tbe visual condition classes described pertain to National Forest land only 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Scenery 

Predictions of effects were made with the most current information available The following information 
used to predict those effects is either unavailable or mcomplete; additlonal information is needed on 
these topics: 

1. The percent of each vlewshed owned by others 

2 The effects on scenery of unldfire, windthrow, and pest outbreaks 

3 Tbe amount and rate of future harvest on pnvate lands withm scenic viewsheds 
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Research 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ALTERNATIVE23 
ON RESEARCH 

Direct Effects on Research 

Opportunities for research on natural forest systems would bs reduced most by Alternatwes NC, A, B, 
B(Dep) and C because they would require extenswe vegetation disturbance to emphasize production of 
elk and timber, and economic efficiency 

Alternatives that emphasize undeveloped recreation, spotted owl and f=h habitat, and protection of 
watersheds and scenery (Alternatives F, G, and H) would maintain more opportunities for research on 
natural systems, because vegetation d=turbance would not bs allowed on large areas In addltlon, 
management areas for bald eagles, spotted owls, and undeveloped recreation m some alternatives 
would at least partmlly include spemfic areas proposed as Research Natural Areas (RNAs) or identified 
as having special research values. Effects of Alternatwea D and E(PA) would be mtermediate 

There are several areas with research values which would not bs affected by the alternatives The 
following would bs managed under existing plans which largely protect the exlstmg research values 

1. Rock Creek Wilderness 
2. Cummins Creek Wdderneas 
3 Drift Creek Wilderness 
4. Flynn Creek RNA 
5 Cascade Head area of the H&o Ranger District, including 

a Cascade Head Expsrunental Forest 
b Neskowm Crest RNA 
c Other portlous of Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area 

6 Undeveloped status of the potential Threetie Lake and Tenmde Creek RNAs 

Effects of Alternatives on Potential Research Natural Areas 

Cummins/Gwynn Creek - The Cummins Crask/Gwynn Creek area has several aquatic and terrestnal 
systems of high scientific value One is Cummms Creek itself, which is an undisturbed anadromous 
fish stream flowing through both Sitka spruce/western hemlock and Douglas-fir forests. Undisturbed 
vegetatwe commuaitw not available for research elsewhere. in the central to northern Coast Range 
are western hemlock/swordfern, old-growth Douglas-fir and western hemlock/swordfern, and old-growth 
Douglas-fir and western hemlock/Oregon grape The land is steep, highly dissected, and very unstable 
About 1000 of the 4300 acres of the site are currently protected from timber harvest as part of the 
Caps Perpetua Scemc Area The remamder 1s m the Cummins Creak Wdderness 

Alternatwza E(PA) and H would daalgnate the Cummms/Gwynn Creek area as a potential RNA 
Opportunities for research relative to the wdd fish populations and vegetative commumties would be 
preserved Examples of common natural earthflow phenomena would also bs maintamed for research 
purpo- 

Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), C, D, F, and G would not designate the CummMGwynn Creek area 
as a potential RNA In order to understand the environmental consequences of this action, the Cummms 
Creek and Gwynn Creek portions should be comxdered separately 

Cummina Creek - This portion is in the Cummins Creek Wdderness Not designating it for RNA 
purposes m Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), C, D, F, and G would have bttle or no immediate Impact 
on the inherent suentlfic values All natural systems and processes, both aquatlc and terrestrial, would 
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’ mmaln largely intact under Wilderness management and the associated low levels of other uses. In 
view of the large size of the streams and vegetative ecosystems to be preserved, it ls unlikely that 
even trail development would have a significant effect. 

Gzeynn Creek - Of the eight alternatives that do not designate a potential RNA, five (A, C, D, F, and 
G) would preserve a 1960-acre Cape Perpatua Scenic Area The lOOO-acre Gwynn Creek portion of 
the RNA in question would bs pmtectsd in the larger Scenic Area An intact forest is the key component 
of the ecosystem, so damage to the inherent scientific values would bs unlikely. The stand of old growth, 
in particular, is very remote and there is little chance of significant impacts from recreation or other 
non-timber uses. 

Alternatives B and BfDep) would preserve a 160-acre Caps Perpetua Scemc Area which does not include 
the potential Gwynn Creek RNA. Thus, the old-growth stand and the rest of the potential RNA would 
be available for timber harvest. Removal of the trees would alter the natural systems and processes 
and abruptly destroy the scientific values Alternative NC would preserve 990 acres of Scenic Area, 
which would include about 200 acres of the RNA. 

Reneke Creek - The most notable scientific feature of the Raneke Creek area is an ecosystem dominated 
by red alder that is drained by two matched perennial streams These streams would be particularly 
useful for studymg nutrient cycling in a dsclduous forest. The research values have been protected 
under administrative status since 19’78 as part of the H&o Planning Unit 

Alternatives B, B(Dep), C, and D would not pmtsct the potential RNA at Reneke Creak. mmber harvest 
of part of the area would remove the natural stand of red alder and otherwise alter the aquatic and 
terrestrial systems and processes so that they would have little value as baselines for scientific study. 

Alternatives NC, A, E(PA), F, G, and H would protect the potential RNA from timber harvest This 
action would clearly mamtain the scientific values since the brushy terrain would prevent significant 
impacts from other uses. 

Sand Lake - The most notable scientific features of the Sand Lake area are maawe, active parabola 
sand dunes that extend almost four miles inland fmm the ocean About 240 acres of the most &and 
dunes and adjacent forest with old-growth trees make up the potentxd RNA Some of these large trees, 
but little of the actual dunes of interest, are protected by a 40-acre bald eagle management area present 
in all alternatives. 

Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), C, and F would not designate a potential RNA at Sand Lake Although 
the area of concern is still relatively intact because of closures and inaccessabdlty, it could bs vulnerable 
to damage from heavy recreational use Of particular concern is ORV activity, which has already altered 
much of the natural vegetation elsewhere m the dune system at Sand Lake (Wlsdemann 1964). 
Disturbance and 1~ of vegetation on the potential RNA would destabilize the dunes. Loss of sclentlfic 
values would probably occur gradually as recreational use increases in the area 

Alternatives D, E(PA), G, and H would designate an RNA at Sand Lake and prohibit any development 
or heavy uss of the area for purposes other than research. Because of the vulnerability of the area to 
unintended impacts, however, construction of fences and purchase of adjacent land by The Nature 
Conservancy or other special measures may also bs needed to truly protect the scientific values from 
damage by ORV use 
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Research 

Regardless of the alternative, the effect of forest activities on research oppcrtunitms on natural systems 
becomes more crltmal when the greater rate of loss of such natural systems on adjacent privately-owned 
land is considered. If trends continue, most of the natural systems needed for RNAs will be found only 
on National Forest lands. 

Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Research 

Areas such as Wassen Creek, Lily Lake, and Table and Euchre Mountains, which are deemed worthy 
of preservation for research purposes by the Oregon Natural Heritage Program (ONHP) (ORS 273 576, 
ONHP Data Base 19851, are not considered for RNA status m any alternative They may, however, be 
somewhat protected by management for other resources Other ONHP recommended sites such as 
Gwynn Creak, Reneke Creek, and Sand Lake ars pmposed for RNA study m some alternatives but 
not others Alternatives which do not propose the study of all potential RNAs [all except E(PA) and 
HI am inconsistent with national and regional plans for the RNA system (USDA Forest Service 1934d), 
which identified the need for studying all potential RNAs and preserving specific needed ecosystems 
found there. 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Research 

Standards and Guidelines will ensure that active research project, will not be adversely affected by 
other management actions Research actwltres into natural processes ~111 be designed to be unobtruswe 
in some management areas 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation 

Pmductwlty and natural genetic compositmn of vegetatmn m RNAs would be maintained The vegetation 
occupying these areas would grow without any human influence on the species composition or stand 
characteristtcs that develop. Because RNAs are undllturbed, fuel loadmg and risk of wildfire may 
mcresss Permittmg fire to run its course inside RNAs could endanger other resource values outside 

Watersheds 

High quality water and fish habitat are mamtainad in RNAs (S es “Environmental Consequences of 
the Alternatives on Watersheds” and “Envuonmental Consequences of the Alternatives on Fish” for a 
complete discussion of these effects). 

Recreation 

Motorized or developed use would be prohibited within RNAs (see “Environmental Consequences of 
the Alternatives on Recreation” for a complete discussion of these effects) 

The sxistrng scenery would be retained (see “Envuonmental Consequences of the Alternatives on 
Scenery” for a complete discussion of these effects) 
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Wildlife most adversely affected by RNAs would be species dependent on early successional stages 
Wildlife mcst dependent on mature and older forest successional stages would benefit most from RNAs 
(see “Environmental Consequences of the Alternatives on Wddbfe” for a complete discussion of these 
C&&4) 

RNAs do not mahe a direct economic contribution tc local communities in the short rnn However, 
information and understanding of the ecology of forest systems gained through maearch m those areas 
could increase abilities tc produce greater economic and aesthetic values on the remainder of the Forest 
over the long run. 

Air Quality 

RNA management would not affect air quality because activities that create large amounts of air 
pollution are prohibited (see “Effects on Air Quality” for a complete discussion of these effect& 

ImcxtsaudDii 

Insects and dkases would develop naturally Epidemics or mot rota that do get started would not be 
controlled unless they jeopardize resourca values outside the RNAs 

cultural Resources 

RNA management prohibits land-disturbing activities, so cultural resources would not be inadvertently 
destroyad. On the other hand, intensive excavations would not bs allowed, so any buried cultural msoumss 
would not bs found 

Other Environmental Components 

The effecta of the alternatives on mseamh opportunities would have no indirect effects on other 
envnonmental components. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Research 

One assumption for pnxhcting affects on research is that few additional a- with high reseamb 
valuea will bs discovered to offset any leases in known areas. Intact natural systems am in short supply 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Research 

The predictions of effscta were made with the most current information available More detailed 
information on priorities of the Oregon Natural Heritage Program ls needed to more accurately predict 
effects on that program. 
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Communities 
ENVIRONMJZNTAL CONSEQUENCES ON COMMUNITIES 

Direct and Indirect Effects on Communities 

The major effects of the alternatives on local communities would be changes m economic opportunities 
associated with Forest resources and changes in the quality of amenities like scenery, fishing and 
firewood gathering. Economic opportumties are examined by considering the amount of money which 
would be paid fmm Forest receipts to counties and changes in employment and mcome levels resulting 
from changes in Forest outputs, receipts and expemhtures These factors, along v&h less quantifiable 
measures of changes m amenity values m-e considered in examining the effect of the alternatives on 
bfestyles and community structure. 

In general, the effects of the alternatwes are determined by comparing projected conditions m the 
next decade to average condltlons from the past 5 and 10 years The basehne from which socml and 
economic changes are measured is an estimate of the present contnbutmn of Forest activltms and 
outputs to local communities. This baselme 1s mtended to represent the average level of actlvltiies and 
outputs from the Forest 

The social analysts focuses on economic changes durmg the 1st decade w&in communities in the 8 
counties surmundmg the Forest Most of these changes are expected to result from variations m the 
amount of timber harvested on the Forest, because of the timber economy tws between the Forest and 
the surrounding commumties Recreatmn opportumties and wddlife and fsh habitat are also important 
in terms ofJobs, but their Impact on the local economy would not become apparent until later decades 
In the 1st decade, the quality and locatmn of recreatmn use 1s projected to differ only sbghtly among 
the alternatives 

See Chapter III, “Social and Econormc Settmg” sectmn for a descnption the existmg condltlons and 
Appendix B, “Social and Economic Impact Analysis” section for a descnptlon of the assumptmns and 
analysis procedures. 

Payments to Counties 

Twenty-five percent of the gross receipts collected on the Forest are distributed to countms for school 
and mad programs. These payments are proJected for each alternative based on the receipts from 
future timber sales and fees from mmeral leases, livestock gmzmg permits, campground users and 
special use permits Most of the effects of changes in payments would be m Douglas, Lane, Lmcoln, 
and Tdlamook counties which recewe 92% of the payments The remaining 8% would be to Benton, 
Coos, Polk and Yambdl counties Changes in the amount of money paid to countms would change 
both the amount of money avmlable for mad and school programs and the tax burden on local residents 

The differences in payments to countlea among alternatwes would be primanly due to differences m 
the amount of timber harvest nmber harvest in the 1st decade would range fmm 80 MMCF/year m 
Alternative B(Dep) to 13 5 MMCF/year in Alternative H. Alternative E(PA) would harvest 61 MMCF/year 
of timber in the 1st decade (see Chapter II for more detmled information on timber harvest by alternatwe) 

The annual payments to counties in the 1st decade are projected to range from $4 million (adjusted 
for mflation to 1982 dollars) for Alternative H to $23 mdlion for Alternative B(Dep) (Figure IV-12). 
Payments for Alternative E(PA) are pmjected to be $18 rmllion/year Payments in the 1st decade in 
all alternatives except G and H are ape&d to be higher than the average 1979-1988 payments of 
$12 million. 
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FIGURE m-12. 1st DECADE PAYMENTS TO COUNTIES 

Employment and Income 

Changes in Forest outputs which support local industries, payments to counties, and costs to operate 
the Forest (expenditures for salaries, services and supplies) would result in changes in employment 
and income in local communities. These changes are pmjscted for the 1st decade for the 8 counties 
surrounding the Forest, and are based on the expected level of timber harvest, recreational use, wildlife 
and fish habitat, payments to counties, and Forest Service expenditures The pmjsctions include both 
the direct effects that changes in Forest outputs would have on jobs and income in the lumber and 
wood pmducta, tourist, and fmbing mdustrles, and the indirect effscta in all sectors of the local economy. 
The pmjections aze based on the Siuslaw IMPLAN model The estimates have not been adjusted to 
account for recent advancements in sawmlll technology Details of the IMPLAN model are pmvidsd in 
Appendix B, “Economic Impact Model ” 

Changes in joaS dependent on Forest outputs and activities relative to the present contribution of 
7,800 jobs are pmjected to range fmm a 44% increase m Alternative B(Dep) to a 46% decrease in 
Alternative H (Figure IV-13). Changes in employees’ income dependent on Forest outputs and activities 
relative to the current contribution of $153 m&on are projected to range from a 57% increase in 
Alternative B(Dep) to a 47% decrease in Alternative H (Figure IV-12). The alternatnw which would 
contribute the most jobs and income in the 1st decade are B(Dep) and NC Alternatives G and H would 
initiate decreaw m jobs and income The expected changes for the other alternatives range from -28 
to +35%. 
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FIGURE Iv-13 1st DECADE CHANGES IN LOCAL EMPLOYMENT 

The differences in jobs and wages among alternatnw am pnmanly due to differences 1x1 the amount 
of timber available for harvest. Most of the economc actmty dependent on the Forest 1s assocmted 
with timber sales to local lumber and wood products mdustnes, payments to counties from tmber 
receipts, and Forest Service expenditures for tmber and road management activities Employment . . oppxtumtm and nwome are expected to remain the same or mcrease in most of the alternatives 
because they (1) pmwde more timber than was harvested m the past, and (2) pmmde mere Forest 
Service payments to counties, and/or (3) require more Forest Service expenditures than made m the 
past 10 years 
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FIGURF: IV-14 1st DECADE CHANGES IN INCOME FROM LOCAL EMPLOYMENT 

Most of the changes in job opportunities would occur in the sectors associated with lumber and wood 
products manufacturing, but other sectors are also affected Figure IV-15 compares 1st decade jobs by 
five highly aggregated sectors for each alternative and the 1984-1988 base period The tive categories 
displayed in Fqure Iv-15 are Agriculture (AG), Construction and Manufacturing (CON & MFG), Wood 
Pmducts (WOOD PROD), Tnmsportation and Utilities (XPT, UT) and the service type sectors Finance, 
Services and Government (F,S,G). This graph displays how employment in the four sectors responds 
to changes in outputs and activities among the alternatives In all alternatives, the service type sectors 
are the largest employer. The agricultural sector 1s relatively stable and less influenced by Forest Service 
activities. Variation in recreation, fmh and wildlife outputs among alternatives does not offset employment 
effects of changes in timber harvest. However, m Alternatwes F, G and H it can be seen that the 
employment in other sectors does not decline as sharply as employment in the wood products sector. 
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FIGURE IV-15 1st DECADE CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR 

with the exception of Alternatwes NC, B(Dep), G  and H, the magmtude of community change resultmg 
from Forest activities IS expected to be m thin the range of changes experienced by local commumt~es 
during the last ten years However, national and regmnal economic trends may modify the effects of 
the alternatives on local commumties For example, If tmber is not harvested because of weak markets 
for wood products, fewer Job oppmtumtm would be provided than projected Likewise, the past decade 
has seen a dechne in labor m tensity of wood products manufactunng In 1979, sawmills 1x1 Oregon 
employed an average of 4 5 workers per MMRF of lumber produced; by 1986 only 2 8 workers were 
employed per MMBF To the extent this trend contmues in the future, there wll be fewerjobs associated 
with tmber manufacturing. 

Lifestyles are the characteristic ways different groups of people live, includmg both work and lmure 
time. Some people have lifestyles that are financmlly dependent on a particular Forest resource, such 
as people workmg m  lumber and wood products, fishing and tounst mdustnes Others are less financially 
dependent upon a particular Forest resource 

Many people (regardless of finanml dependency on Forest resources) partmpate in recreational actmtles 
on the Forest, such as huntmg, fBhing, pictllckmg, viewing wildbfe and scenery and gathenng firewood 
However, the primary ties between the Forest and surrounding cmmnuutzs are related to employment 
from forest resources because leisure activities on most of the Forest is severely hmited by the steep 
topography and dense vegetation. Therefore, most of the changes in lifestyles generated from the 
alternatms are expected to be caused by changes in the amount of tmber harvested, Forest Se~ce 
payments to countws, and Forest &nice expenditures 
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I” general, changes in Forest outputs and activities would have a more noticeable impact on small 
rural communities adjacent to the Forest These cammmities, with resource-dependent economies and 
lifestyles, are more immediately and dimctly affected than the larger, more diverafied, communities 
in the Forest’s area of mfluence. The economic consequences to commutllties are directly affected by 
changes m the tnnber program because the changes in timber actwitiea and outputs are larger than 
the changes I” recreation, fmh habitat, and amenities 

Alternatives NC, B, B(Dep) and C - I” the 1st decade, this group of alternatives would provide 
between 26% and 44% more employment opportunities, with most of the change being in j&w dependent 
on the lumber and wood pmducts mdustries. Whde the job opportunities m the 1st decade would be 
greatest in Alternative B(Dep), the situation would be temporary because harvest levels begin to fall 
after the 1st decade. 

Employment opportunities in these four alternatives would change primarily in small mountain, coastal 
and valley communities which have economies dominated by lumber and wood products firms. 
Opportunities in the larger coastal ports and urban areas in the Willamette Valley would not be as 
noticeable Opportunities for people involved I” tourism and commercial f=bing would remain sixmlar 
to pnzsent levels or increase slightly due to increases in recreation use. 

These alternatives would also affect bfestyles by altering noncommocllty wsources. Opportumties for 
some personal uses such as hunting and recreation associated with maded portions of the Forest would 
mmin at cllmsnt levels or “xTeas& sbghtly. People would find less of some resoumes such as old 
growth, wildlife habitat, visual quality, and undeveloped areas 

Alternatives A, D and E(PA) - Alternatives A, D and E(PA) would ““tiate between 17% and 20% 
increases in employment opportunities fmm Forest outputs and activities The mcreases would pnmanly 
be due to higher timber harvests and payments to counties from tn”ber sale receipts Job oppatunitles 
for people involved in tourism and commercial fEhi”g would also increase due to mcreases in recreational 
use of the Forest 

These altematwes am smular to the four alternatives d&cussed above m terms of effects cm bfestyles 
thmugb noncommodity ties Opportullltles for some personal uses of the Forest would increase, such 
as elk hunting, tizwmod gathering, and recreation m maded portions of the Forest However, people 
who depend on the Forest for less consumptive uses would be less satisfied as resoumes such as old 
growth, wildlife habitat, visual quality, and undeveloped areas am reduced 

Alternative F - The level of employment opportunities pmvlded by Alternative F would be only slightly 
higher than the past IO year average There would be only slightly more opportunltw lumber and 
wacd products sector. Increases in employment would be pnmanly finm increases m county re”l?““es 
and Forest Service expenditures. Opportunities for people involved m tounsm and commercml tishmg 
would increase slightly due to increases 1” recreatmnal “se of the Forest LIfestyles of pwple dependent 
on noncommodity uses of the Forest may change slightly For example, Altematwe F would provide 
more fish habitat than at present, but less visual quality, elk habitat, and semiprimitive recreational 
opport”“itles. 

Alternatives G and H - Kgh level of amenity outputs associated with Alternatives G and H would 
maintain or increase opportunities for personal uses of the Forest such as fshing, viewing scenery and 
recreation as.soc”&d with undeveloped areas and wildhfe habltat. People who are concerned with the 
preservation of natural systems would find that mcare old growth and undeveloped areas are mamtamed 
However, employment opportunities would decrease between 25% and 45%, because of the reduction 
in timber harvest Oppcrtumties for people involved in tounsm and commercial fishmg would increase 
because of nlclvases in recreational “se of the Fowt 
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Communities 

The activities, resource outputs, and environmental conditions that would differ among the alternatives 
have the potential to affect the cohesion and the infrastructure of local communities Cohesion refers 
to the degree of cooperation and lack of conflxt in communities; their mfrastructures are pubbc and 
commercial factities and serwes. 

The effect of the alternatwes on local communities would &ffer by the amount of conflict that may be 
introduced in communities, and more importantly, by the need for pubhc and commercial facilities As 
discussed prevmusly, the impact of the alternatives are primarily generated by changes in the county 
revenues which are tied to the timber program. As m the case of the effects of the alternatwes on 
lifestyles, small rural commumties have the potential to be affect&d more than larger communities 

Most communities are not static, but are constantly experiencing on-gomg change As noted m the 
discussion of the effects on lifestyles, communities are subject to many influences other than the Forest, 
as is the area as a whole. Because only about 5% of the total employment in the eight counties surmundmg 
the Forest is attributable to Forest outputs and activltles, the changes proposed by the alternatives 
are well within the magmtude of change communities have exljenencsd in the last ten years 

Population Change and Crowding 

In recent decades, changes in population have reflected movement of people m and out of the local 
area to respond to a variety of employment and environmental amemty factors By &elf, the Forest 
does not have p&&able influence on the populatmn of the eight county area dunng the bfe of this 
Forest Plan. For example, the changes in employment opportunities withm the 8-county area expected 
from the alternatives range fmm a 2% increase (Alternative B(Dep)) to a 2% decrease (Alternatwe 
H) These changes are within the range of employment changes inherent m the seasonal and cycbcal 
nature of the area’s economy 

Cumulative Effects on Communities 

The effects of Forest management and the associated outputs on local commumties also depend upon 
the management and outputs of other ownerships withm the area of influence For example, the mcreases 
in lumber and wood pmducts employment projected for the Forest in most alternatives might not 
offset a decrease in employment opportunitws associated mth a decrease in harvest from other 
ownerships On the other hand, some of the decreases in employment projected for Alternatives G and 
H could be offset by increases in harvest on other lands. In the case of commumty effects dependent 
on other resource outputs, such as recreation opportunities, wddlife and fsh habitat, and firewood 
supplies, changes in the output levels fmm one owner&p would be offset to a certain extent on another 
class of owner&p until that ownership’s supply capacity was reached 

Tmaber Sqply m the Paafic Northwest - Aggregate Impltcatmns of Forest Plans (USDA Forest Serwe, 
1989) presents estimates of available tnnber supplies m Washington and Oregon under the Preferred 
Alternatwe scenarms from Draft EISs Thii study found that for Northwest Oregon, there is the potential 
to increase aggregate timber avrulability with most of the increase commg from non-industrial and 
non-Forest Service Federal ownerships Tnnber supplies in West-Central Oregon would be relatively 
stable with only slightly less timber available over the next two decades as Forest Service Plans prepared 
under NRVfA gtudelines are implemented. Douglas County IS expected to experience a significant decbne 
m available tnnber from pnvate industnal ownerships over the next two decades, whde suppbes from 
Forest Serwx and other ownerships would remam relatively stable 
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Consistency with Other Plans and Policies for Communities 

See “Coneietency With Plans And Pollcles Of Other Agencies” in this chapter for more information. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Communities 

The major assumptions wed to p&ct the effect.s of the alternatives on communities were; addItIonal 
information is needed on these topics. 

1. Communities are affected hy changes in Forest management and the associated changes in 
resource outputs. Such changes are felt through economic and aesthetic ties. 

2. The relationships between employment/income and Forest outputs are quantifiable and pre- 
dictable. The predictions are based on a model of industrial relationships in 1972 and data of 
the local economy in 1977. The actual model used to predict these effects is discussed in Appendii 
B. 

3 Resource outputs (especially timber, wildlife and fEh habitat, and recreational opportunities) 
would be used. For example, the projected timber levels would not only be sold, but, unlike the 
past, that amount would also be harvested. In addition, tb timber would be used by manufacturers 
in patterns similar to those in the past. 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Communities 

Predictions of effects were made with the most current mformation avadable. The following information 
used to predict those effects is either unavailable or incomplete; additional mformation is needed on 
these topics: 

1. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Future social and economic trends that would mfluence local communities For example, the 
effects of Forest timber supplies on local commumttes might by ampbtied or offset by changes 
in the national and international demand for wood products, advances in mill technology, and 
incentives for timber supplies from other land owners. Also, the aesthetic ties between the Forest 
and the communities would be influenced by demographic and economic trends of the local 
population 

Future management and resource outputs on lands other than the Siwlaw National Forest 

Community specific information on effects 

Data on nonlinear relationships between resource outputs and jobs/income 

Changes in the relationship between Forest outputs and lobs and income that have occurred 
during the latest national economic cycle 
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Direct and Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Treatment of cultural n?soumes would bs the same under all alternatwes. Sites would be located and 
protected untd they have been evaluated for listing on the National Fleg&sr of l%stonc Places. If a 
site is not eligible, it would be evaluated for research or interpretive value, and an appropriate plan 
for its treatment and/or enhancement would be prepared. If disturbance of a significant site cannot be 
avoided, a mitigation plan will bs prepared The site will not bs disturbed until the rmtigatlon plan 1s 
approved by the State Historic Preservation Office. 

The Forest Cultural Resource Management Program focuses on the identification, evaluation and 
eventual interpret&on of s&s and ewdence of all types of human a&n&es that have occurred on the 
forest durmg the last 11,000 years The management of these non-renewable resourcea wdl contmue 
to be based on a three phase approach: 

1. Survey - A cultural resource survey is conducted prior to every land disturbing project that 
takes place on the forest The purpose of the survey is to identify and document sites of past 
human activity on the forest 

2. Evaluation - Identified sItea ars evaluated to determme If they are ebgble for the National 
Register of Historic Places 

3. Interpretation - S&s that have the potenta to tell any part of the story of the bzstory of the 
area are selected for interpretation to the public 

The survey, evaluation and preservation (for eventual interpretation) of cultural resources will be the 
same under all alternatwes. As sItea are identified, mapped, and studied, plans wdl be developed for 
the eventual interpretation of a represent&we sample of all of the s&e types that occur on the Forest 

At present little is known about the early inhabitants of the Coast Ranges m Oregon. The excavation 
of some sites that could bs impacted by planned earth-disturbing activities may provide the opportumty 
to add substantmlly to our knowledge 

Air Quality 

Implement&on of any alternatwe would produce smoke fmm slash burmng that affects air quality 
and visibility along the coast from Tiiamook to Coos Bay and in the Willametts Valley from Portland 
to Eugene Tbe potential to impact air quality would be higher m the alternatwes that burn more 
acrea and produce more smoke 

If the amount of logging residue produced per acre remains the same as m the past decade, Alternatwes 
NC and A thmugh F would produce more residue than could be burned under the State of Oregon 
Smoke Management Plan. This 1s due to the expected demand for permlsslon to burn from all users 
in the air shed, not just from midue treatment on the Siuslaw NatIonal Forest 

All actwitiea on the Forest that produce smoke will comply v&h the State of Oregon Smoke Management 
Plan, which is designed to meet the requirements of the federal Clean Am Act by regulating the amount 
of total suspended particulatea (TSPs) emitted from slash burning The Smoke Management Plan sets 
goals for emissions and regulates the amount and timmg of burning of logging slash to reduce the 
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potential for smoke to enter highly populated areas. The acres burned will be limitad by two different 
smoke management constraints. One limitation is the annual production of TSP. The other is the 
restriction on tons of TSP pmduced daily. 

The Smoke Management Plan, in compliance with the Clean Air Act, bmits TSP production by the 
Forest to 2,071 tons in the year 2000. (This limit is 50 percent of the 4,142 tons produced in the years 
1976 through 1979.) Research on the Smslaw National Forest shows that approximately 1,350 pounds 
of TSP is produced per acre burned. In the last 5 years the forest has burned about 4,000 acres par 
year while burning within the Smoke Management Plan constraints. Table IV-23 displays the estimated 
annual average TSP that would be produced in the 1st decade for each alternative. All of the alternatives, 
except G and H, would harvest more acres than could be burned under the Smoke Management Plan. 

Table N-23. Estimated Annual Production of Total Suspended Particolates (TSP) 

I I ALTEBNATlVE I 

Harvested Acres 

h To Be Bmadcast 
Burned 

Tom of TSP 

NC A B B(Dep) C D EG’A) F c H 

9,200 6,278 5,728 6,703 5,796 5,217 5,169 4,606 2,671 1,200 

3,810 3,810 3,810 3,810 3,810 3,810 3,810 3,810 2,210 1,020 

2,373 2,373 2,373 2,313 2,313 2,373 2,313 2,373 1,414 635 

Table IV-23 shows annual averages for the decade. The number of acres burned each year will be 
higher at the beginning of the decade and wll decline until the goal of 2,071 tons for the year 2000 1s 
reached. Fewer acxes may be burned in any year due to weather conditions 

The Clean Air Act requires that daily pollution levels do not exceed a 1977-1978 basehne. The standard 
is called Prevention of Significant Detenoration (PSD) and is mtended to protect vislblllty in Class I 
and II areas. The baseline for the Siuslaw and the estimated daily emmions for the 1990s is in Table 
IV-24 

Table N-24. Estimated Daily Production of TSP 

I ~~~ Aveqw number of acres burned annually I 5,414 1 3,810 1 2,273 1 1,020 1 

Average number of inmung days anma& I 24 1 42 1 42 1 42 1 

Average tans of TSP prcdwed per bunung day I 152 I 56 1 34 1 15 1 

The Forest will continue to follow the daily burning instructions and will meet the emwioas reductions 
required in the Smoke Management Plan. Both the annual and daily production of TSP are expected 
to ba less than the Smoke Management Plan and Clean An Act bmtts. 
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Air Quality 
The effects of smoke on the environment were addressed in the Region Six Fmal Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) on Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation These effects include visibility 
reduction and potential health effects. All of the mitigation measures in the vegetation management 
FEIS would bs followed in each of the Forest Plan alternatives 

Emissions from slash burning have not been identified by the Environmental Protection Agency as 
hazardous, and no linnta have been set for compounds in forest smoke (Sandberg et al 1979). Burning, 
slash disposal, ah quality and related topme are the subject of ongoing and future research 

Fore& have a role in producing oxygen and fdtermg au. Relative to the entire forested area, there is 
very little difference among alternatives in the amount of land in a forested condition at any given 
time The difference would relate mostly to how much land is converted to non-forest conditions such 
as roads or administrative sites Thii difference among alternatives would bs less than 1% of the total 
forested land over the next three decades 

The amount ofland to be clearcut harvested ma given year would have a very small, short-term influence 
on air quality The mechanism through which vegetation affects air quahty 1s gas exchange through 
the leaves Consequently, changes m the amount of leaf area on the forest may have some effect on 
air quality. However, the rapid rate with which land revegetates in the Coast Ranges minimizes this 
effect The period between harvest and a return to high levels of total leaf area on a site is short, 
probably less than 20 years. The difference among alternatives in the amount of land harvested each 
year would be leas than 1% of the total forested area 

Foresta affect carbon levels in the atmosphere by storing fmed carbon in plant tissues. Plants take up 
carbon when they grow and release it during respiration and when burned or decomposed Old forests 
are generally in balance, taking up as much carbon as is released through respnation or decomposition 
They have large stores of carbon in large organic matter that may be lost during conversion to young 
managed forests. Young forests take up more carbon than they respire, but do not store es much m 
decay-resistant large pieces. 

The role of forests in producing oxygen and pmvldmg clean an locally and globslly requires additional 
research. 

Forest production of forags range for hveetock in the Coast Ranges is linnted to small meadows along 
the streams and coast and to temporary openings created by timber harvesting Use of the forest for 
grazing has been, and would continue to bs low. The impacts to other Forest resources from grasmg 
is expected to be very low and no significant impacts are anticipated Opportumties for grazing vary 
little among alternatwes, but increase somewhat with mcreases m timber harvest that provides transitory 
or temporary range Grazing opportumties are greatest in Alternatwes NC and A through F; they are 
low in Alternatwes G and H. No envimnmental consequences are expected from grazing. Chapter II 
has a discussion of the range program 

Forest mineral resources are directly affected by use and depletion of those reaourcss. Other forest 
resoumes are directly and indirectly affected by the amount of development and extraction of minerals 
reaourcss Effects include disturbance and destruction of vegetation, soil removal and erosion, 
sedimentation and increassd turbidity of water, destruction of unldhfe and fish habitat, reduction in 
visual quality and recreation opportumtiea. Other effects include mcreased availabdny of energy resources 
to communities in the northwest and throughout the nation, local use of common mmerals, especially 
road rock, for economic and amenity development of other forest resources These effects vary in 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON OTHER RESOURCES 

~=~pmportion to the amount of - available for minerals exploration and development and in proportion 
to the extent of actual development and use. 

The amount of area available for minerals development varies by alternatives, see FEIS Chapter II, 
“Management of Minerals” Alternatives NC and A thmugh D have less area (leas than 62,800 acres) 
withdrawn from oil and gns leases. Alternatives E(PA1 through H have more areas (more than 64,800 
acres) withdrawn. Alternatives NC and A thmugh D have fewer acres v&b moderate and hrgh restrictions 
on orl and gas development; alternatives E(PA) through H have more acres with restrictions Alternatives 
NC and A through C have more - (more than 380,800 acres) available for common minerals extraction; 
alternatmes D through H have less area (less than 132,700 acres) available Generally, Alternatives 
NC and A through D have a higher probabiity of effects on other resources from minerals development 

Human and Community Development Activities 

The Forest has several programs that provide training and employment. The largest program is the 
Angell Job Corps Center which provides educational and vocational trammg for young adults Currently, 
the Center has capacity for 208 enmllees. Other programs include volunteer work and part-time 
employment pmgrams. 

Funding for Angell Job Corps is independent of land allocations and would not be affected much by 
alternatwe The other programs are more closely related to timber and recreation outputs. Most of the 
alternatives provide moderate to high levels of outputs in timber and recreation, so the human and 
community development programs would not vary much by alternative Alternatives B and B(Departura) 
may have slightly more opportunities than presently available to pmvide timber related jobs. Alternatives 
G and H would have shghtly lower opportumties for recreation related jobs and much lower opportunities 
for timber related jobs. 

Minorities and Women 

The primary effect of the alternatives on minorities and women would be through job opportunities 
These would vary in terms of Forest Service jobs and contracts for goods and services, and also, m 
terms of jobs locally in response to Forest outputs, payments to counties, and expenditures. (See FEIS 
Chapter IV section on Environmental Consequences of the Alternatives on Communitree for more 
discussion of impacts of the alternatives on employment.1 

Forest Service policms encourage employment and contracting opportunities for everyone. Although 
these polinee would continue under all alternatives, the number of agency and contracting jobs would 
vary with the funding levels on the Forest Compared to the present, more Forest jobs and contracts 
would be available under all alternatives except G and H 

American Indian Rdigious Freedom 

The primary uss of the Forest by American Indians for religious purposes appears to have been to 
develop unique, individual h&ages with the natural world. Although no continumg religious practices 
have been identified on the Forest, several sites which ware once important to the area’s native mhabitants 
are known (Beckham et al 1982). These sites include spiritual questing areas and quarrme for ingredients 
for body paint. Protection of these sites and cooperation with Indian Tribes to identify other sites 
would continue under all alternatwes 

Urban Environment 

Examples of the possible effecta of activities on the urban environment are altered landscapee visible 
fmm communities, reduced air quality from slash burning and damage to roads and budding from 
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landslides resulting from mad construction and timber harvesting. The level of these effects would 
Communities 

depend mostly on the amount of timber harvesting m each alternatwe In all alternatives, direct effects 
on the urban environment from landslide and burning would be avoIded However, the risk of 
unintentional effects would incwase as the amount of timber harvest and road construction mcreases 
The effects of the alternatives on wual quabty, air quabty and sod stability are discussed m previous 
sections of this chapter. 

Prime Farmlands, Wetlands and Flood Plains 

There are no ident&xl pnme farmlands on the Forest Prime farmlands off the Forest would be affected 
by some Forest actlnties. 

In Altematwes C, E(PA) and G it is unlikely that the increasing elk populations would increase their 
use of adjacent farmlands because hgh qua&y forage would be avadable on the Forest In the other 
alternatwes, wbxh would have fewer habItat lmpmvements for elk, herds would be more likely to 
forage on private lands, thus mcreasing the poss.Ibdlty of damage to crops 

Flood plains and wetlands would be protected m all alternatnw by Management Requirements to 
meet Executive Orden 11990 and 11988 Roads, camp and picmc areas and facdities would not be 
bmlt m these areas Standards and gmdelmes would protect and enhance wddbfe habltat, wual quabty 
and water quality in wetlands Most estuaries and extensive flood plains of rivers that drain the Forest 
are not found on National Forest land. In those areas, cumulatwe effects of sdtation from timber 
harvest is a concern. 

See the “Consequences of the Alternatives on Watersheds and Fish” sections of thw chapter for a dlscussion 
of the cumulatwe effects of the alternatives Areas recewed m land exchanges must mclude as much 
flood plain as in areas traded away 
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UNAVOIDABLE ADVEBSE EFFECTS 

SHORT-TERM USE VERSUS LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

Short-term uses are generally those that determine the present quality of hfe for the public. On this 
Forest, short-term uses include timber harvest, rerreation, and livestock grazing However, the quabty 
of life for future generations depends on continued pmductivlty of the lands. Activities must not 
significantly impair the long-term productivity. 

Long-term pmductivity Fefers to the capabiity of the land to pronde resources such as forage, timber, 
and water. It is assumed that maintaining sod pxductivity and water quality assure maintenance of 
long-term productivity. 

Timber management activities (burning, r&ax, weeding, thinning, sanitation, mad-building and 
harvestmg) will reduce the natural productivity of some portions of the Forest. The extent to which 
the long-term productivity is reduced is not known bscauss investigations of these effects have only 
recently begun. However, it is known that timber management practices have the potential to reduce 
natural pmductwity if certain operating guidelines are not followed. 

Standards and guidelines in all alternatives were specifically designed to meat Management Requirements 
(MRs) and to prevent unacceptable degradation of the soil and water resources Monitoring will determine 
whether the standards and guidelines are effective and are bemg correctly applied 

Because Alternatives NC, A, B, BCDep), C, D, E(PA), and F emphasize timber production to various 
degrees, they would have more potential to adverasly affect long-term site productivity Alternatives G 
and H emphasize natural systems and would bs least likely to do so. 

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS 

Implementation of any alternative would result in some adverse envimnmental effects that cannot be 
avoided. The Forest-wide MRa, standards and guidelines, and mitigation measures are intended to 
keep the extent and duration of these effects wtbm acceptable levels, but adverse effects cannot be 
completely eliminated. The following adverse environmental consequences would be associated to 
some extent with all alternatives: 

1. Short-term reduction in air quality from dust, smoke, and automobile em&tons resultmg from 
timber management and recreational uss 

2 Diiruptlon of prehistoric or historic evidence of human occupancy on the Forest 

3. Localized reduction in long-term sits productivity fmm burning of logging slash 

4 Acceleration of natural rates of landsbdes and sediment by soil disturbing activities associated 
with timber harvest and road-building. 

5. Reduction in the scenic quality of the forested landscape as a result of timber harvest, mad 
construction, and slash burmng. 

6. Temporary increase in firs hazard from waste material left on the ground during and after 
harvesting operations. 

7. Contammation of water source8 due to mcxased human use of the Forest. 
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IRRXTRlEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

8. Displacement of wildlife when their habitat is disturbed by timber management activities, facmty 
development, or recreation. 

9 Reduction of fwh habitat from undisturbed levels in streams adjacent to and downstream from 
areas being harvested. 

10. Decrease m habitat for wildlife species dependent on deciduous mix. 

11. Decrease in snag habitat for cavity dependent wildlife due to timber harvesting and firewood 
cutting 

12. Damage to soils from compactron by logging equipment 

IRREVERSIBLE RJZSOURCE COMMITMENTS 

Irreversible commitments of rasourcee are actions which disturb either a nonrenewable resource (e.g , 
cultural resources, rock quarries) or another resource to the point that it can only be renewed over 
100 years or more. Measures to protect resources that could be nreversibly affected by other resource 
uses were mcorporatsd into the standards and guidehnee of the Forest Plan. Following is a summary 
of the major nreversible commitments of resources on the Forest 

The construction of arterial and collector roads to provide access to the Forest is an irreversible 
commitment of the soil resource because of the long time needed for a road to revert to natural conditions 
The extraction of gravel and rock used for mad construction and reconstruction 1s similar Alternatwes 
A, B, and B(Dep) would have the highest timber outputs and therefore the most irreversible commitment 
of soil resources due to roads Alternatwes G and H would have the least 

Extraction of mmeaals is an irreversible commitment since the nnnerals are no longer available for 
use The same is true for oil and gas extraction 

The use of fossil fuels to manage the Forest is an irreversible resource commitment Alternatwes v&h 
more activities [NC, A, B, B(Dep), C, D, and E(PA)I would cause higher consumption of fossil fuels 

Management activities and practices can cause irreversible losses in soil productivity. For example, 
poor madbuilding or harvesting practices can accelerate the naturally high rates of dry ravel and 
landslides; poor burning practices can destroy humus and nutrients and reduce water infiltration 
Standards and guidelines in the Forest Plan are designed to prevent these kmds of mreversible losses 

Harvest of old-growth stands is considered an nreveraible loss smce, on the average, It takes a stand 
at least 175 years to develop old-growth characteristms. 

The loss of natural landforms due to mming, rock pits, cut-and-till roads, and construction on side 
slopes is an irreversible scenic effect. 

Opportunities for research on natural systems are also irravemibly lost once natural stands are harvested 

IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

An irretrievable commitment IS the loss of opportumtms for production or use of a renewable resource 
for a period of time Almost all Forest activities produce varying degrees of nretnevable resource 
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IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

- ^ commitments. These commitments parallel the envimnmental impacts for each resourcs dlscussexl 
earlier in this chapter. The difference b&wean levels of various resources under a given alternative 
and the higher levels that could bs otherwiss produced also represents an irretrievable commitment of 
resources. The difference m output levels is the opportunity cast or lost production These commitments 
are mretrievable because the opportunities are foregone. They are not irrsversible since they could be 
reversed by changing management direction. Irretrievable resource commitments are summansed 
below. 

Timber Management 

Loss of timber volume production in areas where timber management is prohibited or restricted 

Watershed and Fish Management 

Reduction of fmh habitat and water quality below natural levels where timber production is favored 
over protection of stream systems. 

Wildlife 

Lass of some habitat due to harvsst or mading that discourages habitat uss Some vmldlife +-acres are 
reduced and others increased depending on the hind of habitat affscted. Harvest of old-growth stands 
is an irretrievable commitment of those stands for timber instead of maintaining them for a wider 
range of uses. 

Recreation 

Loss of one type of recreational opportunity when replaced by another type. For example, developed 
recreational activities are lost when areas are used for dispersed or undeveloped recreation Undeveloped 
recreational opportumties are lost in areas managed for timber. 

Visual Resources 

Loss of “natural” scenic quality where mtensive, even-aged timber management is practiced 

Cost-Efficiency 

Loss of cost-efficiency when resource obJectives do not maximize the net monetary value 

CONDITIONS UNCHANGED BY ALTERNATIVES 

There are some conditions on the Forest which would not be affected by implementation of any alternative 

The natural tendency of unstable soils to erode (landslides and surface sod erosion) would continue m 
all alternatives. 

The quality of deciduous mix habitat would decline over the next few decades Most is now mature, 
and the relatively short-lived red alder will begin to deteriorate 
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Timber 
The amount of old-growth stands on the Forest IS hmited Timber harvestmg has been a factor, but 
the primary hmiting condition was 19th century wildfires Most timber stands on the Forest are 90 to 
120 years old - too young to have old growth characteristics 

The amount of fmh habitat would dscreese in some decades m all alternatives except H because it 
takes an average of 65 years before large woody debris is produced by ripanan areas clearcut between 
the early 1940’s and the present (see FEIS, Chapter III). 

CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER PLANS AND POLICIES 

1980 Resource Planning Act (RPA) 

Alternative NC would meet the 1980 BPA program timber sale target of 80 MMCF per year However, 
with its proposed future timber management practices it is doubtful that that BPA level could be 
maintained in the future Altsrnatwe B(Dep) IS the only other alternatws designed specifically to meet 
the BPA target, but it would be successful only m the 1st decade The only way to meet both BPA 
timber targets and NFMA requirements is with a temporary departure from a nondeclinmg-flow harvest 
schedule 

Budgets 

None of the alternatwes would rsquws the budgets proposed m the 1980 BPA program The BPA 
budget 16 $35 million for the 1st decade and $37 nnlhon for the remaming decades The costs to operate 
the Forest for the 1st decade would range from $15 million for Alternative H to $31 m&on for Alternatwe 
B(Dep). The primary reason that the costs would be significantly less than the BPA budget is that the 
alternatwee would have smaller timber harvest and road-buildmg programs, which are the major 
components of the budget 

Fish Habitat Improvements 

None of the alternatives could supply the fsh resource improvement levels pmposed m the 1980 BPA 
program The BPA targets for f=h improvement (expressed m terms of pounds of anadromous fish to 
bs produced per year by habitat improvements) range from 147,000 for the 1st decade to 403,000 for 
the 3rd through 5th decades Total anadmmous fwh produced per year on the Forest (without 
improvements) during the 1st decade would range from 692,000 pounds m Alternatwe NC to 861,000 
pounds in Alternative H Respectwe values for the 5th decade would be 264,000 and 934,000 pounds 
In a given year then, the BPA targets requqmre projects that would improve fish production by 17-150% 
of what the habitat could otherwise support. These output levels are unreahstmally high and could not 
be met for a variety of biological and logistical reasons (See FEIS, Chapter III, “Fish” for an explanation) 
The highest level of habitat enhancement protects, m Alternative G, could mcrease fish production by 
30% over 50 year.5 

Resident Trout and Anadromous Fish 

The national BPA goals for fish habitat are a 20% increase in habitat capability for resident trout and 
a 30% increase in habitat capability for anadromous fmh (USDA Forest Service 198Oa) Since these 
goals have not been allocated to Beglons and National Forests, the Forest does not have a specific 
BPA goal. However, the fish outputs for Alternative E (PA) would help meet the national goals (see 
Table II-39A). 
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WildBfe Habitat Improvements 

The gods for habitat impmvementa on the Forest am 3,600 acres in 1986, which decreases to 1,500 
a- in 2030 (USDA Forest Service 1984a). None of the altematwea would follow this trend (See 
Table II-39A for the number of acres improved). 

Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, E(PA), F, and G would improve a few acres in the 1st decade and then 
progressively more acreage through 2030 Alternatives F and G would have goals similar to RPA during 
the-50 year period, Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, and E(PA) would have much higher goals than RPA. 

Alternative E(Dep) would improve less acme in 2000 than III 1986 and 2030 Alternative D would 
impmvs a few acres of habitat in 1986, increase until about 2000, and then decrease to a low level in 
2030. Alternative H has much lower targets than BPA and would improve about the same number of 
acres each of the next 50 years 

Dead and Defective Trees, Roosevelt Elk, and Blacktail Deer 

The national RPA goals for cavity nesting birds are to maintain habitat capability at the 1980 level 
Goals for Roosevelt elk and blacktail deer am to increase habitat capability by 18% and 25%, respectively 
(USDA Forest Service 1984a). Since these gr& have not been allocated to Regions and National Forests, 
the Forest does not have a sp=sciiic RPA goal However, the levels of dead and defective trees, elk, and 
deer for Alternative E(PA) (See Table II-39A) would help meet the natlonal goals 

The BPA gwl for the Forest is 3,000 AUMs in 1986, which would increase to 8,000 in 2030 (USDA 
Forest Service 1984a). All alternatives plan to provide 2,000 AUMs for each of the next 50 years, so 
none would meet the BPA goals. 

Production of all other resources would be able to meet or exceed the 1980 RPA targets See Table 
TV-25 

I 
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Table Iv-25. 1980 RPA Annual Program Outputs, Activities, and Costs 

a . . . . 
Range 

WATER 
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CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER PLANS AND POLICIES 

. 

National Clean Air Act 

The National Clean Air Act delegates the responsibility for clean air to the states In Oregon, the 
respons~biity IS under the authority of the Stats Fomter who adnumsters the Oregon Smoke 
Managsment Plan All alternatives would comply mth this Plan 

Oregon Department of Forestry 

The Oregon State Board of Forestry in its Forestry Program for Oregon (FPFO) has developed ObJsctlves 
for timber production for each National Forest, BLM, State, and pnvats timberland ownershqs These 
target levels related to timber production must not bs confused with the state of Oregon objectives 
reflected in the Governor’s rssponss to the Draft Forest Plan. Objectives guiding the Governor’s rssponss 
include comems for Oregon’s forest environment, midlife p&e&ion, jobs, and timber production. An 
equitable balance among these often conflicting rwxmxs ls the principal goal 

Table N-26 was designed to assess the compatibility of selected alternatives with the ODF’s objectives 
by showing the relatmwhip among them, past sale and harvest levels, and the Forestry Program For 
Oregon. These objectwes may not be appropriate for National Forest management, given the mandate 
for aqual consideration of all resourcea under the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act and National Forest 
Management Act 

Table Iv-26. Selected Alternatives, Sales and Harvest, and FPFO 
Objective 

MMBFl 
Y.%W 

MMCFNear 

N/A 863 

I ACTLTAI. SALES (average 1979-1988) rz) 
I 

350 
I 

648 
ACTUAL HARVEST (average 1979.1998) w 302 559 I 

ACTUAL SAJX3 (average 1984-1988) (2) 325 602 
ACTUAL HARVEST (average 1994.1988) (21 346 644 

ALTERNATIVE B(Dep) (To meet FPFO ObJ 1 cvw 445 624 

AJTERNATlVE A (4) 368 662 

ALTEFtNATlVE E(PA) (4) 343 636 

TB PLAN (potenti yield) (5) 438 925 

(1) FPFO ob~wtwes axe total volume uxludmg salvage 
(2) Past sales and harvest mzlude both chargeable and non.chqeable volume 
(3) Th14 18 the forest pknnmg altex’nat,w that comes close& to meetmg the ObJectlvee of 

the FPFO 
(4) The forest planning altematwe volumes am 1st decade Tnnbar Sale Pmgram Quantity 

(TSPQ) that mclude both chargeable and non-chargeable volume 
(5) The potmtml ymld ls the net chargeable volume from the T,mber Resource Plan and 

m not dxect$ comparable to Forest Plan TSPQ 
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Of the alternatives developed by the Siuslaw, none would be capable of achieving all of the FPFO 
objectives. Although Alternative B(Dep) was intended to a&eve these objectives, it does not meet the 
expected target level, even during the 1st decade departure None of the other alternatives come close 
to meeting the target level in any decade 

Alternative EPA) does not meet the FPFO objectives. The s&able land base for Alternative E(PA) is 
not sufficient to support the timber harvest level envnaoned in the FPFO plan even if a departure 
from non-dechnmg flow were to be considered The suitable land base has decreased since the FPFO 
was prepared due to a combination of factors: new inventories were developed for unstable soil areas, 
habitat requirements for several wildlife specressuch as the spatted owl and the bald eagle have increased, 
allocations have been made for undeveloped land management and special area management m response 
to public interest; and, other areas have been established where tnnber harvest is precluded in order 
to resolve other planning issues. 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

Fish 

The goals of the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) for fish habitat on the Siuslaw 
National Forest (June 24, 1988 letter fmm D Lantz to T. Vander Heide) are expressed in terms of 
smelt production for coho and chinook salmon, steelhead, and searun cutthroat trout The Coho Salmon 
Habitat Capability Index (CSHCI) desired by ODFW ranges from 1578 during the 1st decade to 1960 
during the 3rd through 5th decades Although the lower CSHCIs projected for the alternatives do not 
reflect mitigation or impmvements, the ODFW goals would require full rehabilitation of habitat and 
removal of all barriers, a level of management not proposed in any alternative. The highest level of 
habitat would correspond to a CSHCI of 1120 during the 5th decade under Alternative H. 

The goals of ODFW for wildlife habitat (from the same letter as for f=hl are expressed according to 
species 

Bald Eagle 

The ODFW goal was 70 nest sites. All alternatives meet the final Bald Eagle Recovery Plan requnement 
of 23 sites. Several alternatives (A, F, G, and H) would contain habitat m areas designated for other 
resour.x management which would also meet Bald Eagle needs, thereby meeting the ODFW goal 

The ODFW requested that all important feeding areas be identified and protected All alternatives 
would manage any sites found during Forest activities to assure contmued use by eagles, but would 
not specifrzally attempt to find all the sites 

spotted Owl 

Maintenance of all venlied psns of owls and additional interconnecting sites 1s the goal of ODFW 
Alternatives F, G, and H would meet or exceed this goal. 

The ODFW desnes that the quantity and quality of the habitat be improved to provide 2200 acres of 
old growth per pair All alternatives would have 2000 acres of the oldest available habitat per site 
unless that much habitat was not present within 1.5 miles of the nest site. 
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CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER PLANS AND POLICIES 

~= Mature Deciduous Mix Guild 

The Forest would need to provide at least 50,000 acres of mature deciduous halxtat to meet the ODFW 
gusls All slterna~ves meet this goal in the 1st decade. By the 5th decade, some alternatives wdl not 
meet the goal See “Environmental Consequences on Vegetation” in this Chapter. 

Rlparlan Habitat 

The goals of ODFW are at least 4,800 acres of mature riparian habitat, with the remainder of the 
ripanan zone pmtected from harvest. All alternatives would meet the mature habitat goal. The level 
of protection for the rlparlan zone is 22% m Alternative NC, 37% in Alternatives B, B(Dep), and C, 
75% in Alternatives A and E(PA), and 100% in Alternatives D, F, G, and H. 

Grass-Forb Habitat 

All alternatives would provide more than the 12,000 acres of habitat requested by ODFW 

Mature Conifer Habitat 

The ODFW recommends that there be 50,000 acres of mature conifer habitat on the Forest, some of 
which could develop into old growth. All alternatives would provide at least this much mature comfer 
habitat thmugh the 5th decade. 

Dead and Defective Trees 

The ODFW recommends enough habitat to support at least 50% of the natural levels of dependent 
wildlife populatmns in the 1st decade increasmg to 70% by the 5th decade. All altwnatwea meet ODFW 
goals in the 1st decade. Alternatives G and H are the only alternatives that would meet or exceed 
ODFW goals in the 5th decade. 

Roosevelt Elk 

ODFW recommends that elk populatmn increase fmm 5,000 in the 1st decade to 10,400 in the 5th 
decade Alternative C is the only altsrnatwe that would include enough habitat improvements and 
clearcuttmg to provide these levels. 

Snowy Plover 

ODFW goals for snowy plover are to mantain and impmve habItat on the Forest and to prevent 
unnecessary disturbance of nesting birds. All altematwzs would maintain and improve the habitat, 
but some disturbance of plovers may stall occur. 

Peregrine Falcon, Aleutian Canada Goose, Brown Pelican 

The goal of ODFW is to maintain and improve habitat for these spews. This would be done to the 
extent possible in all alternatives 

Black Bear and Furbearers 

The ODFW would like there to be enough harvestable animals to meet hunting demand. The Forest 
has not determined hunting demand and usea ODFW for population estimates. Information on bears 
and furbearers 18 improving as mcwe specific information is collected The Forest anticipates meeting 
the ODFW goal of maintaining a huntable population 
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Blacktail Deer 
Wildlife 

The ODFW wants to malntam the deer population at about 31,600. Most high quahty forage for deer 
is found in clearcuts I= than 10 years old. The ODFW goal could not be met in the long term because 
of a lack of forage Alternative C would maintain populations at or above ODFW targets for 4 decades 
and Alternatives A, B(Dep), C, D, E(PA), F, and G would meet or exceed the goals in the 1st decade. 
Alternatives B and F would never meet the goals of ODFW but would meet more than 95% of the 
goal through the 1st decade 

Special Habitats 

All alternatives would meet ODFW goals by maintaimng special habIta& and transition zones between 
these and suwunding areas 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

All alternatives would be compatible mth the Oregon Department of Envimnmental Quality Water 
Quality Management Program Regulations which nuplement this pmgcam are specified m the Oregon 
Admiuistratwe Rules, Chapter 340. The Management Requirements for watershed pmtectmn are 
based on these regulations, and would minmuze adverse effects on water quality in accordance wth 
OAR 340-41-026 (which descnbw the general policies and guidelines intended to protect water quahty) 

A Memorandum Of Understaudmg between the Pacific Northwest Begmn of the Forest Serwx and 
the state of Oregon Department of Envwonmental Quahty (FSM 1561-21, R6 Supplement) confirms 
that Forest practices unll meet the criteria for Best Management Practices which are required by the 
Clean Water Act (PL 97-500). 

All alternatww would be compatible with exlsttng Basin Programs formulated by the State Water 
Policy Review Board under OBS 536 300 

Wildlife Recovery Plans 

Bald Eagle 

Inclusion of at least 34 active or potential nest s&s in all DEIS alternatives was based on a March 
1985 draft Bald Eagle Recovery Plan The final Bald Eagle Recovery Plan (1986) reqmred the Forest 
to provide 23 sites of at least 125 acres to meet the recovery goal All FEIS alternatives provide 23 
sites, some alteruatwes provide additional habltat that could be used by bald eagles 

The recovery plan requires that all important feeding areas be ldentifisd and protected. All alternatives 
would manage any sites found during Forest a&&es to assure contmued uss by eagles, but would 
not specifically attempt to find all the sites 

Peregrine Falcon, Aleutian Canada Goose, Brown Pelican 

Standanls and guidelines in sll alternatwes, which give prionty to habitat of such threatened and 
endangered species, would meet or exceed the requnwnents of the species’ recovery plans 

Silverspot Butterfly 

The Forest has au approved plan for implementation of the recovery plan. This would be followed to 
identlfy habItat and manage this spscws m all alternatives 
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CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER PLANS AND POLICIES 

--City and County Plans 

The state of Oregon instltutsd a statewide land uss plannmg program in 1973 mth the enactment of 
Senate Bii 100 (subsequently amended and now cwhfwd Oregon Revised Statutes Chapter 197). This 
bi also sstabhshsd a stats commission, the Land Conservation and Development Commissmn (LCDC), 
to carry out this program The LCDC was directed to develop and adopt statewide standards, called 
goals, for the management of lands, air, and water wsoumss by cities, counties, special districts, and 
state ageucws. The LCDC has, to date, adopted 19 goals Each alteruatwe hasbsen evaluated to determine 
the degree of compliance with the goals. The results are portrayed in Table Iv-27 

City and county comprehensive plans and land use regulations must comply mth all pmvisions of 
applicable statewide goals. When a city or county believes its plan comphes with the goals, the plan 1s 
submitted to LCDC for revwv. If the plan complies, it is acknowlsdged by the LCDC as meeting the 
statewide standards The pohcies of the LCDC are administered by the Department of Land Conservation 
and Development. The Department is responsrble for working with all of the cities and counties in the 
state to ensure that the statewide goals are correctly applied 

All of the cities and counties which Include Siuslaw Nattonal Fore& land have &her completed 
comprehensive plans which have bean ackuowlsdged by the LCDC or are subnutting revised plans for 
the LCDC’s reconsideration after remand of LCDC acknowledgement orders from the Oregon Court 
of Appeals Thess plans have been revlewsd by the Forest Service and the plan designations and land 
uss regulations for lands which are adjacent to or internunglsd with Forest lauds have been inspected 
for compatibility with the actions proposed in the alternatives. In most instances, county plan deslguations 
for adjacent and interminglsd nonfederal land are for forestry or agriculture, which allow a wide variety 
of uses and activities. The uses and activities proposed in the alternatives are genemlly compatible 
with farm and forest zones, although incompatibiity nught arise at certam intensities allowsd under a 
particular alternative. These situations will be identified and analyzed at the site specific level. 

Most conflicts that have been identified result from management proposed in the Forest plan alternatives 
that is more restrictive than de&nations for the adjacent nonfederal lands Whde this does not mean 
the alternative ls inconsistent with the county plan, there 1s a potential for conflict with on-the-ground 
management. These situations will also be identified and analyzed as a part of site-specific planning 
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Table N-27. LCDC Goals and Discussion 

LCD0 STA’IE-WIDE GOAL 

1 c1tlzen ln”olvement 

DISCUSSION 

The Forest Sew&s land management pbaung pmcesa and the National Envuonmen- 
tal Pobcy Act pmcess both pmvlde for public nwolvement Pubbc mvool”ement -‘as 
speelfically requested En detelnuluug Insues, Concerns, and Opp.xtu,,,t,es Several 
public meet,ngs have been held A -es of newsletters have been sent to a mabng 
hst of over 1,000 nanea Thw DEIS ~4 another lnvalvement process The Fmal EIS 
mll ah be avsllable for pubbc mew and comment 

2 J.andusePlalming Forest Plannmg has taken place mthm a comprehexave planrung pmcess authotlzed 
bytheNat,ona, Fo,&Manageme,,t Act of1976 Tbeanalysls of alternatl”es contamed 
m th EIS resulted fmm the rmplement&on of the Forest Se~ee plannmg process 

3 AgncldhualhLands The mpnty of pubbc lands m the plaung area are not sukable for lntens,“e 
apal- None of the alternat,“ea would have any slgmticant effects on the 
a”&b,hty of land for agrxulti purpases 

4 Forsst Lands Forest lands m the plamung area mll be managed for a “anety of usea All of the 
alternatwes would man~tan forest lands for forest uses 

5 Open Spaces, Scam and HLstonc Inventones were conducted to ldentlfy agmiicant scenvz, brstonc, and natural 
Areee, and Natural Resoumes rescmmes The al-t,vee contam dSere,,t amounts of these for the lnventoned 

areas AX-txves B, B(Dep), C, and D would contan the least pmtectxm whrle 
Altemat~vea A, E(PA), F, G, and H would contam mereasmgly more pmtectvan for 
scemc and other speelal areas 

6 Au, Water, and Land Reeoumea Au altematwes contam prcw.wans to -tan quabty of au, water, and land The 
QuslltJ amoullts of pmtect,on pmvlded above rrrrmmum levels would mcrease m Alternatives 

C tbmugh H and would be highest n, Akemat~ve H 

8 Fteweatmn Needs AU altemat~“es would meet the demand for developed recreatmn projected m the 
State comprehenave outdoor mcrsatio~plen All &ematl”es would pmvlde a &verse 
mm of -at,onal opportumt,es Altemat,“es F, G, and H would provide more 
nonmotomed receatmlal opportunl*,es 
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--= Table N-27 Cont. LCDC Goals and Diion 

LODC STATE-WIDE GOAL 

9 Economy of the state 

10 Hmmng 

11 F’ubbc Facd~tiea and Service,, 

14 urbaluzahon 

15. W,llamette Greenway 

16 EshrarmeBwmuces 

17 Coastal Shorelands 

18 Beaches and Dunes 

DJSCUSSION 

Nom of the altematwes would have a sqmficant effect on the avadabtit,, of pubbc 
famhties and -cw 

All of the altemattves would support the eatablmhment of a safe, emvement, and 
eeononuc traasportatlon .q*m 

The Forest Smce has a cmpmhenswe program of energy cmser.mtmn AU of the 
akemahvw would sapport that program and would allow the “tabzahon of w&able 
biomma as an alternate energy source 

None of the akemtwes would affect the Wdkmette Greenway 

The altemahves would a&& eatumme resources by preventing unacceptably high 
levels of sedment m Forest streams that feed the coastal estuanes 

The Oregon Coastal Management Program 

The Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 19’72 (CZMA), ae amended, established a program to 
encourage states to adopt coastal management programs which would meet national standards A 
section of the CZMA requires that “Each Federal agency conductmg or supporting actwities directly 
affecting the coastal zone shall conduct or support those activities in a manner which is, to the maximum 
extent practicable, consistent with approved state management programs” [Subsection 307(c)(l)] 
Although Federal lands are excluded from the boundaries of the coastal zone, the “directly affecting” 
provision requires federal agencies to examme thew activities for offsite effects. A direct effect may be 
either a primary, secondary, or cumulative effect on the coastal zone 

The LCDC has administered the Oregon Coastal Management Program (OCMP) since 1975 The federal 
government officially recognized and approved that program in 1977 The policies of the OCMP include 
the 19 statevade planning goals, all acknowledged city and county comprehensive plans and land use 
regulations and the statutory authorities of a variety of state agencies. These statutory authontws are 
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included la the appendix of the OCMP document Federal activltles directly affectmg the coastal zone 
most be consistent “to the maximum extent practicable” with all applicable and mandatory OCMP 
policies, but advisory pohciea need only be considered The term “to the maximum extent practicable” 
means that a federal agency’s activities mast be consistent with fedemlly approved state coastal zone 
phcies whenever the agency has discretion under federal law to abIde with state policies The CZMA 
does not, however, Impose a higher duty on federal agencies than a stats reqmres of its own agencies 

Oregon Revised Statutes 197.180 requires state agencies to undertake their activities in compliance 
with the goals and in a manner compatible wth acknowled~ plans and land use regulations. So, If 
an examination of the activities included in the alternatives reveals compliance with the goals, 
compatibility mth acknowledgsd city and county comprehensive plans and land use regulations, and 
conformance wth the various state agency statutory authorltiea within the OCMP appendix, consistency 
with the OCMP would be demonstrated. 

In summary, the CZMA mqmres that the stricter standards, either state or federal, be used to govern 
what activities may be allowed, but state standards are only applicable when a federal agency chooses 
to support or conduct an activity dnwtly affectmg the coastal zone The CZMA does not require federal 
agencies to initiate actwities to be consistent with more permlsswe state polices 

Portions of Oregon’s coastal zone in Tillamook, Lincoln, Lane, Douglas, and Coos counties may be 
directly affected by actwitles such as silviculture, mad construction, fmh and wildlife habitat improve- 
ment, recrzatlon development, land acquisltlon, and mmeral resource development. These activltws 
can affect water quahty, water quantity, hvmg resources of water, water aesthetics, and water surface 
area (page 17 of the Oregon Coastal Management Program) The alternatives would m&de all of the 
above activitws and effects on the environment, which are dwxssed m earlier se&Ions of thii chapter. 

The comprehensive plans and land we regulations of the five counties have been acknowledged by the 
LCDC as meeting the requirements of the goals These plans have been renewed by the Forest Servxe 
The effects predicted for the alternatives have been compared v&h the county plans and have been 
found to be cons&eat at the programmatic level. Since the county plans have been found by LCDC to 
comply with the goals, cons=tency with the the goals is assumed (to the extent LCDC required these 
plans to comply with the goals in the first place) 

The LCDC has left some provwons of the statewide planning goals to be adrmmstered by state agencies 
rather than local governments These provisions are discussed below 

The Forest Practices Act administered by the Oregon Department of Forestry (Goals 5 
and 1’7 and ORS 527.610 ato 52’7.730) 

All Forest practices used to implement the alternatives ulll meet or exceed the Forest Practices Act 

Fish and Wildlife policies administered by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
Gmls 16, 17, and 18 and ORS 496.012 to 496.162 and ORS 506.105 to 506.201) 

Alternatives have been formulated to respond to goals proposed by ODFW The goals are sometimes 
mutually excluswe, so one alternatwe cannot msumme achievement of all ODFW goals All alternatwes 
contain prowions to provide for the habitat needs of specws identified on the state of Oregon Threatened 
and Endangered Species Lit 

Air and Water Pollution Control statutes administered by the Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality (Goal 6 and ORS 468.275 to 468.345 and ORS 468.700 to 468.775) 
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The Forest Service complies with these requhements by obtaining permits and pmviding data as needed. 
For example, any slash burning conducted as a part of implementing an alternative will be authorwed 
by DEQ Pollution control facilities will bs operated according to DEQ standards and new facilities 
would bs approved by DEQ before construction 

Regulation of Mining and Drilling administered by the Department of Geology and Mineral 
Industries (ORS Chapters 616,517, and 620) 

Forest Service operations are conducted in compliance mth Department of Geology and Mineral 
Industries rules. Forest Service permitted operations are required to obtain necessa ly pernuts before 
they commence 

Fill and Remowd administered by the Division of State Lands (Goals 16,17, and 18 and 
ORS Chapters 274,517, and 641) 

Any ffl and removal operations conducted by the Forest wiil meet permit mqmmments of the DSL 

Ocean Shore Regulation and Scenic Waterways administered by the Parks and Recreation 
Division (Goals 16, 17, and 18 and ORS Chapter 340) 

Any activities in the Ocean Shore zone or affecting State Scenic Waterways will be coordinated with 
the Parks and Recreation Division 

Regulation of water withdrawals administered by the Department of Water Resources 
(ORS Chapters 636 and 643) 

Forest Service water use will comply with applicable Department of Water Resource requirements 

Site specific actions may have to be examined in more detail before a final determination of consistency 
with the OCMP can be made. Pm@ implementing actions wiil bs examined to determine if they 
have the potential to directly affect Oregon’s Coastal Zone. If the directly affecting test is met, a site 
specific consistency determination wiii be made Tb determmation will address the goais, the 
aclmowledged plans, and the statutory authorities This approach is consistent with the OCMP (page 
44 of the Program) 

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ALTERNATIVES 

The alternatives would vary m terms of energy use and production, although it is not possible at this 
time to specitlcally quantify the energy requirements The estimated energy consumption of each 
alternatives is based upon energy used for timber harvest, administration, mad construction, and mad 
rsconstructlon. Fuelwood production paraMs overall timber production m the alternatives. Energy 
consumption related to timber production would account for the vast major@ of the use 
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AUMS 

BF 
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BMP 

BPA 
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cc 
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CF 
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CZMA 

DBH 

DEIS 

(DEP) 

DFSIM 

DM 

Am&as of the Management Situation 

Allowable Sale Quantity 

Animal Unit Months 

Board Feet 

Bureau of Land Management 

Best Management Practice 

Bonneville Power Administration 

Bntlsh Thermal Unit 

Clearcut 

Civilian Conservation Corps 

Couml on Environmental Quality 

Cubx Feet 

Code of Federal Fkgulatmns 

Cascade Head Expenmental Forest 

Cascade Head Scemc-Research Area 

Culmination of Mean Annual Increment 

Coastal Oregon Productivity Enhancement 
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Coastal Zone Management Act 

Diameter Breast He& 

Draft Ennronmental Impact Statement 
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Forestry Pmgmm for Oregon 

Forest Service Handbook 

Forest Service Manual 

HabItat Capability Index 

Issues, Concerns, and Opportumly 

Interdisciplinay Team 

Land Conservatmn and Development Commission 

Long-term sustained yield capacity 

Landtype Association 

Thousand 

Management Area 

Mlllion 

Billion 

Minimum Management Requirements 

Mature and Over-Mature 

Management Requirement 

Thousand Recreation Visitor Days 

Multiple Use Plan Resource 

No Change 

Non-declining Flow 
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NEPA 

NFL 

NFMA 

NPB 

NRA 

NRI 

NRHP 

NTUs 

OAR 

OCMP 

ODF 

ODFW 

ODNRA 

ONHP 

ORC 

OR3 

ORV 

(PA) 

PL 

PAOT 

PNV 

PNW 

R 

RAREII 

RAM 

RD 

Natvxal Environmental Pobcy Act of 1969 

National Forest land 

National Forest Management Act of 1976 

Net Pubbc Benefits 

National Recreation Area 

Nationwide Rivers Inventory 

National Regster of Historic Places 

Naphthalene Turbidity Units 

Oregon Administrative Rule 

Oregon Coastal Management Program 

Oregon Department of Forestry 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area 

Oregon Natural Hentage Program 

Oregon Rivers Council 

Oregon Fhised Statute 

Off-mad Vehicle 

Preferred Altematwe 

Public Law 

Persons at One Time 

Present Net Value 

Pacific Northwest 

Rural (ROS category) 

Roadless Area Rewew and Evaluation II 

Resources Allocatton Model 

Ranger Distnct 
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R&f0 

RN 

RNA 

ROD 

ROS 

RPA 

RVD 

S&G 

SCORP 

SEIS 

SHPO 

SIA 

SMU 

SOHA 

SPM 

SPNM 

SRI 

ST0 

SVLAS 

T&E 

TE&S 

TRP 

TSP 

TSPQ 

USDA 

Road Management Objective 

Roaded Natural (ROS category) 

Research Natural Ares 

Record of Decismn 

Recmat1on opporhmity spectrum 

Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 
1976 

Recreation Visitor Day 

Standard and Gudelme 

State Comprehenswe Outdoor Recreatmn Plan 

Supplement to the EIS for an Amendment to the Pmtic 
Northwest Regional Gude, Spotted Owl Gudelmes 

State Historic Preservation Office 

sped Interest Area 

Streamside Management Unit 

Spotted Owl Habitat Area 

Semiprimitive Motorized (ROS Category) 

Semipnmitive Nonmotorized (ROS Category) 

soil Resource Inventory 

Siuslaw Timber Operations 

Stabdity Vegetatmn Leave Area 

Threatened and Endangered 

Threatened, Endangered and Senskive 

Tunber Resource Plan (1979) 

Total Suspended Particulatea 

Timber Sale Program Quantity 

United States Department of Agriculture 
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USDI United States Department of Interior 

VIS Vmitor Information Services 

VMS Viiual Management System 

VQO Viiual Quahty Objectwe 

WFUD Wddbfe-fish User Days 

W&S Wfid and Scemc 
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GLOSSARY 

A 

Accelerated Erosion - Any mcrease in the natural rate of an erosion process such as landslidmg, 
stream channel scour, or dry ravel. Accelerated erosion can be caused by management activities that, 
1) alter the natural erosion resistmg forces (root strength, interparticle bmdmg), 2) alter the flow of 
ground or surface water, or 3) change the natural arrangement of soil or rock maten&. 

Acquired Lands - Lands added to the National Forest system by purchase, transfer, or donation 
under author&y of the Weeks Law or related acts. Also, lands obtamed by the Forest Serwx by exchange 
for other acqmred lands. 

Acre-foot - A measure of water or sediment volume, equal to an amount of matenal which would 
cover one acre to a depth of one foot (i e ,43,560 cubic feet or 325,851 gallons ) 

Activity - A measure, course of actton, or treatment undertake” that dwectly or mdnectly produces, 
enhances, or maintains forest and rangeland outputs, or achieves administrative or envnonmental 
quabty objectives. (FSM 1309, Management Inform&lo” Handbook) A” actwty can generate multiple 
outputs 

Activity Fuels - Fuels generated or altered by a management activity. 

Administrative Unit _ A” area under the admimstratton of one line officer, such as a District Ranger, 
Forest Supernsor, or Regional Forester 

Airshed - A geographical area that, because of topography, meteorology, and chmate, shares the same 
sir 

Allocation - See Resource Allocatzon 

Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ) - The quantity of timber that may be sold from the area of suitable 
land covered by the forest plan for a tmxe period specified by the plan. This quantity is usually expressed 
on an annual basis as the “average annual allowable sale quantity.” (36 CFR 219.3) 

All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) - A vehicle characterized by its ablbty to negotiate most kinds of terram 
by virtue of traction devices such as wde tracts, large, low-pressure rubber tires, and/or four-wheel 
drive 

Alternative - One of several pohaes, plans, or projects proposed for decision makmg. 

Amenity - A” object, feature, quality, or experience that gives pleasure or is pleasmg to the mind or 
senses Amenity value IS typically used in land management planning to describe those resource proper&s 
for which monetary values are not or cannot be established (such as clean mr, or scenic quality) 

Anadromous Fiih - Those species of &h that mature m the sea and rmgrate into streams to spawn 
Salmon, steelbad, and -N” cutthroat trout are examples. 
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Analysis Area-A delineated area of land subject to an&as of (1) responses to pmposed management 
practices, rangelad outputs and environmental qua& objectives, and (2) economic and social impacts 

Analysis of the Management Situation (AMS) - A determination of the ability of the planning 
area to supply @ads and services in response to society’s demand for those goods and services 

Animal Unit Months (AUMs) - Amount of feed or forage ~umxl by one mature (1000 pound) cow 
or the equivalent for one month (lxsed upon average forage cotlsumptlo” of 26 lbs dry matter per 
day) 

Appropriated Funds - Monies authorized by an act of Congress which permit Federal agencws to 
incur obligations and to make payments out of the U S. Treasury for specified purposes. 

Aquatic Ecosystems - Stream channels, lakes, marshes or ponds, and the plants and animals they 
support 

Arterial Roads - Primary travel routes that provide sex-ax to a large land area, and which usually 
connect with public highways, or other Forest Service arterial mads 

Assigned Values - Monetary values given to nonmarket resources, based on estimates for market 
transactions. For example, the benefits of tipersed recreation are give” as values for their pmductmn 

B 

Background - The visible terrain beyond the foreground and nuddlegmund where individual trees 
are not visible, but are blended into the total fabric of the stand. (See “Foreground” and “wddlegmund.“) 

Benchmark - Befersnce points that define the bounds vnthin which feasible management alternatwes 
can be developed Benchmarks may be defined by resource output or econonuc measure 

Benefit (Value) - Inclusive terms used to quantify the results of a pmposed actwity, project or program 
expressed in monetary of nonmonetary terms. 

Best Management Practices - A practice or combination of practices that is determined by a State 
(or designated area-wide planning agency) after pmblem assessment, examination of alternatwe 
practices, and appropriate public participation, to be the most effective, practicable (including 
technological, economic, and institutional considerations) meas of preventmg or reducing the amount 
of pollution generated by nonpoint sources to a level compatible with water quahty goals (Federal 
Register, Volume 40, No 230 dated 11/28/75) 

Big Game - Those spears of large alumals normally managed for sport hunting. In the Coast Range 
these include deer, elk, and bear 

Biological Growth Potential - The average net gmwth attainable in a fully stocked natural forest 
stand (36 CFR 219 3) 

Biomass - The total quantity (at a given time) of living organisms of one or more species per unit of 
space (species biomass), or of all the spews in a bmtic community (community biomass). 
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Board Foot - A unit of measurement represent4 by a board one foot square and one inch thick 

Board Foot/Cubic Foot Conversion Ratio - A spmfic factor by species that is applied to the 
FORPLAN cubic foot outputs to give board foot estimates The number of board feet per cubx foot of 
volume varies with tree specw., diameter, he&t, and form factors Both board foot and cubic foot 
volumes can be determined for timber stands. 

Broadcast Burn - Allowing a prescribed tire to burn over a designated area within well-defined 
boundanea for reduction of fuel hazard or as a silvicultural treatment, or both 

Brush -A growth of shrubs or small trees usually of a type undeswable to livestock or timber management 

Built Environment - Areas altered by human a&w&y (e g roads, harvest units, buildn& m contrast 
to the natural environment 

Buyback and Defaulted Timber Sales - In 1984, the Federal Tnnber Contract Payment Mo&ficatlon 
Act was enacted by Congress. It allowed private companies to return timber sales not economical to 
harvest after payment of a fee to the government The sales returned under the conditions of this Act 
are known as “buyback” sales A timber sale 1s considered “defaulted” if it is not in compliance wth 
the terms of the contract by the contract termination date. Defaulted sales are also returned to the 
government. 

Cable Logging - Methods used to slud or pull logs to a central landing or collection area by a cable 
connected to a remote power source 

Canopy - The more-or-less continuous cover of branches and fohage formed collectively by the crown 
of adjacent trees and other woody growth 

Capability - The potentml of an area of land to produce resources, supply goods and services, and 
allow resource uses under an assumed set of management practices and at gwen levels of management 
Intensity. Capability depends upon current conditions and ate conditions such as climate, slope, landform, 
so& and geology, as well as the apphcatlon of management practwzs, such as sdnculture or pro&&on 
from fire, insects and disease (36 CFR 219.3) 

Capability Area - Geographic dehneattons used to deacnbe characteristics of the land and resources 
in integrated forest planning Capability areas may be synonymous urlth ecological land units, ecosystems 
or land response umts 

Capital Investment - An input that increases the stock of natural or manmade 
resources (assets) needed to mamtam or increase the flow of outputs in the future. Benefits resultmg 
from capital mvestments are normally recouped in excess of 1 year. 

Coho Smelt - Young coho salmon which are ready to migrate to the sea 

Carrying Capacity - 1 ( recreation): The number of people that can occupy an area for a gwen sow1 
and experience goal, 2 (vmldhfe): The maximum number of animals an area can support through the 
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least favorable envlmnmental conditions that occur during a given period of the year, 3 (range): The 
maximum stocking rate possible without damagmg the vegetation or related resources Carrymg capacity 
may vary fium year to year on the same area due to fluctuating forage pmduct~on. 

Cavity - The hollow excavated in trees by birds or other animals. They are ussd for mxting and 
reproduction by many birds and mammals 

Channel or St- Scour - Erosion of the channel bottom caused by high flows of water, loss of 
channel stability, or debris torrents. 

Chargeable Timber Volume - The timber removed from regulated forest land that contnbutss to 
meeting the annual sustained-yield capacity. 

Clearcutting - The harvesting at one time of all trees on an area for the 
purpose of creating a new, even-aged stand The area harvest& may be a patch, strip, or stand large 
enough to be mapped or recorded as a separate class in planmng for sustainsd yield 

Climax - The culminating stags in plant succession for a given sits where the vegetation has reached 
a highly stable condition 

Climax Species - Those species that dominate a climax stand m either numbers per unit area or 
biomass 

Coastal Douglas-Fir Zone - The area west of the crest of the Cascade Mountain Range in the States 
of Oregon and Washington. 

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) - A codification of the general and permanent rules published 
in the Federal Register by the Executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government 

Coho Smolt - Young coho salmon which are ready to migrate to the sea. 

Collector roads - Roads that serve smsll land areas and am usually connected to National Forest 
arterial roads or public highways. They collect traffic from local roads and terminal facilities. Collector 
roads are maintained for continuous use 

Commercial Forest Land - Land that ls producing, or is capable of producing, crops of industrial 
wood and (1) has not been withdrawn by Congress, the Secretary of Agnculturs, or the Chief of the 
Forest Service; (2) land where existing tecbnoloar and knowledge is available to ensure timber production 
without wreversible damage to soil pmductwty or watershed con&boas; and (3) land where existing 
technology and knowledge, as reflected in current research and experience, provides reasonable assurance 
that adequate restocking can be obtained within 5 years after final harvesting 

Commercial Thinning - Any type of tree thinning that produces merchantable material at least 
equal in value to the direct costs of harvesting 

Commodity - A transportable rssourcs product with commercial value; all resource pmducts that are 
article-s of commerce. 

Common Variety Mineral Materials-Mineral materials such ss rock and gravel commonly available 
in most locales that may be sold by the Federal government as determined by Federal statutes and 
regulations. 
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Commnnity Cohesion - The degree of unity and cooperation within a community in working toward 
shared goals and solutions to problems 

Community Stability - A commuuity’s capacity to handle change without major hardships or 
disruptions to component groups or mstitutious. Measurement of commuuky stability requires 
identification of the type and rate of pmpossd changs and an assessment of the community’s capacity 
to accommodate that level of change 

Compaction - The packing together of soil particles by forces exerted at the soil surface, resulting in 
increased soil density 

Concern - A point, matter, or question rsised by management that must bs addressed in the planning 
Process 

Congressionally Classified and Designated Areas - Areas that require congressional enactment 
for their establishment, such ss National Wildernesses, National Wild and Scenic Rivers, and National 
Recreation Areas 

Consumptive Use _ Those uses of a resource that reduce its supply. 

Conversion Period - The duration of a change from one sdvxultural system to another or from one 
tree species to another 

Core Area - Au area (as related to the spotted owl) encompassing at least 300 contiguous acres of 
old growth suitable for n&lug and reproduction The area consists of a pair’s territory, in part, the 
nest site, and principal roost areas 

Corridor - A hnear strip of laud identified for the present or future location of transportation or 
utihty rights-of-way within its boundaries 

Cost - Capital Investment - The cost of manmade structures, facihties, or nuprovements in natural 
resources used as inputs in production processes to produce outputs over one or more planning periods 

Costs - Miunuum funds needed to achieve the standards and guidelines in the management prescriptions 

Costs, direct - Costs that directly contributes to the production of the primary outputs of an activity, 
project, or program 

Costs, economic - Total fnsd and variable costs for inputs, including costs mcurred by other public 
parties and, if appropriate, opportunity cost and cost savings. 

Costs, investment - The cost of creating or enhancing assets, includmg cost of administrative or 
common-use transport facilities and resource management investments 

Costs, operational - The cost of planning and managuig exlstmg resources and assets 

Costs, opportunity - The value of a resource’s foregone net benefits in its most economically efficient 
alternative use 

Costs, variable - Costs that vary with the level of controlled outputs in the time horizon covered by 
the planmng period or decisions being considered 
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Cost Effective - Achieving specified outputs or objectives under given conditions for the least cost. 

Cost Efficiency - The usefulness of spsciilsd inputs (costs) to produce spscliisd outputs tbsnetits). In 
meesurlug cost efficiency, some outputs including environmental, economic, or social impacts are not 
assigned monetary values but are achieved at specified levels in the least cost manner. Cost efficiency 
is usually measured using present net value, although use of benefit-cost ratios and rates-of-return 
may bs appropriate. (36 CFR 219 3) 

Council on Enviroumental Quality (CEQ) - Au advisory council to the President established by 
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. It reviews federal programs for their effect on the 
environment, conducts environmental studies, and advises the President on environmental matters. 
(Abstracted fmm the National Environmental Pohcy Act of 1969, as Amended.) 

Created Opening - Openings in the Forest created by the silvicultursl practices of clearcutting, seed 
tree cutting, group s&&ion cutting, or the final shelterwood regeneration cut. 

Cubic Foot (CF) - The amount of tuubsr equivalent to a piece of wood having dnueusious of one 
foot by one foot by one foot. 

Culmination of Mean Annual Increment - The point in the life of a tree in which the average 
annual growth in volume (as measured by the perk&c annual increment) is equal to, or less than the 
average gmwth in volume over the life of the tree (as measured by the mean annual increment). This 
msasurement represents the point at which the annual gmwth rate begins to slow as compared to the 
average rats of growth during all previous yeais 

Cultural Resources - The remains of sites, structures, or objects used by humans in the near (historical) 
or distant (archasologwd) past. 

Cumulative Impact (Effect) - The impact on the envhonmeut which results from the incremental 
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseea ble future actions 
regardless of what agency (Federal or non-federal) or person undertakes such other actions Cumulatwe 
impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period 
of time (40 CFR 1508.7) 

D 

Debris Slide - A shallow landslide of soil, rock, and organic material that occurs on steep slopes under 
the influence of mtenss rainfall 

Debris Torrent - A large debris slide that is charged v&h water and confined to a steep stream channel 
Debris torrents may travel several thousand feet 

Decision Criteria - Essentially the rules or standards used to evaluate alternatwes. They are 
measursments of indicators that are designed to assist a decision maker in identifyrug a preferred 
choice from an array of possible alternatives 

Decision Maker - One of four line officer positions within the Forest Service. These include District 
Rangers, Forest Supervisors, Regional Foresters, and the Chief of the Forest Service (or an alternate 
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or deputy having destguatsd authority) Each position has well defined limits of authority with the 
District Ranger having the least and the Cbmf having the most. 

Decision Variable - A component of an alternative in which activltles and their costs, outputs, and 
benefits are idenMsd and used for analysis and decision making. All activities and costs necessary to 
accomphsh the outputs and benefits are included FSH 1309 11 contams decision variable definitions 
and codes. 

Demand - The amount of an output that users are willing to take at a specified price, time period, 
and condition of sale. 

Demand Analysis - A study of the factors affecting the schedule of demand for an output, including 
the price-quantity relationship if applicable. 

Departure - A schedule which deviates from the prmclple of nondeclining flow by exhibiting a planned 
decrease in the timber sale and harvest schedule at any time in the future 

Designated Area (Air Quality) - Those areas delineated m the Oregon and Washington Smoke 
Management Plans as principal population centers of air-quality concern 

Desirable Residual Vegetation - The remammg vegetation after application of harvest cutting 
methods that meets management ares objsctives. The vegetation may be trees, shrubs, grass, or a 
combination 

Developed Recreation - Recreation that requires facihtms that, in turn, result in concentrated use 
of an area An example of a developed recreation sits 1s a campground; facilities might include roads, 
par-lung lots, picnic tables, to&eta, drinking water, and buildings 

Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) - The diameter of a tree measured 4 feet 6 inches above the 
ground 

Discount Rate - An interest rate that represents the cost or time value of money in determining the 
present value of future costs and benefits 

Discounting - An adjustment, using a discount rate, for the value of money over time so that costs 
and benefits occurring in the future are reduced to a common pomt in time, usually the present, for 
comparison 

Dispersion Evaluation Area (Air Qushty) - An area of land defined by topographic features, such 
as stream drainages, that are typmally 2,000 to 5,000 acres m size, but do not exceed 10,000 acres 

Dispersed Recreation - A general term mferrmg to recreation uss outside developed recreation 
sites; this includes activities such as scenic drlvmg, hikmg, backpacking, hunting, fishing, snowmobding, 
horseback riding, cross-county skiing, and recreation in primitive environments 

Diversity - The distribution and abundance of different plant and animal communities and species 
within the area covered by a land and resource management plan (36 CFR 219 3) 

Douglas-Fir Type - An association of tree species in which Douglas-fir ls recogmsed ss one of the 
principal ssral species. 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) - The draft statement of environmental effects 
which is required for major federal actions under Section 102 of the National Environmental Policy 
Act, and released to the public and other agencies for comment and review 

Dry Ravel - The slow to very rapid gravity driven movement of dry soil Dry ravel usually occurs 
when the organic materials in the surface few inches of the sod are severely altered by tire. Dry ravel 
is most likely where soils are medium to coarse textured and slopes are over 60% gradient. 

Duff - Organic matter in various stages of decomposition on the floor of the forest 

E 

Ecosystem - A complete, interacting system of organisms considered together with their environment; 
for example a marsh, a segment of stream, or a lake. 

Effects - Envnonmental consequences as a result of a pmposed action Included are dnect effects, 
which are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place, and mdirect effects, which are 
caused by the action and are later in time or further removed in distance, but which are still reasonably 
foreseeable. Indirect effects may include growth-inducing effects and other effects related to induced 
changes in the pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects on air and 
water and other natural systems, includmg ecosystems. 

Effects and impacts as used m this statement are synonymous Effects mclude ecological (such as the 
effects on natural resources and on the components, structures, and functioning of affected ecosystemsl, 
aesthetic quality, historic, cultural, economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or cumulative 
Effects may also include those resulting from actions that may have both beneficial and detrimental 
effects, even if on balance the agency believes that the effects will be beneficial (40 CFR 1508.81. 

Endangered Species - Any species of animal or plant that is in danger of extmction throughout all 
or a significant portion of its range. Plant or ammel species identified by the Secretary of the Interior 
as endangered in accordance with the 1973 Endangered Species Act. 

Ending Inventory Constrain - The standing volume left in the mventory at the end of the planning 
horizon. The constramt msures that there 1s enough standing inventory at the end of the planning 
horizon to perpetuate long-term sustained yield capacity harvest levels on a nondeclining flow basis. 

Enhance - The altering of any natural feature or organism to improve its ability to produce benefits 
Examples are. changes in the genetic makeup of commercial species of trees to increase growth; blasting 
of rock waterfalls that prevent migration of fish to upstream areas, and fertilization of soils. 

Environmental Analysis -An analysis of alternative actions and then predictable short- and long-term 
envnonmental effects, incorporating the physical, biological, economm, social, and environmental design 
arts and their interactions. 

Estuary - A semi-closed body of water which has a free connection with the open sea The sea water 
in an estuary is measurably tiuted wth fresh water from streams, rivers, or ground water. 

Environmental Assessment - A concise public document, sometimes used to comply with the 
regulations implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1508 91 
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Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) - A statement of the environmental effects of a proposed 
action and alternatives to it. It is required for major federal actions under Section 102 of the National 
Environmental Pohcy Act (NEPA), and released to the pubhc and other agencies for comment and 
review It is a formal document that must follow the requirements of NEPA, the Council on 
Envnonmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines, and dnectwes of the agency responsible for the project proposal 

Even-aged Management - The application of a combination of actions that results in the creation 
of stands in which trees of essentially the same age grow together Managed even-aged forests are 
charactensed by a distribution of stands of varying ages (and, therefore, tme sizes throughout the 
forest area) The difference in age between trees forming the main canopy level of a stand usually 
does not exceed 20 percent of the age of the stand at harvest rotation age. Regeneration in a particular 
stand 1s obtained during a short period at or near the time that a stand has reached the desired age 
or size for regeneration and is harvested. Clearcut, shelterwood, or seed tree cutting methods produce 
even-aged stands (36 CFR 219 3) 

Existing Condition -Representation of a reeource condition, level of resource output, or envnonmental 
effect that exists within a defined area for a specified period of time as defined in the text 

Existing Utility Corridor - A stnp of land containing one or more existing hnear utility rights-of-way, 
which is or will be designated m Forest planning m order to facilitate future authorization of additional 
utility rights-of-way. 

Extensive Forest Management - A low investment level of management on regulated tnnberlands 
that requires mitial harvest, regeneration, and final harvest Some precommercial thmmng may be 
done to prevent stagnation and disease buildup 

F 

Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) - The final version of the statement of environmen- 
tal effects reqmred for major federal actions under section 102 of the National Envirwnnental Pohcy 
Act. It is a revision of the draft envnonmental impact statement to include public and agency responses 
to the draft 

Floodplain - The lowland and relatively flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters including, at a 
minimum, those areas subject to a l-percent or greater chance of floodmg m any given year (loo-year 
recurrence). 

Forage - All browse and nonwoody plants available to hvestock or wddhfe for grazing or harvested 
for feed 

Foreground - A term used in visual management to describe the stand of trees nnmediately adjacent 
to a high-value scenic area, recreatron facility, or forest highway (See “Background,” “Middleground “1 

Forest Land - Lend at least 10 percent occupied by forest trees of any sise or formerly having had 
such tree cover and not currently developed for nonforest use. (36 CFR 219 3) Also see non-forest 
land 
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Forest Program - A forest program is the summary or aggregation of project or activity information 
that makes up an mtegrated (multifunctional) course of action for a given level of funding on a National 
forest that is consistent with the Forest plan 

Forest Residues (Logging Slash) - The unused portions of sawtimber and poletimber trees cut or 
killed by loggmg 

Forest Type - A classification of forest land based upon the tree species presently forming a plurality 
of basal area stocking in live trees 

FORPIAN - A linear programming system ussd for developing and analyzing forest planning activities 

Free-to-grow - A term ussd by silviculturists to indicate that trees are free of gmwth restraints, the 
most common of which is competing over-topping vegetation. 

Fuel Management - The practice of planning and executing the treatment or control of living or 
dead vegetative materials in accordance with firs management dnwtmn. 

Fuel Treatment - The rearrangement or disposal of natural fuels or fuels generated by management 
activity, such as slash left from logging to reduce fire hazard 

G 

Goal - A concise statement that describes a desired condition to bs achieved sometlme in the future 
It IS normally expressed m broad, general terms and is timeless m that it has no speufic date by which 
it is to bs completed. Goal statements form the pnncipal basii from which objsctwes are developed. 
(36 CFR 219.3) 

Goods and Services - The various outputs, including on-&e uses, produced from forest and rangeland 
resources. (36 CFR 219.3) 

Guild - A group of plants or animals that demonstrate a similar ecological inter-relation&p; a group 
of species that have a similar mode of life (e g aly bml species that use cavities in snags for nestmg.) 

H 

Habitat - The place where a plant or animal naturally or normslly lives and gmws 

Habitat Capability - The estimated abdity of an area, given existing or predicted habitat conditions, 
to support a wildlife, f*h or plant population It is measured in terms of potential population numbers 

Habitat Capability Index - An indirect measure of the quality and quantity of habitat for a specific 
species, or group of species. The index 1s usually a range that is based on the predicted number of 
animals that could theoretwally occupy the habitat available given a certam set of management 
prescriptions 
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Habitat Capability Model -A model which depicts the relationship of a species to a variety of habitat 
factors which provide for quantitative prxhctions of a species response (ammel numbers) to habitat 
change. 

Habitat Diversity - Distribution and abundance of plant and wildlife habitats within a given area 
Also, the mix of the component parts found mthin a particular habitat, e g , m a salmonid habitat, the 
pools, riffles, cover, etc. 

Habitat Improvement - Practices that increase the value or utilization of a particular habitat over 
what it is naturally Examples include f=h ladders over impassible waterfalls, and development of 
permanent meadows on timber or brush lands. 

Habitat Restoration - Practices that restore a particular habitat to its natural or near natural condition 
following degradation of that habitat Examples include rock or log structures m streams where landshdee 
have destroyed fwh habitat, and creation of snags in basins where the natural snags have been lost 
through harvest, firs, or wind. 

Hardwood - Broad-leaved and deciduous treee. 

Harvest Cutting Method - Acombmation of interrelated actions whereby forests are tended, harvested, 
and replaced The combination of management practices used to manipulate the vegetation results m 
forests of distmctws form and character. Harvest cutting methods are cls.s&ied as even-aged and 
uneven-aged. 

Headwalls - Upper sideslope concave slopes that are often the most active erosion surfaces in a stream 
syst-= 

Herbaceous - An adjective describing seed-producing plants that do not develop persistent woody 
tissue, but die down to ground level at the end of the growing season. 

Hiding Cover - Cover used by animals to hide from predators, and/or provide a sense of security For 
elk, any vegetation capable of hiding 90% of a standmg adult elk at 200 feet or lass 

High Risk Landtype - A Soil Resource Inventory mapping unit that has more than an 80% probability 
of experiencing (on the average) one or more landshdes larger than 290 cubic yards within 40 acres 
that are clearcut and burned 

High Risk Slope - Any forested slope that would be considered hkely (more than approximately a 
50% chancel to experience a landslide es a consequence of the destabihsmg effects of clearcut harvest 
activities 
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Hydrologic - Pertaining to the quantity, quality, and timing of water yield. 

I 

Impact - See effect. 

Implan - A computer-bssed system used by the Forest Servnx for constructing nonsurvey input-output 
models to measure economic input. 

Indicator Species - Species identified m a planning process that are used to monitor the effects of 
planned management activities on habItat of wildlife and fsh because its welfare is presumed to be an 
mdxxtor of the welfare of other species using the same habitat A species whose condition can be used 
to aseese the imp&e of management actions on a particular area 

Individual Domestic Watershed - Any watershed which provides water for human consumptmn 
not meeting the criteria listed in the definition of a Municipal Watershed 

Integrated Pest Management - A process for selecting strategies to regulate forest peete in which 
all aspects of a pest-host system are studied and weighed The information considered m selecting 
appropriate strategies includes the impact of the unregulated pest population on various resourcee 
values, alternative regulatory tactics and strategies, and benefit/cost estimates for these alternative 
strategies. Regulatcny strategies are based on sound silvicultural practices and ecology of the p&host 
system and consist of a combination of tactics such ss timber stand improvement plus selective use of 
pesticides A basic principle in the choice of strategy 1s that it be ecologwally compatible or acceptable 
(36 CFR 219 3) 

Intensive Forest Management - A high investment level of timber management that envisions 
initial harvest, regeneration with genetically impmved stock, control of competing vegetation, ffi-in 
planting, precommercial thinmng as needed for stockmg control, one or more commercial thinnings, 
and final harvest 

Interdisciplinary Approach - Integrating the concepts from two or more areas of knowledge and 
skills to focus on the same task, problem, or subject 

Interdisciplinary Team (ID Team) - A group, each with specific training in one or more dlsciphnes, 
assembled to solve a problem or perform a task The team is assembled out of recognition that no one 
scientific discipline IS suffwently broad to adequately solve complex resource problems 

Intermingled Ownerships - Lands ulthin the Natmnal Forest boundanes or surrounded by Natmnal 
Forest lands that are owned by private interests or other government agencies 

Intermittent Stream - A stream that runs water in most months, but does not run water during 
the dry season during most years. 

Irretrievable - Apphes to losses of production, harvest, or use of renewable natural resources. For 
example, some or all of the timber production from an area is irretrievably lost during the time an 
area is used as a winter sport site If the use is changed, timber production can be resumed The pmduction 
lost is irretrievable. 
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Irreversible - Apphes primarily to the extractwe use of nonrenewable resources, such as minerals or 
cultural resources, or to those factors, such as in-place soil development, that are renewable only over 
long time periods Irreversible also includes lose of future options. 

Issue - A pomt, matter, or question of public discussion or interest to be addressed or decided through 
the planmng process 

L 

Land and Water Conservation Fund (L&WCF) -Funds collected from sales of surplus Government 
real property, motorboat fuels tares, recreation use fees, etc which are available to purchase and develop 
certain qualifying lands for recreational purposes. 

Landform - An area of land defined by its particular shape that has resulted from a specitlc combination 
of bedrock, soils, erosion processes, vegetation, and chmate. 

Lands Not Appropriate for Timber Production - Includes lands that. 1) are proposed for resource 
uses that preclude timber production, such as Wilderness; 2) have other management objectives that 
limit timber production to the point where management requirements set forth in CFR 219 27 cannot 
be met; or, 3) are not cost efficient over the planmng horizon m meeting forest objectives mcludmg 
timber production (36 CFR 219.14 (c)) 

Lauds Not Suited (Unsuitable) for Timber Production _ Includes lands that: 1) are not forest 
land as defined in CFR 219 3; 2) are hkely, given current technology, to suffer urevereible resource 
damage to soils productivity, or watershed conditions; 3) cannot be adequately restocked as provided 
in 36 CFR 219 27(c)(3); or, 4) have been wthdrawn from tnnber production by an Act of Congress, 
the Secretary of Agriculture, or the Chief of the Forest Service In addition, Forest lands other than 
those that have been identified as not suited for timber production shall be reviewed and assessed 
prior to formulation of alternatives to determine the costs and benefits of a range of management 
mtensities for timber production (36 CFR 219 14(a)(b)) 

Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Includes all lands not classitied as either Not Suited or 
Not Appropriate for Timber Production 

Laudtype - A dehneation of the Forest mapped m the Sn~slaw National Forest Sod Resource Inventory 
that has a de6ne.d arrangement of specific landforms that reacts to management activities m generally 
predictable ways Landtypes range from 60 to 600 acres m size 

Landtype Association - A group of landtypes that make up a large portion of the Forest The landtypes 
in the associations are sufficiently homogeneous to be considered as a whole for modeling the future 
outputs and effects of planned management activities Landtype Associations do not usually follow 
watershed boundarms and are defined on the basis of general smulantws m geology, &mate, landform 
and vegetation Landtype Aseonations on the Forest range in size from 14,000 to 93,000 acres 

Leasable Minerals - Valuable mineral deposits such as oil that may be extracted under lease from 
the Federal government as determined by Federal statutes and regulations 
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Lifestyle - The characteristic way people live, indicated by mnsumption patterns, work, leisure, and 
other activities. 

Locatable minerals - Valuable mineral deposits, such as gold beanng ore, upon which mining claims 
may be fdad ss detarmiaed by Federal statutes and regulations 

Logging Residues - See S&z&. 

Long-term Sustained Yield Capacity - The hlghest uniform wood yield fmm lands being managed 
for timber production that may be sustamed under a specified management mtensity consistent with 
multiple use objectives 

Low Risk Landtype - A Soil F&source Inventory mappmg unit that has less than an 80% probabibty 
of experiencing (on the average) one or more laadsbdes larger than 290 cubic yards witbin 40 acres 
that are cl-t and burned. 

Low Risk Slope - Any forested slops that would be considered unlikely (less than approximately a 
50% chance) to experience a landslide as a consequence of the destabilizing effects of clearcut harvest 
activities. 

M 

Management Area - An area with similar management objectives and a common management 
prescription. 

Management Concern - An issue, problem, or a comhtion which constrains the range of management 
practices identified by the Forest Service m the planning process (36 CFR 219 3) 

Management Direction - A statement of mulhple-use and other goals and ObJectives, the associated 
management prescriptions, and standards and guidelines for attaining them (36 CFR 219 3) 

Management Indicator Species - Species identified in a planmng process that are used to monitor 
the effects of planned management activities on habitat of wildlife and fish because 1t.s welfare is presumed 
to be an indicator of the welfare of other species using the same habitat A species whose condltmn 
canbeusedto assess the impacts of management actions on a particular area. 

Management Intensity - The management practices or combination of management practices and 
associated costs designed to obtain different levels of goods and services (36 CFR 219 3) 

Management Practice - A specific activity, measure, ccwse of action, or treatment. 

Management Prescription - The management prachces and mtenslty selected and scheduled for 
application on a specific area to attain multiple use and other goals and obJe&ves. In FORPLAN, the 
combination of a management emphasis and associated management intensltles v&h a variety of 
tuning choices for implementation 

Management Requirement (MR) - Minimum standards for accompbshing National Forest System 
goals and objectives MRs are intended to protect IWJUPXS Including nparlan areas, wildlife and fish 
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habitats, soil productivity and water quality and vegetation communities Management requmements 
apply to all actwitias including vegetation manipulation, silvicultural practices, and construction projects 

Mature Cover - Cover for deer and elk that pmvldes hiding and thermal cover charactmstics as 
well as supplemental forage. Thm cover condition generally occurs when tmber stands reach 
appmxmately 70 years of age, the dominant trees average 21 Inches d.b h. or greater, and the average 
crown closure is 70 percent or greater 

Middleground - The visible terrain beyond the foreground where individual trees are stlll vmble, but 
do not stand out distinctly fiwn the stand. (See “Foreground” and “Background.“) 

Management Requirements - Requirements for land management activities necessary to meet all 
apphcable laws and regulatmns. 

Maximum Modification - See Vzsual Qualtty Objechve. 

Middle Ground - A term used in visual management to deem&e the portions of a view extendmg 
from the foreground mne out to 3 to 5 m&s from the observer 

Mitigation - Practices intended to reduce the adverse effects of certain management actwitles 
M@@on includes (a) avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certam action or parts of an 
action; &I) minimizing impacts by bmitmng the degree or magnitude of the action and its nnplementatmn; 
(4 rectifying the Impact by repairing, rehabibtating, or restonng the affected environment, (d) reducing 
or elimination the mpact over time by preservation and mamtenance operations during the life of the 
action; and, (e) compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or 
environments. (40 CFR Part 1508 20) 

Modification - See Vzsual Qua&y ObJechve 

Multiple Use - The management of all the various renewable surface resources of the National Forest 
System so that they are utilized m the combination that will best meet the needs of the American 
people; making the most judicious use of the land for some or ell of these resources or related semces 
over areas large enough to provide sufficient latitude for pemxhc adJustments in use to conform to 
changing needs and conditions, that mme lands ml1 be used for less than all of the resources; and 
harmonious and coordinated management of the various mmuws, each with the other, without 
impairment of the productivity of the land, \nth consideration being given to the relative values of the 
various resources, and not necessardy the combmatmn of uses that will give the greatest dollar return 
or the greatest umt output (36 CFR part 219 3) 

Municipal Watershed - A watershed which provides water for human consumptmn, where Forest 
Service management could have a sigmficant effect on the quality of water at the intake potnt, and 
that provides water utdlzed by a community or any other water system that regularly serves 1) at 
least 25 people on at least 60 days ia a year, or 2) at least 15 service connections In additmn to cltles: 
tbs includes campgrounds, residential developments, and restaurants 
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N 

Net Cash Flow - The difference between the annual receipts of an alternative and costs raquixl to 
implement that alternative 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 - An Act to declare a National policy which 
will encourage productive and enjoyable barmony between humanlund and the environment, to pmmota 
efforts wbicb will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the 
health and welfare of humanity, to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural 
resources important to the Nation, and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality (The Principal 
Laws Relating to Forest Service Actinties, Agriculture Handbook No 453, USDA, Forest Service, 359 
PP 1 

National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan - A Plan which “... shall provide for 
multiple use and sustained yield of goods and services from the National Forest System in a way that 
maximizes long-term net public benefits in an envimnmentally sound manner ” 

National Forest Management Act (NFMA) - A law passed in 1976 as an amendment to the Forest 
and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act, requwing the preparation of Regional Guides and 
Forest Plans, and the preparation of regulations to guide them. 

Net Receipts - Receipts moms costs. 

Net Public Benefits - An expressux~ used to signify the overall long-term value to the natmn of all 
outputs and positive effects (benefits) less all assoclati inputs and negative effects (costs) whether 
they can be quantitatively valued or not. Net public benefits are measured by both quantitatwe and 
qualitative criteria rather than a single measure or index. The maximization of net public benefits to 
be derived fmm management of umta of the National Forest System is consistent with the principles 
of multiple-use and sustained-yield. (36 CFR 219 3) 

Nitrogen-Fixing (Nitrogen Fixation) - Conversion of atmospheric nitrogen by plants such as red 
alder into combined forms (primarily ammonia) that, following additional chemical processes, pronde 
nitrogen to plants as a necessary and often growth hmiting nutrient 

No Change Alternative (Alternative NC) - A supplemental Alteraatwe added at the direction of 
the Chief to the ten alternatives described in the DEIS The No Change Alternative provides mformation 
about the 1979 Smslaw Timber Resource Plan (TRP) in the form of an alternative to the Proposed 
Forest Plan Major changes in information about Forest resourws since the development of the TRP 
make dnwt comparison between the No Change Alternative and Alternatives developed in the DEIS 
difficult or impossible. 

Non-cash Benefit - Benefits that resource users are willing to pay for or what current market pncw 
Indicate they should pay above any fees paid to the Forest Service 

Nonchargeable Timber Volume - All volume not mcluded in the growth and yield projectmns for 
the selected management prescriptions used to arrive at the allowable sale quantity 

Nonconsumptive Use - That use of a resource that does not reduce ita supply; for example, 
nonconsumptive uses of water Include hydroelectric power generation, boating, swxmnlng, and fishing. 
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Nondeclining Flow - A policy governing the volume of timber removsd from a National Forest, 
which states that the volume planned for removal in each succeeding decade wdl equal or exceed that 
volume planned for removal in the previous decade. Regulated by the Base Sale Schedule 

Nongame - Species of anunals not managed for sport hunting. 

Nonforest - Lands less than 10 percent occupied by forest cover of any size and not formerly having 
had such tree cover, or currently being developed for non-forest use Lands developed for non-forest 
use include areas for crops, unproved pasture, residential, or administrative areas, unproved roads of 
any width, and adjoining road clearing and powerline clearing of any width (36 CFR 219.3) 

Nonmarket - Products derived from National Forest resources that do not have a well-established 
market value, for example, recreation, wilderness, wddlife. 

0 

Objective - A concise, time-specific statement of measurable planned results that respond to 
preestablished goals An objective. forms the basis for further planning to define the precise steps to be 
taken and the resources to be used in achieving ident&xi goals (36 CFR 219 3) 

Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) - Two, three, or four wheeled motorized vehicles designed for use off of 
constructed roads 

Old-growth Habitat - Habitat for certain wkihfe that is characterized by overmature coniferous 
forest stands with large snags and decaying logs 

Old-growth Stand _ Vegetation community donunated by an over&my of old-growth conifer trees 
Understory vegetation IS sparse, and donunated by shade tolerant species such as huckleberry, Oregon 
grape, and swordfern. 

Old-growth Trees - Trees that have the age and gmwth characteristics of trees in an old-growth 
stand, but are too few in number or too scattered to be considered part of an old-growth stand 

Operational Costs - Those costs requned to operate programs, administer the activities involved, 
and maintain capital nnpmvement 

Opportunity - A proposal that is considered in developing alternatives, projects or programs where 
an option exists to invest profitably to improve or mamtsm a condition 

Opportunity Costs - The emnonuc and resource values that are foregone in order to meet an objective 

Optimal Cover - The most preferred cover condition by deer and elk It has the following charactenstws 
1) four layers vegetation layers including an overstory canopy, a sub-canopy, a shrub layer, and a 
herbaceous layer; 2) an overstory canopy which can intercept and hold a substantial amount of snow 
yet has dispersed, small (less than l/8 acre) openings This cover type provides hiding and thermal 
cover characteristics as well as supplemental forage during adverse weather This condition generally 
occurs when timber stands reach appmxnnately 120 years of age, the donunant trees are greater than 
21 inches d.b h , and the cmwn closure exceeds 70 percent. 
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Output - A good, service, or on-site uss that is produced from forest and rangeland resources See 
FSH 1309 11 for forest and rangsland outputs codes and units measure Examples: NOG-Softwood 
Sawtimber Production MBF; X80Jncwased Water Yield - Acre Feet; WOl-Primitive Recreation Use 
RVDs. 

P 

Partial Cut - A variety of silvicultural practices where a portmn of the stand is removed and a portion 
is left 

Partial Retention - See Visual Qualzty Obpctiue 

Perennial Stream - Stream that runs water in every month during most years. 

Persons at One Time (POAT) - A recreation capacity measurement term mdicating the number of 
people who can use a facility or area at one time 

Pests - Any animal or plant that, during some portion of its life cycle, inhibits the estabhshment or 
growth of some other specw of plant or animal favored by man. 

Planning Horizon - The oversll time penod considered in the planning process that spans all activities 
covered in the analysis or plan and all future conditmns and effects of proposed actions which would 
influence the planning decisions (36 CFR Part 219 3) 

Planning Period - One decade The time interval within the planning horizon that is ussd to show 
incremental changes in yields, costs, effects, and benefits (36 CFR Part 219 3) 

Potential Yield - (This term is in reference to the 1979 Tnnbsr Resource Plan only.) Optimum sustained 
yield of timber harvest volume attainable with intensive forestry on avadable commercial forest land 
(forest lands able to produce 20 cubic feet of timber per acer per year or more) whde considenng the 
mterrslationsbip with other forest resources and uses. Intensive forestry includes planting only with 
genetically superior stock, precommer&l thmning, commercial thnming and r&ass fmm competition 
with noncommercial species. Programmable net salvage volume and volume from margmally econonucal 
lands are also included 

Present Net Value (PNW - A value that represents the dollar difference between the discounted 
value of all outputs to whch monetary values are assigned and the discounted costs of managing the 
Forest for the next 160 years 

Professional Judgment - Theoretical statement of conditions, or interrelatmns~ps mvolving natural 
features or phenomenon based on experience rather than rigorous research, by a person trained in the 
science and current state of the art of the particular field for which the statement applies (e g habitat 
requwements of species not studled in detail, as stated by a wildlife biologist) 

Program - Sets of activities or projects with specific objectives, defined m terms of specific results 
and responsibilities for accomphshments 
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Programmed harvest - The amount of timber on the Forest that is scheduled for harvesting. The 
programmed harvest is based on current demand, funding, and multiple-use considerations. 

Program Element - An individual Forest Service arm of respcnsibiity, which in combination with 
other elements, comprises the statutory or Executive directed mission of the Forest Service. Specific 
Forest Service program elements are defined in the Management Information Handbook (FSH 1309 11) 

Project - An organized effort to achieve an objective identified by location, activities, outputs, effects, 
and time period and responsibihties for execution. 

Public Involvement - A Forest Service process dewgned to broaden the information base upon which 
agency decisions am made by (1) informing the public about Forest Service a&iv&s, plans, and decisions, 
and (2) encoumgmg public understanding about and participation in the plannmg processes which 
lead to final decision making. 

Public Issue - A subject or question of widespread public interest relating to Management of the 
National Forest System (36 CFR 219.3) 

Public Participation Activities - Meetings, conferences, seminars, workshops, tours, written 
comments, survey questionnaires, and similar activities designed or held to obtem comments from the 
general pubhc and specific publics 

R 

Range - Land producing native forage for animal consumption, and lands that are revegetated naturally 
or artnlcslly to provide forage that is managed like native vegetation 

Captors - Predatory birds, such as falcons, hawks, eagles, or owls 

Real Dollar Value - A monetary value which compensates for the effects of inflation (36 CFR 219 3) 

Receipts _ Those priced benefits for which money will actually be paid to the Forest Service: recreation 
fees, timber harvest, mmeral leases and special use fees. 

Record of Decision - A document separate from but associated with an Envimnmental Impact 
Statement which states the decision, identities all alternatwes, specifying which were environmentally 
preferable, and states whether all practicable means to avoid environmental harm from the selected 
alternative have been adopted, and if not, why not 

Recreation Capacity - The number of people that can take advantage of the supply of a recreation 
opportunity during an established use period without substantially diminishing the quality of the 
recreation experience or the bmphysxel resources 

Recreation Information Management (RIM) - A computer-oriented system that organizes and 
manages information concernmg recreation use, occupancy, and management of National Forest lands 

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROW - Land delineations that identify a variety of recreation 
experience opportunities categorized into six classes on a continuum from primitive to urban. Each 
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class is defined in terms of the degree to which it satisfies certain recreation experience needs, based 
on the extent to which the natural environment has been modified, the type of facilities provided, the 
degree of outdoor skills needed to enjoy the area, and the relative density of recreation use. The six 
classes an?: 

1. Primitive - Area is characterized by en essentially unmodified natural environment of farly 
large aze Interaction between usere is very low and evidence of other users is minimal The 
area is managed to be essentially free fmm evidence of human-induced restrictions and contmls. 
Motorized use within the area is not permitted 

2. Semiprimitive Nonmotorized - Area is characterized by a predonunantly natural or naturel- 
appearing environment of moderate to large size Interectlon between users is low, but there 1s 
often evidence of other users The area IS managed in such a way that minimum on-ate controls 
and restrictions may be present, but would be subtle. Motorized recreation use 18 not permitted, 
but local roads used for other resource management actw&s may be present on a limited basis 
Use of such roads is restricted to minimize impacts on recreational expenence opportunities 

3. Semiprimitive Motorized - Area is characterized by a predominantly natural or natural- 
appearing environment of moderate to large size Concentration of users is low, but there is 
often evidence of other users The area 1s managed m such a way that minimum on-site controls 
and restrictions us-e of local pnnutive or collector roads with predonunantly natural surfaces 
and trails swtable for motor bikes is pernutted 

4. Rmded Natural - Area is characterized by predominantly natural-appearing environments 
mth moderate evidence of the sights and sounds of man Such evidence usually harmomzes 
with the natural environment. Interaction between users may be moderate to high, urlth evidence 
of other users prevalent. Resource modifwatmn and utilizatmn practices are evldent, but harmonize 
with the natural environment Conventtonal motorized use is allowed and mcorparated into 
construction standards and design of facilities 

5. Rural - Area is characterized by a natural entimnment that has been substantially mochfied by 
development of structures, vegetatwe manipulation, or pastoral agrxultural development. 
Resource modification and utilization practices maybe used to enhance specific recreation actlvltws 
and to maintain vegetative cover and sod. Sights and sounds of humans are readily evident, 
and the mteraction between users is often moderate to high A considerable number of facihties 
are designed for use by a large number of people. Facilities are often provided for special activities 
Moderate user densities are present away fmm developed sites Facilities for intensified motolrzed 
use and parkmg are available 

6. Urban - Area is characterized by a substantially urbanized environment, although the background 
may have natural-appearing elements Renewable resource n&Xc&on and utilization practws 
are often used to enhance specific recreation activities Vegetative cover is often exotic and 
manicured Sights and sounds of humans are predominant on ate Large numbers of users can 
be expected bath on site and in nearby areas Facilities for hghly intensified motor use and 
parking are available with forms of maza transmit often available to carry people throughout 
the site 

Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs) - Twelve visitor hours, which may be aggregated continuously, 
mtermittently, or simultaneously by one or more persons 
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Regeneration - The actual seedling and saplings existing in a stand; or the act of establishing young 
trees naturally or artificially. 

Regulations - Adnunistrative rules, implementmg laws Generally refers to the Code of Federal 
Regalatmns, Title 36, Chapter II, which cover management of the Forest Service. 

Release - Freeing trees fmm competition for light, water, and nutrients by removing or reducing the 
vegetation growth that IS overtopping or closely surrounding them. 

Renewable Resources - Resources that are possible to use mdeflnltely, when the use rate does not 
exceed the ability to renew the supply. 

Residual Stand - The trees remaining standing after some event such as selection cutting. 

Region - A Forest Service adnwustrative unit The Snrelaw National Forest ls a part of the Pacific 
Northwest Region whrch nrcludes all National Forests m Oregon and Waslungton. See FSM 12213 for 
orgamzatrmal definitrxis. 

Regional Guide - A document written by the Regional Forester that establishes regional standards 
and guidehnes as requned by 36 CFR Part 219.9(a) for a Region Consistent with resource capabd~ttes, 
the Regional Guide reflects goals and objectives of the RPA Program For planning purposes, the Regional 
Guide displays tent&we resource objectives from the RPA Program It also provides for general 
coordmatrm of National Forest System, State and Pnvats Forestry and Research programs The Chief 
approves the Regional Guide. 

Regulated Stands - Stands which contribute to the calculatsd base tunber sale schedule or departure 

RenewabIe Resources Assessment - An appraisal of the Nation’s renewable resources that recognizes 
then vital importance and the necessity for long-term planning and associated program development 
The Assessment meets the raqunements of Section 3 of the Resources Plannmg Act and includes 
analyses of present and anticipated uses, demands, and supplies of the renewable resources, a description 
of Forest Service programs and responsibd~tres; and a diission of policy considerations, laws, and 
regulations 

Research Natural Area - An area set aside by a public or private agency speciikally to preserve a 
representative sample of an ecological commuluty, primarily for screntiilc and educational purposes 
In the Forest Service, RNAs are areas designated to ensure representative samples of as many of the 
major naturally occurring plant communities as possible 

Resource Allocation - The action of apportioning the supply of a resource to specific uses or to particular 
persons or organizations 

Resource Element - A major endeavor which fulfills statutory or Executive requirements and mdlcates 
a collectmn of activities from the various operating programs required to accomplish the Forest Service 
mission There are seven resource elements 

1. Recreation - The resources which provide outdoor recreational opportunities for the Nation 
Included are development of new knowledge, and technical assistance 
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2. Wilderness - The Nation’s wilderness resource Thii element includes lands designatea for 
preservation and protection in their natural condition for the National Wilderness Preservation 
System. 

3. Wildlife and Fish - The resources which are directed toward protection and improvements of 
wildlife and fwh populations and habitats. Coordination with State agencies is a key element 
Included are technical assistance and development of new knowledge. 

4. Range - The resources needed to manage, protect, and develop forest and range lands for grazing. 
The element encompasses activities on both National Forest and private forest and range lands, 
and the reeeamh needed to effectively consider management alternatives. 

5. Timber - The resources needed to grow wood and to make it available to the Nation on a continuing 
basis. This element includes activities needed to protect, manage, harvest, and utilize wood and 
wood-related products 

6. Water - The administration and enhancement of water resources in a manner consistent with 
other resource values This element includes watershed and river basin planning and development 
in cooperation with States and other agencies, and reseamh designed to gain further knowledge. 

7. Minerals - The administration of exploration and development of minerals in a manner consistent 
with other resource values on National Forest lands. This element also includes research and 
cooperative actwltws to enhance reclamation of nuned lands 

Resource Management Plan - A plan developed prior to the Forest Plan that outlined the actwties 
and projects for a particular resource element independently of considerations for other resources 
Such Plans will be superseded by the Forest Plan. 

Returns to Counties - The portion of receipts derived from Forest Service resource management 
that is distributed to State and county governments such as the Forest Service 25 percent fund payments 

Rip&an Area - A geographically delineated area directly influenced by water with distinctive resource. 
values and characteristics that is comprised of aquatic and ripanan ecosystems This includes floodplains, 
wetlands, and all areas within a horizontal distance of appmximately 100 feet from the normal line of 
high water of a stream channel or from the shorehne of a standing body of water 

Riparlan Ecosystem -A transition between the aquatic ecosystem, and the adjacent upland terrestrial 
ecosystem Identified by soil characteristics and distinctive vegetation conunumtses that requrre free 
or unbound water 

Roadless Area - Areas studied during the Roadless Area Review and Evaluation process (RARE ID 
which are roadless and at least 5,000 acres in size 

Road Management Objective (RMO) _ Documentation of resource needs, management concerns, 
design, operation, maintenance, and anticipated life of a proposed mad RMOs are determnxxl by 
interdisciphnary teams on the Ranger Districts 

Rotation - The planned number of yea= between the formation of a generation of trees and their 
harvest at a specified stage of maturity 
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S 

Sale Schedule - The quantity of timber planned for sale by time p&cd, fmm the area of suitable 
land covered by a Forest plan The first period, usually a decade, of the selected sale schedule provides 
the allowable sale quantity Future periods are shown to establish that long-term sustamed yield ulll 
be achieved and maintained. For planning purposes, the sale schedule and the allowable sale quantity 
are synonymous for all per&s or decades over the planning honzon. (36 CFR 219.3) 

Salvage Cutting - Intermediate cutting made to remove trees that are dead or m immment danger 
of being killed by mjunous agents 

Sawtimber - Trees containing at least one 12-foot sawlog or two noncontiguous S-foot logs, and meeting 
regional specifications for freedom from defect Softwood trees must be at least 9 mches m diameter 
and hardwood trees 11 inches in diameter at breast height. 

Scoping - The process by which the Forest Service determines the extent of analysis necessary for an 
informed dewion on a proposed action 

Sea-run - see anadmmous 

Second Growth - Forest growth that has come up naturally after some drastic Interference (for 
example, wholesale cuttmg, serious fire, or insect attack) with the prevmus forest growth. 

Sediment - Boulders, gravels, sands, sdts, and clays (often with inclusions of organic matermls) that 
have been eroded from an upslope area, and are either moving through a stream system, or have been 
deposIted in a stream bed, lake, marsh, wetland, or estuary. 

Semiprimitive Motorized ROS Class - See “Recreatmn Opportumty Spectrum. 

Semiprimitive Nonmotorized ROS Class - See “Recreation Opportunity Spectrum ” 

Sensitive Species - Those species that have appeared in the Federal Register as proposed for 
clawfmation and are under consideration for of&ml hstmg as endangered or threatened species, that 
are on an official State lit, or that are recogmzed by the Regional Forester as needmg specml management 
to prevent their being placed on Federal or State lists 

Sensitivity Analysis - A deternunatmn of the consequences of varying the level of one or several 
factors while holding other factors constant 

SeraI - A biotic community that IS a developmental, transitory stage in an ecological successmn 

Silvicultural System - A management process whereby forests are tended, harvested, and replaced, 
resulting m a forest of distinctive form. Systems are class~tied according to the method of carrymg out 
the removal of the mature crop and pmvlde for regeneratmn and accordmg to the type of forest thereby 
produced (36 CFR 219 3) 
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Silvicultur+a - The art and science of controlling the establishment, composition, and growth of forests. 

Site Preparation - Manipulation of vegetation or soil prior to planting or seeding The manipulation 
follows harvest, wildfire, or construction in order to encourage the growth of favored specks. Site 
preparation may include the application of herbicides; burning, or cutting of living vegetatmn that 
competes with the favored species; tilling the soil; or burning of organic debris (usually loggmg slash) 
that makes planting or seeding difticult. 

Site Productivity - Productive capabiity of specific areas of land which is a result of soil characteristics 
such as water-holding capacity and available nutrients, and chmate. 

Skyline Logging - A system of cable logging in which all or part of the weight of the logs is supported 
during yarding by a suspended cable. 

Slash - The residue left on the ground after timber cutting and/or storms, tire, or other damage. It 
mcludes unused logs, upmotsd stumps, broken or upmotsd stems, branches, twigs, leaves, bark, and 
ChllpS. 

Small Game - Birds and small mammals typically hunted or trapped. 

Snag - A standmg dead tree. 

Socio-economic - Pertaining to, or signifying the combination or interaction of, social and sccummic 
factors 

Softwoods - Coniferous trees, usually evergreen, having needles or male-like leaves 

Soil Surveys - Systematic examinations of sods in the field and in laboratorms; their description and 
classification; the mapping of kinds of soil; the mterpretation accordmg to their adaptability for various 
crops, or for other purposes; and their pmductwity under different management systems 

Special Interest Areas - Formally designated areas managed to make recreation opportunities available 
for the undentanding of the earth and its gsalogmal, historical, amhs&@al, b&anmal, and memorial 
features. 

Stand (Tree Stand) - An aggregatmn of trees occupying a specific area and sufficiently umform m 
composition, age arrangement, and condition as to bs distinguishable from the forest m adJoining 
areas 

Standards and Guidelines - Practices needed to achieve dewed conditions or levels of envlmnmental 
quabty. 

Stocking - The degree of occupancy of land by trees as measured by basal area or number of trees 
and as compared to a stocking standard; that is, the basal area or number of trees required to fully 
use the gmwth potential of the land 

Stream Blockage - Accumulation of soil, rock, and organic material deposited m a stream channel 
by landslides that prevent fish from moving upstream. 

Stream Buffer - Vegetation left along a stream channel to protect the channel or water from the 
effects of logging, mad buildmg, or other management activity (see vegetation leave area) 
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Stream Class - Classitication of streams based on the present and foreseea ble uses made of the water, 
and the potential effects of on-site changes on downstream uses Four classes are detinsd~ 

Class I - Perennial or intermittent streams that: provide a source of water for domestic use; are 
used by large numbers of fmh for spawning, rearing or migration; and/or are major tributaries 
to other Class I streams 

Class II -Perennial or intermittent streams that. are ussd by moderate though significant numbers 
of fmh for spawning, rearing or migratmn; and/or may bs tnbutaries to Class I streams or other 
Class II streams. 

Class III - All other perennial streams not meeting higher class criteria. 

Class IV - All other intermittent streams not meeting higher class cntsris 

Streamside Management Unit (SMU) - An area of varying width adlacent to a stream where practices 
that might affect water quality, fish, and other aquatic resources are modified to meet water quality 
goals for each class of stream. The width of this area will vary with the management goals for each 
class of stream, characteristics of the stream and surroundmg terrain, and the type and extent of the 
planned activity 

Stream Structure - The arrangement of logs, boulders, and meanden whmh modify the flow of 
water, thereby causing the formation of pools and gravel bars in streams Generally, there is a direct 
relationship between complexity of structure and fish habitat. Complex structure is also an indication 
of watershed stability. 

Submerchantable Volume - The estimated timber volume that does not meet the utihzatmn standards 
in the Regional Guide, but which could be utilized for products other than sawtimber It is considered 
“nonchargeable” against planned allowable sale quantity goals. 

Substantive Comment - A comment that provides factual information, professmnal opnuon, or 
informed judgement germane to the action being proposed. 

Succession - The progressive development of vegetation toward its highest ecological expression, the 
climax community; replacement of one plant community by another 

Successional Stage - A stage or rscogmzable conditions of a plant community that occure during its 
development from bars ground to climax; for example, coniferous forests m the Coast Range progress 
through six recognized stages. grass-forb; shrub-seedling; pole-sapling, young, mature; old growth. 

Suitability - The appmpnateness of applying certain resource management practices to a particular 
area of land, as deternuned be an analysis of the economic and environmental consequences and the 
alternative uses foregone A umt of land may be suitable for a variety of mdlvldual or combmed 
management practices (See “Lands Not Suitable for Timber Production”, and “Lands Not Appropriate 
for Timber Production”) 

Supply - The amount of an output that producers are. willing to provide at the spe&ed price, time 
per&, and conditmn of sale. 
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Suppression - The action of sxtinguishing or confining a fire. 

Sustainecl-Yield of Products and Servlcos - The achievement and maintenance in perpetuity of a 
high-level annual or regular periodic output of the various renewable resources of the National Forest 
System without impairment of the productivity of the land. (36 CFR 219.3) 

T 

Tentatively Suitable Forest Land - Forest land that is producing or is capable of producing crops 
of industrial wood and: (a) has not been withdrawn by Congress, the Secretary, or the CI-Iief; tb) existing 
technology and knowledge is available to ensure timber production without nmversible damage to 
soils pmductivily, or watershed conditions, (c) existing technology and knowlsdge, as reflected in current 
research and experience, provides reasonable assurarws that is is possible to restock adequately within 
5 years after final harvest; and (d) adequate mformation is available to project responses to timber 
management activities. 

Thermal Cover - Cover used by animals to lessen the effects of weather; for elk, a stand of coniferous 
trees 40 feet or more tall with an average crown closure of 70 percent or more 

Threatened Species - Those plants or animal species likely to become endangered species throughout 
all or a significant portion of their range within the foreseeable future. 

Tiering - Refers to the coverage of general matters in broader envnonmental impact statements 
(such as national program or policy statements) voth subsequent narrower statements or envuonmental 
analyses (such as regional or basin-wide program statements or ultimately site-specific statements) 
incorporating by reference the general discussions and concentrating solely on the issues specific to 
the statement subsequently prepared. (40 CFR Part 1508.28) 

Timber Harvest Schedule - The quantity of timber planned for sale and harvest, by time period, 
fmm the area of land covered by the Forest Plan The first period, usually a decade, of the sslscted 
harvest schedule provides the allowable sale quantity Future periods are shown to estabhsh that sustamed 
yield wdl bs achieved and maintained. 

Timber Production - The purposeful growing, tending, harvesting, and regeneration of regulated 
crops of trees to be cut into logs, bolts, or other mund sections for industrial or consumer use For 
planning purposes, the term “timber production” does not include production of fuel wood (36 CFR 
219.3) 
a 
Timber Resource Plan - A functional plan completed in 1979 which established a sale volume to be 
sold each year based upon an analysis of the most recent resource inventories This plan was an integrated 
plan which attempted to consider imphcations to other msoumes on the Forest. Also known as the 
Timber Management (TM) Plan. 

Timber Sale Program Quantity - The volume of timber planned for sale during the first decade of 
the planning horizon. It includes the allowable sale quantity (chargeable volume) and any additional 
material (nonchargeable volume) planned for sale Expressed as the average for the first decade. 
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Timber Stand Improvement - Measures such ss thinning, pruning, release cutting, prescribed fire, 
girdling, weeding, or poisoning of unwanted trees aimed at improving growing conditions for the 
remcamng trees. 

Total Suspended Particalates (TSP) - Any finely divided material (solid or liquid) that is airborne 
with an aerodynamic diameter smaller than a few hundred mlcmmeters Predictions of TSP are made 
to estimate potential hazard to human health that could result from slash burning 

Tradeoff - The reduction or limitation of one or more rssourcs benefits in favor of increasmg or improving 
some other benefits Some amount of tradeoff is n -ry when resourcs benefits are not totally 
compatible. (e g. - timber harvest and fmh habitat both may compete for the condition of the natural 
vegetation cover) 

Turbidity - The degree of opaqueness, or cloudiness produced in water by suspended particulate matter, 
either organic or inorganic. Measured by light fdtration or transmission and expressed m Jackson 
Turbidity Units (JTU’s) 

U 

Understory - The trees and other woody spews growmg under a more-or-less continuous cover of 
branches and fohags formed collectively by the upper portion of adjacent trees and other woody growth 

Undeveloped Area - Portion of the National Forest that is essentially unmaded. 

Uneven-aged Management - The application of a combination of actions needed to simultaneously 
maintain continuous high-forest cover, recurring regeneration of desirable species, and the orderly 
growth and development of trees through a range of diameter or age classes to provide a sustained 
yield of forest products Cutting IS usually regulated by specifying the number or proportion of tress of 
particular sizes to retain within each area, thereby maintaining a planned distribution of size classes 
Cutting methods that develop and maintain uneven-aged stands are single-tree s&&on and group 
selection. (36 CFR 219.3) 

Utility and Transportation Corridors - A strip of land designated for the transportation of energy, 
commodities, and commumcatmns 

Utilization Standards - Standards guiding the use and removal of timber, which is measured in 
terms of diameter at breast height, top diameter inside the bark (top diameter inside bark), and percent 
“soundness” of the wood 

V 

Vegetation Leave Area - Area of land in which vegetation IS left undisturbed in order to provide 
shade and orgamc debris to streams, or to prevent the acceleration of natural erosion processes. No 
regulated timber harvest is planned in these areas 
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viable Population - A population which has adequate numbers and dispsmion of reproductive 
individuals to ensure the continued existence of the species population on the planning area. 

Viewshed - Portion of the Forest that is seen from a major travel mute, or high use location 

Visual Quality Objectives (V&OS) - Categories of acceptable landscape alteration measured in 
degrees of deviation from the natural-appearing landscape. 

1. Preservation - Human activities do not change the natural apPzzws.n~e. 

2 Retention - Human activities are not evident to the casual Forest visitor, 

3. Partial Retention - Human activity may be evident, but must remain subordinate to the 
characteristic landsmiPs. 

4. Modification - Human Activity may dominate the characteristic landscape, but must, at the 
same time, follow naturally established form, hne, color, and texture It should appear as a 
natural occurrsnce when viewed in foreground or middleground 

5. Maximum Modification - Human activity may dominate the characteristic landscape, but 
should appear as a natural occurrence when viewed as background 

6 Enhancement - A short-term management alterative which is done with the express purpose 
of increasing positive visual variety where little variety now exists. 

Visual Resource - The composite of basic terrain, geologic features, water features, vegetative patterns, 
and land-use effects that typi& a land unit and influence the visual appeal the umt may have for 
visitors. 

W 

Watershed - Portion of the Forest in whmh all surface water drains to a common point Watersheds 
can range from a few tens of acres that drain a single small mtenmttent stream, to many thousands 
of acres for a stream that drains hundreds of connected intermittent and perennial streams 

Wetlands - Areas that are inundated by surface water or groundwater with a frequency sufficient to 
support, and under normal circumstances does or would support, a prevalence of vegetative or aquatic 
life that requires saturated or seasonally saturated soil conditions for growth and reproduction (Executive 
Order 11990). 

Wild and Scenic Rivers - Those rivers or sections of rivers designated as such by congressmnal 
action under the 1968 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, as supplemented and amended, or those sections of 
riven designated as wild, scenic, or recreational by an act of the Legislature of the State or States 
through which they flow. Wild and scenic rivers may be classitied and admlnlstered under one or more 
of the following categories: 
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1. Wild River Areas - Those rivers or sections of rwers that are free of impoundments and generally 
inaccessible except by trail, with watersheds or shorelines essentially primitive and waters 
unpolluted. These represent veettgea of pnmitive America 

2. Scenic River Areas - Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free of impoundments, with 
watersheds still largely primitive and shorehnes largely undeveloped, but accessible in places by 
roads 

3. Recreation River Areas - Those riven or sections of rwsrs that are readily accessible by road 
or railroad, that may have some development along then shorehnes, and that may have undergone 
some impoundment or diversion in the past. 

Wilderness - Areas designated by congressmnal action under the 1964 Wilderness Act. Wilderness 
istined as undeveloped Federal land retaming its primeval character and influence without permanent 
improvements or human habitation Wilderness areas are protected and managed to preserve their 
natural conditions, which generally appear to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, 
with the imprmt of human activity substantially unnotmeable; have outstandmg opportumties for 
sohtude or for a primitive and confined type of recreatmn; mclude at least 5,000 acres or are of sufficient 
size to make practical their preservation, enjoyment, and use in an unimpaired condition; and may 
contain features of scientific, sducatmnal, scenic, or historical value as well as ecologic and geologm 
interest 

Wildfire - Any forest fire that m not a prescribed tire 

Wildlife and Fish User Day (WFUD) - Twelve visitor hours which may be aggregated continuously, 
intermittently, or simultaneously by one or more persons. 

Windfall - A tree, including the mote, blown down by the wind, or the stem or other parts (such as 
branches, foliage, or fruit) broken off or blown down by the wind. 

Woody Material - Organic materials necessary for stream channel stability and maintenance of 
watershed condition It includes large logs and root wads 

Y 

Yarding - The moving of logs from where they were cut to a central concentration area or landing 

Yield Tables - Tables that estimate the level of outputs that would result from implementing a particular 
activity. Usually referred to in conjunction v&h FORPLAN (or other linear models) input or output. 
Yield tables can be developed for timber volumes, range production, soil and water outputs, and other 
ESXllTeS 
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LIST OF PREPARERS 

PRIMARY PREPARERS 

RICK ALEXANDER 

Position 

Educatmn: 

Assistant Planner 

B S. Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, 1968, San Francisco State University 
M S Forest Ecology, 1980, Oregon State Univemty 

Experience: Twenty years in tmber management and silviculture in the Washington Cascades 
and Oregon Coast Ranges. Acting timber planner with the Smslaw IDT in 1986 
and am&ant planner smce 1987 Assisted with silwxlture input and review for 
the DEIS; wnting, editing, printing and distribution of the Supplement, writing, 
e&tmg and pubbshmg the FEIS and Forest Plan 

BRYAN ARMEL 

Position: 

Education. 

Experience: 

Opmtms Research Analyst 

B S. Forest Management, 1982, Virginia Tech 

Three years as a cooperatwe educatmn student on the Jefferson Natmnal Forest 
in Vwgma Two years as an Operations Research Analyst wth the Forest Service 
Land Management Planning Unit in Fort Collins, Colorado. Member of Siuslaw 
IDT from 1984 to 1986 with responslbdlly for data base management and FORPLAN 
WdYSlS. 

LINDA BLUBAUGH 

Positmn 

Education: 

EXpellelW 

Operations Research Analyst 

B S. Forest Management, Smnce, and Mathematics, 1979, Colorado State University 

Si years in timber management on the Black Hdls Natmnal Forest, and 2 years 
m land management plannmg on the Hiawatha National Forest Member of Siuslaw 
IDT 1986-1987, responsiblefordatabaseupdateandFORPLANanalysis, coordmated 
writing of draft Forest Plan 
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---z. FIAREN BUCKtNGHAM 

Position: 

Education: 

Wd&fe Biokqst, Planning 

B.S. Zoology, 1983, California State Polytechnic University 
M S Zoology, 1986, Cabfornta State Polytechnic University 

Experience: Twelve years experience as a wildlife biologist with the Forest Service and Bureau 
of Land Management Member of IDT since 1988 with responsibiity for pmvlding 
input on wildlife resources for the Supplement and preparation on the Final Plan 
and EIS. 

GEORGE BUSH 

Position: 

Education: 

Experience: 

Forest Soil Scientist 

B S Forest Management, 1967, Washington State University 

Twenty-two years 1x1 soil science wth the Forest Serwze on 7 National Forests in 
California and the Pacific Northwest Region Member of the IDT since 1979. 
Primarily responsible for pmndlng so& and watershed input for the Forest Plan 
Analyzed the effects of the alternatwes on soil stabdity, watershed condition, and 
soil productivity 

LAURA CEPERLEY 

Position 

Education. 

Forest Economist 

B S Zoology, 1975, Duke University 
MS. Forestry, 1978, University of Washington 

Experience: Forest Service experience has been 111 Forest Planning on the Nezparce National 
Forest in Idaho (2 years), Bittermot National Forest in Montana (3 years), and 
Snslaw Natuxx=d Forest (2 years) Member of IDT 1984-1986. Provided economic 
data and analysis for DEIS and draft Forest Plan 

MICHAEIL CLATIY 

Position: 

Education 

Forest Fishery B&$at 

B S Fisheries, 1964, University of Mxhlgan 
Ph D Fisheries, 1970, Unwerslty of M&gan 

Expenence: Twenty years in fmheries research and management with the Michigan Department 
of Natural Resources, Oregon Game Commwsion, Cornell University, U S. Fiih 
and Wildlife Service at Oklahoma State Unwerslty, and Forest Service Member of 
the Siuslaw IDT since 1983. Pmvided f~heriea Input and ass&ad with writing 
and editing of the DEIS, Supplement and FEIS. 
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SALLY COLLINS 

Position 

Education 

Assistant Planner 

B S. Recreation, 1976, University of Colorado 
M S Pubhc Admintetration, 1977, University of Wyoming 

Experience: Sii years with the Bureau of Land Management in Colorado, serving as wilderness 
specmlllt, environmental coorxhnator, and the oil and gas program coordinator. 
Three years of Forest Servze land management planning expenence as a member 
of the Siuslaw IDT 1983-1987 Prnnary duties as assistant planner were coordinating 
the writing, editing, and final preparation of the DEIS. 

GREG COX 

Position 

Education: 

Forest Economist 

B S Forest Management, 1976, Stephen F Austin State Umversity; 
M.S. Natural Resource Economics, 1980, Colorado State Unwersity 

Experience: Six years of Forest Service experience as a forest economist and IDT leader in 
land management planning Member of the Smslaw IDT from 1980 to 1984. 
Beeponsible for developing economic and budget data and conducting economic 
analysis for the DEIS and Forest Plan 

CARLFROUNFELKER 

Position: 

Education: 

Forest Wildlife Biologist 

BS Wildlife Management, 1972, Universtty of Wisconsm 
M S Wildhfe Management, 1976, Unwersity of Idaho 

Expenence: 12 years as wildlife biologist with the Forest Service Two years as wildlife biologist 
on the Prescott Natmnsl Forest Plan, 2 years with the Flathead National Forest 
Plan, and 6 years with the Helena National Forest Plan Started as a new member 
of the Smslaw National Forest IDT in May 1989. 

AL GRAPEL 

Position. 

Education 

Expenence: 

Forest Landscape Architect, Forest Recreation Planner 

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture, 1962, State University of New York 

Twenty-three years with the Forest Service - primarily working in landscape 
architecture, visual resource management, and recreatmn planning. Forest Service 
experience has been on 6 Forests in 3 Begions, including the George Washington 
National Forest in Virginia, the Eldorado and Inyo National Forests in Cahfornla, 
the Snoqualmie National Forest in Washington, and the Siskiyou and S&law 
National Fore&a in Oregon Member of the IDT smce 1979 Besponstble for input 
on recreatmn, visual, and wlderness resourcea for the DEIS, Supplement, FEIS 
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and Forest Plan. Acting IDT Team Leader in 1987 to oversee preparation and 
public&on of Supplement 

NANCY GRAYBEAL 

Position: 

Education: 

Experience: 

LINDA GROSS 

Position 

Education: 

Expenence: 

JIM GRUBB 

Positmn: 

Education: 

Experience: 

Tnnber Planner 

B A History, 1970, Stanford University 
MS. Forest Science, 1973, Colorado State University 

Twelve years in timber management mth the Forest Service in the Pacific Northwest 
and California Worked on the Siskiyou, Sequom, Olympic, Colville, and Deschutea 
National Forests. Timber planner on the Siuslaw LDT from 1980 to 1986. 
Responslbiities included yield table development and the assessment of FORPLAN 
timber results. 

sociologist 

B A. Political Science, 1973, Southern Oregon State College 

Ten years in forest management and land management planning on the Siuslaw 
and Deschutes National Forests. Member of the Siuslaw IDT from 1979 to 1984 
with zeqxmsibllity for socio-economic data co&&on, IMPLAN model development, 
and social impact analysis. 

Mapping System/Data Bass Coordinator 

B A Chemistry, 1975, California State University-Sacramento 

Seven years in computer systems operation and management with the Forest Service 
on the Siuslaw National Forest. Member of Siuslaw IDT from 1979 to 1983 with 
responsibility for data base dealgn, mappmg system design and implementation, 
and data bass preparation 

RICH HAGESTEDT 

Positmn: 

Education 

Operations Research Analyst 

B S. Forest Management, 1976, Oregon State University 
M S. Forest Management, 1979, Oregon State University 

Experience: Seven years in land management planmng with the Forest Service on the Mt. 
Hood, Santa Fe, and S&law National Forests. Member of Siuslaw IDT from 1981 
to 1985. Prlmardy responsible for the FOBPLAN model, including model formulation 
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and interpretation. Also coordinated rssource mapping, data bass constructmn, 
and other resource modelling efforts 

LISA NORRIS 

Position 

Educatmn: 

Experience 

Forest Wildlife Biologist 

B S. Wddhfe Science, 1977, Oregon State Unwersity 

Ten years of f-h and wldlife management sxpsnence with the BLM, Oregon 
Department of FEh and Wfldhfe and the Forest Servxe. Member of the Sm4aw 
IDT 1986-1987 v&h rsspmstbtity for wildhfe evalmtmns in the DEIS and Forest 
Plan 

MIT PARSONS 

Position 

Education: 

Forest Fishery Biologist 

B S Wildlife Biology, 1966, Umversity of Montana 
M Ed, 1972; Ed D, 1975, Adult Educatmn, Montana State Umversity 

Experience Five years in f~heries management on the Smslaw National Forest and 3 years in 
fsheries research and development with the Wddhfe and Fish Ecology Umt, Fort 
Colhns, Colorado. Provided fwheries and wildhfe Input between 1979 and 1983 as 
member of the &u&w IDT 

CHARLES PHILLIPS 

Posltmn 

Educatmn. 

Experience: 

Forest Wddhfe Biolo@st 

B.S. Zoology, 1967, Southern Oregon College 

Eighteen years of Forest Se~ce sxpexwnce on the Fremont and Smslaw National 
Forests. Member of the Siuslaw IDT from 1979 to 1986 Pnmardy responsible for 
providing recommendations on wildhfe management to the forest planning process 
Developed models to assess the effects of alternatives on wildhfe, sensitive plants, 
and range. 

HARRIET PLUMLEY 

Position: 

Education: 

Forest Planner/ID Team Leader 

B A Bmlogy, 1966, Antioch College, OH 
M L.A., 1975, and Ph.D., 1981, State University of New York 

Experience. Sur years wth the Backcountry F&search Project at Northeastern Forest Exp-arnnent 
Station. Five years in forest planning on the Lincoln NF as Operations Research 
Analyst and A.wst. Planner Planning Team Leader for two years on the S&law 
Natmnal Forest 
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BICH REEVES 

Position: 

Experience: 

Forest Planner/ID Team Leader 

Eight years in highway and civil engineering as District Engineer on 2 districts on 
the Siskiyou National Forest. In transportation planning for 2 years, Planning 
Team Leader on 4 Unit plans and 2 special study areas for 7 years; and Planning 
and Environmental Coordination Staff Officer for 2 years, all on the Umatilla 
National Forest. Siuslaw NF Planning Team Leader from 1981 to 1986 during the 
preparation of the Analysis of Management Situation, development of Alternatives 
and preparation of the DEIS and Draft Forest Plan. 

JIMREIM 

Position: 

Educatmn: 

Expenence: 

Forest HydrologisVWatershsd Managament Spscialiit 

B S Forest Management, 1972, University of Minnesota 

One year erosion control work with the Peace Corps in Momcco Four years as a 
forester with Idaho Panhandle and Siuslaw National Forests. Ten years as a Forest 
Hydrologist and IDT member with the Umpqua, Chequamegon, and Smslaw National 
Forests. Siuslaw NF IDT member fmm 1984 to 1987 Responsible for information 
regarding water quality, water usea, and hydmlogc analysis. Coordinated develop- 
ment of the Forest Plan Monitoring Program. 

JOHN ROLAND 

Position 

Education: 

Experience: 

Forest Economist 

B.S. Forestry, 1973, MS. Economics, 1982, University of Idaho. 

Sii years in timber management and three years as Forest Analyst/Economist on 
the Tahoe National Forest Member of Siuslaw IDT since 1987. Prowdad economw. 
analysis and input to models for Supplement, FEIS and Forest Plan. 

TONY VANDER HEIDE 

Position: 

Education. 

Lands and Land Management Planmng Staff Officer 

B S Fowtry, 1965, Michigan Technological Unlverslly 
M S Forest Economics, 1976, Michigan State Umvemity 

Experience Nine years in forest watershed management on the San Isabel, Roosevelt, and 
Black Hills National Forests Three years in the Washington, DC. Office of the 
Forest Service, working in computer systems coordinatmn and land management 
planning. As plannmg staff officer since 1979 has primary responsibility for 
preparatmn of the DEIS, Supplement, FEIS and Forest Plan 
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CALVIN WETTSTEIN 

Position: 

Education. 

Timber Planner 

B S. Forestry, 19’73, Rutgers Umversity 
M S Forestry, 1976, Northern ARsona University 

Experience Thirteen years unth the Forest Se~ce in the Southwest and Alaska Regions. Member 
of IDT since 1987 with responsibihty for inventory and yield table analysis, timber 
input to FORPLAN model, and analysis of FORPLAN results. 
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CONTRIBUTORS 

= --CONTRIBUTORS 

Lynn Bandur 
Dave Braley 
Debbie Bresheam 
Mark Buehrig 
Richard Carkin 
Valerie Chambers 
Dmne Chug 
Km C1mmery 
Tom Conway 
Mary (Moore) Coulombe 
Sam Cuevas 
Kathy Dunn-Grape1 
Peter Eldred 
Marlene Finley 
Floyd Form&all 
John Fulton 
Emily Guilland 
Mike Harvey 
Miles Hem&mm 
Norm Hesseldahl 
B&e Hoombeek 
Anna Kramer 
Judy Kreger 
Diane La Course 
Dana Leininger 

Dick Lilja 
Jim Maxwell 
Larry Mahaffey 
Sandy Matheny 
Glen Mdler 
Jean Ann Mitchell 
Doris Monson 
Virgil Oakes 
David O’Guinn 
Bert Osborne 
Bdl Randall 
Mauricio Ribera 
Chris Roach 
Bob Rack 
Paul Rose 
Barry Schrieber 
Luahn smlms 
Steve Smith 
ROSE Snider 
Dennis Truesdale 
Tom Turpin 
Bob Vincent 
Bob Wargnier 
AngeIa zaborska 

SUPPORTERS 

The Siuslaw National Forest Management Team - from 1979 to today 

Siuslaw Ranger District employees - from 1979 to today 

Other individuals, agencies, and organizations too numerous to name 

. 
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PLANNING DOCUMENT RECIPIENTS 

Copres of the planning documents were sent to the following agenaes, orgamzations, and persons 

FEDERAL, OFFICIALS AND AGENCIES 

Legislators 

Hon Les AuCom 
Hon Peter deFazio 
Hon Mark Hatfield 

Officials and Agencies 

Hon Bob Packwood 
Hon Denny Srmth 

Advisory Council on titonc Preservation 
Argonne Natmnal Laboratory 
Assistant U S Attorney 
Bonnealle Power Administratmn 
Department of Agriculture 

Agwxltuml Research Sernce 
Ammal and Plant Health Inspection Sernce 
Office of Equal Opportumty 
Office of General Counsel 
Rural Electnficatmn Administratmn 
Sod Conservation Service 

Department of Commerce 
NOAA Ecology and Conservatmn Dnnsion 
Natmnal Marine Fishenes Service 

Department of Defense 
Army Engmeering and Housmg Support Center 
Cluef of Navy Operatmns 
Corps of Engmeers 
Deputy Ass&ant Secretary of Defense 

(Envwonment) 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force 

(Environmental Safety) 
Exploswes Safety Board 

Department of Energy 
Department of Human and Health Seances 
Department of the Interior 

Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Bureau of Land Management 

Department of Labor 
Mme Safety & Health 
Occupatnml Safety & Health 
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INDIAN TRIBES 

Department of Transportation 
Policy and International Affairs 
Pipeline Safety 
U S Coast Guard 

Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Highway Administration 
General Services Administration 
Interstate Commerce Commission 
Small Business Adrmmstration 
USDA Forest Senrice 

Chief 
Chugach National Forest 
Colvllle Natmnal Forest 
Deschutes Natmnal Forest 
Fremont National Forest 
Gifford Pinch& Natmnal Forest 
Institute of Northern Forestry 
Lowell Ranger District 
Malheur National Forest 
Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest 
Mt. Hood Natmnal Forest 
Ochoco National Forest 
Okanogan Natmnal Forest 
Olympic National Forest 
Rogue River National Forest 
Slskiyou Natmnal Forest 
Umatilla Natmnal Forest 

INDIAN TRIBES 

Confederated Grand Ronde Tribes 
Confederated Treaty Tribes of Tansy Point 
Council of Confederated Tribes 
Lower Umpqua Confederated Tribes 

Umpqua National Forest 
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest 
Wenatchee National Forest 
Wtiamette National Forest 
Winema National Forest 
PNW Forestry Sciences Lab 
Fkgicml Forester, Alaska Region 
Regmnal Forester, Cahforma Region 
Regional Forester, Eastern Region 
Regional Forester, Intermountan Region 
Regional Forester, Northern Region 
Regloml Forester, Pacific Northwest Region 
Regional Forester, Rocky Mountain Region 
Regional Forester, Southern Region 
Regional Forester, Southwestern Region 
Rocky Mountain Experiment Station 
RPA Interactions Project 

Native American Indian Heritage Association 
Sdetz Confederated Tribes 
Umpqua Indian Tribe, Cow Creek Band 
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OFFICIALS AND AGENCIES. OTHER STATES 

STATE OFFICIALS AND AGENCIES 

Legislators 

Han Bill Bradbury 
Han John Brenneman 
Han Larry Campbell 
Hon. Ron Eachus 
Han Wdham Frye 
Han Paul Hanneman 
Han Margie Hendrlksen 
Han C T Houck 
Han Peggy L Jolin 
Han Mike Kopetski 

Officials and Agencies, Oregon 

Hon Neil Goldschrmdt, Governor 
Clearmghouse, Intergovernmental Relattons Division 
Department of Agnculture 
Department of Economic Development 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Department of Fish and Wddhfe 
Department of Forestry 
Department of Geology 
Department of Land Conservation & Development 
Employment Dwismn 
Hatfield Marine Saence Center 
Labor Commissioner 
Legislative Committee on In&an Serwces 
Pubbc Utility Commission 
State Parks and Recreatmn 
state Police 
State Recreation Planner 

Han Mike McCracken 
Han Anthony Meeker 
Hon Max Rqken 
Hon John Schoon 
Hon Charles Sides 
Hon. Clifford Trow 
Hon Tony Van Vliet 
Hon Liz Vanleeuwen 
Hon. Jim Whitty 
Hon. Mae Yih 

OFFICIALS AND AGENCIES, OTHER STATES 

Mxhlgan Department of Natural Resources 
Washmgton Department of Natural Resources 
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c ” 

LOCAL OFFICIALS AND AGENCIES 

COLLEGES AND UNJYERSITIES 

Center for Urban Studies, Portland SW Oregon Commumty College 
Fxvsno City College Texas A & M University 
University of Cahfornia, Berkely Umversity of Oregon 
Lane Community College Washmgton State University 
Oregon State University Umversity of Wyoming 
Rogue Community College Wdlamette Univers@ 

LOCAL OFFICIALS AND AGENCIES 

Bdl Harland, Polk County 
City of Lakeside 
City Manager, Coos Bay 
City Manager, Florence 
City Manager, Lincoln City 
City Manager, Reedsport 
Cl&sop-mamwk Intergovernmental Council 
Coos Bay-North Bend Water Board 
Coos County Planning Department 
Council of Governments 

coos county 
coos-c”lly 
Clatsop-marnook 
curry County 
Lane 
Lane County service 
md-Willamette Valley 
Oregon Diitrict 4 
Umpqua Regional 

County Comrmssioners 
Bento” County 
coos county 
Douglas County 
Josephme County 
Lane county 
LmccJl” county 
Polk County 
Tillamook County 
Yamhill County 

Douglas County Planning Commissmn 
Douglas County Planmng Department 
Dunes City Council 

K-GB-LB Water District 
Lane County Planning Commissmn 
LCDC Coordinator, Lincoln County 
LCDC Coordinator, Douglas County 
LCDC Coordinator, Polk County 
Lincoln County Planning Commxasion 
Mayor 

Albany 
ClhWlhS 
Eugene 
Monroe 
North Bend 
Phdomath 
Salem 
Springfield 
Tdlamook 
Toledo 
Yachats 

Neskowm Reamal Water District 
Pacific City Water District 
Polk Sod and Water District 
Port of Coos Bay 
Port of Siuslaw 
Port of Umpqua 
Rick Stam, Lincoln County Road Department 
Robin Hamblet, Yanhdl County 
Superintendent, Florence School District 
Supermtendent, Mapleton School District 
SW Lmcoln Water District 
Vie Affolter, Tillamook County 
Watershed Manager, City of Corvallis 
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LJBRAR.IEs 

LIBRARIES 

Albany 
Alsea 
BallkS 
B6%V%t.0lI 
BLM Coos Bay 
Colorado State Umversity 
Coos Bay 
COIWllii 
D&IS 
Douglas County 

RsedSpOti 
Roseburg 

Eugene 
Florence 
Lane County 
LCDC 
Lewis and Clark College 
Lincoln County 
Lmiield College 
MdVfinnVllle 
Multnomab County 
Newberg 
NWpXt 
North Bend 
Oregon State Umvemity 
Portland 

Albina 
Belmont 
capIt Hill 

Gregory Heights 
Gresham 
H&dale 
Holgate 
Hollywocd 
Midland 
North Portland 
Rockwood 
Saint Johns 
SElIWd 
Woodstock 

Portland Bureau of Planmng 
Portland State University 
ReedSpOrt 
Salem 
Sheridan 
Si1etz 
Smslaw (Florence) 
Springfield 
state of Oregon 
nllamook 
Toledo 
University of Minnesota 
Umversity of Oregon 
University of Portland 
Waldport 
WestForNet, Berkely 
WestForNet, Seattle 
west Slope 
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ORGANIZATIONS 

ORGANIZATIONS 

1000 Friends of Oregon 
American Fisheries Society 
American Forestry Associahon 
American Forestry Council 
Amencan Motorcyclist Ass&ation 
Associated Oregon Loggers 
Association of O&C Counties 
Association of Oregon Counties 
Chamber of Commerce 

Bay Area (Coos Bay) 
Eugene 
Florence 
Lincoln City 
Newport 
mook 
Yachats 

Cltwens Task Force 
Concerned Coastal Citizens 
Douglas County Museum 
Eugene Natural History Society 
Florence Audubon Society 
Fnends of the Earth 
Industnal Forestry Association 
LCAS 
League of Conservation Voters 
Mazamas 
Mountain States Legal Foundation 
Natnxml Audubon Society 
National Forest Association 
National Forest Products Association 
National Wddlife Federation 
Native Plant Scc~ety of Oregon 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
NCASI 
Northwest Forestry Asscaatmn 
Northwest Mming Associatmn 

Northwest Steelbeader’s Association 
NPPC 
Oregon Envimnmental Council 
Oregon Equestrian Trails 
Oregon Forest Industries Ccnmcil 
Oregon Natural Resources Council 
Oregon Rivers Association 
Oregon Trout ullumitad 
Oregon water Resoumes Congress 
Pacific Northwest Four-Wheel Drive Assocmtmn 
River Network 
Sierra Club 

Legal Defense Fund 
Many Rivers Group 
Macys Peak Chapter 
Seattle 

Siikiyou Task Force 
Siuslaw Task Force 
Siuslaw Timber Operators 
Smety of American Foresters 

Ol-Spl 
Marys Peak Chapter 

Southern Oregon nmber Industry Assocmtion 
Spint Lake Gun Club 
Term. Trackers 
The Nature Conservancy 
The Tillamook B.ecyclmg Team 
The Wilderness Society 
marnook Economw. Actmn Team 
Urban League of Portland 
Virginia Four-Wheel Drive Assocmtlon 
Western Forest Industries Association 
Western Lane Sportsman’s Council 
Western Wood Pmducts Association 
Wddhfe & Fish Scaetres 
Wddbfe Management Institute 
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BUSINESSES 

Alder Hill Associates 
Alsea veneer 1°C. 
Astona Plywcod Company 
Baynew Manufacturing Company 
Black & Company 
Bohemia Inc 
Boise Cascade Corporation 
Boise Cascade Timber Company 
Brand S Corporatmn 
Breslauer-Jacobson 
Cascade Holistic Economic Consultants 
Catch The Wmd Kite Shop 
Champion Intern&owl Inc 
D* bg@“g S”PP~Y 
Davidson Industries Inc. 
Dmmond B Lumber Company 
Diamond Wood Products Inc. 
Don Baack and Associates 
Douglas Timber Operators Inc 
Environmental Impact Services 
Environmental Law 
Erickson Hardwoods Company 
Forest Engineering Inc 
Forest Grove Lumber Company 
Fort Hill Lumber Company 
G&wm Truckmg 
Griffin and Company 
Guy Roberts Lumber Company 
Hampton Tree Farms 
Hobm Lumber Company 
Hoedads Co-op Inc 
Hoskins Lumber Company 
H. R. Jones Hardwood Company 
Hull Oakes Lumber Company 
International Paper Company 
John C. Taylor Lumber Sales Inc 
Keller Environmental Assocmtes 
Lindsay, Hart, Neil & Welgler 
Mason Bruce & Gerard Inc 
Merrill Lynch 
Miller Timber Servmes 
More Logs Inc 
Morton Alder 

Mountain Fw Lumber Company 
Musselman & Associates Inc. 
Natmnal Fire Fighter Corporation 
Natural Resources F&search 
Northwest Mycological Co”sulta”ts 
Office Systems Group 
Pacific Power & Light 
Pacific Security Bank 
Pbdomath Forest Products Company 
Ply-Trim Inc 
Pope & Talbot Inc 
Pnndle Creek Farm Inc 
Profeswmal Forest Management 
Rancho Rio Quedo 
Saltman & Stevens 
Seneca Sawmdl Company 
Shannon W Davis Research Group 
Shiloh Forestry Inc 
Simpson Lumber Company 
Solomon Brothers, Inc 
Southern Panfic Transportatmn Copmpany 
Southwest Forest Industries 
Spears, Lubersky et. al. 
Starker Forests Inc 
Stokes Construction Inc 
Sun Studs Inc 
Swanson Bras Lumber Company 
Swanson Superior Forest Products 
Sylvan Systems 
TXCUl 
The Research Group 
The Murphy Company 
The Newport Hostel 
Tdlamcok Pubbc Utility Distnct 
Timber Data 
Times Mirror Land & Timber Company 
Total Tree Log@ng 
Trillium Natural Food Store 
Weyerhaeuser Company 
Willamette Industries Inc 
Woo&y Enterprises Inc 
WTD Inc. 
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INDIVIDUALS 

MElDIA 

Echo Northwest 
Forest Watch 
Gazette Times 
MIT Technology Review 

INDIVIDUALS 

Margaret Abbott 
Stark Ackerman 
Ron Agerst 
Joanna Al&art 
Steve Alarid 
Robert Atmsia 
Brad Backland 
Margaret Bailey 
Bryan Bailbe 
Frank Ball 
Larry Ball 
Richard L. Barber 
Paul Barlow 
Bill Bechen 
Laore Ben& 
Robm Berdanl 
Morris H Bergman 
Roger Blair 
Gary Blanchard 
R&&N Bodme 
Leonard W. Bones 
Andy B&z 
Kathryn Brandis 
Richard Bran 
John Breiling 
W H Brevoort 
Philip A Brlegleb 
Joe Bright 
Mark Bmseau 
David J. Brown 
Kenneth Burkholder 
Dick Butcher 
Valane Buxton 
Lmda Caplzzi 
John Carlson 
Dan and June Carlton 
Teresa Carp 
Ben Carter 
Keedy Chancy 
Nancy Jean Chase 
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Re@er Guard 
OEgOllhll 
Oregon Wildlife 
Our National Forest 

Jeffery D. Chastain 
John Churchill 
&ke Clark 
Dwight Clemon 
Brian Cole 
Lyle Compton 
L. C&o&an 
Jack R. Gory 
Bob Costa 
Bdl Crum 
Ervin A. Czimskey 
Robert W D&l 
Bernice Dain 
Doug Davidson 
Paul F. Davis 
Joe de la Pena 
Herman de Rego 
Alvm L. Dean 
Hany Demaray 
Jim and Betty Denison 
Herman J. Derego 
George E D&is 
Eldow W Dickens Jr. 
John Dickinson 
Julia Ddlmaa 
Frank Ddlon 
Nom Domaleson 
Bdl Dougan 
Bii Dryden 
Mrs. D. B DuBois 
M. C Dunham 
Hamld L Dyke 
Bii Edmlson 
Tom Egan 
Mark Egger 
Paul F Ehinger 
Dennis Ellison 
Jim Faxchild 
Daniel L Farrlor 
Bii Fenell 
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Herb Ferrls 
Wallace Fields 
William B Fmley 
Mwhael Fitzpatnck 
Gary Foglm 
Paul T Fontmim 
Mary Forrester 
Margaret Forsythe 
Jayne Fraese 
Rebecca Francis 
Monte R Freeman 
Liz Fremkel 
Jack F&erg 
Maradel Gale 
Carl E Garner 
J R Gates 
Janelle Geddes 
Crag J Gehrke 
Greg George 
Bob Gerl 
Marty G&s 
Hardy Glascock 
Katherine A. Grabem 
Charles F Grant 
Glen Grazer 
Sarah E Greene 
Bruce J. Groll 
Sue Groshong 
Robert Gunther 
stew Hagen 
Dr Perry Hagenstem 
Michael E Haglund 
Herb Haglund 
Dave Hall 
Kern Hamilton 
John Hampton 
Nadine Harrany 
David Harreld 
Tmothy B Hamngton 
K&h Hatch 
John Hawkms 
Charles Hedges 
KarlD Henson 
P Sydney Herbert 
Lynn Herring 
Daniel Hertfeld 
Chris Hmtt 
Joe Hmton 
Gary Hoberg 
Ralph Hoberg 
Thomas Holman 

Lloyd C House 
Herman Hovemann 
John W How&h 
Ivan C Hoyer 
Libby Hudson 
Arthur Hughes 
Bob Hughes 
Damd D Hunter 
Noland Huntington 
Mr. & Mrs Steve Hurley 
Scott Ingram 
Del Isham 
Raymond Issacson 
Royal Jackson 
Beth Jacob 
Ruth Jacobs 
Lawrence M Jacobson 
Gerald E Jensen 
Pat Jermov 
Kathm Johnson 
Al Johnson 
W&xd C Johnson 
Matthew Johnson 
Stan E. Kambly 
Linda J. Kanter 
Joe Kai-as 
Bnan Kazlov 
Michael J Kellett 
Ken Kenaston 
Charles Kennedy 
Darrel Kenops 
Andy Kerr 
Anne Klnnaman 
Katie Kinney 
Brad Kneaper 
Alfred P Ki-ambert 
Carol Kmsel 
Al Krenz 
Paul Krupin 
Leroy J Krzycki 
H M Lam&y 
Lola L LandIs 
Larry Lange 
Dave Larson 
Mark Larson 
Jeff Laufle 
Lawson Legate 
stewart 82 Rosemary Leas 
Evelyn Lee 
Bennett Lee 
Sara Al Ieiman 

INDIVIDUALS 
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Air Quahty, III-107; N-3,5,89-91 
Aleutian Canada Goose, III-64,68,12; 

N-41,102 
Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ), 

II-11,56,51,12,18, 89-91 
Alsea, m-9 
Alsea River, m-60,90 
Alsea Unit Plan, I-4; III-79 
Alternatives: 

Changes between Draft and Fml, I-l; 
II-l; m-1; N-5 
Comparison of, H-55-69 
Considered in D&ad, II-20-53 
Development of, II-4-6 
Differences and Simlarities (Economic), 
II-151-185 
Ehminated from Detied Study, II-18 
Formulation of, I-3; II-4,516 
Outputs and Effects, D-122-156 
Tradeoffs, II-168-171 

American Indian, III-5,1,10, N-92 
Anadi-omous Fish, I-11; II-3, H&5,51,59-62; 

N 28-33 
Amlys~s Area, II-6 
Analysis of the Managment Situation, I-3; III-44 

Bald Eagles, II-101; III-72; N-5,13,41,45,101 
Bear, III-63; N-42,102 
Below-Cost Sales, III-39 
Benchmark Amlysm, II-5,10,20 
Benefits, I-l; II-5 
Benton County, III-l,13 
Best Mangement Practms (BMPs), I-IO, 

II-2,94, N-25 
Big-eared Bat, III-65, N-42 
Brown Pelican, III-64,68,12; N-41,102 
Bureau of Land Managment, I&5,56 
Burning, II-130,131; III-35,36,55,58; 

N-3,5,14,11-19,24,26 

Cape Perpetua, U&3,76,79; N-52,78 
Cascade Head Expenmental Forest, H-10,118, 

HI-34,10,98; N-II 
Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area, 

II-10,18,108, III-34,78,92,102; 
N-51-53,69,11 

Chemmls, I-8 ; I&32,36,51, 
N-1,4,5,15,22,24 

Chmate, III-3 

Coast Range, I-4; III-l,3-11,14,16,50 
Coho Salmon, D&62,68; N-28-33 
communities, Luml, I-4,19, II-66,67; 

III-9,lO; N-81-88 
Confederated Tribes of Siletz, III-5,1 
Congressionally Established Areas, III-IS 
Coos Bay, III-9 
coos county, III-l,13 
corvallii, I-4; m-10 
Costs, I-1,8,20, II-165-168; I&12,13,38, N-4 
Councd on Environmental Quahty (CEQ), I-l-3, 

II-11 
Cultural Resources, III-104, N-89 
Cummms Creek Wdderness, m-34,84; 

N-59-62,69,17 
Cummms/Gwynn Creeks, III-99; N-77,18 
Cumulatwe Effects on: 

Communities, N-81 
Fish Resource, N-32 
Recreation REsource, N-56 
Research, N-79 
Sod and Water Resources, N-22 
Vegetation, N-1,14 
Vwml Resource, N-15 
Wddlife Resource, N-43-45 

Dead & Defectwe Trees (Snags), II-104; 
III-71, N-38,39,44,45,102 

Deciduous MIX Habitat, II-2,4,103; III-67; 
N-8-10,41,102 

Deer, Blacktad, m-63,72; N-45,103 
Departure from Pohcy of 

Nondechnme Timber Flow. H-2.5.14.17 
Divemty (Plant and Animal), i-&S; ’ ’ ’ 

I&1,24-21, N-l 
Domestic Watersheds, I-10, III-50-52, N-17,21 
Douglas County, III-l, 13 
Drift Creek Wdderness, m-3434, 

N-59-62,69,77 
Dry Ravel Erosion, 50-52,58; N-17-19 

Economics, I-l, II-6,13,82,85,89 
III-5,10,33,36,41 

El&ram Sites, III-83 
Elk, Roosevelt, I-12; II-103 III-II, 

N-39,44,102 
Employment, I-12, II-13; III-10-12, N-82-85 
Envmnmental Consequences On: 

Air quahty, N-89-91 

INDEX 
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communities, N-81-88 
Fish, N-28-33 
Old Growth, N-12,13 
Recreation, N-48-58 
&search, N-II-80 
Undeveloped Areas, N-63-65 
Vegetation, N-6-14 
Viiual Quality, N-68-16 
Watershed (Soil and Water), N-11-21 
Wilderness, N-59-62 
Wildlife, N-34-41 

Eugene, I-4; III-10 
Exports (Logs), m-41,48 

Ferttizer, I-8; II-385,102; I&32,35,57; 
N-4,13,16,22 

Fwes (see also Wildfires, Burning), 
I&4,16,105; N-3,13,14 

Fiih Resource, I-8,11; II-58,59,95; 
III-5,59-62; N-28-33,97,101 

Fisbmg, I-6; m-9,60; N-32,51 
Florence, ICI-9 
Flynn Creek, III-98 
Forest and Rangeland Renewable 

Resource Planning Act @PA), (see RPA) 
FORPLAN, H-3,18,84,90 

Geology, III-3 
Grass-forb Habitat, II-105; III-61; N-39 
Groundwater, m-52,57; N-24 

Habitat Capabiiity Index (HCI), N-34-42 
Hebo , III-9 
Heba Unit Plan, I-4; I&19,80 
Herbicide (see Chemrzds) 
Hunting, I-20, L&9,60,15 

Insects, III-35,12, N-43 
Interdwplinary Team (IDT), I-2,3,6 
Irretrievable Commitment of Resources, N-95 
Irreversible Resource Commitments, N-95 
Issues (ICOs), I-6-26; H-55-69,169,112 

Job Corps, III-13 
Jobs, I-19; I&11,41 

Kentucky Falls, III-79; N-52 

Land Conservation and Development Commis- 
sion, 

CLCDC), N-104 
Landslides, I-10; I&50-52,55; N-3,5,11-22 
Land Smtabiity, II-56,51,14-78,86,87; III-34 

Landtyps Associations, III-51; N-21,30,31 
Lane county, III-1,13, 
Lincoln County, n&1,13; 
Long Term Pmductw& N-11,18,24 
Long Term Sustxuned Yeild &pa&y, 

II-12,13,19,80 

Management Areas, II-61-10 
Management Indvzator Species, I-12; 

III-61-69; N-34-41 
Management Requirements (MR.+ I-8; II-7,97; 

N-13,21,22,34,35,38,42 
Mapleton, I-2,4; III-g; N-18 
Mapleton Court Dsclsion, I-21; II-19, III-55 
Marten, III-11; N-41,43 
Marys Peak Scenic-Botamc Area, III-19, N-51 
Mature Comfer HabItat, H-3,4,10,102; 

m-11; N-36,42,44,45,102 
Mature Deciduous Mix Habitat 

(see Deciduous MIX Habitat) 
Mature Rip&m Habitat 

(see Ripanan Habitat) 
Minerals, I-10,26; D-119-121; III-108, N-91 
Mink, III-61 
Momtoting, II-86 N-5 
Monroe, III-9 
Mountain Quail, III-61 
Mt. Hebo, III-19,76; N-52,53 
Mumclpal Watersheds, I-8,10; II-21,94, 

III-54, N-15,11,21 

National Environmental Policy Act @EPA), 
I-1,21; n-17; N-4 

National Forest Management Act (NFMA), 
I-1-2,3; 

n-7,11,19 
NatIonal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, II-18 
Neskowin Crest (Research Natural Area), III-98 
Nestucca River, III-90 
No Action Alternative, II-17,21,111 
No Change Alternative, II-1,23,78,173; N-91 
Newport, HI-9 

Off-mad vehicles (ORVs), II-101,108, 
III-16,80; N-48 

Old Growth, I-8,9, II-12,56,51,92,99-101; 
III-28-31, N-12,13,34,43 

Oregon Co&al Management Program, N-106 
Oregon Department of 

Environmental Quabty (ODEQ), N-103,101 
Oregon Department of 

Fish and Wildbfe (ODFW), III-63, 
N-44,100,107 
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Oregon Department of Forestry, III-5,45; 
N-98,105 

Oregon Dunes National 
Recreation Area (ODNRA), I-4,14,17,18,22 
II-18,24,108; m-3,26,78, N-50-53,69 

Oregon State Utllvemty , Ill-lo,12 

Pacific Citv. III-9 
-~.I ~~~ 

Payments to Counties, I-19; II-13; m-12, 
N-81,82 

Peregrine Falcon, D&62,72; N-41.102 
Philomath, III-9 
Pileat& Woodpecker, III-71; N-41,43 
Planning Process, I-2; I&4,6 
PNW Range & Experiment St&on, I-18 
Polk County, III-l,13 
Population, III-10 
Precipitation, III-50 
Preferred Alternative, I-1,3,7; II-3,17,42,179 
Present Net Value, I-20, II-5,6,13,160-164 
Protection (Fire), m-106, N-100 

Ramfall (see Precip&&n) 
Range Management, III-108, N-89,96 
Receipts, I-20; II-165-168, I&12,38 
Recreation Resource, I-4,1,13, J&62,63,101, 

IU-16-83; N-48-58 
Reedsport, HI-9 
Rsgional Forester, I-3 
Regmnal Guide, I-2,14; III-l, N-5,13 
Reneke Creek, III-99; N-16 
Research, I-18; III-91-103; N-71-80 
Research Natural Areas, I-18; J&13,16,117; 

l-D-98, N-41,17,18 
Ripanan Areas, I-10,11; &80,95,96; 

III-50,59, N-10,11,19,22,23,32,33 
Riparian Habitat, II-105, III-63,61,72; 

N-42,43,102 
Roadless Areas, m-19, N-49,50 
Roads, II-96,114,111-119, 

ITI-13,38,52,55-58,16, N-1,18-20,24 
Rock Creek Wilderness, L&34,86, 

N-59-62,69,77 
Rotatmn Lengths (Tmber), II-83 
RPA, I-1,2, II-4, m-39; N-91-99 

Salem, III-10 
Sand Lake, I-10; II-108; III-99; N-51,53,18 
Scenerv kee vmx3l Resource) 
Sedm&&ion, I-10; III-5f!@,58; 

N-11-25,28,29,32 
Siletz Rwer, III-59 
Sdverspot Butterfly, II-86; III-72, N-41,45 

Siuslaw River, III-59 
Smoke Management, III-101, N-3,15 
Snags (see Dead & Defectwe 

Tree HabItat) 
Snowy Plover, III-71, N-40,44,102 
Soil Resource, I-10; II-78,80,85,81,94-98, 

m-3.55-58: N-1-3.14.11-21 
special I&& Areas,‘I-9, II-13,109, III-79, 

N-51-52 
Spotted Owl, I-8,lI-100; III-68-10; 

N-5,12,13,34-36,64,69,101 
Steelhead Tmut, m-59,60, N-28 
Sutton Area, I-10, H-109; I&76,80, N-51-53 

Tenmile, III-99; N-41,50,11 
Threatened, Endangered, and Senmtive 

Species, I-9,12, II-106; m-63-66; N-41 
Thi-eemle Creek, m-99; N-41,49,17 
T&xmmk County, I&1,13; 
Tmber Resource, I-5; I&2,4,12, III-32,34-49; 

N-1351814 , , I I , 
Toledo, III-9 
Topography, III- 1 
Trails, II-114-116; m-78, N-41,48,51,59 

Umpqua River, m-90 
Unavmdable Adverse Effects, N-94 
Undeveloped Areas, I-13, II-13,114; I&80,87; 

N-47-55,63-65 
Utlllty Comdom, II-121, III-112 

Vegetation, III-4,14-27; N-3,6-16 
Visual Resource, I-16, II-64-65,110.114, 

III-92-96; N-69-16 

Waldpmt, III-9 
Water Quality Standards (Oregon), I-10, II-8 
Water Resource, I-IO, II-95; II-87,94,96-98, 

III-4; N-11-21 
Watersheds, I-lo; II-56,57,94; III-50-58, 

N-17-21 
Willamma, m-9 
Wild and Scenic Rwers, I-23, II-110, III-80,90, 

N-66,68 
Wilderness, I-4,9,16; II-13,109,114, 

JII-21,34,36,18,84-86,102; N-48-50,57,59-62 
Waldfires, I&52,105, N-3 
Wddlife Resource, I-9,12, II-60,61,98, 

I&5,63-15,87; N-34-41,97,103 

Yachats, I-lo; 
Yamhdl County, I&7,13 
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